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iScotland’s referendum on 18 September 2014 is a choice 
between two futures.
If we vote Yes, we take the next step on Scotland’s journey. 
We will move forward with confidence, ready to make the 
most of the many opportunities that lie ahead. The most 
important decisions about our economy and society will be 
taken by the people who care most about Scotland, that is  
by the people of Scotland. The door will open to a new era 
for our nation.
Scotland’s future will be in Scotland’s hands.
If we vote No, Scotland stands still. A once in a generation 
opportunity to follow a different path, and choose a new 
and better direction for our nation, is lost. Decisions about 
Scotland would remain in the hands of others.
We, the people who live here, have the greatest stake in 
making Scotland a success. With independence we can 
make Scotland the fairer and more successful country we 
all know it should be. We can make Scotland’s vast wealth 
and resources work much better for everyone in our country, 
creating a society that reflects our hopes and ambition. 
Being independent means we will have a government that 
we choose – a government that always puts the people of 
Scotland first.
This is what being independent can deliver for Scotland and 
it is why the Scottish Government believes the people of 
Scotland, individually and collectively, will be better off with 
independence.
YOUR GUIDE TO AN 
INDEPENDENT SCOTLAND
SCOTLANDʼS 
FUTURE 
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The Rt Hon Alex Salmond MSP
First Minister
 Scotland is an ancient nation, renowned for the ingenuity and 
creativity of our people, the breathtaking beauty of our land and 
the brilliance of our scholars. Our national story has been shaped 
down the generations by values of compassion, equality, an 
unrivalled commitment to the empowerment of education, and a 
passion and curiosity for invention that has helped to shape the 
world around us. Scots have been at the forefront of the great 
moral, political and economic debates of our times as humanity 
has searched for progress in the modern age.
 It is in that spirit of progress that you will be asked on  
18 September 2014, 
 ‘Should Scotland be an independent country?’
 The answer we give to that question will determine how we can 
shape our nation for the future. The year ahead should be a 
national celebration of who we are and what we could be.
 The debate we are engaged in as a nation is about the future of 
all of us lucky enough to live in this diverse and vibrant country. 
It is a rare and precious moment in the history of Scotland – a 
once in a generation opportunity to chart a better way. 
 At its heart independence is not about this Government or any 
political party. It is about a fundamental democratic choice for 
the people of Scotland. It is about the power to choose who we 
should be governed by and the power to build a country that 
reflects our priorities as a society and our values as a people.
ALEX SALMOND MSP 
FIRST MINISTERPREFACE 
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 I believe in independence because I believe it will be better for 
all of us if decisions about Scotland are taken by the people 
who care most about Scotland – the people who live and work 
here. It is my absolute conviction that Scotland’s future should 
be in Scotland’s hands.
 I also believe that the bonds of family, friendship, history and 
culture between Scotland and the other parts of the British Isles 
are precious. England, Wales and Northern Ireland will always 
be our family, friends and closest neighbours. But with Scotland 
as an independent country, our relationship will be one of 
equals. I have no doubt that it will flourish.
 I want to be clear about what independence means and why 
the Scottish Government is asking you to vote Yes.
 The vote in September 2014 is about becoming independent 
from the parliamentary union of 1707 and passing to the 
Scottish Parliament the powers Westminster has over matters 
such as taxation, welfare and the economy, and securing for 
Scotland our own place in the world as an independent country. 
 Last year, in the Edinburgh Agreement, the Scottish and 
Westminster Governments agreed to continue to work together 
constructively in the light of the outcome of the referendum, 
whatever it may be, in the best interests of the people of 
Scotland and of the rest of the United Kingdom. That is an 
important commitment from both Governments. It will help to 
ensure a smooth transition of powers from Westminster 
to Scotland. 
ix
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 That constructive working together will continue after 
independence.
 We will work in partnership with the rest of the UK to share the 
pound for our mutual benefit, but we will pursue a Scottish tax 
and economic policy to boost jobs, growth and social justice.
 Westminster governments, rejected at the ballot box in 
Scotland, will no longer be able to inflict the poll tax or the 
bedroom tax on the most vulnerable people in our society.
 We will continue to work in partnership with the rest of the UK 
in defence alliances to promote peace and security, but we will 
be able to remove Trident from Scotland’s soil and stop paying 
towards the £100 billion lifetime cost of a new generation of 
nuclear weapons.
 We will work in partnership with the rest of the UK inside the 
European Union. But we will be able to represent Scotland at 
the top tables of Europe as a constructive member state and 
stand up for vital Scottish interests.
 Scotland will remain within the Union of the Crowns with Her 
Majesty The Queen as our head of state, but we will have a 
modern, written constitution.
 And the social ties between Scotland and the rest of the UK 
will continue and thrive.
 That is the independent Scotland we will negotiate following 
a Yes vote. We will do so in time for Scotland to become 
independent on 24 March 2016 and be ready for the first 
elections to an independent Scottish Parliament in the spring 
of that year. 
 Of course some would prefer Scotland to become a republic, 
to leave the EU or NATO, or to have our own currency. After 
Scotland becomes independent, any political party seeking to 
make these kinds of changes would first have to win support 
to do so in an election. 
x
ALEX SALMOND MSP 
FIRST MINISTERPREFACE 
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 That is the real democratic value of independence – the  
people of Scotland are in charge. It will no longer be possible 
for governments to be elected and pursue policies against the 
wishes of the Scottish people. So other choices can be made, 
different from those we propose in this guide – but these will  
be the choices of the Scottish people.
 Independence will put the people of Scotland in charge of our 
own destiny. 
 No-one is suggesting an independent Scotland would not face 
challenges. We would be unique if that was not the case.
 But we are rich in human talent and natural resources. We are 
one of the wealthiest nations in the world. With independence, 
we can build the kind of country we want to be. 
 People down the decades have wondered if a country blessed 
with such wealth, talent and resources could and should have 
done more to realise the potential we know exists for everyone. 
Those generations could only imagine a better Scotland.
 Our generation has the opportunity to stop imagining and 
wondering and start building the better Scotland we all know 
is possible. 
 This is our country. This is Scotland’s future. It is time to seize 
that future with both hands. 
xi
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■■  Decisions about Scotland will be taken by the people who care most 
about Scotland – those who live and work here
■■  An independent Parliament elected entirely by people in Scotland will 
replace the current Westminster system. Under that system, elected 
representatives from Scotland make up just 9 per cent of the 650 
members of the House of Commons; the House of Lords is wholly 
unelected
■■  Governments will always be formed by parties that win elections in 
Scotland. It will no longer be possible for key decisions to be made by 
governments that do not command the support of the Scottish electorate
■■  A guarantee that tax and social security rates will be set in line with 
the wishes of the people of Scotland. That will mean an end to the 
imposition on Scotland of policies like the “bedroom tax”
■■  Public services can be kept in public hands. The Scottish Parliament has 
the power to keep the NHS in public hands but it could not stop other 
services such as the Royal Mail being privatised by Westminster
■■  An economic policy aimed at economic stability and job security in 
Scotland will replace an economic policy which disproportionately 
benefits London and the South East of England
■■  Access to our own resources – for every one of the last 32 years 
estimates show Scotland has generated more tax per head than the UK 
as a whole. With independence, decisions about the level and allocation 
of public spending will be taken here in Scotland
■■  An economic policy that can be tailored to take advantage of Scotland’s 
world-class universities and key growth industries like food and drink, life 
sciences, and tourism
■■  An independent Scotland can invest our oil wealth for future generations. 
By value there is estimated to be as much North Sea oil still to come as 
has already been extracted. Norway has a savings fund worth more than 
£470 billion
■■  Our taxes will not be used to pay for nuclear weapons and we can 
remove Trident from Scotland for good
Gains from independence – whichever party is elected 
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■■  A transformational extension of childcare, giving our children the best 
start in life, making it easier for parents – especially mothers – to return 
to work and delivering new job opportunities
■■  Abolition of the “bedroom tax” which will save 82,500 households in 
Scotland – including 63,500 households with a disabled adult and 
15,500 households with children – an average of £50 per month
■■  A halt to the rollout of Universal Credit and Personal Independence 
Payments in Scotland allowing future Scottish governments to develop 
reforms to our welfare system that meet our needs
■■  The first steps towards a fairer tax system by ensuring that basic rate tax 
allowances and tax credits rise at least in line with inflation, and ending 
of the married couples tax allowance and abolishing the Shares for 
Rights scheme 
■■  Pensioners’ incomes protected with the triple lock so that pensions 
increase by either inflation, earnings, or 2.5 per cent, whichever is 
highest
■■  Simplification of the tax system to reduce compliance costs, streamline 
reliefs and help to reduce tax avoidance, with a target revenue gain of 
£250 million a year by the end of the first term
■■  Return of the Royal Mail to public ownership in Scotland, guaranteeing 
the quality of service that all parts of our country currently enjoy
■■  A Fair Work Commission and a guarantee that the minimum wage will 
rise at least in line with inflation. Over the last five years, this would have 
improved the earnings of the lowest paid Scots by the equivalent of 
£675. Continued support for the living wage for central government staff 
and promotion of it for other sectors of the Scottish economy
■■  A timetable for reducing the rate of corporation tax by up to three 
percentage points to counter the gravitational business pull of London
■■  Examination of further help for small businesses, for example with 
national insurance costs to encourage them to create more jobs
■■  Reduction in Air Passenger Duty by 50 per cent, with a view to 
abolishing it when public finances allow
■■  Support for energy efficiency and the roll out of green technology from 
central government budgets to reduce energy bills by around 5 per cent
Gains from independence – if we are the first government 
of an independent Scotland
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INTRODUCTION
 What you can expect from this guide to an independent 
Scotland
 The Scottish Government supports independence for Scotland.
 On 18 September 2014 you will be asked to vote in a 
referendum on the question:
 The Scottish Government believes you should vote Yes.
 This guide sets out the gains of independence for Scotland 
– whichever party is in government – and this Government’s 
vision and priorities for action if we are the first government of 
an independent Scotland. It also explains the process by which 
Scotland will become independent following a Yes vote and how 
our newly independent Scotland will work.
 Scotland has many natural advantages. The foundations of our 
economy are strong. We have abundant natural resources. We 
have a talented population with many world-class businesses 
and institutions. We have a proud history, progressive traditions, 
fine intellectual and artistic accomplishments, a strong identity 
and many friends across the world. 
 Through devolution, the people of Scotland have experienced 
some of the benefits of independence. The advantages of 
taking decisions for ourselves have been clear. Crime is lower. 
Health outcomes have improved. In many ways – like our 
unemployment rate – our economy is stronger than the UK as 
a whole. The Scottish Parliament has protected the NHS from 
privatisation and restored our tradition of free education.
 This guide lays out how we can complete Scotland’s journey 
to home rule and become a fully independent country. 
 If Scotland votes Yes in the referendum the Scottish 
Government will negotiate so that Scotland becomes 
independent on 24 March 2016.
‘Should Scotland be an independent country?’ 
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 In detail, this guide sets out:
 The case for independence. Decisions about Scotland – 
decisions that affect us, our families, our communities and the 
future of our country – should be taken in Scotland to reflect 
the views and concerns of the Scottish people, rather than 
by governments at Westminster with different priorities, often 
rejected by voters in Scotland. 
 The strong foundations already in place for the economy 
and public finances of an independent Scotland. Scotland 
can afford to be independent. We can pay for, and protect, 
our public services. Even those who currently argue against 
independence accept that Scotland can be a successful 
independent country. Independence will give us the powers 
we need to build an even stronger economy. It will equip us to 
compete effectively in the global economy, rather than remain 
under Westminster which has created an unequal society and 
an unbalanced economy. 
 How Scotland will become independent. Following a vote 
for independence on 18 September 2014, Scotland will prepare 
to become an independent country. There will be negotiations 
with the rest of the UK, the EU and other international partners. 
Planning for independence in March 2016 allows a realistic time 
to reach agreement in those discussions and to complete the 
legal processes to transfer power to the Scottish Parliament. 
 The first parliamentary election in an independent Scotland 
will take place on 5 May 2016. 
 What an independent Scotland will look like. The shape 
of Scotland in the future will be determined by how the people 
of Scotland vote in elections in 2016 and thereafter. The 
current Scottish Government will lead Scotland from a Yes 
vote in September 2014 to independence in March 2016. 
This guide sets out what Scotland will look like at the point of 
independence – on issues such as the currency, the monarchy 
and membership of the EU.
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 The gains of independence for you, your family and 
community. Independence will give the Scottish Parliament 
new powers in areas like the economy, taxation, welfare, energy 
and defence, and control over key national assets like the 
postal system. In this guide we set out the many opportunities 
these powers will give Scotland, and some of the current 
Scottish Government’s priorities for action if we are elected to 
be the government of an independent Scotland in May 2016.
 Answers to your questions. In this guide we answer detailed 
questions we have been asked about independence.
 Structure of this guide
 Part one of the guide sets out an overview of the case for 
independence:
■■ why Scotland needs independence 
■■ what Scotland will look like on independence
■■ what will happen between a Yes vote and Scotland 
becoming independent 
■■ our financial and economic strengths
■■ the benefits of independence and the priorities for action 
of the current Government if it is the first government of 
an independent Scotland 
■■ the consequences of Scotland voting No to independence
 Part two describes the strengths of Scotland’s national finances 
over recent decades compared to the UK as a whole. It also 
estimates Scotland’s opening financial position at the point of 
independence – 2016/17 – and sets out this Government’s 
priorities for the first term of a Scottish Parliament. 
 Part three provides detailed analysis of the changes needed 
across Scotland, the opportunities that independence provides 
for any future Scottish government to make those changes, and 
the particular priorities for action identified by this Government. 
These chapters cover:
INTRODUCTION
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■■ Finance and the Economy, including measures to boost 
the economy, create jobs and ensure we have a skilled, 
motivated and fairly-rewarded workforce, and proposals 
on our currency, the tax system, and financial regulation
■■ Transport, including proposals to strengthen connections 
within and to Scotland, support decarbonisation and reduce 
Air Passenger Duty
■■ Health, Wellbeing and Social Protection, including proposals 
to improve pensions, build a fairer welfare system in an 
independent Scotland, and continue to protect our NHS
■■ Education, Skills and Employment, including the opportunities 
for our schools, universities and colleges to flourish with 
independence, our transformational childcare proposals, and 
the need to address inequalities in educational attainment in 
our schools, protect free university education and strengthen 
Scotland’s academic research base
■■ International Relations and Defence, including Scotland’s 
transition to independent membership of the EU, and our 
proposals for Scotland’s armed forces and international 
representation
■■ Justice, Security and Home Affairs, including the 
opportunities to make our communities safe, protect 
ourselves against terrorism and other security threats, 
and establish a system of immigration and citizenship that 
meets Scotland’s needs
■■ Environment, Rural Scotland and Energy & Resources, 
including the opportunities for our food and drink,  
agriculture and fishing industries, and our rural and 
island communities, and proposals to support our energy 
industries – oil and gas and renewables – and manage our 
energy wealth for the future with the creation of a Scottish 
Energy Fund
■■ Culture and Communications, including the future 
of broadcasting and the Royal Mail in Scotland
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 Part four sets out the timescale and process for Scotland to 
become an independent country following a Yes vote in the 
referendum. It describes the transition that will take place and 
the negotiations that will be required on assets and liabilities, 
and to ensure continued delivery of public services. It also sets 
out the opportunities for a modern democracy with our own 
written constitution and describes how equality and human 
rights will be protected and promoted on independence. 
 Finally, in Part five we answer detailed questions we have 
been asked about independence.
INTRODUCTION
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 Part One – The case for independence
 Independence means that Scotland’s future will be in our own 
hands. Decisions currently taken for Scotland at Westminster 
will instead be taken by the people of Scotland.
 A vote for independence will be the clearest possible declaration of 
confidence in ourselves and our nation. Independence will release 
a period of energy, effort and ambition which has the power to 
realise our hopes and expectations and transform our country.
 Independence is not an end in itself. The Scottish Government 
wants us to have the powers of independence so that people 
who live here can build a different and better Scotland, where 
the many benefits of our rich and vibrant society are cherished 
and shared and where we work together to advance our nation 
as a whole.
 At the heart of the case for independence are the principles of 
democracy, prosperity and fairness:
■■ the people of Scotland will always get governments we vote for
■■ we will control our own resources and make our own 
decisions about our economy
■■ we can decide how we use our wealth to benefit all the 
people in our society
 If we vote for independence, the eyes of the world will be 
on Scotland as our ancient nation emerges – again – as an 
independent country. Scotland will become the 29th member of 
the European Union and the 194th member of the United Nations.
 We can already all be proud of the democratic and peaceful 
process we are engaged in through the referendum. It shows 
the world that Scotland is ready to be a nation and will be a 
good and active global citizen.
 At the first independent election on 5 May 2016, voters will have 
the chance to choose a government and policies for Scotland’s 
future. Independence will give that government the powers it 
needs to build a more prosperous country and a fairer society.
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 Part Two – Scotland’s national finances
 Scotland is a wealthy country and can more than afford to 
be independent. Our public finances have consistently been 
healthier than those elsewhere in the UK, giving us a strong 
platform upon which to build economic success and maintain 
strong services.
 Over each of the last 32 years, estimates show Scotland has 
contributed more tax per head of population than the the UK 
as whole. Total Scottish tax receipts in 2011/12 (the latest year 
for which figures are available) were equivalent to £10,700 per 
head. This compares to a figure of £9,000 per head in the UK 
as a whole.
 Taking tax and spending together, over the last five years 
Scotland’s public finances have been stronger than the UK as a 
whole by a total of £12.6 billion – almost £2,400 per head. Over 
the period from 2007/08 to 2011/12 the ratio of public spending 
to GDP was estimated to be lower for Scotland than in the UK 
as a whole.
 On independence in 2016, Scotland’s estimated financial 
position will continue to be healthier than the UK as a whole. 
We will set out on a firm financial footing. The Government 
has identified measures to raise revenue and reduce spending 
that will provide scope for our immediate priorities for action: 
transformation of our childcare system, ending the “bedroom 
tax”, and competitive business taxation.
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 Part Three – The opportunities of independence
 Economy
 Even without North Sea oil and gas, GDP (national economic 
output) per head in Scotland is virtually identical to that of the 
UK as a whole. With oil it is almost one-fifth bigger.
 The Scottish economy has key strengths in growth industries 
such as food and drink, energy, creative industries, tourism 
and life sciences. Per head of population we have more top 
universities than any other country in the world. We perform 
strongly as a location for inward investment and we have a 
strong financial services industry.
 The economic choice in the independence referendum is 
therefore how to build on this sound economic base to create 
sustainable jobs, ensure that more people share in Scotland’s 
wealth and build long-term resilience and security in our economy.
 Under the Westminster system Scotland is treated as a regional 
economy within the UK. Our ability to meet future challenges 
and seize opportunities is constrained and many major 
decisions are taken by Westminster. Currently, the Scottish 
Parliament is responsible for just 7 per cent of taxes raised 
in Scotland; new tax powers will only increase this to around 
15 per cent. With independence Scotland will control 100 per cent 
of our resources.
 Under the Westminster system, Scotland is also locked in to 
one of the most unequal economic models in the developed 
world: since 1975 income inequality among working-age people 
has increased faster in the UK than in any other country in the 
OECD. The increasing geographical imbalance concentrates 
jobs, population growth and investment in London and the 
South East of England, but no action has been taken to address 
this by successive Westminster governments.
 The UK economic model is also vulnerable to instability. The 
UK recession and recovery has been more prolonged and 
damaging than first thought and debt levels remain amongst 
the highest in the developed world.
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 The gap between rich and poor, the increasing concentration 
of economic activity in one part of the UK and the imbalances 
in the structure and composition of the UK economic model 
all suggest that continuing as a regional economy will hamper 
job creation in Scotland and reduce economic resilience and 
security in the long-term.
 The Scottish Government believes that Scotland needs to  
become independent to address these issues. Only 
independence provides the opportunity to build an economy to 
take advantage of our unique strengths and size, and to deliver 
a more prosperous, resilient and fairer Scotland, fully engaged 
in Europe and the wider world.
 The Scottish Government plans to use the powers of 
independence to achieve higher levels of growth and job 
opportunities through:
■■ a strong external focus on competing in the global economy 
■■ promoting areas of comparative advantage to develop 
a distinctive economy
■■ emphasising innovation, technology and manufacturing
■■ fostering high levels of trust and reducing income inequality, 
encouraging a stronger and shared sense of national 
purpose
■■ improving workforce skills and opportunities, particularly 
for women and young people
 Our priorities would include:
■■ increasing female and parental participation in the workforce 
through a transformational expansion in childcare provision
■■ giving Scottish businesses a competitive edge by providing 
a clear timetable for reducing corporation tax by up to three 
percentage points; and improving international connectivity 
by cutting Air Passenger Duty by 50 per cent
■■ introducing a package of employment measures designed 
to improve company performance and develop a greater 
sense of cohesion and opportunity in the workplace, 
including employee representation and greater female 
participation on company boards
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■■ examining how to help small businesses, for example with 
their national insurance contributions
 We plan to establish a Fair Work Commission which will 
guarantee that the minimum wage will rise at the very least in line 
with inflation and provide advice on fairness at work and business 
competitiveness. The Commission will work with a Convention 
on Employment and Labour Relations to transform the 
relationship between government, employers and employees.
 Currency
 The pound is Scotland’s currency just as much as it is the rest 
of the UK’s.
 The expert Fiscal Commission Working Group concluded that 
retaining Sterling as part of a formal Sterling Area with the UK 
would be the best option for an independent Scotland and the 
rest of the UK.
 The Scottish Government agrees with that view. Using  
Sterling will provide continuity and certainty for business 
and individuals, and an independent Scotland will make a 
substantial contribution to a Sterling Area. We will therefore 
retain the pound in an independent Scotland.
 Taxation
 With independence the Scottish Parliament will make decisions 
about all aspects of taxation. Independence will provide an 
opportunity to design a Scottish tax system based on specific 
Scottish circumstances, preferences and principles.
 Tax rates and allowances will be set by future governments 
in an independent Scotland. As Scotland’s public finances 
are healthier than those of the UK as a whole, there will no 
requirement for an independent Scotland to raise the general 
rate of taxation to fund existing levels of spending.
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 As well as the changes to business taxation outlined above, the 
current Scottish Government would make the following changes 
to personal taxation during the first term of an independent 
Scottish Parliament:
■■ we will ensure that the personal tax allowance and tax 
credits increase in line with inflation
■■ we will end the proposed tax allowance for some married 
couples which does not help all families and parents
■■ we will abolish the Shares for Rights scheme which offers 
tax incentives to those giving up employment rights, 
creating tax avoidance opportunities and risks to employees
■■ we will simplify the tax system to reduce compliance costs, 
streamline reliefs and help to reduce tax avoidance, with a 
target revenue gain of £250 million a year by the end of the 
first term
 Transport
 Scotland’s geographical position makes strong international and 
cross-border transport links vital for our economic success and 
our social wellbeing. Within the UK, Westminster focuses on the 
transport needs of London and the South East, as the plans for 
high-speed rail demonstrate. Independence will provide us with 
more choices for our transport system, and we will be able to 
decide our forward investment based on our own finances rather 
than within boundaries set by Westminster. We will be able to 
consider options such as different ownership models for the rail 
network, and address Scotland’s international connections to 
the global marketplace, developing our air and sea access to 
the most important markets. We will also be able to consider 
tax measures to help transport in Scotland, like reducing Air 
Passenger Duty and examining the benefits of a Fuel Duty 
Regulator mechanism to stabilise prices for business and 
consumers.
 Early years
 Parents in the UK face some of the highest childcare costs 
in Europe. Parents in Scotland spend around 27 per cent 
of household income on childcare, compared to the OECD 
average of 12 per cent.
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 Independence will give us the opportunity to make a 
transformational change to the way that Scotland provides 
childcare services, which will allow parents, in particular 
women, to choose to work without worrying about the cost of 
looking after their children. With independence the benefits of 
their work – in economic growth and tax revenues – will stay in 
Scotland, contributing over time to the costs of this provision.
 This Government plans a universal system of high quality early 
learning and childcare for children from the age of one to when 
they enter school. By the end of the first independent Scottish 
Parliament, every three and four year old and vulnerable two 
year old will be entitled to 1,140 hours of child care a year. This 
is the same amount of time as children spend in primary school 
in a year (the equivalent of 30 hours per week over 38 weeks).
 This extension in the provision of early learning and childcare 
will be achieved in a way that is affordable and sustainable. 
It will include investment in training and require a substantial 
increase in the workforce. We estimate that it will create around 
35,000 new jobs. The additional investment will also cover 
regulation, inspection and quality through Education Scotland, 
the Care Inspectorate and the Scottish Social Services Council.
 Schools and universities
 In Scotland’s secondary schools, attainment levels have 
increased year-on-year. Substantial programmes of investment 
in new schools and teacher numbers have also been put in 
place. Scotland’s schools are now implementing the Curriculum 
for Excellence to equip young people with the skills they need 
for the 21st century.
 However, Scotland still has a long-standing problem with 
equality of attainment in our schools. Pupils from the most 
deprived 20 per cent of areas leave school with significantly 
lower qualifications than those in the least deprived 20 per 
cent. That gap is greater than most of the developed nations 
against which we measure ourselves. Independence gives us 
the opportunity to address this gap and the wider issues of 
deprivation and poverty which lie behind it.
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 Independence will also allow Scotland to protect the principle 
of free education, and the current Scottish Government 
guarantees that, on independence, Scottish students will 
continue to have free access to higher education.
 We plan to continue to participate in the current common 
research area ensuring that Scotland’s research continues to be 
available across the UK to benefit both Scotland and the rest of 
the UK. Scotland will pay our way within the common research 
area, and contribute to arrangements for research funding 
through the existing Research Councils.
 State Pensions
 The proportion of tax revenues taken up by social protection 
(including state pensions) is lower in Scotland than the UK, 
so these benefits are currently more affordable here.
 We will ensure that current pensioners will receive their 
pensions as now, on time and in full. All accrued rights will be 
honoured and protected, and planned reforms will be rolled out, 
including the single-tier pension.
 While we accept that the State Pension Age should rise 
to 66 according to the existing timetable, the Westminster 
Government’s plan for a rapid move to 67 is a concern. The 
timetable is significantly faster than that announced by the 
previous Westminster Government and it fails to take account 
of the fact that, due to lower life expectancy, Scots currently 
enjoy fewer years, on average, in receipt of state pensions than 
pensioners elsewhere in the UK.
 This Scottish Government plans to:
■■ set up an Independent Commission on the State Pension 
Age to consider the appropriate State Pension Age for 
Scotland over the long term
■■ uprate the State Pension by the triple-lock from 2016. This 
means that pensions increase by average earnings, CPI 
inflation, or 2.5 per cent – whichever of these is highest – 
and provides protection for the value of pensions over time
■■ ensure that from 6 April 2016, new pensioners will receive a 
Scottish single-tier pension, set at the rate of £160 per week 
– £1.10 a week higher than the rate currently expected for 
the UK
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■■ retain the Savings Credit (the full Savings Credit payment 
is currently £18 per week for a single person) benefiting 
around 9,000 low income pensioners
 Private and public service pensions
 This Scottish Government supports the continued roll-out of 
automatic enrolment, introduced last year, to help address the 
historic decline in private pension saving. With independence, 
we would establish a Scottish Employment Savings Trust to 
provide a workplace pension scheme focused on people with 
low to moderate earnings, which will accept any employer 
wishing to use it.
 In an independent Scotland, all public service pension rights 
and entitlements will be fully protected and accessible.
 The organisation and infrastructure needed to pay state and 
public sector pensions is already in place in Scotland, through 
the pensions centres in Motherwell and Dundee, the Scottish 
Public Pensions Agency and the local authority teams that 
manage public sector pensions.
 Social protection
 In an independent Scotland we envisage a welfare system 
based on clear principles and values: support for people who 
work; a safety net for people who cannot work; and a climate 
of social solidarity.
 The current Westminster Government’s approach to welfare 
has consistently been rejected by a majority of Scottish MPs 
and MSPs. If we leave welfare in Westminster’s hands, our 
welfare state is likely to be changed beyond recognition. 
Universal Credit and Personal Independence Payments 
have suffered from controversy and delay, and have created 
significant anxiety amongst some of our most vulnerable 
people. The unfairness of the “bedroom tax” is well known.
 We believe it is possible to design an efficient and fair welfare 
system that meets the needs of those who depend on it, and 
treats them with dignity and respect while supporting those 
who can to find work.
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 Following independence, the immediate priorities will be to 
reverse the most damaging and counterproductive of the UK 
welfare changes. On independence the current Government will:
■■ abolish the “bedroom tax” within the first year of the first 
year of the independent Scottish Parliament
■■ halt the further roll out of Universal Credit and Personal 
Independence Payments in Scotland
■■ ensure that benefits and tax credits increase at least in 
line with inflation to avoid the poorest families falling further 
into poverty
 If there is a vote for independence in the referendum, the 
Scottish Government will ask the Westminster Government to 
stop the roll-out in Scotland of Universal Credit and Personal 
Independence Payments immediately. This will give the Scottish 
Government elected in 2016 maximum flexibility to reform the 
welfare system in line with Scotland’s priorities.
 Health
 In an independent Scotland, we will continue to provide high 
quality, world-leading health and social care in a way that reflects 
the founding principles of the NHS and our social care services.
 Scotland faces long-standing challenges in health outcomes 
which are strongly associated with economic and social 
disadvantage. With independence, Scotland can work towards 
a fairer society that will address these health inequalities.
 Independence will not affect the day-to-day management of 
the NHS in Scotland, nor how people access NHS services. 
Similarly, it will not mean ending current cross-border 
arrangements with health services in the rest of the UK, which 
have continued even though the NHS in Scotland already 
operates independently.
 International relations
 An independent Scotland will have a firm commitment to 
international partnership and co-operation, not only in these Isles, 
but also in the EU and other international organisations, to secure 
shared interests and protect Scotland’s people and resources.
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 Scotland and the rest of the UK will have a close and 
constructive relationship both at home and on many foreign 
policy issues. The current Scottish Government would intend 
to support the rest of the UK in maintaining its seat on the UN 
Security Council.
 We plan to establish a network of overseas embassies and 
consulates to represent Scotland’s interests internationally.
 We estimate that the running costs of our initial proposed 
network of 70 to 90 overseas missions will be £90-120 million. 
This is expected to be below Scotland’s population share of the 
UK’s total expenditure on overseas representation in 2016/17, 
giving opportunities for savings. Scotland would also be entitled 
to a fair share of the UK’s assets.
 European Union
 The Scottish Government, supported by the overwhelming 
majority of Members of the Scottish Parliament, believes that 
membership of the EU is in the best interests of Scotland. It is 
our policy, therefore, that an independent Scotland will continue 
as a member of the EU.
 Following a vote for independence, the Scottish Government 
will immediately seek discussions with the Westminster 
Government and with the member states and institutions of the 
EU to agree the process whereby a smooth transition to full EU 
membership can take place on the day Scotland becomes an 
independent country.
 We will approach EU membership negotiations on the basis of 
the principle of continuity of effect. That means that Scotland’s 
transition to independent membership will be based on the EU 
Treaty obligations and provisions that currently apply to Scotland 
under our present status as part of the UK. It will avoid disruption 
to Scotland’s current fully integrated standing within the legal, 
economic, institutional, political and social framework of the EU.
 While the Scottish Government recognises the political and 
economic objectives of the Eurozone, an independent Scotland 
will not seek membership. Scotland’s participation in the 
Sterling Area will not conflict with wider obligations under the 
EU Treaties.
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 Nor will we seek membership of the Schengen area. Instead, 
an independent Scotland will remain part of the Common 
Travel Area (CTA) with the rest of the UK, Ireland, the Isle of 
Man and the Channel Islands. The CTA, which dates back to 
the early 1920s, is part of the broader “social union” that is 
the expression of the close economic, social and cultural ties 
across the nations of these islands.
 International development
 Part of being a good global citizen is a commitment to 
international development. In line with the target recognised 
by the United Nations as long ago as 1970, we plan to spend 
0.7 per cent of Gross National Income on Official Development 
Assistance, and to enshrine it as a binding, statutory commitment.
 Defence
 By removing nuclear weapons and maintaining defence forces 
appropriate to our circumstances, we can save a substantial 
proportion of Scotland’s current defence contribution to the 
UK, while still having levels of defence spending that allow 
us to deliver the capabilities we need and make a significant 
investment in procurement, supporting key Scottish industries 
including the shipbuilding industry.
 Following a vote for independence, we would make early 
agreement on the speediest safe removal of nuclear weapons 
a priority. This would be with a view to the removal of Trident 
within the first term of the Scottish Parliament following 
independence.
 Following a vote for independence in 2014, the Scottish 
Government will notify NATO of our intention to join the alliance 
and will negotiate our transition from being a NATO member 
as part of the UK to becoming an independent member of the 
alliance. Scotland would take our place as one of the many  
non-nuclear members of NATO. 
 The current Scottish Government has identified five defence 
priorities for an independent Scotland:
■■ maintaining the commitment to a budget for defence 
and security in an independent Scotland of £2.5 billion
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■■ securing the speediest safe withdrawal of nuclear weapons 
from Scotland
■■ building a focus on maritime capabilities, such as air and 
sea-based patrol, and specialist forces able to operate 
around our coasts, protecting Scotland’s maritime assets 
and contributing to collective security in the North Atlantic
■■ progressively building to a total of 15,000 regular and 5,000 
reserve personnel following independence
■■ reconfiguring the defence estate inherited at the point of 
independence to meet Scotland’s needs, including the 
transition of Faslane to a conventional naval base and joint 
headquarters of Scottish defence forces
 We are prepared to negotiate arrangements for the continued 
use of defence infrastructure in Scotland by UK forces and vice 
versa, at least for a transitional period. Such arrangements 
could be carried forward into the longer term, where both the 
countries consider them the most effective means of delivering 
defence capabilities.
 Justice
 It is our more deprived communities that suffer most from the 
impact of crime and are most vulnerable to the influence of 
organised crime. An independent Scotland will have control 
over policy on welfare, employment and public expenditure. 
As a result, rather than just dealing with the consequences of 
crime and disadvantage through the criminal justice system, 
an independent Scotland will be able to use the full range of 
powers available to government to make our communities safer, 
stronger and more secure.
 There are some specific issues that would become the 
responsibility of the Scottish Parliament on independence, 
such as firearms, drugs – including the proceeds of drug 
trafficking – and gambling. Responsibility for these will allow 
Scotland to take an integrated approach to issues that affect 
our communities.
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 Security
 An independent Scotland will have national security 
arrangements that reflect Scotland’s needs, values and the 
risks and threats we face, based on a full review of security 
requirements and a regular cycle of threat assessments.
 A new security and intelligence agency will have a range of 
responsibilities focused on intelligence-gathering, analysis and 
reporting, assessment of risk and threat, cyber security and 
protection of critical infrastructure. Although independent, it 
would work closely with Police Scotland.
 Given the interest of both Scotland and the rest of the UK in our 
mutual security, the Scottish Government will work closely with 
the current UK security and intelligence agencies both to ensure 
that there is a seamless, secure transition and for the continuing 
security of both countries.
 Immigration
 Scotland’s differing demographic and migration needs mean that 
the current UK immigration system has not served our interests.
 This Government plans, following independence, a points-
based immigration system, targeted at particular Scottish 
needs. The system will enable us to meet the needs of Scottish 
society with greater flexibility. For example, it could provide 
incentives to migrants who move to live and work in remoter 
geographical areas – assisting with community sustainability, 
or adding new categories of skills.
 We will also reintroduce student visas removed by Westminster 
to encourage more talented people from around the world 
to further their education in Scotland, providing income for 
Scotland’s education institutions and contributing to diversity.
 Citizenship and passports
 In taking forward the result of a vote for independence, we will 
ensure that British citizens “habitually resident” in Scotland on 
independence will automatically be considered Scottish citizens. 
This will include British citizens who hold dual citizenship with 
another country. Scottish-born British citizens currently living 
outside of Scotland will also automatically be considered 
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Scottish citizens. Other people will be able to register or apply 
for Scottish citizenship on independence based on clear criteria.
 All Scottish citizens will have the right to acquire a Scottish 
passport, although there will be no requirement to hold one. 
We plan that citizens will be able to apply for Scottish passports 
from the date of independence.
 Rural Scotland
 Scottish farmers, crofters and rural and remote communities 
should be able to compete on a level playing field with their 
counterparts across Europe.
 The interests of rural Scotland have been repeatedly traded off 
against other UK priorities in EU negotiations where Scotland 
has no direct voice.
 Successive Westminster governments have argued for a 
significant reduction in agricultural support payments despite 
Scotland’s already low share of funding and the need for 
support given our geographical and climatic challenges. These 
payments are vital to ensure our farmers and crofters continue 
to produce food, deliver environment benefits and sustain our 
rural communities.
 An independent Scotland will engage with the EU as an 
independent member state to secure a fairer return, boosting 
support to Scotland’s farmers, increasing business start-up 
assistance for young farmers, supporting more infrastructure 
investments in broadband and renewables, and providing 
greater investment in rural tourism.
 As an independent member state, Scotland will be negotiating 
as one of the foremost and most respected fishing nations in 
Europe. This status will give Scotland the opportunity to take 
a leadership role in reforming the Common Fisheries Policy to 
deliver fisheries management at regional and Member State 
level and to keep Scottish quota in Scotland.
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 Food and drink
 Scotland’s Food and Drink sector contributes 18 per cent of 
our overseas exports, but less than 1.5 per cent of overseas 
exports for the UK as a whole. Scotland’s food and drink 
industry does an excellent job promoting the Scottish brand, but 
Scotland is constrained by the current constitutional settlement 
from directly engaging on a level footing with other countries. 
Independence will boost Scotland’s international profile, 
delivering new opportunities for food and drink exports, as well 
as attracting new visitors to our country to enjoy our produce.
 Energy
 Scotland is an energy-rich nation. We have the largest oil 
reserves in the EU as well as huge renewable energy potential. 
But under successive Westminster governments our energy 
wealth has not been invested, instead it has gone straight to 
the UK Treasury.
 Independence gives Scotland the opportunity to harness this 
energy wealth for the people of Scotland. With independence 
we can ensure that taxation revenues from oil and gas support 
Scottish public services, and that Scotland sets up an Energy 
Fund to ensure that future generations also benefit from our 
oil and gas reserves. The principles of stability and certainty 
that will guide this Government’s approach will guarantee new 
investment in energy: we have no plans to increase the overall 
tax burden on the oil industry and no changes will be made to 
the fiscal regime without consultation.
 A well-functioning energy market, delivering the best outcome 
for consumers, is a prerequisite for a flourishing economy and 
society. With our plans for independence, Scotland’s substantial 
energy resources and balanced generation mix will provide 
enhanced security of supply, greater long-term stability in energy 
prices, decarbonisation of electricity generation, the protection 
and creation of jobs and further community empowerment. We 
propose that a single GB-wide market for electricity and gas will 
continue, helping the rest of the UK secure its supply and meet 
its renewables obligations, provided that the system also meets 
Scottish requirements for security of supply.
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 The government of an independent Scotland will be able to use 
all the powers available to us to help people with their energy 
bills. The current Scottish Government intends to meet the costs 
of programmes like the Energy Company Obligation and Warm 
Homes Discount from central resources. This will allow energy 
companies to reduce bills to consumers by around five per cent.
 Culture
 In an independent Scotland we will build on our cultural 
ambitions for Scotland. Our approach has been, and will 
continue to be, distinct from that of Westminster in that we 
recognise the intrinsic value of culture and heritage, and do 
not just value them for their economic benefit, substantial 
though that is. We view culture and heritage as fundamental 
to our wellbeing and quality of life. Our ambition is to build an 
independent nation where our cultural and historic life can 
continue to flourish. With independence we will have new 
powers over the economy to encourage our culture and creative 
sectors. And the process of becoming independent will, itself, 
stimulate new creativity and energy in Scotland.
 An independent Scotland will enjoy increased opportunities 
to build our international reputation for culture, heritage and 
creativity. The development of a Scottish overseas diplomatic 
and trade network will provide Scotland with the opportunity 
to promote and share our culture and traditions with nations 
across the world.
 Broadcasting
 Independence will create new opportunities in broadcasting and 
production in Scotland. A new publicly funded, public service 
broadcaster should help strengthen our democracy, encourage 
production and participation. It should be a trusted, reliable, 
impartial source of information and reflect the diversity of the 
nation and our world to the people of Scotland, and it should 
seek opportunities to collaborate beyond our borders to pioneer 
innovation in entertainment, education and journalism.
 Following independence the Scottish Government plans to 
honour all existing TV and radio broadcasting licences to their 
expiry, maintaining access to all the existing programming and 
content that people currently enjoy.
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 Alongside the commercial channels serving Scotland, we 
plan to create a new public service broadcaster, the Scottish 
Broadcasting Service (SBS), which will initially be based on the 
staff and assets of BBC Scotland. Over time the SBS would 
develop services to reflect the broad interests and outlook of 
the people of Scotland. Broadcasting on TV, radio and online, 
the SBS will be funded by licence fee, which on independence 
will be the same as the UK licence fee. All current licence fee 
payment exemptions and concessions will be retained. We 
propose that the SBS enters into a new formal relationship with 
the BBC as a joint venture, where the SBS would continue to 
supply the BBC network with the same level of programming, in 
return for continuing access to BBC services in Scotland. This 
will ensure that the people of Scotland will still have access to 
all current programming, including EastEnders, Dr Who, and 
Strictly Come Dancing and to channels like CBeebies.
 Part Four – Transition
 Between the referendum in 2014 and independence in 2016
 The period between the referendum and independence will 
see negotiations with the rest of the UK, represented by 
the Westminster Government, and with the EU and other 
international partners and organisations. Following these 
preparations and negotiations, Scotland will assume our 
status as an independent country on 24 March 2016.
 Following a vote for independence in 2014, agreements will be 
made between the Scottish and Westminster Governments, in 
the spirit of the Edinburgh Agreement, setting the parameters 
for Scotland’s transition to independence. These will:
■■ set out the precise timetable towards independence day 
in 2016
■■ determine the principles, process and timetable for the 
negotiation and conclusion of the agreements which will 
form the final independence settlement
■■ provide the Scottish Government and Scottish 
Parliament with the legal powers they need to prepare 
for independence
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 Soon after a vote for independence, we will seek a transfer 
of the necessary powers to the Scottish Parliament so that it 
can establish the constitutional platform for an independent 
Scotland – the laws and administrative arrangements to 
establish Scotland as an independent state.
 In addition to discussions with the UK, negotiations will be held 
with the EU in advance of independence to settle the terms of 
an independent Scotland’s continuing membership.
 The final agreement with the rest of the UK will cover a range of 
matters, including the approach to assets and liabilities and the 
delivery of services. The over-riding priority will be the seamless 
delivery of public services to citizens of both countries.
 The apportionment of the UK national debt will be negotiated 
and agreed. The national debt could be apportioned by 
reference to the historic contribution made to the UK’s public 
finances by Scotland, or on the basis of our population share. 
We may choose to offset Scotland’s share of the value of UK 
assets against our inherited debt. On any realistic calculation 
Scotland’s inherited debt is projected to be a lower proportion 
of GDP than is the case for the UK as a whole.
 Government and Civil Service
 Independence will see the Scottish Government develop 
new functions as it takes on the responsibilities of serving an 
independent country. Scotland already has a civil service that is 
politically impartial, appointed on merit and supports the elected 
government of the day. If the present Scottish Government is 
re-elected we plan to spread government jobs and decision-
making, delivering the direct economic benefits of independent 
government to more parts of Scotland.
 The Westminster Government employs nearly 30,000 civil 
servants in Scotland at present. On independence many will 
transfer to the employment of the Scottish Government and its 
agencies. We will work with the Westminster Government to 
preserve continuity of employment for all staff, either by transfer 
to the Scottish Government or through continued employment by 
the Westminster Government where it still requires their skills.
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 A modern constitution
 Independence provides an opportunity to modernise Scottish 
democracy on the basis of a written constitution setting out the 
way the country is governed and the rights of its citizens.
 The Scottish Government believes a constitutional convention 
will ensure a participative and inclusive process by which 
the people of Scotland, as well as politicians, civic society 
organisations, business interests, trade unions, local authorities 
and others, can have a direct role in shaping the constitution.
 The Scottish Government will be just one of many voices 
contributing to the debate and helping to shape Scotland’s 
written constitution. However, there are certain provisions 
that the Government believes should be considered by the 
constitutional convention, such as equality of opportunity 
and the right to live free of discrimination and prejudice, a 
constitutional ban on nuclear weapons being based in Scotland, 
and certain social and economic rights, such as the right to 
education, the right to healthcare and protections for children.
 The Monarchy and the Crown
 On independence Scotland will be a constitutional monarchy, 
continuing the Union of the Crowns that dates back to 1603, 
pre-dating the Union of the Parliaments by over one hundred 
years. On independence in 2016, Her Majesty The Queen will 
be head of state.
 Earlier in 2013, the rules on succession to the Crown (as they 
affect Scotland and elsewhere) were amended to remove 
outdated gender discrimination. This Government intends to 
support, and promote amongst the other Commonwealth States 
with the Queen as head of state, a similar measure to remove 
religious discrimination from the succession rules.
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 Top questions and answers
 We know that you want to know as much as possible about 
an independent Scotland and what it will mean for you, your 
family and Scotland as whole. You can find answers to some of 
the most common questions here, with cross-references to the 
relevant sections of the guide. In Part 5 we answer 650 detailed 
questions we have been asked about independence.
 Why should Scotland be independent?
 Independence means Scotland’s future will be in Scotland’s 
hands. It means we can make more of Scotland’s wealth, talent 
and resources for the benefit of the people who live in Scotland 
through a stronger economy, more jobs and people getting a 
fairer return for their hard work and efforts.
 It will allow Scottish governments to do specific things like 
improve childcare, make the tax system fairer, cut energy bills 
and scrap the “bedroom tax”.
 Independence is about improving the quality of life for all people 
across Scotland. We will be able to take decisions on our 
economy designed for Scotland’s particular needs and based 
on our own priorities.
 Similar countries to Scotland have seen higher levels of 
economic growth over the past generation. That is because 
they have the bonus of being independent and are able to make 
the right choices for their nation and economy. If Scotland had 
matched the levels of growth of these other independent nations 
between 1977 and 2007, GDP per head in Scotland would now 
be 3.8 per cent higher, equivalent to an additional £900 per 
head.
 Can Scotland afford to be independent?
 Yes. Scotland is one of the wealthiest nations in the world. In 
terms of our total economic output per head we ranked eighth 
out of the 34 developed countries in the OECD in 2011. We 
raise more tax and our public finances have been stronger than 
those of the UK as a whole over the past 32 years. 
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 Despite all these strengths, many families in Scotland are 
struggling to make ends meet. We are a wealthy country and 
yet the full benefit of our vast wealth is not felt by the people 
who live and work here. With independence, we can make sure 
Scotland’s wealth and resources work better for the people of 
Scotland.
 To find out more about Scotland’s public finances go to  
Chapter 2.
 What will happen to my pension?
 Under our plans your state pension and any personal or 
occupational pensions will be paid in the same way as they are 
today. The rights you have accrued will be protected. Scotland 
is better able to afford pension and welfare payments than the 
rest of the UK. Social protection (which includes pensions and 
benefits) takes up a smaller share of our national output and our 
tax revenues than it does in the UK as a whole.
 Under the Scottish Government’s proposals you will, as 
a minimum, receive the same state pension payments on 
independence as in the rest of the UK. The current Scottish 
Government also proposes some added protections. 
 Given that life expectancy for both men and women in Scotland 
has consistently remained below the UK level, the present 
Scottish Government is committed to reviewing the Westminster 
Government’s plan to speed up the timetable for increasing the 
State Pension Age to 67 between 2026 and 2028.
 You can find out more about the state pension in Chapter 4.
 Will independence change the tax I pay?
 The process of independence itself will not change the tax rates 
we pay. As Scotland’s public finances are healthier than those 
of the UK as a whole, there will no requirement to raise the 
general rate of taxation to fund existing levels of spending after 
independence. 
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 However, being able to make changes to the tax system is one 
of the advantages of independence. If the present Scottish 
Government is elected in 2016 as the first government of an 
independent Scotland, our first budget would:
■■ increase tax allowances and tax credits in line with inflation
■■ simplify the tax system to reduce compliance costs, 
streamline reliefs and help to reduce tax avoidance, with a 
target revenue gain of £250 million per year by the end of 
the first term 
■■ end the proposed tax allowance for some married couples, 
which does not benefit all parents or families
■■ abolish the UK’s Shares for Rights scheme which 
encourages tax avoidance
 You can find out more about tax in an independent Scotland 
in Chapters 2 and 3.
 Who will form the government of an independent Scotland?
 The first government of an independent Scotland will be elected 
at the next Scottish election in May 2016. 
 The 2016 elections will happen in the same way as previous 
elections, with both constituency and regional MSPs elected. 
The votes cast in 2016 will determine which party or parties form 
the government. That could be SNP, Scottish Labour, or any 
other party – or coalition of parties – that secures the support 
of the electorate. It will be for the people of Scotland to decide.
 To find out more about an independent government and 
parliament go to Chapter 10.
 Will Scotland be a member of the EU?
 Yes. It is the current Scottish Government’s policy that Scotland 
remains part of the European Union. Between a Yes vote in 
2014 and independence day, Scotland will agree the terms of 
our continuing membership of the EU. This will happen while 
we are still part of the UK and part of the EU, ensuring a smooth 
transition to independent membership. 
 You can find out more about Scotland in the EU in Chapter 6.
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 How can you guarantee our future security?
 Scotland will have our own defence forces to protect Scotland 
and its seas. The present Scottish Government is committed 
to NATO membership.
 The current Scottish Government will ensure a strong 
conventional military presence on Scottish soil and in Scottish 
waters, but we will ensure that nuclear weapons on the Clyde 
are removed. To find out more about defence go to Chapter 6.
 Scotland will also be more financially secure. The lessons 
from the financial crisis are being learned and across the world 
new rules are being put in place to reduce and where possible 
remove the risks that led to the crisis of 2008. There are more 
details in Chapter 3.
 An independent Scotland will also have one of the best safety 
nets for the future with our offshore energy reserves providing 
a guarantee that we can protect ourselves in hard times.
 We will establish an Energy Fund, which will save a proportion 
of our current oil wealth for future generations. You can find out 
more about Scotland’s Energy Fund in Chapter 8.
 Will we be able to keep the pound or will we be forced to join 
the euro?
 Scotland will continue to use the pound, just as we do today. 
The Scottish Government’s expert advisers, the Fiscal 
Commission, have set out a clear framework for this. It will be in 
the interests of the rest of the UK as well as Scotland. You can 
find out more about the currency in Chapter 3. 
 EU law sets down a series of conditions a country must meet 
before it can join the euro. This includes entering the Exchange 
Rate Mechanism (ERM) II. Joining ERM II is voluntary and that 
means Scotland cannot be forced to join the euro. To find out 
more about Scotland in the EU go to Chapter 6.
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 How can Scotland be independent if we keep the pound?
 Independent countries around the world share currencies. 
Countries like France, Germany, and the Netherlands do not 
have their own currency but are clearly independent, and 
control their own resources. This approach makes sense for 
Scotland and the rest of the UK, because it will make it easier 
for us to trade with each other and will also mean that our 
mortgages and pensions continue to be in pounds and pence, 
just as they are today. 
 To find out more about keeping the pound, go to Chapter 3.
 Will it cost too much to become independent?
 No. Scotland already pays our share of the cost of UK-wide 
services, like the benefits system and the tax system. We pay 
our share of the UK’s armed forces and overseas embassies. 
After independence we will no longer be paying for these UK 
services and bodies, but will use the money to pay for our own 
Scottish equivalent. We propose to save money on some things 
like defence as we will not be paying towards the UK’s nuclear 
weapons. So money that we currently send to Westminster to 
be spent in other parts of the UK – or on things we in Scotland 
do not want – will stay in Scotland to invest in a modern and 
efficient system of government for our newly independent 
country, and to pay for things that we do want. We might decide 
to continue to share some services with the UK, at least for a 
transitional period.
 You can find out more about the transition to independence in 
Chapter 10.
 What makes you think an independent Scotland will be a fairer 
country?
 The sort of country we become will be up to the people of 
Scotland. Scotland has all the wealth it needs to be a fairer 
country. We are one of the richest nations on the planet 
and could choose to use that wealth in a different way from 
Westminster. For example, we can choose to invest in childcare 
instead of spending money on nuclear weapons. We can 
choose not to impose the “bedroom tax” and to have a more 
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efficient tax system that ensures everyone pays their fair share. 
With independence we can make different choices in line with 
our values and the views of the people of Scotland. 
 To find out more about the democratic opportunities of 
independence, go to Chapter 1.
 You can find out more about social justice in an independent 
Scotland at Chapter 4.
 What will independence deliver for me?
 With independence the Scottish Parliament will have all the 
powers we need in Scotland to make life better for the people 
who live here. The present Scottish Government’s policies for 
an independent Scotland include:
■■ delivering a transformational change in childcare so that 
over time, every child from age one to starting school is 
guaranteed 30 hours of provision for 38 weeks of the year. 
This will reduce costs for families and improve support for 
people with children to return to work (see Chapter 5)
■■ reducing your energy bills by around five per cent by moving 
the costs of some environmental schemes from your energy 
bill and funding them from central government resources 
(see Chapter 8)
■■ protecting your state pension, with stronger guarantees that 
the real value of your pension will not fall (see Chapter 4)
■■ ensuring that the minimum wage rises in line with inflation 
(see Chapter 3)
■■ protecting the value of benefits, tax allowances and tax 
credits by uprating these in line with inflation (see  
Chapter 3)
■■ building a fairer Scotland by stopping the roll out of Universal 
Credit, scrapping the “bedroom tax” and halting some of the 
most damaging welfare changes being introduced by the 
Westminster Government (see Chapter 4)
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 What will happen to our relationships with the other parts  
of the UK?
 Scotland will continue to have a close and special relationship 
with the other nations of these isles. This will be a new, updated 
partnership of equals between the people of Scotland and the 
rest of the UK.
 Under our proposals, we will keep our close links of family and 
friendship through a continuing social union and will continue 
to share the Queen as head of state (as 16 Commonwealth 
countries currently do) and share the pound as our currency. 
We’ll be equal partners within the EU and as part of a common 
defence partnership in NATO. 
 But independence will end the parliamentary union and that 
means we will no longer send MPs to Westminster. Decisions 
about Scotland’s future and about our economy and society will 
be taken here. The people of Scotland will be in charge.
 To find out more about our continuing special relationship with 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland, go to Chapter 6.
 What about a Scottish passport?
 Our proposals for independence mean that, as a Scottish 
citizen you will be entitled to a Scottish passport. A Scottish 
passport will cost the same as a UK passport and you will 
be able to continue using your existing UK passport until it is 
the normal time for you to change it. To find out more about 
passports and citizenship, go to Chapter 7.
 Scotland is already part of a Common Travel Area (CTA) with 
the rest of the UK, Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of 
Man, which dates back to the 1920s. We plan to remain part 
of the CTA which means that there will be no border controls, 
and you will not need a passport to travel to other parts of the 
UK, Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man (although 
of course some airlines require proof of identity for domestic 
flights). You can read more in Chapter 6.
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 How will we become independent?
 Scotland will become independent if the people of Scotland vote 
Yes in the referendum on 18 September 2014. After a vote for 
independence, the Scottish Government will reach agreement 
with the Westminster Government and the EU on arrangements 
for the transition to independence, based on our proposed date 
of 24 March 2016. You can find out more about the transition to 
independence in Chapter 10.
 Will we keep The Queen?
 Yes. The Queen will remain head of state in Scotland. An 
independent Scotland will have a written constitution which sets 
out how we are to be governed. There are more details about 
government and parliament in an independent Scotland in 
Chapter 10.
 What about our share of the national debt?
 Scotland and the rest of the UK will agree a share of the national 
debt. This could be by reference to the historical contribution 
made to the UK’s public finances by Scotland. An alternative 
approach would be to use our population share. Either way, 
our share of the UK’s debt is projected to be smaller as a 
proportion of our economic output than for the UK as a whole, 
which means Scotland is better placed for the future.
 However, we will also be entitled to a fair share of the UK’s 
assets, which are estimated to be worth £1,267 billion. We may 
choose to offset part of our share of UK assets against the debt 
we agree to take on from the UK.
 To find out more about our share of the UK debt and how we 
will manage it, go to Chapter 10.
 What will happen to the benefits and tax credits I receive?
 On independence you will continue to receive benefit payments 
and tax credits in the same way as you do now. Becoming 
independent will not, in itself, change your entitlement. 
However, future Scottish governments can choose to do things 
differently from the UK. For example, this Government will stop 
the damaging changes to our welfare system being introduced 
by Westminster. We will scrap the “bedroom tax” and stop 
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the roll out of Universal Credit and Personal Independence 
Payments. You can see more of our proposals for a fairer 
welfare system in Chapter 4.
 Will civil servants working in UK departments still have jobs?
 Independence will mean the civil service in Scotland will 
cover a range of services currently provided by Westminster. 
Responsibility for services such as benefits will transfer 
to the Scottish Government. New jobs will be created for 
services currently delivered from other parts of the UK. We 
will work with the Westminster Government to preserve 
continuity of employment for all staff, either by transfer to the 
Scottish Government or through continued employment by 
the Westminster Government where it continues to require 
their skills. The pension entitlements and other terms and 
conditions of employment of civil servants transferring from 
the Westminster Government will be fully honoured. Staff 
who transfer will join a skilled and diverse workforce in the 
civil service in Scotland, which is based on the principles of 
honesty, integrity, objectivity and impartiality, committed to good 
employment practice and with a continued commitment to no 
compulsory redundancies. 
 You can find out more about our plans for the public sector in 
Scotland in Chapter 10.
 Is it Scotland’s oil and gas?
 The vast bulk of oil and gas in the UK comes from the Scottish 
part of the UK Continental Shelf and will be in Scotland after 
independence. Analysis tells us that in excess of 90 per cent 
of the oil and gas revenues are from fields in Scottish waters 
(based on well-established principles of international law). To 
find out more, go to Chapter 8.
 Do we depend on oil and gas to become independent?
 No. Scotland’s economic output per head, even without oil 
and gas, is virtually the same as the UK as a whole. So oil and 
gas is a bonus. When we include the output of the North Sea, 
Scotland produces almost a fifth more per head that the UK 
average.
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 Oil and gas revenues make up 15 per cent of Scotland’s overall 
public sector receipts, compared to 30 per cent for Norway and 
yet Norway has prospered and has a oil fund worth £470 billion. 
 To find out more about our oil and gas wealth, go to Chapter 8.
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Since the Scottish Parliament was re-established in 1999, 
responsibility for governing Scotland has been split. 
The Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government in Edinburgh 
are responsible for a range of “devolved” matters, including 
the National Health Service, education, justice, social services, 
housing, the environment, farming, fisheries and aspects of 
transport.
The Westminster Government – currently a coalition of 
the Conservative and Liberal Democrat parties – and the 
Westminster Parliament have “reserved” responsibilities 
including defence, foreign affairs, macroeconomic policy, the 
welfare system, financial and business regulation and most 
aspects of taxation (see Annex B).
Taxes raised in Scotland pay for both governments, but 
our taxes generally go directly to Westminster1. Devolved 
services are largely funded by a “block grant” determined 
by Westminster2. 
Under independence, the Scottish Parliament and Scottish 
Government would take over all Westminster’s remaining 
powers and responsibilities for Scotland. Decisions on 
economic policy, international relations, defence spending 
and priorities, social security benefits, taxation and other 
public spending would be made in Scotland by governments 
accountable to the Scottish people and not by Westminster 
governments we often do not support.
This chapter gives an overview of:
■■ why Scotland needs independence 
■■ what Scotland will look like on independence
■■ what will happen between a Yes vote and Scotland 
becoming independent 
■■ our financial and economic strengths
■■ the benefits of independence and the priorities for action 
of the current Scottish Government if it becomes the first 
government of an independent Scotland 
■■ the consequences of Scotland voting No to independence
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DEALING DIRECTLY WITH
OTHER GOVERNMENTS 
NEGOTIATING TREATIES
ON SCOTLAND’S BEHALF
REPRESENTING SCOTLAND
INTERNATIONALLY
Constitution based on sovereignty of the Crown in Parliament 
Her Majesty The Queen As Head of State
HOW SCOTLAND IS GOVERNED NOW
RESPONSIBLE FOR DEVOLVED ISSUES LIKE HEALTH, 
EDUCATION, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, JUSTICE,
THE ENVIRONMENT, HOUSING, SOCIAL WORK
MAKES
LAWS
MAKES
DECISIONS
MAKES
LAWS
UPHOLDING
THE LAW OF
HEARING APPEALS
ON CIVIL MATTERS
AND HUMAN RIGHTS
FROM
MAKES
DECISIONS
SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT
INCLUDING
FIRST MINISTER
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
DEVOLVED POWERS 
GIVEN IN 1998 & 2012
POWERS CAN BE ADDED
OR TAKEN AWAY
RESPONSIBLE
TO
HOUSES OF COMMONS
(WITH 59 SCOTTISH
MPs OUT OF 650)
HOUSE OF LORDS,
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NOT ELECTED
SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT,
ELECTED SOLELY BY 
PROPORTIONAL 
REPRESENTATION 
(”HOLYROOD”)
SUPREME COURT OF
THE UNITED KINGDOM
UK GOVERNMENT, INCLUDING
PRIME MINISTER AND SECRETARY
OF STATE FOR SCOTLAND FORMED BY
PARTY OF PARTIES WINNING MOST
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(SCOTLAND HAS 59 OUT OF 650 SEATS)
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LIKE TAX, WELFARE, FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND DEFENCE
SCOTTISH COURTS: 
COURT OF SESSION, HIGH COURT 
OF JUSTICIARY AND OTHER 
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Later chapters of this guide look at these issues in greater 
detail.
 Why Scotland needs independence 
The central purpose of independence is to make life better 
for people living in Scotland. Only a Scottish Parliament and 
Government will always be able to put the interests of the 
people of Scotland first. We only have to look at the track record 
of devolution since 1999 to know this is the case; these powers 
have been good for Scotland, but in those areas still controlled 
by Westminster there have been many costs for families and 
communities in Scotland.
Democracy, prosperity and fairness are the principles at the 
heart of the case for independence. Independence means that 
the people of Scotland will take responsibility for our future into 
our own hands. It will also give us the economic and social 
powers that any country needs to build a more prosperous 
and fairer society. As this guide will demonstrate, Scotland 
can afford to be independent.
Crucially, these principles work in harmony. If we transfer 
decision-making powers from Westminster to Scotland we are 
more likely to see policies that are in tune with the values of 
the people of Scotland, that close the gap between rich and 
poor, and provide greater opportunities for everyone in Scotland 
regardless of their background. We can build a fairer society. 
And in doing so we can create a more prosperous country 
because we know that successful countries are more equal and 
cohesive. They make full use of everyone’s talents and have a 
sense of shared national purpose.
There are three over-riding reasons for Scotland to become an 
independent country. These are:
 1. To create a more democratic Scotland 
  The Scottish Government believes that the people of 
Scotland are the ones who will do the best job of running 
our country. We will not get every decision right, but more 
often than not the choices we make for our economy and 
our society will be better for Scotland than those made at 
Westminster. 
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  A Scottish Parliament with limited devolved powers has 
already shown what is possible. The Scottish Parliament 
has delivered free personal care for the elderly, kept our 
NHS in the public sector and restored free education 
for our students. With powers over our tax system, 
social security, immigration and defence, the Scottish 
Parliament will also be able to make better choices for 
Scotland on these issues. 
  With independence, Scotland will always get the 
governments we vote for. For 34 of the 68 years since  
1945, Scotland has been ruled by Westminster 
governments with no majority in Scotland. Policies 
are imposed on Scotland even when they have been 
opposed by our elected Westminster MPs. Under the 
current Westminster Government this democratic deficit 
has resulted in:
■■ the privatisation of the Royal Mail
■■ unfair welfare changes such as the “bedroom tax”
■■ cuts in capital spending, harming economic recovery
■■ a commitment to spend as much as £100 billion on the 
lifetime costs of a replacement nuclear weapon system 
  Being able to decide our own government really matters. 
The costs of decisions being made at Westminster are 
being paid by families and communities across Scotland. 
Many of the consequences will be long-lasting: as a 
direct result of the Westminster Government’s welfare 
changes, the child poverty rate in Scotland is predicted to 
rise to 22.7 per cent, equivalent to an additional 50,000 
children by 20203. None of this needs to happen. These 
consequences are a direct result of Scotland getting 
governments we did not vote for.
  With independence, Scotland will have the tools we need 
to turn our rich country into a rich society. This will require 
hard work and effort, but the prize is worth it: we can 
create a more prosperous, sustainable and successful 
future for our families, our nation and for ourselves.
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 2. To build a more prosperous country 
  Both before and after devolution, the key economic 
powers necessary to deliver growth and prosperity 
remained with Westminster. Control of taxation, public 
spending limits, regulation of business and industry, 
and competition policy all rest in London. Successive 
devolved Scottish governments have had considerable 
success in reducing unemployment, increasing 
employment and promoting inward investment. But the 
fundamental economic decisions that affect Scotland are 
taken in Westminster, often by governments that have 
no popular mandate in Scotland, and in the interests 
of an economy and society with different priorities from 
Scotland. 
  Scotland is blessed with a range of economic strengths 
and advantages: substantial natural resources, a 
strong international brand, world-class universities 
and research, and a range of world-leading industries 
including food and drink, life sciences, the creative 
industries, energy, tourism, insurance, wealth 
management and engineering.
  Because of those strengths and advantages, our national 
output per head of population puts us near the top of the 
OECD4 – the association of the wealthiest countries in 
the world5.
  Even without North Sea oil, Scotland’s economy 
produces almost exactly the same amount of output per 
head as the rest of the UK. With oil and gas, we produce 
nearly a fifth more. 
  However, despite all of Scotland’s strengths, over the 
past 30 years our economic growth rate has been lower 
than the UK average and lower than that of comparable 
nations across Europe (see Chapter 3). That reflects a 
number of factors, including lower population growth.
  Our economic output is the product of our collective hard 
work and ingenuity as a nation, and reflects the many 
advantages we enjoy. Yet life expectancy is lower in 
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Scotland than in similar countries6, and poverty levels 
are too high7. 
  Nations that are similar to Scotland – such as Norway, 
Finland, Denmark and Sweden – sit at the top of world 
wealth and well-being league tables8. Unlike Scotland, 
they are independent and are able to take decisions in 
the best interests of their own economies. They do not 
leave the important decisions about their economy to 
parliaments whose interests necessarily lie elsewhere. 
That is their independence advantage and they have 
used it to build societies that deliver a higher quality 
of life for their citizens. 
  If Scotland moved from the rates of growth it has 
experienced in the past to instead match the levels of 
growth of other small European countries, the benefits for 
people in Scotland in terms of prosperity and employment 
would be significant. As an illustration, had Scotland’s 
growth matched these other independent nations between 
1977 and 2007, GDP per head would now be 3.8 per cent 
higher, equivalent to an additional £900 per head (see 
Chapter 3). We would also enjoy the higher revenues that 
accompany greater prosperity.
  Independence would make the Scottish Parliament and 
Government responsible for the full range of economic 
powers. Decisions on taxation and other economic 
levers, as well as employment law and all aspects of 
economic regulation, would be taken in Scotland and 
tailored to Scotland’s needs. In some cases – such 
as our proposal to continue to share the pound as our 
currency – the choices would involve partnership and co-
operation with other countries. However, the decisions on 
when to co-operate would be entirely ours to make.
  The ability to make our own decisions is the point of 
independence. It will provide the best conditions for 
sustainable economic growth, and enable us to protect 
living standards, reduce poverty and inequality, and build 
a better society. 
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 3. To become a fairer society 
  Within the UK, Scotland is part of an increasingly 
unequal society. The UK ranks 28th out of 34 nations in 
the OECD on a measure of overall inequality9. OECD 
analysis shows that since 1975, income inequality among 
working-age people has increased faster in the UK than 
in any other country in the organisation10. This is not the 
result of the policies of one government, but of almost 40 
years of decisions at Westminster.
  Seeking to become a more equal society is not just the 
right thing to do. It also makes sense for the economy. 
  We know that the most equal societies also have the 
highest levels of well-being and are most prosperous. 
They are also, more often than not, nations like Scotland; 
the fairest and most successful countries in the world are 
independent European nations of similar size11. 
  We want the powers of independence so that we can 
build a different and better Scotland, where the many 
benefits of a rich and active society are cherished and 
where we work together to advance our nation as a 
whole. Progress under devolution has shown us what 
is possible, but it is not enough. 
For these important reasons of democracy, prosperity 
and fairness, it is time for the people of Scotland to take 
responsibility for our own future as we look towards the third 
decade of this 21st century. Rather than remaining a peripheral 
concern for Westminster governments that we did not elect and 
do not necessarily support, we can forge our own path. With 
independence we can create a social nation: a country that acts 
and feels like a community, a vibrant society where we know the 
benefits of looking out for each other. Independence is about 
empowering the people and communities of Scotland as much 
as it is about empowering our Parliament and government. It 
will give us the ability, collectively, to choose the path ahead 
that is right for us and for those we work with and live beside.
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Driving our ambition is the firm knowledge that Scotland, and all 
of the people who live here, should be enjoying the benefits of 
higher levels of sustainable economic growth. There is so much 
more we can achieve with all the advantages that we enjoy. 
 What a newly independent Scotland will look like
Immediately following a vote for independence next year, 
Scotland will look familiar, but will already have changed, and 
for the better. The Yes vote will be a resounding statement of 
national self-confidence. 
There will be a transition period between a Yes vote in 
September 2014 and Scotland becoming independent. 
Negotiations will take place in this period with the Westminster 
Government and international partners, particularly the 
European Union (EU). Setting a date of March 2016 for those 
to be completed will allow a realistic time period for all of the 
preparations needed for the Scottish Parliament to take on the 
necessary powers of independence (see Chapter 10).
On independence, Her Majesty The Queen will remain our 
head of state, just as she is for 16 Commonwealth countries. 
Scotland will be a constitutional monarchy for as long as the 
people of Scotland wish us to be so. Scotland will take our 
place amongst the member states of the EU and the United 
Nations.
Scotland’s existing institutions and structures of government 
will continue, but independence will extend their powers and 
responsibilities. The Scottish Parliament will become the 
Parliament of an independent Scotland. It will continue to 
have 129 members, representing constituencies and regions 
across Scotland, and will be located in the existing Parliament 
building at Holyrood. The Scottish Parliament will take over 
responsibilities currently exercised at Westminster.
We will replace a costly, remote and unrepresentative 
Westminster system with a Parliament elected entirely by 
the people of Scotland, saving the Scottish taxpayers around 
£50 million a year in their contributions to the costs of the 
House of Commons and the House of Lords.
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However, the biggest difference will come from the opportunity 
to take action to meet Scotland’s needs, across all areas of the 
nation’s life, to make the most of Scotland’s strengths and build 
on key principles supported by the people of Scotland.
The first election to the new independent Scottish Parliament 
will take place on 5 May 2016. People will vote in the usual 
way using the existing proportional system. The newly elected 
independent Parliament will have responsibility for establishing 
a constitutional convention which will take forward the drafting 
of a written constitution for Scotland, based on extensive 
engagement with the people of Scotland, as well as civic groups 
and organisations. 
Independence will see the Scottish Government develop 
new functions as it takes on the responsibilities of serving an 
independent country. If the present Scottish Government is re-
elected, we will spread government jobs and decision-making 
across the country, delivering the direct economic benefits of 
independent government to more parts of Scotland.
During the transition period, many more countries will set up 
embassies and consulates in Scotland. We can expect an 
increase in transport connections to and from Scotland, and the 
new independent Scottish Government will start to be created – 
bringing jobs which are currently based in London to Scotland. 
For public services that are currently reserved, there will be 
arrangements for the continued delivery of services to the 
public across the UK where this is in the interests of service 
users and the two governments. In most cases, this will be 
for a transitional period, but in some it may be for the longer 
term. The underlying principle in all cases will be the seamless 
delivery of services to people in Scotland (and the rest of the 
UK), with decisions for Scotland being made in Scotland by the 
Scottish Government and Scottish Parliament.  
Scotland already has an independent legal system. The Inner 
House of the Court of Session and the High Court of Justiciary 
sitting as the Court of Criminal Appeal will collectively be 
Scotland’s Supreme Court. 
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References on points of EU law will continue to be made to the 
European Court of Justice in Luxembourg, and applications on 
human rights issues to the European Court of Human Rights 
in Strasbourg will continue. The structure of Sheriff Courts 
and other courts will remain the same. The Crown Office will 
continue to be the sole independent public prosecuting authority 
and will continue to investigate all suspicious and unexplained 
deaths. The structure of police and other emergency services 
will be also be unaffected by the move to independence. 
On independence, the structure of local government in 
Scotland will remain the same, with local councils continuing 
to deliver the full range of services they do today. This will 
include schools, leisure and social services. The next election 
to Scotland’s local authorities will take place as planned in 
2017. Independence will give us the power to embed the role 
of local authorities in a written constitution and consider the 
most appropriate responsibilities for local government and 
communities. The NHS, which is already the responsibility of 
the Scottish Parliament, will operate on exactly the same basis 
the day after independence as it does the day before.
The most important point, however, in considering what an 
independent Scotland will look like is this: it will look like the 
kind of Scotland we as a people choose to build. We will 
take the decisions. What happens to our country will be our 
responsibility.
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The Government of an independent Scotland
The structure and location of government in an independent 
Scotland will be for the elected government of the day to 
decide. This box sets out the approach proposed by the current 
Government, which is to structure the Scottish Government into 
nine portfolios, each of which will comprise at least one Cabinet 
Secretary and supporting Ministers. This structure is designed 
to continue the current Scottish Government’s approach of more 
flexible and more efficient government, allowing us to take full 
advantage of some of the key benefits of independence: agility, 
accessibility and short lines of decision-making. The nine 
portfolios we are planning are:
■■ Office of the First Minister
■■ Finance and Economy
■■ Health, Wellbeing and Social Protection
■■ Education, Skills and Employment
■■ International Relations and Defence
■■ Justice, Security and Home Affairs 
■■ Environment, Rural Scotland, Energy and Resources
■■ Culture, Communications and Digital
■■ Law Officers
 Office of the First Minister
The First Minister will have overall responsibility for the Scottish 
Government, transition agreements and the constitution, and 
will be supported by a Minister for Parliamentary Business who 
will attend Cabinet.
 Finance and Economy
The Cabinet Secretary for Finance will have responsibility 
for Scotland’s budget and public service reform, and will be 
supported by a Minister for Communities and Public Services 
who will have responsibilities including local government, 
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equalities and community empowerment. A Cabinet Secretary 
for Trade and Economic Development will have responsibility for 
competitiveness, business and tourism, and will be supported 
by a Minister for Transport. Revenue Scotland will have major 
operational centres based in East Kilbride and offices around 
Scotland.
 Health, Wellbeing and Social Protection
The Cabinet Secretary for Health will have responsibility for the 
NHS and will be supported by a Minister for Public Health and 
Sport and a Minister for Children and Families. There will be a 
Cabinet Secretary for Social Protection who will be supported 
by a Minister for Pensions and Older People. NHS services 
will be based in existing facilities. A Working Age and Disability 
Benefits HQ will be based in Glasgow. There will be national 
pensions centres at existing sites in Dundee and Motherwell 
and a national child maintenance centre in Falkirk, plus a 
network of centres around the country.
 Education, Skills and Employment 
The Cabinet Secretary for Education will have responsibility 
for primary, secondary, further and higher education, as well 
as Gaelic and Scots, and will be supported by a Minister for 
Schools and a Minister for Youth Employment.
 International Relations and Defence
The Cabinet Secretary for International Relations will have 
responsibility for relations with the rest of the UK and Ireland, 
the EU, and the wider international community, and will be 
supported by a Minister for International Development. The 
Cabinet Secretary for Defence will have responsibility for 
defence policy and will be supported by a Minister for the 
Armed Forces and Veterans. Scotland’s Military HQ will be at 
Faslane and there will be delivery functions in East Kilbride, at 
Kentigern House in Glasgow, and in international embassies 
and missions.
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 Justice, Security and Home Affairs 
The Cabinet Secretary for Justice will have responsibility for 
police, security and intelligence, and the justice system, and will 
be supported by a Minister for Home Affairs with responsibilities 
including immigration and borders.
 Environment, Rural Scotland, Energy and Resources
The Cabinet Secretary for Natural Resources will have 
responsibility for energy, sustainability and the environment. 
The Cabinet Secretary for Food and Rural Affairs will have 
responsibility for food and drink, agriculture, fishing and rural 
communities. 
 Culture, Communications and Digital 
The Cabinet Secretary for Culture will be responsible for 
culture, broadcasting, postal services and digital delivery, 
and will be supported by a Minister for Communications. 
 Law Officers
The Lord Advocate and Solicitor General will continue as head 
of the systems of criminal prosecution and investigation of 
deaths in Scotland and will provide legal advisory functions 
across the whole range of government activity, including 
currently reserved functions.
In addition to these government departments, significant 
functions currently delivered for Scotland from elsewhere in the 
UK will be transferred to Scotland. This means that jobs which 
Scottish taxpayers currently fund in London and elsewhere will 
instead come to Scotland, providing a boost for our economy, 
and creating new jobs and career opportunities. This Government 
proposes to locate these functions around Scotland.
In an independent Scotland, we will establish a new security 
and intelligence body, a Scottish Border and Migration Service 
and a Scottish Motor Services Agency. At present spending 
on these functions in other parts of the UK is funded, in part, 
by taxes and fees collected from people and businesses in 
Scotland. With independence these taxes and fees would be 
spent in Scotland. 
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 Becoming independent - the transition 
 Timetable for negotiations
Following a vote for independence in the referendum on  
18 September 2014, there will be a period of preparation for 
Scotland to become an independent country. Setting a realistic 
independence date of 24 March 2016 will allow time for the 
preparations necessary for the Scottish Parliament to take on 
the new powers of independence to be completed.  
This period between the referendum and independence will 
see negotiations with the rest of the UK, represented by 
the Westminster Government, and with the EU and other 
international partners and organisations. Following these 
preparations and negotiations, Scotland will assume our status 
as an independent country before the Scottish parliamentary 
elections in May 2016. 
In the Edinburgh Agreement signed by the First Minister 
and the Prime Minister on 15 October 2012, the Scottish 
and Westminster Governments committed to work together 
constructively in light of the outcome of the referendum in the 
best interests of the people of Scotland and the rest of the UK12. 
Following a vote for independence in 2014, agreements will be 
needed between the Scottish and Westminster Governments, 
in the spirit of the Edinburgh Agreement, setting the parameters 
for Scotland’s transition to independence. These will set out: 
■■ the precise timetable towards independence day in 2016
■■ the constitutional platform for an independent Scotland – the 
laws and administrative arrangements to establish Scotland 
as an independent state 
■■ the process and timetable for the negotiations, and 
conclusion of the agreements which will form the final 
independence settlement
Negotiations settle the terms 
and transition arrangements, for 
approval by both Parliaments.
Elections determine who will 
form the first government of 
an independent Scotland.
The Referendum decides
whether Scotland should be 
an independent country.
BY MARCH 2016 MAY 2016SEPTEMBER 2014
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It will be in the interests of both countries for the governments 
to make rapid and constructive progress on these negotiations, 
in line with the commitments made in the Edinburgh Agreement. 
It would assist in preparing for the negotiations if discussions 
between the governments were to take place prior to the 
referendum, and the Scottish Government will continue to press 
for such engagement.
A Yes vote will require work to be undertaken within the 
Scottish Government, drawing on external advice and expertise 
from within civic society and our academic and business 
communities.
The negotiating team will be led by the First Minister, and the 
process will include figures from across Scottish public life and 
Scotland’s other political parties. During the transition period the 
Government will seek the agreement of the Scottish Parliament 
to extend its sitting days to ensure full democratic scrutiny of 
the process and to provide adequate time for the necessary 
legislation to be passed.
 Constitutional platform for independence
Scotland’s current governmental arrangements are based 
on the Scotland Act 1998, which is an Act of the Westminster 
Parliament. With independence, Scotland’s government will not 
be based on the authority of Westminster but on the sovereignty 
of the people of Scotland. 
To prepare for this new status a number of steps will need to be 
taken to provide a constitutional platform for Scotland to make 
a seamless transition to independence and to provide a secure 
underpinning to the legal and governmental system. 
Soon after a Yes vote in the referendum, the Westminster and 
Scottish Parliaments will need to pass legislation to give the 
Scottish Parliament powers to: declare independent statehood 
for Scotland in the name of the sovereign people of Scotland; 
amend the Scotland Act 1998; and extend the powers of the 
Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government into all policy 
areas currently reserved to Westminster, in order to make 
preparations for independence.
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With the transfer of the appropriate legislative competences, the 
Scottish Parliament will be in a position to make the necessary 
preparations for Scotland to become independent. 
 Agreement with the rest of the UK 
The independence agreement with the rest of the UK will cover 
a range of matters, mainly the approach to the assets and 
liabilities of the UK, the delivery of services and the position of 
individuals working within public services. There will also need 
to be agreements on cross-border operational matters, as is 
the case now, and on transitional arrangements for those areas 
where a period of adjustment will be the most sensible approach. 
The over-riding priority will be the seamless delivery of public 
services on independence to citizens of both countries. This 
applies both to those services currently delivered to Scotland 
from locations elsewhere in the UK, and to those services 
currently delivered from Scotland to citizens elsewhere in the UK.
 Agreement with international organisations and partners
In addition to discussions with the Westminster Government, 
negotiations will be held in advance of independence with 
the EU to agree the terms of an independent Scotland’s 
continuing membership. Scotland will continue to be part of the 
UK – and, therefore, an integral part of the EU – during these 
negotiations. The UK and Scottish Governments, along with the 
EU institutions and member states, will have a shared interest 
in working together to conclude these negotiations to transfer 
Scotland’s EU membership from membership as part of the 
UK to membership as an independent member state. 
Discussions and negotiations will also be required about the 
terms of Scotland’s (and indeed the rest of the UK’s) membership 
of other international bodies to which Scotland currently 
belongs as a component nation of the UK. Such negotiations 
will necessarily involve both the Scottish and Westminster 
Governments, together with our international partners 
(see Chapter 6). Such arrangements will cover Scotland’s 
membership of international organisations such as the UN and 
NATO. On independence, Scotland will also become a Non-
Nuclear Weapons State party to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty and a party to other major international treaties. 
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Scotland will succeed to international treaties by sending 
notifications of succession to the depositaries of multilateral 
treaties (for example, the Secretary-General of the UN is the 
depositary for the 500 UN Treaties), and by writing to the other 
states in relation to each of the UK’s existing bilateral treaties 
to which Scotland would wish to succeed. This is in line with 
normal international practice.
	 Strong	foundations	-	Scotland’s	financial	and	economic	
strengths
There are now few people who still argue that Scotland does 
not have the strength or capacity to be independent. The UK 
Prime Minister, David Cameron, has recognised that this is the 
case13. 
Most countries in the world generate less wealth per head than 
Scotland – including the UK as a whole. If Scotland cannot 
afford to be independent, neither can the UK. 
 We pay our own way
Over each of the last 32 years, estimates show that Scotland 
has contributed more tax per head of population than the rest 
of the UK. In 2011/12 we generated £10,700 of tax revenues 
per head, compared to £9,000 for the UK14. 
We spend a lower proportion of both our national output and 
our tax revenues on social protection – things like pensions and 
welfare – than the UK, which means that Scotland is wealthy 
enough to look after our most vulnerable people.
Taken as a whole, Scotland’s national accounts are healthier 
than the UK’s. Over the last five years they have been stronger 
to the tune of £12.6 billion – almost £2,400 for every person 
living in Scotland. That is money that could have been used 
to deliver more for public services such as our schools and 
hospitals, to reduce taxes or to cut the amount we need to 
borrow. More importantly, it shows that Scotland has firm 
financial foundations. We have the economic and financial 
strength we need to choose independence.
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By independence in 2016/17, Scotland’s fiscal deficit is forecast 
to have fallen to between 2.5 per cent and 3.2 per cent of 
GDP, assuming that we take on a population share of UK 
public sector debt; with a historic share of UK debt, our deficit 
is forecast to be lower still, at between 1.6 per cent and 2.4 
per cent of GDP. By contrast, the UK is forecast to run a deficit 
of 3.4 per cent of GDP in the same year15. The International 
Monetary Fund estimates that the average deficit across the 
G7 economies will be 3.2 per cent in 201616. 
On independence, Scotland will accept a fair share of the 
existing UK debt. The amount of the debt that we accept will 
be subject to negotiations. We will also be entitled to a fair 
share of UK assets (assets that our taxes have helped to pay 
for). The debt could be apportioned by reference to the historic 
contribution made to the UK’s public finances by Scotland. 
An alternative approach would be to use a population share. 
In either case, Scotland’s debt is projected to be lower as a 
proportion of GDP than that of the UK as a whole. 
The question, therefore, is not ‘‘Can we afford to be 
independent?’’ Instead, given all these strengths, we should 
be asking ‘‘How do we make people in Scotland better off?’’ 
With independence, we will be better able to get our resources 
working for all the people of Scotland.
We will only be able to do that if we make the most of the 
talents and potential of everyone in the country. That means 
creating a fairer society so that everyone has the opportunity to 
get on in life, both for themselves and for the contribution they 
can make to their communities and to Scotland.
 Greater security through independence
Some who support the current Westminster system argue that 
Scotland benefits from a pooling and sharing of resources 
across the UK. However, this is far from the reality. Our 
resources may be pooled, but they are not fairly shared.
The Westminster system has created a country with some of 
the biggest regional differences in GDP per head of any EU 
nation. Growth has been concentrated in London and the 
South East.
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Within the UK, half of the population owns just 9.9 per cent 
of the wealth, while the very richest 10 per cent own 43.8 
per cent17. Income inequality is amongst the highest in the 
developed world18. 
This situation has been getting progressively worse. Even 
though Scotland is economically strong, it will become harder 
to cope with an economic policy which funnels so much activity 
into one corner of the UK and to one section of society.
In addition, Westminster is making welfare changes that 
threaten the security of all of us, especially the most vulnerable.
This is in contrast to the Scottish Parliament’s protection of the 
universal principle, which recognises that people pay into the 
system and should get some reward or help in time of need.
The idea of pooling and sharing wealth is the mark of a fair 
society. The evidence shows that it is small independent 
European nations that have the best record of generating more 
wealth for all and of sharing it more fairly across society19. 
The evidence is clear that Scotland is ideally placed to deliver 
the economic and social gains that are normal in similar 
nations. The strength of our economy, our natural resources, 
and the degree of political consensus we enjoy gives us 
confidence that choices will be made to use the wealth of our 
nation to transform our economically productive country into 
a rich and fair society. But only independence can deliver this 
outcome and secure a Scottish Parliament with the necessary 
responsibilities, political balance and political will to achieve 
genuine social advances.
Across the world, nations face a range of challenges, from 
climate change and energy and water security to demographic 
changes that will alter the composition of society. With 
independence, we will have the powers to respond to these 
challenges and their impact in Scotland ourselves, rather than 
relying on the decisions of others. Independence will also give 
us the opportunity to play an active part in shaping global and 
European solutions to these problems. With independence, 
we will be better placed to meet the challenges of the future.
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Over time, we will also have the opportunity to save a 
proportion of the revenues that flow from our offshore energy 
wealth for the benefit of future generations (see Chapter 8).
 Energy and resources
Scotland has energy security. We produce six times our current 
demand for oil and three times our demand for gas. We have 
extraordinary potential in renewable energy, including a quarter 
of Europe’s offshore wind and tidal potential. 
Investment in the oil and gas sector is at the record level of 
£13.5 billion this year, and planned future investment is 
estimated at £100 billion. Industry projections also point to an 
increase in output in the first years of independence. Production 
is expected to extend beyond the middle of the century, with the 
industry estimating remaining reserves of up to 24 billion barrels 
of oil and gas that can still be recovered. In terms of wholesale 
value, North Sea reserves could be worth £1.5 trillion – a greater 
value than the amount extracted to date. As the vast bulk of the 
reserves are beneath Scottish waters, that gives us one of the 
best financial safety nets of any country in the world20.
While projections of the price for oil and gas vary, everyone 
now acknowledges that Scotland’s oil and gas wealth is an 
extremely valuable resource and will last for a long time to 
come. Scotland can also look forward to a further energy bonus 
from our green energy resources, with expected sales of 
£14 billion by 2050 from offshore tidal and wind energy21. 
Given the breadth and depth of our economic strengths, 
Scotland is better placed than most to ensure a secure future 
for the people who live here. By making the most of our 
strengths, we can provide the strongest guarantees in the years 
to come. In this way, we can prepare for future economic and 
financial pressures, enabling us to respond in a more effective 
way to economic downturns or unexpected challenges. 
 Population
Developed countries across the world face pressures on 
public services, as there are fewer people of working age and 
a larger proportion of children and people in retirement in the 
population. For at least the next 15 years, Scotland will be in a 
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more advantageous position than the rest of the UK, and with 
independence22 we will be able to take the most important steps 
to address this challenge for the longer term. With the economic 
powers of independence, we can do more to generate higher 
levels of economic growth, which will in turn boost revenue 
levels. We will be able to create more opportunities for 
young people, allowing us to retain more of our working age 
population, and to attract back people who have chosen to work 
elsewhere. We will also be able to encourage suitably qualified 
new talent to settle and work in Scotland, and retain more of 
the students who come to study at our world-class universities. 
Right now, detrimental policies from Westminster are a major 
factor in preventing many Scottish-educated graduates from 
choosing to live and work in Scotland. 
Scotland has the talent, resources, wealth and ingenuity to 
meet the challenges of the future. Greater certainty in the future 
comes not from leaving decisions to others, but from taking 
responsibility ourselves. Scotland has greater security when 
we have greater control over the direction we take as a nation. 
We can respond with action based on Scotland’s particular 
circumstances, and take decisions that put us in a stronger 
position to meet the longer-term challenges that we can see 
emerging in the years ahead.
 Government policies and public services with independence
On day one of independence, public services will continue 
to be delivered in a way that will be seamless for those who 
rely on them. Policy changes will be decided not in the 2014 
referendum, but at future elections, both national and local. 
The benefit of independence is that all the important decisions 
affecting the quality of public services in Scotland will be 
taken in Scotland and not at Westminster. Westminster will no 
longer be able to reduce the funding available to the Scottish 
Parliament. Instead our Parliament will decide the right level 
of public spending for Scotland. 
The success of those public services already under the control 
of the Scottish Parliament – free personal care for the elderly 
and world-leading improvements in hospital safety, to take 
just two examples – demonstrates the gains that come when 
decisions are made in Scotland.
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As with devolution, the full gains from independence will come 
over time. The aim of the Scottish Government, through the 
process of becoming independent, is to protect the things we 
know are important to people living in Scotland, while also 
providing some immediate advantages from the move to 
independence and building for the long term.
With independence, decisions on the taxes we pay, the state 
pension, the delivery of all public services, and policies that 
affect our economy and society will be taken in Scotland based 
on the needs and interests of the people who live here. 
Looking at neighbouring independent nations, such as Norway 
and Denmark, it is clear that they enjoy an independence bonus 
that allows them to deliver fairer societies. They are able to 
provide more targeted support for families with children and 
better levels of care for older citizens, and deliver measures to 
boost their economies, support higher standards of living and 
create more jobs.
These independence gains did not come overnight. They 
required effort and a focus on what was best for their societies, 
but they are a signal of what can be achieved when Scotland 
too becomes an independent nation.
Independence will give us the opportunity to better provide the 
public services we all value and rely on. It will put decisions on 
the level and allocation of Scotland’s budget into the hands of 
the Scottish Government and Parliament, rather than leaving 
these decisions to Westminster. That means we can choose to 
guarantee free personal care and decent pensions for our older 
people and free tuition fees for students, instead of replacing 
Trident. Indeed, making different choices from Westminster 
on nuclear weapons and defence will allow this Scottish 
Government to save £500 million – money that can deliver 
direct benefits for people in Scotland. 
The policies that will be pursued in an independent Scotland will 
be down to the government elected by the people of Scotland, 
starting with the first election following independence in May 2016.
 This may be the SNP, Labour or any other party – or coalition 
of parties – that wins enough support.
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 The consequences of Scotland voting No in the referendum
The referendum is a choice between two futures: taking control 
in Scotland of our own affairs, or remaining under the control of 
Westminster. It is a choice about who can be trusted to make 
the best decisions for Scotland – our own Parliament elected 
in Scotland, or Westminster. 
If the result of the referendum is No, decisions on welfare, 
defence and foreign policy will continue to be taken by 
Westminster for Scotland, whatever the views of the Scottish 
electorate. For example, with a No vote we will see a new 
generation of nuclear weapons on the Clyde. There is 
no assurance that decisions on the key issues that affect 
Scotland’s prosperity, security and future will be made in line 
with the interests and values of the people who live here. 
Decisions with damaging effects on Scottish society – such as 
the “bedroom tax” which was introduced despite the opposition 
of 90 per cent of Scottish MPs – will continue to be made in 
Westminster.
The overall level of public spending in Scotland will continue 
to be driven by decisions on priorities for England through the 
Barnett formula – which determines Scotland’s block grant 
by reference to spending by Westminster – rather than by 
Scottish priorities. There is the prospect that the funding system 
for devolved government in Scotland will be scrapped, with 
the risk of further significant cuts to the Scottish Parliament’s 
budget and serious consequences for Scottish public services. 
Westminster politicians from all parties have indicated that 
reviewing the basis of Scotland’s spending is a real possibility. 
If we remain in the UK, the Conservative Party’s promise of 
an in/out referendum on EU membership raises the serious 
possibility that Scotland will be forced to leave the EU against 
the wishes of the people of Scotland.
Despite much talk of further devolution and more powers for 
Scotland, with a No vote there is no assurance that there 
will be any new powers for the Scottish Parliament within the 
UK. Neither the Westminster Government nor the campaign 
opposing independence has made concrete proposals for 
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further devolution to the Scottish Parliament following a No 
vote in the referendum. A vote against independence would 
not in itself lead to an extension of the powers of the Scottish 
Parliament; any proposals to strengthen the Scottish Parliament 
would require the agreement of Westminster through legislation, 
and there is no guarantee that any of the UK parties will 
propose – or follow through on – any such legislation.
Following the referendum in 1979, we saw that, despite 
the promises made during that campaign and the clear 
public support for devolution, it took a further 20 years for a 
democratic Scottish Parliament to be established. The only 
way to secure and guarantee greater powers for the Scottish 
Parliament is to vote Yes in the referendum.  
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■■ Scotland is a wealthy country and can afford to be independent
■■ Our public finances are healthier than those of the UK as a 
whole
■■ Tax receipts per head in Scotland are estimated to have been 
higher than in the UK as a whole in each and every year since 
1980/81
■■ In 2011/12, Scottish tax receipts were equivalent to £10,700 per 
head – £1,700 higher than the equivalent UK figure
■■ Over the last five years, Scotland’s public finances have been 
stronger than the UK as a whole by a total of £12.6 billion – 
almost £2,400 per head
■■ Projections set out here demonstrate that Scotland’s public 
finances are expected to strengthen over the next few years
■■ Independence will provide us with the opportunity to manage 
our public finances more securely and to create a more vibrant 
and resilient economy
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Why we need a new approach
The strength of a country’s public finances depends on the 
balance between public spending, revenues and the stock 
of government debt.
These in turn depend upon the health of the economy and 
choices around the level and composition of taxes and provision 
of public services.
This chapter sets out Scotland’s public finances and 
demonstrates that Scotland has the financial foundations to be 
a successful independent country.
It also provides an overview of the financial position that the 
Scottish Government expects an independent Scotland to 
inherit and this Government’s early priorities for public spending 
and revenue.
The starting point for this analysis is the National Statistics 
publication, Government Expenditure and Revenue Scotland 
(GERS). GERS is the authoritative publication on Scotland’s 
public finances.
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GERS provides estimates of the tax revenue generated in 
Scotland and the public spending undertaken for Scotland 
within the current constitutional framework23.
The facts are as follows:
■■ even when oil and gas revenues are excluded, estimated 
tax receipts per head in Scotland are broadly equivalent to 
the UK figure24. When Scotland’s oil and gas receipts are 
added, tax revenue per head in Scotland is nearly 20 per 
cent higher than the UK average
■■ in 2011/12, the most recent year for which information is 
available, Scotland generated £10,700 of tax revenues per 
head compared to £9,000 per head for the UK as a whole25, 26
■■ indeed, in every year from 1980/81 to 2011/12, 
Scottish tax receipts per head are estimated to have 
been higher than in the UK as a whole
■■ some decisions on taxes are already devolved to Scotland, 
notably on council tax and local business rates. However, 
together these taxes account for just 7 per cent of total 
Scottish tax receipts27
■■ changes included in the Scotland Act 2012, due to come 
into effect over the next one to two years, will give the 
Scottish Parliament control over two additional taxes which 
together raise about £400 million per year, and some limited 
control over a proportion of income tax. These changes 
will still only give Scotland responsibility for 15 per cent of 
Scottish receipts. Decisions on the overwhelming majority  
of Scottish taxes will remain at Westminster28
■■ total public spending for Scotland was worth an estimated 
£64 billion in 2011/1229. This includes all spending 
undertaken for the benefit of Scotland by every tier of 
government in the UK
■■ relative to the size of the economy, public spending is 
estimated to be lower in Scotland than in the UK as a whole. 
In 2011/12, total public sector expenditure for Scotland 
was estimated to be equivalent to 42.7 per cent of GDP. In 
comparison, UK public spending was 45.5 per cent of GDP  
in the same year30
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■■ as a share of GDP, public spending in Scotland is also lower 
than in the majority of EU-15 countries31
The overall level of public spending for Scotland is primarily 
decided by the Westminster Government.
In terms of reserved programmes affecting Scotland, the 
Westminster Government sets levels of spending on matters 
such as welfare payments and defence. This covers around 
40 per cent of all spending for Scotland.
For devolved programmes such as health, education 
and transport, the total budget is set by the Westminster 
Government using the Barnett Formula. The Barnett Formula 
uses the size of Scotland’s population relative to other parts 
of the UK to calculate changes in the budget available for 
devolved services, depending on decisions taken about funding 
levels for Whitehall departments.
Public spending in Scotland is therefore set without reference to 
the needs or preferences of Scottish households or businesses. 
Nor does it directly reflect the substantial contribution that 
Scotland makes to UK tax receipts.
Taking revenues and expenditures together provides a picture 
of the overall health of the public finances.
The facts show that, over the last five years, Scotland’s public 
finances, despite being in deficit, are estimated to have been 
relatively stronger than the UK as a whole by a total of  
£12.6 billion – almost £2,400 per head32.
This relatively stronger fiscal position is consistent with a 
longer-term trend.
The Fiscal Commission Working Group (“the Fiscal 
Commission”)33 has estimated, that since 1980/81, Scotland has 
run an average annual net fiscal surplus of 0.2 per cent of GDP, 
compared to an average annual deficit for the UK of around 3 per 
cent of GDP.
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The Fiscal Commission has also illustrated that, had Scotland 
had control of our own resources, and assuming no change 
in tax revenues or spending priorities, our relatively stronger 
fiscal position from 1980/81 would have allowed us to not 
only eliminate a per head share of UK net debt, but actually 
accumulate assets worth between £82 billion and £116 billion 
by 2011/1234.
This would have equated to an asset of between £15,500 and 
£22,000 per head. In contrast, by the end of 2011/12, the UK 
had accumulated net debt of over £1.1 trillion, equivalent to a 
liability of £17,500 per head.
 The opportunities available to Scotland
Despite these underlying strengths, Scotland is disadvantaged 
by not being independent.
Scotland does not have full control of our economy or public 
finances.
The Scottish Parliament is unable to determine the level and 
composition of taxation or the overall value of public spending.
It is not possible to realise the financial benefits of successful 
economic policies – such as increased revenues or reduced 
welfare payments. Under current arrangements, these benefits 
are passed straight to the Westminster Government. For 
example, because Scotland has proportionately more social 
housing, spending on housing benefit is lower, but the benefit 
of this goes to the Westminster Government not the Scottish 
Government.
Without independence, Scotland is also exposed to the 
approach that successive Westminster governments have taken 
to managing the public finances.
Between 2001/02 and 2007/08, the then Labour Westminster 
Government increased debt year on year, despite strong 
economic growth35. As a result, just as the recession hit, the UK 
had the third highest structural deficit in the OECD36.
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In surveying the UK’s public finances, the Fiscal Commission 
concluded that:
the decision not to manage government borrowing more 
prudently during the years prior to the financial crisis 
weakened the resilience of the public finances and meant 
that they were not well placed to respond to the sharp drop in 
tax revenues, and increase in government spending, which 
occurred with the onset of the recession in 200837.
This position has since been compounded by the current 
Westminster Government’s decision to cut public expenditure 
too quickly – especially public sector capital investment – and 
before the recovery had gained momentum. This damaged 
economic growth, depressed tax revenues and resulted in 
borrowing exceeding forecasts.
In contrast, the Scottish Government has developed a 
reputation for sound financial management. In the areas that 
we control, we have taken tough decisions, delivered significant 
efficiencies and prioritised spend to the areas which have 
the most significant economic impact and offer the greatest 
protection for those who rely on public services.
Independence will provide the opportunity to safeguard 
Scotland’s financial sustainability more effectively and ensure 
that our public finances are managed to reflect the needs of 
Scotland’s economy.
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	 Scotland’s	public	finances	on	independence
It is clear that Scotland currently pays our way within the UK.
As we move to independence, our strong public finances will 
provide the foundations for policy decisions on taxation, growth 
and welfare.
As with most developed countries – including the UK – Scotland 
is currently running an estimated fiscal deficit, which means that 
the revenues from taxation fall short of public spending38. Of the 
31 members of the OECD for which data are available, 27 are 
estimated to have been in deficit during 201239.
As a result of the recession, Scotland will inherit  challenging 
fiscal position that will require careful stewardship in the years 
immediately following independence. The first Government of 
an independent Scotland will need to make decisions based on 
the prevailing conditions.
To enable an informed assessment of the financial position of an 
independent Scotland, the Scottish Government has prepared 
projections of Scotland’s public finances under the current 
constitutional framework to 2016/17, the year when Scotland will 
become independent40. Such projections reflect the decisions 
and priorities of the Westminster Government. In contrast, the 
strength of Scotland’s public finances in the years after 2016/17 
will depend on the economic and fiscal decisions of future 
Scottish governments and our ability to grow the economy.
Scotland’s public finances are forecast to improve as the 
economy continues to strengthen.
The financial position that Scotland will inherit on independence 
will also reflect, in part, negotiations between the Scottish and 
Westminster Governments following a Yes vote. For example, 
the proportion of UK public sector debt which an independent 
Scotland will assume responsibility for will have implications 
for our annual debt interest payments. Negotiations will enable 
phasing and the financial consequences of the transition to be 
agreed, planned and managed by all parties.
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To reflect the range of possible outcomes, the analysis in this 
guide uses two scenarios for Scotland’s share of UK public 
sector debt and annual interest payments:
■■ Scotland’s share of UK public sector net debt could be 
apportioned by reference to the historical balance of public 
spending and taxation since 1980/81, the earliest year for 
which figures are available. This provides a measure of 
our contribution to the UK’s finances over the years. As 
Scotland has been in a relatively stronger position than the 
UK over this period, a historical share of public sector debt 
would be lower than a population share41
■■ Alternatively, Scotland could take responsibility for a 
population share of UK public sector net debt
Under either outcome, Scotland’s projected debt to GDP ratio 
would be smaller than the UK’s. Negotiations will also take into 
account the degree to which Scotland’s share of UK public 
sector debt, and in turn its annual debt interest payments, could 
be reduced in return for forgoing rights to certain UK assets 
(see Part 4).
Based on the Westminster Government’s current spending 
plans, public spending excluding debt interest payments for 
Scotland is forecast to fall by 4 per cent in real terms between 
2011/12 and 2016/17.
UK debt interest payments are projected to rise by over 20 per 
cent in real terms between 2011/12 and 2016/17, reflecting 
higher levels of UK borrowing in recent years42. Based on 
such figures, Scotland’s historical share of UK debt interest is 
projected to be £3.9 billion in 2016/17 or £5.5 billion based on 
a per head share.
Assuming onshore tax revenues in Scotland follow the path 
forecast for the UK as a whole, they are projected to grow by 
approximately £5 billion (10 per cent) in real terms between 
2011/12 and 2016/1743.
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Tax revenues from oil and gas production will depend on a 
range of different factors, including future production in the 
North Sea, wholesale oil and gas prices and profitability. 
The Fiscal Commission has set out proposals for how such 
revenues could be managed successfully in an independent 
Scotland.
The Scottish Government has published forecasts for North Sea 
tax receipts under a range of scenarios44. Two scenarios are 
used here.
In the first, production is assumed to remain unchanged at 
current levels, whilst oil prices are assumed to remain unchanged 
in cash terms at their average level over the two years to March 
2013. Under such a scenario, Scottish oil and gas receipts are 
forecast to generate £6.8 billion in tax revenue in 2016/17.
In the second scenario, production is forecast to increase 
more in line with industry forecasts, although at a lower level 
of profitability. Under this scenario, oil and gas receipts could 
reach £7.9 billion in 2016/17.
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The table below provides forecasts of key elements of public 
sector expenditure and revenue for Scotland in 2016/17 based 
on the above scenarios and projections.
TAblE – EsTimATEs of sCoTlAnd’s finAnCiAl PosiTion (2016/17) £ billions –  
undER CuRREnT ConsTiTuTionAl ARRAngEmEnTs
Total Expenditure (Non-Debt Interest) £63.7
Currently Devolved £37.3
Defence £3.0
Reserved Social Protection £18.8
Other Reserved Spending £4.6
Public sector debt interest1 £3.9 to £5.5
Total Public sector Receipts £63.7 to £64.8
Onshore Receipts £56.9
Offshore Receipts £6.8-£7.9
Net Fiscal Balance2
Including historical share of debt interest payments -£2.7 to -£4.0
As percentage of GDP -1.6 per cent to -2.4 per cent
Including population share of debt interest payments -£4.3 to -£5.5
As percentage of GDP -2.5 per cent to -3.2 per cent
UK Public Sector Net Borrowing3 -£61
As percentage of GDP -3.4 per cent
Figures are rounded to the nearest hundred million and therefore may not sum
1 Range based upon historical or population share
2 Scottish Government projections
3 Office for Budget Responsibility – March 2013 Economic and Fiscal Outlook
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Scotland’s deficit is forecast to fall to between 1.6 per cent and 
2.4 per cent of GDP in 2016/17 with a historical share of UK 
debt and to be between 2.5 per cent and 3.2 per cent of GDP 
if we take on a population share of UK public sector debt. The 
Office for Budget Responsibility forecasts that the UK will run 
a deficit of 3.4 per cent of GDP in the same year45. The IMF 
estimates that the average deficit across the G7 economies will 
be 3.2 per cent in 201646. Based on this approach, the net fiscal 
balance for an independent Scotland in 2016/17 is therefore 
forecast to be better than for the UK as a whole.
When assessing a country’s finances, an important figure to 
consider is the current budget balance. This measures the 
degree to which current taxpayers meet the cost of paying 
for the public services they consume today and includes a 
contribution to debt interest payments. If a country is running 
near to a current budget balance or surplus, it may still have to 
borrow to fund capital expenditure. However, such borrowing 
will be for long-term investment which can be expected to 
increase the economy’s productive capacity in future years. 
Such borrowing can therefore be part of a sustainable approach 
to managing the public finances.
Assuming a share of debt interest payments based upon 
Scotland’s historical contribution to the UK public finances, 
Scotland’s current budget balance is estimated to be between 
0.1 per cent (i.e. a surplus) and -0.7 per cent of GDP in 2016/17. 
Assuming a population share of debt interest payments, 
Scotland’s current budget balance in 2016/17 is projected to be 
between -0.8 per cent and -1.5 per cent of GDP. This compares 
to a forecast for the UK as a whole of -1.9 per cent.
Given this expected starting point, the following section sets out 
the early tax and expenditure priorities that the current Scottish 
Government would take forward following independence.
We recognise that, as with any financial projection, revenues 
and expenditure may be higher or lower than projected at this 
stage. As a responsible government, we will make plans for 
transition and contingency.
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	 Early	priorities	for	action	within	sound	public	finances
Robust public finances are an important prerequisite for 
delivering sustainable economic growth. The sharp increase in 
Westminster borrowing, and resulting austerity, highlights the 
significant implications for household incomes and the economy 
of not managing the public finances responsibly.
This Government will ensure that Scotland has stable and 
sustainable public finances, underpinned by the discipline of 
a framework designed to ensure that Scotland’s finances are 
appropriate for the country’s economy, and able to withstand 
changes in economic circumstances.
To support this, this Government will put in place an effective 
fiscal framework, including: the creation of an independent 
Scottish Fiscal Commission; fiscal rules; and an Energy Fund 
to manage oil revenues47. This will provide future Scottish 
governments with a sound basis on which to make appropriate 
choices about tax rates, spending levels, debt and borrowing.
Sound public finances will be an important part of the 
agreements underpinning a Sterling Area arrangement with the 
rest of the UK and for demonstrating our credibility to financial 
markets48. The record of Scotland’s public finances, and the 
projections provided here, give us confidence that Scotland will 
be able to meet these requirements.
In an independent Scotland, the elected government will have 
control over all tax revenues and expenditure in Scotland. 
This will provide an opportunity to redirect currently reserved 
expenditure to reflect Scottish priorities and also to use key tax 
and regulatory powers to improve the Scottish economy – for 
example, by better linking our welfare and tax system.
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This Government intends to raise revenue and reduce 
spending by:
■■ reducing defence and security spending to £2.5 billion per  
year (which is still more than Westminster spends on defence  
in Scotland)
■■ ending the married couples tax allowance, planned for 
introduction in 2015
■■ cancelling the Westminster Government’s Shares for Rights 
scheme in Scotland
■■ providing for a streamlined system of overseas 
representation focused on Scottish citizens and priority 
business sectors
There will also be savings from no longer having to fund the 
Westminster Parliament.
We expect these changes to deliver savings or increases in 
revenue totalling around £600 million in a full year.
This will provide scope to take action in the first budget of an 
independent Scotland to create a fairer and more successful 
country. The priorities of the current Scottish Government for 
that first budget will be to:
■■ maintain a commitment to protecting free personal care, 
free prescriptions, free higher education tuition for Scottish 
students and free concessionary travel
■■ abolish the “bedroom tax”
■■ extend the period of the triple lock for uprating of state 
pensions
■■ reduce energy bills by moving the cost of the Energy 
Company Obligation and Warm Home Discount Scheme 
to the Scottish Government
■■ provide 600 hours of childcare to around half of two 
year olds, as part of a longer term plan to deliver a 
transformational expansion in childcare
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■■ equalise the earnings disregard between first and second 
earners for those already in receipt of Universal Credit
■■ increase tax allowances, tax credits and benefits in line 
with inflation
■■ meet international commitments to spend 0.7 per cent of 
Gross National Income on international aid
We expect these commitments to cost around £500-600 million 
per year in total to deliver.
Over the course of the first term of an independent Scottish 
Parliament, the Scottish Government proposes to work with 
Scotland’s tax authority, Revenue Scotland, to simplify the tax 
system to reduce compliance costs, streamline reliefs and help to 
reduce tax avoidance, with a target revenue gain of £250 million 
per year by the end of the first term.
Alongside simplification, this Government plans for Revenue 
Scotland to deploy modern digital collection technologies to 
help ensure that all taxpayers pay their fair share of taxes, 
bearing down on the amount of revenues which are lost to error, 
avoidance and evasion.
Within our framework for robust and sustainable public 
finances, we propose to deliver the following measures to 
boost Scotland’s competitiveness within the first term of an 
independent Scottish Parliament:
■■ provide childcare for 30 hours per week for 38 weeks per 
year – equivalent to primary school hours – for every three 
and four year old and vulnerable two year old, as part of a 
longer-term commitment to provide this level of provision to 
all children from age one until they start school
■■ cut Air Passenger Duty by 50 per cent, with a view to 
eventually abolishing it
■■ provide a clear timetable for cutting corporation tax by up 
to three percentage points for businesses paying tax in 
Scotland
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We will also examine an increase in the National Insurance 
Employment Allowance to help small businesses, and will 
commence negotiations to return Royal Mail in Scotland to 
public ownership.
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■■ Independence will allow us to use our own resources and shape 
our own fiscal and economic policies for Scottish needs and 
circumstances. This will ensure greater economic security and 
opportunity in the future
■■ We plan to prioritise job creation through measures to 
encourage growth
■■ We will support manufacturing, innovation and the transition  
to a low carbon economy
■■ Scotland will continue to use the pound, providing continuity and 
certainty for individuals and businesses in Scotland and the rest 
of the UK
■■ We will support a labour market that helps people into work that 
is sustainable and fairly rewarded
■■ Our Fair Work Commission will guarantee that the minimum 
wage rises – at the very least – in line with inflation to ensure 
that work is a route out of poverty
■■ We will bring together employers and employees in a 
convention on employment and labour relations to build a 
collaborative approach to work and create a responsive labour 
market
■■ We have identified the following priorities to support the Scottish 
economy for the first session of an independent Scottish 
parliament
■ a commitment to increase the personal tax allowance, 
benefits and tax credits in line with inflation
■ a pre-announced reduction in corporation tax of up to three 
percentage points
■ a reduction of Air Passenger Duty by 50 per cent
■ the simplification of the tax system to reduce compliance 
costs, streamline reliefs and help to reduce tax avoidance, 
with a target revenue gain of £250 million a year by the end 
of the first term
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 Why we need a new approach
Scotland has strong economic foundations.
We have substantial natural resources, a highly-skilled 
workforce, a long-standing reputation for innovation, and an 
internationally-recognised brand, with products and companies 
competing at the highest level in international markets.
The First Report of the Fiscal Commission provided an 
overview of Scotland’s economy and assessed performance 
relative to both the UK and other comparable nations. The 
Group concluded that
By international standards Scotland is a wealthy and 
productive country. There is no doubt that Scotland has 
the potential to be a successful independent nation49.
Devolution has provided Scotland with some – albeit limited 
– ability to tailor policies to Scottish circumstances, and 
successive Scottish administrations have used these to help 
narrow a historic gap in economic performance with the UK.
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Scotland’s economic performance is now stronger than – or just 
as good as – the UK on key measures:
■■ even excluding the contribution of North Sea oil and gas, 
output per head in Scotland is 99 per cent of the UK 
average and the highest in the UK outside London and the 
South East50
■■ adding in a geographical share of North Sea output gives 
Scotland an output per head almost 20 per cent higher than 
the UK
■■ in 2010 Gross National Income per head in Scotland – 
including the North Sea – was approximately £26,000, 
which compares with around £24,000 for the UK as a 
whole, according to experimental estimates51
■■ productivity, measured as output per hour worked, is now 
identical in Scotland to that of the UK52
■■ amongst OECD economies, it is estimated Scotland would 
be ranked eighth in terms of output per head53
■■ in 2012, Scotland’s share of all new UK Foreign Direct 
Investment projects was nearly 11 per cent54 – well above 
a population share
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■■ Scotland’s relative labour market performance has also 
strengthened. Scotland’s employment rate has been higher, 
and our unemployment rate lower than in the UK as a 
whole for most of the recent period. Our rates of economic 
participation have also been better
■■ Scotland’s public finances are estimated to have been in a 
relatively stronger position over the last five years, than the 
UK as a whole – to the tune of £12.6 billion55
Scotland has a diverse economy with key strengths across 
a range of sectors such as food and drink, tourism, creative 
industries, life sciences, universities, financial services and 
manufacturing.
Scotland is rich in energy with around 25 per cent of Europe’s 
offshore wind and tidal energy potential, and 10 per cent of 
Europe’s wave potential56. It is estimated that there could be 
up to 24 billion barrels of recoverable oil and gas remaining in 
the North Sea with the potential for production to continue for 
decades to come57.
As a regional economy within the UK, Scotland performs 
relatively well on aggregate measures of economic 
performance, but as an independent nation we could be doing 
significantly better. Many of our competitors are stronger, not 
just economically, but also in terms of equality and wellbeing58.
For example, Scotland’s economy has grown more slowly than 
other comparable independent European countries in recent 
decades. Over time, such differences can have substantial 
implications for economic prosperity.
If Scotland moved from the rates of growth it has experienced 
in the past to instead match the levels of growth of small 
European countries, the benefits for people in Scotland in 
terms of prosperity and employment would be significant. As 
an illustration, had growth in Scotland matched these other 
independent nations between 1977 and 2007, GDP per head 
would now be 3.8 per cent higher, equivalent to an additional 
£900 per head59.
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Growth and competitiveness are important, however there is a 
growing recognition that the characteristics of growth and the 
distribution of its benefits are just as important.
Under the Westminster system Scotland is locked in to one of 
the most unequal economic models in the OECD – with the UK 
ranked 28th out of 34 countries in terms of its Gini coefficient 
(a key measure of income inequality)60. Such inequalities have 
in fact widened rather than narrowed in recent decades61. Such 
patterns are not only damaging in their own right, but act to 
constrain growth over the long term62.
There is also clear evidence of increasing geographical 
imbalances which have concentrated jobs, population growth 
and investment in London and the South-East of England63. 
At the same time, there has also been a gradual erosion of 
economic resilience with a declining manufacturing base, 
sustained current account deficits and higher levels of public 
and private sector debt.
The gap between rich and poor, the increasing concentration 
of economic activity in one small part of the UK, and growing 
imbalances in the structure of the UK economy all suggest that 
continuing as a regional economy will hamper job creation in 
Scotland and reduce economic security in the long term.
The economic choice in the independence referendum is about 
how we best equip ourselves to meet the challenges, seize the 
opportunities and secure the future for people living in Scotland 
now and in years to come.
The Scottish Government believes that the best option for 
Scotland is to become independent. It will create the opportunity 
to build an economy that takes advantage of Scotland’s unique 
strengths and size, and which delivers a more outward focused, 
fairer and resilient economy.
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 The opportunities available to Scotland
Under the current constitutional arrangements, the Scottish 
Government has responsibility for devolved economic policy 
areas. However, responsibility for most important economic and 
social policies is reserved to Westminster. This includes welfare, 
employability, workplace relations, economic and financial 
regulation and consumer protection. The Scottish Parliament is 
responsible for just 7 per cent of taxes raised in Scotland. Even 
after the new tax powers of the Scotland Act 2012, this figure 
will only increase to around 15 per cent64.
Remaining under the Westminster system restricts Scotland’s 
ability to meet future challenges and opportunities.
We are clear about the longstanding issues to be tackled in 
order to drive growth and address inequality in the Scottish 
economy. We will need to:
■■ create more and better employment opportunities across 
all parts of the country and tackle long-standing social and 
economic inequalities that constrain our economic potential
■■ boost and diversify our businesses
■■ rebalance the economy and strengthen the role of 
manufacturing and innovation
■■ grow our export base and provide the framework to help 
support Scottish companies to compete in global markets
■■ encourage a longer-term focus on investment and economic 
sustainability
■■ support the transition to a low carbon economy
Since devolution our performance within the UK has 
strengthened65. This illustrates the advantages of Scotland 
making our own decisions to the benefit of our economy. But 
we can do much better.
Independence will provide the government of Scotland with 
access to economic and fiscal levers which the Westminster 
Government currently controls. Future Scottish governments 
will be able to set policy to Scotland’s own circumstances, 
strengths and preferences.
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Having responsibility for all  
economic levers in Scotland will 
allow us to transform our country. 
With independence we will be able  
to choose an economic approach 
that builds on our existing strengths 
and which helps deliver a more 
outward focused, dynamic and 
resilient economy. For example, 
independence will allow future 
Scottish governments to build on  
the progress already being made  
to tackle climate change and to 
capture Scotland’s significant 
economic opportunities in the low 
carbon sector.
The performance of many small 
countries demonstrates the 
advantage of having a policy framework appropriate to local 
circumstances. Evidence shows that countries similar in size 
to Scotland have a strong track record66:
■■ currently nine of the top fifteen OECD economies measured 
by output per head are of similar size to Scotland67
■■ small countries make up a majority of the top 20 positions 
in the UN Human Development Index68
An independent Scotland will not replicate the economic 
structure of the UK; instead independence will bring 
opportunities to operate more effectively and efficiently.
This Government’s aim is that, within a decade, Scotland will 
achieve and maintain a place in the top 10 nations in the UN 
Human Development Index69. Achieving this aim will show 
both an improved economic performance and that we have 
translated greater economic success into direct social and 
personal benefits for the people of Scotland.
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 The Scotland we can create
Since 2007, the Scottish Government has been pursuing an 
economic strategy with a clear purpose: increasing sustainable 
economic growth, with opportunities for all of Scotland to 
flourish.
Driving our ambition for a more successful economy are six key 
priorities:
■■ creating a supportive business environment
■■ delivering benefits from the transition to a low carbon 
economy
■■ improving opportunities for learning, skills development 
and wellbeing
■■ a focus on infrastructure
■■ ensuring effective government
■■ producing economic and social outcomes that are more 
equitable
These will remain at the centre of this government’s approach 
in an independent Scotland.
An independent Scotland will be able to use our new powers 
to improve productivity, boost participation and build greater 
solidarity, cohesion and sustainability.
 Productivity
More productive economies typically enjoy higher living 
standards. In 2011, Scotland’s productivity was 100 per cent of 
the UK average measured by output per hour worked, and 99 
per cent of the UK average in terms of output per filled job70.
However, in comparison with our international competitors, 
Scotland’s (and the UK’s) performance is less favourable. 
Countries, such as Norway, Ireland, Denmark and Austria do 
better. For example, productivity in Denmark is around 12 per 
cent higher than in Scotland71.
Independence will provide the opportunity to target policies 
to Scotland’s unique circumstances and challenges, and to 
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boost productivity. Our plans for re-industrialisation, innovation, 
taxation, investment and internationalisation will help to achieve 
this by delivering the necessary changes to our economy.
 Participation and population
An engaged and productive workforce is central to long-
term economic success. Greater participation increases 
the economy’s growth potential. It is also key to addressing 
important social objectives, such as tackling poverty. A labour 
market which is resilient, adaptable to changes in economic 
conditions, and able to respond quickly to new opportunities 
and challenges is a major competitive advantage.
In recent years, Scotland has had a stronger employment 
record than the UK. However, consistent with the trend at the 
UK level, the characteristics and composition of our labour 
market has changed, adversely affecting job security, the 
rewards of work and equality of opportunity.
Many other independent countries perform more strongly both 
in terms of participation and job outcomes72. Independence 
will give us control over labour market policies, including direct 
levers such as taxation, welfare and regulation, and indirect 
levers such as child care and employee and employer relations.
The most significant determinant of Scotland’s long-term 
growth gap relative to the UK has been slower population 
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growth. A country’s population – in particular those of working 
age – is a key driver of long-term prosperity. Successive 
administrations have made boosting Scotland’s population a 
top priority. The most recent Census showed that as at March 
2011, Scotland’s population stood at 5.295 million – the highest 
ever73. However, the recent growth has only served to reverse 
the impact of decades of emigration and the latest population 
projections suggest that Scotland’s working age population will 
not grow as rapidly as the UK as a whole74.
Independence will provide an opportunity to grow the economy 
more quickly, provide more opportunities for our young people to 
stay and build careers in Scotland and to attract skilled workers.
 Solidarity, cohesion and sustainability
Scotland is currently a more equal country than the UK as a 
whole75. However, in 2010, Scotland would still have been ranked 
17th in the OECD in terms of income inequality, so clearly we 
need to do better76. Too often the benefits of economic growth are 
not shared equally across the country. Independence will provide 
the levers to tackle inequalities in Scotland.
Aligning tax and welfare policies, helping people to move into 
sustained work and supporting people to develop the skills to 
progress will all help support better solidarity and cohesion in 
Scotland.
With independence, we will have the opportunity to:
■■ set out a vision for the type of economy and society that 
captures Scotland’s distinct values and build distinct 
economic, industrial and social policies which reflect these 
aims
■■ use welfare and employment policies to tackle long-standing 
inequalities – both social and regional – that have persisted 
for decades
■■ prioritise tax powers, regulation and Scotland’s new global 
status to develop growth sectors and growth companies, 
widen the export base, attract investment, and support local 
firms to move into new and emerging markets
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■■ develop an industrial strategy that promotes manufacturing 
and its links to the local supply chain
■■ use the full array of business policies – affecting small and 
large businesses – alongside the resources of the public 
sector and Scotland’s universities and colleges to support 
innovation and expand the business base
■■ target policy to barriers that hold Scotland back – for 
example, by reducing Air Passenger Duty to boost 
international connectivity
■■ build a more stable macroeconomic framework
■■ design a more efficient tax system
■■ implement an improved and streamlined consumer 
protection and regulatory regime which cuts back on waste 
and duplication
■■ coordinate devolved powers with new tax and expenditure 
responsibilities – for example, in skills and employability, 
childcare, tax and welfare – to deliver more coherent 
policies
■■ use full responsibility for Scotland’s natural resources, 
such as control of the sea bed and oil and gas reserves, to 
maximise the growth prospects for the future and to enable 
communities to benefit from our assets
■■ align education and skills policy with employment 
and industrial policies to facilitate more high value job 
opportunities and achieve the objective of full employment
■■ recognise that our island communities have challenges 
and opportunities that differ from those in other parts of the 
country in areas like transport and energy
This is not a prescriptive menu of policies, but illustrates what 
choices could be made with independence. It will enable future 
Scottish governments – whatever their political colour – to 
look at how we can best grow our economy and create jobs, 
with a broader range of options and opportunities to do things 
differently.
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A supportive, competitive and dynamic business 
environment
 The choices open to us
An independent Scotland will have the opportunity to pursue 
policies designed to grow the economy and create jobs. With 
responsibility for the full range of policy levers, the government 
of an independent Scotland will be able to create a more 
supportive, competitive and dynamic business environment.
Within the devolved powers currently available, the Scottish 
Government is pursuing a range of actions to support 
sustainable economic growth and higher quality jobs, including 
the Small Business Bonus Scheme, attracting international 
investment, the Scottish Investment Bank and investment in 
infrastructure.
With independence, future Scottish governments can build on 
these policies to enable Scotland’s businesses to reach their 
full potential. Future Scottish governments will be able to make 
choices over tax, measures to boost innovation and exports, 
promote good industrial relations and support small and 
medium sized enterprises.
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 Our priorities for action
Each of Scotland’s political parties will bring forward 
policy proposals at the future elections to an independent 
Scottish parliament. If elected in 2016, the current Scottish 
Government’s priorities for action will be as follows.
 A competitive and efficient tax environment
Being close to a global economic hub such as London can 
be an advantage for Scotland. However, London inevitably 
acts as an economic magnet, attracting jobs and investment 
(particularly headquarter operations) away from other parts 
of the UK. The ability to vary tax is essential to redress the 
unbalanced nature of the UK economy.
We plan to set out a timescale for reducing corporation tax 
by up to three percentage points below the prevailing UK rate. 
The intention of pre-announcing the cut is to stimulate economic 
activity in advance of it taking place and to retain and attract 
new investment. This will be one way to secure a competitive 
advantage and help to reverse the loss of corporate headquarters 
which has been a feature of the Scottish economy over the last 
30 years.
 Support for the reindustrialisation of Scotland
A key priority will be to re-balance and re-industrialise 
Scotland’s economy, to secure a number of benefits including:
■■ boosting high-value jobs – through increased manufacturing 
activity77
■■ promoting innovation – although manufacturing firms 
account for only 12 per cent of Scottish (onshore) output78, 
they account for 66 per cent of business R&D spending79
■■ addressing geographical disparities – the decline in 
manufacturing has contributed to geographical imbalances 
across Scotland. Increasing manufacturing activity in a local 
area will help develop clusters of economic activity and 
support local supply chains80
■■ boosting exports – around 62 per cent of Scottish 
international exports are manufactured and a greater focus 
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on internationalisation across the economy will help boost 
competitiveness and support jobs81
One option for future governments to support manufacturing 
and boost innovation will be to use the tax system to improve 
incentives for investment, for example through more generous 
depreciation allowances for key growth sectors in Scotland.
The current Scottish Government will also develop a new 
industrial strategy for Scotland. Key elements of the industrial 
strategy will include:
■■ support for investment, including research and development
■■ support for indigenous companies and ownership by 
strengthening the role of the Scottish Investment Bank
■■ expanding skills development by bringing together 
employment and skills policies and putting modern 
apprenticeships at the heart of our approach
■■ expanding our manufacturing base, with a particular focus 
on maximising the manufacturing opportunities of our 
offshore energy potential
■■ targeted use of loan guarantees
 Boosting connectivity
In the modern global economy, air connections are vital to 
international connectivity. Benchmarking analysis, based 
on 2011 data, indicated that Scotland’s short haul network 
had almost reached the level of connectivity that would be 
expected when compared to peer regional networks82. However, 
Scotland’s long-haul network performance is not as strong and 
there are clear areas for improvement to destinations such as 
the Asia Pacific region and North America.
With independence, government policies – for example, 
careful design of Air Passenger Duty (APD) – can be used to 
encourage the types of flights that benefit Scotland. Analysis 
suggests that the current APD impacts negatively on the 
Scottish economy, with APD in the UK now the highest tax 
of its type anywhere in the world.
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A recent study estimated that APD will cost Scotland more 
than £200 million a year in lost tourism spend alone by 201683. 
We plan to reduce APD by 50 per cent in the first term of the 
independent parliament, with a view to abolishing it when public 
finances allow.
As an independent nation, Scotland will be better placed to 
work with airport, airline, tourism and other partners to sustain 
network development activity in long-haul markets, as part 
of a Team Scotland approach. The Irish Government has for 
example struck a deal with Customs Authorities in the US to 
allow passengers travelling through airports in Ireland to clear 
passport control before boarding the plane84.
 Maximising the opportunities of our overseas representation
At present Scottish Development International has offices 
across Asia, the Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and the 
Americas85. An independent Scotland will prioritise our effort 
and resources to strengthen our international presence in the 
nations and markets that are of greatest economic importance 
to us. It is worth noting that 91 per cent of total Scottish exports 
currently go to 21 countries86.
A crucial part of the role of Scotland’s proposed overseas 
representation (see Chapter 5) will be to identify opportunities 
to directly promote Scottish goods and services. The Team 
Scotland approach will be built on and with independence our 
government departments, the private sector and our diplomatic 
missions will work together to promote Scotland.
 Other actions
In addition to the priorities outlined above – all of which are 
designed to improve productivity, participation and cohesion – 
we will also take the following actions:
 Support small and medium-sized enterprises
This government will continue our commitment to the Small 
Business Bonus which has reduced, or eliminated entirely, 
business rates for tens of thousands of properties across 
Scotland and to maintaining Scottish business rates parity with 
the rest of the UK87. The tax system in Scotland will be designed 
to reduce compliance burdens facing small and medium-sized 
enterprises in particular.
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The Government will also examine the case for an increase in the 
National Insurance employment allowance for small business.
 Streamline competition and regulation policy
Competition is a key driver of productivity, exports and 
consumer value and choice. An independent Scotland, as part 
of the EU, will continue to meet the regulatory requirements 
associated with membership – many of which relate to the 
operation of the Single Market. We will also develop and deliver 
a streamlined and efficient regulatory model with a combined 
regulatory body with a single, strong voice, both in Scotland and 
internationally, on competition and consumer issues88.
 Strengthen consumer protection
Scottish consumers are an important part of the economy89. 
In order for economic activity to flourish it is important that 
consumers are able to trust businesses. We will establish a 
more integrated, simplified consumer landscape with a single 
consumer body to take into account Scottish specific issues, 
such as unfair parcel delivery charges in rural areas, building  
on the Scottish Government’s proposal for a combined 
economic regulator.
	 Directly	influence	EU	legislation
With independence Scotland’s government will be able to 
represent Scotland’s interests as a full and active participant 
in the EU.
 Maximise investment
Investment in infrastructure will remain a central part of the 
Scottish Government’s approach to supporting long-term 
sustainable economic growth. On independence the Scottish 
Government will make our own decisions about resources for 
capital investment. We will have full access to capital borrowing 
and will take forward infrastructure priorities as set out in our 
Infrastructure Investment Plan.
 Increasing innovation throughout Scotland’s economy
Innovation is a key driver of productivity and growth90. Firms 
innovate in order to stay ahead of their rivals, through the 
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production of new knowledge or the application of existing 
knowledge.
The top-performing small independent countries emphasise 
science and innovation in their economic strategies. Many small 
countries have been increasing their research and development 
(R&D) spending, as a percentage of GDP, more quickly than 
larger economies91. From 2001 to 2011 total R&D spend rose 
as a percentage of GDP in Finland, Denmark and Ireland. In 
contrast, R&D spend as a percentage of GDP in the UK and 
Scotland remained broadly unchanged over this period92.
This investment in science and technology, and in education 
and training more generally, has allowed many of our 
competitors to strengthen their performance in export markets 
– in particular high technology export markets – and support 
economic growth.
The largest proportion of R&D spend comes from the private 
sector – on average around two thirds of total R&D expenditure 
across OECD countries93. However, in Scotland this proportion 
is considerably lower, with the largest contribution to total 
R&D spend coming from investment by the Higher Education 
sector94.
Scotland’s investment in Higher Education R&D is world class – 
the latest official statistics show that, in 2011, Scotland’s Higher 
Education R&D expenditure as a percentage of GDP ranked top 
of the 12 countries/regions of the UK, and fourth highest among 
the OECD countries95.
Key priorities for Scotland will be to find ways of boosting 
business spending on research and development, whilst 
enabling higher levels of commercialisation of the world-class 
research produced at Scottish universities.
With independence Scotland will further strengthen the 
relationships and linkages between key partners in innovation 
– including businesses, universities, funding providers, 
companies, and public sector agencies – in a coherent strategy 
with shared priorities.
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	 Direct	financing	levers
With independence we will develop and expand direct financing 
instruments, including the provision of credit loans and 
guarantees and encouraging higher levels of equity financing 
and venture capital.
	 Indirect	financing	levers
Tax based incentives that are aimed at encouraging investment 
in innovation activities can be applied to either expenditure 
(related to R&D) or income that results from investment in 
R&D. Following independence this Government will examine 
how best to develop and target such tax relief to encourage 
Scotland’s innovative industries.
 Intellectual property
We will ensure continuity of the legal framework for protecting 
intellectual property rights. Independence will also allow 
Scotland to offer a simpler and cheaper, more business-friendly 
model than the current UK system, which is bureaucratic and 
expensive, especially for small firms. The UK is one of the few 
EU countries which does not offer a scheme which covers the 
basics of protection. Scotland could follow, for example, the 
German model which protects technical innovations.
Scotland also has a distinctive body of expertise in dispute 
resolution through the Scottish Arbitration Centre which could be 
developed as an international centre of excellence in arbitration.
We recognise that researchers are highly skilled, and globally 
mobile. Scottish universities recruit researchers from across 
the world, whilst many Scottish researchers work in institutions 
in other countries. With responsibility for immigration policy 
this Scottish Government will amend recent Westminster 
Government restrictions which impact in particular on the 
ability of our universities and colleges to attract international 
students. We will develop an approach to immigration to attract 
international talent at a level that would support high growth 
companies to develop and grow (see Chapter 7).
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Innovation is not limited to high tech sectors. It can also drive 
growth across the economy by investing in new approaches 
to meeting customer needs and attracting attention to Scottish 
products. For example, VisitScotland developed a unique 
partnership with The Walt Disney Company to make the most of 
the opportunity of the animated feature Brave to boost tourism 
in Scotland. The Scottish Government and VisitScotland have 
continued to build on this innovative relationship with the world’s 
largest entertainment organisation, showing Scottish food, drink 
and culture and promoting our assets as a tourism destination 
at the recent eighth Epcot International Food & Wine Festival 
at Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida.
 A valued and well-rewarded workforce
 The choices open to us
A country’s people are its greatest asset and it is vital that 
everyone in Scotland has the opportunity to fulfil their potential. 
Well rewarded and sustained employment is the best route out 
of poverty and the best way to tackle inequality.
All the actions described in this chapter are designed to 
improve job opportunities and long-term economic resilience. 
With independence, we will focus on creating better work 
opportunities, with the aim of creating maximum employment 
for the entire workforce and the long-term success of Scotland’s 
economy.
Under devolution the Scottish Government has responsibilities 
for education and skills, but not for employment regulation, tax 
or welfare policies, all of which are crucial to support people 
entering and remaining in employment. The Scottish Government 
is responsible for training the present and future workforce, 
equipping them with the skills and knowledge they need, but has 
no say in how they are treated once they are in a job.
The Scottish Government has used our responsibilities to 
support employment, in particular to address the challenge 
of youth unemployment. The action we have taken includes 
a commitment to 25,000 new apprenticeship opportunities in 
each year of the current Parliament, the majority of which are 
targeted at young people; and Opportunities for All, which is a 
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guaranteed place in education or training for all 16-19 year olds 
not already in learning, training or employment.
Independence will enable future Scottish governments to 
create a more coherent framework for employment and the 
labour market – one that links education, employability training, 
welfare, taxation and health with action aimed at creating a 
supportive business environment to foster job creation. It will 
also allow us to create joined up services which match job 
seekers and opportunities, within a supportive culture, offering 
help and assistance to those furthest from the labour market.
The success of Scotland in creating job opportunities and 
greater economic security than at present will also depend 
crucially on a sense of cohesion. There is good evidence that 
countries of Scotland’s size that perform well have a sense of 
shared national purpose96. With independence steps can be 
taken to improve cohesion, and partnership within the economy.
 Our priorities for action
The priorities for action for this Scottish Government in the first 
term of an independent Scottish parliament will be to:
■■ work directly with the trade unions, employer associations, 
employers and the voluntary sector to build a partnership 
approach to addressing labour market challenges
■■ create sustainable employment that pays fairly through 
changes to the minimum wage and a commitment to the 
living wage
■■ encourage people into work through a focus on early 
intervention and policies that support skills, training and 
opportunity
We will work with the STUC and the business community on 
mechanisms to formalise the relationship between government, 
employer associations and employee associations with a 
particular focus on encouraging wider trade union participation 
and in recognition of the positive role that can be played by 
collective bargaining in improving labour market conditions. For 
example, evidence from the OECD shows that stronger trade 
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unions tend to reduce inequality in labour income and ensure 
a more equal distribution of earnings97.
With independence powers over employment legislation will 
transfer from Westminster to Scotland. Employment law and 
regulations cover minimum terms and conditions, maternity and 
paternity rights, worker representation, the rules around unions 
and collective bargaining and the minimum wage.
The Scottish Government has adopted a strong social 
partnership approach, working with the voluntary sector, 
unions, employer associations and employers directly. With 
independence we will build on this approach.
We have proposed a Fair Work Commission which, as part of 
a remit, will deliver the mechanism for uprating the National 
Minimum Wage.
We will also establish a National Convention on Employment and 
Labour relations. Bringing together labour market regulation and 
other employment-related policies in a forum which encourages 
direct and constructive dialogue across all key stakeholders will 
be a major advantage. This could, in principle, range from a focus 
on high-level issues such as labour market reform, to sectoral 
issues such as addressing skills-shortages in key sectors and 
particular policy initiatives such as the Living Wage.
 Employee representation
Analysis by the TUC shows that in 14 of the 28 EU member 
states workers have the right to be represented on company 
boards98. These countries have adopted different models in 
line with their own circumstances and cultures. There are 
differences for example in how worker representatives are 
nominated and elected and which companies are covered 
by the requirement.
Employee representation can help to bolster long-term decision-
making and improve industrial relations. There are already 
examples of good practice here too – First Group has had an 
employee director since the company was created in 1989.
In an independent Scotland we will consult on the best form 
of employee representation on company boards.
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We will also take steps to ensure that women have equal 
opportunities in terms of the quality as well as the number 
of jobs. Greater action needs to be taken to improve female 
representation and diversity on company boards.
Whilst the Westminster Government requires firms to report the 
number of men and women on their boards99, and has a target 
to increase the number of women on FTSE 100 boards to 25 per 
cent by 2015100, a number of European countries have adopted 
a more progressive attitude to gender balance on company 
boards. Belgium, Italy, France, Iceland and Norway have already 
introduced legislation requiring a gender quota on boards101.
The Scottish Government will consult on a target for female 
representation on company – and public boards – and, if 
necessary, we will legislate as appropriate.
Independence will allow Scotland to bring together all of our 
resources and expertise, including academic and industry 
expertise, employee and employer organisations, in direct and 
constructive dialogue across Scotland’s economic sectors – 
including new and emerging sectors, such as renewables – and 
on key issues, such as the Living Wage, zero-hours contracts 
and access to Employment Tribunals. An independent Scotland 
can examine innovative ways to support improvements in the 
productivity and well-being of the workforce.
 Sustainable and fairly rewarded employment
The Scottish Government believes that it is absolutely vital for 
our economy and for our society that work pays, and that work 
pays fairly. The living wage and minimum wage will be central 
elements of our employment policy.
 Living Wage
Achieving fair levels of pay is a fundamental aspect of building 
a more equal, socially just society. More of the people living 
in poverty today are in work than out of it and this trend has 
increased since the mid-1990s102. The Scottish Government 
fully supports the Living Wage campaign and its principle of 
encouraging employers to reward their staff fairly. We have led 
by example by ensuring all staff covered by the public sector pay 
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policy are paid at least the Scottish Living Wage. This covers 
the 180,000 people in Scotland working for central government, 
our agencies and the NHS103 benefiting directly up to 3,300 
workers104. This is part of the Government’s “social wage” – the 
contract between the people of Scotland and their government.
Our commitment to support the Scottish Living Wage for the 
duration of this Parliament is a commitment to those on the 
lowest incomes. However, over 400,000 people in Scotland 
are working for less than the living wage, which is nearly a fifth 
of the Scottish workforce and the majority of these low paid 
workers are women105. The Scottish Government is funding 
the Poverty Alliance to deliver a Living Wage Accreditation 
Scheme to promote the living wage and increase the number of 
private companies that pay it to make decent pay the norm in 
our country. We will continue to support and promote the living 
wage in an independent Scotland.
 Minimum Wage
Around 70,000 people currently receive the minimum wage 
in Scotland106. In real terms the minimum wage has failed to 
increase in almost a decade and in every single year since 
the recession of 2008 it has failed to keep up with the cost of 
living – if the minimum wage had increased in line with the cost 
of living over the past five years some of the lowest paid Scots 
would now earn almost £675 a year more than they do today107.
This Scottish Government is therefore giving a firm commitment 
that if we are the government in an independent Scotland, the 
minimum wage will in future rise at least in line with inflation.
This Scottish Government’s Fair Work Commission, with 
members drawn from business, trade unions and wider society, 
will advise the government on the minimum wage. The 
Commission will also provide advice on other factors relating 
to individual and collective rights which contribute to fairness at 
work and business competitiveness, recognising that both are 
integral elements of sustainable economic growth in Scotland. 
The Commission will work with the larger Convention on 
Employment and Labour Relations. Together they will help the 
Scottish Government foster a constructive and collaborative 
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approach to industrial relations policy and formalise the 
relationship between government, employers, trade unions 
and employee associations.
 Other actions
Other specific policies that the current Scottish Government 
will pursue to improve the labour market will include:
 A Youth Guarantee
The Youth Guarantee will establish the opportunity of 
education, training or employment as constitutional rights. In 
an independent Scotland this right could be extended to those 
aged up to 24 years old, building on the success of the current 
Opportunities for All guarantee of employment, apprenticeship 
or training for all young people age 16 to 19. This approach 
will put us in line with the rest of Europe where the EU Youth 
Guarantee aims to offer young people across Europe a job, 
apprenticeship, traineeship or education place within four 
months of becoming unemployed or leaving education. A new 
programme of EU funds will become available from 2014 
to allow member states to make significant progress on this 
commitment.
 A focus on early intervention
Employment services in an independent Scotland will be built 
on the principle of “early intervention”, and seek to prevent 
individuals from becoming long-term unemployed with all of the 
associated problems for individuals and for society. An early 
assessment of needs can provide support when required rather 
than after nine or 12 months as happens under the current 
system.
 Integration of skills and employability
Following independence, we will bring together job matching, 
employability training and career guidance, currently being 
delivered separately in Scotland by the Department for Work 
and Pensions and Skills Development Scotland. This will allow 
local service delivery to be customised more closely to the 
needs of individuals. We will also aim to provide more tailored 
and coherent provision and increase the involvement of the 
Third Sector.
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 Strengthening employment protection
While each element of employment regulation has individual 
impacts, taken together as a system, they need to balance 
the twin objectives of protecting the rights of employees and 
encouraging companies to grow and create good quality jobs. 
The current Scottish Government plans to reverse recent 
changes introduced at Westminster which reduce key aspects 
of workers’ rights. For example on independence we will restore 
a 90 days consultation period for redundancies affecting 100 or 
more employees.
	 Abolish	the	Westminster	Governmentʼs	Shares	for	Rights	
scheme
This scheme encourages workers to give up employment rights 
in areas such as unfair dismissal and redundancy pay in return 
for tax incentives on shares in their employers. The TUC has 
criticised the scheme and notes that there was overwhelming 
opposition to the proposals during the consultation process108. 
The Institute for Fiscal Studies has described the policy as 
having all the hallmarks of another tax avoidance scheme109.
 An effective immigration policy
We plan to develop and operate a controlled, transparent 
and efficient immigration system that best meets Scotland’s 
needs. This will include a points based approach targeted at 
particular Scottish circumstances. We will also reintroduce the 
post-study work visa, which was abolished by the Westminster 
Government in April 2012 (see Chapter 7). This visa will 
encourage more talented people from around the world to 
further their education in Scotland, providing income for 
Scotland’s institutions and contributing to a growing economy.
	 Our	currency,	fiscal	rules	and	financial	regulation
 The choices open to us
A robust macroeconomic framework is essential to deliver 
robust economic growth and to create jobs. The Fiscal 
Commission, comprising eminent economists including two 
Nobel laureates, has explored the full range of options available 
to Scotland.
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Their first report analysed an independent Scotland’s currency 
choices, and the inter-linkages between a framework for 
monetary policy, financial stability and fiscal sustainability110. 
Having considered in detail all the options, they put forward a 
robust framework – including retention of the pound – which 
will be workable from day one of independence.
 Currency and monetary policy
An independent Scotland will be able to decide our currency 
and the arrangements for monetary policy.
Four currency options were examined by the Fiscal Commission 
– the continued use of Sterling (pegged and flexible), the 
creation of a Scottish currency and membership of the Euro.
They concluded that retaining Sterling as part of a formal 
monetary union with rest of the UK will be the best option. The 
Fiscal Commission proposed a practical and workable model, 
including governance and institutional arrangements that would 
create a successful and robust framework.
The Commission’s analysis shows that it will not only be 
in Scotland’s interests to retain Sterling but that – post 
independence – this will also benefit the rest of the UK.
Under such an arrangement, monetary policy will be set 
according to economic conditions across the Sterling Area with 
ownership and governance of the Bank of England undertaken 
on a shareholder basis.
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Choice of currency arrangements 
The Fiscal Commission considered the currency options for 
an independent Scotland. Following a detailed analysis of the 
various options, the Commission111:
“commends to the Scottish Government retaining Sterling 
as part of a formal monetary union, and believes that this 
provides a strong overarching framework for Scotland post-
independence.”
Analysis highlights a number of key reasons why this would 
be in both Scotland and the UK’s interests immediately post-
independence112:
1. the UK is Scotland’s principal trading partner accounting 
for 2/3 of exports in 2011, whilst figures cited by HM 
Treasury suggest that Scotland is the UK’s second largest 
trading partner with exports to Scotland greater than to 
Brazil, South Africa, Russia, India, China and Japan put 
together
2. there is clear evidence of companies operating in 
Scotland and the UK with complex cross-border supply 
chains
3. a high degree of labour mobility – helped by transport 
links, culture and language
4. on key measurements of an optimal currency area, the 
Scottish and UK economies score well – for example, 
similar levels of productivity
5. evidence of economic cycles shows that while there have 
been periods of temporary divergence, there is a relatively 
high degree of synchronicity in short-term economic 
trends
It would, of course, be open to people in Scotland to choose a 
different arrangement in the future. However, we believe that 
this proposal is the right one for Scotland and that it reflects the 
modern partnership that we seek between the nations of these 
isles following independence.
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A shared successful monetary union needs to have an 
adequately designed framework for financial stability and fiscal 
sustainability. These are areas which have also been examined 
in detail and reflected in the recommendations and advice of the 
Fiscal Commission.
	 Financial	stability	and	financial	regulation
The financial crisis showed that many countries, including the 
UK, had allowed flawed models of regulation to develop. It also 
demonstrated that regulation can only be effective if it takes 
account of the global nature of financial institutions. That’s 
why we have seen an increasing emphasis on international 
collaboration in recent years.
With independence, Scotland will become a full member of the 
EU and, as highlighted above, will retain Sterling.
Membership of the EU and the increasingly integrated single 
market for financial services will be central to Scotland’s 
continuing success as a leading financial centre. We will 
adopt EU initiatives, just as the UK does at present. The 
only implication for the rest of Europe, or for multinational 
companies, is that such rules, regulations and directives will 
be implemented in 29 countries instead of 28.
Financial products and services (including deposits, mortgages, 
and pensions) will remain denominated in the same currency. 
Moreover, as part of the same single market, firms will, in the 
main, continue to provide products and services to consumers 
across Scotland and the UK no matter where they are based.
There are two main areas of financial regulation.
Firstly, there are regulations that relate to the safety and 
soundness of financial institutions and the overall financial 
system as a whole.
Secondly, there are regulations relating to the conduct and 
behaviour of financial institutions and how they interact with 
their customers.
An independent Scotland will establish our own regulator,  
as is the case in all other EU countries.
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For the first aspect of financial regulation – financial stability – in 
light of reforms to improve the resilience of the global financial 
sector, the clear trend toward cross-border co-ordination 
and with significant financial firms operating across Scotland 
and the UK, financial stability policy will be conducted on a 
consistent basis across the Sterling Area. This is in line with the 
proposal of the Fiscal Commission113. It is also consistent with 
international trends, which includes the creation of a European 
Banking Union with the European Central Bank taking 
responsibility for regulating the largest Euro Area banks.
There are a number of practical arrangements for how this 
could be achieved.
The Fiscal Commission set out that the Bank of England 
Financial Policy Committee will continue to set macroprudential 
policy and identify systemic risks across the whole of the 
Sterling Area. There could be a shared Sterling Area prudential 
regulatory authority for deposit takers, insurance companies 
and investment firms. Alternatively this could be undertaken 
by the regulatory arm of a Scottish Monetary Institute working 
alongside the equivalent UK authority on a consistent and 
harmonised basis.
The Bank of England, accountable to both countries, will 
continue to provide lender of last resort facilities and retain its 
role in dealing with financial institutions which posed a systemic 
risk.
Where financial resource was required to secure financial 
stability, there will be shared contributions from both the 
Scottish and Westminster Governments based on the principle 
that financial stability is of mutual benefit to consumers in both 
countries.
This will reflect the fact that financial institutions both in 
Scotland and the UK operate – and will continue to operate 
– with customers in Scotland, England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland and their stability will benefit all concerned.
Scotland will play our full part in protecting the financial system 
on these isles, taking responsibility for activity within Scotland 
as part of joint action across the Sterling Area.
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Such a framework is consistent with the clear trend toward 
greater international co-operation on financial stability. An 
additional key lesson from the recent financial crisis was the 
need for more robust frameworks to monitor financial risks 
across borders and to establish frameworks so that financial 
institutions cannot be ‘too big to fail’. Our approach is consistent 
with this.
	 Financial	products,	financial	regulation	and	protecting	
consumers
The second aspect of financial regulation covers the monitoring 
of the conduct and behaviour of firms in local markets, to 
ensure that financial markets function well, with choice and 
competition, whilst protecting consumers. It is proposed that this 
aspect of financial regulation will be discharged by a Scottish 
regulator which will assume the key responsibilities of the UK 
Financial Conduct Authority in Scotland.
It will work on a closely harmonised basis with the UK 
regulators, delivering an aligned conduct regulatory framework, 
to retain a broadly integrated market across the Sterling Area. 
The regulatory approach will include the application of single 
rulebooks and supervisory handbooks.
This framework will mean that firms will be able to continue to 
provide financial products and services no matter where they 
are based (for example, banks based in the UK will continue 
to provide services to customers in Scotland and vice versa).
An independent Scotland will work with the UK and EU to 
continue to realise the joint benefits of an integrated market.
The market for financial products between Scotland and the UK 
– including bank accounts, pensions, loans and insurance – is 
highly integrated. Under the framework set out above, this will 
largely continue after independence and will be consistent with 
the development of the European Single Market on financial 
services. This ensures that consumers can choose not only 
from providers of financial products and services in their home 
market, but also providers based elsewhere in Europe.
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Where there is a fully integrated market with products able 
to be bought across Scotland and the rest of the UK, one 
common Bank of England interest rate for the Sterling Area and 
close alignment between the two economies and regulatory 
structures, there is no reason for borrowing rates for consumers 
to be affected.
Private pension provision will also be unaffected. Existing 
arrangements that individuals have with private pension 
providers will continue and pension payments will continue 
to be paid in Sterling. See Chapter 4 for more information 
on pensions.
In an independent Scotland, this Government will continue to 
support existing tax-free savings products, like savings and 
investment ISAs. Existing schemes will be honoured in full 
following independence.
We will also continue to have compensation schemes in place, 
providing protection equivalent to that which is available in the 
UK, and in line with European harmonised levels of consumer 
protection. This includes bank deposits, which under EU 
harmonised rules, are protected at the equivalent of €100,000 
(£85,000). Consumers in both Scotland and the rest of the UK 
will remain protected on a consistent basis.
Compensation schemes will be funded by a proportionate 
industry levy, as is currently the case. As part of the framework 
for financial stability proposed above, the Scottish Government 
sees merit in a jointly-operated or co-ordinated scheme across 
the Sterling Area for key aspects of compensation.
Scotland will also be responsible for our own competition and 
consumer protection landscape, including money advice and 
financial ombudsman services. Much of this landscape is 
fragmented at the moment, and there is significant scope to 
deliver this more efficiently in an independent Scotland offering 
a real opportunity to deliver better outcomes for consumers.
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For example, many people in Scotland, including some of the 
most vulnerable are getting into severe financial trouble using 
short-term credit, such as pay day loans, which have extremely 
high interest rates and default charges. Payday lenders will be 
subject to tougher regulation in an independent Scotland. This 
Government plans to introduce a cap on short-term interest 
rates – as there is in many countries in Europe, Japan, Canada 
and some US states – and to regulate advertising and place 
restrictions on the ‘rolling over’ of loans, which sees those 
unable to pay off the initial debt saddled with a bigger loan 
that is more difficult to clear.
 Fiscal framework
The third aspect of a robust macroeconomic framework is 
a sustainable fiscal framework. Scotland has sound public 
finances, and a relatively strong position compared to the UK 
as a whole.
We will introduce a robust fiscal framework, which will promote 
stability and provide flexibility to respond to economic shocks. 
This will be a key foundation of sustainable economic growth 
in Scotland and will be based on a system which ensures that 
public sector debt and borrowing are managed effectively and 
responsibly.
We will follow the advice of the Fiscal Commission, which has 
highlighted a number of features that are desirable for the fiscal 
framework of an independent Scotland114. These include:
■■ fiscal rules to promote fiscal discipline and help ensure that 
the public finances remain on a transparent and sustainable 
path
■■ the establishment of an independent Scottish Fiscal 
Commission to provide advice on and scrutiny of Scotland’s 
public finances
■■ the creation of a sovereign wealth fund – a Scottish Energy 
Fund – to enhance both the Scottish Government’s ability 
to manage short-term fluctuations in oil revenues and to 
promote long-term fiscal sustainability115
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The Scottish Government recognises that a sustainable fiscal 
framework is important no matter the currency arrangement. 
However, it is particularly important in a well-functioning monetary 
union to avoid significant divergences in fiscal balances.
That is why such a monetary framework will require a fiscal 
sustainability agreement between Scotland and the rest of the 
UK, which will apply to both governments and cover overall 
net borrowing and debt. Given Scotland’s healthier financial 
position we anticipate that Scotland will be in a strong position 
to deliver this.
Within this overarching framework the Scottish Government 
will have full autonomy to use our fiscal and wider economic 
independence to boost growth, address any weaknesses in 
the Scottish economy and take advantage of opportunities 
for growth. This will need to be managed responsibly.
Monetary unions allow for significant differences in fiscal and 
economic policies. For example, Luxembourg and Belgium 
have been in currency union for decades but have substantial 
variations in tax policies, VAT is 15 per cent in Luxembourg and 
21 per cent in Belgium116. Corporation tax in Ireland remains at 
12.5 per cent but is higher elsewhere in the Eurozone117.
 Our tax system
 The choices open to us
Within the current constitutional arrangements the Scottish 
Parliament, even after the implementation of the Scotland Act 
2012, will be responsible for only 15 per cent of Scotland’s tax 
revenues118. The Scottish Parliament will have a limited ability 
to vary income tax rates, be responsible for Land and Buildings 
Transaction Tax (a new, more progressive tax replacing Stamp 
Duty Land Tax), and the Scottish Landfill Tax, and retain 
continuing responsibility for Council Tax and Business Rates.
In contrast, with independence the Scottish Parliament will have 
full control over taxation. It will be for the elected government 
and parliament of the day to decide on individual taxes in an 
independent Scotland.
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Until such times as tax rates are changed by a future Scottish 
government, they will remain the same as the prevailing rate in 
the UK. Future Scottish governments may wish to vary tax rates 
and/or thresholds for a variety of reasons. However, there will 
be no necessity to do so to pay for current spending.
In addition to increased flexibility in relation to tax policy, 
independence will allow the tax system as a whole to be re-
designed based on a clear set of principles and to better link to 
complementary areas of policy such as welfare. Independence 
will provide an opportunity to design a Scottish tax system 
based on specific Scottish circumstances and preferences119.
The UK tax system is complex and inefficient. It is estimated 
that there are over 10,000 pages of tax legislation making 
it one of the longest tax codes in the world, and the Office 
of Tax Simplification (OTS) found in 2010 that there were 
1,042 separate exemptions in the UK tax system. The Fiscal 
Commission and other commentators, such as the Institute 
for Fiscal Studies, has recognised the potential for Scotland 
to design a simpler and more efficient tax system following 
independence.
Unnecessary complexity in the tax system, through multiple 
exemptions, deductions and allowances, creates opportunities 
for tax avoidance. By designing a simpler tax system based 
on a clear set of principles with fewer reliefs and exemptions, 
Scotland could reduce the scope for individuals and 
corporations to exploit opportunities to avoid paying their fair 
share of taxes and so generate additional public revenues 
without increasing tax rates.
A more complex tax system is also costly to administer, as 
well as placing extra compliance costs on taxpayers. The 
most recent data shows that administration costs, measured 
as a proportion of net revenues collected, are higher in the 
UK than many countries. Over the last three years of data, 
UK administration costs were higher on average than many 
countries of a comparable scale to Scotland, including 
Denmark, Sweden and Finland120.
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 Our priorities for action
Detailed policies on tax and spending will be set out in party 
manifestos for the 2016 election and thereafter in the first 
budget in an independent Scotland. There is no requirement 
to increase taxes to pay for the services we currently enjoy in 
Scotland. The approach to tax of the current Government will 
focus on fairness and economic growth. To reflect this, if we are 
elected to be the first government of an independent Scotland, 
our early priorities will be those set out below.
We plan to build a taxation system which stimulates the 
economy, builds social cohesion and sustains Scotland’s public 
services. These priorities will mark the first steps in reforming 
the tax system that we will inherit upon independence. They 
will also pave the way for a more significant review of the tax 
system in the early years of independence – in order that 
we can realise the full benefits of a modern and efficient tax 
system.
This Scottish Government’s priorities will be to:
Increase	personal	allowance	and	tax	credits	by	inflation.	
Personal allowances, the thresholds between income tax 
bands and caps on National Insurance Contributions, as well 
as tax credits, have all been used by successive Westminster 
governments to adjust the burden of taxation and the tax-take. 
However, these approaches to taxation can be complex and 
not transparent to the individual taxpayers. This Government 
intends following independence to introduce a clear and simple 
tax system in an independent Scotland. We plan in the short-
term to increase transparency and certainty in the current 
system by uprating the basic rate allowances and tax credits 
by inflation each year, preserving their value in real terms. 
Our progressive policy will help the lowest paid workers in our 
economy.
Reduce	Air	Passenger	Duty	(APD)	by	50	per	cent. A recent 
study by York Aviation estimated that APD will cost Scotland 
more than £200 million a year in lost tourism spend alone by 
2016. In addition to the direct losses to the Scottish economy, 
a report earlier this year by PWC showed that reducing APD 
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would increase other tax receipts, such as VAT121. A reduction 
in APD will allow Scotland’s airports to be more competitive in 
attracting new direct air routes and will improve our international 
connectivity. More direct routes will also enable Scottish 
travellers to avoid connections via airports such as Heathrow. 
As an early priority for action the Government plans to reduce 
APD by 50 per cent, with a view to eventual abolition of the tax 
when public finances allow. This tax cut will encourage business 
travel and reduce costs for families of holiday flights from a 
Scottish airport.
Set	a	competitive	corporation	tax. We can send a clear 
signal that Scotland is one of the most competitive and 
attractive economies in Europe, with tax rates designed 
to boost economic activity and support the fast-growing 
industries that already have a comparative advantage here in 
Scotland. Corporation tax rates remain an important tool for 
securing competitive advantage and for offsetting competitive 
advantages enjoyed by other parts of the UK, notably London.
This Government plans to set out a timescale for reducing 
corporation tax by up to three percentage points below the 
prevailing UK rate. Modelling suggests that such a cut could 
increase the level of output by 1.4 per cent, boost overall 
employment in Scotland by 1.1 per cent (equivalent to 27,000 
jobs) and raise overall investment in the Scottish economy by 
1.9 per cent after 20 years122.
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Ending	the	Westminster	Governmentʼs	proposals	for	tax	
allowances	for	some	married	couples. This scheme will 
effectively discriminate against many families where both 
partners work, unmarried couples, widows, widowers, single 
parents and women who have left abusive relationships. 
Under the proposed system, around two-thirds of all married 
couples will not benefit and analysis of the proposals suggest 
that couples with children are much less likely to receive the 
full allowance and that many low and middle income married 
couples are likely to have much of the tax break clawed back 
through the benefits system123. The Institute for Fiscal Studies 
has noted that because of the way the scheme will operate 
some people will be worse off after a pay rise and that even if a 
government wanted to reward marriage through the tax system 
ther are simpler ways of doing so124. With access to tax and 
benefit powers the Scottish Government will make a different 
choice from that made by the current Westminster Government. 
Our priority is to help families with children by expanding 
childcare provision.
Examine	the	case	for	increase	in	National	Insurance	
employment	allowance	for	small	business. Across most 
OECD countries both employees and employers make social 
security contributions. This Government plans to examine 
the potential to increase the employment allowance for small 
businesses to encourage employment.
Design	a	more	efficient	tax	system. The Government plans 
a simple and transparent tax system after independence 
designed to minimise the opportunities for tax avoidance – such 
as the Shares for Rights Scheme – that have been exposed 
in the UK system125, which mean too many individual and 
corporate taxpayers do not pay their fair share. Over the course 
of the first independent parliament, the Scottish Government 
and Revenue Scotland will work together to simplify the tax 
system to reduce compliance costs, streamline reliefs and  
help to reduce tax avoidance, with a target revenue gain of  
£250 million a year by the end of the first term.
In addition, we intend the administration of the tax system 
in Scotland to be simpler and lower cost. In particular, this 
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Government will task Revenue Scotland to reduce compliance 
costs for small and medium sized businesses in Scotland to 
counter what can often be the regressive impact of such costs 
on small business that generate valuable employment.
As recommended by the Fiscal Commission, the Scottish 
Government proposes a transitional period during which the 
current functions of HMRC are continued in Scotland and 
the rest of the UK on a shared services basis126. Taxpayers 
will therefore see no immediate change to their current 
arrangements for paying tax on independence. However, the 
initial improvements to the system will be in place within the 
period of the first independent parliament.
We plan to develop a new tax system for Scotland to better 
meet key policy objectives, based on the design principles of a 
modern and efficient system set out by the Fiscal Commission:
■■ simplicity – tax rules and obligations are well known, easily 
understood and liability is clear
■■ neutrality – the negative or unintended effects of taxation 
should be minimised and decisions on taxes should be 
made on merit
■■ stability – of both tax revenue stream and tax rules and 
procedures, allowing predictability and certainty in the 
decision making and planning of individuals, businesses 
and government
■■ flexibility – to respond to change, particularly in a dynamic 
and constantly evolving global economy
A tax system based on such clear principles will minimise 
administration and compliance costs, maximise tax-take and 
boost investment and growth. We have already demonstrated our 
commitment to these principles in bringing forward and enacting 
legislation for the new Land and Buildings Transaction Tax.
The burden of taxation and the administrative compliance costs 
form only one – but important – factor in the overall cost and 
ease of undertaking business in an economy. There is therefore 
the opportunity to develop taxation policy in conjunction with 
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wider economic policy to create a comprehensive and coherent 
framework to continue to build upon the competitive business 
environment in Scotland.
In our preparations for independence we will be guided by the 
Commission’s recommendations. These are:
■■ the tax system should be built around Scottish circumstances 
and preferences to help increase productivity and economic 
growth while meeting the needs of the people of Scotland
■■ the tax and welfare systems are key levers for tackling 
inequality – both are strongly interlinked and should be 
considered as fundamentally part of the same system. 
Welfare and tax policy should therefore be developed in 
tandem to ensure policy integration and alignment
■■ appropriate tax rates maximise receipts by creating the 
optimal level of economic activity and revenue raising 
potential. The Scottish Government should assess the 
optimal balance of tax rates and bases for key taxes, such 
as business and employee taxes, and levels of government 
spending
■■ an open and consultative approach with industry, 
independent experts, employer groups, the trade unions, 
and the general public, should be adopted when designing 
and reviewing the effectiveness of tax administrative policy 
to ensure the system is comprehensive, inclusive and 
maximises compliance
Following these recommendations will allow an independent 
Scotland to design a modern and effective tax system that 
reflects Scotland’s size and circumstances and is better suited 
to our economic needs.
 Transport
 Why we need a new approach
Scotland’s geographical position makes strong international and 
cross-border transport links vital for our economic success and 
our social wellbeing. Connecting Scotland with the world will 
never be a top priority for a Westminster Government, with its 
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focus on the transport needs of London and the South East. It is 
only with independence that we can make choices based upon 
what is right for Scotland and our economy and what is right for 
communities and the quality of life of our people.
The future of high-speed rail is just one example. Current 
confirmed plans exclude Scotland and Northern England, with 
the next phases of high-speed rail only due to connect London 
with Birmingham in 2026 and then Leeds and Manchester by 
2033. While this investment will provide capacity and bring 
some journey time savings between the Central Belt and 
London, the economic benefits to Scotland, as well as the North 
East and far North West of England are marginal compared to 
those which will accrue to other areas of the UK. Indeed, the 
Westminster Government’s own analysis shows that Aberdeen 
and Dundee’s economies may suffer from such a partial 
approach127.
A similar failure is clear in relation to Air Passenger Duty. 
Westminster’s refusal to devolve Air Passenger Duty to 
Scotland has hampered our ability to attract new direct flights 
to Scotland that would improve our international connectivity 
and could reduce the costs to people and families in Scotland 
of both holidays and business travel.
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The Westminster Government continues to have responsibility 
for key aspects of transport policy and, just as importantly, takes 
the final decision on the size of Scotland’s budget. This has 
included a massive reduction in the capital spending available 
for crucial infrastructure projects in our country. Scotland’s ability 
to support much needed infrastructure development has been 
hampered by decisions taken elsewhere, both in terms of overall 
spending limits and in the ways in which we are allowed to spend 
our money as a result of Treasury rules. This has meant slower 
progress on vital infrastructure and transport investment than 
would have been the case as an independent nation.
 The opportunities available to Scotland
Independence will provide Scotland with full flexibility and more 
choices for our transport system. We will be able to assess our 
capital investment needs and our forward investment based on 
Scotland’s budgetary position, rather than within boundaries 
set by Westminster. We will be able to consider options such 
as different ownership models for the rail network, and address 
issues with Scotland’s international connections to the global 
marketplace, developing our air and sea access to the most 
important markets.
Since 1999, successive Scottish governments have improved 
transport within current devolved responsibilities, illustrating 
the value of decision-making on Scottish priorities for transport 
within Scotland, and connecting investment in transport with 
wider policy objectives.
For example, this Government is committed to connecting 
communities and developing the local and national economies 
of Scotland through projects such as the Borders Rail link and 
the Air Discount Scheme.
Following the transfer of some responsibilities for our railways, 
two new passenger lines and six new stations have been 
opened and across the network we have seen a 30 per cent 
increase in passenger use128. Road Equivalent Tariff has been 
introduced for more island ferry routes and we have been able 
to take forward major road projects to improve and complete 
our motorway network.
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These actions demonstrate what can be achieved with a limited 
range of responsibilities and show that Scotland is well placed 
to respond more effectively to our nation’s strategic transport 
needs with the full powers of independence.
 The Scotland we can create
Independence will provide future Scottish governments with the 
ability to make decisions that suit Scotland’s particular transport 
needs, creating projects and policies that are based on strong 
evidence of economic benefit and social cohesion.
These new powers can be used to continue the improvements 
to our transport networks both within Scotland and linking to 
Scotland. They will support economic and social opportunity by 
strengthening the connections between urban and rural, island 
and mainland, national and international, and the people of 
Scotland and their public services.
Independence will enable us to develop a fully integrated 
transport system with decision-making on the key issues being 
taken in Scotland and for Scotland. This means we can move 
forward with a clear ambition to deliver:
■■ integration between different modes of travel and different 
functions
■■ integration between all the powers of government to support 
transport and wider objectives
■■ full integration with the global community of nations
 The choices open to us
Future Scottish governments will be able to align transport 
policy with other policy choices to create a more comprehensive 
transport strategy covering both national and international 
connections.
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For example, independence creates the opportunity to 
integrate the transport network fully with the other infrastructure 
networks that are crucial to growing the economy. We will be 
able to align transport policy with energy policy to achieve 
Scotland’s ambitious decarbonisation targets. That means the 
electrification of rail and the development of electric vehicles 
can work in tandem with the expansion of renewable energy 
generation and the roll-out of smart grid technologies to drive 
down transport emissions, enabling Scotland to meet the 
commitment to achieve the almost complete decarbonisation 
of road transport by 2050.
There will be an opportunity to decide the best way to structure 
and support our railways, including the best ownership model 
for rail and track for the benefit of the people of Scotland.
The Scottish Government is currently procuring a ten-year 
Scotrail franchise with a five-year review and a separate Sleeper 
franchise. Both procurement exercises are being expertly run 
under existing devolved powers by Transport Scotland and have 
attracted healthy interest. We are confident that they will bring 
better services to passengers. However, the current franchise 
model is unnecessarily constrained by the limits imposed by UK 
legislation. In the future, an independent Scotland will be free to 
pursue legislation that enabled alternative approaches, including 
public-supported and not-for-profit models. Enhanced borrowing 
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powers will also provide more options for the delivery of rail 
infrastructure or rolling stock supporting better value for money.
In addition, independence will give Scottish governments a 
role when franchises are awarded for cross-border services 
– currently the Scottish Government has very limited input to 
these decisions which are made by Westminster alone. This  
will ensure Scotland’s interests are fully represented.
We can use the borrowing potential of an independent country 
to invest in the condition, reach and connectivity of our roads – 
achieving the long-term objective of dualling the road network 
between all our cities by 2030.
And, we can ensure that Scotland’s Maritime institutions – 
such as the coastguard – are structured efficiently and meet 
the needs of users of Scotland’s unique seas and complex 
coastline.
 Our priorities for action
High-speed rail is a key priority. Despite a much stronger 
business case from a network that includes Scotland and 
previous calls, not just from the Scottish Government but 
councils in the North of England and civic and business 
Scotland too, it is only now that the Westminster Government 
has agreed to plan for high speed to go beyond Manchester 
and Leeds. Meanwhile we continue to plan for a high-speed 
compatible link between Edinburgh and Glasgow that will act as 
a ‘launch pad’ for high-speed rail services to the South as well 
as releasing capacity on existing lines in the Central Belt.
Through substantial investment in the Highland Mainline and 
the line between Aberdeen and Inverness, along with enhanced 
inter-city-services delivered through the next franchise, we will 
ensure that high-speed rail brings benefits to all of Scotland. 
High-speed rail will also deliver substantially improved 
connectivity between Scotland and the North of England. 
Consistent with the Borderlands initiative, an independent 
Scotland could work together with northern English councils 
to argue the case more strongly for High-speed to go further 
North faster. High-speed rail will also attract air travellers 
from Glasgow and Edinburgh to London, freeing air slots to 
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maintain air access to Aberdeen and Inverness, which with rail 
improvements will maintain and enhance the connectivity of 
these economically vibrant cities.
A reduction in Air Passenger Duty (APD) will allow Scotland’s 
airports to be more competitive in attracting new direct air 
routes and will improve our international connectivity. More 
direct routes will also enable Scottish travellers to avoid 
connections via airports such as Heathrow, reducing average 
household costs for summer holiday flights from Scottish 
airports. For these reasons, it is essential that the Scottish 
Government has the power to make decisions on APD in the 
interests of Scotland.
Ferries are an essential part of Scotland’s transport network. 
The quality of our ferry services impacts on us all, affecting both 
island and mainland communities. The Scottish Government is 
fully committed to delivering first class sustainable ferry services 
to our communities, stimulating social and economic growth 
across Scotland. The planned improvements to Scotland’s ferry 
services, as set out in our recently published Ferries Plan129 will 
enable our rural and remote communities to thrive, and continue 
to make a significant contribution to Scotland’s economy. With 
the fully integrated transport system that independence will 
deliver, we can ensure the best alignment between ferries and 
other modes of transport.
One key cost to business and consumers is the cost of fuel. 
Currently around 58 per cent of the cost of petrol and diesel is 
made up of taxes: as a percentage of pump price, the UK had 
the highest tax component of diesel prices and the second-
highest of unleaded petrol prices of the 28 EU member states in 
August 2013130. With independence, this Scottish Government 
will examine the benefits of a introducing a Fuel Duty Regulator 
mechanism to stabilise prices for business and consumers and 
how this could be made to work alongside our Scottish Energy 
Fund.
The Scottish Government is currently responsible for our rail 
and trunk road networks, major public transport projects and 
for the national concessionary travel schemes.
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In addition, current devolved responsibilities include:
■■ travel information service
■■ sustainable transport, road safety and accessibility
■■ local roads policy
■■ bus, freight and taxi policy
■■ ferries, ports, harbours and canals
■■ the Blue Badge Scheme (for disabled drivers)
After independence, these services and responsibilities 
will continue as now.
Other transport functions are currently reserved to the 
Westminster Government, and delivered by 13 UK- or GB-
wide specialist transport organisations. For a period after 
independence, the Scottish Government proposes that these 
organisations continue to provide their services in Scotland 
under arrangements with the Scottish Government. These 
arrangements, some of which will be transitional, will form 
part of agreements reached with Westminster.
The people of Scotland have contributed to the funding and 
development of these institutions over many years, and 
continued use of these institutions, for varying periods of 
time, following independence – with appropriate financial 
contributions to their administration, along with an equally 
appropriate say in their governance – is the sensible approach 
to ensuring continuity of service immediately following 
independence.
These include the Motoring Services agencies: the Driver and 
Vehicle Licensing Agency, Driving Standards Agency, Vehicle 
and Operator Standards Agency, and the Vehicle Certification 
Agency. These will initially continue to provide vehicle and 
driver licensing and testing services to the people of Scotland. 
However, independence will allow a Scottish parliament to 
determine the best way to deliver these services in the future. 
The Scottish Government plans to create a new, streamlined 
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Scottish Motor Services Agency, which will bring together the 
functions of DVLA, DSA, VOSA, and VCA. By the end of the 
first term of an independent parliament, we will have completed 
the design and development work, with a view to the Agency 
going live early in the second Parliament.
The Maritime and Coastguard Agency and the Northern 
Lighthouse Board will continue to provide their services for 
the safety of mariners.
NATS is the air navigation service provider for the UK. It is a 
public-private partnership, and is 49 per cent owned by the 
Westminster Government, 42 per cent by the Airline Group (a 
consortium of seven airlines), five per cent by its employees 
and four per cent by Heathrow Airport Holdings131. NATS owns 
and operates a large facility at Prestwick. On independence, 
NATS will continue its services for Scotland. The Scottish 
Government will negotiate an appropriate share for Scotland 
of the Westminster Government’s stake in NATS.
The present regulatory authorities for transport are the Office 
of Rail Regulation (ORR) and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). 
On independence, these bodies will continue to operate in 
Scotland while the options for regulation are examined further, 
although the combined economic regulator will cover aspects 
of ORR’s functions132. The same approach will be adopted in 
relation to the rail passenger group, Passenger Focus. This 
will ensure there is no disruption to the operations and safety 
of either rail or air services. Similarly the accident investigation 
branches, covering rail, aviation and maritime, will continue their 
operations on independence.
This approach means that drivers, hauliers, airlines and their 
passengers, rail operators and their passengers, and mariners 
experience a smooth transition as powers begin to be executed 
by an independent Scotland or jointly with the rest of the UK, 
through existing institutions.
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As a full member state of the EU, we will be increasingly active 
in international co-operation in transport policy and regulation, 
as well as in international transport bodies such as the 
International Civil Aviation Organisation and the International 
Maritime Organisation.
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■■ Independence will provide the opportunity to create a fairer, 
more equal society, built around the needs of citizens
■■ Spending on social protection which includes pensions and 
welfare is more affordable in Scotland. We spend a smaller 
proportion of our national wealth and tax revenues on the 
provision of social protection than the UK as a whole
■■ There will be continuity of payments for pension and benefit 
recipients
■■ This Government proposes a series of improvements to the 
State Pension and to the benefits system that will: 
■■ extend the triple-lock on state pensions so they increase 
by either inflation, earnings or 2.5 per cent, whichever is 
higher
■■ introduce the new single-tier pension and set it at £160 
in 2016
■■ abolish the “bedroom tax”, assisting 82,500 households 
in Scotland – including 63,500 households with a 
disabled adult and 15,500 households with children –  
to save an average of £50 per month
■■ halt the further rollout of Universal Credit (UC) and 
Personal Independence Payment (PIP) in Scotland
■■ change elements of UK pension and welfare rules to 
better protect the position of women in work and on 
retirement
■■ The NHS will remain in public hands, free at the point of 
need, delivering high-quality, safe care for the people of 
Scotland
134
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 Why we need a new approach 
Scotland is a prosperous country, but too many people and 
communities are trapped in poverty and prevented from 
realising their full potential. 
In 2011/12, 710,000 people (14 per cent of the population) were 
living in relative poverty in Scotland133. This total is made up of 
420,000 people of working age, 150,000 children, and 140,000 
pensioners134. This Government believes it is unacceptable, in 
a nation with the wealth and resources of Scotland, that one in 
seven of us still lives in poverty.
The current Westminster approach is making the situation 
worse. The Institute of Fiscal Studies has estimated that the child 
poverty rate in Scotland will increase to 22.7 per cent by 2020135. 
This means that an additional 50,000 children will be living in 
poverty as a direct result of Westminster welfare changes. This 
will reverse improvements made over the last decade and return 
the child poverty rate to the level it was 10 years ago. 
The UK is already one of the developed world’s most 
unequal societies. The UK is now one of ten least equal 
countries in the OECD – it ranks 28th out of 34 on a measure 
of overall inequality. OECD analysis shows that, since 1975, 
income inequality among working age people has increased 
faster than any other country in the organisation.
Academic analysis comparing the earnings of the worst off 
and best off has found that the UK was the fourth most unequal 
nation amongst the world’s richest countries136.
These inequalities are also seen strongly in health outcomes. 
Life expectancy in Scotland is lower than in the rest of the UK.  
In 2010, life expectancy at age 65 was 1.2 years higher in the 
UK than in Scotland for both men and women137. Men born in  
the most deprived areas of Scotland can expect to live  
10.9 years less than those in the more affluent areas – and 
their healthy life expectancy is only 50138. These statistics are a 
human tragedy, and they also hold us back both economically 
and as a society. Life expectancy in Scotland is now lower than 
in all other Western European countries139. Compared to similar 
countries, Scotland has a greater incidence of cancer and of 
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premature deaths from all causes including heart disease, 
chronic liver disease and cirrhosis140.
With devolution, the Scottish Parliament has been able to 
deliver some improvement. For some indicators, such as 
deaths from coronary heart disease, health inequalities have 
decreased, but for others, such as healthy life expectancy, 
mental health, smoking and alcohol and drug misuse, they 
remain significantly worse in the most deprived parts of 
Scotland141.
Responsibility for delivering health services to our population 
is not enough. To tackle these major challenges, we also need 
responsibility for our society’s wellbeing and welfare. The 
solution to ill-health is not in the hands of the NHS alone – it 
depends on breaking the cycle of poverty, educational under-
attainment, worklessness, poor mental wellbeing, and, through 
these, preventable ill-health142. 
Westminster’s changes to our welfare system make the need 
for a new approach more urgent. Their plans could potentially 
remove over £4.5 billion from Scottish households143. The 
one per cent cap on welfare benefit increases will impose real 
terms cuts on one million low income working age households 
amounting to £210 million in the five years to 2014/15144. Real 
terms cuts to child benefit will remove £1,100 from families with 
two children145. The “bedroom tax” will result in Westminster 
saving £50 million per year in Scotland but it will cost the 
Scottish economy around £50 million per year. There will also 
be one-off losses of around £29 million in Scotland146. Seventy-
nine  per cent of households affected by the “bedroom tax” in 
Scotland contain a disabled adult and the policy will impact 
on 15,500 families with children147. In Scotland’s rural areas, 
the “bedroom tax”, when combined with other factors such as 
expensive travel costs and the low-wage job market, will have 
a particularly severe impact.
The Scottish Government has been able to mitigate the impact 
of some of these changes, with agreement reached with 
Scotland’s councils to protect 560,000 people from cuts in 
Council Tax Benefit and up to £20 million has been committed 
in both 2013/14 and 2014/15 to support those most severely 
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affected by the “bedroom tax”148. Frontline advice and support 
services have a critical role in helping people to understand 
and respond to the Westminster’s changes, which is why an 
additional £7.9 million for advice and support services is being 
provided over three years from 2012/13149.
A new £33 million Scottish Welfare Fund is also in place150. This 
is a national scheme delivered through local authorities. It helps 
people facing a financial crisis and in need of short-term help 
and those who require essential household items to set up, or 
stay in, their own homes. 
However, mitigation is not enough. Independence will allow the 
Scottish Parliament to: make decisions on welfare; reverse the 
most damaging of the Westminster changes; and ensure that 
we have a social security system for the future that meets our 
needs and objectives.
As well as implementing damaging welfare cuts, Westminster 
has also contributed, over many years, to what many people 
acknowledge to be a crisis in pensions provision. The State 
Pension lost value following the decision in 1979 to abolish 
the link between the state pension and earnings. It has never 
recovered its previous level relative to earnings151. In 2011, 
the UK State Pension ranked second worst of 27 EU member 
states relative to gross average pre-retirement earnings152. 
The UK pension system is also one of the most complex in 
the world153.
The 1983 Conservative Government removed tax exemptions 
from payments by employers to their pension schemes in 
apparent surplus. Many employers then took “pension holidays” 
on contributions to their pension schemes154. In 1997, the then 
Labour Government removed Advanced Corporation Tax Relief 
from dividends for pension schemes, reducing pension scheme 
income from dividend payments by 20 per cent, causing 
estimated losses of up to £100 billion for pension funds across 
the UK155.
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Collectively, these and other decisions have helped create a  
UK pensions landscape where:
■■ 13.2 million people of working age in the UK are under-
saving for retirement156
■■ private pension scheme membership has fallen: in 2011, 
membership of occupational pension schemes in the UK 
reached its lowest level since 1953157 
■■ the number of people contributing to a personal pension  
has fallen over the last decade158
■■ access to quality pension schemes has reduced: in 1993,  
all the FTSE 100 leading companies in the UK had a defined 
benefits final salary scheme open to new members; in 
October 2012, there was only one159
The Scottish Parliament has a record of using the powers 
available to it to benefit older people in Scotland. With 
responsibility for pensions, it can also ensure that Scottish 
pensioners receive a state pension that reflects Scottish needs 
and circumstances.
 Pensions
 The opportunities available to Scotland
The goal of an effective pensions system is to provide the 
financial underpinning to support people to enjoy a full and 
active retirement. However, the Westminster Government 
has mismanaged the pensions system over many years, to 
the extent that an estimated 13.2 million people in the UK are 
now under-saving for retirement160, while 140,000 Scottish 
pensioners are living in relative poverty161.
Independence offers a unique opportunity to do better, 
establishing pensions on a responsible and sustainable basis 
for the future. 
 The Scotland we can create
An independent Scotland will have the powers to deliver  
an affordable, fair and efficient pensions system, one that 
rewards hard work and incentivises saving, while also tackling 
pensioner poverty162. An independent Scotland will have the 
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ability to protect and improve state pensions and ensure 
that private pensions are secure and saving for retirement is 
actively encouraged. An independent Scotland will be able to 
set the State Pension Age at a level appropriate to Scottish 
circumstances. 
Scotland has strong foundations on which to build such a 
pensions system. The amount spent in Scotland on social 
protection, which includes pensions and other welfare spending, 
is lower as a share of GDP than in the UK. In 2011/12, a 
lower proportion of Scottish tax revenues was spent on social 
protection than in the UK as a whole163. Scotland can afford a 
high-quality pensions service. 
 The choices open to us
Scotland has the people and infrastructure needed to manage 
and to pay pensions. The Pension Centres, located in 
Motherwell and Dundee and currently part of the Department 
for Work and Pensions, currently administer State Pension 
and Pension Credit claims for everyone living in Scotland. 
This Government proposes they will continue to do so on 
independence. 
The Scottish Public Pensions Agency and local authority 
teams already manage Scottish public sector pensions. This 
Government proposes that an independent Scotland will take 
on responsibility for the pensions of staff within the civil service, 
armed forces and others who work in Scotland’s public service, 
as well as existing pensioners and deferred members. For 
current UK-wide public service pension schemes, the Scottish 
Government proposes taking our fair share of pension liabilities 
based on responsibilities for meeting the pension entitlements of 
pensioners who live in Scotland. In short, Scotland can deliver 
high-quality state and public sector pensions, and future Scottish 
governments will be able to ensure that we have efficient 
systems in place to deliver pensions to those who rely on them.
Scotland also has the track record – via successive Scottish 
governments – of delivering real benefits to older people, 
as exemplified by free personal and nursing care and 
concessionary travel. The current Scottish Government has 
retained these in the face of current spending pressures, and 
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plans to continue them with independence. These initiatives, 
taken forward using the powers of devolution, give a clear 
signal of our priorities and our commitment to our older citizens. 
With independence, future Scottish governments will have the 
choice to extend this approach to securing dignity in old age 
into all aspects of the services and benefits we provide.
The longer-term demographic challenge of an ageing 
population affects every western country, including Scotland 
and the UK as a whole. The particular challenge Scotland faces 
is projected lower growth in our working age population. The 
Government Economic Strategy sets out a target:
to match average European (EU-15) population growth 
over the period from 2007 to 2017, supported by increased 
healthy life expectancy in Scotland over this period
The longer-term target must be to grow our working age 
population in line with the projected increase in those 
dependent on it – pensioners and young people under 16. 
What is clear is that this challenge is best addressed in an 
independent Scotland. An independent Scotland can address 
population growth by creating new opportunities for young 
people to build their careers and families within Scotland, and 
through action to attract the right people with the right skills 
to Scotland – either Scots who have moved away or new 
migrants.
 Our Priorities for Action
 The State Pension
The general principle of this Scottish Government, in planning 
for pensions in an independent Scotland, is to keep the best of 
the current State Pensions system, while making improvements 
where it is sensible to do so. On independence, our approach 
means: 
■■ current pensioners will receive their pensions as now, 
on time and in full. Accrued rights will be honoured and 
protected
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■■ planned reforms will be rolled out from 2016, including 
the introduction of the single-tier pension
Our priorities, if we form the government of an independent 
Scotland, will be to:
■■ establish an independent commission to advise on the 
state pension age for Scotland, taking into account Scottish 
circumstances
■■ ensure that around one million pensioners in Scotland 
benefit each year from the uprating of the State Pension by 
the triple-lock, initially for the first term of an independent 
parliament. This would protect the value of the State 
Pension over time against increases in prices or earnings, 
providing a minimum annual increase of 2.5 per cent. The 
triple-lock would apply to the Basic State Pension, the 
single-tier pension, and Guarantee Credit164
■■ set the single-tier pension at the rate of £160 per week in 
2016 – £1.10 a week higher than the rate currently expected 
for the UK
■■ retain Savings Credit (the full Savings Credit payment is 
currently £18 per week for a single person)165, benefiting 
around 9,000 low income pensioners
 State Pension Age
The State Pension Age (SPA) for women across the UK is in 
the process of increasing from 60 to 65 between 2010 and 
2018. An increase to 66 for both men and women is to be fully 
implemented by October 2020. A further phased increase in the 
State Pension Age to 67 is planned between 2026 and 2028.
The Scottish Government accepts that State Pension Age 
should rise to 66 in line with the existing timetable. The rapid 
move to 67 is a concern, however, as it is a significantly faster 
timetable than that announced by the previous Westminster 
government. Lower average life expectancy in Scotland 
compared to the UK means that Scots currently enjoy fewer 
years in receipt of the State Pensions.
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In an independent Scotland, this Scottish Government will 
reserve judgement on the increase to 67 between 2026 and 
2028. We propose that an Independent Commission on the 
State Pension Age is established and tasked with considering 
the appropriate rate of increase of the State Pension Age for 
Scotland over the long term. This Government plans that the 
Commission will report to parliament within the first two years 
of independence with a view to its recommendations being 
implemented promptly thereafter.
 Current pension arrangements
On independence, everyone currently in receipt of the Basic 
State Pension, Graduated Retirement Benefit, State Earnings 
Related Pension Scheme or the State Second Pension will 
receive these pensions as now, on time and in full. This Scottish 
Government plans to uprate the Basic State Pension by the 
triple-lock from 2016. This provides protection for the value of 
pensions over time, meaning that pensions increase by average 
earnings, CPI inflation, or 2.5 per cent – whichever of these is 
highest. 
This Government’s commitment will be in place initially for 
the first term of an independent Scottish parliament. The 
Westminster Government has only made a commitment to 
the triple-lock until 2015. 
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This Government also proposes that the Guarantee Credit 
element of Pension Credit, which tops up pensioners’ weekly 
income to a minimum level set by government, is uprated using 
the triple-lock from 2016. This provides an improved safeguard 
for low-income pensioners in Scotland compared to their 
counterparts in the rest of the UK where the only requirement 
is for Guarantee Credit to be uprated in line with earnings. 
This Government proposes that the Savings Credit element of 
Pension Credit is retained as additional support for those with 
low incomes and increased in line with earnings. This element 
provides a credit for those aged 65 or over who have made 
some financial provision for their retirement but are on a low 
income.
 The new Single-Tier Pension
From 6 April 2016, new pensioners will receive a Scottish 
single-tier pension, similar to that proposed by the Westminster 
Government, but with important improvements. The main 
features of the pension are: 
■■ the single-tier pension will be paid in full to everyone who 
reaches State Pension Age after the introduction date 
and has 35 qualifying years of National Insurance (NI) 
Contributions or NI credits
■■ there will be a qualifying requirement of 7 to 10 years 
of contributions
■■ all Additional State Pension rights accrued prior to April 
2016 will be retained and paid to individuals on retirement 
■■ as a result of the abolition of the state second pension, 
contracting out of NI contributions for those currently in 
defined benefit pension schemes will cease
In addition we propose to make a number of improvements 
to current Westminster Government plans:
■■ within the first year of independence, the single-tier pension 
will be set at a level of £160 per week (£8,320 per annum); 
in the unlikely event that the rest of the UK rate for the 
single-tier pension is set at a higher level, the Scottish 
single-tier pension will match the higher figure
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■■ the rate of the single-tier pension will be increased on 
an annual basis in line with the triple-lock. The triple-lock 
provides protection for the value of pensions and is based 
on whichever is highest: average earnings, CPI inflation, or 
2.5 per cent. This commitment will initially be in place for the 
period of the first Parliament of an independent Scotland. 
The Westminster Government, by contrast, has only 
committed to uprate the single-tier pension by earnings
■■ Provision will be maintained for those expecting to receive  
a State Pension based on their spouse’s contributions for  
15 years after the introduction of the single-tier pension, 
unlike in the rest of the UK
■■ Savings Credit will be retained for new pensioners who are 
on low incomes and increased in line with earnings. This will 
ensure that those pensioners approaching retirement who 
would have received Savings Credit are not disadvantaged 
by the move to the single-tier pension. The Westminster 
Government is to abolish Savings Credit for those reaching 
State Pension Age after April 2016
 State Pension entitlement in an independent Scotland 
The key points of the Scottish Government’s proposals for State 
Pension entitlement are:
■■ for those people living in Scotland in receipt of the UK State 
Pension at the time of independence, the responsibility for 
the payment of that pension will transfer to the Scottish 
Government
■■ for those people of working age who are living and working 
in Scotland at the time of independence, the UK pension 
entitlement they have accrued prior to independence will 
form part of their Scottish State Pension entitlement. Any 
pension entitlement accrued in Scotland after independence 
would also form part of that Scottish State Pension. On 
reaching the State Pension Age, their Scottish State 
Pension would be paid by the Scottish Government
■■ for future pensioners who have accrued rights to the 
Scottish State Pension but who retire outside Scotland, 
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the Scottish State Pension will be paid either via a Scottish 
equivalent of the International Pensions Centre (IPC) or 
by the pensions institution in the country of residence, 
depending on their circumstances. The Scottish IPC will be 
established following a transitional period of shared service 
provision
■■ for people who build up entitlement to a range of State 
Pensions – in Scotland, in the rest of the UK, in Europe, 
or elsewhere – the current situation will continue. The 
only difference will be that, from independence, pension 
entitlement accrued from working in Scotland will be to the 
Scottish State Pension, rather than to the UK State Pension
 Boosting the working age population
A key factor in the planning of future state pensions is the 
projected structure of the population. ‘Dependency ratios’ are 
used to help consider this, comparing the numbers of people 
of working age against the number of ‘dependents’ (people of 
pensionable age and/or children). Scotland’s total dependency 
ratio166, that is the number of children and pensioners for every 
1,000 persons of working age, is projected to remain below 
that of the UK for the next 15 years167. This dependency ratio 
is a useful indicator of wider fiscal sustainability, as it includes 
all dependents. Beyond the late 2020s, current projections168 
suggest that, without action to increase the working age 
population, the total dependency ratio in Scotland and the 
rest of the UK will converge and from 2033 onwards will be 
marginally higher in Scotland than in the UK as a whole. 
Taking a narrower view, the ‘pensioner dependency ratio’ 
compares the population of people of working age in Scotland 
with the population of state pension age. This ratio is projected 
to be higher than the UK as a whole over the next 20 years. 
Whichever dependency ratio is used, the key issue in terms 
of broader Scottish population pressures, relative to the UK, 
is the lower projected growth in the working age population in 
Scotland (four per cent compared with 12 per cent), not higher 
growth in the pensioner population. In fact, pensioner numbers 
are projected to grow at a faster rate in the UK than in Scotland 
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in the longer term. Between 2012 and 2037 the number of 
people of state pension age in Scotland is projected to increase 
by 27 per cent, lower than the projected increase in the UK of 
31 per cent169. The difference between the two rates is projected 
to widen still further beyond this point, although projections 
this far ahead are subject to considerable uncertainty. The 
longer-term target must be to grow our working-age population 
in line with the projected increase in those dependent on it – 
pensioners and young people under 16. 
Addressing the issue of the working-age population in the long 
term requires sustainable economic growth. Independence will 
allow Scotland to develop our own economic policy, which  
means we can improve productivity and participation in the 
Scottish economy through targeting growth sectors and 
coherent welfare and skills policies. Independence will also 
allow Scotland to address population growth by: creating 
new opportunities for young people to build their careers 
and families within Scotland; action to attract people back to 
Scotland; and steps to encourage skilled migrants to move to 
Scotland. These matters are currently reserved to Westminster, 
which has different priorities for the UK economy and migration. 
Without independence, Scotland will not have the mechanisms 
to address our projected demographic issues.
 Occupational and personal pensions
Occupational and personal pension rights and accrued benefits 
will not be affected by Scotland becoming independent. An 
individual’s occupational or personal pension will already set 
out the retirement benefits which will be granted under the 
particular scheme and under which conditions. 
Currently only around half of Scottish employees contribute 
to a private pension (that is, to a personal or an occupational 
pension in the public or private sector)170. Helping people save 
for a better retirement will be one of the key focuses for this 
Government in an independent Scotland. This Government’s 
proposals are to:
■■ continue with the roll-out of automatic enrolment, introduced 
last year, to help address the historic decline in private 
pension saving
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■■ continue to support tax-free savings, through products like 
savings and investment ISAs
■■ establish as soon as possible following independence a 
Scottish equivalent of the National Employment Savings 
Trust (NEST). The Scottish Employment Savings Trust 
(SEST) will provide a workplace pension scheme focused 
on people with low to moderate earnings, which will accept 
any employer wishing to use it
■■ launch a Financial Capability Strategy to build skills, 
knowledge and understanding about personal finance. This 
could include, for example, improving access to financial 
advice about purchasing an annuity on retirement. Recent 
comparisons of example annuity rates have suggested that, 
without good advice, the value of the annuity provided can 
be highly variable
Future Scottish governments could also explore ways to 
improve incentives to save, including through the tax system, 
and work with the pensions industry, employers and other 
stakeholders on the development of innovative pension and 
savings products.
 Pensions regulation
The Scottish Government proposes that the structure and 
activities of the regulatory framework in an independent Scotland 
should be closely aligned with that in the rest of the UK. 
We propose to establish a Scottish Pensions Regulator, which 
would work closely with the UK Pensions Regulator and the 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to maintain a pan-UK approach 
to the regulation of private pensions. We will consider whether to 
include responsibilities for the regulation of pensions as part of 
a wider financial services regulatory body.
We consider that the current arrangements for the protection of 
individuals’ pensions by the Pension Protection Fund (including 
its responsibility for the Financial Assistance Scheme and the 
Fraud Compensation Fund) should continue, with Scotland 
playing our full part. However, it will also be possible for the 
Scottish Government to establish a Scottish equivalent to the 
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Pension Protection Fund. Individuals will have the same level 
of protection as they do now. 
This Scottish Government will ensure that arrangements for 
an effective compensation scheme are established, mirroring 
the level of protection provided in the UK Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme.
 Cross-border pension schemes 
The EU’s Institutions for Occupational Retirement Provision 
(IORP) Directive places specific requirements on pension 
schemes operating across the borders of two or more EU 
member states. 
Pension schemes that wish to accept contributions from an 
employer located in another EU member state must be fully 
funded at all times; schemes must have prior authorisation 
and approval from the relevant competent authority; and must 
comply with the social and labour laws of the host member 
state. These requirements would apply to those schemes that 
currently operate in Scotland and the rest of the UK if they 
continued to operate, on independence, on a cross-border 
basis. 
The Scottish Government considers that discussions 
should start immediately to agree appropriate transitional 
arrangements to address the impact on funding arrangements 
for schemes that would become cross-border on independence. 
The case for such transitional arrangements is strong: 
■■ regulatory requirements for schemes operating within an 
integrated financial services market, as proposed for an 
independent Scotland, are quite different from the general 
case on which the IORP Directive was based
■■ transitional arrangements would be strongly in the interests 
of the Scottish and Westminster Governments, the 
European Commission, employers and their employees. 
Indeed, the European Commission’s aim in bringing forward 
the Directive was precisely to promote greater cross-border 
occupational pension provision
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■■ member states already interpret the cross-border 
requirements flexibly in order to protect pension schemes. 
Member states have interpreted the requirement for cross-
border schemes to be ‘fully funded at all times’ differently. 
For example, the period allowed for cross-border schemes 
in Ireland to regain full funding is decided by the Irish 
Pensions Board on a case-by-case basis
We will agree arrangements which will provide sufficient 
flexibility for employers, whilst ensuring that members and 
beneficiaries are protected in the way intended by the Directive. 
Transitional arrangements of this kind have been implemented 
previously. On the introduction of the Directive, the Westminster 
Government’s implementing legislation provided for a three 
year grace period for existing UK/Ireland cross-border schemes 
to reach full funding levels. We consider that transitional 
arrangements for independence should allow a scheme with  
an existing recovery plan to be allowed to implement that plan 
in accordance with the period originally set for it.
This is an issue for Westminster as much as it is for the Scottish 
Government. And there is no reason that this issue should not 
be capable of sensible and practical resolution.
 Public Service Pensions 
The Scottish Government is fully committed to providing a fair, 
affordable and sustainable pension and reward package to 
public sector employees.
In an independent Scotland, all public service pension 
rights and entitlements which have been accrued for fully 
or executively devolved or reserved schemes will be fully 
protected and accessible. There will be no difference to how 
much people pay for their pensions or the level of benefits they 
receive as a result of the move to independence.
Scotland already has the people and the infrastructure in place 
to deliver high-quality public service pensions. The Scottish 
Public Pensions Agency has unrivalled first-hand knowledge 
and experience of both designing and delivering occupational 
pensions policy for the public sector. We propose that the 
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Scottish Public Pensions Agency will, therefore, form the basis 
for delivering the additional responsibilities for public sector 
pensions that will be required in an independent Scotland.
In the past, public sector pensions policy has been imposed 
on Scotland with insufficient engagement and consultation. 
In an independent Scotland, this Government plans that the 
approach to negotiations about any future changes to public 
sector pensions will be positive and inclusive, rather than 
confrontational.
In the first term of an independent parliament, this Government 
will establish an independent commission to review and make 
recommendations on policy for an appropriate State Pension 
Age for Scotland. Within the first parliamentary term, this 
Government will also consider the Commission’s findings when 
reviewing the impact State Pension Age policy has on the 
working and retirement patterns of Scotland’s public servants. 
This Government is also committed to reviewing the pension 
terms of all “uniformed” services, including whether or not 
they should all have access to their occupational pension at a 
consistent age or whether this should better reflect the role they 
carry out and the physical impact of their service.
 Scotland’s social protection system
 The opportunities available to Scotland
Scotland has the wealth it needs to be a fairer nation. The 
experience of other comparable countries across the world 
shows that this is more than achievable. While the UK is joint 
26th on the UN Human Development Index, small countries 
make up a majority of the top 20 positions in the Index171. There 
is no reason why Scotland cannot match such successful small 
countries. Each country is different, but there are key lessons 
we can learn, such as the importance of social capital, trust, 
and a sense of national purpose172.
In taking on independent responsibility for our social protection 
system, we will be building on strong financial foundations,  
with spending on social protection currently more affordable  
in Scotland than in the UK as a whole:
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■■ in 2011/12, the most recent year for which statistics are 
available, 38 per cent of Scottish tax revenues were spent 
on social protection173, compared with 42 per cent for the 
UK as a whole174
■■ expenditure on social protection as a share of economic 
output (GDP) has also been lower in Scotland than in the 
UK in each of the past five years175 
■■ on an internationally comparable basis, spending on social 
protection in Scotland, as a share of economic output, 
is estimated to be lower than in the majority of EU-15 
members176
With independence, therefore, we can afford to choose a 
different path for Scotland, with an approach to social justice 
that is based on our view of what a healthy and flourishing 
society should be. This is an opportunity for us to create a new 
Scotland.
Social justice is about wellbeing and opportunity for all and, with 
independence, the Scottish Parliament and Government can 
improve the quality of life for most people in Scotland, as well 
as securing the wellbeing of the most vulnerable. We can do 
more to promote the cohesiveness of society, to enable equality 
of opportunity and respect and build the intrinsic dignity of 
individuals and communities.
This highlights a key difference in the approach between 
governments in Scotland and at Westminster. Scottish 
administrations have sought to tackle social inclusion and 
cohesion, and to address equality issues. By contrast, the 
Westminster Government has conceded that 200,000 more 
children across the UK will be pushed into relative poverty by 
2016 as a result of a 1 per cent cap on increases to benefit 
payments177. This equates to around 15,000 children in 
Scotland178.Scottish Government analysis179 shows that many 
women in Scotland will be worse off due to Westminster’s 
changes to the benefits system. Mothers in particular are more 
likely to lose out financially as they are often the main carers 
of children and because certain benefits are typically paid to 
women.
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Social justice and equality are objectives that should be 
pursued for their own sake in a civilised country. They are also 
important aspects of improved economic performance180, which 
in turn provides for a happier, safer, healthier and fairer society. 
As the Fiscal Commission reported:
Scotland is also currently part of a UK economic model 
and society which is one of the most unequal in the OECD. 
Inequality within the UK has increased in recent decades. 
Such patterns of inequality will continue to have a negative 
impact on growth and prosperity over the long-term181.
We see the evidence in other nations, such as Norway and 
Sweden. They have demonstrated that fairness and prosperity 
are part of a virtuous circle, reinforcing each other and 
delivering a range of benefits for society as a whole. 
Making the right choices on social justice will deliver greater 
equality, will deliver benefits across our society, and will be an 
important part of building the more prosperous and successful 
nation we all want Scotland to be. 
 The Scotland we can create 
The record of successive Scottish administrations shows “the 
commitment to social justice which lies at the heart of political 
and civic life in Scotland”182. However, an independent Scotland 
will have all the necessary means to deliver a coherent 
approach to social justice and to tackle inequality by, for 
example:
■■ building a welfare system, based on clear principles and 
values that: supports people who work; provides support 
for people who cannot work; and fosters a climate of social 
solidarity
■■ integrating tax and benefit policy, embodying key principles 
of fairness and dignity 
■■ taking a distinctive approach to providing public services, 
built on the principle of improving the lives of people and 
communities 
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■■ building on our pioneering approach of preventing problems 
arising, rather than relying on crisis interventions. In an 
independent Scotland, this can be extended and integrated 
with currently reserved services, such as welfare and 
employment
There will be immediate gains from independence, such as 
the abolition of the “bedroom tax”, alongside benefits that can 
develop over time. We propose early co-ordinated action to 
grow the economy and employment, and increase wages, for 
example through the promotion of a Scottish living wage and a 
commitment to increase the minimum wage in line with inflation. 
This will improve the lives of people in Scotland. Investment in 
childcare and social housing can also have longer-term, positive 
impacts for individuals and communities, reducing the need for 
expensive interventions through the justice and health systems 
later in life. This approach can create savings for the long-term 
that can be reinvested for the benefit of people in Scotland in 
the future, and provide sustained benefits to individuals and 
communities.
We can also choose to protect key elements of our commitments 
to social justice in a written constitution. This approach is adopted 
in many other European nations. These rights could include a 
Youth Guarantee to employment, education or training, and rights 
to welfare support and health care. This would provide explicit 
guidance to future governments, of whatever political persuasion, 
about the needs and aspirations the people of Scotland expect 
to see prioritised. Social rights embedded in a constitution will 
put questions of social justice at the forefront of the work of 
Scotland’s Parliament, government and public institutions.
 The choices open to us 
The right welfare system, working with tax and economic policy, 
is a powerful mechanism to address poverty and inequality. 
In 2016/17, benefit expenditure (including benefits for 
pensioners) in Scotland is expected to be almost £19 billion per 
year183. The Scottish Government and Scottish local authorities 
also provide other wider welfare services, for example through 
social work and social care services, at an additional cost of 
approximately £5 billion per year184.
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With independence, we can decide how best to allocate these 
resources to deliver a welfare system that meets our needs.
 UK welfare changes 
With independence, it will be for the Scottish Parliament and 
future Scottish governments to determine the future direction 
of the welfare system in Scotland.
Under the current system, the Westminster Government is 
taking forward a series of changes to the welfare system, at  
the heart of which is the introduction of Universal Credit (UC), a 
new single payment for working-age adults who are looking for 
work or who are in work but on a low income. UC is due to be 
fully implemented by 2017, but is currently beset by problems 
and delays.
Other major changes include: 
■■ the change from Disability Living Allowance to Personal 
Independence Payment (PIP) for people aged 16 to 64. 
Some people currently receiving Disability Living Allowance 
will not be awarded PIP because it uses different criteria for 
the award
■■ the “bedroom tax” which reduces housing benefit by 14 per 
cent if the tenant is deemed to be under-occupying by one 
bedroom, or 25 per cent if under-occupation is by two or 
more bedrooms
■■ an overall benefit cap, limiting the total amount of benefit 
a household can receive at the national average income 
(approximately £26,000 per year)
The Westminster Government’s equality impact assessments 
show that the majority of the changes have negative impacts on 
particular groups of people185, while the Scottish Government’s 
recent analysis concludes that women will also lose out 
because of how the UC system in particular is structured186.
We do not accept Westminster’s approach to welfare. We believe 
that it is possible to design an efficient and fair welfare system 
that meets the needs of those who depend on it, and treats them 
with dignity and respect while supporting those who can into work. 
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However, it is only with the powers of independence that we will 
be able to build such a system.
 Principles for a welfare system in an independent Scotland
There are some key principles for a welfare system which the 
Scottish Government has identified to inform our approach. 
The Expert Working Group on Welfare187 is looking at these 
and other principles as part of its call for evidence. Among the 
principles that would underpin this Government’s approach to 
welfare in an independent Scotland are:
■■ Scotland's benefits and tax credits system and employment 
support services should protect our people from poverty and 
help them fulfil their potential, in work and in life
■■ over the course of our lives, we should contribute to the 
welfare system when we can. In return, we should be able 
to access that system when we need to
■■ the benefits system should be fair, transparent and 
sympathetic to the challenges faced by people receiving 
them, respecting personal dignity, equality and human rights
■■ the benefits, tax credits and employment support systems 
should work in harmony to ensure that people who lose their 
job do not face extreme financial uncertainty
■■ for those who cannot undertake paid work, benefits should 
not relegate them to a life of financial uncertainty and 
poverty. Benefits must support a standard of living that 
ensures dignity and enables participation in society
■■ the administration of benefits and tax credits should be swift, 
streamlined and responsive to individual circumstances
The Expert Working Group is exploring how the benefits system 
should enable people who can work to move into employment, 
and how it can support people who can’t work to participate 
in society as fully as possible. The recommendations of the 
Expert Working Group will be available well in advance of the 
referendum in order to further inform the debate. 
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 The tax system and welfare
Tax and welfare are two of the most powerful means that 
governments have to address poverty and income inequality. 
Recently published evidence188 shows the overall regressive 
nature of Westminster’s changes to taxation and benefits in 
recent years. Levels of income inequality have been made 
worse by decisions of Westminster189. It would be open to an 
independent Scotland to choose to alter this balance. 
In its Principles for a Modern and Efficient Tax System in an 
Independent Scotland190, the Fiscal Commission recognised 
that, along with welfare policy, taxation is the main means to 
consider the distribution of income and wealth across society. 
Taxation is also important in supporting efforts to reduce 
inequality and boost economic opportunities. The commission 
also recognised the opportunity for Scotland from an integrated 
policy framework for tax and welfare: 
The tax and welfare systems are key levers in tackling 
inequality – both are strongly interlinked and should be 
considered as fundamentally part of the same system. 
Welfare and tax policy should therefore be developed in 
tandem to ensure policy integration and alignment191. 
This Scottish Government has already demonstrated our 
commitment to enhancing the progressive nature of the taxation 
system in our approach to implementing the limited taxation 
powers devolved by the Scotland Act 2012192.
We have also demonstrated a commitment to fairness and tackling 
inequality by ensuring public sector workers in government and 
its agencies are paid the Scottish living wage of £7.45 per hour, 
rising to £7.65 from April 2014 (minimum wage is £6.31 per hour 
for those aged 21 and over). We have encouraged other public, 
private and Third Sector bodies to follow suit. The living wage can 
help provide certainty for households who are already dealing with 
pressures on family budgets caused by rising food and fuel prices 
and, with independence, it will be open to future governments to 
extend the reach and scope of the living wage. This Government 
has also indicated that, following independence, the minimum 
wage should be increased by at least the rate of inflation (see 
Chapter 3).
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 Our priorities for action
The UK welfare system is now too complicated, and is in need 
of fundamental reform. We disagree with the approach being 
taken by Westminster to achieving these aims. The welfare 
system of an independent Scotland will reflect the principles we 
believe that are at the heart of Scotland’s approach to social 
justice, including fairness, respect and dignity.
 Immediate priorities for action
The Scottish Government considers that the immediate 
priorities following independence must be to reverse the most 
damaging and counterproductive of the UK welfare changes. 
Action in these areas will enable us to relieve the hardship 
being caused to some of the most vulnerable people in 
Scotland. It will also free up money in the Scottish budget that 
is currently directed towards mitigating the worst effects of 
Westminster’s changes.
■■ abolish the “bedroom tax” within the first year of 
the first independent Scottish parliament. This will 
save 82,500 households in Scotland – including 63,500 
households with a disabled adult and 15,500 households 
with children – an average of £50 per month193. The cost 
of abolishing the “bedroom tax” at around £50 million per 
annum is estimated to be less than the overall harm it does 
directly to the Scottish economy (£50 million per annum plus 
one-off losses of £29 million). As such, there is a clear case 
in monetary terms for its abolition even before the wider 
social costs are taken into account
■■ halt the further rollout of Universal Credit and Personal 
Independence Payment in Scotland allowing the first 
government of an independent Scotland to take forward 
reforms to the welfare system that meet Scotland’s needs 
and reflect our priorities. This Government plans to ensure 
that those already in receipt of Universal Credit by May 
2016 are no worse off than anyone else in the following 
ways. We will:
■■ remove housing benefit from the single payment, restore 
it as a separate benefit and maintain direct payments to 
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social landlords. This Government plans to also maintain 
housing benefit as a separate payment in any longer 
term reform. This will provide protection for some of our 
most vulnerable citizens
■■ restore the ability of claimants to receive individual 
support rather than single household payments. We will 
maintain such an approach in taking forward any longer 
term reforms. It is estimated that this will benefit 880,000 
individuals, many of them women194
■■ equalise the earnings disregard between first and 
second earners and continue such an approach into 
any longer term reforms. It is estimated that this would 
benefit as many as 70,000 people by as much as 
£1,200 a year and will be of particular benefit to women 
who are most often the second earner in a household195
■■ ensure that benefits and tax credits increase in line with 
inflation to avoid the poorest families falling further into 
poverty
These priorities enjoyed widespread support amongst those 
who gave evidence to the Expert Working Group on Welfare,  
as well as reflecting the views of stakeholders more widely196.
Alongside our priorities for immediate improvements we also 
plan to maintain access to passported benefits, such as free 
school meals. This will support 130,000 children in Scotland197.
A further early priority for this Government will be to launch an 
urgent review of the conditionality and sanctions regime, to 
establish an approach that is proportionate and ethical, and that 
avoids excessive or blanket measures which penalise those 
looking for work. We will also conduct an urgent review of the 
system of assessments for disability benefits.
We will follow the recommendation of the Fiscal Commission 
and develop the tax and welfare systems in tandem to ensure 
policy integration and alignment198.
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 Future welfare in an independent Scotland
With independence, there will be the opportunity for longer term 
welfare reform in Scotland, built on the principles set out above. 
The recommendations of the Expert Working Group – which is 
due to report in spring 2014 – will help to inform the approach of 
this Government to longer-term reforms.
Our overarching aim will be that benefits work hand-in-hand 
with programmes designed to help people find work. We want 
to help people move into sustained employment and, with 
independence, we will have the opportunity to develop our 
public services in a way that aligns welfare with other public 
services such as health, housing and social care. In this way, 
people can look forward to a more personalised package of 
support than at present. And when people’s circumstances 
change through ill health, unemployment or retirement, they  
will know what levels of support they are entitled to and can 
plan for the longer term with certainty.
In considering our approach to welfare in the longer term, a 
priority will be to live within our financial resources, just as we 
have done throughout our period in office since 2007. However, 
we will not allow changes to the welfare system to be driven by 
short-term cuts to budgets, but by what is best in the long-term 
interests of the people of Scotland. 
 Social investment
In the longer term, this Scottish Government will pursue policies 
which conform with the idea that welfare is a “social investment” 
– an investment across a person’s life that is designed at all  
stages to promote equality, fairness and social cohesion. This  
is an idea that has been discussed by the Expert Working  
Group on Welfare and is part of its call for evidence199. It defines 
welfare as all of the services and benefits that we receive from 
the state rather than just cash transfers.
A social investment approach starts from the premise that 
the delivery of welfare services should not be seen as simply 
a safety net for individuals who cannot support themselves. 
Instead they should be seen as an opportunity for positive 
investment in people throughout their lives. Social investments 
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are designed to produce specific returns, such as learning 
and development in early years, employment and health gains 
in adult life, and for older people, increased independence 
and ability to be active in their communities. This investment 
is repaid through better outcomes for people, families and 
communities, and through increased contributions to society, 
whether that is through taxation or other means. This approach 
is designed to create a shared responsibility amongst citizens, 
helping to establish a social partnership between them and the 
state, where high-quality public services are provided in return 
for people participating in society through work where this is 
possible or making other positive contributions where this is not.
So, for example, ensuring that there is high-quality readily 
available childcare supports parents to find sustained 
employment, but it is also an investment in children to give them 
the best start in life. And, as a result of this early investment, 
when those children go on to achieve their full potential, they 
will repay that investment through their productivity and creativity 
as active members of a more cohesive society.
Another example of social investment will be the use of 
active labour market policies to get people into good quality 
sustainable work. This can ensure that our young people, for 
example, are supported to develop their skills and experience. 
DWP research into the early stages of the Work Programme 
suggests that, at the moment, many providers are prioritising 
more “job-ready” participants for support, ahead of those who 
are assessed as having more complex/substantial barriers 
to employment200. Our social investment approach would not 
encourage focus on short-term gains. With independence, we 
could develop more targeted labour market policies suited to 
Scottish circumstances, matching demand – in growth areas 
like engineering, renewables, oil and gas and life sciences – 
with young people seeking to develop their skills, expertise  
and experience. 
The Nordic countries have shown that effective social protection 
systems, based on the social investment principle, can help to 
reduce unemployment, increase earnings and spending power 
as economies grow.
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The social investment model recognises that people require 
lifelong investments, made at different times in their lives. 
When these investments are made through the delivery of 
high-quality services, enjoyed by all members of society 
regardless of income or background, the life chances of all 
members of society are improved. The social investment 
model fosters a culture in society that is more inclusive, more 
respectful and more equal. It also places the cash transfers that 
people traditionally think of as welfare – such as out of work 
benefits and tax credits – in a wider, more cost-effective and 
socially beneficial context when viewed over the longer-term. 
Investments in childcare, education, health and active labour 
market policies will reduce reliance on, and also the costs of  
the cash transfer parts of the welfare system.
A social investment approach will reap benefits for the whole 
of Scotland in the medium and long-term. Scotland already 
practises this model of investment in the areas over which the 
Scottish Government already has powers – in our approach 
to early years and the prioritisation of youth employment for 
example. We now want to extend that approach into the crucial 
areas of welfare, employment and childcare – all currently 
reserved to Westminster.
The social investment approach creates a framework of guiding 
principles that will underpin the development of welfare policies, 
but in order to deliver it, Scotland must have control of the full 
range of powers, and responsibility for all government revenues 
and expenditure. It offers an alternative approach to that being 
pursued by Westminster.
Halt the further rollout of Universal Credit and Personal 
Independence Payment
As well as the recommendations of the Expert Working Group, 
our precise proposals for longer term welfare reform will also 
depend on the state of the system inherited by Scotland on 
independence. 
Universal Credit rollout has been affected by significant 
controversy delay. The National Audit Office201 has concluded 
that it has not achieved value for money and the Department for 
Work and Pensions has no detailed view of how UC is meant to 
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work. The NAO also notes that rollout across the UK has been 
scaled back considerably and the DWP does not yet know to 
what extent its new IT systems will support national roll-out. 
Their report goes on to say that the Department has not yet 
been able to assess the value of the systems it spent over  
£300 million to develop.
The rollout of Personal Independence Payment (PIP) has also 
been difficult and created significant anxiety amongst recipients 
of Disability Living Allowance (DLA) and those people and 
organisations that support them. 
Any change to disability benefits requires the medical  
re-assessment of recipients of disability benefits. We know 
that recipients of disability benefits, and the organisations that 
support them, have lost faith in the reassessment process. The 
work capability assessment which considers whether those in 
receipt of Incapacity Benefit should instead receive Employment 
and Support Allowance has already been reviewed four times 
and, in the eyes of many, has lost all credibility. The roll out of 
PIP using the same process will cause even greater hardship 
for the most vulnerable members of our society.
Westminster has been forced to delay the introduction of PIP 
twice. The latest delay means that current DLA cases will not 
begin to be migrated to the new PIP until 2015, well after the 
referendum.
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It is, at this time, not possible to predict precisely how 
many people in Scotland will be in receipt of UC or PIP in 
an independent Scotland in early 2016. By the time of the 
referendum, however, the number of people receiving UC  
or PIP will be very small. 
The current Scottish Government considers that the continued 
roll out of UC and PIP is not in the best interests of Scotland. 
Halting these changes will give an independent Scotland the 
opportunity to design and implement a welfare system suited 
to our needs. In the event of a vote for independence in the 
referendum, the Scottish Government will ask Westminster 
not to proceed any further with the roll-out in Scotland of UC 
and PIP, in order to give the Scottish Government elected 
in 2016 maximum flexibility to begin to reform the welfare 
system in line with its priorities. This Scottish Government will 
not proceed with UC and PIP if we form that government. For 
those not already in receipt of UC and PIP, the existing welfare 
arrangements will remain in place (changed by our immediate 
priorities such as abolishing the “bedroom tax”), until longer-
term reforms are introduced in Scotland.
Tackling in-work poverty
The current welfare system has failed to tackle in-work poverty. 
It will be a priority of this Government to do so in taking forward 
welfare reform in an independent Scotland.
Despite periods of time when overall poverty has reduced, in-
work poverty levels have remained stubbornly consistent from 
one year to the next, meaning that over time, in-work poverty 
has accounted for a greater proportion of the overall number of 
households in poverty in the UK. Two thirds of children who live 
in poverty in the UK have at least one parent in paid work202.
Critical to this is that much of the work available to families is 
low-paid, low-skilled, insecure and underpinned by a minimum 
wage that has failed to keep up with the cost of living.
Our proposals on childcare, and the establishment of a Fair 
Work Commission to ensure the minimum wage, matches 
inflation are designed to address these issues.
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Importantly, from a social investment perspective, investments in 
early years childcare, and ensuring that benefits and tax credits 
keep pace with inflation, will help to reduce the potentially damaging 
consequences that affect children who are raised in homes living 
below the poverty line. In other words, they can reduce costs in 
the longer-term. That is why the social investment principle will 
guide the action of the current Government as we reform welfare 
in the future. 
Delivery of benefits in an independent Scotland
We accept the Expert Working Group on Welfare’s 
recommendation in its first report that there should be a 
transitional period of shared administration for delivery of 
benefit payments203. As highlighted by the Group, this makes 
sense in the short term, not least because it ensures continuity 
of payments for millions of benefit recipients elsewhere in 
the UK. However, we propose that such a system of shared 
administration will last only until 2018 and be organised in such  
a way that will:
■■ allow the first government of an independent Scotland to 
introduce its priorities for change from 2016
■■ allow that government to begin the work towards creating  
a welfare system that better reflects Scotland's priorities
We will therefore work to ensure the transitional period is as 
short as possible, with a target for it to end in 2018.
As we look towards our own system of administration for 
welfare and pensions, we will benefit from the fact that much 
of the infrastructure for making such payments already exists 
in Scotland. As the Expert Working Group on Welfare reported: 
Scotland delivers almost all parts of the current UK benefits 
system to people living in Scotland from locations within 
Scotland204.
Delivery of benefits to people in Scotland is carried out 
mainly by the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), 
with HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) responsible for the 
administration of Child Benefit and Tax Credits. Currently all 
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claims for Jobseekers Allowance, Employment and Support 
Allowance, Income Support and Incapacity Benefit made by 
people living in Scotland are processed in Scotland. 
All claims for State Pensions and Pension Credit in Scotland 
are also processed in Scotland, as are all applications to the 
Child Maintenance Service from Scotland. 
There are four HMRC Contact Centres in Scotland and 28 
Enquiry Centres that deal with all revenue matters, including 
claims for Child Benefit, Working Tax Credit, and Child Tax 
Credit, which are administered by HMRC. In addition, as at 
April 2011, 1,800 local authority staff in Scotland provided 
combined Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit services205.
This substantial infrastructure that already exists in Scotland will 
provide us with the required capacity to ensure the effective and 
efficient payment of benefits. Added to that will be our agreed 
transitional arrangements, which will form a solid, and sensible, 
platform from which to develop both medium and longer-
term options. We will seek agreement with the Westminster 
Government in the transitional period to cover: 
■■ the term of the agreement and arrangements for varying 
that term
■■ the services each government will provide to citizens
■■ the financial arrangements for providing those services
■■ data sharing and record keeping
■■ contracts, leases and all third party arrangements
We also envisage that our system of delivering benefits in the 
future – including health assessments – will be in the public 
sector. In designing the most appropriate future delivery 
arrangements, therefore, we will work in partnership with local 
government, the Third Sector and others. We will ensure that the 
people most directly affected by the system of welfare support, 
those in receipt of benefits, will play a central role in its design.
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 Housing and communities
 The Scotland we can create 
 Building strong communities has been central to the Scottish 
Parliament’s approach to social justice since devolution, but we 
remain a nation of unequal outcomes, with some places and 
groups suffering profound disadvantage and inequality206. Under 
the current settlement, we are limited by the powers available 
to us. As an independent country, we can do more to put our 
communities at the heart of policy-making in areas currently 
reserved to Westminster, creating new opportunities to make 
different and better choices.
 Just as we believe that the people of Scotland are best placed 
to make decisions in the best interests of all in Scotland, so we 
believe that local people will also secure the best outcomes 
for their communities. Successful regeneration is dependent 
on a wide range of organisations, including the public, private 
and Third Sectors, working together alongside communities 
themselves. In Scotland, the importance of local decision 
making is already being recognised, not least in the proposed 
Community Empowerment Bill, and with new responsibilities 
we can see this approach extended across all aspects of 
government. 
 The choices open to us 
 Decisions made at Westminster undermine our efforts to create 
resilience in communities. For example, the “bedroom tax” risks 
forcing people away from the communities that support them.
 The housing challenges facing Scotland are very different from 
those in England. Social housing remains an essential part of 
our housing system, catering for 23 per cent of households207. 
The harsher Scottish climate and the challenges of heating 
remote homes call for an ambitious approach to energy 
efficiency and carbon emissions reduction. 
 Successive Scottish Governments have taken a distinctively 
Scottish approach, which prioritises the sustainability of 
communities. However, there is more that can be achieved. 
Full flexibility over our budgets will enable future Scottish 
Governments to broaden action to make more affordable 
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housing available to meet housing need and tackle fuel poverty. 
Removing constraints placed on us by the Westminster 
Government will open up opportunities for action to further 
improve the quality of housing, for example in the social rented 
sector, and allow governments to introduce different ways of 
supporting first-time buyers. 
 Our priorities for action
 The current devolution settlement places significant constraints 
on the Scottish Government’s freedom to invest in housing 
supply. The Institute of Fiscal Studies observed that “under 
the present devolution settlement, the Scottish Government 
is bearing the cost of greater investment in social housing 
and lower rents, whilst some of the benefits of that spending 
accrue to Westminster in the form of lower housing benefit 
payments”208. This Government, therefore, will ensure greater 
integration between our policies on housing supply and housing 
benefit support. 
 Recently the Scottish Government has also pioneered 
innovative financing approaches for affordable housing. At least 
1900 new affordable homes are currently being delivered in 
communities across Scotland using new mechanisms. These 
measures have had to conform to UK Treasury rules, which 
are often not designed for Scotland’s needs or circumstances. 
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With independence, we will make use of our increased flexibility 
to deliver a more appropriate financial framework to support 
housing investment in new and innovative ways.
Similar restrictions are in place in other aspects of housing 
finance. For example, when the Westminster Government 
invests in loans and equity stakes to support market housing, 
the consequential resources for Scotland must also be used 
to provide loans or equity stakes. While the current Scottish 
Government has chosen to invest these resources in a range 
of housing initiatives, especially shared equity, other options, 
such as increased investment in social housing, have not 
been possible. With independence, this Government will 
ensure these limitations are removed so that the most effective 
investment choices can be made.
Independence will allow a joined-up system in which future 
Scottish governments can take strategic decisions about 
up-front investment in housing supply, to best support our 
communities and our house building sector, based on the  
full-life costs and benefits of that investment.
Fuel poverty is another very real problem for far too many of 
our people, putting at risk the very young and older people. 
Scotland is an energy-rich nation, but currently only has control 
over one of the contributing factors to fuel poverty – the energy 
efficiency of Scottish dwellings.
 The current UK regulatory model has proved to be ineffective in 
providing meaningful incentives for improved energy efficiency 
of Scotland’s homes. It has done little to increase households’ 
ability to access low cost “dual fuel” tariffs. Around nine per cent 
of households in Scotland are without mains gas and 43 per 
cent209 of these households live in fuel poverty210. Independence 
will enable a regulatory approach that is tailored to specific 
Scottish conditions that influence the costs of keeping homes 
warm, such as our climate, our mix of urban, rural and remote 
communities and our distinctive housing stock. 
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 In addition, the Energy Expert Commission will advise on ways 
in which an independent Scotland can promote fairer, more 
affordable energy prices, and meet the need to address fuel 
poverty and deliver measures to improve energy efficiency. 
The Government has already announced our intention to 
save households money by funding from central resources 
the existing Energy Company Obligation and Warm Homes 
Discount (see Chapter 8), and give full weight to the Expert 
Commission’s findings.
 Health, social care and the NHS
 The Scotland we can create
 The provision of health and social care services is one of 
the major responsibilities of the Scottish Parliament and 
Government. Since 1999, successive Scottish governments 
have made steady improvements to Scotland’s health and the 
quality of healthcare, while protecting the NHS as a free, truly 
public service, consistent with the values of the NHS and the 
priorities of people in Scotland.
 Responsibility for the health service in Scotland has allowed 
us to show what can be achieved with the full powers of 
independence. Scotland has taken a very different approach 
to health and social care from that taken by Westminster 
governments over the years. We have maintained a 
commitment to the NHS as a public service and, in delivering 
free personal care, we have demonstrated that Scotland can 
provide support for older people in a way that looks after them, 
maintains their dignity, and respects the contribution they have 
made to society.
 Without devolution, NHS Scotland – like its counterpart in 
England – would have been repeatedly re-organised by the 
Westminster Government of the day, regardless of the needs 
of the health service in Scotland. It would now be exposed to 
private competition and an unfair system of social care. We 
would be experiencing today the consequences of Westminster 
decisions on our health service in the same way as we are 
seeing the impact of Westminster’s welfare choices on our most 
vulnerable fellow citizens. 
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Under devolution, NHS Scotland has 
been reshaped and modernised – but 
to reflect our requirements and the 
opportunities for a health service in a 
country the size of Scotland. Currently 
this Government and our partners in 
health boards and local authorities are 
taking radical steps to join up health and 
social care, ensuring that organisational 
barriers do not prevent people receiving 
the care they need in the setting they 
prefer, for example, at home. 
With independence we can address 
directly inequalities in Scotland, which 
are the root cause of many of the 
country’s remaining health issues. If in 
government after the 2016 election, we 
will adopt a government-wide approach 
to the health and wellbeing of our nation 
with confidence that the actions we take, 
and their success, will be down to our 
own efforts and our own decisions. The 
alternative is for Westminster to continue 
to control the overall level of Scotland’s 
budget, and to make decisions that 
directly affect poverty and wellbeing 
through the tax and benefits systems. 
In an independent Scotland, we will 
continue to provide high-quality, world-
leading health and social care to the 
Scottish people in a way that reflects the 
founding principles of the NHS and our 
social care services. Independence will 
not affect the day-to-day management 
of the NHS in Scotland or how people 
access NHS services. However, it 
has the potential to transform the 
environment within which our NHS 
operates. Similarly, it will not mean 
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ending current cross-border arrangements with health services 
in the rest of the UK, which have continued even though the 
NHS in Scotland already operates independently. 
 The choices open to us
 With independence, we can build on the gains of devolution for 
our health and social care services to enhance the health and 
wellbeing of people across society.
 Since the Scottish Parliament was established in 1999, we have 
had full operational responsibility for the National Health Service 
in Scotland, and for health and social care policy. Scotland 
has chosen a different way forward for our NHS compared to 
successive Westminster Governments. There is no competition, 
or internal market, in Scotland. GPs refer patients to a treatment 
centre within their own health board area, and they will be 
referred elsewhere if the required service is not provided locally. 
One of the strengths of the integrated model in Scotland is 
greater consistency of approach and clear responsibility for 
NHS Boards to deliver safe, effective and person-centred 
services, for which they are held to account through annual 
accountability reviews, held in public. 
 Successive Scottish governments have ruled out the disruptive 
and costly structural reforms and upheaval that have taken 
place in NHS England. Avoiding these multiple and costly 
reorganisations, and privatisation, has allowed us to focus on 
improving safety and quality of care.
 The Scottish Parliament has used its responsibilities to 
introduce free personal care and protect the National Health 
Service. Major achievements of the health and care services 
in Scotland under devolution, which we can build on with 
independence, include:
■■ introduction of the smoking ban in public places
■■ our world-leading patient safety programme with major 
reductions in levels of hospital healthcare associated 
infections (a programme which has been endorsed by Don 
Berwick, adviser on healthcare issues to Barack Obama)
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■■ significant reductions in premature mortality from cancer, 
heart disease and stroke
■■ reduced waiting times and delayed discharge from hospital 
■■ the removal of prescription charges and introduction of free 
eye tests
■■ the highest level of dementia diagnosis in the UK 
■■ a focus on the importance of the early years as a foundation 
for long term health and wellbeing through initiatives 
such as Family Nurse Partnership and the Early Years 
Collaborative
■■ protection of the frontline NHS budget 
■■ a single vision for sustainable quality across health and 
social care services
■■ agreement to the integration of adult health and social care 
services
■■ unique workforce partnership arrangements
 Our priorities for action
 This Scottish Government plans to continue with current 
arrangements for the management of the NHS in Scotland, 
focussing on sustainable quality and for the integration of adult 
health and social care services. Services will be accessed in the 
same way as under the devolution settlement. 
 Despite efforts to address the challenge of health inequalities 
in Scotland over recent years, health inequalities persist 
and demonstrate that the “fundamental causes” of health 
inequalities – the socio-economic inequalities in society – are 
the most important. 
 Recent research shows the strong correlation between poor 
health and poverty211. It suggests that the reason for Britain’s 
high health inequalities is the failure of successive Westminster 
governments to choose to reduce inequality.
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 Independence will also allow us to do more to tackle major 
causes of ill-health, which disproportionately affect poorer 
communities. In March 2006, Scotland was the first country in 
the UK to enact a ban on smoking in public places. This has 
resulted in a dramatic reduction in smoking related diseases212. 
We have also led the way in developing ambitious proposals to 
tackle harmful drinking by legislating for a minimum unit price 
for alcohol. 
 We have maintained our commitment to strong action to tackle 
smoking and alcohol misuse with all the powers available to us. 
In contrast, the Westminster Government has chosen to put on 
hold proposals for plain packaging for cigarettes, and abandon 
plans for minimum pricing for alcohol. 
 With independence, we will have greater scope and clearer 
powers to regulate alcohol and tobacco, including through 
taxation – reducing the opportunities for legal challenge which 
have held up several of our initiatives to date. 
 We are already taking a distinctive approach to food 
standards213. Independence will allow this to be linked to tax 
policy and advertising regulation – allowing a coherent and 
concerted approach to issues of obesity and poor diet, which 
disproportionately affect poorer communities. 
 A major advantage of independence for health and wellbeing in 
Scotland is therefore to have the ability to use the full range of 
levers to promote good health. It is matched by the opportunity 
to grow Scotland’s economy for the benefit of all and address 
inequalities in Scottish society that have not been, and will not 
be, addressed under Westminster.
 After independence, Scotland will maintain a very strong 
relationship with the other countries of the UK. Scotland will 
continue to work with other parts of the UK to provide services 
where this provides access to the highest quality of care and 
delivers the best outcomes. There are already effective cross-
border working arrangements in place, which will provide a 
strong foundation for continued co-operation, just as there is 
with Ireland. Partnership arrangements are also in place with a 
number of European countries, including, for example, Sweden. 
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 Services provided for patients outwith Scotland include highly 
specialised care for people with rare diseases or conditions, 
and certain types of transplantation. The rare cases of 
transplants being conducted outwith Scotland are for lung, 
small bowel and paediatric transplants. Because there is 
a relatively small number of these procedures, contracting 
these services from clinical specialists offers the best health 
outcomes for Scotland’s patients. These arrangements will 
continue exactly as they are at present after independence. 
 On independence, Scotland will continue the current 
arrangements for organ donation across the UK, maintaining one 
donor register and sharing donated organs. This will ensure 
that all organs are placed with the best matched patient. The 
Irish Health Service Executive also co-operates on organ 
transplantation with NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT), who 
co-ordinate transplant services across the UK. This reflects 
international best practice in transplantation where groups of 
countries work together, for example Eurotransplant in mainland 
Europe (Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Germany, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands and Slovenia), and Scandiatransplant in the 
Scandinavian countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway 
and Sweden).
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 Arrangements for reviewing NHS pay are already devolved 
but NHS Scotland currently operates within UK structures and 
modifies UK agreements to reflect Scottish circumstances 
where necessary. With independence, we will review the 
machinery for pay determination in partnership, including the 
potential for improvement across the wider Scottish public 
sector. The Scottish Government has developed a Scottish GP 
contract in partnership with the BMA, and with independence 
we will continue to work with them, and all relevant partners, to 
ensure that GP contracts are developed to meet the needs and 
circumstances of the people of Scotland. Similarly, for hospital 
based doctors and dentists, the Scottish Government will work 
with all relevant partners in Scotland, and seek to co-operate 
with Westminster where appropriate, to negotiate pay, terms  
and conditions.
 Scotland is already responsible for the regulation of some 
health professions – those who came to be regulated after the 
establishment of the Scottish Parliament. After independence, 
we will become responsible for all regulation. We will seek to 
co-operate with Westminster, and the devolved administrations, 
to ensure that health professional regulation is maintained in 
the best interests of patient safety and the consistent treatment 
of healthcare professionals. We will also maintain the existing 
professional healthcare regulatory bodies, which are funded by 
fees from registrants, and will continue to operate in Scotland 
after independence.
 Sport
 The Scotland we can create
 Scots are passionate about sport and our country has a long 
and proud sporting tradition. Tens of thousands of Scots already 
realise the benefits to be gained from participating in physical 
activity and we want more people to get active. We believe that 
by looking at physical activity and sport together will we harness 
that passion and tradition to make positive changes in our 
country – improving health, reducing anti-social behaviour  
and making our society fairer.
 Scotland already competes as a nation in our own right in 
international competition with 11 governing bodies of sports 
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directly affiliated to their International Federation214. Scotland 
competes very successfully and, since 1998, the sportscotland 
Institute of Sport has helped prepare many of Scotland’s best 
athletes to perform on the world stage.
 In 2014, Scotland has the privilege of hosting two of the world’s 
greatest sporting events – the 20th Commonwealth Games 
in Glasgow and the Ryder Cup in Gleneagles. These events 
present a wonderful opportunity for us to realise our ambition 
of helping Scots to become more active. The Games coming to 
Scotland provide an exceptional opportunity to make our nation 
healthier, and to celebrate our modern and vibrant culture both 
at home and on the world stage.
 Since 2007, over £73 million has been invested in sports 
facilities across Scotland. This substantial investment has 
enhanced the sporting infrastructure of our local, regional and 
national sporting assets in the following ways:
■■ development of world-class facilities such as the new indoor 
sports arena and Sir Chris Hoy Velodrome in Glasgow 
■■ a network of new high-quality regional multi-sport facilities 
including the Aberdeen Sports Village and Ravenscraig and 
Toryglen centres of sport
■■ development of 23 football pitches and 12 new and 
upgraded swimming pools in communities throughout 
Scotland 
■■ a new £25 million National Performance Centre for Sport 
to be developed at Heriot Watt University that will provide 
Scotland’s first ever dedicated performance centre available 
to all of Scottish sport. It will offer our elite athletes the 
facilities and services to train and prepare for competing  
at international level
 In addition, substantial progress has been made to encourage 
and support the growth of local participation in sports and 
physical activity. This has included:
■■ £80 million investment through Active Schools offering over 
five million opportunities for Scottish children in over 100 
different sports this year
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■■ an additional £8.5 million of funding to ensure PE is 
delivered in all schools
■■ the establishment of 114 Community Sports Hubs bringing 
local people together and providing a home for local clubs 
and sports organisations
■■ a £10 million Active Places Fund that will create and 
improve places in local communities where people can 
become active
■■ £24 million through the CashBack for Communities scheme 
to improve facilities and provide over 750,000 opportunities 
for local communities to participate in sport and physical 
activity
■■ £5 million invested in clubgolf since 2003 which has 
provided 260,000 children in Scotland with an opportunity  
to try out golf
 At an elite level, our athletes are supported by the 
sportscotland Institute of Sport with training, support and 
advice which helps them produce world class performances 
and, through Coaching Scotland, we have a framework which 
will lead us to a vibrant, highly skilled coaching system that is 
world renowned.
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 In an independent Scotland, we will build on this record to grow 
a world class sporting system at all levels, with real strength in 
schools, clubs and high performance sport.
 Our priorities for action 
 An expert Working Group on Scottish Sport is considering how 
sport can develop and take advantage of the opportunities 
presented by independence. 
 Membership of the Working Group has been drawn from a 
broad cross section of interests in sport, physical education, 
health, education, business and the Third Sector to fully 
represent all the opportunities sport presents. The early 
work of the Group has focused on ensuring Scotland can be 
successful in future Olympic and Paralympic Games. From 
its work so far, the group has concluded that “….there is 
no reason that securing National Olympic and Paralympic 
Committee status should not be a relatively straightforward 
process for an independent Scotland, recognising that the final 
decision-making powers and the timescales involved are a 
matter for the relevant international bodies”. The work of the 
group will conclude in spring 2014 with a final report on how 
independence can improve Scotland’s sporting credentials. 
 Based on the Group’s work and the recent experience of 
newly independent states, the Government does not envisage 
any significant barriers to Scotland achieving Olympic and 
Paralympic accreditation and being able to participate at 
Rio 2016. For example, Montenegro and the Balkan States 
received recognition within one year of independence, while 
Croatia and Slovenia were accredited before securing UN 
membership. 
 Independence will mean that more Scottish sportswomen and 
sportsmen will have the opportunity to compete at the highest 
level of international competition. It will also mean that the key 
decisions on athlete development will be taken in Scotland with 
the needs of the athlete at the centre. This will help many more 
of our sports-people reach their full potential.
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 A successful sporting nation, alongside the considerable 
investment this Government is already making in Scottish 
sport, has the power to inspire all ages and abilities in all areas 
of Scotland to get even more active. This will have enormous 
benefits for Scotland’s health and wellbeing. 
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■■ This Government plans a transformation in childcare provision 
for every child between age one and school age. By the end 
of the first independent Scottish Parliament all three and four 
years olds, and vulnerable two years olds, will be entitled to 
childcare equivalent to the time spent at primary school
■■ With independence benefits, taxes and employment services 
will work with the education system in raising attainment 
amongst our most disadvantaged young people
■■ Access to higher education will be based on ability, not wealth; 
this Government will protect free tuition fees for Scottish 
students and continue to provide appropriate support for living 
costs
■■ This Government will provide levels of public investment 
in university research that will enable our researchers and 
universities to remain internationally competitive
■■ Education and employment rights could be made part of the 
written constitution of an independent Scotland, including a 
youth guarantee to employment, education or training
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 Why we need a new approach 
Education represents an investment, not just in our children, but 
in our culture, society and economy. Quality education helps 
young people be successful learners and grow into confident 
individuals, responsible citizens and effective contributors 
to society. A highly skilled population leads to higher wages, 
better jobs and economic growth, and benefits the health and 
wellbeing of each of us. Investment in the people of Scotland 
through excellent education and high skills greatly enhances 
our likelihood of employment.
However making this a reality for each and every one of our 
young people is the work of more than just our nurseries, 
schools, colleges and universities. 
A child in poverty is a child that has yet one more barrier to 
learning. A child whose home life is chaotic, or who is hungry, 
cannot do their best. And a child who worries about the future 
of their family, is a child who is distracted from fulfilling their 
potential.
This simple reality has seen generations suffer the lack 
of equality of attainment in our schools. Pupils from the 
most disadvantaged 20 per cent of areas leave school with 
significantly lower qualifications than those in the most affluent 
20 per cent. That gap is greater than most of the developed 
nations against which we measure ourselves215. 
The main tools for tackling poverty – and for tackling the 
attainment gap – lie in the tax and benefits system and 
employment services. All need to play their part in a coherent 
system that delivers for children, allows parents to work, and 
boosts family income.
Currently these critical powers are under the control of 
Westminster, which is not using those tools to tackle poverty or 
promote work in Scotland – but to cut welfare. Over the five years 
to 2015, these cuts will potentially remove over £4.5 billion from 
Scottish households, £1 billion of it affecting children directly216. 
Indeed a further 15,000 Scottish children will be pushed into 
poverty as a result of just one of those welfare cuts – capping  
the rise in working-age benefits217.
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Poverty plays a huge role in attainment. We need to join up our 
action to improve education with our action to eradicate poverty 
– and to do that, Scotland needs to take control of the tax and 
welfare system and the powers that influence the labour market.
Social work and Scotland’s approach to children in trouble or at 
risk is unique. Next year will mark 50 years since the landmark 
Kilbrandon Report that established the Children’s Hearing’s 
system; Scotland has a proud tradition of a progressive 
approach. We have strong social work services and dedicated 
staff, but the reality is that their work – and the lives of the 
children they are trying to help – are inevitably tied to decisions 
on tax and welfare taken elsewhere. 
Even where we have some powers already, too often decisions 
taken by Westminster impact on our ability to make the 
progress Scotland needs.
For example, decisions by Westminster on student visas have 
restricted access for international students, posing a direct 
threat to Scotland’s universities and colleges. Not only do some 
prospective students find it difficult to obtain a visa to come  
and benefit from a Scottish education, but they are unable to 
use this education for the benefit of Scotland by remaining  
after graduation and playing an active part in the economy and 
culture of Scotland.
As a result of this, Universities Scotland have said in relation to 
Westminster’s visa policy that “it is hard to see a bigger risk, or 
a more poisonous gun pointed at our collective success”218.
Of perhaps even greater damage is the impact on post-
graduate international students. Westminster’s policy ignores 
the needs of Scotland and the universities resulting in the 
Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) 
describing it as its “biggest source of concern” in relation to 
Scotland’s universities219.
Independence will provide the ability for Scotland to develop our 
own immigration system ensuring that we benefit from the skills 
and enthusiasm of those highly educated people who wish to 
make Scotland their home. 
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As long as we rely on funding decisions at Westminster, we 
will bear the consequences of decisions that Scotland does not 
support. On universities, for example, the introduction of top-up 
fees in England substantially reduced government investment in 
higher education south of the border, and therefore reduced the 
size of Scotland’s allocated budget – although universities and 
their funding are devolved to Scotland.
Progressive policies will tackle poverty, support jobs, and 
protect family incomes. Independence will give Scotland the 
powers to free children from poverty and enable them to 
meet their potential. Independence will also break the link to 
Westminster policies that Scotland neither wants nor needs. 
 The opportunities available to Scotland
Scotland has a proud tradition of commitment to excellent 
education for all our citizens. We have long enjoyed an 
international reputation as the first nation in the world to 
introduce a democratic system of schooling, open to both  
boys and girls, as early as the 17th century. 
Our strengths and successes in education and employment 
have built on all that is best in that tradition and come from 
choices made in Scotland under devolution.
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The pre-school sector, schools, and colleges and universities 
have all benefited from decisions of successive Scottish 
Governments, including massive expansion of nursery places, 
a radical overhaul of schools through the new Curriculum for 
Excellence (CfE), reform of the college sector, free university 
tuition and support for Scotland’s world-class universities. 
Excellence and high achievement can be found throughout 
our education system – in our nurseries, schools, colleges and 
universities. Scottish education is good but we believe it can 
once again be great. 
 Nursery and childcare
Our approach begins with giving every child the best start in 
life. That is why we have increased the provision of pre-school 
places for three and four year olds. In 2007 this stood at 412.5 
hours a year. We have already expanded this to 475 hours and, 
with our new Children’s Bill currently before Parliament, this will 
expand to 600 hours – around 15 hours per week – from August 
next year. 
Nursery education benefits the child but it also makes it easier 
for parents – particularly mothers – to work. This helps family 
finances, both by saving them the equivalent of up to £707 in 
childcare costs every year220 and by boosting income from work, 
benefiting the whole family. Our new Children’s Bill does not just 
expand the number of hours, but also gives more flexibility so 
that parents have more choice over how they use the nursery 
hours to best fit in with family life and maximise the opportunity 
of finding work.
With independence – and the powers over the tax and benefits 
system – we can go even further. We want to extend the 
support we give to our youngest children and their parents,  
to expand childcare provision and deliver additional rights and 
opportunities for parents, so that Scotland matches the very 
best in Europe.
 Primary and secondary schools
The substantial investment in Scotland’s schools has seen 
secondary school attainment levels increase year-on-year. In 
2011/12, school-leaver destinations – the numbers getting a job, 
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going on to college or university, or undertaking training such as 
a Modern Apprenticeship – were the best on record221. Building 
on this, 2012/13 saw the highest pass rates for Highers  
(77.4 per cent) and Advanced Highers (82.1 per cent)222. 
In 2012/13, 89 per cent of school leavers were in positive 
destinations – positive and sustained learning, training or work – 
the highest proportion ever223.
This strong record of achievement means Scotland is  
well-placed for the next step now under way in our country’s 
education history: Curriculum for Excellence (CfE). 
CfE is the radical renewal of the way Scotland’s schools teach. 
It focuses on achieving the highest possible levels of literacy 
and numeracy, developing skills for learning, skills for life and 
skills for work. But it goes further and delivers knowledge and 
understanding of society, the world and Scotland’s place in it. 
And, because education is also about who we are as a nation,  
it helps pupils develop well-informed views and act responsibly.
All of this comes against a background of reduced class sizes 
in the early years of primary school and substantial investment 
programmes in new school buildings, halving the number of 
children being taught in substandard buildings224.
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 Higher and further education
Higher education is one of Scotland’s major strengths with more 
universities in the Times Top 200 world universities per head 
of population than any other nation225. This Government has 
restored free access to higher education to Scottish domiciled 
undergraduate students, maintained the number of places 
available at our universities and provided additional funded 
places in support of widening access. 
Scottish universities are internationally renowned for the quality 
of their research. Around half of Scotland’s research has 
been assessed as world-leading or internationally excellent226 
and Scotland ranks third in the world (after Switzerland and 
the Netherlands) and ahead of all the G8 countries in terms 
of citations per researcher227. The excellence of research in 
Scotland’s universities contributes to Scotland’s international 
reputation for research and innovation. Investment in Research 
and Development (R&D) activity is a key component of driving 
innovation and supporting improved long-term economic 
performance. Currently, Scotland has over 620 organisations 
in the science and innovation sector employing over 30,000 
staff228. The continued expansion of this sector, after 
independence, will be vital to achieving sustainable economic 
growth.
Scottish universities are highly attractive to overseas 
students229. In 2011/12 Scottish institutions received an income 
of £337 million from non-EU student course fees alone230 as 
well as benefiting from the wider contribution that international 
students make to Scotland’s economy and society, and the 
longer term contribution that international alumni make to 
extending the reach of Scottish universities overseas.
This Government’s reforms to colleges reflect our ambition for 
the sector to realise its potential. We have created institutions 
that are better able to work with other learning partners, and 
deliver the provision that learners need to get a job, and that 
employers need to become more competitive – including nearly 
one-fifth of higher education provision in Scotland. Our colleges 
will lead in making real some of the ideas from the Commission 
for Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce, in creating new 
partnerships between school and colleges to deliver a still 
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broader range of vocational opportunities, further enriching the 
senior phase of CfE. This is supported by our funding floor for 
colleges of £522 million this and next year, rising to £526 million 
2015/16, and by record levels of further education student 
support. 
 Employability
The education initiatives for those aged over 16 are 
complemented by the training opportunities provided through 
Skills Development Scotland, including in excess of 25,000 
Modern Apprenticeship places in 2012/13. To further boost 
the opportunities for young people seeking to enter the labour 
market, Scotland is the only European country with a dedicated 
Youth Employment Minister, who is responsible for a range of 
initiatives and activities to maximize the chances of Scotland’s 
young people.
Employment services and training for employability will be 
significantly improved by independence. At the moment, the 
financial benefits of successful employment initiatives by the 
Scottish Government – such as Modern Apprenticeships, Higher 
and Further Education funding and other training programmes – 
go to the Westminster Government in the form of reduced welfare 
payments and increased tax revenues. With independence we 
will retain these benefits in Scotland and can re-invest them in 
our people by funding more employment programmes. 
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The education sector has already successfully shown the 
potential for joining up policies across a range of areas, both in 
the early years, through the Early Years Collaborative, and for 
post 16 training and education opportunities231. Independence 
will provide the mechanisms to extend this coherent approach 
to government, connecting education to other services such as 
the benefits system and the immigration system. 
Scottish policy is working for our young people, and provides 
a substantial foundation upon which an independent Scotland 
can build. Opportunities for All is our guarantee of employment, 
apprenticeship or training for all young people aged 16 to 19. 
This commitment is especially important for those who, for 
whatever reason, are furthest from the labour market. For many 
in this group our support is offered through Activity Agreements. 
This approach is grounded in the reality of an individual’s 
personal circumstances and offers tailored help to move 
towards employment. 
In an independent Scotland we will build on the success of 
collaborative working, with individuals of all ages, to support 
their journey towards and into sustainable employment. In 
doing so we will truly create opportunities for all. By integrating 
employment and skills policy and delivery, independence can 
ensure the most appropriate support for those looking for work 
and those preparing to enter or re-enter the labour market.
Improvements to the Scottish education system have been the 
result of extensive work within Scotland, with stakeholders, 
professionals and users of the services, including employers. 
Scottish education policy has looked around the world for 
inspiration and incorporated lessons from elsewhere into existing 
structures, building on the best in Scotland with innovations from 
elsewhere. This record shows how self-government in Scotland 
successfully delivers new and effective policies to improve 
society and achievement in Scotland, and provides a model and 
example for Scotland following independence.
 The Scotland we can create
Scottish education is poised to take advantage of the powers of 
independence to make Scotland the best place to grow up.
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Independence will provide the ability to join up policy, tackling 
head-on the issues that have blighted generations. We can 
create opportunities for the whole education system, in 
particular allowing us to:
■■ invest in the early years of childhood by transforming the 
childcare system to match the best in Europe
■■ integrate our approach to education with wider social 
policies, such as taxation and benefits, and to address the 
child poverty that can adversely affect the ability of young 
people to learn and to develop
■■ focus on employment issues and a person centred 
approach to supporting those who want to work, with action 
on a living wage and the minimum wage so that more Scots 
get a fair reward for their hard work (see Chapter 3)
■■ support our university sector, promote it internationally and 
encourage both academic staff and students from around 
the world to study and settle in Scotland and to contribute  
to our economy and society
Poverty causes problems for Scottish education which cannot 
be fixed by improvements in our schools alone, even though the 
CfE and the wide range of innovative work can try and limit the 
effects of deprivation on our children’s education.
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Currently Westminster controls tax, benefits and labour market 
policy, and Scotland controls education policy. One may 
undermine the other, as when changes to welfare increase child 
poverty.
The Scottish Government agrees with the conclusion of 
the OECD that “education systems don’t have to choose 
between equity and opportunity and high performance”232. 
With independence, a welfare system aligned with our 
education system can address child poverty and educational 
under-achievement in Scotland. We believe that poverty is not, 
and must not be accepted as, inevitable in Scotland.
This approach is true to our proud educational heritage in 
Scotland. To build on this legacy, the written constitution of an 
independent Scotland could also enshrine the right to education 
for the benefit of individuals and society as a whole. 
 Early learning and childcare
 The choices open to us 
We know that investment in the early years can bring huge 
rewards in later life, both at an individual level, and for society 
as a whole. If we want to make the most of Scotland’s people, 
our greatest asset, and support them to flourish in a vibrant 
society and economy, then it is essential to focus on their 
development at the earliest stages. Improving opportunities for 
young Scots, therefore, is one of the most important reasons for 
choosing independence.
Extensive provision of early learning and childcare for all 
families is a hallmark of some of the most advanced and 
successful countries today. There is a wide range of evidence 
indicating the potential benefits of high quality, funded early 
learning and childcare, with all social groups benefiting from 
high quality pre-school provision and children from the poorest 
families gaining most from universal provision233.
Clearly, the principal aim of providing this support is to give 
children the best start in life and the greatest chance to succeed 
as they grow and develop into adults. However, it brings with it 
other important benefits for society as a whole. 
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Childcare has important benefits for children and it also 
provides a key support to participation in the labour market, 
particularly for women. For example, in Denmark, which has 
extensive childcare provision, 79 per cent of mothers with 
children under six work, whereas in the UK the comparable 
figure is 59 per cent234. Of mothers citing childcare as a barrier 
to working full-time, over 70 per cent say it is because of the 
costs235. Under the devolution settlement, the tax revenues 
and benefits savings arising from increased labour market 
participation by mothers would flow to the Westminster 
Government. With independence, these benefits would accrue 
over time to the Scottish Government, substantially bolstering 
the financial case for a transformational change in childcare 
provision.
Under the Westminster system, families in Scotland have 
waited too long for the provision of adequate and fair childcare 
provision. Independence will give us the powers to make that 
ambition a reality, and become a modern, successful, socially 
just country that cares for our most vulnerable and provides 
opportunities for each and every child who lives here. With 
independence we can develop a distinctive system, built  
round the needs of our children and their families. 
The goal of this Scottish Government, therefore, is to deliver a 
transformation in the provision of high quality, early learning and 
childcare throughout Scotland. We are taking the first steps on 
that journey with the Children and Young People Bill, currently 
before the Parliament, introducing a significant enhancement 
of the early learning and childcare offered to all families. The 
legislation increases provision for each three and four year 
old and our most vulnerable two year olds to a minimum of 
600 hours, up from the current 475 hours, and also introduces 
flexibility to meet parents’ needs fully and properly.
These changes, bringing with them a required increase in 
capacity, and a growing skilled workforce, will be introduced 
without compromising on quality. Our view, however, is that only 
independence will allow us to unlock the resources to support a 
much more ambitious transformation in the care we give to our 
children in the first years of their lives.
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 Our priorities for action
Parents in the UK face some of the highest childcare costs in 
Europe236. Although these costs are currently lower in Scotland 
than in England – £94.35 per week compared with £106.52 
for two, three and four year olds – parents in Scotland still 
spend around 27 per cent of household income on childcare, 
compared to the OECD average of 12 per cent237.
Independence will give us the opportunity to invest more in the 
supply of services, rather than subsidising demand. This is the 
approach adopted in the most successful countries and will 
ensure resources are spent most effectively, and that childcare 
becomes more affordable. 
In an independent Scotland, this Government would develop 
a universal system of high quality early learning and childcare 
for children from the age of one to when they enter school.
We will:
■■ in our first budget: provide 600 hours of childcare to around 
half of Scotland’s two year olds. Those whose parents 
receive working tax credit or child tax credit will benefit
■■ by the end of the first Parliament: ensure that all three and 
four year olds and vulnerable two year olds will be entitled 
to 1,140 hours of childcare a year (the same amount of 
time as children spend in primary school)
■■ by the end of the second Parliament: ensure that all children 
from one to school age will be entitled to 1,140 hours of 
childcare per year
This transformational change to childcare in Scotland will 
allow parents, in particular women, to choose to work without 
worrying about the cost of looking after their children. With 
independence the benefits of their work – in economic growth 
and tax revenues – will stay in Scotland, contributing to meeting 
the cost of this childcare provision. 
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Such a transformational extension in the provision of early 
learning and childcare will need to be introduced on a phased 
basis, in a way that is manageable and sustainable. This 
approach will need to be managed carefully and agreed with 
delivery partners. 
It will be essential to maintain the highest quality provision in 
order to support child wellbeing and development; alongside 
providing significant support to families and sustainable 
employment opportunities. The universal provision will give 
children an entitlement to a minimum number of hours and,  
as now, parents will be able to access or purchase additional 
hours to support working patterns. 
In Scotland we already invest significant resources in early 
learning and childcare, equal to many of our European 
neighbours. However the outcomes we achieve from this 
investment do not match those of our most successful 
neighbours. We therefore plan to undertake a review of our cost 
structure, based on international examples, to ensure that our 
future investment in early learning and childcare achieves the 
best possible outcomes.
Capital investments will be required to build up the estate, both 
in terms of expansion of the current estate and new build, for 
stand-alone (nursery or daycare) provision to meet the needs 
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of children before school, so that our children learn and are 
nurtured in high quality environments. 
Investment will also be required in training and to substantially 
increase the workforce. The expansion of childcare will provide 
around 35,000 new jobs. Investment will also cover regulation, 
inspection and ensure the quality of expanded provision through 
the functions of Education Scotland, the Care Inspectorate and 
the Scottish Social Services Council.
Funded early learning and childcare will be part of a high quality 
universal system, with local authorities delivering and securing 
provision to ensure that education and quality are protected 
and improved. Building local authority provision, along with 
expansion within the third and private sectors, will contribute  
to the delivery of the highest quality provision. 
 Supporting Scotland’s universities
 The choices open to us
There will be major direct gains in an independent Scotland for 
Scotland’s universities. Scotland has been an educational leader 
since the early part of the 15th century. It is home to some of the 
world’s oldest and most prestigious universities as well as some 
of the finest specialist vocational and modern institutions. 
Scotland’s high quality education, research and innovation 
attracts scholars and researchers from across the globe, who 
in turn draw on their positive experiences to promote Scotland’s 
academic opportunities and welcoming culture; a British Council 
survey suggests that 86 per cent of students said they would 
recommend the Scottish experience to others and 91 per cent 
said Scotland was a good place to be238.
The Scottish Government already supports this international 
exchange by funding student mobility initiatives such as 
the Outward Mobility Fund, Erasmus and the Fulbright, 
Commonwealth and Saltire Scholarship schemes, which 
provide 200 awards of £2,000 to undergraduate and 
postgraduate students from China, India, and North America. 
Scotland is an active partner in Erasmus and the Bologna 
Process – which launched the European Higher Education 
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Area in 2010 and supports student mobility across Europe. 
The Scottish Government also recently launched a pilot project 
offering funding for up to 250 Scottish domiciled students 
undertaking their undergraduate degree in the EU. This means 
for the first time Scottish students studying in Europe will 
be entitled to the same support with living costs as students 
studying at home. Independence will provide the opportunity to 
do even more, and will give Scotland a clear platform to engage 
in international arenas and a stronger voice in Europe as a full 
member state.
The Scottish university sector is developing international 
relationships and promoting Scotland’s commitment to 
educational excellence, for example through collaborative 
research projects and campuses based abroad. We can make 
the international promotion of the higher education sector in 
Scotland, as the educational and research destination of choice, 
a priority in an independent Scotland, through our own overseas 
diplomatic and trade network. 
 Our priorities for action
 Free access to higher education
The university sector is one of the main drivers of the Scottish 
economy and ensuring a supply of trained graduates to 
contribute to our economy is one of its significant outputs. 
40,000
SCOTLAND  
WELCOMES 
MORE THAN
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
EACH YEAR
SouRcE: HiGHER Education StatiSticS aGEncy
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In 2011/12, there were 167,365 full-time students in Scottish 
Higher Education Institutions239 and Scottish students accepted 
by our universities rose to a record number this year with 
27,990 students accepted to study in 2013/14, an increase  
in 2 per cent compared with the same stage last year240.
On independence, Scottish domiciled students will continue to 
have free access to higher education. This guarantee will save 
Scottish students up to £9,000 a year compared with the cost of 
studying in England.
Free education for those able to benefit from it is a core part of 
Scotland’s educational tradition and the values that underpin 
our educational system. One of the major achievements of 
devolved government in Scotland has been to restore this right 
to Scottish domiciled undergraduate students. 
In contrast, the Westminster Government has pursued an 
increasingly market-driven approach to higher education, 
increasing tuition fees for undergraduate students to up to 
£9,000 a year. This divergence in funding policy between 
Scotland and England, and resulting disparity in the cost 
of securing a university education, creates a huge financial 
incentive for students from England to study in Scotland. In that 
context, and to ensure Scottish students remain able to study at 
Scottish higher education institutions, this Government had little 
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option but to allow Scottish institutions to set their own tuition 
fees for students from the rest of the UK at a rate no higher than 
the maximum annual tuition fee rate charged to such students 
by universities elsewhere in the UK. 
This policy has not prevented students from the rest of the UK 
accessing Scottish universities. In 2012/13, the first year of 
the new arrangements, 4,800 students from the rest of the UK 
were accepted through UCAS to study at Scottish universities, 
an increase of 180 acceptances (4 per cent) on the previous 
academic year241.
Following independence, the Scottish Government proposes 
to maintain the status quo by continuing our current policy of 
charging fees to students from the rest of the UK to study at 
Scottish higher education institutions. 
This policy, based on residence, recognises the need to 
maintain the current mix of students from different parts of 
the UK in Scottish universities in order to ensure that Scottish 
domiciled students have the opportunity to study in Scotland, 
and that Scotland secures the graduate skills it requires, while 
ensuring that the universities also benefit from the contribution 
of students from the rest of the UK and beyond. 
The Government believes that continuing to charge students 
from other parts of the UK is the best way to achieve this 
balance, recognising that there is a long history of substantial 
numbers of students from elsewhere in the UK coming to 
Scottish universities to take advantage of our high quality 
education, our common language and the parallel system of 
educational qualifications that make Scotland an attractive 
place for them to study. These students would pay substantial 
fees if studying in their own countries. 
We believe that in an independent Scotland it will be possible 
for an objective justification for this charging regime to be 
established. On that basis, we consider that retention of tuition 
fees for students, based on residence in the rest of the UK, 
is an appropriate and necessary measure to ensure Scottish 
domiciled students continue to have access to higher education 
opportunities. If the Westminster Government change their 
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policy and return to a higher education system where access to 
university is based on the ability to learn, not the ability to pay, 
we would also review our charging policy.
Our policy is based on the unique and exceptional position of 
Scotland in relation to other parts of the UK, on the relative size 
of the rest of the UK, on the fee differential, on our shared land 
border and common language, on the qualification structure, 
on the quality of our university sector and on the high demand 
for places. We believe that these distinctive characteristics will 
enable us to justify objectively the continuation of our current 
policy in a way which is consistent with the principles of free 
movement across the EU as a whole and which is compatible 
with EU requirements.
With independence, we will continue to support access to higher 
education in Scotland for students from elsewhere in the EU in 
accordance with our support for student mobility across Europe.
 Research 
Higher education research in Scotland is internationally 
recognised and respected for its quality and its innovative and 
collaborative nature. The excellence of our universities and 
strength of the research base is reflected in Scotland’s success 
in successfully competing for funding within the UK and  
internationally. 
In 2011/12, Scottish universities attracted £905 million242 in 
research funding from a wide range of sources, including 
government, business, charities and the EU. 
This Government has shown our commitment to university 
research by increasing investment in research and knowledge 
exchange activities by 38 per cent since 2007 and supporting 
global excellence, through investment of £13.8 million in 
2013/14 for world-leading research243.
While funding is important, a strong research base also requires 
an environment in which research is respected and valued and 
where government, businesses and our universities work in 
partnership to grow our economy and improve our society. 
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This Government has been instrumental in supporting the 
development of such an environment – advancing novel ideas 
such as the internationalisation of our research pools and, more 
recently, the establishment of a network of innovation centres 
which have the potential to transform the scale and nature of 
university-business relationships and collaborations.
The best research operates across boundaries, be they 
disciplinary, institutional or nation state. We recognise and  
will continue to support collaborations at a range of spatial 
scales – continuing to participate in existing collaborations 
that work well while seeking to extend our global reach as an 
independent country.
The UK operates as a ‘common research area’, ensuring no 
barriers to collaborative research and access to facilities for 
researchers throughout the UK. We recognise the benefits – for 
the academic community, business and research charities – of 
maintaining long-term stability in research funding and systems 
that support initiatives of scale and researchers working 
together across boundaries. It is clearly in the interests of both 
Scotland and the rest of the UK to maintain a common research 
area including shared research councils, access to facilities and 
peer review.
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While the rest of the UK will remain an important research 
partner, we will also extend our global reach. Scotland can 
already point to notable successes in working across European 
boundaries with international research centres increasingly 
attracted to Scotland by the quality of our research base 
including the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Photonics – the 
first Fraunhofer Institute to be located in the UK – and the 
European Lead Factory, a Europe-wide platform for drug 
discovery supported by the Innovative Medicines Initiative.
We want to build on these successes. Horizon 2020 – the EU’s 
new programme for research and innovation – in particular 
offers a significant opportunity for Scotland’s universities to 
build these partnerships and access the considerable research 
funding available244. We are also following with interest the 
wider progress of the European Research Area, with its focus 
on strengthening transnational co-operation and enabling 
researchers and scientific knowledge to circulate freely.
Our universities are already active players on the world stage 
extending their world-class teaching offering and forming 
partnerships and research collaborations across the globe. 
We are keen to further develop these collaborations. With 
independence, Scotland and our universities will be in a 
stronger position, as a sovereign nation state, to promote 
Scottish higher education overseas with a dedicated overseas 
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diplomatic and trade network enhancing Scotland’s visibility  
on the international stage.
 Research funding
Public funding for university research in Scotland and across 
the UK is currently delivered by a dual support system 
comprising:
■■ a block grant given by the funding council of each country 
(funded from devolved budgets) and
■■ competitively awarded grants from the UK-wide Research 
Councils (funded through the tax base)
These two sources make up the majority of university research 
income. In 2011/12 Scottish universities received a third of 
their research income from the Scottish Funding Council and 
won a further quarter in competitive funding from the Research 
Councils and National Academies245.
The UK and other funders benefit from the quality of the 
research undertaken in Scotland, our centres of excellence and 
infrastructure, and the lack of barriers to research collaboration. 
After independence this Government will seek to continue the 
current arrangements for a common research area and funding 
through established UK Research Councils, as we believe this 
would benefit both Scotland and the rest of the UK in supporting 
collaboration. 
Scotland already contributes to the funding of the Research 
Councils through the UK tax system. With independence, we 
would intend to negotiate with the Westminster Government a fair 
funding formula for Scotland’s contribution based on population 
share but taking reasonable account of the fact that the amount 
of research funding received by Scottish institutions from the 
Research Councils may reflect higher or lower levels of funding.
Providing a direct contribution from the Scottish Government 
budget in this way would create more transparency and 
clearer accountability around our investment, enabling Scottish 
interests to be better and more consistently reflected in the 
identification of Research Council priorities.
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This Government plans to ensure that levels of public 
investment in university research are sufficient to enable 
our researchers and universities to remain internationally 
competitive with current levels of government investment in 
university research (though the Scottish Funding Council and 
the Research Councils) at least maintained as part of wider and 
longer term plans to harness increased funding from the private 
sector and other sources including Horizon 2020. 
An independent Scotland will have the opportunity to 
internationally enhance the profile of our institutions, and will 
have new responsibilities for immigration policy, following 
independence, to attract leading research talent from around 
the world to study and settle in Scotland. 
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■■ For the first time, Scotland’s national interests will be directly 
represented on the international stage
■■ Under our plans, Scotland’s foreign, security and defence 
policies will be grounded in a clear framework of participating in 
rules-based international co-operation to secure shared interests, 
protecting Scotland’s people and resources and promoting 
sustainable economic growth
■■ We will continue to be a member of the EU and will have a seat 
at the top table to represent Scotland's interests more effectively; 
we will not be at risk of leaving the EU against the wishes of the 
Scottish people
■■ An overseas network of 70 to 90 international offices is planned, 
built on Scotland’s existing capacity and our share of the UK’s 
international assets
■■ Scotland will recognise and act on its responsibilities, as one of 
the wealthiest nations on the planet, to international development
■■ Our defence plans focus on a strong conventional defence 
footprint in and around Scotland and the removal of nuclear 
weapons, delivering a £500 million defence and security dividend 
in 2016/17
■■ Scotland’s security will be guaranteed as a non-nuclear member 
of NATO, with Scotland contributing excellent conventional 
capabilities to the alliance
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Scotland’s international relations
  Why we need a new approach
Scotland has always been an outward facing nation, exporting 
goods, people and ideas around the world and welcoming ideas 
and people from other countries into our national culture. The 
current Scottish Government’s ambition for an independent 
Scotland has deep internationalist roots and is based on a firm 
belief that, as an independent country, we will have a distinct 
and valuable contribution to make to world affairs. Scotland will 
be a committed and active participant in the global community 
of nations.
In the conduct of international affairs no country operates 
in isolation. The global and regional context creates the 
conditions and defines the range of choices and options that 
each state must address. Globalisation enables not only the 
greater movement of goods, people and ideas, but also the 
transmission of threats across borders, presenting an ever-
shifting set of challenges and opportunities. In particular, 
demand for resources will increase over the next 20 years 
putting Scotland, a country with abundant fresh water, major 
oil and gas supplies and the potential to become a renewable 
energy powerhouse, at the forefront of global discussions.
An independent Scotland would be no different from any other 
independent country. Governments plan and act to ensure that 
their societies can capitalise on opportunities while adapting 
to face longer-term challenges, and reacting to more acute 
threats and emergencies, whether natural or man-made. An 
independent Scotland will perform these functions.
The impact of world events has increasingly important 
implications for both domestic and foreign policy. An 
international outlook has never been so necessary. As 
recent financial events have demonstrated, no economy is 
isolated from global economic conditions and every nation is 
increasingly dependent, to a greater or lesser degree, on the 
flow of international trade and investment and its relationships 
with others. The development of a coherent set of polices 
surrounding an independent Scotland’s position on foreign 
affairs, defence and security will therefore be essential.
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An independent Scotland would not need to replicate the 
structure of the Westminster Government or adopt its 
processes. Scotland’s smaller size and specific national 
interests mean that we can adopt a more focused approach  
to the design and delivery of foreign and defence policies.
Under our plans, an independent Scotland’s foreign, security 
and defence policies would be grounded in a clear framework:
■■ participation in rules-based international co-operation to 
secure shared interests. Scotland will be an active member 
of global institutions and will be party to fair and reciprocal 
agreements which respect human rights. Scotland will also 
be an active participant in international development, in 
line with the UN Millennium Development Goals and other 
relevant international agreements. Given Scotland’s place in 
the western world and our history of friendship with a broad 
range of other nations, our interests will largely coincide with 
many others in the international community. It is therefore in 
Scotland’s national interest to be a member of multilateral 
institutions alongside partners and friends with common 
interests and to co-operate with other nations in pursuit  
of common concerns and promotion of common values
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■■ protection of Scotland, our people and our resources. This 
encompasses the role of defence and security capabilities 
in ensuring the safety of Scotland’s territory, citizens, 
institutions, values and systems against factors which 
could undermine prosperity, wellbeing and freedom. It also 
includes the role of the Government’s overseas services in 
protecting Scots abroad
■■ promotion of sustainable economic growth. Using 
Scotland’s place in the world and our approach to global 
affairs to develop Scotland’s economy is key to ensuring 
the continued and increased prosperity of the nation. 
Promotion of the many other positive aspects of Scottish 
life will also be a significant component of this work ranging 
from highlighting Scotland’s world-class universities, to 
capitalising on our cultural and environmental profile, 
building on our already impressive international reputation
Today, Scotland has no formal voice on the international stage. 
Instead, we are represented by a Westminster Government 
that has based its actions, too often, on different international 
priorities. We see that most clearly in matters of war and peace 
and in our relationship with the EU.
As the government of an independent country, the primary 
purpose of our international engagement would be the 
promotion and protection of Scotland’s national interests. 
Currently these can only be a part of the UK’s considerations 
and Westminster’s policies will rarely be fully aligned with what 
is right for Scotland.
Where Scotland’s interests coincide with the interests of the 
rest of the UK, together we will form a more powerful voice for 
action. When Scotland has a distinct view, we will have a new 
ability to build alliances and make our case, ensuring that what 
is right for the people of Scotland is heard.
This independence advantage will be of greatest benefit in 
our relationship with the EU. This Government sees close 
engagement with the EU as an opportunity for Scotland, rather 
than the threat it seems to be for some in the UK. In 40 years 
of UK and Scottish membership of the EU, Scotland has not 
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had direct representation at Europe’s top table, and the price 
has been paid by important Scottish industries, including our 
fishing and agriculture sectors. On these issues, Westminster’s 
approach has too often been to the detriment of Scottish jobs 
and prosperity.
Distrust and disengagement has dominated Westminster’s 
attitude to the EU for too many years. A new threat is now 
emerging: the growing possibility that, if we remain part of the 
UK, a referendum on future British membership of the EU could 
see Scotland taken out of the EU against the wishes of the 
people of Scotland, with deeply damaging consequences for 
our citizens and our economy.
While the UK seeks an ability to project global power, an 
independent Scotland can choose a different approach. If in 
government, we will direct our international efforts, first and 
foremost, into deepening and consolidating relationships 
with friends and partners, new and old, across the world and, 
through this, expanding opportunities for people and businesses 
in Scotland.
Our bywords will be co-operation, development and trade. Our 
clear priorities will be commerce and partnership, not conflict. 
Scotland will be a champion for international justice and peace.
Independence will provide a step change for Scotland 
internationally. We will no longer be in the shadow of 
Westminster, with its increasingly insular and isolationist 
elements. Instead we can bring a new and distinct accent  
and approach to world affairs.
 The opportunities available to Scotland
Scotland starts with an enviable reputation and a strong 
international identity. Our international brand is one of our most 
important assets as a country.
Even without independent status, Scotland’s international brand 
value already ranks 15th out of 50 nations according to 
international comparisons published in 2012. Scotland has 
continually scored highly and is ranked similarly to – and often 
ahead of – other comparably-sized, high income, democracies 
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such as Denmark, Finland, Ireland and New Zealand246.  
This provides an excellent starting point and the move to 
independence will, in itself, deliver a boost to Scotland’s 
international recognition. We can use this important moment in 
our history as an opportunity to extend a welcome to the world 
and an invitation to engage more fully with our newly 
independent nation.
As an independent country, we can choose to build on these 
strengths, with an overseas network that works better for 
Scotland, and an overseas presence at the heart of our strategy 
to generate new economic opportunities for our nation.
Scotland will be entitled to a fair share of the UK’s extensive 
overseas properties (or a share of their value) allowing us to 
use existing premises for some overseas posts. For example, 
the Foreign Office owns or leases almost 5,000 properties 
overseas247. The estimated value of this estate is around  
£1.9 billion. Based on a population share (our actual share 
will be a matter for negotiation) Scotland would be entitled to 
around £150 million allowing us to establish ourselves quickly 
and for little initial cost in our priority countries.
We will have the opportunity to design our overseas footprint 
based not on an imperial past or a desire for global power, but 
on what works for Scotland in the modern world. That means 
we can choose to put investment into practical advantages for 
the people of Scotland rather than the UK’s priorities.
We are fortunate to have extensive domestic expertise to 
provide a firm base to build our international service. The 
current Department for International Development staff and 
offices in East Kilbride and Scottish Development International 
(SDI) staff in Glasgow will provide a strong institutional 
foundation.
Future Scottish governments will also have the opportunity 
to access the full range of expertise that has been developed 
in our universities. For example, Scotland is home to 
internationally recognised schools and institutes of international 
relations at the universities of Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Glasgow 
and St Andrews.
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 The Scotland we can create
On independence, Scotland will be clearly positioned as a 
country which observes international law and respects and 
promotes human rights, democratic values, equality and good 
governance. We have unique advantages and experience to 
offer in the field of climate change and energy. We have shown 
that we can innovate through our approach to international 
development and aid. We also have world leading expertise to 
offer in education, health improvement and research. This is 
an exceptionally strong starting position and shows clearly the 
contribution an independent Scotland can make internationally.
Scotland therefore has much to offer the world and much to gain 
from direct participation, in our own name, in the global community.
Independence gives us the ability to advance Scotland’s interests 
in our immediate neighbourhood and through engagement – for 
example, with our extended family, the Scottish diaspora. Our 
existing network of Global Scots, made up of leading Scottish 
business people and experts with an affinity for Scotland, will 
continue to ensure Scottish companies develop, expand and 
thrive locally in a competitive international market.
With our immediate neighbours in the British Isles and Northern 
Europe, independence will create opportunities for co-operation, 
with future governments able to engage as equals in partnerships 
that enhance Scotland’s position in relation to important policy 
areas including energy, tourism, security and culture.
In the EU, an independent Scotland will be able to engage early 
and directly across the range of the Union’s activities, ensuring 
Scottish interests are considered. Scottish governments will be 
able to promote our priorities in a system based on consensus 
and alliance building, where Scotland’s votes will bring direct 
influence with the Commission and within the Council of 
Ministers. Being at the top table will transform Scotland’s place 
in Europe.
Scotland has much to offer international development. With 
the limited powers of devolution, we have developed a 
highly successful programme of international development 
work, supporting projects in our seven priority countries for 
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development – Malawi, Zambia, Rwanda, Tanzania, India, 
Pakistan and Sri Lanka. We have also offered humanitarian  
and other specific support to a small number of other countries.
With independence we will have the ability, and determination, 
to extend these efforts significantly and can ensure that Scottish 
development investment complies with international best 
practice. Our ambition is for Scotland to be a global leader in 
this field. We can ensure that international development is a 
central part of our international responsibilities and overseas 
engagement, underpinning the actions of the Scottish 
Government at home and abroad.
Scotland’s foreign policy and international relations will take 
place within three overlapping and interacting spheres that  
will be the cornerstones of Scotland’s foreign policy:
■■ our partnership with the other nations of these islands
■■ our regional role as an active member of the EU with strong 
links to the Nordic countries and the Arctic
■■ the global context: our independent role in international  
and multilateral organisations, including the UN and NATO
 Scotland in the British Isles
 The choices open to us
Devolution has shown the strengths of having different political 
systems in Scotland and the rest of the UK for both countries. 
Since 1999 many areas of Scottish life, including health, 
justice and education, have to all intents and purposes been 
independent.
The Scottish approach to these issues – for example, banning 
smoking in public places, protecting free education and pushing 
for a minimum price for alcohol – has challenged the rest of 
the UK to consider different approaches to address challenges 
common to both countries. We have also been able to consider 
the Westminster approach to policy issues, sometimes rejecting 
those that are not suitable for Scotland or that have no support 
here. With independence we can change the nature of our 
co-operation and extend these policy conversations across the 
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range of government activity. An independent Scotland, with 
a commitment to social justice, can be a beacon for progress 
elsewhere on these Isles.
Devolution also illustrates how self-government removes the 
political tensions that can arise from fundamental differences 
in voting patterns in Scotland and other parts of the UK. For 
example, Westminster cannot pursue in Scotland reforms 
similar to those being carried out in the health service in 
England, which it could have done before devolution. Decisions 
on devolved matters require the democratic consent of the 
Scottish Parliament.
Independence will remove the tensions that exist because of 
political differences over reserved matters, such as welfare. 
With independence, Scotland will always get the government 
it chooses. We will be responsible for all of our own resources 
and expenditure and we will take and be responsible for 
the consequences of all decisions about our government, 
people and society. Those decisions will include appropriate 
partnerships on these Isles, based on mutual respect and 
equality of status.
This Scottish Government has a clear vision for the positive 
relationship that can exist with independence, maintaining 
important links including our social union. We recognise that 
some people have an alternative vision, including a different 
approach to currency or the future status of the monarchy. 
These are legitimate differences of opinion. Those who hold 
them will make their case to the people of Scotland on these 
points and others in the 2016 elections and subsequently. It will 
be up to the people Scotland to decide the approach that best 
suits our nation as we move forward.
 Our priorities for action
After independence, Scotland will no longer be part of the 
current parliamentary union with the other nations of the UK 
which gives Westminster its authority over Scotland. The Acts of 
Union will be repealed as part of our transition to independence. 
That means the Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government 
will have responsibility for the full range of government activity 
in Scotland.
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This change in the political and governmental arrangements for 
Scotland will not affect the many other ties that bind Scotland 
to the other nations of the UK. We will continue to be linked to 
other nations of the UK by five continuing unions: the EU; an 
ongoing Union of the Crowns; a Sterling Area; and as members 
of the NATO defence union. And the social union, made up of 
connections of family, history, culture and language, will have 
every opportunity to flourish and strengthen.
The history of the UK, the Crown Dependencies and the 
Commonwealth demonstrates that it is entirely normal for 
the UK to have varied and changing political relationships 
whilst retaining strong social ties. Scotland’s social union 
with the other nations of the UK will continue through our 
shared language, culture and history. It is in the interests of 
an independent Scotland and the rest of the UK to share a 
currency and a Common Travel Area, meaning there will be  
no need for passports, exchanges or border checks.
The independence we propose reflects the realities of an 
increasingly inter-dependent world and is based upon a firm 
commitment to partnership and co-operation, not only in these 
Isles, but also in the EU and other international arrangements.
Independence will recognise the distinct political identities of 
Scotland and the rest of the UK, and allow us to work together 
in a more democratic environment with a renewed partnership 
as close allies and friends. Scotland’s future relationship 
with the UK will be as rich and close as the UK’s relationship 
with Ireland, which was described by the British and Irish 
governments in 2012 in these terms:
The relationship between our two countries has never been 
stronger or more settled, as complex or as important as it is 
today. Our citizens, uniquely linked by geography and history, 
are connected today as never before through business, 
politics, culture and sport, travel and technology and, of 
course, family ties. Our two economies benefit from a flow of 
people, goods, investment, capital and ideas on a scale that 
is rare even in this era of global economic integration248.
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Independence will allow Scotland and the rest of the UK to work 
together on matters of common interest, as nations do across 
the world. This will include current cross-border arrangements 
on health treatments, combating serious and organised crime 
and terrorism and administrative arrangements to deliver 
services to the people of Scotland and the rest of the UK when 
this makes sense. To suggest otherwise is to believe that 
the Westminster Government would act against the express 
interests of people and businesses in the rest of the UK.
Scotland’s most important diplomatic relationships will be with 
the rest of the UK and Ireland, reflecting cultural history and 
family ties, shared interests in trade, security and common 
travel. The current Scottish Government plans a substantial 
diplomatic presence in both London and Dublin and will be 
active participants in the British-Irish Council, the secretariat  
of which is already based in Edinburgh.
Scotland and the rest of the UK will have a very close and 
constructive relationship on many foreign policy issues; it is 
natural that the values and interests of such close neighbours 
will often be aligned. The current Scottish Government would 
intend to support the rest of the UK in maintaining its seat on the 
UN Security Council. However, there will be issues on which a 
fundamentally different approach is right for Scotland and only 
independence gives us the opportunity to take that different path.
 Scotland in the European Union
 The choices open to us
We believe that Scotland’s natural position is as an active 
participant in the EU, which provides us with unparalleled 
access to a market of over 500 million people.
We believe that an independent government, acting to protect 
Scotland’s national interests within the EU, can restore some of 
the ground lost in recent decades when key Scottish industries 
have not been a priority for Westminster in EU negotiations. The 
debate over Scotland’s relationship with the EU is, however, 
one that will almost certainly feature in future Scottish election 
campaigns, with some arguing for a looser form of partnership. 
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The advantage of independence is that the people of Scotland 
will have the sole and final say. We will not be taken out of the 
EU against our wishes as may turn out to be the case if we are 
not independent.
Within the EU there will be important opportunities for future 
Scottish governments to determine priorities and maximise the 
benefits of our membership. These include:
■■ Scotland’s democratic voice in the EU: the EU has 
considerable influence over Scotland’s economic and 
social welfare, from the single market to its common 
policies on a wide range of social and cultural matters. 
Independent membership of the EU would ensure that 
the Scottish Government is able, for the first time, to 
participate at every level in the EU legislative and policy 
process. With independence the Scottish Parliament will 
have an enhanced role in EU issues, holding the Scottish 
Government to account for positions taken in the EU, and 
ratifying reforms to the EU treaties
■■ prioritising interests and partnerships: as an 
independent member state, Scotland will be in a much 
better position to advance our interests than as part of 
the UK. In practice the EU seeks consensus – solutions 
acceptable to all member states. To reach unanimity, 
all countries whatever their size have an equal say, and 
can advance their arguments and interests. On the rare 
occasions in which a consensus cannot be reached, a 
formal vote is held to settle the common position. Scotland 
would have our own votes on these occasions, and would 
align our votes with those member states whose interests 
best match Scotland’s. An independent Scotland can 
therefore never find itself in a less favourable position than 
now – when we do not have our own voice – in representing 
Scotland’s interests in the EU. Indeed, smaller EU member 
states tend to be relatively more successful in negotiations 
than are the large member states249
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■■ focused engagement: the most successful EU 
member states develop clear strategies and priorities for 
engagement with the EU. Independence will allow the 
Scottish Government to focus effectively on our strategic 
priorities, which include: energy and climate change; marine 
environment including fisheries; agriculture; research and 
creativity; and freedom, security and justice. Strategic 
priorities for an independent Scotland in the EU are likely 
to include: completing the internal market, especially 
an EU-wide single market for services; maximising the 
opportunities for Scottish firms within the priority actions 
identified by the Commission to stimulate growth; collective 
action on major societal challenges such as energy security, 
climate change, healthy and active ageing, sustainable 
growth, improved public health and reducing societal 
inequalities; co-operation on Justice and Home Affairs to 
tackle organised crime and terrorism; and helping Scottish 
citizens to live and work in other member states, and vice 
versa
■■ participating in the Europe 2020 growth agenda: an 
independent Scotland will participate fully in, and benefit 
from, the range of economic policy initiatives that are being 
developed and delivered within the framework of the EU’s 
Europe 2020 growth strategy: exploiting digital technologies; 
bolstering innovation in products, services and business 
models; enhancing employment prospects for young people; 
promoting renewable energy and the resource efficiency 
of economic activity towards a low-carbon economy; 
promoting industrial competitiveness; and reducing poverty 
and social exclusion
■■ reform of the EU: an independent Scotland will be able to 
play a full and constructive role as a member state of the 
EU, including in reform of the EU itself to bring it closer to 
its citizens and address their concerns. Considerations for 
future Scottish governments will include actions to tackle 
three main issues: distance between the EU institutions 
and EU citizens; longer-term EU level policies to deliver 
sustained economic recovery across all member states; 
and an active role for member states to work together in 
partnership to deliver key EU objectives
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An independent Scottish Government will, for the first time, be 
able to promote Scottish economic interests directly, protect 
Scottish citizens and participate on equal terms as all other 
member states in EU affairs. The only government capable of 
properly representing Scotland’s interests in the EU decision-
making process is a government elected by, and directly 
accountable to, the people of Scotland.
 Our priorities for action
The Scottish Government, supported by the overwhelming 
majority of Members of the Scottish Parliament, believes that 
membership of the EU is in the best interests of Scotland. It is  
our policy, therefore, that an independent Scotland continues  
as a member of the EU.
The major advantages of continued EU membership are:
■■ access to the EU single market: the world’s largest single 
market, with free movement of goods, services, capital 
and people. The EU accounted for around 46 per cent of 
Scotland’s international exports in 2011250 and 160,000 
citizens from other member states live, work or study here251. 
Membership of the EU single market plays an important role 
in attracting foreign direct investment to Scotland
■■ being part of an organisation with a global reach, contributing 
directly to the collective stance of the EU in world trade 
negotiations, including bilateral arrangements with third 
countries, and represented by the collective weight of the 
EU in any international trade disputes
■■ a shared social agenda to promote social cohesion across 
the EU. The economic gains of the EU need to be shared 
among all Europe’s citizens and the EU social agenda 
should protect the rights and interests of workers and 
families, without stifling labour markets or undermining 
economic competitiveness
■■ the ability to match and retain talent, ensuring businesses 
continue to attract the best workers from across the EU 
to Scotland, and Scottish citizens continue to move freely 
within the EU to work, study and live, gaining experience 
which they can share on return to Scotland
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■■ a partnership approach to freedom, security and justice: 
engaging with EU partners against organised crime, 
terrorism, drug and people trafficking and money laundering
■■ the opportunity to play a full role in the EU’s common foreign 
and security policy, including co-operation to enhance 
Europe’s defence capability and enhancing Scotland’s 
contribution to international development and environment 
goals, such as the Millennium Development Goals
With independence, Scotland will take its proper place as a full 
member within the structures of the EU, giving us the ability to 
effectively represent Scottish interests within the EU.
Following a vote for independence the Scottish Government 
will immediately seek discussions with the Westminster 
Government, with member states and with the institutions 
of the EU to agree the process whereby a smooth transition 
to independent EU membership can take place on the day 
Scotland becomes an independent country.
The discussions will be held during the period in which Scotland 
remains part of the UK and by extension, part of the EU. This 
will allow the transition to independent EU membership to 
proceed without disrupting the continuity of Scotland’s current 
position inside the EU single market or the rights and interests 
of EU citizens and businesses in Scotland. The Scottish 
Government believes that ensuring a seamless transition to 
independent EU membership will be in the best interests of 
Scotland, all member states and the EU in general, as well 
as those individual EU citizens and businesses who would be 
affected by any alternative approach.
The Scottish Government has proposed an 18-month period 
between the referendum and independence, which we believe 
is realistic for the terms of Scotland’s independent membership 
of the EU to be agreed and all the necessary processes 
completed. It also provides sufficient time for the Scottish 
Government to undertake the necessary legal and institutional 
preparations for independent EU membership.
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The Scottish situation is sui generis. There is no specific 
provision within the EU Treaties for the situation where, by a 
consensual and lawful constitutional process, the democratically 
determined majority view in part of the territory of an existing 
member state is that it should become an independent country.
Article 49 of the Treaty of the European Union provides the 
legal basis, and defines the procedure, for a conventional 
enlargement where the candidate country is seeking 
membership from outside the EU. As Scotland joined the EU 
in 1973 this is not the starting position from which the Scottish 
Government will be pursuing independent EU membership. 
Article 49 does not appear to be the appropriate legal base on 
which to facilitate Scotland’s transition to full EU membership.
The alternative to an Article 49 procedure, and a legal basis 
that the Scottish Government considers is appropriate to the 
prospective circumstances, is that Scotland’s transition to full 
membership is secured under the general provisions of Article 
48. Article 48 provides for a Treaty amendment to be agreed 
by common accord on the part of the representatives of the 
governments of the member states.
Article 48 is therefore a suitable legal route to facilitate the 
transition process, by allowing the EU Treaties to be amended 
through ordinary revision procedure before Scotland becomes 
independent, to enable it to become a member state at the point 
of independence.
The Scottish Government recognises it will be for the EU 
member states, meeting under the auspices of the Council, 
to take forward the most appropriate procedure under which 
an independent Scotland will become a signatory to the EU 
Treaties at the point at which it becomes independent, taking 
into account Scotland’s status as an EU jurisdiction of 40 years 
standing. The European Parliament will also play its role in 
Scotland’s transition.
The Scottish Government will approach EU membership 
negotiations on the principle of continuity of effect: that is, a 
transition to independent membership that is based on the 
EU Treaty obligations and provisions that currently apply to 
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Scotland under our present status as part of the UK, and 
without disruption to Scotland’s current fully integrated standing 
within the legal, economic, institutional, political and social 
framework of the EU.
We recognise that specific provisions will need to be included 
in the EU Treaties as part of the amendment process to ensure 
the principle of continuity of effect with respect to the terms and 
conditions of Scotland’s independent EU membership, including 
detailed considerations around current opt-outs, in particular the 
rebate, Eurozone, Justice and Home Affairs and the Schengen 
travel area.
Scotland is likely to be a net financial contributor to the EU, 
subject to negotiation on issues such as the rebate and 
Scottish take up of EU funding programmes. The EU budget 
has been agreed until 2020. We see no reason for re-opening 
current budgetary agreements. Prior to 2020, we consider 
that the division of the share of the UK rebate would be a 
matter for negotiation between the Scottish and Westminster 
Governments.
Our intention to retain Sterling as the currency of an independent 
Scotland is based on an analysis of the potential impact of the 
alternative currency options on Scottish people and businesses, 
including the ease with which they can conduct their business 
with people and companies across the rest of the UK and 
beyond. While the Scottish Government recognises the political 
and economic objectives of the Eurozone, an independent 
Scotland will not seek, nor will we qualify for, membership of the 
Eurozone. Scotland’s participation in the Sterling Area will not 
conflict with wider obligations under the EU treaties.
As Article 140 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union (TFEU) makes clear, an EU member state is only 
permitted to join the Eurozone and adopt the Euro as its 
currency if the “convergence criteria” have been met. These 
convergence criteria include:
■■ inflation rate: the applicant country’s inflation rate to be 
no more than 1.5 percentage points higher than the three 
lowest inflation member states of the EU
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■■ government finance: the applicant country ratio of annual 
deficit to GDP to be less than 3 per cent and ratio of gross 
debt to GDP to be less than 60 per cent
■■ exchange rate: applicant countries must have been a 
member of the Exchange Rate Mechanism II (ERM II) for 
two consecutive years and should not have devalued its 
currency during that period
■■ long-term interest rates: the applicant country’s nominal 
long-term interest rate must not be more than two 
percentage points higher than in the three lowest inflation 
member states
Under the TFEU a member state that fails any of these four 
tests will not be permitted to join the Eurozone.
It is important to note that the decision as to when, or if, to 
include a currency in the ERM II – a pre-condition for Eurozone 
membership – rests entirely with individual EU member states. 
The UK (and thus Scotland) is not a member of ERM II. If 
a national government decides not to join the ERM, as it is 
entitled to do, then by definition it cannot become eligible for 
membership of the Eurozone. Sweden is an example of an EU 
member state in this position – despite being an EU member 
since 1995, Sweden is not in the ERM II.
This Government will not seek membership of the Schengen 
area either. Instead, an independent Scotland will remain an 
integral part of the broader social union of close economic, 
social and cultural ties across the nations of the UK (including 
the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands) and Ireland. An 
essential part of this social union, and one that will be fully 
maintained with independence, is the free movement of 
nationals between Scotland and the rest of the UK and Ireland. 
There are no circumstances in which the Scottish Government 
would countenance any measure being taken that jeopardized 
the ability of citizens across the rest of the UK and Ireland to 
move freely across our borders as they are presently able to 
do. It is for this reason that following independence Scotland 
will remain part of the Common Travel Area (CTA), which dates 
back to the 1920s.
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There are absolutely no grounds to believe that the EU would 
challenge Scotland remaining part of the CTA rather than joining 
the Schengen area. The EU has spent all of its 50 or so years 
of existence seeking to remove borders across the EU. The EU 
Treaties recognise that membership of the Common Travel Area 
is not compatible with membership of the Schengen area.
The current CTA between the UK and Ireland is based 
on administrative agreements, rather than binding treaty 
obligations to which an independent Scotland would succeed. 
These arrangements are reflected in the UK’s immigration laws 
(and those of the Republic of Ireland) and could be replicated 
by an independent Scotland in due course. Within the CTA, an 
independent Scotland will work with the Westminster and Irish 
Governments to ensure that visa and immigration controls and 
practice meet certain shared standards. The detail of this would 
require negotiation but full harmonisation is not required; Ireland 
and the UK already operate different immigration systems within 
the Common Travel Area.
More generally, the Scottish Government will seek to retain 
the current flexibility to opt into new measures on Justice and 
Home Affairs. An independent Scotland will seek to participate 
wherever possible in new proposals, which can bring significant 
benefits to Scotland and the whole of the EU.
 International policy
The choices open to us
An independent Scotland can emulate comparable countries 
with the most effective approach to international affairs: 
soundly based policies which enable the country to engage 
seriously and competitively in the world; rigorous priorities for 
our international focus; and the right external relationships to 
advance and protect our interests.
Countries of comparable size to Scotland take lead roles in 
international organisations. Sweden, New Zealand, Switzerland 
and Finland have all made significant global contributions to 
security, peace and reconciliation initiatives: New Zealand, for 
example, played a key role in the Oslo Process that banned 
cluster bombs and similar weapons. These nations capitalise 
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on their soft power and build coalitions – normally informal 
and related to specific issues – to advance their objectives. 
The effectiveness of a coalition lies less in the sheer numbers 
involved and more in their ability to develop strong and sound 
arguments for negotiations.
There are inherent advantages in being a smaller, well-
governed, independent state in a rapidly-changing world, with  
the ability to respond to developments and with the scale to 
bring national institutions and civic society together quickly 
if need be. By focusing our diplomatic efforts flexibly on key 
national priorities, Scotland will not require the same scale  
of diplomatic service as the UK currently maintains.
Focusing on issues and areas to achieve most impact will 
be fundamental to the success of Scotland’s role on the 
international stage. In the fields of international development, 
human rights, climate change and climate justice, Scotland 
already has a well-established international reputation and a 
contribution to make that would be enhanced significantly with 
independence.
 Our priorities for action
In an independent Scotland, this government would develop 
strong bilateral relations and play a full role in the international 
organisations that set the standards for trade, finance, 
health, labour relations and other key issues and support an 
international legal system that is a foundation for Scottish 
prosperity and security.
The main multilateral organisations such as the UN, WTO 
and OECD provide frameworks for negotiations which give 
nations a voice in decisions that are agreed and implemented 
internationally. International organisations provide strategic, 
political, economic and societal platforms for smaller 
countries252.
Bilateral, or state-to-state, arrangements also continue to play 
their part in shaping a nation’s foreign affairs. The UK’s bilateral 
treaties cover a range of important matters such as mutual legal 
assistance in criminal matters or international conventions on 
terrorism.
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Following a vote for independence Scotland will declare 
and notify our intention to assume responsibility for the UK’s 
multilateral and bilateral treaties, where it is in Scotland’s 
interest to do so. The Scottish Government expects that other 
parties to these treaties will welcome Scotland’s intention 
to sign up to, and continue, these obligations. The UK itself 
has shown how entire treaty issues with newly independent 
states can be readily and speedily resolved. On the day of 
independence of the Czech Republic and Slovakia (1 January 
1993) the UK wrote to both countries stating that the UK 
would regard all the bilateral UK – Czechoslovakia treaties 
as now continuing between the UK and the Czech Republic 
on the one hand and the UK and Slovakia on the other, with 
the substantive treaty provisions continuing to operate with 
both successor states as they had done previously with the 
predecessor state.
Scotland’s membership of the EU will represent a key element 
of an independent Scotland’s international relations and foreign 
and security policies. The EU provides a forum for discussions 
and agreement between member states on specific foreign 
policy questions, and collective action through the development 
of a Common Foreign and Security Policy, the Common 
Security and Defence Policy, and the European External Action 
Service established under the Lisbon Treaty.
This Government plans that Scotland will be an active and 
committed participant in the Common Foreign and Security 
Policy. The EU’s external policies support stability, promote 
human rights and democracy, seek to spread prosperity, 
and support the enforcement of the rule of law and good 
governance, complementing the foreign policy efforts of 
individual states. Scotland would benefit from this Europe-wide 
approach which is broadly aligned with Scotland’s values.
Scotland will take its place as a member of the United Nations, 
working with like-minded countries to promote global issues of 
importance to the Scottish people, such as human rights and 
tackling climate change and to advance global development, 
including support to those countries most in need. The UN 
continues to form the basis for international co-operation, 
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committed as it is to maintaining international peace and 
security, developing friendly relations among nations and 
promoting social progress, better living standards and human 
rights.
Scotland will also join NATO, which is the basis of security for 
the North Atlantic area. NATO membership is in Scotland’s 
interests, and the interests of our neighbours, because 
it underpins effective conventional defence and security 
co-operation.
Other key multi-national organisations Scotland will participate 
in include:
■■ Council of Europe: best known for the European Court 
of Human Rights and the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
(ECHR)
■■ the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(OSCE)
■■ the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD)
■■ World Trade Organisation (WTO)
■■ the Commonwealth
Each of these organisations has its own procedure for 
membership. Scotland is already a member of them through the 
UK, and so already meets the essential requirements. Following 
a vote for independence, the Scottish Government will initiate 
steps to ensure Scotland’s membership as an independent 
country as swiftly as possible.
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This Government intends that Scotland will also seek a closer 
relationship with the Nordic Council of Ministers. Scotland has 
key shared interests with our geographical neighbours in the 
North Atlantic, such as Iceland and Norway, and a common 
interest in the Arctic and High North.
We plan to establish a network of overseas offices to represent 
Scotland’s interests internationally, with a particular focus on 
promoting sustainable economic growth, participating in rules-
based international co-operation and protecting Scotland’s 
people and resources.
Scottish embassies will have five core functions:
■■ commercial: to maximise commercial benefits for 
Scottish businesses, including an expansion of export and 
investment, and to assess strategic economic opportunities 
for Scotland and our economy
■■ governmental: to ensure effective engagement with 
governments and other public institutions within the host 
state and to promote Scottish interests
■■ cultural: to promote Scottish culture internationally and  
to engage with members of the Scottish diaspora
■■ development: to ensure Scotland’s international 
development priorities and commitments are being delivered
■■ consular: to provide appropriate support for Scottish 
citizens, and where relevant other EU citizens, and deal  
with issues such as visa applications
There will be variation in the range and scale of services 
available in different locations. Some embassies will fulfil 
primarily a political or governmental function, for example  
our permanent representation within the EU, ScotRep.
The most significant investment of resources will be devoted 
to the development of commercial opportunities for Scotland in 
key markets overseas. Co-ordinated teams of trade experts and 
diplomats will represent Scottish interests, opening up markets 
and assisting Scottish businesses to expand internationally.  
Our world-class range of cultural activities will also support  
our activities in promoting Scotland.
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The existing SDI network of 27 overseas offices provides a firm 
foundation for independent Scottish international representation. 
Over the past five years, SDI has increased Scotland’s 
presence in emerging markets in the Middle East and Asia. 
This Government plans that the existing SDI network remains 
following independence, co-locating with the new diplomatic 
and consular services. Where SDI is currently located in a 
country but not in its capital city, a Scottish embassy or political 
mission would be established to supplement and complement 
the work of the trade offices.
Our planned initial locations will include: London; Beijing; Berlin; 
Brasilia; Canberra; Delhi; Dublin; Islamabad; Madrid; Moscow; 
Paris; Pretoria; Seoul; Tokyo; Warsaw; Washington and in 
view of the close historical and co-operation ties with Malawi, 
Lilongwe. Additional sites in Asia, the Middle East, South 
America, Africa and Europe will be identified.
Scotland’s network of embassies will be supported in some 
countries, including the United States, Canada and China, 
by consulates. We will also appoint members of the Scottish 
diaspora and prominent local people as honorary consuls to 
represent Scottish interests in nations where there is no direct 
Scottish representation.
Our representation in the EU will be built on existing Scottish 
Government representation in Brussels. We will establish Scottish 
permanent representation to the UN and other multilateral 
organisations. By way of comparison, Ireland maintains 
permanent representation at the Council of Europe (Strasbourg), 
the OECD and UNESCO (served by the same office in Paris), 
the OSCE (Vienna), the UN (Geneva and New York), NATO 
Partnership for Peace (Brussels) and the EU (Brussels). Similar 
representation is maintained by Denmark and Finland.
Similar countries to Scotland (such as Denmark, Ireland, 
Finland, Slovakia and New Zealand) have between 50 and 100 
overseas missions, and 1,100 to 2,700 staff. The Government 
estimates the running costs of our initial proposed network of 
70 to 90 overseas offices at £90 million to £120 million. This is 
expected to be below Scotland’s population share of the UK’s 
total expenditure on overseas representation in 2016/17 giving 
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opportunities for savings. Scotland would also be entitled  
to a fair share of the UK’s assets.
Scotland will be willing to co-locate diplomatic missions with 
other nations, including, and in particular, with the rest of the 
UK in current premises. This is common practice internationally. 
The UK has arrangements with Canada under a Memorandum 
of Understanding and with other nations. Ireland and Denmark 
also use this approach successfully to provide support to 
their citizens overseas. For example, the Helsinki Treaty of 
Co-operation between Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and 
Sweden provides for consular assistance253. Other nations also 
share some consular services, such as Australia and Canada.
In addition, an EU citizen has the right to request the consular 
or diplomatic protection of any other EU member state when 
in a non-EU country where his/her own member state is not 
represented by a permanent consular post or diplomatic mission.
 International development
 Our priorities for action
With a focus on working in partnership and achieving real and 
tangible outcomes on the ground, the Scottish Government’s 
international development policy seeks to build upon the 
historical and contemporary relationships that exist between 
Scotland and the developing world. Scotland will seek to 
be a global leader in the field of international development, 
championing best practice and innovation. Being a global leader 
in international development is not necessarily just about the 
size of aid given in absolute monetary terms, but the impact that 
can be made across government policy. The provision of aid is 
one tool within international development and an independent 
Scotland would enshrine a legislative commitment to spending 
0.7 per cent of Gross National Income on Official Development 
Assistance.
Delivering a coherent approach to international development 
across all Scottish Government policies – crucially trade, 
environment, defence and finance – would be the key to 
success and global impact. The Scottish Government therefore 
has several key propositions that will guide our approach to 
development. They are:
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■■ More and better aid: The Scottish Government would meet 
from the point of independence, and thereafter maintain, 
the 0.7 per cent target, with an aspiration towards one per 
cent over time and ensure Scotland’s aid is of high quality, 
including through appropriate geographical and thematic 
focus. The Government plans to introduce a legislative basis 
to ensure adherence to the 0.7 per cent target as a binding, 
statutory commitment
■■ Debt relief: The Scottish Government will give careful 
consideration to the question of “unjust” debts; will work  
to ensure that Scottish export policies do not create new 
unjust debts; and support moves to establish Scotland as  
an international centre for debt arbitration
■■ Gender equality: Gender equality and the empowerment 
of women are Millennium Development Goals in their own 
right. They are also critical to the delivery of other key 
development goals including in education and health. An 
independent Scotland will put gender equality at the heart  
of our development work
■■ Do No Harm – ensuring policy coherence: As an expression 
of the values driving our foreign policy, this Government will 
ensure that other Scottish Government policies do no harm 
to developing countries, do not undermine international 
development aims and ideally contribute to international 
development success – through a rigorous approach 
to policy coherence for development. A key example of 
this approach is that our Climate Justice Fund and our 
International Development Fund are being developed and 
implemented within and across Government, providing a 
streamlined approach to both international development  
and climate change
Scotland’s international development programme will be 
delivered as part of an integrated approach to international 
relations. However, we will not allow commercial or other 
considerations, including military considerations, to influence 
our approach improperly.
Development sections within Scottish overseas offices will 
ensure effective delivery of programmes supported by the 
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people of Scotland and will work closely with Scotland’s private 
and third sectors, and our civil society partners, to maximise the 
impact of both governmental and non-governmental efforts.
The Scottish Government intends under independence to 
work with the UK’s Department for International Development 
(DFID) to ensure that there is a smooth transition phase for 
programmes on the ground in developing countries. There 
will be continued support, where appropriate, to those DFID 
programmes which span the independence period to avoid any 
sudden disruption to those programmes and their recipients. 
International development is just one of the areas where future 
Scottish and Westminster governments can choose to work 
together to complement each other’s activity. Scotland is also 
likely to be a significant donor to multilateral organisations 
reflecting similar priorities as the UK in this area.
Defence
Why we need a new approach
Improving the way defence is delivered in and for Scotland  
is one of the most pressing reasons for independence.
For decades we have been part of a Westminster system that 
has sought to project global power, giving Britain the capacity to 
engage in overseas military interventions and to deploy nuclear 
weapons.
Scotland has been home to one of the largest concentrations  
of nuclear weapons anywhere in the world, despite consistent 
and clear opposition from across civic Scotland, our churches, 
trade unions and a clear majority of our elected politicians254. 
Billions of pounds have been wasted to date on weapons that 
must never be used and, unless we act now, we risk wasting  
a further £100 billion, over its lifetime, on a new nuclear 
weapons system. Trident is an affront to basic decency with  
its indiscriminate and inhumane destructive power.
Westminster’s commitment to nuclear weapons leaves other 
aspects of our defence weakened. Costs for the successor to 
Trident are to be met from within the defence budget, taking 
money from conventional equipment and levels of service 
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personnel. The Royal Navy will have two new aircraft carriers 
years before it has the aircraft to put on them. Cost overruns 
are endemic and major projects have been significantly 
delayed. Scotland can do better.
In Scotland, the adverse consequences of Westminster’s 
defence policies have been felt in many ways.
■■ the latest figure for defence spending in Scotland 
(2007/08)255 is £1.4 billion less than Scotland’s current 
contribution of £3.3 billion to UK defence and security 
budgets256. With independence Scotland’s defence spending 
will not only provide Scotland’s security, but will increase 
economic benefits and employment on which Scotland 
currently misses out
■■ in March 2013 the Westminster Government announced 
that only 600 more Armed Forces personnel would be 
based in Scotland by 2020257 – a fraction of the significant 
increase promised by the MOD in July 2011258
■■ the RAF base at Leuchars will cease flying operations in 
autumn 2014. Craigiehall, outside Edinburgh, the former 
Army Headquarters in Scotland, has been earmarked for 
disposal, and Forthside in Stirling and Redford Barracks  
in Edinburgh will at least partially close
■■ Scotland is a maritime nation and yet the UK has no 
maritime patrol aircraft and no major surface ships are 
based in Scotland. There is greater risk to safety and 
security in Scotland’s airspace and waters as a result
■■ Ministry of Defence employment – civilian and service – in 
Scotland has fallen from 24,680 in 2000 to 15,340 in 2013, 
a proportionately larger fall than across the UK as a whole. 
Consequently, Scotland’s share of UK-based Ministry of 
Defence personnel has fallen from 9.2 per cent to 7.5 per 
cent over this period259
The Westminster Government suggests that we need Britain for 
our defence, but the reality is very different. Scotland has been 
failed by decades of poor decisions. So we now have weapons 
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that we do not need – like Trident – and lack assets that  
we do need – like maritime patrol aircraft.
An independent Scotland can follow the path of similar 
independent nations and make our own contribution to 
collective defence arrangements which, as part of NATO,  
far surpass any security that is offered by Britain alone.
The opportunities available to Scotland
An independent Scotland will have the opportunity to decide 
our own defence priorities to ensure our security, in partnership 
with our allies and within the wider international community. It 
will be the people of Scotland, through our Parliament, who will 
decide whether or not our young men and women are sent to 
war and we can choose, through our written constitution, to put 
in place safeguards to ensure that Scottish forces will only ever 
participate in military activity that is internationally recognised as 
lawful and in accordance with the principles of the UN Charter.
The flexibility that being a small state can bring will mean that 
Scotland can take an integrated approach to national security, 
with our defence capabilities playing a role alongside other 
areas of government.
We have in existing naval, army and air force bases the 
underpinning infrastructure we need to meet our defence needs 
and regional defence responsibilities. We also have sufficient 
expertise, built up over years of service and Scotland’s proud 
military tradition, with Scots who have served at all levels of 
Britain’s armed forces and at senior levels in the Ministry of 
Defence and NATO.
We will inherit a share of existing UK defence assets, giving us 
most of the equipment we need to establish Scotland’s defence 
forces in the immediate post-independence period. The division 
of assets and liabilities will of course need to be negotiated. 
However, by way of indication, in 2007 the Ministry of Defence 
estimated the total value of its assets and investments260 at just 
under £93 billion. A Scottish share based on population would 
be around £7.8 billion.
By making different choices on nuclear weapons and global 
reach we can save a substantial proportion of Scotland’s 
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current defence contribution to the UK, while still having levels 
of defence spending that allow us to deliver the capabilities we 
need. Within this budget allocation will be significant investment 
in procurement, which can support key Scottish industries 
including the shipbuilding industry.
A new and more appropriate level of defence spending will 
also free up valuable resources for investment in other national 
priorities. It will give Scotland an independence defence 
dividend that can be used to improve our approach in areas  
of social policy.
The Scotland we can create
With independence, therefore, we can create the most 
appropriate domestic defence for Scotland, one that sees 
us fulfilling both our international responsibilities and the 
commitment we have to the security and safety of people  
living in Scotland. We can create an approach to defence  
that positions us as partners for peace in the wider world.
With independence, future governments can choose to equip 
Scotland with specific, specialist capabilities, allowing us to 
develop particular expertise that adds value for our allies: for 
example allowing Scotland to take on a role in internationally 
sanctioned peace-keeping or peace-making operations.
While the UK approach has left significant gaps in our defence 
capabilities, in particular in relation to maritime protection and 
reconnaissance, with independence we can, once again, make 
an effective contribution to regional defence in recognition of 
our important strategic position in the North Atlantic.
The choices open to us
Defence capability will be an important part of the mix of 
responses available to an independent Scotland in addressing 
opportunities, threat and risks. At the point of independence the 
Scottish Government proposes that there will be core Scottish 
defence capabilities to contribute to this task and fully protect 
Scotland and our people. Priorities for the further development 
of Scotland’s defence and security capabilities should be 
refined following the strategic review of security undertaken by 
the first elected parliament and government of an independent 
Scotland.
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The Scottish Government believes that these key roles for 
Scotland defence forces, working closely with partners and 
other parts of government, should be considered in depth in  
the security review:
■■ securing Scotland’s borders, land, airspace and sea, 
deterring attacks and protecting our citizens and assets 
from threat
■■ protecting Scotland’s national interests and economic  
wellbeing, alongside the key values and underlying 
principles that support Scottish society and our way of 
life. This task would include supporting other parts of 
government, for example in natural disasters or other 
emergencies
■■ contributing to the protection and promotion of human 
rights, the rule of law, democratic values, international 
peace and security, building on Scotland’s national interests 
by being a progressive voice in the world
Our priorities for action
Scotland’s defence and security policy will be a key part of 
wider international policy, protecting Scotland’s interests 
through a strategic approach to national security, and providing 
military capability to defend our national interest. We will take 
our own decisions about involvement in military action, while 
continuing to make a full contribution to our own defence and 
that of our allies.
Scotland will be part of collective defence arrangements, giving 
the people of Scotland the same security guarantees that they 
enjoy today. Within this framework of mutual defence we will 
be able to deliver a more responsible defence posture better 
suited to Scotland’s strategic needs and interests. Improved 
parliamentary oversight of defence and long-term, consensus-
based arrangements for strategic planning can mean that 
spending is based on sound decisions. Our approach will mean 
substantial savings on defence spending, continued investment 
in Scotland’s defence industries and the basing of Scottish 
service personnel closer to their families and homes.
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The current Scottish Government has identified five defence 
priorities for an independent Scotland:
■■ maintaining the commitment to a budget for defence and 
security in an independent Scotland of £2.5 billion
■■ securing the speediest safe withdrawal of nuclear weapons 
from Scotland
■■ building a focus on maritime capabilities, such as air and 
sea-based patrol, and specialist forces able to operate 
around our coasts, protecting Scotland’s maritime assets 
and contributing to collective security in the North Atlantic
■■ progressively building to a total of 15,000 regular and 5,000 
reserve personnel over the 10 years following independence
■■ reconfiguring the defence estate inherited at the point of 
independence to meet Scotland’s needs, including the 
transition of Faslane to a conventional naval base and joint 
headquarters of Scottish defence forces
This Scottish Government envisages a phased approach to 
reaching the level of Scottish defence forces set out above. 
This will be achieved through a staged process involving 
7,500 regular and 2,000 reserve personnel at the point of 
independence, rising to around 10,000 regulars and 3,500 
reserves by the end of the five years following independence, 
subject to consideration in the strategic defence review. The 
final force levels will provide capacity for Scotland to make 
enhanced contributions to international partnership operations.
The units of the Scottish Army will carry on the names, identities 
and traditions of Scotland’s regiments, including those lost in 
the defence reorganisation of 2006.
This level of defence capability will require the continued 
operation of all current major military bases in Scotland. In 
particular Faslane will become the main operating base for the 
Scottish Navy, and the headquarters for the Scottish defence 
forces as a whole.
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Following a vote for independence, the Scottish Government 
will immediately start to put in place defence capabilities to 
meet Scotland’s needs on independence, and to provide 
the foundations to develop these capabilities in line with the 
outcome of the strategic review. The priorities in the period 
between the referendum and independence day, will include:
■■ establishing a military staff to advise the Scottish 
Government in the transition and the development of 
appropriate defence capabilities
■■ putting in place joint arrangements with the Westminster 
Government to identify and transfer units and personnel 
wishing to serve in Scottish defence forces
■■ identifying, in negotiation with the rest of the UK, a first 
tranche of defence assets and bases to transfer to Scottish 
defence forces, pending wider agreement
Effective joint agreements will be of particular importance to 
both Scotland and the rest of the UK in the transitional period 
following independence. It will be in the interests of both 
countries to ensure arrangements are taken forward in an 
orderly and secure manner. This approach will retain for the 
transitional period some integrated services for the security  
of Scotland and the rest of the UK.
By independence day, the Scottish Government will have in 
place a core set of military capabilities from which it will then 
build. That will include a number of military units (air, land and 
sea-based) under Scottish Government control.
The process of transition will be based on negotiated 
agreement between the Scottish Government and the 
Westminster Government. The Scottish Government expects 
that both governments will act responsibly and that over time 
the number of personnel from the rest of the UK based in 
Scotland will decline while Scottish personnel numbers rise.
  
Scotland’s defence forces
The Scottish Government has carried out an initial assessment 
of forces levels in the years following independence261.
 Defence capabilities at the point of independence
Maritime forces
One naval squadron to secure Scotland’s maritime interests and 
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and contribute to joint capability 
with partners in Scotland’s geographical neighbourhood, 
consisting of:
■■ two frigates from the Royal Navy’s current fleet
■■ a command platform for naval operations and development 
of specialist marine capabilities (from the Royal Navy’s 
current fleet, following adaptation)
■■ four mine counter measure vessels from the Royal Navy’s 
current fleet
■■ two offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) to provide security 
for the 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic Zone 
(EEZ). However, as the Royal Navy only has four OPVs 
currently262, a longer lead time for procurement might be 
necessary
■■ four to six patrol boats from the Royal Navy’s current fleet, 
capable of operating in coastal waters, providing fleet 
protection and also contributing to securing borders
■■ auxiliary support ships (providing support to vessels on 
operations), which could be secured on a shared basis 
initially with the rest of the UK
These arrangements will require around 2,000 regular and  
at least 200 reserve personnel.
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Land forces
An army HQ function and an all-arms brigade, with three 
infantry/marine units, equipped initially from a negotiated  
share of current UK assets, and supported by:
■■ a deployable Brigade HQ
■■ two light armoured reconnaissance units
■■ two light artillery units
■■ one engineer unit deploying a range of equipment for 
bridging, mine clearance and engineering functions
■■ one aviation unit operating six helicopters for 
reconnaissance and liaison
■■ two communication units
■■ one transport unit
■■ one logistics unit
■■ one medical unit
Special forces, explosives and ordnance disposal teams will 
bring the total to around 3,500 regular and at least 1,200 
reserve personnel.
Air forces
Key elements of air forces in place at independence, equipped 
initially from a negotiated share of current UK assets, will 
secure core tasks, principally the ability to police Scotland’s 
airspace, within NATO.
■■ an Air Force HQ function (with staff embedded within NATO 
structures)
■■ Scotland will remain part of NATO’s integrated Air Command 
and Control (AC2) system, initially through agreement with 
allies to maintain the current arrangements while Scotland 
establishes and develops our own AC2 personnel and 
facility within Scotland within five years of independence
■■ a Quick Reaction Alert (QRA) squadron incorporating a 
minimum of 12 Typhoon jets based at Lossiemouth
■■ a tactical air transport squadron, including around six 
Hercules C130J aircraft, and a helicopter squadron
■■ flight training through joint arrangements with allies
In total this would require around 2,000 regular personnel  
and around 300 reserve personnel.
Civilian support
In addition to military capability following a vote for 
independence, the Scottish Government will establish core 
government capacity for defence functions, such as strategic 
planning, oversight and policy functions for defence and 
security. Given the importance of ongoing shared security 
interests between Scotland and the rest of the UK, we will 
ensure a partnership approach during the period of transition  
to independence.
Following a vote for independence, priorities for the Scottish 
Government capacity dealing with defence will be planning 
for the strategic security review to be carried out by the first 
Scottish Parliament following independence, based on the most 
recent UK National Risk Assessment and input from Scottish 
experts and academic institutions.
Defence capabilities five years after independence
Further development of Scotland’s defence and security 
capabilities will be decided following the strategic review 
of security undertaken by the first elected Parliament and 
government of an independent Scotland.
However the current Scottish Government believes that the 
following elements should be prioritised for delivery as early as 
possible in the first five years following independence, building 
on the forces in place at independence:
Maritime forces
A second naval squadron to contribute to NATO and other 
operations outside home waters, incorporating the naval 
command platform, and a further two frigates with tanker  
and support ship capacity.
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Overall the model would involve around 2,400 regular and 
at least 270 reserve personnel. While most of the personnel 
would be required by the five year point, this model envisages 
increases continuing through the first ten years following 
independence (due to procurement of new Scottish naval 
vessels).
Land forces
Developing the All Arms brigade’s capabilities to include:
■■ increases to strengths of the three infantry battalions (to a 
combined total of 1,500 regular and 300 reserve personnel)
■■ upgrading of the light armour, artillery, aviation and medical 
units
■■ increasing the strength of the special forces unit
■■ increasing the number of personnel deployed to conflict 
prevention, disarmament and defence diplomacy
Overall, this would entail an increase in numbers, over the 
years following independence, to around 4,700 regular and  
at least 1,110 reserve personnel.
Air forces
Increasing the fast jet fleet of Typhoons potentially up to 16 
aircraft which would enable Scotland to contribute to alliance 
operations overseas.
Increasing the Scottish contribution to capabilities for air 
defence, as part of an integrated system within NATO.
At present, the UK has no maritime patrol aircraft. During 
this period options for procurement will be taken forward 
and airborne maritime patrol capability delivered. A detailed 
specification of requirement will be developed as a priority and 
final numbers of aircraft required will depend on this. However, 
the numbers maintained by comparable nations suggests a 
potential fleet of four.
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Development across all of those areas would entail an overall 
increase in numbers to around 3,250 regular and at least 300 
reserve personnel.
Defence capabilities after 10 years
This Government plans that, 10 years after independence, 
Scotland will have a total of 15,000 regular and 5,000 reserve 
personnel across land, air and maritime forces.
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Service personnel and veterans
The Scottish Government respects the service of current 
personnel. We will ensure that all current service personnel will 
be eligible for a post in the Scottish defence forces, though they 
will not need to take it up.
All service personnel will have the reassurance that they will 
not face compulsory redundancy during their service contract. 
This Scottish Government would examine how the terms and 
conditions of service personnel could be improved, for example 
through the official representation of service personnel.
Where whole or part of units are identified for transfer to 
Scottish defence forces, the Scottish Government will ensure 
that all current UK service personnel within those units can 
remain with them for at least a transitional period, where they 
wish to do so. A similar approach will be followed for reserve 
personnel and the important role of cadet forces will also be 
maintained.
The aim will be a phased and responsible approach to the 
position of those currently serving in the UK armed forces 
who might wish to transfer to Scottish defence forces. Some 
may transfer immediately, while others would continue in their 
current role. It is our intention that terms and conditions remain 
harmonised through this period. Any sensible approach would 
recognise that, at the end of that process, it is highly likely 
that citizens from the rest of the UK, Ireland and from other 
Commonwealth countries would be serving in an independent 
Scotland’s defence forces. Though it would ultimately be a 
decision for the rest of the UK, we also expect that Scottish 
citizens will continue to serve in UK forces if they wish to, as 
citizens of Ireland and the Commonwealth do.
Reserve personnel make a valuable contribution to defence 
capability and will do so in an independent Scotland. Our 
proposals include a baseline requirement for around 1,700 
reserve personnel at the point of independence. However 
as there are currently an estimated 2,200 trained reserve 
personnel in Scotland263, it would be both feasible and desirable 
to increase numbers beyond the baseline that requirement 
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suggests, in order to build flexibility and enhance capability. In 
the longer term the Government envisages the reserve force 
building to 5,000 personnel after 10 years.
Scotland and the rest of the UK will also continue to owe the 
same debt of gratitude to veterans who have served in the 
past. The Scottish Government will build on our existing strong 
record in this area to ensure that veterans continue to access 
the services and benefits that they are entitled to. This will 
include full service pensions and pension entitlement, following 
agreement with the Westminster Government.
Defence infrastructure
The transitional period will also include continued arrangements 
for the use of defence infrastructure in Scotland by UK forces 
and vice versa. The Scottish Government will protect the bases 
inherited at the point of independence and we expect that, 
over time, the main military facilities in Scotland will be used by 
Scottish defence forces. This transitional period would allow for 
appropriate planning, including for the continuation of shared 
basing into the longer term where that was in the best interests 
of both Scotland and the rest of the UK.
While details will be negotiated with the rest of the UK, the 
Scottish Government currently envisages that:
■■ current and envisaged major army facilities will continue to 
be needed at Kinloss, Leuchars, Glencorse, Fort George, 
Dreghorn and the elements of Redford to be retained by the 
UK Ministry of Defence
■■ in addition there will be a need to consider where additional 
air assets, not currently located in Scotland, might operate 
from. Given the retention of the runway at Leuchars, the 
Scottish Government would envisage air operations being 
reinstated there, alongside an army presence
■■ Faslane will be retained as the main naval base for an 
independent Scotland. In addition it will be the location 
for the joint headquarters of the Scottish defence forces. 
Options will be considered for re-instating Rosyth as a 
supporting naval base, alongside its current industrial uses
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■■ given that the transfer of Typhoons from Leuchars will 
have been largely completed before the referendum, 
Lossiemouth will continue to be a main operating base for 
fast jet aircraft and Scotland’s air policing capability. The 
Scottish Government will negotiate with the Westminster 
Government to establish the joint facilities it would be in the 
interests of both countries to maintain there
The transition of Faslane from a submarine base to Scotland’s 
main naval base and joint force headquarters will be managed 
gradually: personnel and equipment will be brought into the 
Scottish defence forces and infrastructure will be developed, 
while the personnel and equipment remaining within the Royal 
Navy are relocated by the Ministry of Defence.
The Scottish Government intends the transition to be complete 
within ten years264. The transitional arrangements will support 
both the day to day operations and the workforce levels at 
the base. We will retain the capacity for shared arrangements 
with the rest of the UK and other allies, recognising Faslane’s 
excellent deep water facilities and its geographical position.
There are currently 6,700 military and civilian jobs at HMNB 
Clyde265. Through its role as a main conventional naval base 
and Joint Forces HQ, this Scottish Government expects that, 
at the conclusion of transitional arrangements, the number of 
Scottish military personnel at Faslane will approximately match 
military numbers there currently. Those military personnel will be 
supported by a significant number of civilian personnel. During 
the transitional period large numbers of personnel from the rest of 
the UK will also be based there. In addition, work to reconfigure 
Faslane as a conventional naval base is expected to involve 
major construction activity, and related jobs, in the area.
There are a range of other defence facilities around Scotland 
used by NATO and the UK, such as the weapon ranges in 
the Hebrides and the training area around Cape Wrath. The 
Scottish Government expects these to continue to be used 
after independence, following discussions with the rest of the 
UK and allies.
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The negotiation of shared arrangements as a transitional 
measure would not preclude such arrangements being carried 
forward into the longer term, where both the rest of the UK 
and Scotland considered them the most effective means of 
delivering defence capabilities.
Negotiations on the maintenance of shared capabilities would 
not include nuclear weapons. This Scottish Government would 
make early agreement on the speediest safe removal of nuclear 
weapons a priority. This would be with a view to the removal of 
Trident within the first term of the Scottish Parliament following 
independence.
The detailed process and timetable for removal would be a 
priority for negotiation between the Scottish Government and 
the Westminster Government. However we have noted the work 
undertaken by the Scottish Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament 
(CND), which suggests that Trident could be dismantled within 
two years266.
The Scottish Government plans to explore the potential for 
Scotland’s defence industry capabilities to diversify into other 
activities. For example, in a report in 2007 the STUC and 
CND noted that “many of the skills currently used to maintain 
Trident would be directly relevant to renewables267” and the 
report highlighted the advantages the Lower Clyde area offers 
such activity. The Scottish Government’s work will therefore 
focus on the potential offered by energy, particularly marine 
renewables, although it will also examine other aspects of 
defence diversification, for example those relevant to the 
shipbuilding industry. The research and development capacity 
of Scotland’s defence industries offers the opportunity to boost 
Scotland’s business R&D. Other comparable countries have 
much higher levels of R&D activity (a key driver of economic 
growth). Finland, for example, uses an innovation agency as its 
primary tool for R&D activity. Defence diversification could play 
an important role in Scotland’s future industrial strategy.
Scotland’s defence industries
Scotland’s defence industries are an important source of 
employment and provide high quality defence products to 
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the UK armed forces and more widely. If in government in an 
independent Scotland the Scottish Government will work with 
defence industries to support their continued growth and to 
meet Scotland’s own defence needs.
Scotland will ensure our defence budget is utilised to:
■■ support the procurement of equipment and services in 
Scotland, where consistent with European procurement 
rules
■■ support defence-related R&D, innovation and design
■■ support small and medium enterprises in particular to 
expand their marketing effort internationally
■■ develop a clear role for each government department  
and agency in areas such as licensing, accreditation  
and dual‑use
This Scottish Government expects that the proportion of 
the budget allocated for procurement of single use military 
equipment268 will be at least equivalent to that currently 
allocated by the Westminster Government (14 per cent 
in 2012/13). In the first term of the independent Scottish 
Parliament we expect personnel numbers in Scottish defence 
forces to be steadily increasing. Therefore during this period 
personnel costs would initially be lower and it would be 
possible to boost the proportion of the budget allocated to 
procurement over the first part of that period.
The Scottish Government regards support for our shipbuilding 
industry as a priority given our focus on maritime defence 
capabilities. Whilst keeping within EU procurement requirements, 
the Scottish Government will protect the future of Scotland’s 
shipyards and maintain capabilities important to our long-term 
interests.
This Scottish Government will take forward the procurement of 
four new frigates, to be built on the Clyde, preferably through 
joint procurement with the rest of the UK. Two of these will be 
ordered in the first parliamentary term of independence and, 
when built, will bring the number of frigates in the Scottish 
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navy to four (the two new frigates as well as the inherited Type 
23s). The Scottish Government believes that is the appropriate 
number of frigates in the longer term, and will order the further 
two frigates in time to replace the Type 23s when they are 
retired from service.
Recent Westminster decisions have demonstrated the 
importance of Scotland’s shipbuilding industry to the Royal 
Navy. The Ministry of Defence has also shown that it is keen to 
develop opportunities for joint procurement and there are strong 
reasons why both the Scottish and Westminster Governments 
would want to explore the potential for joint procurement of 
future naval vessels.
We also plan to prioritise procurement within the first five years 
of maritime patrol aircraft, based on a detailed specification of 
need (the numbers maintained by comparable nations suggests 
a potential fleet of four). Depending on negotiation with the rest 
of the UK on division of assets, further procurement needs will 
have to be addressed, including for offshore patrol vessels.
In an independent Scotland, we will, where appropriate, work 
with the Scottish defence industry to deliver identified Scottish 
defence capability requirements. Scotland would seek to work 
in partnership, build the necessary alliances and align our 
defence requirements with the collective needs and priorities  
of NATO allies, including the rest of the UK.
Joint procurement is in the interests of Scotland and the rest of 
the UK269, preserving the strengths of defence industries around 
the whole of the UK. Joint orders would maintain the expected 
numbers of jobs in the defence industries sector, including 
shipbuilding, and support companies as they seek to expand 
their business internationally.
The EU Defence Procurement Directive aims to open up the 
defence equipment market to competition and to contribute 
towards the development of an efficient European market for 
defence equipment. Whilst EU law allows an exemption from 
the requirement for open competition in certain, very limited, 
circumstances related to national security, it should be the 
exception not the norm.
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Outwith Europe, Scotland will also build bilateral defence and 
security relationships with a range of key partners and on a 
range of security issues. These countries will also provide 
potential markets for Scotland’s defence industries.
International partnerships
As the government of an independent Scotland we will be 
committed to working in partnership and through alliances. 
Scotland will be a part of key defence organisations, such 
as NATO, OSCE and the EU. The defence and security 
relationship with the rest of the UK will be fundamentally 
important, both for the rest of the UK and for Scotland.
Scotland will also explore flexible, shared arrangements for 
delivery of defence and security with our neighbours and 
partners. Again, the rest of the UK would be an essential,  
but not exclusive, element in this.
Following a Yes vote in 2014, the Scottish Government 
will notify NATO of our intention to join the alliance and will 
negotiate our transition from being a NATO member as part of  
the UK to becoming an independent member of the alliance.
The basic premise of NATO is that all members must make 
an active commitment to the alliance and Scotland would 
recognise and play our full part in building collective security 
and capability. Scotland’s geographical position and strong 
national interest in being able to robustly monitor and protect 
our maritime environment will be a key part in the contribution 
we make to the alliance. Scotland also provides an important 
range of training areas and other facilities that are actively used 
by NATO members.
Membership of NATO will be in the interests of Scotland, the 
rest of the UK and other NATO members. Scotland occupies an 
important place in regional security arrangements that NATO 
members enjoy. While recognising that Scotland’s membership 
requires discussion and agreement by NATO members, it 
will be in the interests of Scotland and other members of the 
alliance to secure an independent Scotland’s membership in 
the period between the referendum and independence. Most 
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importantly for Scotland and our neighbours, failure to reach 
an agreement would leave a gap in existing NATO security 
arrangements in north west Europe.
Scotland would take its place as one of the many non-nuclear 
members of NATO. The Scottish Government is committed 
to securing the complete withdrawal of Trident from an 
independent Scotland as quickly as can be both safely and 
responsibly achieved.
Constitutional guarantees
Only independence will enable Scotland to play a full role 
working within and alongside the international community 
in creating the conditions for nuclear disarmament. The 
development of a written constitution for Scotland would also 
provide the opportunity to include a constitutional ban on 
nuclear weapons being based in Scotland.
Many countries around the world place constitutional controls on 
the use of military power. Our view is that Scotland’s constitution 
should include a ‘triple lock’ on military deployments, based on 
the principles that military action would need to be:
■■ in accordance with the principles of the UN Charter
■■ properly agreed by the Scottish Government
■■ approved by the Scottish Parliament
This will not conflict with the right to act immediately and 
legitimately in self-defence in extraordinary circumstances,  
such as when attacked, as recognised in the UN Charter.  
This position is consistent with NATO’s Article 5 commitment  
to collective defence.
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■■ With independence, Scotland will have the full range of powers 
needed to keep our people and communities safe, to further 
reduce crime, to take a coherent approach to tackling crime  
and to create stronger and cohesive communities
■■ A security and intelligence agency will ensure the safety and 
security of Scotland’s citizens, the first responsibility of any 
government, within strict legal controls determined by the 
Scottish Parliament
■■ We plan a controlled points-based system to support the 
migration of skilled workers for the benefit of Scotland’s 
economy
■■ An independent Scotland will have an inclusive approach to 
citizenship and a humane approach to asylum seekers and 
refugees
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 Why we need a new approach
Key powers needed to make our communities safer, stronger 
and more secure are currently controlled by Westminster, 
including decisions about drugs, firearms, gambling, road safety 
and the proceeds of drug trafficking. To tackle the underlying 
causes of inequality in our society, we need to take decisions 
about welfare benefits, incentives to employment and overall 
levels of public expenditure. This will ensure that our distinctive 
Scottish approach to justice, in its broadest sense, can be fully 
realised.
Whilst the Scottish Government and Parliament are making a 
positive difference with the powers we have, there is still much 
work to be done to ensure the justice system works effectively, 
particularly for those communities most blighted by crime.
A key element of the Scottish Government’s approach to 
tackling crime has been to use funds seized from criminals to 
invest in our communities and provide positive opportunities 
for young people. The Cashback for Communities programme, 
established in 2007, has invested over £50 million recovered 
under the Proceeds of Crime Act (2002) to fund activities and 
facilities in communities across Scotland270. However, the total 
amount that Scotland is able to retain and reinvest from the 
proceeds of crime is capped by the Westminster Government 
at £30 million a year. Westminster has refused requests for 
the cap to be removed to allow more resources seized from 
criminals in Scotland to be invested in our communities.
Whilst the Scotland Act 2012 provided Scotland with some limited 
additional powers, for example to set a different drink driving limit 
from the rest of the UK and to license air weapons, Westminster 
has refused to devolve further powers necessary to help make 
our roads and communities safer.
With decisions on immigration taken in Scotland we can adopt 
an approach that works better for Scotland’s economy and 
society. In particular, we can reverse some of the decisions 
taken by Westminster which are damaging the ability of 
Scotland’s colleges and universities to attract high-quality 
international students. It is also difficult to conceive of a Scottish 
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government that would ever adopt the crude “go home” 
approach tried by the current Westminster Government.
 The opportunities available to Scotland
The existing independence of Scotland’s legal and justice 
systems ensures a strong starting point for our independent 
country. Successive Scottish governments have legislated 
to ensure that we keep up-to-date with the requirements of a 
modern justice system. These reforms demonstrate the value 
of taking decisions here in Scotland, as well as highlighting 
the barriers that exist as part of the current constitutional 
arrangements.
With devolution, Scotland has benefited from taking decisions 
for itself across a wide range of justice issues. The Scottish 
Government has introduced a series of improvements to 
modernise our justice system and ensure that it can meet the 
needs of our citizens in the 21st century. Through our focus on 
prevention, crime in Scotland is falling and people feel safer 
in their communities271. Recorded crime is at a 39-year low272 
with homicides at their lowest level since 1976273 and the crime 
clear-up rate is the highest in over 35 years274.
Despite budget cuts imposed by Westminster, the Scottish 
Government has continued to invest in front-line policing. The 
establishment of Police Scotland has ensured that local policing 
is maintained, but with access to specialist expertise and 
equipment whenever necessary. Scotland is maintaining police 
numbers at over 1,000 extra officers compared with 2007275 
and the Scottish Government has rejected other changes to 
policing proposed by Westminster which would, for example, 
allow people without relevant policing experience direct entry 
to senior police roles.
Scotland has led the way in tackling crime and in promoting 
preventative approaches. Scotland’s Serious and Organised 
Crime Strategy276 and new Scottish Crime Campus at Gartcosh 
will ensure that agencies work together to share intelligence 
and deal effectively with organised criminals. However, some 
measures needed to deal with organised crime, such as the 
control of firearms and decisions on the proceeds of drug 
trafficking, are currently reserved to Westminster. 
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With independence, we can ensure that security and intelligence 
functions are focused on defending our democratic values and 
securing our fundamental rights and freedoms. These functions 
will be carried out under democratic control in Scotland. The 
right balance must be struck between the rights enshrined 
in the new Scottish written constitution, including key human 
rights such as the right to privacy and to freedom of expression, 
and the need to keep us safe and secure from serious threats 
such as terrorism. Our security and intelligence agency will be 
subject to legislation which protects human rights and sets out 
clearly the powers and responsibilities of, and controls over, 
the agency. These will be in line with international standards, 
including ensuring that there is expert and democratic control 
of the agency277.
 The Scotland we can create
Justice is one of the fundamental responsibilities of 
government: to provide safety, security and fairness to the 
citizens of the country. Our justice system provides the 
foundation for delivering the kind of nation Scotland should be 
– a thriving and successful European country, reflecting shared 
values of fairness and opportunity, and promoting prosperity 
and social cohesion. Our existing responsibilities combined 
with new powers, will enable us to build a Scotland that is more 
prosperous, communities that are safer and a society that is 
more comfortable with itself. 
A primary function of government is to ensure the security of 
its citizens, and to protect them, their property and way of life 
against threats. An independent Scotland will have national 
security arrangements that reflect Scotland’s specific needs 
and values, recognising the risks and threats we face, based 
on a full review of security requirements and on a regular 
assessment of threats. 
An independent Scotland will also be responsible for immigration 
and citizenship, with the opportunity to develop an immigration 
policy that sensibly meets Scotland’s population and economic 
needs, while enriching our society.
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 The justice system
 The choices open to us 
An independent Scotland will have control over policy on welfare, 
employment and public expenditure. It is our more deprived 
communities that suffer most from the impact of crime and 
are most vulnerable to the influence of organised crime. By 
providing our young people with positive opportunities, through 
employment and education, we can help them to participate fully 
in society and create stronger and more cohesive communities. 
We also know that access to employment, housing and other 
services are key to reducing re-offending278. Issues arising from 
debt, housing and welfare problems also place demands on 
our courts. Rather than just dealing with the consequences of 
crime and disadvantage through our devolved justice system, an 
independent Scotland will be able to use the full range of powers 
available to government to make our communities safer, stronger 
and more secure.
There are also some specific issues that will become the 
responsibility of the Scottish Parliament on independence. 
Responsibility for these will allow Scotland to take an integrated 
approach to issues that affect our communities like drugs and 
gun crime. The priorities of the current Scottish Government in 
an independent Scotland would be:
Firearms: building on current work to improve control of airguns 
in Scotland, firearms legislation could be simplified, making it 
easier for the public to understand and easier to enforce.
Road traffic offences and drink driving: building on current 
proposals for a new drink drive limit, Scotland’s roads could be 
made safer through more appropriate penalties for drink driving, 
and powers for the police to conduct random breath tests any 
time, anywhere279.
Gambling: it is estimated there are 30,500 problem gamblers in 
Scotland280. With independence, Scotland will have the powers 
to better tackle problem gambling through effective regulation 
of the industry, in contrast to Westminster’s approach of greater 
deregulation281.
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Drugs: since 2008, Scotland’s drug strategy, The Road to 
Recovery, has led the UK in tackling drugs issues and has 
received international acclaim for its focus on care, treatment 
and recovery. Drug taking in the general population is falling282 
and drug taking among young people is at its lowest level for 
a decade283. Whilst drugs policy is currently devolved, drugs 
classification remains reserved to Westminster. Independence 
will allow decisions on drugs policy and drug classification to be 
taken together in a coherent way.
 Our priorities for action
Independence will provide the Scottish Parliament and Scottish 
Government with the opportunity to address significant 
justice issues that will help define the nature of society in an 
independent Scotland. For example, a new written constitution 
will protect and enshrine our distinctive justice and legal 
systems to support the rule of law, human rights and a strong 
democracy. 
Following independence, existing laws, whether passed by 
the Westminster or the Scottish Parliament, will continue to 
apply until they are amended by the independent Scottish 
Parliament. Human rights will continue to be protected, as they 
are for devolved matters under the Scotland Act 1998. The 
independence of Scotland’s judiciary and prosecutors will be 
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maintained. Our police, courts, prisons, community justice and 
fire and rescue services will continue to operate. Police, fire and 
other public sector pensions will be paid and accrued rights will 
be protected.
Existing well-established arrangements to ensure effective 
cross-border co-operation between Scotland’s justice agencies 
and those in the remainder of the UK will continue, including, 
for example, cross-border policing and arrest, and prisoner 
transfers.
The Inner House of the Court of Session and the High Court of 
Justiciary sitting as the Court of Criminal Appeal will collectively 
be Scotland’s Supreme Court. Our courts will continue to 
collect income from fines imposed on offenders. However, 
rather than transferring more than 75 per cent of this income 
out of Scotland to the UK Treasury, Scotland will retain the full 
value, providing approximately £7 million in additional income 
to invest in our communities. The Westminster Government’s 
cap on income which Scotland can retain under proceeds of 
crime legislation, currently set at £30 million each year, will be 
removed.
Following independence, Scotland will continue as a member 
of the EU and other international organisations concerned with 
justice, including the Hague Conference on Private International 
Law and the Council of Europe, which covers the European 
Convention on Human Rights and a range of criminal law 
issues. Scottish courts will still refer points of EU law to the 
European Court of Justice in Luxembourg and people will 
continue to be able to make an application to the European 
Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg.
An independent Scotland will maintain current arrangements 
for extradition, including participation in the European Arrest 
Warrant scheme and seeking agreements to ensure that 
criminals can be pursued and brought to justice across 
international borders. Scotland will work with other EU member 
states to protect the public and tackle cross-border crime, 
including through participation in co-operative institutions 
such as Europol and Eurojust. However, an independent 
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Scotland would not rely solely on the European Arrest Warrant 
procedures for arrests that take place between Scotland and 
the rest of the UK. It will be in the interests of an independent 
Scotland and the rest of the UK to agree arrangements for 
cross-border arrests that are as efficient and effective as the 
current arrangements. Such a bilateral arrangement is explicitly 
allowed under European legislation.
An independent Scotland will also play an active and committed 
role in the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), 
which enables EU members to co-operate to enhance Europe’s 
security.
 Security and intelligence
 The choices open to us 
An independent Scotland will be able to take a strategic 
approach to national security, underpinned by effective planning 
and investment across government. There will be contributions 
from the police, a new Scottish security and intelligence agency, 
the military and others, to ensure appropriate responses to a 
range of identified threats and risks, including terrorism, cyber 
security threats and national emergencies.
As part of that, Scotland will need an independent security 
and intelligence capacity to ensure our security. Independence 
offers an opportunity to build a new model for such work, which 
is fit for the 21st century and which provides a proportionate 
means of ensuring Scotland’s national security. We have 
studied a range of international comparators284 in preparing  
our proposals285.
 Our priorities for action 
The current Scottish Government plans to set up a single 
security and intelligence agency for Scotland on independence. 
The purpose of the agency will be set out in legislation, and 
will include the requirement to work with partners to ensure 
Scotland’s national security.
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This will be a modern and fit-for-purpose security and 
intelligence agency. By day one of independence, it will be 
responsible for and capable of functions including:
■■ investigation of threats
■■ liaison: with Police Scotland and others in Scotland; with  
the rest of the UK; and internationally
■■ intelligence gathering, receipt and handling
■■ production of open-source intelligence material
■■ assessment and analysis
■■ production of risk and threat assessments
■■ protection of Scotland’s critical infrastructure
■■ cyber security functions
In carrying out these functions it will build on expertise which 
exists in Scotland in the gathering and analysis of information 
and intelligence.
Initially, we will draw on expertise (such as training and IT) 
from other countries, primarily, given our long joint history, from 
the rest of the UK. Such joint working in the early period after 
independence will deliver a seamless transition ensuring that 
the security of both countries is continuously maintained. The 
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UK has, in the past, provided such support for the creation  
or development of security services in other countries286.
Setting up a new agency will allow us to do things differently, 
unconstrained by historical structures and precedent, and 
avoiding any barriers between different agencies. As well 
as traditional covert capability, we will invest in the means 
to analyse the vast amount of information which is openly 
available, and to develop our capacity for strategic assessment.
A Scottish security and intelligence agency will play a leading 
role in ensuring the resilience of our critical infrastructure. 
Scotland is the only country in the UK to have published a 
critical infrastructure strategy, Secure and Resilient287, which 
provides a framework for improving the resilience and protection 
of Scotland’s critical assets. Following independence, we will 
further develop our own capability and our particular focus on a 
wide range of critical assets, while collaborating closely with the 
rest of the UK. This collaboration will be crucial, given the UK 
dependence on critical Scottish assets (particularly energy).
We will invest in cyber security, both in terms of protective 
measures and to attract and retain the right skills in Scotland. 
Our strategy will be to secure Scotland from attack, and also 
protect our citizens and strengthen our economy. Delivery of 
some aspects of the Scottish Government’s cyber security 
strategy will be undertaken by the Scottish security and 
intelligence agency, but other partners such as our universities 
and businesses will also be involved in our joint effort against 
cyber threats. 
We will continue to work with the rest of the UK on cyber 
security. This will be in the mutual interests of Scotland and 
the rest of the UK. During the initial period the focus will be 
on maintaining our levels of cyber security and ensuring 
a seamless transition. We expect that the independence 
settlement will include appropriate recognition of Scottish 
taxpayers’ proportionate contribution to the UK’s current Cyber 
Security Programme (a programme of UK-wide investment 
scheduled to finish before Scotland becomes independent  
in 2016).
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 Relationship with the Scottish criminal justice system
In line with good practice, a new security and intelligence 
agency will be independent of, but work extremely closely with, 
Scotland’s single police service, Police Scotland. There is already 
a long track record of close co-operation between the UK security 
services and the police in Scotland. The agency will build on 
that history and make the relationship even more effective, 
while ensuring that there is very clear separation in terms of 
responsibilities, tasking, governance and accountability. 
Detention and arrests will continue to be a matter for Police 
Scotland and prosecution will continue to be a matter for the 
Lord Advocate. 
 Working with partners
The rest of the UK will be our closest neighbour and our most 
important friend and ally. There is no doubt that intelligence-
sharing will be in the best interests of the people of Scotland 
and of the rest of the UK. The Scottish and Westminster 
Governments will engage closely as equal and co-operative 
allies in tackling issues of joint interest such as terrorism and 
serious organised crime. It will be a strong relationship of 
sovereign equals.
Existing agencies already work closely together. For example, 
Scotland plays an active part in the UK Counter Terrorism 
Strategy and, given that responsibility for policing and justice is 
already devolved to the Scottish Parliament, there is extensive 
cross-border co-operation on security. The effectiveness of 
these arrangements was seen in the co-operation between 
Scottish police forces, the Security Service and the Metropolitan 
Police Service after the Glasgow Airport bombing. It will be 
in the mutual interests of Scotland and the rest of the UK to 
ensure that this cross-border co-operation continues following 
independence, supported by Police Scotland and a Scottish 
security and intelligence agency.
Some commentators have questioned whether the UK would 
choose to share intelligence with Scotland. However, as the 
Westminster Government’s Scotland Analysis: Security paper of 
October 2013 made clear: “It is clearly in the UK’s interests to 
be surrounded by secure and resilient neighbouring countries, 
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including – in the event of a Yes vote – an independent Scottish 
state”288.
A new security and intelligence agency will have the appropriate 
security arrangements necessary to give assurance to 
international partners that it can receive and handle intelligence 
safely and securely. There is already significant experience 
and expertise within both the Scottish Government and Police 
Scotland in handling sensitive, classified information, and the 
necessary procedures for doing so are well understood. The 
new agency will also liaise closely with international partners 
on operational matters, building from the basis of existing 
relationships. 
An independent Scotland will explore the benefits of developing 
closer relationships with the primary EU agencies already 
engaged in cyber security: the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence 
Centre of Excellence; the European Network Information Security 
Agency; and the European CyberCrime Centre.
 Legislation, governance and oversight
Early legislation will set out the purpose, duties and powers of  
a Scottish security and intelligence agency and the controls that 
will exist on the use of these powers.
Under independence, Scottish citizens will enjoy written 
constitutional rights for the first time. Striking the right balance 
between maintaining the constitutional and human rights of our  
citizens and the need for national security will be vital. In order 
to protect the safety of others, some of the work undertaken 
by security and intelligence agencies means, by necessity, 
interference with the privacy of specific individuals. Such 
work can and does save lives, but it needs to be done in 
a proportionate and managed way.
There has been extensive public debate about surveillance 
and the collection of information, especially in relation to online 
communications. In an independent Scotland, legislation will set 
out clear arrangements for investigatory powers, building on – 
and updating where necessary – the Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers Act 2000 and the Regulation of Investigatory Powers 
(Scotland) Act 2000289. Our planned legislation will ensure that 
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law enforcement agencies have the powers that they need to do 
their job and keep Scotland safe, while also clarifying the limit of 
those powers and the extent of the controls over them.
The controls put in place will be wide-ranging and 
comprehensive. The planned legislation will bring democratic 
control of our national security to Scotland for the first time. 
Scottish Ministers will be accountable to the Scottish Parliament 
for what a Scottish security and intelligence agency does in 
their name. The Scottish Parliament and the Scottish equivalent 
of the relevant Commissioners290 will scrutinise and challenge 
the work of the agency, including its covert work. They will be 
given clear legislative powers to support their work, including 
the power to require documents to be provided and to require 
the senior management of the agency to give evidence. There 
will also be detailed budget scrutiny from the Auditor General 
for Scotland, and the top-level budget will be scrutinised by the 
Scottish Parliament as part of the Budget Bill.
This scrutiny will ensure that the agency is acting properly, 
legally, efficiently and effectively, in line with international 
principles for intelligence service oversight291. These processes 
must take transparency as their starting point. But in so doing, 
they will appropriately and rigorously protect aspects of the 
agency’s work that cannot be made public, and will respect the 
control principle292 at all times.
 Resources
Ensuring that Scotland is secure will be the primary 
responsibility of the Scottish Government, and the investment 
made in the agency will reflect that. The exact size and cost 
of a security and intelligence agency will be determined by 
the risks and threats that Scotland face. The UK agencies 
cost around £2 billion per year; based on population, Scotland 
contributed £206 million last year293. We anticipate maintaining 
a comparable level of spending under independence.
In the early years we will make a significant level of investment 
in setting up the agency. Scotland, of course, already has a 
substantial existing capital stake, from our investment in UK 
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intelligence infrastructure. We will expect investment to be 
recognised in the arrangements that are agreed with the UK  
as part of the independence settlement.
 Immigration 
 The choices open to us 
One of the major gains from independence for Scotland will 
be responsibility for our own immigration policy. Currently 
immigration is a reserved matter, and the Westminster 
Government’s policy for the whole of the UK is heavily 
influenced by conditions in the south east of England. 
Westminster has also adopted an aggressive approach to 
immigration, asylum seekers and refugees, culminating in the 
recent controversy over advertisements to tell people to leave 
the UK and “go home”.
Scotland has a different need for immigration than other parts 
of the UK. Healthy population growth is important for Scotland’s 
economy. One of the main contributors to Scotland’s population 
growth is migrants who choose to make Scotland their home. 
In future our enhanced economic strategy will also do more to 
encourage young people to build their lives and careers within 
Scotland and to attract people to live in Scotland.
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Scotland’s differing demographic and migration needs mean that 
the current UK immigration system has not supported Scotland’s 
migration priorities. The current Westminster approach is 
strongly focused on reducing the overall number of migrants 
and introducing caps for certain categories of skilled individuals. 
In April 2012, the Westminster Government stopped the post-
study work visa, which allowed recent graduates to work or set 
up a business in the UK for 24 months thus retaining skilled and 
educated graduates as part of the UK labour force. Westminster 
has also set financial maintenance thresholds for most migrants 
at a standard level across the UK despite variations in average 
earnings. With independence, each of these decisions will be for 
Scottish governments, with policy choices made on the basis of 
Scotland’s needs and priorities.
Historically Scotland’s population has grown at a lower rate 
compared to the rest of the UK. The latest population projections 
suggest that Scotland’s workforce will not grow as rapidly as 
the UK as a whole294. Scotland’s population needs are therefore 
different to the rest of the UK and Scotland has a clear economic 
rationale for growing our population – in particular our working 
age population. The Government Economic Strategy sets out a 
target “to match average European (EU-15) population growth 
over the period from 2007 to 2017, supported by increased 
healthy life expectancy in Scotland over this period”.
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Scotland is not well served by Westminster’s decisions on 
immigration and, given our specific circumstances, finding the 
right approach for Scotland’s economy and society is an important 
part of ensuring a more sustainable future for our nation.
An independent Scotland, as a modern democracy, will meet 
our international obligations and play a responsible role on the 
world stage. We will demonstrate our respect for international 
law, human rights and social justice in offering asylum to 
those seeking a place of refuge from persecution, war, natural 
disaster or other major crises. Scotland already plays its part in 
efforts to provide a home for refugees as part of the UK and will 
do so as an independent country.
The asylum process in an independent Scotland must be 
underpinned by an emphasis on robust, fair, socially-responsible 
and thorough decision-making, with clear adherence to human 
rights and equality principles and to the rule of law.
 Our priorities for action
Migrants have played an important part throughout Scottish 
history in enriching and renewing our culture and boosting the 
economy of the country. We will welcome people who want to 
come to work and live in Scotland. 
We plan to continue in the current Common Travel Area with 
the rest of the UK and Ireland so there will be no need for 
border checks between an independent Scotland and England. 
The Common Travel Area already allows for different and 
independent systems within Ireland and the UK, the Isle of Man 
and the Channel Islands. This flexibility in the Common Travel 
Area will enable us to implement our own design for a controlled 
and more flexible immigration system.
As a full member of the EU, Scottish borders will remain open to 
EU nationals exercising their treaty rights, just as Scots are free 
now to move throughout the EU. 
For non-EU nationals, independence will enable us to develop 
and operate a controlled, transparent and efficient immigration 
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system. This Government will take forward a points-based 
approach targeted at particular Scottish requirements. The 
system will enable us to meet the needs of Scottish society 
with greater flexibility, for example by providing incentives 
to migrants who move to live and work in more remote 
geographical areas, assisting with community sustainability,  
or adding new categories of skills. 
We plan to lower the current financial maintenance thresholds 
and minimum salary levels for entry, to better align them with 
Scottish average wages and cost of living. This will open up 
greater opportunities for key skilled individuals from overseas 
who could play important roles in our society and economy and 
fill vital vacancies in individual businesses.
A particular issue for Scotland is the post-study work visa. 
There are over 30,000 international students from more than 
150 countries in Scotland; over 11 per cent of all students 
studying in Scotland are drawn from elsewhere in the EU 
and about 10 per cent are from the rest of the world295. This 
Government plans to reintroduce the post-study work visa. 
This visa will encourage more talented people from around the 
world to further their education in Scotland, providing income 
for Scotland’s education institutions and contributing to the local 
economy and community diversity. 
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An independent Scotland will have the opportunity for a new 
model of asylum services separate from immigration. We 
propose that a Scottish Asylum Agency should oversee asylum 
applications. The process will be both robust and humane, and 
we will continue Scotland’s present approach of promoting the 
integration of refugees and asylum seekers from the day they 
arrive, not just once leave to remain has been granted (as is the 
case in the rest of the UK). In an independent Scotland, we will 
close Dungavel, end the practice of dawn raids and inhumane 
treatment of those who have exercised their legitimate right to 
seek asylum. If a failed asylum seeker is a risk to the public, 
secure accommodation will be sought whilst steps are taken to 
remove them. If there is a need for forcible removals, these will 
be undertaken with respect for human rights. Independence will 
also afford the opportunity to address asylum seekers’ access 
to employment, education and accommodation. 
 Citizenship 
 The choices open to us 
Deciding who is a citizen is a defining characteristic of an 
independent state and future Scottish governments will have 
the power to determine rules on citizenship and nationality.
 Our priorities for action
At the point of independence, this Government proposes an 
inclusive model of citizenship for people whether or not they 
define themselves as primarily or exclusively Scottish or wish 
to become a Scottish passport holder. People in Scotland are 
accustomed to multiple identities, be they national, regional, 
ethnic, linguistic or religious, and a commitment to a multi-
cultural Scotland will be a cornerstone of the nation on 
independence.
We plan that British citizens habitually resident296 in Scotland 
on independence will be considered Scottish citizens. This will 
include British citizens who hold dual citizenship with another 
country. Scottish born British citizens currently living outside  
of Scotland will also be considered Scottish citizens. 
Following independence, other people will be able to apply 
for Scottish citizenship. For example, citizenship by descent 
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will be available to those who have a parent or grandparent 
who qualifies for Scottish citizenship. Those who have a 
demonstrable connection to Scotland and have spent at least 
ten years living here at some stage, whether as a child or an 
adult, will also have the opportunity to apply for citizenship. 
Migrants on qualifying visas will also have the option of applying 
for naturalisation as a Scottish citizen.
The UK allows dual or multiple citizenship for British citizens.  
If a British citizen acquires citizenship and a passport of another 
country, this does not affect their British citizenship, right to 
hold a British passport or right to live in the UK. The Scottish 
Government will also allow dual citizenship. It will be for the 
rest of the UK to decide whether it allows dual UK/Scottish 
citizenship, but we expect the normal rules to extend to  
Scottish citizens.
 Passports
Inherent to citizenship is the right to hold a passport. In an 
independent Scotland all British citizens born or habitually 
resident in Scotland on day one of independence will have 
the right to acquire a Scottish passport, although, as in most 
countries, there will be no requirement to hold one. A Scottish 
passport will also be available to anyone who acquires Scottish 
citizenship through naturalisation. It is envisaged that passport 
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lengths will continue to be five years for children and 10 years for 
adults and will carry a fee comparable to that presently required 
for a UK passport which will be used to cover the administrative 
and production costs of the passport. As a member of the 
EU, Scottish passports will follow the EU passport model and 
therefore will broadly follow the current look of UK passports 
in colour, size, and layout, but will be identified as a Scottish 
passport on the front cover. They will be designed to meet the 
standard requirements for all EU passports and will be valid for 
international travel in the same way UK passports are at present. 
The Scottish Government will continue to recognise any currently 
valid UK passports until their expiry date.
CuRREnT STATuS SCoTTiSH CiTizEnSHiP?
AT THE DATE oF inDEPEnDEnCE
British citizen habitually resident in scotland on day 
one of independence
Yes, automatically a scottish citizen
British citizens born in scotland but living outside of 
scotland on day one of independence
Yes, automatically a scottish citizen
AFTER THE DATE oF inDEPEnDEnCE
child born in scotland to at least one parent who has 
scottish citizenship or indefinite leave to remain at 
the time of their birth
Yes, automatically a scottish citizen
child born outside scotland to at least one parent 
who has scottish citizenship
Yes, automatically a scottish citizen (the birth 
must be registered in scotland to take effect)
British national living outside scotland with at least 
one parent who qualifies for scottish citizenship
can register as a scottish citizen (will need to 
provide evidence to substantiate)
citizens of any country, who have a parent or 
grandparent who qualifies for scottish citizenship
can register as a scottish citizen
(will need to provide evidence to substantiate)
migrants in scotland legally may apply for naturalisation as a scottish citizen 
(subject to meeting good character, residency and 
any other requirements set out under scottish 
immigration law)
citizens of any country who have spent at least ten 
years living in scotland at any time and have an 
ongoing connection with scotland
may apply for naturalisation as a scottish citizen 
(subject to meeting good character and other 
requirements set out under scottish immigration law)
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■■ Direct representation in Europe will allow an independent 
Scotland a full voice in negotiations affecting key Scottish 
sectors, including agriculture, fisheries and aquaculture, 
to reflect Scottish priorities and benefit rural and coastal 
communities
■■ In recent negotiations Scotland would, as an EU member state, 
have had the opportunity for substantial uplift in agriculture and 
rural development funding via the Common Agricultural Policy. 
An independent Scottish Government will be able to negotiate 
directly to ensure Scotland does not lose out in the future
■■ Fishing quotas will be retained in Scotland as a national asset 
for the benefit of future generations
■■ An independent Scotland will have the platform to champion 
action on climate change at the global level
■■ An independent Scottish Parliament will have the opportunity  
to enshrine protection of the environment in a written 
constitution, ensuring its protection for future generations
■■ The government of an independent Scotland will have the 
powers to properly prioritise the needs of rural Scotland in 
relation to telecommunications, postal services, fuel and energy 
policy
■■ The principles of stability and certainty this Scottish Government 
is committed to will guarantee new investment in energy: we 
have no plans to increase the overall tax burden on the oil 
industry and no changes will be made to the fiscal regime 
without consultation
■■ Under our proposals, a single GB-wide market for electricity and 
gas will continue, with the current market trading arrangements, 
provided that they meet Scottish requirements for energy 
security supply
■■ We propose to establish a Scottish Energy Fund to provide 
investment for future generations and to smooth receipts from 
oil revenues
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Scotland is blessed with an abundance of natural resources 
that can bring prosperity and ensure our nation meets the 
global challenges of the 21st century, such as food and energy 
security, and climate change. Independence will provide the 
powers to ensure that everybody in our society enjoys the 
benefits of our natural resources and that these are harnessed 
in line with Scotland’s needs and priorities.
Recent assessments of the cost of living in rural Scotland 
highlight the many issues that are currently reserved to 
Westminster where the approaches taken by Westminster 
governments are hindering rural development and making life 
challenging for families, communities and businesses in rural 
Scotland297.
Independence can empower our rural communities, and 
ensure that appropriate regulation of vital issues such as digital 
connectivity, postal and parcel deliveries, and energy reflects 
the needs of rural Scotland. 
 Agriculture
 Why we need a new approach
Scotland’s agriculture sector underpins the rural economy and 
our successful food and drink sector. Our farmers and crofters, 
in their stewardship of Scotland’s land, contribute greatly to our 
natural heritage, and support our environment and successful 
tourism sector. 
Scotland’s diverse agriculture ranges from small crofting 
enterprises to large intensive livestock and arable farms. 
Agriculture is also comparatively more important to the Scottish 
economy than to the UK’s as a whole, and it is distinctive. For 
instance, about 85 per cent of our land has “less favoured area” 
status compared with 15 per cent in England298. Scotland is also 
home to more than one quarter of the UK’s beef herd299.
However, Scotland’s farmers and crofters have been repeatedly 
let down by Westminster governments which have failed to 
prioritise Scottish farming in domestic policies and, in European 
negotiations, and have argued and acted against Scotland's 
interests.
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The record of UK representation of Scottish Agriculture  
in Europe
The interests of rural Scotland have been repeatedly traded off 
against other UK priorities in European Union (EU) negotiations 
where Scotland has no direct voice.
Successive Westminster governments have argued for a 
significant reduction in agricultural support payments, despite 
Scotland’s already low share of funding and need for support 
given our geographical and climatic challenges. These 
payments are vital to ensure our farmers and crofters continue 
to produce food, deliver environmental benefits and sustain our 
rural communities. 
As a result of Westminster not sharing Scottish priorities, 
Scotland has the third lowest average direct payment per 
hectare in Europe300. Indeed, in the newly negotiated agricultural 
subsidies for 2014 to 2020 (Pillar 1 of the Common Agricultural 
Policy), Scotland will have a lower average rate per hectare than 
any other member state in Europe and than the rest of the UK301. 
In November 2013, the Westminster Government chose to 
disadvantage Scotland further by deciding, despite cross-party 
opposition in the Scottish Parliament, to distribute across all 
the countries of the UK over €220 million of agricultural subsidy 
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uplift, received from the EU to promote convergence.The uplift 
is a direct consequence of Scotland’s lower payments, and 
should have been used to benefit Scottish farmers who have 
the lowest per hectare rates. 
The position is similar when it comes to support for rural 
development. As part of the UK, Scotland currently receives the 
lowest average payment rate per hectare of rural development 
funding in Europe (under Pillar 2 of the Common Agricultural 
Policy)302. This is because the Westminster Government does 
not prioritise this support in its negotiations in Europe, despite 
pressure from the Scottish Government to do so. The UK 
chose not to join 16 other countries in securing additional rural 
development funding. This could have provided vital funding for 
environmental schemes, rural facilities, food businesses and 
tourism projects, amongst others303.
Not only has Westminster failed to negotiate a better deal for 
Scotland, but our position is getting comparatively worse304. 
This is something an independent Scottish Government can 
tackle directly as part of the next CAP negotiations, likely to 
commence around 2018.
There is also the prospect of agricultural support being cut 
completely if Scotland remains in the UK. Scotland faces the 
possibility of leaving the EU because of Westminster’s planned 
in/out European referendum. If there is a vote to leave the 
EU, Scottish agriculture and our rural industries will no longer 
be part of the CAP and will be in the hands of a Westminster 
government with a stated policy of drastically reducing or even 
ending farm payments. 
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The record of the Westminster Government on domestic 
agriculture policy
Scottish farming not only suffers from poor representation in 
Europe, but also from Westminster’s failure to prioritise its 
interests in domestic policy in the areas where Westminster 
retains control.
For example, levy income from livestock reared in Scotland but 
slaughtered south of the border is used to promote beef, lamb 
and pork from elsewhere, not Scottish beef, lamb and pork. 
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The Westminster Government also has a poor record on 
responding to the needs of Scottish rural industries during times 
of crisis. For example, during spells of severe weather, or in 
relation to other animal welfare concerns, the UK Department 
of Transport required extensive and time-consuming lobbying 
by the industry and the Scottish Government before it agreed 
to relax rules on drivers’ hours.
 The Scotland we can create
With the powers of independence, and direct representation in 
Europe, we can secure and grow Scottish agriculture’s place 
in our society and economy for the future. It is in our national 
interest that we retain the skills and capacity to produce food 
on our own land. Scotland’s priorities will be reflected by the 
actions of our negotiators in Europe, greatly improving our 
opportunities for funding and to ensure that EU policies are 
tailored to Scottish circumstances. Ministers in an independent 
Scotland will also be able to ensure that every department of 
government works to support rural Scotland when required. 
In areas where we agree with the Westminster Government, 
Scotland will be its ally in agriculture negotiations, increasing 
our combined negotiating strength, both in terms of votes and 
representation at the negotiating table. 
With independence, farmers and crofters will continue to  
receive CAP payments because the budget is already set until 
2020. But, crucially, with independence Scotland will qualify for 
future member state funding increases.
 The choices open to us
As an independent member state of the EU, Scotland will be 
able to promote directly our economic and social interests and 
protect our citizens by participating on equal terms with all other 
member states in EU affairs. 
Scottish Ministers will also gain direct access to their 
counterparts in other member states through bilateral meetings, 
which Westminster currently does not allow for agriculture. As a 
member state we will have the authority to deal directly with all 
European institutions and be treated as an equal partner. 
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 Common agricultural policy
Direct Farming Support (Pillar 1 of CAP): If Scotland had 
been independent when the latest CAP budget was being 
decided, we would have benefited from a principle that by 2020 
no member state would receive less than an average of €196 
per hectare. This would have brought Scotland an extra  
€1 billion between 2014 and 2020. 
Rural Development Support (Pillar 2 of CAP): With 
independence, Scotland will be able to negotiate fairer 
allocations for rural development – similar to those achieved 
by many other member states. For example, despite having an 
area of agricultural land equal to around 25 per cent of that of 
the UK305, Ireland negotiated an allocation of almost €2 billion 
for rural development – almost 85 per cent of the total allocation 
for the UK306. Finland negotiated a €600 million uplift307. This 
demonstrates what independent countries similar in size to 
Scotland can achieve within EU negotiations when they are  
able to reflect their own needs and priorities. 
 Our priorities for action 
The Scottish Government firmly believes that the only 
government capable of properly representing Scotland’s 
interests in the EU decision-making process is a government 
elected by, and directly accountable to, the people of Scotland. 
If we form that government we will: 
■■ provide a direct voice for Scotland’s farmers in Europe, 
and Scotland’s agriculture sector will be a priority for 
Scotland’s engagement with the EU. In the next round 
of CAP negotiations, Scotland’s interests will be directly 
represented. An independent Scotland can negotiate the 
best possible deal for Scotland’s farmers, crofters and rural 
communities.
■■ use Scotland’s farming levies to promote Scottish 
produce. With independence, all levies for livestock raised 
in Scotland can be used to promote Scottish agriculture, not 
the produce of our competitors.
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■■ reduce the burden of European livestock regulations. 
We will argue that Europe’s regulatory burden should be 
reduced in recognition of Scotland’s good animal health 
record and disease-free status. 
■■ support new entrants into agriculture. We will investigate 
how we can use fiscal measures to provide opportunities for 
new entrants to agriculture.
 Fisheries 
 Why we need a new approach 
The Scottish fishing industry has much to gain from 
independence. Supporting our fishing communities and seafood 
sector will always be a priority for Scottish governments. 
In 2012, Scotland accounted for 87 per cent of the total value of 
UK landings of key stocks, representing 37 per cent of the Total 
Allowable Catch (TAC) of these stocks available to the EU308. 
However, Scotland receives just 41 per cent of the European 
Fisheries Fund allocation to the UK, despite having a far higher 
share of both the UK sea fishery and aquaculture sectors. As 
a result of being a low priority for the UK in EU negotiations, 
Scotland receives just 1.1 per cent309 of European fisheries 
funding despite landing 7 per cent of the European Union’s wild-
caught fish310 and accounting for more than 12 per cent of EU 
aquaculture production311. Scotland is the world’s third largest 
salmon producer with 83 per cent of UK aquaculture production 
by volume312. 
Our fishermen need a voice at the top table in Europe. Despite 
two thirds of the UK industry being based in Scotland, Scottish 
Ministers have not been allowed to speak on behalf of the UK 
in Europe, even on occasions where the interest is almost 
exclusively Scottish. This means that Scotland’s representatives 
– who are closest to the needs of the Scottish fishing sector – 
are not able to ensure that their voice is properly heard.
Only independence can safeguard the future of Scotland’s 
fishing communities and seafood sectors and prevent our 
fishing quotas – the industry’s lifeblood – from being transferred 
outside Scotland or being top-sliced by the Westminster 
Government.
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 The Scotland we can create
The fishing industry has a strong heritage 
in Scotland, and continues to make a key 
contribution to our economy while supporting 
many fragile coastal communities.
With independence, for the first time, Scotland  
will have a direct say in European fisheries 
negotiations. An independent Scottish 
Government will have the power to always 
prioritise Scotland’s needs. In areas where  
we have agreement with the Westminster 
Government, Scotland will be an ally in fisheries 
negotiations – increasing our combined 
negotiating strength both in terms of votes and 
representation at the negotiating table. 
Independence will give Scotland’s fishermen 
their own distinct voice in Europe, with Scotland 
participating at every level in the EU policy 
process.
As an independent member state of the EU, 
Scotland will be negotiating as one of the 
foremost and most respected fishing nations 
in Europe. This status will give Scotland the 
opportunity to take a leadership role in reforming 
the Common Fisheries Policy to deliver fisheries 
management at regional and member state 
level. This will involve negotiating management 
of fishing opportunities and securing funding for 
diversification of economic opportunities in our 
coastal communities.
 The choices open to us 
An independent Scotland will be able to 
negotiate directly for Scottish priorities without 
them being compromised in favour of wider 
UK objectives, bringing a new certainty for 
Scotland’s fishing communities that their fishing 
rights will be protected. As an independent 
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member state in our own right, Scotland can keep Scottish 
fishing quotas in Scotland.
Independence is not merely about completing the current 
powers of the Scottish Parliament in relation to Scotland’s 
fisheries. It is about devoting our energies to playing a full and 
leading role in Europe as a key fishing nation, with the authority 
of being a member state rather than being limited to lobbying 
UK Ministers and European Commission officials.
 Our priorities for action
If in power after the 2016 election we will:
■■ prioritise the needs of the Scottish fishing industry  
and aquaculture in European negotiations
■■ protect Scotland’s fishing quotas, preventing fishing 
quota being permanently transferred outside Scotland and 
safeguarding Scotland’s fishing rights for future generations
■■ use Scotland’s fishing levies to promote Scottish 
seafood. In an independent Scotland the industry’s levies 
will remain in Scotland to support the Scottish industry’s 
objectives and priorities for our catching, onshore and wider 
seafood sectors
 Food and drink 
 Why we need a new approach
Scotland’s food and drink sector has been extremely successful 
in recent years. Despite the global recession, our exports313 are 
up 52 per cent since 2007314 and our £4 billion whisky industry 
exports 40 bottles overseas each and every second315. Our food 
and drink sector turned over £13.1 billion in 2011316, breaking 
initial growth targets six years early. 
As international demand for our produce continues to increase, 
the Scottish Government has already been working closely 
with industry to support sustainable growth and identify and 
secure access to new export markets. For example, growth 
in demand for Scottish farmed salmon across Asia is an 
important opportunity to strengthen the economies of fragile 
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rural communities. Scotland’s food and drink industry does 
an excellent job promoting the Scottish brand, but Scotland 
is constrained by the current constitutional settlement, which 
prevents it from directly engaging on a level footing with other 
countries. 
The UK’s planned in/out referendum on EU membership 
threatens our food and drink industry’s current access to 
Europe’s single market of 500 million citizens and 20 million 
businesses. There is also a real concern, particularly for the 
whisky industry, that if the Westminster Government takes 
Scotland out of the EU, we will lose the backing of the EU’s 
trade negotiations with countries like India, the United States 
and China.
 The Scotland we can create 
Scotland’s food and drink sector contributes 18 per cent of 
Scotland's overseas exports317, but less than 1.5 per cent of 
the overseas exports of the UK as a whole. There are therefore 
clear benefits to Scotland having more direct control over our 
own priorities. 
Independence will boost Scotland’s international profile, 
delivering new opportunities for food and drink exports, as well 
as attracting new visitors to our country to enjoy our produce. 
An independent Scotland will have the opportunity to promote 
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itself effectively in the UK and domestic markets. Just as the 
rest of the UK is already a significant market for other food-
exporting nations such as Ireland, so it will remain Scotland’s 
biggest and closest market. 
 The choices open to us 
Food and drink exports will continue to be a priority area for 
our international trade efforts. With independence and our 
own more effective overseas representation, we can promote 
our products to the world, and tackle barriers to trade that the 
Westminster Government does not prioritise, such as the export 
of Scotch beef to the growing markets of Asia. An independent 
Scotland will have the opportunity to market Scotland’s food 
and drink on an integrated basis, rather than having some 
marketing bodies with a Scottish focus and others responsible 
for the UK. 
An independent Scotland will be able to engage directly in the 
EU and participate in key negotiations surrounding third party 
trade agreements and access to international markets. As a 
member state we will have a say in any legislation that allowed 
the banning or restriction of Genetically Modified Crops.
Scotland is already well-regarded internationally for the quality 
of its food and drink. With independence, our profile can only 
rise and producers across the country will benefit as a result.
 Our priorities for action
We plan to: 
■■ promote food and drink overseas. Using Scotland’s 
overseas representation we will extend promotion of the 
Scottish brand and our world-class produce. In addition,  
the global publicity generated by the independence process 
itself will be an important platform for our food and drink 
exports
■■ properly resource Export Certification, which can open 
new markets to Scottish produce. This work will be a priority 
for an independent Scottish Government
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■■ use Scotland’s levy to promote Scotland’s produce.  
In an independent Scotland, income from our food sectors 
will be retained in Scotland to promote our produce, with 
opportunities to continue co-operation with the rest of the 
UK on research and other issues
 Rural communities
 Why we need a new approach
Scotland’s rural and island communities are a significant and 
prominent part of our nation, culture and economy. Just over 
£32 billion was produced in the rural regions of Scotland in 
2011, which is approximately 30 per cent of total output from the 
Scottish economy (excluding North Sea oil and gas)318. Rural 
Scotland is a significant part of Scotland’s economy as a whole 
and intrinsic to Scotland’s identity, and to our appeal as a visitor 
destination. 
Many of the functions necessary to the rural economy and 
the health of rural and island communities are currently 
administered by the Westminster Government, which means 
that insufficient weight is given to the needs of rural Scotland. 
Successive Westminster governments have failed to deliver 
the economic opportunity that rural Scotland should expect. 
Too many of our communities remain marginalised. It is time 
for our natural wealth to work better for these communities and 
for people in all parts of our nation.
Other countries have taken a different approach. For example, 
in the early 2000s, while countries such as Sweden auctioned 
3G telephony licences in a way that sought to maximise 
coverage across the country, the UK approach sought to 
promote “economic and efficient management and use of the 
spectrum”. The result was a patchy network which left large 
parts of rural Scotland without coverage (see Chapter 9).
But it is not just the digital divide that is affecting development 
in rural Scotland. In the 1990s the Westminster Government 
opened up competition in the parcel sector without requiring 
private sector operators to deliver services to all parts of the UK. 
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The result has been average mark-ups on standard delivery 
prices of 195 per cent in the Highlands and 508 per cent in the 
Scottish Islands319.
Scotland’s rural areas also face higher average costs of car 
travel and road haulage, due to longer average travel times and 
relatively higher fuel prices. This increases the costs for goods 
and services and travel more generally. 
 The Scotland we can create
Scotland’s rich natural resources are central to our identity as a 
country and as a people. They underpin the growth of a thriving 
rural economy, and the industries of tourism, farming, fishing, 
forestry and food and drink, as well as new opportunities in 
renewable energy. 
This Government’s vision for an independent Scotland is 
a nation where opportunity exists across all of Scotland: 
empowering communities; protecting the environment; and 
giving all our industries a stronger voice in the international 
decisions that affect them. We seek to create a Scotland where 
our people benefit from rural economic development, and where 
we reverse rural depopulation in those areas it continues to 
impact upon. 
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 The choices open to us 
With independence, future Scottish governments will be able to 
fully support Scotland’s rural communities with all the functions 
of government and within the EU, rather than relying on 
Westminster, where priorities are often different. 
With independence, this Scottish Government will have the 
opportunity to negotiate for additional allocations of European 
rural development funding to lift Scotland off the bottom of 
the EU league table. Sixteen countries were able to secure 
increases in rural development funding at the recent CAP 
negotiations. This demonstrates what independent countries, 
several of which are similar in size to Scotland, can achieve 
within EU negotiations when they are able to reflect their own 
needs and priorities. 
With similar funding increases we could: invest in rural tourism 
and environmental protection; ensure more investment in 
broadband and renewables; and fund start-up assistance for 
young farmers.
 Our priorities for action
Our plans include:
■■ postal delivery services and Royal Mail. With independence, 
the regulation of mail in Scotland will be in the hands of the 
Scottish Parliament, providing an opportunity to address the 
way the market functions to deliver fairer prices across all 
of Scotland in rural and remote areas, especially for parcel 
services. The Scottish Government disagrees with the 
recent privatisation of Royal Mail. It presents a threat to the 
Universal Service Obligation which is of vital importance to 
rural communities. This Scottish Government plans to bring 
the Royal Mail back into public ownership in an independent 
Scotland (see Chapter 9).
■■ rural broadband and mobile services. In an independent 
Scotland, the Scottish Government will have direct control 
over the way in which spectrum licences are issued, 
ensuring maximum availability of mobile telephony and 
broadband throughout Scotland as a whole, including our 
rural areas
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■■ land and communities. The Scottish Government is 
already committed to empowering communities and local 
government. Our action around community renewables 
and land reform will empower communities by helping them 
acquire assets. This is a commitment that was strengthened 
by the First Minister’s announcement in June 2013 of 
the Scottish Government’s target of one million acres of 
Scotland’s land in community ownership by 2020320. Our 
reviews of land reform and tenant farming are part of 
building a fairer society for which independence is required: 
for example, taxation powers are needed to encourage land 
to be made available for new tenant farmers and address 
wider land reform
■■ island communities. The Scottish Government has 
recently established the Islands Areas Ministerial Working 
Group, to engage in discussions with Orkney, Shetland and 
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar about the opportunities that are 
important for these island communities in the context of 
the referendum and independence. We have committed to 
separate discussions with mainland councils with islands 
on any issues of interest. The Working Group is covering 
issues such as energy, the Crown Estate and transport. 
Under independence we plan to bring forward an Islands 
Act to implement the conclusions of this work
■■ the Crown Estate. The Crown Estate is currently 
administered by the Crown Estate Commissioners. In an 
independent Scotland, the Scottish Government plans 
that the Crown Estate will better support local economic 
development and provide wider community benefit in 
Scotland. In an independent Scotland, the current Scottish 
Government plans to review the management of the Crown 
Estate and consult on arrangements to enhance local 
control of assets, including greater autonomy for the islands 
and ownership of the foreshore and local harbours. We plan 
to introduce community benefits associated with Scotland’s 
offshore renewable resource. This will deliver direct benefits 
for communities across Scotland of at least half of the sea 
bed leasing revenues and more in the islands
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■■ rural development funding. We will seek to negotiate 
an uplift in CAP Pillar 2 funding for rural development to 
invest in our rural services and economy. Other countries 
have successfully negotiated substantial increases to their 
budgets, such as Ireland321, which, at almost €2 billion, has 
a budget more than four times Scotland’s322
 Environment
 Why we need a new approach
Scotland has a spectacular natural environment and rich 
biodiversity. The Scottish Government recognises that our 
natural assets underpin our economy and the health and 
wellbeing of our citizens and visitors. 
Using independence to build a clean, green and nuclear-free 
nation, Scotland can be a beacon of environmentalism and 
sustainability. 
The world-leading climate change legislation passed by 
the Scottish Parliament in 2009323 demonstrates Scotland’s 
progressive approach to the protection of the environment, 
and makes Scotland a respected and valued player on the 
international stage. Indeed, Scotland has had the biggest 
cumulative fall in greenhouse gas emissions since 1990 
(29.6 per cent) of the EU-15; higher than the average emissions 
reduction for the EU-27 (17.1 per cent), and the highest of the 
nations in the UK324.
In addition, our ground-breaking work championing Climate 
Justice, including setting up the world’s first Climate Justice 
Fund, has received international praise including from highly 
respected figures such as Archbishop Desmond Tutu and 
former UN High Commissioner Mary Robinson.
However, Scotland is held back from championing action on 
climate change internationally as we have no direct voice in 
either the UN or the EU. Our unique position – as a developed 
nation with the highest ambition in this area – is thus missing 
from the international forums debating this crucial global issue.
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Scotland’s target of a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions of 
at least 42 per cent by 2020 compares to the UK’s 34 per cent 
target, is more than double the EU’s 20 per cent target, and, 
distinctively, also includes our share of international aviation and 
shipping emissions. We are committed to a minimum of 80 per 
cent emissions reduction by 2050 and our recent, second Report 
on Proposals and Policies325 sets out a strategy for Scotland to 
deliver a 57.8 per cent reduction in emissions by 2027. 
 The Scotland we can create
With independence, Scotland can play a crucial role in the 
international debate on climate change. With an independent 
seat in the EU, adding our voice to those of other nations with 
high ambitions on climate change, we can present evidence 
of effective action within Scotland and argue directly for our 
European neighbours and other developed nations to share 
Scotland’s ambition of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
We can also show that other nations can share the economic 
benefits of making an early transition to a low carbon economy.
With experience of addressing global issues such as: climate 
change; restoring natural habitats; improving the quality of 
rivers and lochs; managing fragile marine areas; and minimising 
waste, Scotland has an important global contribution to make. 
 The choices open to us 
An independent Scotland will have its own voice among 
important international institutions like the United Nations, the 
EU and EU energy forums, supporting further EU climate and 
energy targets to 2030. This Government supports a legally-
binding EU greenhouse gas emissions reduction target for 
2030 and reform of the EU Emissions Trading System to deliver 
greater pre-2020 ambition to cut emissions. 
With independence, Scotland will be able to negotiate fairer EU 
funding allocations for rural development, with some of these 
funds targeted for environmental protection and accelerated 
delivery of our commitments on reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions.
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 Our priorities for action
If we form the government of an independent 
Scotland we will: 
■■ seek to enshrine environmental 
protection in the constitution. With 
independence we will have the opportunity to 
enshrine protection of our environment in the 
proposed written constitution for Scotland
■■ show international leadership in tackling 
climate change. An independent Scotland 
will champion tackling climate change in 
international forums including the UN and the 
EU – encouraging and supporting others to 
share Scotland’s ambition
■■ negotiate increased European funding 
for environmental protection. This 
Government will seek a better deal on Pillar 
2 of the Common Agricultural Policy in the 
next CAP negotiations, allowing increased 
funding for environmental protection and 
emissions reduction measures
 Scotland’s energy market
 Why we need a new approach 
The operation of our energy market and its 
regulation is currently the responsibility of 
Westminster. Over many years, successive 
Westminster governments have lacked a 
coherent approach to energy. In a country of 
Scotland’s energy wealth, it is unacceptable  
that consumers now face rising prices,  
increased fuel poverty and the risk that our 
renewable energy ambitions are not fulfilled. 
A well-functioning energy market, delivering the 
best outcome for consumers in the long-term, 
is a prerequisite for a flourishing economy and 
society. By this standard, Westminster has failed. 
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Underinvestment in energy generation over decades has led to 
a looming security of supply crisis. Spare generating capacity 
throughout the UK is now at its lowest level for a generation, 
and Ofgem forecasts that it will contract even further326. 
The Westminster Government’s proposals to reform the 
electricity market are intended to address these concerns, but 
they present major risks. Scotland’s ability to provide for our 
own long-term energy requirements may be compromised – 
and our status as a provider of reliable supplies to the rest of 
the UK is now endangered. 
This situation should not have transpired. Scotland’s substantial 
energy resources and balanced generation mix can provide 
secure long-term supplies of energy at home and substantial 
cross-border exports, helping to maintain a comfortable 
generating capacity margin throughout the GB grid. Scotland’s 
surplus energy can help to prevent energy shortages and price 
spikes across these islands. 
 The Scotland we can create
Scotland is already a net exporter of electricity, with huge  
recent growth in the deployment of renewable generation. 
Between January 2010 and April 2013, industry has announced 
£13.1 billion of investment with an associated 9,100 jobs327. 
Currently, more wave and tidal power devices are being tested 
in the waters off Scotland than in any other country in the world, 
with Europe’s largest tidal array having recently been consented 
in the Pentland Firth. 
Independence for Scotland is the opportunity to maximise the 
benefits of our energy wealth, including:
■■ enhancing security of supply for Scottish consumers
■■ promoting decarbonisation of electricity generation, 
supporting Scotland’s climate change ambitions, 
maintaining Scotland’s non-nuclear stance, and delivering 
greater long-term stability in energy prices for consumers
■■ growing a thriving Scottish energy sector, specialising in 
areas of competitive advantage and creating new jobs
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■■ tackling fuel poverty in Scotland more effectively, addressing 
the specific needs of Scottish consumers
■■ developing new models of community ownership and 
community benefit from energy generation and delivering 
real community empowerment
 The choices open to us
Achieving security of supply for Scottish consumers will be the 
central priority for an independent Scotland. This Government 
proposes that, provided this is not jeopardised, Scotland will 
continue to participate in the GB-wide market for electricity and 
gas, reflecting the integrated transmission networks between 
Scotland and the rest of the UK. There is a common interest in 
sharing our energy resources with our neighbours: Scotland can 
continue to provide safe and secure supplies of electricity and gas 
and can assist the rest of the UK in meeting its renewable energy 
targets. Our continued participation in a single GB-wide energy 
market is also in line with the trend for increasing integration of 
energy markets across Europe. 
However, as a substantial supplier to the rest of the UK, an 
independent Scotland will require a far greater degree of 
oversight of the market arrangements for energy and firmer 
safeguards over Scottish energy security. The Scottish 
Government plans to establish an Energy Partnership with 
the Westminster Government, ensuring that we jointly steer 
the approach to the energy market and that Scotland’s long-
term interests are better served. An independent Scotland 
can ensure that there are market incentives to deliver a mix of 
generation, as set out in the Scottish Government’s Electricity 
Generation Policy Statement328, combining renewable and 
thermal forms of generation. Through this partnership, the 
Scottish Government will ensure that new investment in 
Scottish generation is not compromised by the Westminster 
Government’s proposals to overhaul the structure of the 
electricity market and enter into expensive, long-term contracts 
for new nuclear generation. 
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Under these proposals, the current market trading arrangements 
for electricity and gas will continue, with the aim of maintaining 
a competitive market for energy throughout these islands. This 
meets the legitimate expectation of consumers, suppliers and 
generators of energy across Scotland and the rest of the UK. 
This Government proposes that a single Transmission Operator 
will continue to balance supply and demand across Scotland 
and the rest of the UK. 
Following independence, Scottish renewable energy will 
continue to represent the most cost-effective means for the rest 
of the UK to meet its renewable ambitions. The continuation of 
a system of shared support for renewables and capital costs 
of transmission among consumers in Scotland and the rest 
of the UK is a reasonable consideration for meeting the UK’s 
ongoing green commitments. Regardless of its source, Scottish 
generation is now essential to ensuring the lights stay on 
across these islands: without Scottish generation and Scottish 
renewable energy, the spare capacity margin across the GB 
grid would already be in negative figures. 
The characteristics of Scotland’s energy generation, supply 
and use are unique in their geography and peripheral nature 
– requiring a distinctive regulatory regime. An independent 
Scotland will designate a new independent National Regulatory 
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Authority for Energy, operating in co-operation with the 
electricity and gas market regulator in the rest of the UK. This 
model of regulatory co-operation is in line with the increasing 
levels of co-operation throughout Europe.
An independent Scotland will be an important voice in EU 
institutions in support of greater levels of integration and 
interconnection. This will require stronger representation in 
Europe. 
With independence, control of offshore licensing and leases  
will create new opportunities to deliver community benefits from 
offshore development while giving due regard to the diverse 
marine environment. 
 Our priorities for action
 Energy bills
Recent energy price increases highlight more than ever the 
need to use all the powers available to us to help people with 
their energy bills. An independent Scotland will be free to 
design a new means of funding and delivering energy efficiency 
improvements to Scottish homes that is fairer and better suited 
to our needs. 
The current Westminster scheme to address fuel poverty 
and improve energy efficiency is operated through energy 
companies. The costs of programmes like the Energy Company 
Obligation (ECO) and Warm Homes Discount are met by 
householders through their energy bills irrespective of income.
We plan to transfer responsibility for these measures from 
energy companies to the Scottish Government – and to meet 
the costs from central resources. By passing on these cost 
reductions to their consumers, energy companies will be able to 
reduce bills by around five per cent, or approximately £70 every 
year.
This change will be made at an appropriate point to ensure 
continuity of work for Scottish businesses in the energy 
efficiency provider sector and for households and landlords 
arranging for improvement works. 
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Under these proposals, we will retain the statutory target to 
eradicate fuel poverty. The reduction of emissions from housing 
would also continue to play a key role in meeting our climate 
change targets. 
This Scottish Government will also continue the overall levels  
of support for ECO and the Warm Homes Discount. 
The urgent need to reduce the cost of energy for consumers 
is now an active area of debate and discussion. The Scottish 
Government will remain responsive to any further proposals  
that may emerge from Westminster over the coming months.
 Energy Regulation
Regulation of energy was considered in the Scottish 
Government’s paper Economic and Competition Regulation 
in an Independent Scotland329. Following independence, this 
Government plans to simplify the regulatory landscape to 
one that is more appropriate for a country of Scotland’s size, 
bringing together economic regulatory functions in the vital 
sectors of communications, energy, transport, and water into 
one combined economic regulator. Consumers will benefit from 
having a more powerful regulator acting on their behalf, with 
strong powers to ensure that markets are working efficiently in 
Scotland. Industry will benefit from dealing with fewer regulatory 
bodies and from greater stability and consistency in regulatory 
decisions. 
The energy arm of the Scottish regulator could, in principle, 
be based at the Scottish offices of Ofgem. It will work in 
partnership with the energy regulator in England and Wales in 
a model of shared regulation of the integrated GB-wide market. 
The Scottish Government’s Expert Commission on Energy 
Regulation330 is currently assessing evidence on models of  
co-operation between regulators and national governments 
under these arrangements – it will report to the Scottish 
Government in spring 2014.
Under the Government's proposals, the Scottish regulator 
will ensure that the regulation of energy delivers reliable 
supply, a fair outcome for Scottish consumers, the continued 
decarbonisation of energy generation, and the conditions for the 
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continued sustainable growth of the energy industry in Scotland. 
This model rests upon open and competitive energy markets, 
and the adequate supply of energy to meet demand and deliver 
a comfortable capacity margin.
 Renewable energy and reducing energy demand
Scotland’s energy future, in common with the rest of the world, 
lies in renewable energy. It is the responsibility of countries 
that have benefited from the production of hydrocarbons to 
lead the way in investing in a low carbon future. In the long 
term, renewable energy represents a safer, more cost-effective 
means of electricity generation than the expensive nuclear 
plants that the Westminster Government favours. The transition 
to renewable energy reduces our dependence on carbon-
intensive fuels, and brings long-term stability to energy prices 
for consumers. 
 As part of the planned Energy Partnership, the Scottish and 
Westminster Governments will have a shared objective to 
increase the deployment of renewable generation, requiring 
the continued support of consumers throughout these islands, 
as renewable energy competes with more established, higher 
carbon, forms of generation. The planned continuation of a 
GB-wide market will ensure that Scotland’s renewable energy 
resources continue to support the low carbon ambitions of 
the rest of the UK – supplied at the cost-effective prices that 
Scottish renewables can offer.
 Following independence, this Government will also introduce 
a leasing system for offshore and foreshore renewables, 
designed to increase investment and production while 
benefiting local communities, particularly in our island areas, 
replacing the Crown Estate Commissioners. We will continue 
to support research and development on renewables and low 
carbon technologies.
 Measures on energy production will be complemented by 
incentives for greater energy efficiency, through minimising 
energy demand and reducing energy bills, and through water 
efficiency, material and resource efficiency, reducing wastes 
and increasing productivity.
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 Oil and gas
 Why we need a new approach 
 Successive Westminster Governments have failed to provide 
effective stewardship of Scotland’s oil and gas resources. 
Operators place a premium on operating under a stable 
and predictable tax regime so that the post-tax returns from 
investments can be appropriately evaluated. In recent years, 
the UK North Sea fiscal regime has not provided this certainty, 
and investment in the oil and gas sector has suffered. Over 
the past decade there have been 16 substantive changes 
to the fiscal regime. These frequent changes, often without 
prior consultation, have earned the UK a reputation for fiscal 
instability, inhibiting new investment, decreasing the life-span  
of some fields and damaging the Scottish economy. 
 Sir Ian Wood commented on the issue of fiscal instability within 
the interim report to his UKCS Maximising Recovery Review, 
saying that “clear views were expressed that fiscal instability 
has been a significant factor in basin under-performance”. We 
welcome this report, which also makes clear that the current 
structure of having the regulatory body situated within the 
Department for Energy and Climate Change, is “no longer 
adequate to meet the challenges of managing an increasingly 
complex basin”. The evidence gathered by Sir Ian showed 
unanimously that the existing regulator is “significantly under-
resourced and under-powered”331.
 The Westminster Government has also cut funding and staffing 
for the Coastguard, an essential public service which helps to 
protect those who work offshore. 
 Westminster governments have also failed to re-invest the 
proceeds of the North Sea to provide a long-term benefit to 
future generations. Stabilisation funds and sovereign wealth 
funds are common among oil and gas producing countries, 
with the UK being a notable exception332. Norway’s oil fund, 
for example, was established in 1990 and is now worth around 
£470 billion, equivalent to £90,000 per head in Norway, making 
it the largest sovereign wealth fund in the world. In contrast, 
successive Westminster governments have accumulated debts 
which are now worth in excess of £1 trillion.  
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 The Scotland we can create
 The oil and gas sector has 
been a major part of the 
economy of Scotland since 
the 1970s. Oil and gas 
production is estimated to 
have contributed around  
£22 billion to Scottish GDP in 
2012333. Through the success 
of the last five decades, 
Aberdeen has become an 
international oil and gas 
centre of excellence, home 
to an industry that is leading 
the world in many areas, 
supported by strong academic 
research in Scotland’s 
universities. In 2013, oil and gas was the largest single sector  
in the FTSE 100 Index of leading companies334, and a sector  
in which Scottish firms are leading global players. 
 Scotland now has a second opportunity to steward our oil and 
gas assets for the benefit of the nation, as well as supporting 
the growth of an industry that in many areas is the best in the 
world.
 Overall, Scotland has the vast bulk of the UK’s offshore oil and 
gas reserves, which are estimated to have a wholesale value 
of £1.5 trillion. Record investment in 2013 points to a bright and 
lengthy future for oil and gas production in Scotland. As well as 
the substantial reserves in the North Sea, there are now major 
developments taking place to the west of Scotland, especially 
west of Shetland335. Scotland is estimated to have the largest 
conventional oil reserves in the EU – around 60 per cent of 
the EU total. Scotland is also estimated to have the second 
largest volume of proven gas reserves in the EU after the 
Netherlands336.
 For the sake of future generations living and bringing up their 
families in Scotland, we must not lose out on the opportunity 
that these remaining reserves provide.
98.8%
OF UK OFFSHORE 
OIL 
PRODUCTION
WILL COME
FROM SCOTLAND’S 
GEOGRAPHICAL
SHARE OF THE 
CURRENT UK 
CONTINENTAL
SHELF
IN THE 
30 YEARS
FROM 2011
SOURCE: PROFESSOR ALEX KEMP, 
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
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 The choices open to us 
 With independence, Scotland will have full responsibility for 
our oil and gas reserves. An independent Scotland will aim to 
maximise the safe production of oil and gas from the fields off 
Scotland’s shores, with a stable and predictable fiscal regime. 
 With independence, we can ensure that the huge wealth 
generated by Scotland’s natural resources benefits all of our 
people. An independent Scotland could also use our position  
as a major hydrocarbon producer to drive the most ambitious 
low carbon economic transformation of any country. 
 Scotland also has many natural competitive advantages for 
the development of carbon capture and storage (CCS). The 
North Sea is a natural storage hub for vast volumes of carbon 
dioxide. There is also the potential to make use of the existing 
infrastructure from the oil and gas industry, and there are a 
range of commercial opportunities to capture carbon in the 
central belt of Scotland. Only independence provides Scotland 
with the autonomy to make the necessary strategic investments 
that will support the growth of CCS.
  Our priorities for action 
 An Expert Commission has been established to consider an 
appropriate fiscal and regulatory regime for oil and gas in an 
independent Scotland. The Expert Commission is considering 
options for the implementation of the key principles set out 
in the Scottish Government’s paper Maximising the return 
from Oil and Gas in an Independent Scotland337. The Expert 
Commission will publish its report in spring 2014.
 The Scottish Government welcomes the contribution that 
Sir Ian Wood’s interim report makes to the debate. Particularly 
welcome is the proposal to create a new regulator. This will 
provide the necessary skills, knowledge and authority to ensure 
that we maximise the potential of the wealth of resources 
remaining. The Scottish Government’s Expert Commission  
will consider Sir Ian Wood’s report in full. 
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  Health and safety
 Safety in the oil and gas industry is of paramount importance. 
The Scottish Government will work with all interested parties 
to ensure safety is further enhanced, building on the existing 
health and safety regime to develop a modern, rigorous and 
well-funded Scottish regime. This will include working with all 
agencies to ensure that safety remains the first priority for those 
who service the oil and gas industry. Increasingly, the spread of 
best practice on safety is itself an area of commercial growth. 
Scottish businesses lead in many aspects of safe practices 
worldwide – the Scottish approach to health and safety will 
enhance this export strength. 
 There will be a presumption in favour of adopting all existing 
aspects of current health and safety standards. Scotland will 
also have a well-resourced coastguard to protect and save lives.
  Fiscal and regulatory certainty
 The taxation regime for oil and gas extraction is an important 
factor in maximising investment and production. It is in 
Scotland’s interests to develop an oil and gas tax regime that 
balances revenues, environmental objectives, and incentives  
for continued development and exploration. 
 With independence, this Government will develop a tax regime 
with three overarching aims: 
■■ to support and incentivise production
■■ to provide long-term stability and certainty, including  
a commitment to formal consultation on future reforms
■■ to provide efficient fiscal incentives that encourage 
exploration and help maximise economic recovery rates
 The Scottish fiscal regime will recognise factors central  
to offshore operations, including:
■■  exploration periods with long time-lags and significant  
up-front costs
■■ highly capital-intensive development requirements
■■ significant geological, technical and economic risks
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■■  sophisticated business structures and specialised 
technology
■■ costs of decommissioning
 Encouraging exploration activity will be a key objective. In 
Norway, for example, measures to reimburse the tax value of 
exploration costs for companies not in a tax-paying position 
have contributed to a substantial increase in the number of 
exploration licences awarded in Norwegian waters. 
 We have no plans to increase the overall tax burden on the 
industry on independence, and are clear that no changes will  
be made to the fiscal regime without consultation.
 The current licensing and regulatory regimes in operation will 
continue, and existing energy licences will continue to be in 
force in an independent Scotland. This will provide operators 
and investors with certainty about the fiscal and regulatory 
regime on independence, whilst ensuring that the industry 
continues to make a fair and proper contribution to Scotland’s 
public finances. 
 Decommissioning 
 The Scottish Government is committed to providing certainty 
and stability on the long-term treatment of decommissioning 
tax relief. It will continue to engage with the industry on future 
reforms. 
 Post-independence decommissioning relief will be provided 
in the manner and at the rate currently provided through the 
current fiscal regime.
 Responsibility for decommissioning tax relief will be the 
subject of a negotiation between the Westminster and Scottish 
Governments. Successive Westminster governments have 
accrued around £300 billion in tax receipts (2012/13 prices) 
from oil and gas production. The Scottish Government will 
seek a commensurate contribution to meeting the costs of 
decommissioning from Westminster. 
 However, the outcome of these negotiations will have no 
impact on the value of relief received by operators. The 
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Scottish Government will also seek to maximise the economic 
benefits to Scotland of the decommissioning process, including 
maximising the substantial opportunities for our supply chain 
overseas.
 Scottish Energy Fund
 This Government will make the creation of a Scottish Energy 
Fund an early priority. If we form the government of an 
independent Scotland we will invest revenues from oil and gas 
production for two purposes:
■■ to provide investment for future generations from a natural 
resource that can only be extracted once
■■ to provide income that can smooth receipts from oil 
revenues, recognising that these vary from year to year  
(as all tax receipts do)
 Stabilisation funds and sovereign wealth funds are common 
among oil and gas producing countries, with the UK being a 
notable exception. The Fiscal Commission’s report on savings 
and stabilisation funds for Scotland338 concluded that there is 
clear merit in Scotland establishing both a short-term stabilisation 
fund and a long-term savings fund on independence. 
 Immediately following independence, we will establish a 
stabilisation fund to manage year on year changes in oil and 
gas tax revenue. To embed the fund into the management of 
the public finances of an independent Scotland, we will plan 
Scotland's public finances and borrowing requirement on the 
basis of a cautious forecast for oil and gas revenue, transferring 
any surplus to the stabilisation fund, and withdrawing resources 
should out-turn oil and gas receipts come in below forecasts. 
The mechanisms for forecasting oil and gas revenue, and the 
role of the fund in managing public finances, will be transparent 
and credible and subject to independent scrutiny. 
 A long-term savings fund will invest a proportion of the wealth 
from Scottish oil and gas production in financial assets. The 
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fund’s operation will be a key factor in the management of 
Scottish public finances, helping to lock in a strategy of prudent 
financial management, and strengthening Scotland’s credibility 
in international financial markets. 
 Investments into the savings fund will not require Scotland 
to be in budget surplus, but will be started once Scotland’s 
overall budget deficit is reduced to below the level of long-run 
economic growth and when debt is on a downward trajectory. 
The Scottish Government proposes to start making modest 
investments into the savings fund when the Scottish economy 
has achieved this position. The Office of Budget Responsibility 
has forecast that the UK will reach this point around 2017/18.
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■■ Under independence, this Government will promote and support 
culture and heritage, both for their intrinsic value and for the 
benefits they contribute to Scotland
■■ Under our proposals, a Scottish Broadcasting Service, providing 
TV, radio and online services, will be established as a publicly 
funded public service broadcaster, working with the BBC in a 
joint venture
■■ On independence, the licence fee will be the same as in the rest 
of the UK, and all current licence fee payment exemptions and 
concessions will be retained
■■ Existing licences for broadcasters in Scotland will be fully 
honoured
■■ If this Government is re-elected in 2016, the Royal Mail will 
be brought back into public ownership in Scotland, with a 
commitment to existing service levels including the Universal 
Service Obligation
■■ In telecommunications policy, our approach will give greater 
priority to improving geographic coverage, particularly in remote 
rural areas
■■ Under our plans, the National Lottery will continue in Scotland, 
with Camelot retaining its licence as operator
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 Why we need a new approach
Scotland’s strong and vibrant culture is one of our most 
enduring and powerful national assets. Our rich heritage gives 
Scotland its sense of place and underpins our understanding 
of our past, our present and our future. Scotland’s creative 
communities – our artists, writers, poets, dancers, directors, 
musicians and designers – provide new insights and drive 
forward new ideas. They help us see ourselves in new ways 
and present Scotland in its many dimensions to the wider world.
Culture and heritage are already the responsibility of the 
Scottish Parliament, and this Scottish Government has focused 
on promoting Scotland’s culture, creative industries and historic 
environment at home and internationally. For example, we have 
sought to protect these sectors from the level of cuts made in 
England by Westminster. This Government does not measure 
the worth of culture and heritage solely in money – we value 
culture and heritage precisely because they embody our heart 
and soul, and our essence.
Under independence, Scotland’s cultural strengths will be 
extended to other areas currently reserved to Westminster, 
including broadcasting. The BBC is one of the few bodies 
explicitly reserved in the Scotland Act 1998. However, despite the 
professionalism of BBC Scotland staff and management, survey 
evidence suggests that Scottish viewers and listeners register 
– at less than 50 per cent – the lowest level of satisfaction 
with BBC services recorded anywhere in the UK339. Evidence 
also suggests that people in Scotland want more Scottish 
programming alongside access to the best from the rest of the 
UK and the wider world340.
Broadcasting is a critical part of our creative industries, a key 
economic sector that is growing rapidly. In 2012, UK television 
exports are estimated to have grown by 4 per cent compared 
to the previous year, to £1.224 billion341. It is an industry that 
provides skilled, well-paid employment with indirect benefits felt 
widely across our economy. The Scottish Government believes 
that much more can be achieved to boost the creative economy 
of Scotland.
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Scotland currently stands far behind countries and regions of 
similar size in terms of the hours of original television production 
and employment by our national broadcaster. The Scottish 
Government has successfully pressed for increased production 
in Scotland: in particular, the share of BBC network production 
made in Scotland rose from 3 per cent in 2007 to 9 per cent 
in 2011, slipping slightly to 7.6 per cent in 2012. However, 
the money we contribute in licence fees should be doing 
more to service Scottish audiences, and to deliver jobs and 
opportunities here in Scotland for those involved in our creative 
sector and creative industries.
In 2011/12, BBC Scotland’s total expenditure was just over 
£200 million on all of its activities, compared to a contribution 
to licence fee income of £320 million from Scotland. BBC 
spending in Scotland is likely to fall to around £175 million  
by 2016 through the ‛Delivering Quality First’ programme.
The creation of BBC Alba in 2008, and its availability on 
digital television since 2011, marked a step change in 
Gaelic broadcasting. Its weekly audience figures of 637,000 
demonstrate an appeal considerably beyond the Gaelic-
speaking community, showing the benefit of the Scottish 
Government’s investment in the service342.
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In 2008, the Scottish Broadcasting Commission recommended 
the establishment of a Scottish Digital Network funded from 
licence fee resources. A greater level of Scottish public sector 
broadcasting would increase production in Scotland, reflect 
Scotland to itself, and increase plurality in publicly-funded public 
service broadcasting. The Westminster Government has not 
agreed to this proposal, and within the current constitutional 
settlement the Scottish Government has not been able to 
enhance Scottish public sector broadcasting.
Communications – telecommunications and mail services – 
are currently the responsibility of Westminster. As a result, 
the Westminster Government has gone ahead with plans to 
privatise the Royal Mail, despite the overwhelming opposition 
of Scotland’s MPs and calls by the Scottish Government to 
postpone any sell-off until after the people of Scotland have had 
their say in next year’s referendum. This Westminster decision 
poses a direct threat to postal services in Scotland.
We have also felt the impact of other decisions in 
communications policy that did not take account of Scotland’s 
circumstances. When 3G mobile licences were auctioned 
in 2000, an initial coverage target of 80 per cent of the UK 
population was set. This was increased to 90 per cent of the UK 
population in December 2010. Despite the efforts of the Scottish 
Government, a distinct Scottish target was not set. Currently, 
3G coverage in Scotland is the lowest of the four UK nations, 
reaching only 96 per cent on the most optimistic estimates. 
Furthermore, there is a disparity between urban and rural 
Scotland. Coverage in rural Scotland drops to as low as 92 per 
cent343, demonstrating that there will always be poorer coverage 
in rural areas unless these areas are given priority in allocating 
licences.
An independent Scottish Government would have been able to do 
more to deliver improved coverage for people across Scotland.
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 The opportunities available to Scotland
Scotland’s beauty, historic attractions and hospitality are famed 
across the world, and Scotland’s commitment to our culture 
and heritage enjoys international recognition, notably from the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO)344.
The inspiration and significance we draw from our culture 
and heritage, including Gaelic and Scots, are fundamental 
to shaping our communities and the places in which we live. 
Culture and heritage make our communities attractive places 
to live, work, invest and visit. They are powerful forces for both 
renewal and regeneration. Through their contribution to our 
social fabric, community cohesion and economic wellbeing, 
culture and the arts support better outcomes for healthier,  
safer and more resilient communities.
Scotland hosts more than 200 cultural festivals a year. The 
2012 Global Culture Summit, held in Edinburgh and attended by 
33 nations from across the world, demonstrated that Scotland 
can facilitate and shape international cultural dialogue. Scotland 
is home to five internationally celebrated World Heritage Sites. 
Sixty per cent of visitors to our best known attractions are 
from outside the UK. The Forth Bridge has been nominated 
as Scotland’s sixth World Heritage Site, a tribute to Scotland’s 
engineering and industrial legacy which is renowned around 
the world. Historic Scotland’s “Scottish Ten” laser-scanning 
project345 is promoting present-day Scottish heritage and 
technology on an international stage.
In 2014 Scotland will welcome the world for the Commonwealth 
Games, the Ryder Cup and the second year of Homecoming 
Scotland. Staging these major events demonstrates that 
Scotland is an international cultural and sporting centre and 
promotes our world-class facilities and attractions.
Scotland’s culture and heritage also make a valuable contribution 
to our economic and social wellbeing. For example, in 2011 
creative industries generated £2.8 billion in gross value added  
for Scotland’s economy346.
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Our historic environment has been estimated to contribute  
£2.3 billion to our economy, supporting 60,000 jobs in the 
tourism and construction industries347.
Scotland’s 360 museums and galleries attract approximately 
25 million visitors a year and generate approximately 
£80 million for our economy whilst sustaining more than 4,400 
jobs348. A study of Edinburgh’s festivals in 2011 showed that 
they contributed over a quarter of a billion pounds to Scotland’s 
economy, supporting more than 5,000 jobs349.
An independent Scotland will enable culture and heritage to 
flourish as a driver in our continued development and as an 
aspect of our everyday lives. The expression, celebration and 
development of our traditional and distinct Scottish culture will 
be given further impetus with independence. These strengths 
will also provide an independent Scotland with unique selling 
points as we look to promote Scotland internationally.
 The Scotland we can create
The present Scottish Government has produced an ambitious 
cultural programme. We know that public funding of the arts 
is a fundamental good, and independence will provide the 
opportunity to take this to new heights. And with independence 
our cultural and creative life will flourish.
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Culture and heritage can enrich and empower our communities, 
transforming places and lives, through projects like Sistema 
Scotland350. Our national collections – the National Galleries of 
Scotland, the National Museum of Scotland and the National 
Library of Scotland – provide access to the best of Scottish and 
international arts, culture, and history. We have also created the 
first ever overarching Historic Environment Strategy351 to ensure 
that the people of Scotland gain the full benefit from our rich 
historic environment. We are establishing a new lead body to 
work collaboratively with local government, the third sector and 
private interests to place our historic environment at the heart  
of a flourishing and sustainable Scotland.
Culture, heritage and creativity also contribute significantly to 
our engagement with the world. We have maintained funding 
for orchestras, the National Theatre of Scotland, Scottish 
Opera and Scottish Ballet, which all develop and showcase 
Scottish talent on a world stage. We support the outreach 
and educational work undertaken by our national companies 
and collections, and the development of our new National 
Conservation Centre which will revitalise and sustain traditional 
building skills.
We plan to create a secure future for Gaelic in Scotland by 
increasing the numbers learning, speaking and using Gaelic, 
through Gaelic education in all sectors and all stages such as 
early years, primary and secondary education. We will continue 
our support for the work of Bòrd na Gàidhlig in promoting the 
use of Gaelic in Scottish public, cultural and community life. In 
addition, we will maintain our support for MG ALBA, which has 
brought significant benefits for Gaelic.
Independence, bringing new powers over broadcasting, the 
economy and international representation, will provide a range 
of new opportunities. The process of becoming independent will 
in itself stimulate new creativity and energy in Scotland. We will 
have the eyes of the world upon us and there will be greater 
international interest in Scotland as we emerge as a state in our 
own right.
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Culture and broadcasting
 The choices open to us
In an independent Scotland we will build on our cultural 
ambitions for Scotland352. Our approach has been, and will 
continue to be, distinct from that of Westminster in that we 
recognise the intrinsic value of culture and heritage in and of 
themselves. Our ambition is to build an independent nation 
where they can continue to flourish.
With independence Scotland will have new powers over the 
economy to encourage our culture and creative sectors. For 
example, with new powers over taxation, we can explore a VAT 
reduction on repairs and maintenance work. 
An independent Scotland will enjoy increased opportunities 
to build our international reputation for culture, heritage and 
creativity. The development of a Scottish overseas diplomatic 
and trade network will provide Scotland with the opportunity 
to promote and share our culture and traditions with nations 
across the world. The winter festivals either side of Christmas 
– St Andrew’s Day, Hogmanay and Burns Night – are already 
internationally recognised, celebrated by the Scottish diaspora, 
and provide ideal platforms to develop Scotland’s public 
diplomacy abroad, whilst showcasing Scotland’s customs  
and produce to new audiences.
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Independence will directly affect broadcasting, which is currently 
reserved to Westminster. The BBC’s current charter runs to 
31 December 2016, after the planned date for independence 
in March 2016. Channel 3 and Channel 5 licences are being 
renewed to 2025. The Channel 4 licence is also likely to be 
renewed to 2025 in the near future. As part of the Channel 4 
renewal process, the Scottish Government is pressing for 
increased production from Scotland more in line with our 
population share.
Scotland’s cultural life and heritage take many different 
forms, as diverse as the land, peoples and places of our 
country. Already they are being stimulated by the prospect of 
independence. As a nation we have the unique opportunity 
to build a society that nurtures and is nourished by songs, 
poems, stories, drama, dance, paintings and sculpture, and 
that welcomes people from all over the world to come, to  
inspire and to be inspired, to innovate and to create.
 Our priorities for action
This Government’s immediate priority for broadcasting on 
independence will be to develop a broadcasting policy for 
Scotland based on three principles:
■■ there should be an increase in production opportunities  
for Scottish producers, and an increase in productions that 
reflect life in Scotland and of Scots
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■■ Scottish viewers and listeners should continue to have 
access to all their current channels
■■ there should be no additional cost to viewers and listeners 
as a consequence of independence
Existing arrangements will therefore form the starting point for 
broadcasting services in Scotland. The licence fee payable in 
Scotland at the point of independence will be the same as the 
licence fee payable in the rest of the UK. All current licence  
fee payment exemptions and concessions, including those for 
people aged over 75 and for people who are sight-impaired,  
will be retained.
This Government will also respect existing charters and 
licences to broadcast when Scotland becomes independent.
We believe that Scotland’s publicly-funded public service 
broadcaster should strengthen our democracy and foster 
cultural production and participation. It should be a trusted, 
reliable, impartial source of information. It should reflect the 
diversity of the nation and our world to the people of Scotland, 
and should seek opportunities to collaborate beyond our 
borders to pioneer innovation in entertainment, education  
and journalism.
To deliver on these ambitions under independence, we plan 
to create a new public service broadcaster, the Scottish 
Broadcasting Service (SBS). The new broadcaster will initially 
be founded on the staff and assets of BBC Scotland, and will 
broadcast on TV, radio and online.
The SBS will offer a wide range of programming and content 
on TV, radio and online. It will reflect the variety of our nation 
in terms of geography, ethnicity, language, belief, lifestyle and 
taste. The SBS will be independent of government, impartial 
in its editorial view and given creative freedom in production. 
An expert panel will devise the SBS charter and propose 
governance arrangements to ensure that the SBS focuses 
on quality, serves the interests of the people of Scotland, 
and works in partnership with staff. These principles will 
subsequently be enshrined in legislation.
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The SBS will inherit a proportionate share of the BBC’s 
commercial ventures, including BBC Worldwide Ltd, BBC 
Studios and Productions Ltd and BBC News Ltd, and of their 
associated ongoing profits. Scotland’s population share of those 
profits ranges from around £13 million to £19 million per year353.
The SBS will receive licence fee revenue from Scotland, which 
is of the order of £320 million; £13 million from BBC commercial 
profits; and around £12 million from the Scottish Government 
for Gaelic broadcasting – a combined total for publicly-funded 
public service broadcasting in Scotland of £345 million. By 
comparison RTÉ in Ireland spends approximately £286 million 
on providing full TV, radio and online services. The level of 
funding for public service broadcasting in Scotland means 
that there will be no necessity for the SBS to raise revenue 
from advertising. In addition, as the BBC’s spend in Scotland 
in 2016/17 is estimated to be only around £175 million, 
independence will mean almost doubling the level of public 
spending on public service broadcasting and production in 
Scotland.
The SBS will start broadcasting when the current BBC charter 
comes to an end on 31 December 2016. On TV, the SBS will 
begin with a new TV channel and take on the responsibility for 
BBC Alba. On radio, the SBS will begin with a new radio station 
in addition to taking on responsibility for Radio Scotland and 
Radio nan Gàidheal. The SBS will also provide online services, 
including a catch-up player and news website. Over time, the 
SBS will develop its services to reflect the broad interests and 
outlook of the people of Scotland.
Currently, BBC Scotland delivers a range of original 
programming for the BBC network. We propose that the SBS 
should enter into a new formal relationship with the BBC as a 
joint venture, where the SBS will continue to supply the BBC 
network with the same level of programming, in return for 
ongoing access to BBC services in Scotland354. Through this 
new relationship between the SBS and the BBC, existing BBC 
services will continue, with the SBS having the right to opt-out 
of BBC 1 and BBC 2 – when appropriate – as BBC Scotland 
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can already. Current programming like EastEnders, Doctor 
Who, and Strictly Come Dancing and channels like CBeebies, 
will still be available in Scotland.
The SBS will continue to co-commission, co-produce and co-
operate with the BBC network. The SBS will commission or 
produce a share of BBC network original productions reflecting 
the Scottish population share, in terms of both hours and 
spending. These arrangements will shift commissioning power 
and resources from the BBC to Scotland, while providing 
continuity for the BBC, consistent with its recent moves to 
decentralise from London.
The SBS will be encouraged to explore the opportunities with 
other broadcasters for co-production and co-commissioning, 
beyond the joint venture agreement with the BBC, to build on 
the strengths that the Scottish production sector has in comedy, 
drama, natural history and factual entertainment programming.
BBC charters are generally set for 10 years, with the new charter 
due to begin on 1 January 2017. SBS co-operation on this basis 
with the BBC will be predicated upon there being a Westminster 
government that shares our commitment to publicly-funded 
public service broadcasting. Should it become clear in the 
future, potentially after the 2015 UK General Election, that there 
is a risk to the licence fee at Westminster, then the Scottish 
Government would establish a contractual agreement with BBC 
Worldwide Ltd to secure continued access to BBC Services for 
the people of Scotland. BBC channels are already broadcast live 
in Ireland, the Netherlands and Switzerland through contractual 
arrangements with BBC Worldwide.
Channel 4 is also a public service broadcaster, similar to the 
BBC although on a much smaller scale, but it is funded from 
privately raised funds from commercial exploitation of assets, as 
well as from advertising and sponsorship. Channel 4 currently 
commissions around 3 per cent of its original output from 
Scotland355. Ofcom is currently consulting on Channel 4’s quota 
of programmes produced outside England, with a proposal that 
the volume could increase over time to a minimum of 9 per cent 
of original production by 2020356.
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Although on independence Channel 4 will have a licence 
extending to the end of 2024, this Government will work to 
ensure that a structure is in place by 2016 that recognises the 
need for an appropriate minimum level of original production, 
in terms of both value and hours, that reflects Scotland’s 
population size.
In Europe, there are examples of channels that operate 
across different countries, including those with public service 
obligations. For example, ARTE operates in Germany and 
France, with two shareholders, ARTE Deutschland and ARTE 
France, who each have a 50 per cent share of the group and 
provide 50 per cent of the content. One possible long-term 
model for Channel 4 might be a company part-owned by a 
Channel 4 Scotland which controls a shareholding proportion 
matching Scotland's population share, with the number of hours 
and proportion of spend also matching this level.
We will also encourage inward investment in film and television 
production in Scotland, and use our new overseas network to 
promote Scotland as a location for film and television production. 
We plan to continue the existing fiscal incentives for such 
production, and, within the first term of an independent Scottish 
parliament, we propose to look at ways to encourage further 
development in the sector, through incentives, infrastructural 
investment and support for development, skills and training.
Regulation of broadcasting is currently carried out by Ofcom, 
which also regulates telecommunications and postal services. 
The Scottish Government proposes that the economic regulatory 
functions of Ofcom should be included in a combined economic 
regulator357. Appropriate measures would also be put in place  
to recognise the cultural significance of broadcasting within 
Scotland’s new regulatory arrangements. An independent 
Scotland will also co-operate with the rest of the UK on  
managing the spectrum, just as Ofcom and Ireland’s ComReg 
co-operate at present.
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 The National Lottery
On independence the National Lottery will continue to operate 
in Scotland. People will still be able to play National Lottery 
games, and the infrastructure enabling them to do so will 
remain in place. At present the licence to run the National 
Lottery is held by Camelot Group plc, and is in place until 2023.
We will ensure that Scotland continues to receive our fair share 
of funding from the National Lottery. At present the Big Lottery 
Fund, sportscotland, Creative Scotland and the Heritage 
Lottery Fund distribute good cause money across Scotland. 
However, many decisions are still made at a UK-wide level. In 
an independent Scotland, all decisions about the distribution of 
good cause money will be made in Scotland to ensure that the 
needs of local communities are met.
 Communications
 The choices open to us
Independence provides the opportunity to deliver the Scottish 
Government’s vision of a strong, stable and modern digital 
economy within a regulatory framework that meets best 
practice, delivering benefits for citizens, communities and the 
economy, and reducing the digital divide. Providing continuity of 
service to citizens, clarity for industry and stability for investment 
will also be a key aspect of the Scottish Government’s approach 
to telecommunications policy in an independent Scotland.
Currently, telecommunications policy and regulation are 
reserved to the Westminster Government, and mobile and 
broadband initiatives are fragmented at a UK level. For 
example, the Westminster Government is currently delivering 
a number of programmes: a £530 million rural broadband 
fund (with a further £250 million on which they recently 
consulted); a £150 million super-connected cities fund; and a 
£150 million mobile infrastructure fund. All of these projects 
are being administered separately – they have different aims 
and objectives and are not fully aligned with each other. The 
overall investment made by Westminster is not being utilised 
to maximum impact. With independence, we will have the 
opportunity to direct these resources more effectively within 
Scotland to achieve good connectivity across Scotland.
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In an independent Scotland, governments will have the ability 
to align policy, taxation and regulation to deliver a coherent 
overall approach, and design broadband and mobile initiatives 
more effectively and specifically targeted at the needs of 
Scotland. Independence would also provide the opportunity 
for the Scottish Government to look at options for bringing 
telecommunications and broadcasting regulation closer together 
to deliver a more integrated market.
 Our priorities for action
The Scottish Government is already building the foundation for 
world-class digital infrastructure in Scotland. We are making a 
significant investment in the Step Change programme which 
will see investment of over £410 million, from a range of funding 
sources358, to make available fixed fibre broadband to 85 per 
cent of Scottish properties by the end of 2015 and around 95 
per cent by the end of 2017. This will significantly enhance 
digital connectivity and is essential for bridging the digital 
divide in coverage that exists today between urban and rural 
areas. Under our proposals, this initiative will continue after 
independence.
Future wireless and mobile technologies will also play a key 
role and have the potential to provide high-speed broadband 
to rural areas at a more affordable cost. Forthcoming spectrum 
releases, such as the 700 MHz band, could offer significant 
benefits for mobile broadband coverage, in particular in rural 
areas. After independence, our approach will be to ensure new 
spectrum licences in Scotland deliver maximum availability of 
mobile services throughout Scotland as a whole – not just our 
urban areas.
Roll-out of 3G in Scotland has been slow, particularly in 
comparison to European counterparts such as Sweden. 3G 
services were introduced in both the UK and Sweden in 2003. 
By 2004, coverage in Sweden was around 85 per cent359 – 
while in Scotland, according to figures published by Ofcom360, 
even by 2010 3G coverage was only at 66 per cent. Rural 3G 
coverage in Sweden today is 98 per cent, and 99 per cent 
overall361.
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A recently published report from Ofcom states that outdoor 3G 
coverage in Scotland is at 96.6 per cent362, but there is still a 
disparity between urban and rural areas, and these high figures 
do not reflect the reality of the user experience in rural areas. 
Recent research into mobile performance commissioned by the 
Scottish Government confirms that the user experience of 3G 
services across rural areas does not always reflect the headline 
coverage figures reported363. For example, research indicates 
that for the Highland Council region, around 84 per cent of the 
geographical area is without a 3G signal, compared to Ofcom 
data (using data underpinning Ofcom’s 2013 UK infrastructure 
report364) which indicated that only 63.6 per cent is without a 
3G signal. Other local authority areas with large discrepancies 
include Scottish Borders (58.5 per cent compared to 
39.7 per cent) and Perth and Kinross (60.2 per cent compared 
to 42.6 per cent). Factors such as poor in-building coverage – 
even in urban locations – contribute to this finding as 3G signals 
typically revert to 2G when signals are poor, worsening the user 
experience.
The recent auction for 4G mobile services requires one 
licensee, Telefónica UK Ltd, to provide 95 per cent indoor 
coverage across Scotland, which is likely to provide 98-99 per 
cent outdoor coverage. However, parts of rural Scotland are still 
likely to endure poor 4G coverage. The target date for fulfilment 
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of the 95 per cent Scottish coverage target is 2017, and it is 
likely that the more rural areas will be left to the end. In contrast, 
4G coverage in Sweden is already at over 90 per cent.
It is clear that auction design is critical in countries with large 
geographical areas with sparse populations, to give consumers 
access to service and choice. The auction design and allocation 
of licences is currently outwith our control in Scotland.
With independence, we can learn from the regulatory and 
policy regimes of countries like Sweden to achieve greater 
coverage targets. We will explore the feasibility of setting higher 
obligations – such as at local authority level – as was our 
request during the 4G consultation process.
The optimum regulatory framework to support the delivery 
of world-class digital services is particularly important in the 
context of the geographical challenges faced by Scotland. 
This will be a priority for this government on independence. 
Regulation of telecommunications was considered in the 
Scottish Government’s paper Economic and Competition 
Regulation in an Independent Scotland 365. The paper 
recognises that it is vital that the design and delivery of 
regulation is effective and efficient, and meets the principles of 
better regulation: that it is simple, transparent, proportionate, 
consistent, accountable and targeted only where needed.  
It must generate confidence among investors and customers, 
and offer stability to the market, recognising the long-term 
investments that are made, and offering certainty to the market 
that investors will get return on their investment.
A Scottish telecommunications policy will be designed with 
these principles in mind, and will continue to comply with the 
responsibilities of all EU member states.
Providing continuity of service to citizens, clarity for industry and 
stability for investment is central to the Scottish Government’s 
vision for telecommunications services. Telecommunications 
markets currently operate on a GB-wide basis, and will continue 
to do so. We will put in place arrangements consistent with EU 
rules to deliver continuity for regulation, telecommunications 
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infrastructure and services in the short-term. This will ensure a 
seamless transition to independence and will give confidence 
to customers and investors. Any changes to the current 
regulatory framework will be fully considered and discussed 
with stakeholders, and designed in the best interests of citizens, 
industry and the economy.
One specific issue that has been raised by the Westminster 
Government is roaming charges for mobile telephone users 
after independence366. Roaming charges are currently applied 
at the discretion of companies and up to specific European 
limits. The European Commission (EC) limits have already cut 
charges for voice calls, texts and internet access by 75 per cent 
since 2007.
There is no reason, in a competitive integrated market, 
for companies to frustrate customers on both sides of the 
border by introducing roaming charges after independence. 
The EC recently published an ambitious package for 
telecommunications market reform367. When approved, the 
proposals will ban incoming call charges while travelling in 
the EU from 1 July 2014, and abolish all other mobile roaming 
charges by 2016. There is therefore no question of mobile 
phone users in an independent Scotland facing such charges.
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For similar reasons, there is also no question of calls from 
land-lines in Scotland to other parts of the UK being subject to 
international call rates, as the EC has also proposed to make 
international fixed-line calls the same price as domestic calls.
 Postal Delivery Services and Royal Mail
Postal services are of great importance in Scotland. Over recent 
years, under successive Westminster governments, there has 
been a reduction in the number of post offices, increases in 
the price of postage, and high parcel delivery charges in rural 
areas.
On independence, responsibility for regulating postal services, 
such as the Royal Mail will transfer from Ofcom to a Scottish 
regulator. This will provide the opportunity to ensure a universal 
postal service is in place which suits Scotland’s needs, in 
particular the needs of our remote and rural communities.
The EU requires postal deliveries and collections to be made five 
days per week in a member state. In an independent Scotland, 
there will be a service to match, as a minimum, the level of 
service provision inherited from the UK on independence, which 
is currently a six days per week service for mail.
Regulating postal services will also allow an independent 
Scottish government to take steps to address the high cost  
of parcel delivery in remote and rural areas.
 Royal Mail
The Scottish Government and the majority of Scottish MPs at 
Westminster opposed the privatisation of the Royal Mail. The 
Royal Mail was a shared asset that belonged to all parts of 
the UK. The refusal of the Westminster Government to delay 
privatisation or to reconsider in light of Scotland’s opposition to 
privatisation demonstrates the importance of Scotland having 
responsibility for services in Scotland.
A privatised Royal Mail threatens the quality of service and risks 
further increasing the price of postage. On independence, the 
Scottish Government will begin the process of renationalising 
the Royal Mail in Scotland. Our approach to renationalisation 
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will be considered in the light of circumstances at the point of 
independence, including the prevailing structure of the Royal 
Mail. At present, the Royal Mail is predominantly in private 
ownership, with around 10 per cent owned by employees and 
around a third remaining in public ownership. Bringing the  
Royal Mail into public ownership will require negotiation with 
the UK on Scotland’s share of the government stake, and 
establishing a new publicly-owned postal service in Scotland. 
Costs arising from this process will also require negotiations 
with Westminster, recognising that it proceeded with the sale of 
Royal Mail after the Scottish Government had made clear our 
intention to bring the mail service in an independent Scotland 
into public ownership.
	 Post	Office
On independence, Scotland will inherit our share of the state-
owned Post Office Ltd, which provides a range of services 
through crown offices and sub-postmasters. Westminster has 
been responsible for the separation of the post office network 
from Royal Mail, thereby risking the long-term future of post 
offices if Royal Mail chooses not to renew the inter-business 
agreement with Post Office Ltd once the current contract 
expires in 2022.
Sub-postmasters operate as independent businesses: many 
receive a subsidy to ensure a network of post offices in remote 
and rural locations. The Scottish Government has also invested 
in the post office network through the Post Office Diversification 
Fund and the Rural Rate Relief Scheme.
Independence will allow post office services to focus on what 
is best for communities and businesses across Scotland, 
including:
■■ greater use of post offices for delivery of government 
services, increasing footfall and income for sub-postmasters 
and providing improved and more efficient public services to 
individuals and communities
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■■ redirecting resources within the Post Office to support local 
post offices which deliver frontline services, particularly in 
the context of post offices which are community hubs
■■ enhancing the link between a publicly owned Royal Mail  
and post offices in Scotland
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■■ Independence will ensure that Scotland always gets the 
governments that the Scottish people elect 
■■ Independence will enable Scotland to build a modern, European 
democracy, founded on a written constitution, enshrining the 
fundamental rights and values that underpin our society and 
based on the principle of the sovereignty of the people of 
Scotland
■■ The Scottish and Westminster Governments are already 
committed under the Edinburgh Agreement to work together 
constructively in light of the outcome of the referendum in the 
best interests of the people of Scotland and the rest of the UK 
■■ Following a Yes vote, the Scottish Government will negotiate 
to ensure that Scotland can become an independent country 
within the EU, with a fair allocation of assets and liabilities 
between Scotland and the rest of the UK and arrangements to 
ensure public services continue to be delivered in the interests 
of the people of both countries 
■■ We propose that Scotland’s independence day should be on 
24 March 2016. The first election in an independent Scotland 
will then take place on 5 May 2016
■■ Between the referendum and independence, we will put in place 
the initial constitutional platform for independence and  
the arrangements for the transfer of powers to Scotland 
■■ The legislation on independence will place a duty on the 
Scottish Parliament elected in 2016 to establish a constitutional 
convention to prepare the permanent written constitution of 
Scotland
■■ An independent Scotland will safeguard and strengthen 
Scotland’s equality and human rights framework, and maintain 
our existing strong commitment to the European Convention  
on Human Rights
■■ We will support greater subsidiarity and local decision-making 
and work with local councils to embed the position of local 
government within a written constitution 
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Why we need a new approach 
The Scottish Government’s vision is of a Scotland, fit for the 
21st century and beyond, which is founded on the fundamental 
principles of equality and human rights and characterised by 
our economic success and social justice and the ability of our 
people to have control over the decisions which affect them: the 
opportunity for all Scotland’s people to play a part in our future.  
The Scottish Parliament, re-established in 1999, was the result of 
widespread dissatisfaction in Scotland at the “democratic deficit” 
– decisions being made for Scotland by successive Westminster 
Governments without popular support here. However devolution, 
for all its successes, has been only a partial solution to the 
democratic deficit. The responsibilities of the Scottish Parliament 
are limited and are decided by Westminster. They exclude key 
reserved powers, such as welfare, pensions, taxation, energy, 
international relations, the EU and defence.
With independence, Scotland will always get the governments 
we vote for. The trend of Scotland voting for one government 
and getting another has become more stark since 1945368. For 
34 of the 68 years since 1945, Scotland has been ruled by 
governments that were elected by fewer than half of Scottish 
constituencies. Constituency results for Scotland rarely affect 
the outcome of UK General Elections. Indeed, in only two of 
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the 18 elections since 1945 (October 1964 and February 1974) 
would the largest party at Westminster have been different 
if Scotland had been independent and not returned MPs to 
Westminster369. The two governments which were elected lasted 
for less than 26 months in total.
This means that Scottish votes play a limited role in the results 
of UK General Elections. To win elections at Westminster, the 
UK parties have to present policies that appeal to voters in other 
parts of the UK, where voting patterns now differ markedly from 
those in Scotland. 
These long-term developments in voting patterns in Scotland 
have created an unstable and unsustainable political system. 
Since 2010, the Westminster Government has been led by 
the Conservative Party. That party has only one Scottish MP 
and won either none or only a single seat in the preceding 
three UK General Elections. Conservative and Conservative-
led Westminster governments attract the support of a small 
minority in Scotland370. Nevertheless, those governments have 
responsibility for important areas of national and international 
policy for Scotland. 
Independence for Scotland is the only solution that can 
eliminate this democratic deficit and remove these fundamental 
instabilities from the heart of the current political system in the 
UK. Only independence, completing the powers of the Scottish 
Parliament, can secure for Scotland the government and policy 
choices in reserved areas that the people of Scotland support. 
With independence, Scotland will have the full range of 
responsibilities of a normal independent country and our 
parliament and government will receive their powers from the 
people. Independence will also enable Scotland to build a 
modern democracy. 
A key responsibility of the first parliament of an independent 
Scotland will be to put in place a written constitution to underpin 
the democratic gains of independence. A written constitution 
will be a significant step forward for an independent Scotland. 
It will replace the central principle of the UK constitution – the 
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absolute sovereignty of the Westminster Parliament – with 
the sovereignty of the people of Scotland, which has been the 
central principle in the Scottish constitutional tradition.
 Is further devolution an alternative?
The devolution arrangements under the Scotland Act 1998 allow 
adjustments to the devolved powers of the Scottish Parliament. 
In practice, other than changes under the Scotland Act 2012371 
(which introduced a limited extension of the Parliament’s 
responsibilities for taxation due to come into force over the 
next few years), only minor powers have been transferred to 
Scotland since the creation of the Scottish Parliament in 1999. 
Even when the 2012 Act powers are in force, the Parliament 
will be responsible for raising only 15 per cent of tax receipts in 
Scotland. 
With the agreement of Westminster, devolution could be 
extended within the UK to cover all domestic and economic 
matters and to provide full fiscal responsibility for Scotland. 
This would mean that Scotland would collect our own taxes and 
make a payment to Westminster for common services such as 
defence. Such a system operates in the Basque country and 
Navarra in Spain. 
However, all the indications are that the Westminster 
Government believes that further devolution of taxes should be 
strictly limited. It is also unlikely that any significant elements of 
the welfare system will be devolved. Without further devolution 
in these key areas, Scotland will not have the powers needed 
to grow our economy or to deliver a fair society that meets the 
aspirations of the Scottish people.  
Even full devolution within the UK would leave important 
matters of foreign affairs in the hands of Westminster. In 
particular, Scotland would not have independent representation 
in the EU, and would be subject to the decision on the UK’s 
membership of the EU taken across the UK as a whole in the 
referendum promised by the current Prime Minister. This could 
result in Scotland being taken out of the EU against the wishes 
of the people of Scotland and contrary to our interests.
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Westminster would continue to take decisions on defence 
matters and Scotland would remain the base for the Trident 
nuclear weapon system and its successor. 
Westminster would also maintain its claim of sovereignty over 
Scotland in all matters. Although by convention the Westminster 
Parliament does not legislate for matters that are the 
responsibility of the Scottish Parliament, it retains the ultimate 
power to do so and could unilaterally change the powers of the 
Scottish Parliament, or indeed abolish the Parliament entirely.  
So under devolution Westminster decisions on reserved 
matters – welfare and tax – have a direct effect on wide areas 
of Scottish life and the Scottish Parliament’s responsibilities. 
Westminster decisions on funding for England of services 
devolved to Scotland also have a direct impact on the Scottish 
budget through the Barnett funding formula. 
The possibility of full devolution of economic and domestic 
matters is not on the table. It is not being offered by the 
Westminster Government or the main UK political parties.
Independence, in contrast, is guaranteed to deliver all the powers 
Scotland needs if we are to make the most of our potential as a 
nation. Only independence will ensure Scotland’s international 
position and full membership of the EU. It is the only option  
that enables Scotland to be a full and equal partner on these 
islands. Only independence will remove the residual power of  
the Westminster Parliament to legislate in devolved matters. 
The Scottish Government therefore believes that independence 
is the optimum model for the government of Scotland and the 
one that will best serve the interests of the people of Scotland. 
It is by far preferable to the range of devolution alternatives that 
might be proposed. 
 The Scotland we can create
An independent Scotland will recognise the importance of 
empowering our communities, valuing the diversity of talents, 
skills and contributions of our people and the importance 
of ensuring that all are treated with dignity and respect. 
Independence would enable us to harness all of Scotland’s 
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resources, voices and energy to meet our current challenges 
head on – working with creativity and resourcefulness to 
shape the kind of society and economy we want for Scotland. 
Devolution has only taken us so far.
An independent Scotland will build on existing, robust and  
well-established foundations to develop our governance and  
a modern participative democracy.  
The Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government have 
demonstrated their competence to govern Scotland. Scotland’s 
independent judiciary is based on a historical tradition that 
predates the Treaty of Union, as is Scotland’s distinct legal 
system. 
Scotland also has well-established institutions for other 
functions of state governance: the police, local authorities and 
an active civic society and media. The basic building blocks of 
the nation are therefore in place and, in many respects, we are 
the best placed of any nation in modern times for a move to 
independent statehood. 
The creation of a written constitution will be an important 
development for Scotland. A written constitution is more than 
a legal document. It is a statement of intent for the nation. The 
process of coming together to develop, draft and approve such 
a document is an important part of defining the sort of nation we 
wish Scotland to be.
Only with independence will Scotland have this opportunity to 
modernise and guarantee our democracy and protect, promote 
and extend the rights of our people, embedding them in our 
constitution, law and policy. 
 The transition to independence
 Our priorities for action
The Edinburgh Agreement372 committed the Scottish and 
Westminster Governments to work together constructively in 
light of the outcome of the referendum in the best interests of 
the people of Scotland and the rest of the UK. 
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In the period between a vote for independence in the 
referendum on 18 September 2014 and independence day on 
24 March 2016, agreements will be reached with the rest of the 
UK, represented by the Westminster Government, and with the 
EU and other international partners and organisations, on the 
issues set out in this guide. We are planning for independence 
in March 2016 to allow a realistic time for preparations and for 
the Scottish Parliament to take on the necessary powers.
The Scottish Government will enter this process in a spirit of 
constructive co-operation and friendship and will look to these 
agreements to provide the basis for a continuing close and 
fruitful relationship between Scotland and the rest of the UK, 
and to ensure the continued provision of services to the people 
of Scotland and the rest of the UK.
 Constitutional platform for independence
Existing constitutional arrangements in Scotland will provide the 
basis for the transition to independent statehood, with additional 
powers transferred as soon as possible after the referendum, 
giving the Scottish Parliament the ability to declare independent 
statehood for Scotland in the name of the sovereign people of 
Scotland. 
The key legislative steps towards independence will then be 
taken by the Scottish Parliament, following the initial transfer 
of responsibilities. As with the referendum, independence will 
be made in Scotland. Some parallel legislation, dealing with 
matters relating to the rest of the UK, will be taken forward at 
Westminster. 
This early transfer will also enable the Scottish Parliament to 
extend the devolved competences of the Scottish Parliament 
and Scottish Government into all policy areas, including those 
currently reserved to Westminster, for the purpose of making 
preparations for independence.
The transitional period will also see the necessary foundations 
laid for Scotland’s engagement with the international 
community. This will include the transition from membership of 
the EU as part of the UK to independent membership. It will also 
enable Scotland to move to a position of full participation in the 
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international community. The arrangements will provide for the 
continuing application to Scotland of multilateral and bilateral 
international agreements and treaties with other countries and 
international organisations and enable Scotland to negotiate 
membership of international organisations. This will include 
giving the Scottish Parliament powers to ratify international 
treaties. 
Legislation during the transition period will put in place  
a constitutional platform for independence. It will:
■■ bring Scotland fully into the European mainstream on 
the protection of human rights by giving the European 
Convention on Human Rights the same legal force for 
reserved matters as it already has for devolved matters 
■■ provide for the continuity of the monarchy in Scotland 
■■ implement agreements between the Scottish and 
Westminster Governments 
■■ provide for a transparent and democratic system for 
ratification of treaties
■■ provide for the “continuity of laws”: all current laws, whether 
in currently devolved or reserved areas, will continue in 
force after independence day until they are specifically 
changed by the independent Scottish Parliament 
■■ define entitlement to Scottish citizenship on independence 
day and subsequently 
■■ provide for the Supreme Court of Scotland
■■ place on the Scottish Parliament a duty to establish a 
constitutional convention to prepare the written constitution
During the transition, Scotland will also take on the powers 
it needs to establish a Scottish finance function enabling the 
Scottish Government to control and manage Scotland's public 
finances from independence day. This will build on the work 
already under way to implement the additional fiscal powers 
devolved by the Scotland Act 2012. It will also ensure that an 
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appropriate macroeconomic framework for an independent 
Scotland is agreed, put in place and ready to operate effectively 
from independence day, in line with advice from Scotland’s 
Fiscal Commission373.
The Scotland Act 1998 will also be updated to apply in the 
context of independence, so that the correct legal framework 
is in place for the Scottish Government and Parliament on 
independence day. The constitutional platform, along with the 
refreshed Scotland Act, will be the founding legislation of an 
independent Scotland and will not be subject to significant 
alteration pending the preparation of a permanent constitution 
by the constitutional convention.
 Agreements and negotiations
Negotiations with the rest of the UK will cover a range of issues. 
These will include the arrangements for the Sterling Area (see 
Chapter 3), the role and governance arrangements of the Bank 
of England, a fiscal stability pact and Scotland’s share of the 
UK’s £1267 billion374 of net assets. This would include physical 
assets in Scotland, such as Jobcentre Plus, DWP and HMRC 
offices, the Crown Estate and the defence estate. It will also 
include assets outside Scotland in which Scotland nevertheless 
has an interest as part of the UK, such as the overseas 
missions of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. 
Agreements will also cover other national assets and institutions 
(for example official reserves, the BBC and its archives, and UK 
and GB-wide systems for administering welfare and taxation, 
wherever located). Scotland’s share of UK assets will be 
realised in a combination of ways – through physical assets, 
cash transfer and continued use of assets through shared 
service agreements.
Discussion will also cover the allocation of liabilities, 
including apportionment of the national debt, the current 
and future liabilities on public sector pensions, civil nuclear 
decommissioning and social security benefits. 
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In addition, agreement will be sought on issues including:
■■ the continued delivery of services across GB and the rest 
of the UK where this is in the interests of service users and 
the two governments, either for a transitional period or in the 
longer term
■■ operational agreements for cross-border services (for 
example, for health treatment, for intelligence sharing, 
for mutual aid between police forces and health services) 
based on existing arrangements where appropriate
■■ the position of staff in reserved areas of public service, 
including the options for those in the armed forces, the 
diplomatic service and home civil service. Transitional 
arrangements for these organisations and staff will be 
developed with the current employers and trade unions
■■ the transition and management of contracts for goods  
and services
At the beginning of such a process of negotiation, it will make 
sense to agree a process for resolving any disputes in a way 
that both governments see as fair and equitable. Some matters 
will also continue to be discussed following independence, as 
was the case in the dissolution of Czechoslovakia in 1992. 
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The outcome will be an overall agreement between the 
Westminster Government and the Scottish Government, ratified 
at both Westminster and Holyrood.
Agreements will also be reached in relation to the terms of 
Scotland's continuing membership of the EU, and membership 
of other international bodies, including the United Nations, 
NATO, the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in 
Europe, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank 
Group and the World Trade Organisation. Both the Scottish 
and Westminster Governments will be involved in these 
negotiations with our international partners. 
Preparations will be required for Scotland to inherit the bilateral 
treaty obligations to which it is currently party as part of the 
UK. Relevant treaties will be continued on independence 
(for example on extradition, double taxation and mutual aid). 
Through this process Scotland will maintain and build upon 
our bilateral relations with major overseas partners. In line with 
established procedures, the Scottish Government will notify the 
UN and other states of Scotland’s intention to succeed to the 
UK’s existing international treaties. 
 Benefits and costs of establishing an independent Scotland
The Scottish Government is already responsible for the delivery 
of many public services in Scotland. After independence, the 
remaining functions of government – some of which, such as 
benefits administration, are already located in Scotland – will 
also become the responsibility of the Scottish Government. 
The transition to independence is a major opportunity to 
improve service delivery. It is an opportunity for Scotland to 
create more effective and efficient public services designed 
to meet the needs of Scotland’s people. We will not simply 
replicate existing UK approaches, which may sometimes reflect 
the past more than current needs and opportunities.
Examples of the opportunities include:
■■ better, simpler systems for tax that will reduce future 
operating costs for government and reduce compliance 
costs for taxpayers
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■■ more streamlined systems for paying welfare that will keep 
costs down and which are easy to understand and access 
by everyone who needs them
■■ better targeted overseas representation in places of 
particular importance to Scotland in terms of business 
opportunities
Independence is also an opportunity to invest in providing 
public services and employment based in Scotland. This 
investment will deliver a longer term economic gain, with roles 
previously paid for by Scottish taxpayers elsewhere in the UK 
being located in Scotland. Employment of public servants in 
Scotland will contribute to the Scottish economy, thus offsetting 
on a continuing basis any one-off costs from establishing new 
government functions on independence. 
Key functions that will transfer include welfare policy and 
administration, defence, international representation and 
international development, citizenship, nationality and borders, 
and fiscal policy, including tax policy and administration. An 
important element of the move to independence will be planning 
and carrying out the transfer of these functions in a way 
that gives the Scottish Parliament and people control of key 
decisions as quickly as possible, ensures continuity of services  
to the public with maximum assurance, delivers efficiencies,  
and keeps any one-off costs for the transition to a minimum.
Negotiations with Westminster to agree the shared service 
delivery mechanism will provide continuity of services during 
the transition, and will clarify the continued roles for UK civil 
servants working in Scotland in these areas. Additional roles  
will be created in Scotland to deliver some of the new services. 
The forecasts of Scotland’s fiscal position provided in Part 2 of 
this guide already include a proportion of the costs of delivering 
UK-wide services in Scotland. These forecasts include an 
element for the costs to Scotland of, for example, running Her 
Majesty’s Revenue Customs and the Department of Work 
and Pensions, the Armed Forces, and the costs of other UK 
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departments like the Treasury and Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office. Scotland’s taxes, of course, already contribute to the 
costs of running these programmes and have helped to pay  
for major projects and assets such as computer systems. 
A number of factors will influence the size of the one-off  
investment that Scotland will make in the transition to 
independence. These include the negotiations that will take 
place between the two governments on apportioning assets and 
securing public services in Scotland and the options chosen for 
improving systems and providing more modern and responsive 
public services for people in Scotland over the period following 
independence. 
It will be for the Scottish Government, under the scrutiny of  
the Scottish Parliament, to decide whether, and how quickly,  
to introduce new systems, and therefore the scale of these  
one-off costs and whether they are spread over a shorter or 
longer period. The investment in systems and processes will  
be a small proportion of an independent Scotland’s total budget, 
and will be offset by decisions taken in Scotland to deliver 
future services or projects differently from the rest of the UK. 
This investment will secure for Scotland a modern and efficient 
system of government, as well as additional public sector 
employment which is currently paid for by us but delivered  
from elsewhere. 
 Transfer of assets
Following a vote for independence, the Scottish Government 
will negotiate with Westminster to agree a sharing of assets 
and liabilities that is fair, equitable and reflects Scottish needs 
and those of the rest of the UK. Assets already used to deliver 
devolved public services in Scotland, such as schools, hospitals 
and roads, would remain in Scottish hands. Physical assets 
located in Scotland and needed to deliver currently reserved 
services, such as defence bases and equipment, and buildings 
to support administration of welfare, tax and immigration, will 
transfer to the Scottish Government. 
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Defence and overseas assets transferred as part of these 
negotiations will form a basis for Scotland’s defence forces  
and overseas representation following independence.
The negotiations will also agree how best to share assets  
such as bespoke IT software used to deliver reserved services. 
Scotland has shared the costs of the development of these 
systems and so it would be reasonable to expect that access  
to these systems would be available for the transition period  
as needed. 
Assets located elsewhere in the UK will also have to be  
included in negotiations, as Scotland has contributed to their 
value over a long period of time. For physical assets like 
these, the equitable outcome may be to provide Scotland with 
an appropriate cash share of their value. On a similar basis 
Scotland would be entitled to a copy of software and other 
systems to run currently reserved services and functions. 
Assets that are not related directly to particular services, such 
as the UK’s public shareholdings in banks, will also be part of 
negotiations. Scotland would expect to receive a population 
share of these assets, or their value in cash. 
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In some cases, the transfer of reserved assets to Scotland 
might take place over a period of time – for example, where it is 
agreed that services would be shared for a transitional period – 
or the value of the asset might be offset against the share of the 
inherited UK national debt that Scotland agrees to finance.  
 Transfer of liabilities
Negotiations would also agree how to apportion liabilities. 
Again, equity would be a guiding principle in the negotiations. 
The biggest UK public liabilities include pensions for public 
sector employees, the costs of nuclear decommissioning, and 
the national debt. 
The Scottish Government already meets the cost of most public 
service pensions (NHS staff, teachers, police and fire-fighters) 
in Scotland, and Scottish local authorities are responsible 
for the costs of the funded pension schemes of which their 
employees are members. These arrangements will continue 
and no changes will be required following independence. 
The Scottish Government has set out how responsibility for 
meeting the future costs of public sector pension schemes 
currently administered by to the Westminster Government 
could be apportioned375, based around which government each 
pension scheme member works for immediately after the date 
of independence. The same paper also proposes a simple  
and fair approach to apportioning responsibility for paying the 
state retirement pension, depending on country of residence  
at independence. 
The Scottish Government will ensure that the costs of civil 
nuclear decommissioning in Scotland are met in future. Costs 
relating to nuclear decommissioning arising outside Scotland 
would be for the government of the rest of UK to meet. Costs 
which Scotland would be responsible for relate to the three civil 
nuclear installations in public ownership in Scotland. Meeting 
the costs of decommissioning the two operational civil nuclear 
sites in Scotland (Hunterston B and Torness) will be a matter  
for the owners, as now.
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 The national debt 
The apportionment of the UK national debt – expected to peak 
at 86 per cent of UK GDP, almost £1.6 trillion, in 2016/17 – will 
be negotiated and agreed as part of the overall settlement on 
assets and liabilities. 
The precise apportionment of national debt will be a matter for 
agreement. Under any realistic scenario, Scotland’s projected 
share of the UK debt as a percentage of Scotland’s GDP will be 
less than the debt of the rest of the UK expressed in the same 
terms. 
The national debt could be apportioned by reference to the 
historical contribution made to the UK’s public finances by 
Scotland. Using 1980 as the base year, Scotland’s historical 
share of the UK national debt in 2016/17 is projected to be 
approximately £100 billion. This is equivalent to 55 per cent  
of Scottish GDP, compared to UK public sector net debt of  
£1.6 trillion (86 per cent of GDP) in 2016/17 (see Chapter 2).
Other methods for dividing responsibility for the national 
debts would produce different results. For example the Fiscal 
Commission’s first report looked at an apportionment based on 
population. On this basis, Scotland’s notional share of UK debt 
in 2016/17 is projected to be around £130 billion, equivalent to 
75 per cent of GDP – still less than that of the UK total of  
£1.6 trillion (86 per cent of GDP).
The Scottish Government will service the share of the national 
debt allocated to Scotland. Scotland currently contributes to 
the servicing of the national debt through the taxes paid to the 
Treasury from people and businesses in Scotland. Scotland’s 
overall fiscal position is currently healthier than the UK’s, 
enabling us to meet the cost of debt servicing. 
The Fiscal Commission looked in detail at options for 
transferring debt to Scotland376. Following that consideration, 
the Scottish Government does not envisage that a proportion 
of UK debt would be legally transferred to Scotland on 
independence, since this is likely to require the agreement  
of lenders and would introduce unnecessary complexity.
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Instead, the Scottish Government envisages that the two 
governments, once Scotland’s share of the UK debt has been 
set, will establish arrangements under which the servicing costs 
of this share is met by the Scottish Government. 
The average maturity of UK debt at present is about 15 years. 
The longest dated UK debt is for 60 years. It will be for the 
governments to agree the maturity profile of UK debt so that the 
Scottish Government refinances our agreed share of the UK 
debt as it matures, based on the overall maturity profile of UK 
debt, as part of a planned programme of borrowing. Over time, 
therefore, the full amount of UK debt apportioned to Scotland 
will become the responsibility of the Scottish Government. At 
that point, Scotland will cease financing UK debt.
During this transitional period, the debt servicing costs payable 
by Scotland to the rest of the UK will reduce until the full amount 
of inherited debt is refinanced. From that point, Scotland will 
be responsible for managing all debt servicing costs directly, 
through interest payments to lenders.
Such a transitional process will provide continuity and 
certainty for lenders, and keep borrowing costs down for both 
governments. The process, including the amount of debt 
refinancing and associated timescales, will be planned and 
agreed in advance, allowing markets to satisfy themselves that  
it is transparent, predictable, well-ordered and low-risk.
 Management of debt
To manage future debt and borrowing, Scotland will 
establish a debt management function. This will be an early 
priority following a vote for independence and Scotland will 
be operationally ready to borrow from the markets from 
independence day.  
The debt management function will plan and undertake the 
management of the debt stock, refinancing of inherited debt, 
and the placing of new debt. This function is carried out at 
present for the UK as a whole by the UK Treasury’s Debt 
Management Office (DMO). The Scottish Government will seek 
to establish links with the UK DMO, and also with other DMOs 
in the EU and among Commonwealth countries to assist in the 
set-up phase. 
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We will recruit skilled and experienced staff to ensure credibility 
in the sovereign bond markets. We will also develop an 
institutional framework for sovereign borrowing and establish 
relationships with market makers.
The Scottish debt management service will also operate a  
sub-lending function. At present, Scottish local authorities 
borrow from the Westminster Government’s public works  
loan board. Following independence, borrowing facilities  
would instead be provided from within the Scottish debt 
management service.
Independent Scottish governments, like those of other 
countries, would have the option of borrowing from Scottish 
citizens and others through a Scottish national savings and 
investment function. However, with low rates of interest 
prevailing in the sovereign markets, this is unlikely to be an 
early priority. The government will be able to meet all of our 
borrowing requirements from sovereign debt markets. 
Interest rates paid on new Scottish bonds will be determined by 
the markets, based on an assessment of risk, and the demand 
in the market for sovereign bonds. This assessment takes into 
account fundamental factors such as the degree of control that 
the borrowing government has habitually demonstrated over its 
borrowing, accuracy of economic and fiscal forecasts, liquidity, 
transparency and credibility of economic and fiscal plans, as 
well as key ratios such as that of debt stock to GDP and the 
annual deficit-to-GDP ratio and their future outlook. Markets 
also take account of credit agencies’ ratings. The agencies 
themselves use the same broad indicators of credit-worthiness.
The Scottish Government is determined to sustain and build 
on Scotland’s existing reputation for fiscal prudence so that 
Scottish bonds are seen as high quality, safe investments. 
The Scottish Government expects Scottish bonds to become 
firmly established as a low risk, gilt-edged investment backed 
by Scotland’s substantial oil reserves and a stable, high-
skilled economy trading successfully within the EU with few 
uncertainties. Borrowing costs should match the very low levels 
enjoyed by other comparable states such as Norway, Finland 
and Sweden.
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 Constitution, government and citizens
 The choices open to us 
Independence will enable Scotland to be a modern, democratic 
European country with independent government institutions that 
build on the existing Scottish Parliament, Scottish Government, 
autonomous legal system and independent judiciary. The 
Scottish Parliament and Government will be democratically 
accountable to the people of Scotland for the full range of 
government activity, removing the continuing democratic deficit 
which affects Scotland in areas currently the responsibility of 
Westminster. 
Central to this will be a written constitution setting out and 
protecting the rights of the people of Scotland. The constitution 
of a country defines who makes decisions on behalf of its 
people and how the people choose those decision-makers and 
influence their decisions. A constitution is the basis of everyday 
life, not separate from it. It sets out the rights of citizens and the 
role of government. It defines how decisions are made about 
spending on health and welfare, about the laws of the land and 
about peace and war.
A written constitution should also set out the aspirations we 
have for our country and our vision for the future.
One of the first and most fundamental tasks of the parliament 
of an independent Scotland will be to establish the process for 
preparing Scotland’s first written constitution through an open, 
participative and inclusive constitutional convention. A written 
constitution should be designed by the people of Scotland, for 
the people of Scotland. 
The process by which Scotland adopts a written constitution 
is as important as its content. The process will ensure that it 
reflects the fundamental constitutional truth – that the people, 
rather than politicians or state institutions, are the sovereign 
authority in Scotland. 
The pre-independence legislation will place on the Scottish 
Parliament a duty to convene an independent constitutional 
convention to debate and draft the written constitution.  
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A constitutional convention will ensure a participative and 
inclusive process where the people of Scotland, as well as 
politicians, civic society organisations, business interests, trade 
unions, local authorities and others, will have a direct role in 
shaping the constitution. 
In taking this path, Scotland will be following in the footsteps of 
many other countries, not least the United States of America, 
whose constitutional convention in 1787 drafted the Constitution 
of the United States. 
International best practice and the practical experience of other 
countries and territories should be considered and taken into 
account in advance of the determination of the process for 
the constitutional convention. In the last decade, citizen-led 
assemblies and constitutional conventions have been convened 
in British Columbia (2004), the Netherlands (2006), Ontario 
(2007) and Iceland (2010). Since 2012, Ireland has been 
holding a citizen-led constitutional convention to review various 
constitutional issues. 
 Our priorities for action
Many voices will contribute to the debate and help shape the 
content of Scotland’s written constitution. Key equality and 
human rights principles, including the requirements of the 
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European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), would be 
embedded in the written constitution. Beyond those there are 
certain provisions that the present Scottish Government will 
propose for consideration by the constitutional convention: 
■■ equality of opportunity and entitlement to live free  
of discrimination and prejudice
■■ entitlement to public services and to a standard of living that, 
as a minimum, secures dignity and self-respect and provides 
the opportunity for people to realise their full potential both as 
individuals and as members of wider society 
■■ protection of the environment and the sustainable use 
of Scotland’s natural resources to embed Scotland’s 
commitment to sustainable development and tackling 
climate change 
■■ a ban on nuclear weapons being based in Scotland
■■ controls on the use of military force and a role for an 
independent Scottish Parliament in approving and 
monitoring its use
■■ the existence and status of local government
■■ rights in relation to healthcare, welfare and pensions
■■ children’s rights
■■ rights concerning other social and economic matters,  
such as the right to education and a Youth Guarantee  
on employment, education or training
 The Monarchy and the Crown
On independence Scotland will be a constitutional monarchy, 
continuing the Union of the Crowns that dates back to 1603, 
pre-dating the Union of the Parliaments by over one hundred 
years. The position of Her Majesty The Queen and head of 
state will form an intrinsic part of the constitutional platform  
in place for independence in 2016. 
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For two independent states to share the same monarch is not 
a novel or unique situation. Indeed amongst the 53 member 
States of the Commonwealth (including Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand and Jamaica) have the Queen as their Head of State – 
an independent Scotland will become the 17th member of that 
family of nations.  
Earlier this year the rules on succession to the Crown were 
amended (for Scotland and elsewhere) to remove outdated 
gender discrimination377. An independent Scottish Government 
will promote, and support amongst the Commonwealth States 
with the Queen as Head of State, a similar measure to remove 
religious discrimination from the succession rules. 
 Parliament and Government 
Scotland already has many of the institutions that a modern 
independent state requires: a parliament elected by the people, 
a government accountable to that parliament, an impartial civil 
service, an independent judiciary and an autonomous legal 
system. These institutions will continue on independence, 
underpinned by new constitutional arrangements reflecting 
Scotland’s new constitutional status. They will be based on the 
sovereignty of the Scottish people, rather than the sovereignty 
of Westminster.
The existing Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government 
provide a robust framework for the governmental arrangements 
of an independent Scotland. The parliament and government 
structures have demonstrated since devolution in 1999 their 
competence in managing and delivering the necessary executive 
and legislative functions for Scotland in important devolved 
areas, such as health, education and justice.
On independence, the Scottish Government will acquire new 
responsibilities in currently reserved areas, especially the 
economy, welfare, defence and international relations. The 
Government has already developed the capacity to formulate 
policy in these areas, and this will continue in preparation for 
independence. 
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The Scottish Parliament 
Scotland already has a modern, accessible parliament, elected 
on a proportional representation system. It will remain the 
parliament of an independent Scotland.
The Scottish Parliament has set an example within the UK 
on how a modern legislature should operate. In line with its 
founding principles of power sharing, accountability, access 
and participation, and equal opportunity, the Parliament has 
successfully put into practice the principles on which it was 
founded: 
■■ the petitions system makes the Parliament accessible  
and improves accountability
■■ the legislative process gives civil society and individuals 
significant opportunities to participate before and during  
the formal Parliamentary processes
■■ parliamentary committees and, since 2008, the Scottish 
Cabinet take the process of government to all parts 
of the country – during the summer of 2013 alone, for 
example, the Cabinet has convened in Lerwick, Hawick, 
Campbeltown and Fraserburgh
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■■ participation and engagement is built into the work of 
government, parliament, local government and the wider 
public sector
Equality and human rights
The choices open to us 
An independent Scotland will have at its heart the respect, 
protection and promotion of equality and human rights.  
This will be enshrined in a written constitution to bind the 
institutions of the state and protect individuals and communities 
from abuses of power. 
As a modern independent state, Scotland will play a full role by 
living up to our international obligations on equality and human 
rights and framing these through the constitution, legislation 
and policy as a basis for protecting rights, and securing 
fairness and equality for our people. It has been common 
in modern democratic states for equality and human rights 
to be treated as distinct and different spheres of concern by 
national governments, international institutions and civil society. 
While we recognise this, we also see the right to equality and 
protection from discrimination as integral parts of human rights 
in a modern society, and human rights as a fundamental part of 
a truly democratic state. 
Scotland has a strong history in protecting the rights and 
freedoms of everyone living in our country and has used our 
limited powers to their maximum extent to promote a fair and 
more equal society. The European Convention on Human 
Rights is an intrinsic part of the Scotland Act 1998 and, since 
devolution, the promotion of equality has also framed the work 
of the Scottish Parliament, evident in the establishment of an 
Equal Opportunities Committee and across Scottish legislation.
While Scotland’s current equality and human rights framework 
is strong, that framework’s future cannot be guaranteed under 
current constitutional arrangements378. 
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Our priorities for action
Safeguarding equality and human rights in a written constitution
On independence, all the rights and protections which people 
currently have under existing equality and human rights 
legislation will continue. In addition, we will seek to secure 
equality and human rights for everyone in society by embedding 
them in a written constitution.
As well as allowing us to ensure that the rights in the European 
Convention on Human Rights are enshrined in a written 
constitution, independence gives Scotland the ability to consider 
whether other rights, such as those in the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, should also be enshrined. 
The principles written into the constitution will form an 
integral part of the structure of the country and will shape the 
development of future Scottish policy and systems – including 
those areas Scotland will inherit under independence such as 
welfare, employment and taxation – to deliver greater equality 
and social justice. This could, for example, create new ways 
to help families strike the right balance between paid work and 
care for older or younger people and potentially encourage more 
women into the workforce. 
Strengthening legislation, support and enforcement
From day one of an independent Scotland, equality and human 
rights legislation and infrastructure will continue to protect and 
promote equality and human rights for the benefit of Scotland’s 
people.
Following independence, full powers also offer Scotland scope 
to consider strengthening or extending equality and human 
rights legislation and to develop an enforcement and promotion 
infrastructure which considers the appropriate alignment of 
equality and human rights. As a government we would develop 
any future changes in full consultation with the people of 
Scotland, including with the Third Sector, public authorities, 
businesses, trade unions and equality communities. Our 
approach would be designed to reflect internationally recognised 
principles which guarantee independence from government and 
provide the power and resources to operate effectively. Scotland 
has, and will continue to have, our own UN-accredited national 
human rights body.
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Strengthening Scotland’s influence on the international stage 
This Government believes that human rights and protection from 
discrimination should not be restricted to those fortunate enough 
to live in Scotland or other progressive modern states. 
Scotland currently meets the requirements of a range of 
international equality and human rights treaties379. On 
independence, Scotland will sign up as an independent country 
to these treaties and strengthen our international voice to shape 
the legislation and frameworks that flow from them, contributing 
to the wider goals of promoting international stability and 
democracy in other world regions. 
An independent Scotland, as a full member of the international 
community of nations, could lead by example by demonstrating 
our own commitment to best practice in the fields of equality 
and human rights. In doing so, Scotland will be building on the 
strong foundations of work already being undertaken in fields 
such as international development and climate justice.
Equality in public life
Scotland has made significant advances in increasing the 
diversity of representation in public life, but many groups – such 
as women, disabled people and ethnic minorities – are still not 
participating fully in the decision making of our country. We 
are missing talent and perspectives across our institutions and 
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businesses. Increased diversity is good for business and good 
for the quality of decision-making.
The Scottish Government’s ambition is that appointments  
for which we are responsible should broadly reflect the wider 
population. We will continue our work to improve representation 
for all groups, and maintain our focus on improving the gender 
balance of public boards within current legislation. 
If in government in an independent Scotland we will ensure 
that Scotland’s institutions have equality and diversity at the 
heart of their governance. We will expect public and private 
institutions to improve the diversity and gender balance of 
their governance. We will also consult on a target for women’s 
representation on company and public boards and, if necessary, 
we will legislate as appropriate. 
Better government – Scotland’s public services 
As a country, we place a high value on our public services. 
We recognise the power that they hold in transforming lives and 
communities, supporting economic development and well being, 
and opening up opportunities for us all to participate in the 
benefits that Scotland has to offer. However, there are currently 
pressures on our public services from economic circumstances, 
and there will be future pressures from the changing shape of 
our society.
Scotland has already adopted a distinctive approach in our 
public services, focused on improving outcomes and building 
the assets and resilience of people and communities, through 
prevention and early intervention. It values collaboration by 
those involved – by people and communities, Third Sector, 
public providers and businesses. Our approach crucially 
recognises the importance of designing services with, and 
for, the people they are there to serve, and of building on our 
strengths. 
With independence, we can go further by joining together those 
services that are currently under UK control with those currently 
delivered by Scottish organisations. We can build on our strong 
record of valuing the public service workforce by creating good 
employment opportunities. We can explore new ways of working 
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across public services that mean people get what they need in 
the way that best suits them – being creative and innovative and 
being shaped by the rights and principles we have placed at the 
heart of our constitution.
The present Scottish Government has made major reforms to 
public services in Scotland to protect front-line delivery in the 
face of Westminster cuts. For example, we have reduced the 
number of police forces while maintaining 1,000 extra officers. 
We have reduced bureaucracy by cutting the number of public 
bodies from 199 to 113, a reduction of 43 per cent380. Our 
proposals for UK public bodies on independence show how 
we can further streamline the public sector by integrating the 
functions of a large number of UK bodies into the public sector 
in Scotland.
The choices open to us
Independence will ensure that decisions about policies and 
services will be made in Scotland in line with the views and 
needs of the people of Scotland.
Scotland’s scale is an advantage. The UK tax and welfare 
system is so big it has proven difficult to reform. The National 
Audit Office has found that there were significant problems in 
managing the implementation of Universal Credit. We can do 
things on a more manageable scale in Scotland. Stakeholders 
in Scotland tell us of the benefits of being able to get all the 
key decision-makers in one room. We will be able to do that in 
currently reserved areas too and improve policy and delivery 
through better engagement with service users and interest 
groups. 
Existing devolved public services are spread broadly across 
Scotland. The largest public sector employers like the NHS, 
local authorities and Police Scotland already have a major 
presence in communities across Scotland – NHS Scotland 
employs 156,600 people; Scottish Local Government employs 
247,900; and the Scottish police and fire and rescue services 
employ 30,200381.
The Scottish Government has policy functions concentrated 
in Edinburgh and Glasgow, but delivery functions and public 
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bodies have a much wider geographical footprint. Under 
independence Scotland can continue to spread the benefits  
of public sector employment as we take on new functions from 
Westminster Government bodies. We can improve services by 
joining up those that are currently under UK control with those 
delivered by the Scottish Government.
This will enable us to:
■■ focus the entire public sector in Scotland more clearly on 
delivering outcomes that matter for the people of Scotland
■■ further integrate public services and rationalise the complex 
public body landscape, ensuring that public services are 
delivered in a way that supports our overall approach to 
improving outcomes for people and communities in Scotland 
■■ streamline the cluttered UK public sector landscape by 
incorporating the functions of a number of UK public bodies 
into existing Scottish bodies
■■ create high quality jobs in the Scottish Government and 
the wider public sector in Scotland that drive service 
improvement
■■ make faster progress in preventing problems arising rather 
than just treating them when they do occur
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Public services on independence
On independence, the Scottish Government will take on 
responsibility for making decisions for Scotland across the 
full range of policy issues that affect people in Scotland. This 
means that the Scottish Parliament will control all areas of 
policy that are currently reserved to the Westminster.
In preparing for independence, the Scottish Government will 
build on Scotland’s existing devolved public services. Scotland 
already has, as well as our own judicial system, an independent 
National Health Service, the Scottish police and fire and rescue 
services and local authorities with responsibilities for schools, 
transport, housing, leisure and social work services amongst 
others. There are also many Scottish public bodies such as 
Scottish Enterprise, the Scottish Environment Protection Agency 
and Scottish Natural Heritage. 
On independence, the Scottish Government will maintain our 
current, unified structure and not create different, fragmented 
departments like those of the Westminster Government. This 
structure has been successful in delivering joined-up thinking 
and co-operation and provides a firm basis for taking on the 
full range of policy and functions of an independent national 
government.
On independence, Scotland will have:
■■ an independent fiscal policy function, making decisions  
on taxes and spending in Scotland
■■ an external affairs capability supporting an independent 
foreign policy, including distinct overseas representation  
and a Scottish international development function
■■ a welfare policy capability, meaning decisions about welfare 
and pensions can start to be made in Scotland
■■ a debt management function to support an independent 
fiscal regime
■■ a new security and intelligence agency, working closely  
with Police Scotland, focused on threats to Scotland like  
cyber crime
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■■ an expanded Revenue Scotland, ready to progressively take 
on additional responsibilities for tax and excise collection/
credits
■■ Scottish representation at the EU, NATO, the UN and  
a range of other international organisations
■■ a Scottish Defence Headquarters and an initial independent 
armed forces capability
■■ a new single economic regulator, the functions of which will 
be progressively expanded
■■ a shared service agreement with HM Passport Office 
■■ a new Scottish Civil Service Commission
We will also move swiftly to begin the process of establishing  
a Scottish postal service in public ownership.
Around 300 public bodies currently act for Scotland at the 
UK level. As well as proposing new public bodies, we have 
developed proposals for sharing arrangements with the 
Westminster Government. In summary, our proposals on public 
bodies mean:
■■ around 60 per cent will transfer their functions to a new  
or existing body in Scotland either for independence day  
or after a transitional period  
■■ around 30 per cent are proposed to continue to be based on 
a shared services approach, but with shared accountability 
to Scotland and the rest of the UK. Around 40 per cent of 
such bodies are small advisory or technical committees in 
highly specialised areas
■■ the remainder, almost 10 per cent of UK bodies with 
functions relating to Scotland, do not need to be replicated 
in Scotland (for a variety of reasons)
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Development of public services after independence
The structure of public services under independence will be for 
future Scottish governments and parliaments to decide. The 
current Scottish Government’s plans for the Parliamentary term 
beginning in May 2016 would be to:
■■ take on responsibility for administering benefits and the 
state pension, with staff transferring from the Westminster 
Government to the Scottish Government
■■ establish a citizen-focused personal tax system, with staff 
transferring from HMRC to provide the necessary skills and 
capacity within Revenue Scotland
■■ set up a Scottish Border and Migration Service
■■ establish a Scottish Passport Agency
■■ develop the Scottish Tribunal Service to include tribunals 
dealing with employment and other matters previously 
reserved to Westminster
■■ establish a new industrial relations body (similar to ACAS) 
and a Scottish Health and Safety body
We plan to maintain shared services in areas where it makes 
sense to do so, and where it is in the interests of both Scotland 
and the rest of the UK, such as:
■■ NHS Blood and Transplant
■■ the Royal Mint
■■ the Research Councils
■■ Air and Maritime Accidents Investigation 
■■ some expert and technical advisory groups, for example  
the Committee on Radioactive Waste Management
■■ the Green Investment Bank
■■ the Hydrographic Office
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Where functions continue on a shared services basis, there 
will need to be adjustments to the governance of these bodies 
to ensure there is appropriate accountability to the Scottish 
Government and Scottish Parliament. These can build on 
arrangements already in place for cross-border bodies dealing 
with devolved matters.
Workforce
Good quality public services require well-motivated and fairly 
rewarded workforces with a genuine sense of service to their 
community. Public sector employment brings economic benefits 
to Scotland, as well as providing the vital public services on 
which we all depend. The Scottish Government is therefore 
proud of our partnership working across public services which, 
in a period of sustained fiscal consolidation by the Westminster 
Government, has seen the employment of 1,000 extra police 
officers382, 1,000 extra qualified nurses and midwives and over 
1,500 additional doctors383. The Scottish Government has, in 
addition, opposed the Westminster Government’s damaging 
reductions to pensions and conditions of service, and sustained 
a policy of no compulsory redundancies in central government 
and across the NHS in Scotland.
Under independence, responsibility for a wide range of currently 
reserved services and functions will be transferred to the 
Scottish Government. The Westminster Government employs 
nearly 30,000 civil servants in Scotland at present and many 
will transfer to the employment of the Scottish Government and 
its agencies384. An independent Scottish Government will also 
employ additional staff to deliver our new functions on matters 
such as taxation, defence and employment. Where it makes 
sense for Scotland, some services will continue to be delivered 
jointly with the rest of the UK, for either a time-limited period of 
transition or on a continuing basis. 
The detail of these arrangements, including those for staff 
transfers, will be negotiated with the Westminster Government. 
We will work with the Westminster Government to preserve 
continuity of employment for all staff, either by transfer to the 
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Scottish Government or through continued employment by the 
Westminster Government, where it continues to require their 
skills. We will seek to ensure that all staff who wish to continue 
in service are able to do so. The pension entitlements and 
other terms and conditions of employment of civil servants 
transferring from the Westminster Government will be fully 
honoured. They will join a skilled and diverse workforce in the 
civil service in Scotland, based on the principles of honesty, 
integrity, objectivity and impartiality, committed to good 
employment practice and with a continued commitment to  
no compulsory redundancies.
Local government 
The choices open to us 
Independence gives us an opportunity to renew democracy 
at all levels in Scotland. Independence is about people 
and communities as much as it is about parliaments or 
governments. The extension of the powers of the Scottish 
Parliament through independence creates a new opportunity to 
consider the right level for decisions to be made across Scottish 
society and gives us the powers we need to deliver necessary 
reforms.
Local government is an integral and essential element of the 
overall good governance of Scotland. It assesses and responds 
to local circumstances and aspirations to deliver a range of 
services, from education and care to transport and planning, 
that form the bedrock of our society.
Scottish local government has benefited under devolution from 
a closer working relationship with central government. Local 
government has been equipped with stronger powers, adopted 
a new, more proportionate electoral system, has spearheaded 
the vital move towards community planning of local services 
and embraced an improved and performance-focused audit 
regime.
The Scottish Government and local government have worked in 
partnership to deal with and mitigate the actions of successive 
Westminster administrations – exemplified currently by the 
joint response to replacing Council Tax Benefit and wider 
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welfare reforms. This sends a very powerful signal of the sort of 
partnership approach that we can develop as new powers come 
to Scotland after independence.
The Scottish Government and local authorities are now 
implementing and building on the legacy of the Christie 
Commission385, to reform and improve Scotland’s public 
services. This shared journey towards a vision of strengthened 
community planning, involvement and empowerment has 
been set out in the Government’s response to the Christie 
Commission, in the joint Statement of Ambition with local 
government, and in our consultation on the forthcoming 
Community Empowerment Bill. This shared purpose will 
continue beyond the referendum and into an independent 
Scotland, capitalising on the benefits that independence brings.
Our priorities for action
On independence, the responsibilities and services of local 
government will continue as normal, as councils’ statutory basis, 
funding, contracts and workforce will remain in place.
The Scottish Government will consider in partnership the 
appropriate responsibilities for local government and local 
communities, to realise strong local democracy, in line with the 
Lerwick Declaration386 made by the First Minister on 25 July 2013:
We believe that the people who live and work in Scotland are 
best placed to make decisions about our future – the essence of 
self-determination. Therefore we support subsidiarity and local 
decision making.
 For example, Scotland’s island communities have challenges 
and opportunities that differ from those in other parts of the 
country. That is why the Scottish Government has established 
the Islands Areas Ministerial Working Group, to engage 
in discussions with Orkney, Shetland and Comhairle nan 
Eilean Siar about the opportunities that are important for 
our island communities in the context of the referendum and 
independence. We have committed to separate discussions for 
any issues of interest to mainland councils with islands. The 
Group is covering issues such as energy, the Crown Estate 
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and transport. With independence, an Islands Bill to implement 
conclusions of this work will be one of the current Scottish 
Government’s priorities for the Scottish Parliament elected in 
2016. Similarly, we are working as part of the Scottish Cities 
Alliance, comprising the seven local authorities with cities within 
their boundaries, to consider how issues specific to Scotland’s 
cities can be best tackled in the future. 
 Independence will also provide the platform to embed the role 
of Scottish local authorities in a written constitution. The Scottish 
Government will embed the position of local government in 
the constitutional platform and argue for Scotland’s written 
constitution, post-independence, to recognise the status 
and rights of elected local government. Such constitutional 
recognition is normal in developed democracies such as 
Germany, Denmark and Sweden, and this should also be the 
case in a modern, independent Scotland.
 A constitutional provision such as this would enable Scotland 
to fully implement an important aspect of the European Charter 
of Local Self-Government. That Charter commits states to 
applying basic rules guaranteeing political, administrative 
and financial independence of local authorities. In particular it 
provides that: “The principle of local self-government shall be 
recognised in domestic legislation, and, where practicable, in 
the constitution”387.
 Given the lack of a written constitution, the UK – or a devolved 
Scotland within the UK – would find it impossible to provide 
this degree of constitutional recognition to local government. 
However, in the context of independence this new opportunity 
for local government will open up.
 Civic society and Third Sector
 The choices open to us
 At the heart of any modern democracy should be the strong 
voice of its people, influencing the decisions that affect them. 
 Scotland’s civic society has always helped define who we 
are as a nation. Business philanthropists, churches, co-
operatives and mutuals, trade unions, charities and many other 
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organisations and individuals have contributed significantly 
to the Scotland we know today. Scotland’s Third Sector and 
civic institutions are a valued and essential part of Scotland’s 
distinctive infrastructure. They inform and shape our public life 
and contribute to the development of the Government’s policies. 
Crucially, they bring the voices of communities into the public 
and political arena, providing diversity, richness and perspective 
to debates on the big issues facing Scotland. Civic groups and 
voluntary groups have been particularly important in shaping 
Scotland’s approach to major issues such as violence against 
women, community ownership and shifting attitudes on matters 
such as same sex marriage and independent living for disabled 
people.  
 The current Scottish Government is committed to supporting 
the development of a capable, sustainable and enterprising 
Third Sector. The sector plays a key role in achieving the 
Government’s purpose by supporting Scotland’s communities 
and in the delivery of public services. The sector has specialist 
expertise, the ability to engage with vulnerable groups and 
individuals, and a flexible and innovative approach. With 
independence, the current Scottish Government’s vision for the 
sector will not change – we want to continue to work with our 
Third Sector partners, ensuring that everyone in Scotland has  
a successful and fairer future.
 Our priorities for action
 The regulation of charities operating and/or registered in 
Scotland is already devolved. There are arrangements in place 
between the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) 
and the Charity Commission to regulate and monitor charities 
registered in England and Wales but operating in Scotland. 
There is a memorandum of understanding that sets out the 
current operational arrangements for OSCR and the Charity 
Commission to work together to provide better regulation and 
guidance for charities that operate across England, Scotland 
and Wales. It will be in everyone’s interests for this process to 
continue following independence.
 Many charities currently operate cross-border in the UK 
and Ireland. Although responsibility for the legal framework 
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surrounding charities is already devolved, income tax and 
corporation tax exemptions and reliefs for charities are 
reserved, along with legislation covering tax relief on Gift Aid, 
investment income, trading profits and Capital Gains Tax.
 The Scottish Parliament in an independent Scotland will control 
both charity law and tax matters. This will enable future Scottish 
governments and parliaments to consider taxation policy that 
would enhance opportunities for charitable giving.
 Civic society, and within that the Third Sector, also represent 
groups across our society, giving them special perspectives 
about the needs of our people. These perspectives will allow 
them to play a key part in developing Scotland’s written 
constitution and the legislative and policy frameworks that  
will shape an independent Scotland.
 The Third Sector must remain a key partner, playing a major role 
in our economy and in the design and delivery of public services. 
This Government will foster the creativity and innovation that 
exists within Scotland’s communities to enable a thriving Third 
Sector, a positive environment for social enterprise and to value 
the work of volunteers, charities and community organisations.
 Scotland leads internationally in our approach to social 
enterprise and is recognised for the strength of our Third 
Sector. With the responsibilities of independence – over 
welfare, taxation and the economy – we can do more to  
assist the sector’s growth, effectiveness and sustainability. 
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In the section that follows, we set out the answers to 650 
questions about independence that have been asked of us.
Many of these questions have straightforward, factual 
answers. The answers to some others will depend on the 
outcome of negotiations with the Westminster Government, 
and here we set out what we consider to be the reasonable 
and common sense position, based on the interests of both 
the rest of the UK and of Scotland. Where the answer to a 
question depends on the policy decisions of a future 
government of an independent Scotland, we give the view  
of the current Scottish Government.
We expect you to find the answers to your questions here. 
However, if there is a question not covered, please visit  
www.scotreferendum.com/contact for details of how to submit 
your own question. We will then add your question and our 
answer to the Question and Answer section on the 
scotreferendum.com website.
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	 1.	 What	is	the	benefit	of	independence?
The referendum is a choice between two futures for Scotland. 
We can choose independence, which will put Scotland’s future 
in Scotland’s hands, or we can leave big decisions on 
Scotland’s economy and the future shape of our society in the 
hands of Westminster. We believe independence is the right 
choice for Scotland because it is better for you and your family  
if decisions about Scotland are taken by the people who care 
most about Scotland: the people who live and work here.
Independence means that the decisions about Scotland that are 
currently taken by governments at Westminster – often by 
governments that have been rejected by the majority of people 
in Scotland – will be taken here instead.
The ability to take such decisions in Scotland has a direct impact 
on your life and the life of your family. With independence, 
Scotland’s Parliament will be able to make sure that Scotland’s 
wealth works better for the people who live here, and will mean 
a better quality of life for people in Scotland.
There is already good evidence that taking decisions in 
Scotland works. It is because the Scottish Parliament has 
power over the health service that the NHS in Scotland is not 
following the privatisation route favoured by Westminster, and  
it is because decisions on higher education are taken by the 
Scottish Government that students are not being charged 
£9,000 a year to go to university.
But because Westminster still controls tax and social security 
policy in Scotland, people in Scotland are subject to the 
“bedroom tax” today, just as they were to the “poll tax” in  
the 1990s.
It is also because Westminster makes decisions for Scotland 
that Scottish taxes will go towards the estimated £100 billion 
that a new nuclear weapons system will cost in its lifetime on 
the Clyde, that postal services are being privatised, and that the 
disabled and vulnerable are bearing the brunt of cuts to the 
welfare state. Not one of these decisions has been supported 
by the majority of people or politicians in Scotland. 
The Case 
for Independence
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If these powers transfer to Scotland, we will have a guarantee 
that – for the first time – decisions about taxes, social security, 
nuclear weapons and other key areas that affect life in Scotland 
will only be taken with the approval of a Parliament elected 
entirely by people in Scotland. 
The ability to build a fairer and more prosperous Scotland will 
be in the hands of the people of Scotland. 
	 2.	 Why	is	becoming	independent	important?
Independence means that Scotland’s future will be in Scotland’s 
hands. It means we can make more of Scotland’s wealth, talent 
and resources for the benefit of the people who live in Scotland 
– through a stronger economy, more jobs, and people getting a 
fairer return for their hard work and efforts. 
It will allow Scottish governments to do specific things like 
improve childcare, make the tax system fairer, cut energy bills 
and scrap the “bedroom tax”.
Independence is about improving the quality of life for all people 
across Scotland. We will be able to take decisions on our 
economy designed for Scotland’s particular needs and based 
on our own priorities. 
Similar countries to Scotland have seen higher levels of 
economic growth over the past generation. That is because 
they have the bonus of being independent, and are able to 
make the right choices for their nation and economy. If Scotland 
had matched the levels of growth of these other independent 
nations, between 1977 and 2007, GDP per head in Scotland 
would now be 3.8 per cent higher, equivalent to an additional 
£900 per head.
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	 3.	 What	will	independence	deliver	for	me?
With independence, the Scottish Parliament will have all the 
powers we need in Scotland to make life better for the people 
who live here. The present Scottish Government’s policies for 
an independent Scotland include:
■ delivering a transformational change in childcare, so that 
every child from age one to starting school is guaranteed 30 
hours of provision for 38 weeks of the year – this will reduce 
costs for families and improve support for people with 
children to return to work (see Chapter 5)
■ reducing your energy bills by an average of five per cent, by 
removing the costs of some environmental schemes from 
your energy bill and funding them from central government 
resources (see Chapter 8)
■ protecting your state pension, with stronger guarantees that 
the real value of your pension will not fall (see Chapter 4)
■ ensuring that the minimum wage rises in line with inflation 
(see Chapter 3)
■ protecting the value of benefits, tax allowances and tax 
credits by uprating these in line with inflation (see Chapter 3)
■ building a fairer Scotland by halting the roll out of Universal 
Credit, scrapping the “bedroom tax”, and halting some of the 
most damaging welfare changes being introduced by the 
Westminster (see Chapter 4)
	 4.	 How	will	we	become	independent?
Scotland will become independent if the people of Scotland vote 
Yes in the referendum on 18 September 2014. After a vote for 
independence, the Scottish Government will reach agreement 
with Westminster and the EU on arrangements for the transition 
to an independent Scotland, based on our proposed date of 24 
March 2016. You can find out more about the transition to 
independence in Chapter 10.
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The	Economy
5. Can	Scotland	afford	to	be	independent?
Yes. Scotland is one of the wealthiest nations in the world. In 
terms of our total economic output per head we ranked eighth 
out of the 34 developed countries in the OECD in 2011. We 
raise more tax and our public finances have been stronger than 
the UK as a whole over the past 30 years. 
Despite all these strengths, many families in Scotland are 
struggling to make ends meet. We are a wealthy country and 
yet the full benefit of our vast wealth is not felt by the people 
who live and work here. With independence, we can make sure 
Scotland’s wealth and resources work better for the people of 
Scotland. To find out more about Scotland’s public finances see 
Chapter 2.
6. How	would	being	independent	benefit	Scotland’s	
economy?
The Scottish Government believes that independence is the key 
to economic success. Scotland needs control over economic 
and fiscal powers to unlock our potential, boost growth and 
create sustainable, fairly-rewarded jobs.
Full control of the most effective levers of growth – such as tax, 
welfare and regulation – will allow Scotland to develop policies 
designed to deliver sustainable economic growth. 
Scotland is already a wealthy nation, but the full benefit of that 
wealth is not felt by people across the country. With 
independence, we can turn our rich country into a prosperous 
society, with the many strengths of our economy delivering 
more for the people who live and work here.
7. Will	an	independent	Scotland	continue	to	use	the	Bank	of	
England?
Yes. The Bank of England is the central bank for Scotland, as well 
as for England, Wales and Northern Ireland. It was formally 
nationalised in 1946 and is therefore an institution and asset 
owned both by Scotland and the rest of the UK. 
Finance and 
the Economy
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For day-to-day monetary policy, the Bank of England is 
operationally independent of government. It currently sets 
monetary policy according to the economic conditions across 
the UK as a whole. The Scottish Government supports the 
Fiscal Commission proposals that, after independence, monetary 
policy would be set by the Bank of England according to economic 
conditions across the entire Sterling Area and that the Bank 
should be accountable to both Scotland and the rest of the UK 
through a shareholder agreement. 
Currency
8. What	currency	will	an	independent	Scotland	use?
We propose that the pound Sterling will continue to be the 
currency of an independent Scotland.
9. Will	Scotland	join	the	Euro?
No. The current Scottish Government is clear that Sterling 
should continue to be the currency of an independent Scotland. 
10. Will	an	independent	Scotland	have	control	over	fiscal	
policy?
With independence, Scotland will have full control over fiscal 
policy, with full powers on taxes, spending and borrowing. 
Currently, the Scottish Parliament is responsible for just 7 per 
cent of taxes raised in Scotland. Even with the new tax powers 
of the Scotland Act, this figure will only increase to around 15 
per cent. Only with independence will Scotland have full control 
over 100 per cent of tax revenue and fiscal policy. 
11. Will	an	independent	Scotland	have	control	over	monetary	
policy?
Day-to-day monetary policy would be decided independently of 
government by the Bank of England as it is now, taking account 
of economic conditions across the Sterling Area. The Scottish 
Government would seek formal input into the governance and 
remit of the Bank of England. 
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12. Why	would	an	independent	Scotland	wish	to	remain	in	 
a	currency	union	with	the	rest	of	the	UK?
A shared currency is in the economic interests of both Scotland 
and the rest of the UK, as key trading partners. It will make it 
easier for people and companies to go about their business 
across the two countries. 
13. How	can	Scotland	be	independent	if	we	keep	the	pound?
Independent countries around the world share currencies. 
Countries like France, Germany, and the Netherlands do not 
have their own currency but are independent, and control their 
own resources. This approach makes sense for Scotland and 
the rest of the UK, because it will make it easier for us to trade 
with each other and will also mean that things like our 
mortgages and pensions will continue to be paid in pounds and 
pence, just as they are today. To find out more about keeping 
the pound, see Chapter 3.
14. What	contribution	would	an	independent	Scotland	make	 
to	the	Sterling	Area?
Scotland is the second largest export market for the rest of the 
UK. It would be damaging to jobs in England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland, and to the economy of the rest of the UK, if 
Scotland did not continue to use the pound. It is estimated that 
the rest of the UK exported £59 billion to Scotland in 2012 – 
trade that supports tens of thousands of jobs elsewhere on 
these islands.
Continuing to share the pound with Scotland will also be 
beneficial for the value of Sterling. The Sterling Area’s balance 
of payments will be supported by Scotland’s broad range of 
assets and exports, including North Sea oil and gas. North Sea 
oil and gas production boosted the UK’s balance of payments 
by £39 billion in 2012/13.
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15. What	would	happen	to	Scottish	banknotes	in	a	Sterling	
Area?
Scottish banknotes will continue to be issued as at present. 
Currently Scottish banknotes are issued by three authorised 
commercial banks in Scotland and are fully backed by Sterling 
balances held at the Bank of England – meaning they are 
recognised and accepted as being of equal value to Bank  
of England notes. 
Fiscal	Sustainability
16. Is	Scotland	a	prosperous	country?
Yes. An independent Scotland would be one of the top ten 
richest countries in the OECD – ranking eighth amonst the 34 
member countries in terms of GDP per person, compared to the 
UK which would rank 17th.
The Scottish Government believes in independence because 
we want to turn this economic strength into tangible gains for 
individuals and families. 
Five of the seven countries that would rank above Scotland  
in the OECD are small independent nations, such as Norway, 
with many similarities to Scotland. With the skills and natural 
resources at our disposal we have the potential to grow faster 
and in a more sustainable manner. 
17. What	will	Scotland’s	share	of	national	debt	be	and	how	 
will	it	repay	it?
The UK national debt is expected to peak at 86 per cent of UK 
GDP, almost £1.6 trillion in 2016/17. 
The national debt could be apportioned by reference to the 
historic contribution made to the UK’s public finances by 
Scotland. Using 1980 as the base year, Scotland’s historic 
share of the UK national debt in 2016/17 is projected to be 
approximately £100 billion. This is equivalent to 55 per cent  
of Scottish GDP.
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Other methods for dividing responsibility for the national debts 
would produce different results. For example the Fiscal 
Commission’s first report looked at an apportionment based on 
population. On this basis, Scotland’s notional share of UK debt 
in 2016/17 is projected to be approximately £130 billion, 
equivalent to approximately 75 per cent of GDP – still less than 
the UK.
Under any realistic scenario, Scotland’s projected share of the 
UK debt as a percentage of Scotland’s GDP will be less than 
the debt of the rest of the UK expressed in the same terms.
18. Would	an	independent	Scotland	increase	national	debt	 
in	an	attempt	to	grow	the	economy?	
Independence will bring the important decisions about the 
economy – including responsible borrowing to fund growth – to 
the Scottish Government and Parliament. It will allow decisions 
to be made in the interests of the people of Scotland and be 
based on Scotland’s strengths and opportunities. 
The most effective way to reduce national debt is by increasing 
sustainable economic growth, a priority of the current Scottish 
Government. Further details of our proposed approach are 
outlined in Chapter 3.
19. How	important	will	North	Sea	oil	revenues	be	to	an	
independent	Scotland?	
Scotland is endowed with significant oil and gas reserves. The 
tax revenues from these, which currently go to the UK Treasury, 
would remain in Scotland, generating significant tax revenues 
for Scotland.
But Scotland’s economy is not dependent on oil and gas.  
Oil and gas revenue makes up a smaller part of Scotland’s 
economy than is the case for other oil producing countries.  
For example, over the period 2000/01 to 2011/12, oil and gas 
revenues accounted for 15 per cent of Scotland’s overall tax 
income, compared to 30 per cent for Norway.
Without offshore oil activity, GDP per person in Scotland is 99 
per cent of the UK average (within the UK, only London and the 
South East have higher levels of GDP per capita). This rises to 
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about 120 per cent when a geographic share of North Sea 
output is included.
The position is similar for tax receipts, with estimated onshore 
tax receipts per person in Scotland broadly in line with the UK, 
but £1,700 per person higher than the UK average with the 
inclusion of offshore revenues.
20. Will	Scotland	have	a	sovereign	wealth	fund?
We propose that, and as recommended by the Fiscal 
Commission, an independent Scotland should establish a 
Scottish Energy Fund to stabilise revenues in the short-term 
and to ensure that a proportion of oil and gas tax receipts are 
invested for the long-term benefit of the people of Scotland. 
The decisions of successive Westminster governments to 
spend Scottish oil revenues rather than investing a proportion  
of them represent a major lost opportunity. Norway began 
transferring money into its oil fund in 1996. The fund is now 
worth £470 billion, equivalent to around £90,000 per person in 
Norway, and is the largest sovereign wealth fund in the world.
Analysis by the Fiscal Commission concluded that, had it used 
its oil wealth to establish an oil fund in 1980, Scotland could 
have eliminated its share of UK public sector net debt by 
1982/83. By 2011/12 Scotland could have accumulated financial 
assets of between £82 billion and £116 billion. That would be 
equivalent to between 55 per cent and 78 per cent of GDP. 
21. Is	Scotland’s	economy	dependent	on	oil?
Not at all. Scotland has a mixed and varied economy that 
supports employment right across the country. Scotland’s 
economy is diverse, with key strengths across a range of 
sectors such as food and drink, tourism, creative industries, life 
sciences, universities, financial services and manufacturing. 
Oil and gas revenue makes up a smaller part of Scotland’s 
economy than is the case for other oil producing countries.  
For example, over the period 2000/01 to 2011/12, oil and gas 
revenues accounted for 15 per cent of Scotland’s overall tax 
income, compared to 30 per cent for Norway.
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Taxes	and	Taxation	
22. How	would	an	independent	Scotland	use	tax	powers?
The UK tax system is one of the most complicated in the world. 
With independence Scotland will have the ability to develop a 
simpler tax system that is better suited to our economy.
With its current powers, the Scottish Parliament has frozen 
council tax and delivered the most competitive business rates in 
the UK. The current Scottish Government has already legislated 
to replace UK Stamp Duty Land Tax with a new and fairer Land 
and Buildings Transaction Tax and has made clear its intention 
to use the opportunities of independence to reduce Air 
Passenger Duty and Corporation Tax to boost the economy.
Independence will make the Scottish Parliament responsible for 
its own finances and will provide access to the key economic 
levers, including taxation, to give Scotland the opportunity to 
develop policies to stimulate the economy, sustain Scotland’s 
public services and build social cohesion. Full details of our 
proposed approach are set out in Chapter 3.
23. What	will	tax	rates	be	in	an	independent	Scotland?
On independence, Scotland will inherit the tax system and the 
prevailing UK rates and thresholds for all taxes. Decisions on 
specific taxes – including tax rates, allowances and credits – will 
be made by the Parliament and Government of an independent 
Scotland. For the first time ever there will be a guarantee that 
taxes will be set by a government that has the support of the 
people of Scotland.
Independence will provide the Scottish Government and 
Parliament with the powers to set tax rates and thresholds 
which are right for Scotland, allowing Scottish Ministers to 
develop policies that will deliver sustainable economic growth 
and a fair society.
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24. Would	the	current	rates	and	thresholds	for	personal	
income	tax	be	altered	or	would	there	be	any	significant	
changes	in	the	rates	of	insurance	premium	tax,	VAT	or	
employers’	National	Insurance	contributions?
Detailed policies on tax and spending will be set out in party 
manifestos for the 2016 election and thereafter in the first 
budget in an independent Scotland. There is no requirement to 
increase the general rate of taxation to pay for the services we 
currently enjoy in Scotland. 
The current Scottish Government’s approach to tax is focused 
on fairness and economic growth. In Chapter 3 of this paper we 
set out our early priorities for taxation, were we to form the first 
government of an independent Scotland.
25. How	much	tax	does	Scotland	currently	pay	into	the	UK?
In 2011/12, Scotland contributed £56.9 billion in tax revenue to 
the UK including a geographic share of North Sea oil. This is 
the equivalent of £10,700 per person and compares to £9,000 
per person in the UK as a whole.
Scotland is estimated to have paid more tax than in the UK as  
a whole every year since 1980/81, averaging over £1,350 a year 
higher over that period when adjusted for inflation.
26. Will	the	way	I	pay	tax	change	if	Scotland	becomes	
independent?
Initially on independence, you will continue to pay your tax and 
receive tax credits in the same way as you do now. Behind the 
scenes, we will be working to transition the administration of the 
tax system to Revenue Scotland, the Scottish tax authority, with 
a view to making the system simpler and more efficient for the 
taxpayer. 
27. How	would	an	independent	Scotland	improve	on	the	UK	 
tax	system?
Independence will enable the Scottish Parliament to set all 
taxes in a way which stimulates economic growth, sustains  
the public services of Scotland and builds social cohesion.  
The design of a tax system will be decided by the elected 
Government and Parliament of an independent Scotland. 
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The Scottish Government is already reforming aspects of the 
Scottish taxation system with the new powers devolved by the 
Scotland Act 2012. This process has been informed by the 
knowledge and participation of a range of experts and 
representatives of civic Scotland. The current Scottish 
Government plans to follow this model of collaborative tax 
policy development to design a simpler Scottish tax system  
to replace the complex UK tax code. 
28. How	will	tax	collection	be	improved	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The opportunity to create a tax system that is less cumbersome 
and less open to avoidance is a benefit of independence. The 
Scottish Government is setting up a tax authority in Scotland, 
Revenue Scotland, which will provide the foundations for a tax 
administration system for all taxes in Scotland. Revenue 
Scotland will be collecting devolved taxes from April 2015.
There will be a transition phase after independence where, by 
agreement with HM Revenue & Customs, taxes would continue 
to be collected through existing HMRC systems. Scotland-
specific arrangements will be put in place for the collection of all 
taxes in Scotland as quickly as possible.
Following independence we plan to build on the recommendations 
of the Fiscal Commission report on tax. These include deploying 
modern technologies, such as online filing. Over the course of 
the first independent Parliament, the Scottish Government and 
Revenue Scotland would work together to pursue opportunities 
for simplification of taxes and tax collection, with the aim of 
collecting up to £250 million a year of additional revenues, 
without increasing tax rates.
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29. How	long	will	it	take	to	set	up	a	distinct	Scottish	tax	system	
following	independence?
The Scottish Parliament will have formal legal responsibility  
for all taxes upon independence. The Scottish Government will 
make arrangements that will maximise its discretion over the  
tax system while HMRC continue to collect tax revenues for a 
transitional phase. 
After the transition, Revenue Scotland will collect all taxes in 
Scotland. We plan that the collection system for personal taxes 
in Scotland will be in place within the first term of the Scottish 
Parliament in an independent Scotland.
We will maintain stability of collection for business taxes while 
we carry out fundamental work with businesses to implement  
a streamlined collection system.
30. How	much	will	it	cost	Scotland	to	run	its	own	tax	system?
The UK tax system is complex and costly. It is widely accepted 
that there is considerable room for improvement in its design 
and operation.
Revenue Scotland, working with Registers of Scotland and the 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency, will set up the 
necessary administrative systems for Land and Buildings 
Transaction Tax and Scottish Landfill Tax and cover the basic 
cost of administration for the first five years of operation for £16.7 
million. This is 25 per cent less than HMRC estimated for the cost 
of setting up and operating for five years in Scotland like-for-like 
equivalents of Stamp Duty Land Tax and UK Landfill Tax. 
Building on that, we will create a tax system in Scotland that is 
simpler and costs less to administer than the current UK system. 
31. Will	I	pay	more	tax	after	independence?
The process of becoming independent will not, in itself, change 
the tax you pay. There is no requirement to increase the general 
rate of taxation to pay for the services we currently enjoy in 
Scotland. 
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As is the case in any country, overall tax levels will be set by the 
government and parliament of the day in response to the needs 
of the economy and the public services that the Scottish people 
want. 
32. How	will	taxes	be	administered	for	businesses	with	
headquarters	in	Scotland	but	offices	in	England	or	
elsewhere?
In the interconnected global economy many companies already 
operate across a number of different countries without difficulty. 
The Scottish Government has made clear its intention to ensure 
an independent Scotland remains an attractive and competitive 
place to do business.
The Scotland Act 2012 means that by 2016, whatever the result 
of the referendum, there will be differences between the tax 
systems in Scotland and the rest of the UK. Preparations are in 
hand to make sure that administration is as simple as possible 
for businesses in Scotland and elsewhere.
Following a vote for independence, the Scottish Government 
will seek a double taxation agreement with the Westminster 
Government. It will be in the interests of both Scotland and  
the rest of the UK to ensure that cross-border tax affairs for 
companies and individuals operating in both jurisdictions are  
as fair and simple as possible.
33. Will	Scottish	taxpayers	with	overseas	interests	continue	 
to	be	protected	from	double	taxation	after	independence?
Yes. The Scottish Government is committed to a tax system that 
will ensure fairness for cross-border taxpayers, including those 
due to pay tax in both Scotland and the rest of the United 
Kingdom.
An independent Scotland will signal its intention to adhere to all 
international tax treaties in force between the UK and third party 
states, so that these treaties can continue in force between 
Scotland and that state. This was what happened, for example, 
when the Czech Republic and Slovakia adopted the double 
taxation agreement between the United Kingdom and 
Czechoslovakia in 1993.
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34. What	tax	relief	would	be	available	to	specific	sectors	 
in	an	independent	Scotland?
At the moment of independence, Scotland will inherit the tax 
system and the prevailing UK rates and thresholds for all taxes, 
including tax reliefs. Thereafter decisions on the tax system and 
all specific taxes – including tax rates, allowances and credits 
– will be made by the Parliament and Government of an 
independent Scotland. 
35. Would	the	main	business	rates	in	an	independent	Scotland	
continue	to	match	England?	
The Scottish Government has committed to match the 
poundage for business rates in England for the rest of this 
parliamentary term. The Scottish Government is also delivering 
the most competitive business rates regime in the UK with our 
support for the Small Business Bonus, which currently helps 
92,000 businesses.
Our policy is that taxes in Scotland should be competitive to 
create an attractive business environment, while ensuring that 
companies pay their fair share of taxes.
36. Would	the	fuel	duty	rate	be	altered	following	
independence?	
With independence we will examine the benefits of introducing 
a fuel duty regulator mechanism to stabilise prices for business 
and consumers. 
37. Who	would	be	liable	to	pay	Scottish	taxes?
The Scottish Government will build on the existing definition set 
out in the Scotland Act 2012 and general international protocols 
to establish a definition of a Scottish taxpayer based on 
residence. In general, this means that people who live in 
Scotland for most of the year will pay their taxes here. Where 
people split their time between Scotland and other countries, 
including England, Wales and Northern Ireland, there will be 
clear rules set out in statute to determine which tax authority 
they pay their taxes to.
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Banks
38. What	about	bank	bail-outs	if	there	is	another	financial	
crisis?
A priority of all governments is to ensure that there is no further 
banking crisis. Improvements to financial regulation and crisis 
management are taking place in the UK, the EU and globally. 
The emerging system reduces risk of exposure to the taxpayer. 
For example, in the UK, the most risky and speculative financial 
activities will be separated from retail and high street banking 
following the recommendations of the Vickers Report.
If in the future wider support from governments is required to 
stabilise the financial system, this would be coordinated through 
the governance arrangements agreed between the 
governments of the Sterling Area. 
39. Could	an	independent	Scotland	protect	depositors	on	 
the	same	basis	as	the	UK	deposit	guarantee	scheme?
Yes. An independent Scotland will comply with EU rules to 
provide a deposit guarantee of a minimum of €100,000 
(£85,000). 
40. What	impact	will	independence	have	on	the	basing	of	 
the	Green	Investment	Bank	in	Edinburgh?
The UK Green Investment Bank plc was created in 2012 as  
a UK funding institution to attract funds for the financing of  
the private sector’s investments related to environmental 
preservation and improvement. Under our plans, the Green 
Investment Bank will continue to be shared between an 
independent Scotland and the rest of the UK and continue  
to be headquartered in Scotland. 
Lender	of	Last	Resort
41. Who	will	be	the	lender	of	last	resort	to	Scottish	financial	
institutions?
In the Sterling Area, lender of last resort arrangements for 
financial institutions will continue to operate on a common basis 
across Scotland and the rest of the UK. This will reflect the 
reality of our integrated financial system. The Bank of England, 
as the institution responsible for financial stability, will continue 
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to play its role in the effective functioning of the banking system 
using its operations under the Sterling Monetary Framework. 
Banks receive lender of last resort facilities from across the 
world, and it is normal for countries to act in a coordinated way 
to secure financial stability. For example, the RBS and Barclays 
received significant liquidity support from the US Federal 
Reserve at the height of the financial crisis.
Macroeconomic	Policy
42. What	credit	rating	would	an	independent	Scotland	have?
Countries of a comparable size to Scotland, such as Norway, 
Finland and Sweden, currently enjoy very low levels of 
borrowing costs through careful management of the public 
finances. We expect Scotland to have the top credit rating.
To manage debt and borrowing, Scotland will establish a debt 
management function. Further detail on debt management is 
set out in Chapter 3. 
43. What	will	the	cost	of	government	borrowing	be	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The cost of government borrowing will reflect the underlying 
fundamentals of the economy. Scotland has a strong economy 
and is in a stronger fiscal position than the rest of the UK. For 
example, it is estimated that the total amount of tax raised per 
person in Scotland, including North Sea taxes, has been higher 
than the equivalent figure for the UK in every single year since 
1980/81. 
In order to keep borrowing costs low, a government must have 
clear and credible commitments to maintain sustainable levels 
of public sector debt. Scotland is well placed, therefore, to have 
a top credit rating and government borrowing will be undertaken 
in an affordable and sustainable manner.
Although the expectation would be that Scotland will receive the 
top credit rating, the example of the UK, which has lost its triple-A 
rating without a subsequent meaningful increase in borrowing 
costs, demonstrates that the most important factors are the 
fundamental strengths and assets of the Scottish economy.
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44. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	boost	the	economy	
when	there	are	pressures	on	public	finances?
Independence will allow Scotland to design policies on tax, 
spending and regulation for the particular needs of the Scottish 
economy, to support the growth and innovation that will deliver 
prosperity and jobs. 
All developed economies need to address the challenges posed 
by changing social and economic circumstances. Scotland, with 
its strong asset base and skilled workforce, will be in a strong 
position to face these challenges.
Spending on social protection (on things like welfare benefits 
and pensions), as a share of GDP, has been lower in Scotland 
than in the UK in each of the past five years – and lower than in 
the majority of EU-15 countries during 2011.
45. What	deficit	will	an	independent	Scotland	inherit	and	how	
would	this	be	managed?
Scotland’s deficit is forecast to fall to between 1.6 per cent and 
2.4 per cent of GDP in 2016/17 with a historic share of UK debt 
and to be between 2.5 per cent and 3.2 per cent of GDP if we 
take on a population share of UK public sector debt. The Office 
of Budget Responsibility forecasts that the UK will run a deficit 
of 3.4 per cent of GDP in the same year. The IMF estimates that 
the average deficit across the G7 economies will be 3.2 per 
cent in 2016. Based on this approach, the net fiscal balance for 
an independent Scotland in 2016/17 is therefore forecast to be 
better than for the UK as a whole. 
When assessing a country’s finances an important figure to 
consider is the current budget balance. This measures the 
degree to which current taxpayers meet the cost of paying for 
the public services they consume today and includes a 
contribution to debt interest payments. If a country is running 
near to a current budget balance or surplus it may still have to 
borrow to fund capital expenditure. However, such borrowing 
will be for long term investment which can be expected to 
increase the economy’s productive capacity in future years. 
Such borrowing can therefore be part of a sustainable approach 
to managing public finances.
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Assuming a share of debt interest payments based upon 
Scotland’s historic contribution to the UK public finances, 
Scotland’s Current Budget Balance is estimated to be between 
0.1 per cent (i.e. a surplus) and -0.7 per cent of GDP in 2016/17. 
Assuming a population share of debt interest payments, 
Scotland’s current budget balance in 2016/17 is projected to be 
between -0.8 per cent and -1.5 per cent of GDP. This compares 
to a forecast for the UK as a whole of -1.9 per cent. 
Business
Support	to	Business
46. How	can	Scotland	improve	business	growth?
With independence, the Scottish Government and Parliament 
will have control over the full suite of economic levers, including 
taxation, business regulation, infrastructure and investment.
The government of an independent Scotland will be able to 
create a more supportive, competitive and dynamic business 
environment. Full details of the current Scottish Government’s 
proposals on this are set out in Chapter 3.
Within the powers currently available the Scottish Government 
is pursuing a range of actions supporting sustainable economic 
growth and higher quality jobs, including the Small Business 
Bonus Scheme, supporting Foreign Direct Investment, the 
Scottish Investment Bank and investment in infrastructure. 
With independence, future Scottish Governments will be able to 
develop these policies further to enable Scotland’s businesses 
to reach their full potential. Future Scottish governments will 
have the ability to make choices over tax, use measures to 
boost innovation and exports, promote good industrial relations 
and support small and medium enterprises. 
For example, corporation tax rates remain an important tool for 
securing that competitive advantage. Following independence 
we will announce a timetable for a reduction in the corporation 
tax rate of up to three percentage points. Modelling has already 
suggested that such a cut could increase the level of output by 
1.4 per cent, boost overall employment in Scotland by 1.1 per 
cent (equivalent to 27,000 jobs) and raise overall investment in 
the Scottish economy by 1.9 per cent over the long term.
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Other key policies to support business that we plan to introduce 
include:
■ supporting investment, including research and development
■ strengthening the role of the Scottish Investment Bank
■ expanding skill development, bringing together employment 
and skills policies and putting modern apprenticeships at the 
heart of our approach
■ expanding manufacturing, with a particular focus on 
manufacturing opportunities through the development  
of our offshore energy potential
■ targeted use of loan guarantees
■ reduce Air Passenger Duty by 50 per cent to boost 
international connections
47. Will	Scotland	still	trade	with	the	rest	of	the	UK?
Yes. The rest of the UK is Scotland’s main trading partner  
and this will continue following independence. 
48. Will	financial	services	firms	still	be	able	to	operate	across	
the	UK	and	EU?
Yes. Firms and institutions based in Scotland will continue  
to operate across UK and EU markets. 
49. Will	Scotland	keep	its	trading	relationships	in	Europe	 
and	across	the	world?
Yes. Scotland will maintain its trading relationships as an 
independent member of the European Union. As an EU 
member state Scotland will continue to benefit from participation 
in the World Trade Organisation and other relevant international 
trade organisations.
50. Will	an	independent	Scotland	improve	exports?
Independence will enable the Scottish Government to focus 
investment in Scotland’s overseas representation in ways that 
will deliver key gains for Scotland’s economy, including more 
targeted support for companies wishing to export for the first 
time or increase their existing level of exporting.
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51. Will	Scottish	industries	be	promoted	in	the	EU?
Yes. As an independent member of the EU, Scotland will have  
a seat at the top table in the European Institutions. This will 
enable the Scottish Government to better promote our economic 
and social interests in EU affairs. 
52. Will	companies	be	able	to	make	a	public	share	offering	 
in	an	independent	Scotland?	
Independence will have no impact on Scottish companies’ 
ability to make a public share offering. Companies from any 
country can be listed on a stock exchange provided that they 
meet the criteria of that exchange. 
53. Would	companies	based	in	an	independent	Scotland	 
still	be	able	to	float	on	the	London	stock	exchange?
Yes. Businesses and individuals in an independent Scotland  
will retain access to capital markets in the UK and globally. For 
example, around 2,500 companies from over 70 jurisdictions 
are listed on the London Stock Exchange.
54. Will	an	independent	Scotland	need	new	systems	for	trading	
on	international	financial	and	stock	markets?	
No. In the Sterling Area, existing domestic and global systems 
and infrastructure would continue to facilitate Sterling-based 
transactions.
Global trading activity in any stock will remain as it is now,  
and continue to depend on the market on which that particular 
company’s stock was traded. 
55. How	will	independence	help	Scottish	businesses	to	win	
public	sector	contracts?
Under EU public procurement law, Scottish firms will continue  
to have access to procurement opportunities across Europe. 
Independence will give Scotland our own voice in the EU in 
order to secure improvements for business. At home we will 
continue the distinctive Scottish approach to generate training 
and employment opportunities through public procurement. 
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56. What	will	happen	to	Scottish	firms	if	other	countries	(such	
as	England,	Wales	and	Northern	Ireland)	begin	favouring	
their	locally	domiciled	companies?
Under EU law, this is not allowed. 
Employment
57. How	would	independence	help	create	jobs?
A country’s people are its greatest asset and it is vital that 
everyone in Scotland has the opportunity to fulfil their potential. 
Well rewarded and sustained employment is the best route out 
of poverty and to tackle inequality. 
The actions outlined in Chapter 3 are designed to improve  
job opportunities and long-term economic resilience. With 
independence, we will focus on creating better work 
opportunities, with the aim of creating maximum employment  
for the entire workforce for the long-term success of Scotland’s 
economy.
58. What	will	happen	as	a	result	of	independence	to	people	in	
Scotland	employed	by	companies	from	other	parts	of	the	
UK?
Nothing will change as a result of independence. Employers 
based in the rest of the UK, or further afield, will be able to 
continue operating in Scotland, and people employed by them 
will not notice any difference. Today, around 16 per cent of 
Scotland’s private sector employees work for enterprises that 
are owned outside the UK.
59. Will	the	national	minimum	wage	in	an	independent	
Scotland	remain	aligned	to	the	UK	level?	
The minimum wage has failed to increase in line with inflation  
in almost a decade. In every single year since the recession of 
2008 the minimum wage has failed to keep up with the cost of 
living. If it had, some of the lowest paid Scots would be earning 
the equivalent of £675 more.
We plan that the minimum wage will rise at least in line with 
inflation. Further information is set out in Chapter 3. 
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60. Will	a	living	wage	be	introduced?
The current Scottish Government fully supports the Living Wage 
campaign and its principle of encouraging employers to reward 
their staff fairly. We have led by example by ensuring all staff 
covered by the public sector pay policy are paid the Scottish 
Living Wage. This covers the 180,000 people in Scotland 
working for central government, its agencies and the NHS. 
This is part of the Scottish Government’s “social wage” – the 
contract between the people of Scotland and their Government. 
Our commitment to support the Scottish Living Wage for the 
duration of this Parliament is a decisive, long-term commitment 
to those on the lowest incomes. However, over 400,000 people 
in Scotland are working for less than the living wage and the 
majority of these are women.
A priority for action in an independent Scotland for the current 
Scottish Government would be to fund the Poverty Alliance to 
deliver a Living Wage Accreditation Scheme to promote the 
living wage and increase the number of private companies that 
pay it to make decent pay the norm in our country. We will 
continue to support and promote the living wage if Scotland 
becomes independent.
61. How	would	the	labour	market	work	more	effectively	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Our view is that in order to build a fairer and more prosperous 
Scotland we need to combine employment law that protects the 
rights of employees with a regulatory regime that encourages 
companies to grow and create jobs.
A partnership approach to addressing labour market challenges 
is important. The Scottish Government has already, within the 
devolved settlement, adopted a strong social partnership 
approach, working with the voluntary sector, unions, employer 
associations and employers directly. We will continue that 
approach after independence, for example by ensuring that 
there is high quality, readily available childcare supporting 
parents to find sustained employment and the use of active 
labour market policies to get people into good quality, 
sustainable work. This is particularly important for supporting 
young people into the labour market.
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62. Would	laws	around	unfair	dismissal,	employment	tribunals,	
industrial	relations	and	trade	union	rules	change	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The laws that are in place immediately before independence 
would remain in place on independence. After that, decisions on 
specific laws, including in relation to employment, will be made 
by the Parliament and Government of an independent Scotland. 
63. What	difference	would	independence	make	to	laws	on	
unfair	dismissal,	employment	tribunals,	industrial	relations	
and	trade	union	rules?
While each element of employment regulation has individual 
impacts, taken together as a system, they need to balance the 
twin objectives of protecting the rights of employees and 
encouraging companies to grow and create good quality jobs. 
The current Scottish Government would reverse recent changes 
introduced at Westminster which reduce key aspects of 
workers’ rights. For example on independence we will restore a 
90 days consultation period for redundancies affecting 100 or 
more employees. Further detail of the current Scottish 
Government’s proposed approach in this area is set out in 
Chapter 3.
Employers
64. Why	should	companies	base	their	headquarters	in	an	
independent	Scotland?	
Companies base their decisions on where to locate their 
headquarters on a range of factors. Many successful 
companies are already headquartered in Scotland, benefiting 
from our highly skilled workforce. We believe that the economic 
benefits that independence will bring will further enhance the 
attraction of Scotland.
With independence, Scotland will be able to send a clear signal 
that it is one of the most competitive and attractive economies 
in Europe, with tax rates designed to boost economic activity 
and support the fast-growing industries that already have a 
comparative advantage here in Scotland. Corporation tax rates 
remain an important tool for securing that competitive 
advantage and for offsetting competitive advantages enjoyed by 
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other parts of the UK, notably London. We plan to announce a 
timetable for a reduction in Corporation tax rate of up to three 
percentage points. Full details of this Government’s proposed 
approach are set out in Chapter 3.
65. Will	businesses	still	be	able	to	brand	their	products	as	
‘British	made’?
Yes. “Britain” is a geographical term and, as such, businesses 
could choose to continue to refer to themselves as “British” if 
they wished. However, “Scotland” and “Scottish” already have 
strong international brand recognition associated with quality 
goods and services and innovation. This has resulted in 
Scotland’s brand being regarded highly in measurement tools 
such as the Anholt-GfK Roper Nation Brands Index (NBI). 
Independence also provides us with opportunities to grow 
Scotland as a brand.
66. Will	intellectual	property	rights	be	protected?
Yes. Intellectual property will continue to be protected. As an EU 
member state, Scotland will meet European regulations and 
directives on IP rights protection, as well as international patent 
and trademark protections.
67. Will	independence	offer	improved	intellectual	property	
services?
Yes. Independence will allow Scotland to offer a simpler, 
cheaper and more business-friendly model than the current UK 
one which is seen as bureaucratic and expensive, especially for 
small firms. The UK is one of very few EU countries which does 
not offer a “second tier”, or “utility” protection scheme which 
covers the basics of IP protection and is cheaper and quicker to 
access. Scotland could follow, for example, the German utility 
model which is more a protection of technical innovations. 
Entrepreneurs	and	the	Self	Employed
68. Would	the	UK	Seed	Enterprise	Investment	Scheme	
continue?
Yes. The current Scottish Government proposes that this 
scheme will continue on independence. Future decisions on  
the Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme will be made by the 
Government of an independent Scotland.
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69. What	can	be	done	to	increase	Venture	Capital	Investment	
in	an	independent	Scotland?	
Independence will allow future Scottish governments to explore 
new approaches to encourage higher levels of equity financing 
and venture capital, responding to the needs of Scottish SMEs 
and building on the significant private sector partners in place 
under the Scottish Co-investment Fund and Scottish Venture 
Fund. 
70. How	could	commercialisation	of	research	be	enhanced	in	
an	independent	Scotland?
Innovation policy alone cannot deliver a wholesale increase in 
innovation activity and impact. It needs to interact effectively 
with other policies, such as tax, business regulations and 
environmental policies. Independence will enable the Scottish 
Government to integrate approaches across public policy to 
provide better support for the commercialisation of research.
Consumer	Protection
71. Will	an	independent	Scotland	be	able	to	offer	consumers	
the	same	level	of	protection	as	the	UK	currently	does?	
Yes. Scottish consumers will continue to have the same rights 
as they currently do, and there will continue to be organisations 
that offer consumers help and advice when they need it. 
Independence will enable the Scottish Parliament to tailor 
consumer protection legislation for Scotland. We have 
published our full proposals for consumer protection, which are 
laid out in the paper Consumer Protection and Representation 
in an Independent Scotland: Options.
72. When	consumers	are	harmed,	will	there	be	systems	in	
place	to	help	them?
Yes. We propose that in an independent Scotland there will be:
■ a single consumer body, which would advocate for 
consumers’ interests, as well as provide information and 
education for general consumer matters and regulated 
industries
■ local community hubs, overseen by the consumer body, 
where consumers could go to ask for help and receive 
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advice on more than just the consumer issues initially raised 
– a consumer who is struggling to meet energy bills may, for 
example, have related, underlying financial or employment 
issues
■ a more efficient model of trading standards, so that the 
same level of service exists and the same rules apply,  
no matter where a consumer lives or a business operates
■ a single ombudsman for consumers to turn to when they 
cannot resolve disputes with traders, so that they can 
quickly and easily seek redress without going through the 
courts
73. Will	steps	be	taken	to	ensure	all	consumers,	including	the	
most	vulnerable,	will	be	able	to	access	independent	advice	
and	education	when	they	need	it?
Yes. Under this Government’s proposals, Scottish consumers 
will be able to receive personalised advice by phone, online,  
or face-to-face, and while we will take advantage digital 
technology, we will continue to help those consumers who 
cannot easily use or access such technology.
74. How	will	independence	help	consumers	in	practice?
With independence, the Scottish Government will be able to act 
on issues that are of particular concern for Scottish consumers, 
such as pay day lending and nuisance calls. For example, this 
Government would introduce a cap on short-term interest rates, 
similar to those in place in many countries in Europe, Japan, 
Canada and some US states. The current Scottish Government 
plans to regulate the advertising of pay day lenders and place 
restrictions on the ‘rolling over’ of loans. 
75. After	independence,	would	consumers	who	suffer	damage	
as	a	result	of	cross-border	sales	with	the	rest	of	the	UK	be	
protected?
Yes. As an EU member state, an independent Scotland will 
continue to meet all EU consumer requirements, including those 
covering cross-border transactions. The current Scottish 
Government intends to set up an EU Consumer Centre, and 
consumers will be able to go there for help when they have 
problems with goods bought from other EU countries.
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76. Will	an	independent	Scotland	continue	to	protect	
consumers	and	businesses	from	unfair	trading	practices,	
such	as	price	fixing?
Yes. Scotland will continue to meet all EU rules and regulations 
designed to ensure competitive markets, and we will set up a 
competition authority to ensure these rules are applied.
Personal	Finances
Financial	Products	and	Services
77. Will	people	in	an	independent	Scotland	still	have	access	 
to	a	wide	choice	of	financial	products	and	services?
Yes. The EU Single Market ensures that products can be sold 
across borders. Under the European Single European Market, 
consumers should be able to choose products and services 
which have been designed by companies anywhere in the EU.
78. Will	independence	affect	my	mortgage	rate?
In an independent Scotland mortgages rates will continue to be 
based on the interest rate set by the Bank of England, which in 
a Sterling Area will be exactly the same for Scotland as for the 
rest of the UK, just as it is now.
79. Will	Real	Estate	Investment	Trusts	continue	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Yes, Scotland will inherit these and similar schemes from the 
date of independence. Thereafter decisions on specific 
schemes and support structures – such as Real Estate 
Investment Trusts – will be made by the Parliament and 
Government of an independent Scotland. The current Scottish 
Government recognises the positive impacts of such schemes.
80. How	will	my	bank	account	be	affected	by	independence?
Where you have financial products with companies, like banks, 
these arrangements will continue. Within the Sterling Area, your 
current account or savings accounts, or your credit cards and 
mortgages, will continue to be based on the Bank of England 
base rate which will be the same across the Sterling Area. 
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81. Will	I	still	have	access	to	banks	and	banking	services	
based	in	the	UK?
Yes. In an independent Scotland business and personal 
customers will continue to have access to banks and banking 
services in the same way as they do now.
82. Will	bank	deposits	and	other	financial	products	still	be	
protected?	
Yes. An independent Scotland will have effective protection  
for bank deposits and other financial products, maintaining the 
level of protection currently provided by the Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme. An independent Scotland will comply 
with EU rules to provide a deposit guarantee of a minimum of 
€100,000 (£85,000). 
Regulation	and	Regulators
83. How	will	services	such	as	energy,	post,	
telecommunications,	rail	and	water	be	regulated	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
We propose that, in an independent Scotland, these industries 
will be regulated by a combined economic regulator.
84. What	will	be	the	benefit	of	that?	
A single economic regulator will reduce the number of 
regulatory bodies business has to deal with in Scotland, while 
increasing the consistency of decision-making. It will also be a 
more powerful regulator, with a stronger voice to act on behalf 
of consumers and ensure that Scottish markets work efficiently. 
85. Does	Scotland	have	the	necessary	experience	to	deliver	
economic	regulation?
Yes. Scotland already has responsibility for economic regulation 
in the water and sewerage sector, and we have an extremely 
good track record. For example:
■ the average household bill for water services in Scotland 
for 2013/14 is £54 cheaper than in England or Wales and 
standards of service are amongst the highest in the UK.
■ the Scottish Parliament, in what was a world first, introduced 
retail competition for non-domestic customers. Two thirds of 
business customers now have lower bills as a result. 
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86. Will	the	combined	economic	regulator	have	a	role	to	play	 
in	protecting	consumers?
Yes. We plan to task the Scottish regulator with ensuring open 
and competitive markets to protect the interests of Scottish 
consumers while ensuring a fair return on investment for 
business.
87. Will	independence	impose	burdens	on	businesses	by	
making	them	deal	with	another	regulator	in	an	independent	
country?
No. There are 27 independent EU countries with their own 
regulators, and multinational companies operate in several of 
them already. Industry also frequently deals with a wide range 
of regulatory bodies even in the same country, such as 
environmental, planning, and health and safety regulators. 
88. What	will	independence	mean	for	the	regulation	of	
professionals	–	such	as	architects	and	auditors?
The professional regulation systems in place immediately 
before independence will remain in place on independence. 
After that, decisions will be made by the government of an 
independent Scotland.
89. What	will	independence	mean	for	the	production	of	official	
and	national	statistics?
Scotland is already part of a UK-wide statistical service that 
meets professional requirements nationally and for the EU, so 
we can build on the expertise already in the Scottish statistical 
service. Following a vote for independence, Scotland will 
require a designated National Statistics Institute. We propose 
that the National Records of Scotland should take on that role. 
90. Will	freedom	of	information	and	data	protection	be	
regulated	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. The functions of the Scottish Information Commissioner 
will be extended into the areas currently dealt with by the UK 
Information Commissioner, including data protection, from 
independence.
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Financial	Regulation
91. How	will	financial	services	be	regulated	in	an	independent	
Scotland?	
We propose that the key elements of prudential regulation will 
be discharged on a consistent basis across the Sterling Area.
Major financial institutions operating in the Sterling Area will 
therefore be subject to the same prudential supervision and 
oversight in both Scotland and the UK. As the Fiscal Commission 
Working Group made clear, such an approach is in the clear 
economic and financial interests of Scotland and the UK.
Macro-prudential policy and micro-prudential regulation of the 
most significant Sterling Area institutions will be discharged,  
by the Bank of England, as the shared central bank, or by the 
regulatory arm of the Scottish Monetary Institute in partnership 
with the UK body. Full details of our proposals are set out in 
Chapter 3. 
92. Who	would	be	responsible	for	financial	stability?
As part of the proposed Sterling Area framework, the Bank  
of England will retain its remit for financial stability. 
93. Who	will	regulate	financial	conduct?
With independence, we will ensure that all firms incorporated 
and authorised in Scotland comply with the highest standards 
expected of the financial industry. The key elements of financial 
conduct will be co-ordinated with the relevant UK bodies. 
Independence will enable Scottish governments to act on issues 
that are of particular concern for Scottish consumers, such as 
pay day lending and nuisance calls. For example, we will 
introduce a cap on short-term interest rates, similar to those in 
place in many countries in Europe, Japan, Canada and some 
US states. We will also regulate the advertising of pay day 
lenders and place restrictions on ‘rolling over’ of loans which 
saddle those unable to pay off debt with an even bigger loan. 
As is the case in all other EU countries, Scotland will be able  
to design its own institutional framework for financial regulation 
and have its own regulator. A Scottish regulator will work with 
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the regulator for the rest of the UK to set equivalent standards, 
for instance where there are significant cross-border markets. 
Further detail is set out in Chapter 3.
Health	and	Safety	Regulation
94. Would	the	people	of	Scotland	still	be	protected	by	strong	
health	and	safety	measures?
Yes. The legal system that is in place immediately before 
independence will continue on independence. Thereafter, 
decisions on health and safety law, including corporate 
homicide, will be made by the parliament and government  
of an independent Scotland.
Health	Industry	Regulation
95. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	access	services	from	the	
Medicines	and	Healthcare	products	Regulatory	Agency?
The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency 
(MHRA) is an Executive Agency established by the Department 
of Health in England. The MHRA takes forward reserved issues 
around the licensing, safety and efficacy of medicines and 
functions on a UK-wide basis. The Scottish Government plans 
to continue using the services of MHRA in an independent 
Scotland, unless and until the Scottish Parliament decided  
to make changes in this area.
96. Will	current	legislation	to	regulate	doctors,	nurses	and	
other	health	professionals	continue	to	be	in	force	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Laws which are in force in Scotland prior to independence will 
continue in force after independence until such times as that 
legislation is amended or repealed by the Parliament of an 
independent Scotland. 
The regulation of all health professionals will become the 
responsibility of the Scottish Parliament on independence.  
The Scottish Government will seek to work in cooperation with 
Westminster, and the devolved administrations, to ensure that 
health professional regulation is maintained in the best interests 
of patient safety and the consistent treatment of healthcare 
professionals.
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The Scottish Government will seek to maintain the current 
professional current healthcare regulatory bodies, which are 
funded by fees from registrants, which will continue to operate 
in Scotland after independence.
Energy	Regulation
97. How	will	the	energy	market	in	an	independent	Scotland	 
be	regulated?
As an independent member of the European Union, Scotland 
will be required to create a national regulatory authority for 
energy. The Scottish Government’s proposal of a new combined 
economic regulator will bring together the economic regulatory 
functions of communications, energy, transport and water. The 
energy arm of the Scottish Regulator could, in principle, be 
based at the Scottish offices of Ofgem. This Scottish regulator 
will work in partnership with the energy regulator in England and 
Wales in a model of shared regulation of the integrated GB-wide 
market. Further detail of this is set out in Chapter 3. 
98. Will	independence	allow	Scotland	to	have	greater	influence	
on	key	regulatory	matters,	such	as	energy	prices?
Yes. Powers over key regulatory decisions, currently exercised 
by Westminster, will transfer to the Scottish Parliament as a 
result of independence. After that, decisions on the energy 
market will be made by the Parliament and Government of  
an independent Scotland. 
99. Will	an	independent	Scotland	be	able	to	take	steps	to	
ensure	that	consumers’	interests	are	taken	into	account	
when	energy	policy	is	set?
Yes. The powers of independence will allow energy policy to  
be designed to protect the interests of consumers and make 
sure people are treated transparently and fairly. Appropriate 
information on energy tariffs will help customers decide  
which company to go with, and help make prices competitive. 
The Scottish Government plans that, in an independent 
Scotland, funding for ‘green investment’ would transfer from 
energy bills to central government budgets. By passing on 
these cost reductions to their consumers, energy companies 
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would be able to reduce bills by around five per cent or 
approximately £70 every year. Further detail on this proposal  
is set out in Chapter 8.
Telecommunications	Regulation
100. Will	there	be	a	Scottish	telecommunications	regulator	 
in	an	independent	Scotland?	
Regulation of broadcasting is currently carried out by Ofcom, 
which also regulates telecommunications and postal services. 
We propose that the economic regulatory functions of Ofcom 
are included in a combined economic regulator. Capacity will be 
developed within the new regulator to advise on the regulation 
of broadcasting content. We also propose that an independent 
Scotland co-operates with the rest of the UK on managing the 
spectrum, in the same way that Ofcom and Ireland’s ComReg 
co-operate at present.
101. What	approach	will	be	taken	to	spectrum	management	 
and	licensing	and	the	universal	service	obligation	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Powers over these issues will transfer to the Scottish Parliament 
as a result of independence. Thereafter decisions on spectrum 
management and licensing and the universal service obligation 
will be made by the Parliament and Government of an 
independent Scotland. 
It is the intention of the current Scottish Government that the 
universal service obligation will operate at least at the same 
level as the rest of the UK in an independent Scotland. 
Independence also offers the opportunity for Scotland to set 
higher coverage obligations on spectrum licences. 
Rail	Regulation
102. How	will	Network	Rail	be	regulated	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
We propose that, on independence, the Office of Rail 
Regulation will continue to operate in Scotland while the options 
for regulation are examined further, although the proposed 
combined economic regulator will cover aspects of its functions. 
This will ensure there is no disruption to the operations and 
safety of rail services. 
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Aviation	Regulation
103. Will	an	independent	Scotland	still	be	covered	by	the	Civil	
Aviation	Authority?	
Powers over civil aviation will transfer to the Scottish 
Government and Parliament as a result of independence.  
After that, decisions on this will be made by the Parliament  
and Government of an independent Scotland. 
We propose to retain the current regulatory framework 
governing aviation on independence through a memorandum of 
understanding with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). The CAA 
will report to the Scottish Government on regulatory matters 
affecting aviation in Scotland. 
Building on this initial arrangement an independent Scotland 
can develop its own regulatory body in due course.
104. How	will	a	Scottish	aviation	regulator	be	funded?
The current Scottish Government has no plans to change 
the current model for the funding of aviation regulation, where 
the industry covers the cost of regulation.
Regulation	of	Outer	Space	Activity	in	an	Independent	
Scotland
105. Will	Scotland	continue	to	participate	in	international	space	
agencies?
Yes. Scotland will continue to work with the UK Space Agency 
and the European Space Agency. 
106. Will	Scottish	businesses	be	able	to	compete	for	contracts	
to	the	UK	Space	Agency?
Yes. An independent Scotland will continue to be part of the 
European Union. In line with EU Public Procurement Law 
companies in Scotland will be able to compete for contracts 
to the UK Space Agency and the European Space Agency.
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Videogame	Regulation
107. Will	an	independent	Scotland	use	the	UK’s	videogame	 
age	rating	system	or	create	its	own	one?
Powers over videogame age rating system and other age rating 
systems will transfer to the Scottish Parliament as a result of 
independence. The rating system in place immediately before 
independence will be inherited on independence. After that, 
decisions on these systems will be made by the Parliament 
and Government of an independent Scotland. 
Weights	and	Measures
108. Would	Scotland	develop	its	own	legislation	on	weights	
and	measures,	and	would	this	be	metric	or	imperial?
The existing system will continue on independence.
Time
109. What	impact	will	independence	have	on	the	time	zone	
that	applies	in	Scotland?
None. As a matter of common sense the current time zone will 
be retained. 
Transport	
Rail 
110. What	will	independence	mean	for	Scotland’s	rail	services?
Since 2005, powers to specify and fund work on the Scottish  
rail network have been devolved. However, discussion about 
the overall structure of the rail industry remains reserved to 
Westminster, along with safety and standards. 
Independence will not result in any immediate change to rail 
services. However, future governments of an independent 
Scotland will have greater flexibility over the budgets available 
to support rail services and over franchise arrangements and 
ownership models.
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111. Will	railways	in	an	independent	Scotland	be 
re-nationalised?
The existing ScotRail franchise ends on 31 March 2015 and 
competitions for the replacement ScotRail and Caledonian 
Sleeper franchises are underway. The ScotRail franchise will be 
let for 10 years with a review after five years. The Caledonian 
Sleeper franchise will be let for up to 15 years.
After these franchises have completed, the government of an 
independent Scotland will, under existing European legislation, 
have the opportunity to consider all options for the delivery of 
passenger services, including public sector options.
112. Will	cross-border	services	still	run?
Yes. Cross-border rail services operate throughout Europe 
every day, linking cities and people across national boundaries. 
Governments work in partnership to deliver rail services of 
economic and social importance. Scotland and the rest of the 
UK will be no different in that respect.
113. Will	Scottish	customers	be	disadvantaged	over	fare	pricing	
for	these	services?
No. An independent Scotland will have the opportunity of a 
greater role in determining cross-border franchise 
arrangements. Today in Europe, passengers can book a ticket 
on services connecting the Netherlands, Belgium and France 
without nationality playing a factor in fares costs. There is no 
reason why a similar situation should not apply between 
Scotland and the rest of the UK. 
114. What	will	happen	to	rail	fares	in	Scotland	post-
independence?
The Scottish Government is already responsible for specifying 
regulated rail fare increases within its franchise agreements. 
Independence will not change these arrangements.
The current policy in Scotland has led to lower rail fare 
increases than in England. As of January 2013, the maximum 
rail fare increase for regulated fares was 3.1 per cent in 
Scotland, compared to an average increase of 4.1 per cent in 
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England. In addition, off-peak fares will be frozen in Scotland. 
Within the next franchise period from April 2015, the Scottish 
Government has committed to bearing down further on the cost 
of fares for passengers by ensuring that ScotRail peak fares do 
not increase by more than inflation, and ScotRail off-peak fares 
will rise not greater than one per cent below inflation. 
115. Will	franchises	being	let	now	still	apply?
Yes. The Scottish Government proposes no change to current 
plans for the ScotRail and Caledonian Sleeper franchises and 
these will continue to operate as planned.
116. Will	UK	franchises	for	cross-border	services	have	to	be	
renegotiated	with	the	Government	of	an	independent	
Scotland?	
With the exception of the Caledonian Sleeper, the Westminster 
Government is currently responsible for cross-border franchises 
and receives all of the money paid by operators. This 
arrangement will need to be renegotiated. Negotiation will not, 
however, affect the day to day delivery of the franchises. Given 
the importance of these routes to Scotland and the rest of the 
UK, it will be in both countries’ interests to put in place 
arrangements to ensure the continued operation of cross-border 
services.
117. Will	plans	for	high	speed	rail	between	Glasgow	and	
Edinburgh	be	affected	by	independence?	
No. The Scottish Government is currently developing plans for 
high speed rail infrastructure in Scotland. This will improve the 
journey times for future Scotland to England services and also 
provide a fast, dedicated capacity in high speed rail service 
between Edinburgh and Glasgow. It will also free up the central 
belt so more services to other areas of Scotland can be created. 
The current planning is independent of what is being developed 
in England, but will clearly be designed to be compatible. 
Independence will have no impact on these plans.
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118. Will	plans	for	high	speed	rail	between	Scotland	and	
England	be	affected	by	independence?	
Current confirmed Westminster plans exclude Scotland and 
Northern England, with the next phases of high-speed rail only 
due to connect London with Birmingham in 2026 and then 
Leeds and Manchester by 2033. 
While this investment will bring some benefits between the 
Central Belt and London, the economic benefits to Scotland,  
the North East and far North West of England are marginal 
compared to those which will accrue to other areas of the UK. 
Indeed, Westminster’s own analysis shows that the economies 
of Aberdeen and Dundee may suffer from such a partial 
approach.
Despite a much stronger business case from a network that 
includes Scotland and previous calls, not just from the Scottish 
Government but councils in the North of England and civic and 
business Scotland too, it is only now that Westminster has 
agreed to plan for high speed to go beyond Manchester and 
Leeds. 
Consistent with the Borderlands initiative, an independent 
Scotland could work together with northern English councils  
to argue the case more strongly for High Speed to go further 
North faster. High Speed Rail will also attract air travellers  
from Glasgow and Edinburgh to London, freeing air slots to  
maintain air access to Aberdeen and Inverness, which with rail 
improvements will maintain and enhance the connectivity of 
these economically vibrant cities.
119. What	will	happen	to	Network	Rail	in	Scotland?
Network Rail is a private company limited by guarantee and  
will continue to operate as it does now, regulated by the Office 
of Rail Regulation. The Scottish Government will expect to 
become a member of Network Rail with membership rights 
equivalent to those currently held by the Department for 
Transport to ensure it best meets its obligations with respect  
to an independent Scottish Government.
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120. What	will	happen	to	Network	Rail’s	debt,	which	is	currently	
guaranteed	by	the	Westminster	Government?
An independent Scotland will continue to meet its rail financing 
obligations – including the servicing of regulatory debt for 
Scotland. This is in line with the determination made by the 
Office of Rail Regulation for the period 2014 to 2019. The 
Scottish Government will continue to meet any obligations with 
respect to the financing of Network Rail in Scotland, and, if 
required, the Scottish Government will provide its own Financial 
Indemnity Mechanism (FIM) to support this. Under these 
circumstances Network Rail would pay a fee to the Scottish 
Government to reflect the benefit it received from the FIM. 
121. If	I	buy	a	travel	pass	or	season	ticket	before	independence	
that	continues	into	independence	will	it	be	valid	for	the	
whole	period?
Yes. The Scottish Government proposes no change to the 
ScotRail franchise, which will operate as normal. All passes  
and tickets will remain valid.
Roads	
122. Who	will	be	responsible	for	the	road	network	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The Scottish Government is already responsible for roads.  
This will not change with independence.
123. Will	there	be	road	charging	in	an	independent	Scotland	
The current Scottish Government has no plans to introduce 
road charging.
Buses	and	Trams
124. Who	will	be	responsible	for	public	transport,	such	as	buses	
and	trams,	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Many powers relating to public transport are already devolved 
and in an independent Scotland decisions on them will continue 
to be made as they are now by the Scottish Parliament and 
Government. 
However, some further powers will also transfer to the Scottish 
Parliament on independence. For example, the registration and 
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funding of bus services is already devolved but the 
responsibility for licensing and permits for bus operators, drivers 
and vehicles currently rests with Westminster.
Aviation
125. What	will	happen	to	Air	Passenger	Duty	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Air Passenger Duty is currently set by the Westminster 
Government. With independence, the Scottish Parliament will 
be able to set Air Passenger Duty at a level that suits Scotland 
– or abolish it entirely.
It is estimated that Air Passenger Duty will cost Scotland more 
than £200 million a year in lost tourism spend alone by 2016. In 
addition to the direct losses to the Scottish economy, another 
report earlier this year found that reducing Air Passenger Duty 
would increase receipts from other taxes, such as VAT. 
As an early priority for action following independence the 
current Scottish Government proposes a 50 per cent reduction 
in APD, with a view to eventual abolition of the tax when public 
finances allow.
126. Will	an	independent	Scotland	protect	links	to	London	
airports?
The number of flights to London from Scotland has been 
reducing. 
With independence, the Scottish Government will be able to 
protect routes. The present Government would propose to 
promote Public Service Obligations on routes that benefit the 
economy most. The current Scottish Government will prioritise  
a 50 per cent reduction in APD, with a view to eventual abolition 
of the tax when public finances allow. 
127. Will	there	be	more	direct	flights	into	an	independent	
Scotland?
More long haul flights operate into independent countries, for 
example into Denmark and Ireland which are similar in size to 
Scotland.
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The government of an independent Scotland will be able to 
develop an aviation policy that suits the people of Scotland. 
This could include the develop of new routes to strategically 
important markets, such as Asia, boosting tourism by 
encouraging the use of direct flights to Scottish airports, and 
working at the top table in the European Union – as an 
independent member state – to develop more efficient and 
co-operative international regulation.
128. How	will	air	traffic	services	be	managed	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Airspace will be managed in the same way as it is currently 
managed with the emphasis on allowing the free and safe 
movement of aircraft. 
The Westminster Government has a 49 per cent shareholding 
in National Air Traffic Services (NATS) and one of its two 
operational centres is based at Prestwick. 
On independence, it is the intention of the current Scottish 
Government that NATS will continue its services for Scotland. 
The Scottish Government will negotiate an appropriate share  
for Scotland of Westminster’s stake in NATS. 
Freight	
129. What	will	independence	mean	for	regulation	of	the	road	
freight	sector	in	Scotland?
The road freight sector is governed primarily through European 
legislation, which is aimed at ensuring the free movement of 
goods and fair competition across Europe. EU rules govern 
drivers’ hours and working time regulations; common rules on 
international movement of goods across member states; vehicle 
standards; vehicle weights and dimensions; initial driver training 
and drivers Certificate of Professional Competence; the 
operator licensing regime; health and safety requirements; and 
a range of regulations aimed at improving road safety including 
rules governing the carriage of dangerous goods. 
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As an independent Member State of the EU, Scotland will 
continue to comply with European regulations. Implementation 
of EU legislation into UK law (and exercise of any aspects 
where there is a degree of discretion) is currently a reserved 
matter, however, and so this responsibility would transfer to the 
Scottish Parliament as a result of independence. Given the 
extent of EU regulation, the scope for significant change to the 
rules is limited but the current Scottish Government plans to 
achieve a healthy and sustainable freight industry in Scotland 
that would be able to compete effectively in the European single 
market. 
130. Would	relevant	regulations	be	aligned	with	the	rest	of	the	
UK?	Would	a	Scottish	Government	want	to	pursue	a	
distinct	course	over	time?
As a member of the EU, an independent Scotland will meet its 
obligations under EU law with regards to the haulage industry. 
Regulation that is in place immediately before independence 
will be inherited on independence. Thereafter decisions on the 
regulatory framework will be made by the Parliament and 
government of an independent Scotland in line with Scotland’s 
interests and to suit Scotland’s circumstances. 
131. What	effect	would	independence	have	on	the	movement	
of	goods	by	road	between	Scotland	and	the	rest	of	the	UK,	
and	between	Scotland	and	other	countries?
Under EU regulations, all hauliers carrying out the movement  
of goods under ‘hire and reward’ between member states must 
have a standard international operator’s licence and a 
community authorisation licence. 
In a modern global economy many companies already operate 
across a number of different countries without difficulty. The 
Scottish Government has made clear its intention to ensure an 
independent Scotland remains an attractive and competitive 
place to do business.
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Motoring	Services	
132. Will	an	independent	Scotland	have	its	own	driver	 
and	vehicle	licencing	and	driving	standards	agency?
Powers over these issues will transfer to the Scottish 
Parliament as a result of independence. It is the current Scottish 
Government’s intention to continue to use the services of the 
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency, Driving Standards Agency, 
and Vehicle and Operator Services Agency in the immediate 
post-independence period. These agencies are currently self-
funded through user fees. Scottish users, therefore contribute 
fully to the cost of providing these services.
Independence will allow the Scottish Parliament to determine the 
best way to deliver these services in the future. The current 
Scottish Government proposes the creation of a new, streamlined 
Scottish Motor Services Agency, which will bring together the 
functions of DVLA, DSA, VOSA, and Vehicle Certification 
Agency. By the end of the first term of an independent 
Parliament, the current Scottish Government would plan to have 
completed the design and development work, with a view to the 
Agency going live early in the second Parliament.
133. Will	we	need	to	reapply	for	driving	licences	if	Scotland	
becomes	independent?
No. The Scottish Government intends that the driver licensing 
regime will remain in place at the point of independence. This 
will ensure all licences granted by the DVLA are recognised in 
Scotland.
134. Will	an	independent	Scotland	change	the	UK	legislation	 
for	bus,	coach	and	lorry	drivers’	Certificate	of	Professional	
Competence	training?	
This is a decision for future elected Governments of an 
independent Scotland. This Government has no plans to 
change the present regime for Certificate of Professional 
Competence training.
135. Will	Scotland	retain	the	role	of	Traffic	Commissioner?	
Yes. The Scottish Government’s intention is that an independent 
Scotland will retain the Traffic Commissioner’s role.
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Ferries
136. How	will	ferry	services	be	managed	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Ferries are an essential part of Scotland’s transport network. 
The quality of our ferry services impacts on us all, affecting both 
island and mainland communities. The Scottish Government is 
fully committed to delivering first class sustainable ferry services 
to our communities, stimulating social and economic growth 
across Scotland. 
The planned improvements to Scotland’s ferry services, as set 
out in our recently published Ferries Plan will enable our rural 
and remote communities to thrive, and continue to make a 
significant contribution to Scotland’s economy. With the fully 
integrated transport system that independence will deliver, we 
can ensure the best alignment between ferries and other modes 
of transport.
Maritime	
137. How	will	maritime	services	be	delivered	in	an	independent	
Scotland?	What	will	change	in	maritime	functions	with	
independence?
Scotland has approximately 60 per cent of the seas and 
coastline of Great Britain. However, the essential maritime 
institutions (the Maritime and Coastguard Agency, Northern 
Lighthouse Board and Marine Accident Investigation Branch) 
are currently controlled by Westminster. The Scottish 
Government currently has no say in how these essential 
services are delivered. 
Independence will let Scotland shape and develop maritime 
services that reflect our unique coastline and give the people 
who use our seas the support they need. The Scottish 
Government intends that the Maritime and Coastguard Agency 
will continue to provide its services for the safety of mariners.  
It also plans that the Northern Lighthouse Board and Marine 
Accident Investigation Branch will continue its role unchanged 
in an independent Scotland, funded by existing arrangements 
for the collection of light dues at Scottish ports through Trinity 
House.
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It will then be for future governments of an independent 
Scotland to look at how these services would be provided in  
the years ahead. This may, if appropriate, include developing a 
distinct Scottish organisation to deliver some or all of these 
functions. 
138. Will	an	independent	Scotland	remain	a	member	of	
international	organisations	like	the	International	Maritime	
Organisation	and	the	International	Civil	Aviation	
Organisation	when	independent?
Aviation and maritime regulations will continue to apply in an 
independent Scotland as these activities, by their nature, are 
subject to international regulations. The Scottish Government 
intends that Scotland, as an independent state, will become a 
member of these organisations.
139. Will	the	Royal	National	Lifeboat	Institution	continue	 
to	provide	services?
The Royal National Lifeboat Institution is totally independent  
of government and serves the Republic of Ireland, the Channel 
Islands and the Isle of Man as well as the United Kingdom.  
The RNLI is an integral part of the maritime search and rescue 
structure. Its purpose is to save lives at sea and the organisation 
has a proud history of providing lifeboat services and volunteer 
crews. Decisions about the RNLI are for the Institution itself, but 
we can see no obstacle to it continuing to play its vital role 
around the coasts of Scotland as it does around the rest of 
these islands. 
There is a long history of maritime search and rescue being 
co-ordinated across borders and boundaries with all available 
resources and vessels deployed to assist in any incident. This 
will continue to be the case after independence. 
140. Will	Scotland	register	ships?	
Yes. The present Scottish Government intends that an 
independent Scotland will set up a Shipping Register. 
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141. Will	the	standards	for	vessels	be	the	same	as	in	the	rest	 
of	the	UK?	
Most standards for shipping and vessel safety are set by 
international agreement through the International Maritime 
Organisation and the EU and these will continue to apply  
in an independent Scotland as they do for the rest of the UK.
142. Will	there	be	any	changes	to	the	operation	or	structure	of	
harbour	authorities?	
All of the Statutory Harbour Authorities in Scotland operate 
under their own local legislation. There is no reason for this  
to change with independence.
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Welfare
The current Scottish Government’s approach to the design  
of our future welfare system is set out in Chapter 4.
143. What	will	happen	to	the	welfare	system	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Governments of an independent Scotland will be able to use 
welfare powers to deliver a system that helps people into work 
and protects the vulnerable.
144. How	will	my	benefits	be	paid	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Benefits to which people are entitled will continue to be paid in 
exactly the same way as they are now.
145. What	will	happen	to	Universal	Credit	and	the	Personal	
Independence	Payment	introduced	by	the	Westminster	
Government?
The current Scottish Government proposes that the further 
roll-out of Universal Credit and the Personal Independence 
Payment should be stopped. Following a vote for 
independence, we will ask Westminster to halt the roll-out of 
Universal Credit and the Personal Independence Payment in 
Scotland. 
146. Will	I	get	the	same	benefits	after	independence?
Yes. We plan that, on independence, there will be a transitional 
period when the Scottish and Westminster Governments will 
share the administration and delivery of benefits and State 
Pensions. It is in both countries’ interests that this should 
happen.
Following independence, the immediate priorities will be to 
reverse the most damaging and counterproductive of the UK 
welfare changes. We propose to: 
■ abolish the “bedroom tax” within the first year of the first 
independent Scottish Parliament
■ halt the further rollout of Universal Credit and Personal 
Independence Payments in Scotland
■ ensure that benefits and tax credits increase in line with 
inflation to avoid the poorest families falling further into poverty
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Full details of the current Scottish Government’s proposed 
approach are set out in Chapter 4.
147. Will	I	still	need	to	go	to	the	Jobcentre?
Yes. Scotland will inherit the Jobcentre structure and its functions 
but the Scottish Government and Parliament will have powers to 
look at welfare to work programmes in a different way, enabling 
them to develop a new approach to supporting people based on 
joint rights and responsibilities and a culture of respect.
148. Will	I	still	get	my	benefits	on	the	same	day	of	the	week?
Yes. 
149. Will	I	get	the	same	amount	of	benefit?
On independence our proposals mean you will continue to 
receive benefit payments and tax credits in the same way as 
you do now. Becoming independent will not, in itself, change 
your entitlement. However, future Scottish governments can 
choose to do things differently from the rest of the UK. For 
example, this Government will stop the damaging changes to 
our welfare system being introduced by Westminster, including 
scrapping the “bedroom tax” and stopping the roll out of 
Universal Credit. Full details of our proposals for a fairer  
welfare system are set out in Chapter 4.
150. Will	I	need	to	apply	again?
No. We will make sure that independence does not disrupt 
benefits payments, and that existing claims will continue as now.
151. Will	I	need	to	be	assessed	again?
No. Scotland becoming independent will not result in a need  
for reassessment. 
We propose that, on independence and for the transitional 
period, the benefits system will continue to be administered in 
the same way as it is now. Once Scotland establishes its own 
distinct system, the Scottish Government will be able to review 
the application process we inherit.
152. If	I	am	from	another	country	and	move	to	Scotland,	will	 
I	be	entitled	to	benefits?
At the moment, the UK rules for benefits entitlement vary 
depending on which country you move from. These rules will 
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continue to apply in an independent Scotland until such times 
as the Parliament of an independent Scotland decides to 
change them. 
153. How	will	I	apply	for	benefits	if	Scotland	is	independent?
On independence and for the transitional period, the Scottish 
Government proposes that the administration of the benefits 
system will continue to work in the same way as it does now. 
Governments in an independent Scotland will be able to review 
the application process we inherit.
154. Will	benefits	change	for	disabled	people?
We intend that people living in Scotland and in receipt of 
Disability Living Allowance will not be migrated to Personal 
Independence Payment.
We have also committed to abolishing the “bedroom tax”, 
saving 82,500 households in Scotland – including 63,500 
households with disabilities and 15,500 households with 
children – an average of £50 per month.
In addition, this Government proposes to launch an urgent 
review of the conditionality and sanctions regime, and review 
the system of assessments for disability benefits. Then, as the 
new independent benefits system is developed, we will work 
with disabled people and others with an interest in how to 
improve things further.
155. Will	work	be	an	important	feature	of	welfare	and	benefits?
Yes. Where people can work they should work. Work is 
important for people’s health and wellbeing, as much as for their 
economic position. This Government is committed to seeing an 
independent Scotland improve support for people that are out  
of work and create a welfare to work plan that is based on an 
individual’s circumstances and on the support they need to 
move towards, and into, sustainable work.
156. Will	the	forms	be	the	same	for	new	benefits	applicants?
During the transitional period, the benefits forms will remain  
the same. 
When Scotland has its own welfare system, the government in 
an independent Scotland will be able to review the application 
process to make it simpler. 
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157. When	will	the	benefits	system	change	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The first government of an independent Scotland can start to 
plan for major changes during the transitional period, with a 
view to implementing them after the transitional period ends, 
which this Scottish Government intends should be in 2018.
We set out our full proposals for early changes to the benefits 
system in Chapter 4.
158. Why	won’t	Scotland	run	its	own	benefits	system	from 
	the	first	day	of	independence?
We accept the Expert Working Group on Welfare’s 
recommendation that there should be a transitional period  
of shared administration for delivery of benefit payments. As 
highlighted by the Group, this offers the best arrangement in the 
short-term. It also ensures continuity of payments for millions of 
benefit recipients elsewhere in the UK whose applications and 
payments are currently processed in Scotland. However, it is 
our intention that such a system of shared administration will 
last only until 2018 and be organised in such a way that will:
■ allow the first government of an independent Scotland to 
introduce its priorities for change from 2016
■ allow that government also to begin work towards creating  
a welfare system that better reflects Scotland’s priorities  
and needs
159. Can	an	independent	Scotland	afford	its	own	welfare	system?
Yes. Scotland spends proportionally less on welfare and State 
Pensions than the UK as a whole. Spending on social 
protection as a share of overall spending is estimated to have 
been lower in Scotland for each year of the past five years. 
Scotland’s Balance Sheet demonstrates that social protection 
expenditure, which includes welfare payments and State 
Pensions, accounted for 14.4 per cent of our economic output 
(GDP) in Scotland compared to 15.9 per cent in the UK as a 
whole in 2011/12.
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160. How	long	would	the	transition	take	to	establish	welfare	
administration	in	an	independent	Scotland?
It is our intention that a system of shared administration will  
last until 2018.
The Scottish Government understands people’s concerns about 
the changes Westminster is bringing in. That is why we propose 
to give Westminster immediate notice, after a vote for 
independence, that further roll-out of Universal Credit and 
Personal Independence Payment should be stopped in 
Scotland. 
161. What	will	change	in	the	first	years	of	independence,	during	
the	transitional	period?
During a transitional period, Scotland will start to develop a 
welfare system better suited to Scottish needs and priorities. 
Immediate priorities for change that the current Scottish 
Government will pursue are set out in Chapter 4.
162. What	would	be	different	about	the	welfare	system	after	 
the	transition	period?
The political parties will put forward their proposals for the 
people of Scotland to consider in the 2016 election. That means 
decisions on the future shape of our welfare state will be taken 
by the elected representatives of the people of Scotland.
The current Scottish Government’s approach to the design  
of our future welfare system is set out in Chapter 4.
163. Even	if	welfare	is	more	affordable	now,	doesn’t	Scotland’s	
ageing	population	mean	that	in	the	long	run	welfare	will	
become	unaffordable?
The longer-term demographic challenge of an ageing population 
affects every western country, including Scotland and the UK as 
a whole. The particular challenge Scotland faces is projected 
lower growth in our working-age population, although Scotland's 
total dependency ratio (working age population compared to 
pensioners and children) is projected to be more advantageous 
than the UK's for at least 15 years. The Government Economic 
Strategy sets out a target to match average European (EU-15) 
population growth over the period from 2007 to 2017, supported 
by increased healthy life expectancy in Scotland over this period.
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What is clear is that this challenge is best addressed in an 
independent Scotland. An independent Scotland can address 
population growth by creating new opportunities for young 
people to build their careers and families within Scotland, and 
through action to attract people to Scotland the right people with 
the right skills – either Scots who have moved away or new 
migrants.
These matters are currently reserved to Westminster, which has 
different priorities for the UK economy and migration, so without 
independence, Scotland will not have the mechanisms to 
address its projected demographic issues.
164. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	afford	higher	levels	of	
spending	on	disability-related	benefits?
Scotland does spend proportionately more on disability-related 
benefits than the UK as a whole. But this needs to be set 
against other areas, such as housing benefit, where we spend 
less. Overall, welfare is more affordable in Scotland.
Scotland is the eighth wealthiest nation in the developed world 
in terms of GDP per head, which means we have the money we 
need to support our most vulnerable people. As an independent 
country, we will be able to choose how to spend our money, 
based on the needs and values of the Scottish people, not on 
choices made at Westminster. The current Scottish 
Government’s approach will continue to be that Scotland should 
prioritise spending on protecting vulnerable citizens over 
spending on policies that we do not agree with. 
165. Will	immigrants	and	asylum	seekers	have	access	to	the	
welfare	system?
Yes. Asylum seekers and immigrants will have access to the 
welfare system. On independence, existing UK rules will apply. 
With Scotland continuing as a member of the European Union, the 
rules on free movement of labour within Europe will also still 
apply.
166. What	will	happen	to	the	“bedroom	tax”	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Our proposals include a commitment to abolish the “bedroom 
tax” if elected as the government of an independent Scotland. 
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This will happen within a year of the first election to the 
Parliament of an independent Scotland.
167. Would	the	welfare	system	in	an	independent	Scotland	
tackle	poverty?
Yes. We can only deal with an issue as complex as poverty with 
access to the full range of powers available to an independent 
country. Future Scottish governments can choose to do things 
differently from the UK. 
Pensions
State	Pensions	
Full details of the Scottish Government’s proposed approach  
to State Pensions are set out in Chapter 4.
168. Can	an	independent	Scotland	afford	the	State	Pension?
Yes. Scotland is in a strong position to afford a high quality 
pensions system. Scotland is already better able to afford the 
current levels of social protection spending (which includes 
pensions) than the UK as a whole, on the basis of government 
revenue and share of GDP: 
■ expenditure on social protection as a share of GDP has 
been lower in Scotland than in the UK in each of the past 
five years – in 2011/12, social protection expenditure 
accounted for 14.4 per cent of GDP in Scotland and 15.9 
per cent in the UK
■ a smaller percentage of Scotland’s tax revenues are spent 
on social protection compared to the UK. Figures from 
2011/12 show that 38 per cent of Scottish tax revenues 
were spent on social protection, compared with 42 per cent 
for the UK
169. How	would	an	independent	Scotland	manage	State	
Pension	responsibilities	with	an	ageing	population?
All western countries need to take account of ageing 
populations, which brings with it pension affordability issues. 
Addressing these issues in Scotland requires targeted action to 
improve growth, boost productivity, and in particular, to increase 
the working-age population as a share of overall population. An 
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independent Scottish Government would be best placed to take 
such targeted action to meet Scotland’s specific circumstances. 
170. What	will	happen	to	my	existing	State	Pension	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Under our proposals, pensions will continue to be paid in full 
and on time, as now. The current Scottish Government intends 
that with independence, Scotland will keep the best of the 
existing State Pensions system, making genuine improvements 
where necessary. Our approach if in government under 
independence will be as follows:
■ the Basic State Pension will be increased each year by the 
‘triple-lock’ – average earnings, inflation, or 2.5 per cent – 
whichever of these is the highest. This protection will stay 
in place for at least the first term of an independent Scottish 
Parliament. Westminster has only committed to keeping the 
triple-lock until 2015. 
■ Guarantee Credit, which provides pensioners with a 
minimum income guarantee will also be increased by 
the triple-lock, initially for the first term of an independent 
parliament. This provides extra protection for low-income 
pensioners in Scotland, compared to the rest of the UK.
■ Savings Credit will be retained for existing pensioners  
on low incomes as in the UK. 
171. I’ll	be	retiring	after	2016.	What	will	happen	to	my	pension	
on	independence?
All accrued pension rights will be protected when Scotland 
becomes independent.
People reaching State Pension Age from 6 April 2016 will move 
to a new single-tier pension. This is being introduced across the 
UK countries. In addition, this Scottish Government proposes 
that in Scotland pensioners should benefit under independence 
from additional protection as follows: 
■ the single-tier pension will be set at £160 per week. If the 
rate for the single-tier pension is higher in the rest of the UK 
at that point, the Scottish single-tier pension will match this 
figure 
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■ for the whole of the first term of an independent Scottish 
Parliament, the single-tier pension will be increased each 
year by the ‘triple-lock’ – that is the highest of average 
earnings, inflation, or 2.5 per cent. This guarantee is only 
in place in the rest of the UK until 2015. Guarantee Credit, 
which provides a minimum level of pension income, will also 
be increased by the triple-lock 
■ in addition, Scottish single-tier pensioners on low incomes 
will still be able to benefit from Savings Credit, which is 
being abolished for new pensioners from 2016 in the rest  
of the UK
■ provision will also be maintained for those expecting 
to receive a State Pension based on their spouse’s 
contributions. This protection would be in place for 15 years 
after the introduction of the single-tier pension, unlike in the 
rest of the UK
172. Will	pension	rights	already	accrued	be	protected	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Yes. Accrued pension rights will be protected in an independent 
Scotland. Our plans are as follows: 
■ for those people living and working in Scotland at the time 
of independence, the UK pension entitlement they have 
accrued prior to independence will become their Scottish 
State Pension entitlement
■ any pension entitlement accrued in Scotland after 
independence will also form part of that Scottish State 
Pension
■ on retirement, the Scottish State Pension will be paid by  
the Scottish Government
173. I’ve	worked	most	of	my	life	in	England	and	have	only	
moved	to	Scotland	recently	to	retire.	Does	that	affect	who	
will	pay	my	pension	and	how	much	I	will	get?
No, it will not affect how much you will get. If you are in receipt 
of a UK State Pension on independence and you are resident  
in Scotland, the responsibility for paying that pension and all 
associated payments will transfer to the Scottish Government. 
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174. I’ve	accrued	some	State	Pension	in	England,	and	some	
overseas,	but	none	in	Scotland.	I’m	now	living	in	Scotland.	
How	will	my	State	Pension	entitlement	be	calculated	and	
who	will	pay	it?
It will not matter where in the UK you accrued your State 
Pension entitlement: if you are retired and are living in Scotland 
on independence, the Scottish Government will be responsible 
for paying that pension. The amount you are entitled to will not 
change because of independence. 
In terms of State Pension accrued outside the UK, the 
Westminster Government is currently not responsible for these 
payments. The same will be true of the Scottish Government  
on independence. People living in Scotland will, as is the case 
now, have their international pensions paid either by the country 
concerned or by the International Pensions Centre. 
175. I	live	in	Scotland	but	I	work	between	Edinburgh	and	
London	for	different	employers.	What	will	happen	to	 
the	various	State	Pension	pots	I	have	accrued	after	
independence?
All State Pension accrued up to the point of independence 
anywhere within the UK will count as your State Pension 
entitlement. 
After independence, any pension entitlement gained by working 
in Scotland will accrue to your Scottish State Pension. Any 
pension entitlement from working in England, Wales or Northern 
Ireland will accrue to the UK State Pension and will be payable 
by the Westminster Government. 
176. Will	it	be	difficult	to	transfer	pensions	to	an	independent	
Scotland?
The Scottish Government will work with the Westminster 
Government to ensure an orderly transition of responsibility  
for pensions to an independent Scotland.
177. How	will	responsibility	for	pensions	transfer	to	an	
independent	Scotland?
The Scottish Government supports the view of the Expert 
Working Group on Welfare that a ‘shared services agreement’ 
for the administration of benefit payments during a transition 
period will be in the best interests of both the UK and Scotland. 
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Both during a period of transition, and in the longer term, 
pension payments will be administered by existing offices  
in Dundee and Motherwell.
State	Pension	Age	
178. What	will	happen	to	the	State	Pension	Age	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Under current Westminster Government plans, the State 
Pension Age is increasing to 67 for people aged between 44 
and 53, over a two year period between 2026 and 2028. The 
Scottish Government is not persuaded that this increase is right 
for Scotland.
On average, Scots currently enjoy fewer years in retirement 
– and in receipt of State Pensions – than the UK average due to 
lower life expectancy. Life expectancy for both men and women 
in Scotland has consistently remained below the UK level, 
despite significant improvements over many years. In 2013, life 
expectancy at age 65 was 1.2 years higher in the UK than in 
Scotland for women; and 1.3 years higher for men.
This Scottish Government therefore reserves judgment on the 
Westminster Government’s timetable for the State Pension Age 
increase to 67. Independence is the only way to ensure that the 
future State Pension Age in Scotland is determined according to 
specific Scottish circumstances.
179. How	will	the	decision	on	the	State	Pension	Age	for	
Scotland	be	taken?	
We intend if in government, to appoint an Independent 
Commission on the State Pension Age within the first year of 
independence. The Commission will have a remit to investigate 
and make recommendations on the appropriate rate of increase 
of the State Pension Age, beyond 66, that would suit Scottish 
circumstances. The Commission will take into account life 
expectancy, fairness and affordability, including implications  
for increased public sector pension costs. 
We envisage the Commission reporting to Parliament within the 
first two years of independence with a view to decisions being 
taken promptly thereafter. Prompt implementation will allow 
sufficient time for longer term financial planning.
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Public	Sector	Pensions	
Full details of the Scottish Government’s proposed approach  
to public sector pensions are set out in Chapter 4.
180. Could	an	independent	Scotland	afford	public	sector	
pensions?
Yes. Scotland’s stewardship of public sector pensions can  
in some areas already be argued to have delivered more 
sustainable schemes than their counterparts in England  
and Wales.
181. What	will	independence	mean	for	the	existing	rights	of	
members	of	affected	public	sector	pension	schemes?
In an independent Scotland, all public service pension rights 
and entitlements which have been accrued will continue to be 
fully protected and accessible – whether they have been 
accrued in schemes already executively devolved to Scotland 
or those currently reserved to Westminster. Article 1 of Protocol 
1 of the European Convention of Human Rights means that 
pension rights are property rights under the Convention, which 
governments must respect.
There will be no difference to individual contribution rates  
or benefit levels as a result of independence.
On independence, the legislation and rules governing public 
sector pension schemes, whether reserved or already 
executively devolved to Scotland, will continue to apply (under 
the “continuity of law principle”). The arrangements for these 
public sector pension schemes will therefore continue to 
operate as at present, bridging the period before and after  
the date of Scotland’s independence.
182. Could	an	independent	Scotland	manage	public	sector	
pensions	effectively?
Scotland already has the people and the infrastructure in place 
for delivering high quality public sector pensions. In particular, 
the Scottish Public Pensions Agency (SPPA) has been 
responsible for administering Scotland’s NHS and teachers’ 
pensions for over twenty years and the Scottish Government 
has recently confirmed that the Agency is to administer all 
police and fire-fighter pensions in Scotland from April 2015.
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Alongside this delivery expertise, the SPPA is also responsible 
for developing policy for all of the main public sector pension 
schemes executively devolved to Scotland. 
The SPPA’s mixture of multi-scheme policy and delivery 
responsibilities is unique in the public service pensions 
landscape and is a significant asset. No other body in the UK 
has such first-hand knowledge and experience of both 
designing and delivering public service pensions policy. This 
includes the development of policy for, and the management of, 
two major sets of reforms of public service pensions in the last 
ten years.
183. What	will	independence	mean	for	how	pensions	will	be	
managed?
For scheme members and existing pensioners of Scotland’s 
schemes, there will be no change in pension arrangements 
following independence. If, for example, a former NHS Scotland 
employee has retired, begun to draw her pension, and moves to 
live in England, the Scottish NHS pension scheme will continue 
to pay that pension, as it does at present.
For pension schemes that are currently reserved, such as civil 
service, armed forces and judicial pensions, the Scottish 
Government will work with Westminster to ensure an orderly 
transition of pension responsibilities to an independent Scotland. 
The Scottish Public Pensions Agency will form the basis for 
delivering the additional responsibilities for public sector 
pensions that will be required in an independent Scotland.
During the transitional period, pensions will continue to be paid 
in full and on time and pensioners will continue to benefit from 
safeguards, including the governance provisions of the Public 
Service Pensions Act 2013 and the provisions of Article 1 of 
Protocol 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights, which 
means that pension rights are property rights under the 
Convention which governments must respect.
For current UK-wide public service pension schemes, the 
Scottish Government will take its fair share of liabilities based 
on meeting the pensions responsibilities of pensioners who live 
in Scotland.
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On independence, these pension schemes will continue to 
operate as at present. Just as today, however, it would be open 
to future governments to suggest changes. Independence 
simply means that these future decisions will be taken in 
Scotland rather than by Westminster.
Private	Pensions	
Full details of the Scottish Government’s proposed approach  
to private pensions are set out in Chapter 4.
184. Will	my	private	pension	benefits	be	protected?
Yes. Your occupational or personal pension sets out your 
retirement benefits. The payment of the benefits you have built 
up in your existing pension will not be affected by the move to 
independence. 
185. What	will	the	Scottish	Government	do	to	help	people	save	
for	retirement?
We propose following independence to:
■ continue with the roll-out of automatic enrolment into a 
workplace pension
■ establish a Scottish Employment Savings Trust for people 
with low to middle earnings 
■ launch a Financial Capability Strategy to help build people’s 
skills, knowledge and understanding about personal finance
■ work with the pensions industry in Scotland on the design  
of new pension products that will provide greater certainty  
to savers about the final value of their pensions
■ improve pension information, giving people personalised 
feedback on saving for their retirement
■ consider whether adjustments to tax relief arrangements 
would further incentivise saving
186. Will	the	Scottish	Government	improve	information	and	
advice	on	private	pensions?
Yes. At present, information and advice on financial services 
and pensions is provided by a range of organisations, with the 
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result that people are often confused about where they should 
look for advice. This Scottish Government is proposing a new 
model to improve the standard of advice for consumers by 
providing information and advice you can access in your local 
area. 
187. Will	automatic	enrolment	of	employees	into	a	workplace	
pension	continue?
Yes. Automatic enrolment into workplace pension schemes 
helps people to save for their retirement and the Scottish 
Government intends that this will continue. 
188. Will	employees	and	employers	continue	to	have	access	 
to	the	National	Employment	Savings	Trust?
The Scottish Government will work with the Westminster 
Government to ensure that the benefits people have built up in 
the National Employment Savings Trust (NEST) are accessible. 
This Government proposes that a Scottish equivalent of NEST 
should be established to help firms in Scotland enrol their 
employees. 
189. Will	tax	relief	on	private	pensions	and	salary	sacrifice	
continue	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. The current arrangements will continue at the point of 
independence. Scotland will inherit the tax system and the 
prevailing UK rates and thresholds for all taxes including  
tax reliefs. Decisions on specific taxes – including tax rates, 
allowances and credits – will be made by the Parliament  
and Government of an independent Scotland.
190. Will	people	with	pensions	in	the	rest	of	the	UK	be	affected	
by	exchange	rate	fluctuations	if	Scotland	had	a	different	
currency?
No. With the pound Sterling as currency of an independent 
Scotland, pensions will be paid in pounds Sterling, as they  
are today. 
191. Will	there	be	a	Scottish	Pensions	Regulator?	
Yes. This Scottish Government proposes to establish a 
dedicated Scottish Pensions Regulator, to ensure the same 
level of protection for people’s pension savings as is currently 
provided, and to promote an effective pensions market.
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192. Will	private	pensions	be	protected	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Yes. We believe it is in the best interests of all parties for the 
current arrangements to continue – although we are also 
prepared to make specific arrangements for Scotland – to 
ensure that people will have the same level of protection as  
is currently provided by the UK Pension Protection Fund, the 
Financial Assistance Scheme and the Fraud Compensation 
Fund. 
We will also ensure that arrangements for an effective 
compensation scheme are established, mirroring the level of 
protection provided in the UK Financial Services Compensation 
Scheme. 
193. Will	consumers	in	Scotland	have	access	to	a	pensions	
ombudsman?
Yes. Two delivery models are being considered by the current 
Scottish Government. Either, a single Scottish Ombudsman 
Service – a one stop shop for consumers (including in relation 
to pensions) – will be established, or a specific Scottish 
Financial Services Ombudsman, with responsibility for handling 
complaints about pensions and financial services, will be 
established.
194. How	will	deficits	in	defined	benefit	private	pension	
schemes	be	addressed	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Current deficits in defined benefit pension schemes have been 
caused by the financial management of these schemes within 
the UK. Many schemes are working to become fully funded and 
have recovery plans in place. These will continue after 
independence.
Our proposals for independence will deliver strong protection 
for people’s private pension savings and establish an effective 
regulator system which will set the parameters for such 
schemes to achieve a stable funding position.
195. What	will	happen	to	existing	UK-wide	pension	schemes?	
Specific requirements apply under EU law to pension schemes 
that operate across different member states. However, the 
cross-border rules allow member states a degree of flexibility. 
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Transitional arrangements were put in place by the Westminster 
Government and Ireland when these rules were introduced and 
we consider that it will be possible to agree transitional 
arrangements for existing UK-wide schemes. The Scottish 
Government is keen to start discussions with the Westminster 
Government and the European Commission as soon as 
possible, with a view to reaching agreement in the interests  
of employers and pension schemes across the UK.
Health	and	Social	Care
196. What	will	happen	to	the	NHS	in	an	independent	Scotland?
The NHS is already the responsibility of the Scottish Parliament. 
The process of becoming independent will not change the way 
you receive your health care. You’ll still be able to visit your GP 
and local hospital as now. 
NHS Scotland already operates independently in Scotland. 
NHS Scotland has been the responsibility of the Scottish 
Parliament since devolution in 1999. 
The Scottish Government’s vision for the NHS in Scotland is  
to maintain our publicly owned, publicly funded health service 
providing care free at the point of delivery.
197. Will	the	NHS	be	safe	from	privatisation?
Yes. Scotland has taken a very different approach from that in 
England. The Scottish Government has categorically ruled out 
the disruptive and costly structural reforms happening in NHS 
England. Avoiding the privatisation of services seen south of the 
border has allowed us to focus on improving safety and quality 
of care.
198. Will	an	independent	Scotland	maintain	the	current	number	
of	doctors	and	nurses	in	the	NHS?
In Scotland’s NHS, staffing decisions are made by Health 
Boards in line with their own local needs and circumstances. 
This will continue to be the case on independence. Under the 
current Scottish Government, NHS staffing has increased by  
5 per cent overall and by 1.5 per cent in the last year. There are 
now over 1,000 extra qualified nurses and midwives and over 
1,500 more doctors working in our health service.
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199. What	will	be	the	impact	of	constitutional	reform	on	funding	
for	medical	research	in	Scotland?
Medical research is a Scottish strength. 
Scottish researchers win a disproportionate share of the Medical 
Research Council (MRC) and National Institute of Health 
Research (NIHR) funds for which researchers based in Scotland 
can apply. For example, in 2011/12, with a population share of 
8.4 per cent, researchers in Scotland won 9.8 per cent of the total 
funds awarded by the MRC and won 14.6 per cent of the total 
funds awarded through the NIHR funding streams open to them.
There are clear benefits, for the whole medical research 
community in these islands, from Scotland remaining within  
a research funding system with the rest of the UK. An 
independent Scotland, contributing directly to the overall 
research council budget, will be in a strong position to influence 
research priority setting at a UK level. 
Levels of public investment in university research will enable 
our researchers and universities to remain internationally 
competitive, with current levels of public investment in university 
research, through the Scottish Funding Council and Research 
Councils, at least maintained. 
200. How	will	independence	affect	the	length	of	NHS	waiting	
lists	in	Scotland?
As NHS Scotland is already under the control of the Scottish 
Parliament, its values and priorities will continue on 
independence. However, with independence, the Scottish 
budget will no longer be constrained by decisions made at 
Westminster, and will therefore reflect Scottish priorities.
Our approach to transforming waiting times for patients is an 
example of how better results are achieved for the people of 
Scotland when decisions are made in Scotland. As part of the 
Patient Rights (Scotland) Act 2011, the Scottish Government 
introduced the 12 week Treatment Time Guarantee for 
inpatients and day cases which enshrines in law a patient’s right 
to be treated within 12 weeks. By March 2013, 97.5 per cent of 
patients waited less than the 12 week standard for a first 
outpatient consultation. This compares with waits of six months 
in March 2007.
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201. Will	an	independent	Scotland	still	have	free	prescriptions?
Yes. The move to independence will not change the benefits we 
currently enjoy. Decisions on things like free prescriptions will 
form part of the policies set out by parties in their manifestos for 
future Scottish parliamentary elections, with the political parties 
each offering their own approach, just as now. The current 
Scottish Government’s vision for the NHS in Scotland is a 
publicly funded health service providing care free at the point  
of delivery for all who need it. This includes free prescriptions.
202. What	will	happen	to	free	personal	care	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
We have no plans to change the successful policy of Free 
Personal and Nursing Care in an independent Scotland. This 
distinctively Scottish approach is an example of how decisions 
made in Scotland provide better outcomes for the people of 
Scotland. 
203. Will	an	independent	Scotland	have	to	put	in	place	new	
arrangements	for	medical	training	and	education?
No. Scotland already has five medical schools, which continue 
to attract high numbers of undergraduates from across Scotland 
and England, Wales and Northern Ireland, as well as students 
from overseas, who want to study medicine. 
Medical education operates in a world-wide market, and 
Scotland continues to enjoy a well-earned reputation for 
providing trainee doctors with high quality training and 
development opportunities. Given these strengths, we see 
co-operation on medical training continuing on the same  
four-country basis as today.
204. Will	medical	workforce	representatives	participate	in	NHS	
Scotland	pay	negotiation	processes	after	independence?
Yes. Responsibility for pay, terms and conditions of service for 
staff in NHS Scotland is already devolved. 
The Scottish Government will ensure that they continue to have 
independent pay advice when setting pay for NHS Scotland 
doctors and dentists.
In recent years the Scottish Government has successfully 
developed a Scottish GP contract with the British Medical 
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Association (BMA), and with independence we will continue to 
work with them to ensure that GP contracts are developed to 
meet the needs and circumstances of the people of Scotland.
Similarly, for hospital-based doctors and dentists, the Scottish 
Government will work with the BMA, and seek to co-operate 
with the Westminster Government where appropriate, to 
negotiate pay, terms and conditions.
The funding and terms and conditions for General Dental 
Services, General Ophthalmic Services and Community 
Pharmacy are already devolved and fully negotiated in 
Scotland. These arrangements will also not change. 
205. Will	Scotland	continue	to	access	services	from	NICE	
(National	Institute	for	Clinical	Excellence)?
In Scotland, NHS Healthcare Improvement Scotland provides a 
similar function to that provided by NICE in England and Wales. 
The Scottish Medicines Consortium already delivers the 
functions of NICE in Scotland in relation to access to new 
medicines and will continue to do so. 
The Scottish Government currently purchases some services 
from NICE via a Service Level Agreement negotiated and 
operated by Healthcare Improvement Scotland. This 
arrangement too could continue in an independent Scotland. 
206. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	agree	the	price	 
of	medicines	with	the	pharmaceutical	industry?
The UK Department of Health currently agrees the pricing of 
medicines on a UK-wide basis given that this is currently a 
reserved area. Negotiations on new pricing arrangements from 
1 January 2014 have been agreed between the Department of 
Health and the Association of British Pharmaceutical Industry 
(ABPI). The agreement will run for a five year period in line with 
previous agreements.
Independence will provide the Scottish Government with an 
opportunity to negotiate its own pricing arrangements directly 
and in partnership with the pharmaceutical industry with a view 
to securing the best possible deal for both NHS Scotland and 
Scottish patients.
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207. What	will	happen	to	blood	donor	services	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Scotland already has a fully independent blood donor service. 
NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) has in place a reciprocal 
agreement with the Scottish National Blood Transfusion Service 
(SNBTS) and the other UK Blood Services to provide mutual 
assistance in the event of a blood shortage or unplanned event 
that affects their ability to supply hospitals. Following 
independence, this Government proposes to continue this 
reciprocal arrangement.
208. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	organise	organ	donation	
and	transplantation	services?	
Organ donation and transplant activity across the UK is  
co-ordinated by NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) which 
operates in Scotland under a contractual arrangement with the 
Scottish Government. The Scottish Government contributes to 
the running costs of NHSBT and the organisation is accountable 
to Scottish Ministers for the organ donation and transplantation 
activities it undertakes in Scotland.
Donations and transplantations are organised jointly across the 
UK as it is in the best interests of patients to ensure that organs 
have the best match to recipients. We will be able to continue 
these arrangements following independence, in much the same 
way that the Health Service Executive of the Republic of Ireland 
currently works with NHSBT on transplants. This is the same as 
other parts of Europe where groups of countries work together 
across borders to achieve the best outcomes for their patients.
209. Will	I	still	be	able	to	get	specialist	treatment	in	England?
Yes. The NHS in Scotland already co-operates with England,  
as well as with other countries for some services, to provide a 
range of specialised services not routinely available in Scotland. 
Access to a range of highly specialised services in England is 
managed and paid for by NHS National Services Scotland. 
Similarly, services currently offered in Scotland to patients from 
England will continue in an independent Scotland.
The Westminster and Scottish Governments also have 
arrangements in place with a number of other nations, including 
the Republic of Ireland, for reciprocal treatment. It will be in 
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everyone’s interest for such arrangements and co-operation  
to continue in an independent Scotland.
210. Will	I	be	able	to	get	NHS	treatment	if	I	am	taken	ill	while	 
in	England?
Yes. Following independence, should someone resident in 
Scotland take ill while in England, Wales or Northern Ireland 
they will be treated by local health services according to their 
clinical need, just as they are now.
Equally, visitors to Scotland from elsewhere in the UK will be 
cared for and treated as they are under current arrangements. 
EU directives protect access to such treatment.
211. What	will	the	law	on	abortion	be	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
On the principle of continuation of existing law, current legislation 
on abortion will continue to apply within an independent Scotland 
until such times as that legislation is amended or repealed by the 
Parliament of an independent Scotland. There are no plans to 
change the current abortion time limit.
Housing	and	Regeneration	
212. What	will	happen	to	Housing	Benefit	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Housing Benefit in an independent Scotland will form part of a 
national social protection system. This Government’s proposal 
is to preserve Housing Benefit as a standalone benefit rather 
than include it as part of a single benefit payment.
Scotland’s Balance Sheet, published on 14 April 2013, shows 
that in 2011/12, social protection expenditure was equivalent to 
14.4 per cent of economic output (GDP). This is lower than the 
equivalent UK figure of 15.9 per cent. In addition, spending on 
social protection in Scotland, as a share of the economy, has 
been lower than in the UK for the last five years, and is also 
lower than in the majority of other EU-15 countries.
213. Will	Scottish	governments	be	able	to	do	more	to	invest	 
in	affordable	housing	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. There will be opportunities for more investment in 
affordable housing in an independent Scotland. 
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Full flexibility over Scotland’s budgets, only available through 
independence, will enable future Scottish governments to:
 ■ broaden action to make more affordable housing available 
to alleviate homelessness and tackle fuel poverty
 ■ take action to further improve the quality of housing,  
for example in the social rented sector
 ■ introduce different ways of supporting first time buyers
For more information see Chapter 4.
Social	Justice
214. What	makes	you	think	an	independent	Scotland	will	 
be	a	fairer	country?
The sort of country we become will be up to the people of 
Scotland. Scotland has the wealth it needs to be a fairer 
country. We are one of the richest nations on the planet and 
could choose to use that wealth in a different way than 
Westminster. For example, we can choose to invest in childcare 
instead of spending money on defence. We can choose not to 
impose the “bedroom tax” and to have a more efficient tax 
system that ensures everyone pays up their fair share. With 
independence we can make different choices in line with our 
values and the views of the people of Scotland.
To find out more about the democratic opportunities of 
independence, go to Chapter 1. You can find out more about 
this Government’s commitment to a more socially just Scotland 
in Chapter 4.
215. Will	independence	mean	Scotland	will	become	a	fairer	
society?
One of the main reasons for independence is to give Scotland 
the powers to make our society fairer. Scotland can make our 
wealth work better for the people living here and follow a 
different path from Westminster. The UK is now one of the ten 
least equal countries in the OECD. It ranks 28th out of 34 on a 
measure of overall inequality. OECD analysis shows that, since 
1975, income inequality among working-age people has 
increased faster in the UK than in any other country in the 
organisation.
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Academic analysis comparing the earnings of the worst off  
and those best off has found that the UK was the fourth most 
unequal nation amongst the world’s richest countries.
These outcomes are not the result of the policies of one 
government, but of almost 40 years of decisions at Westminster.
With independence, Scotland can make decisions on tax, 
welfare and employment that help the poorest in our society,  
not make life worse for them. 
216. How	might	a	Scottish	approach	to	tackling	poverty	 
be	different?
This Government will not follow the same approach being 
adopted by Westminster which chooses to reduce support for 
one million Scottish households. We believe that Scotland is 
wealthy enough to make Scotland fairer, if we so choose. Key 
measures this Government proposes include:
■ introducing a universal early learning and childcare system 
for all children aged one to school entry
■ abolishing the “bedroom tax” 
■ reducing heating bills 
■ making improvements to the State Pension
217. How	could	an	independent	Scotland	avoid	poverty	arising,	
as	well	as	redressing	its	effects?
The political make up of the Scottish Parliament is very different 
from that at Westminster, where policy choices over the past 
forty years have resulted in an overall increase in income 
inequality and, most recently, with the majority of people seeing 
their living standards squeezed. For example, there is a 
consensus in the Scottish Parliament around issues like the 
living wage, which means more people in Scotland will receive 
fair reward for their hard work and efforts.
It is unlikely that a Scottish Parliament with powers over welfare 
and taxation would have introduced the “bedroom tax” or 
reduced the personal allowance for pensioners. Scotland is 
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already taking a different path to reducing poverty by 
addressing the underlying causes, helping people before  
they reach crisis point and helping people to help themselves. 
The Scottish package of universal support, including free 
personal care, concessionary travel, free prescriptions and  
the Council Tax freeze, supports those on low incomes most.
Sport
218. Will	Scotland	have	its	own	Olympics	and	Paralympics	
teams?
Yes. Scotland currently meets all of the qualifying requirements 
of the International Olympic and Paralympic Committees (IOC), 
other than being an independent state. 
Arrangements will be put in place to ensure that Scottish 
athletes were able to compete in Rio 2016 by attending any 
necessary qualifying events in the lead up to Rio 2016. This 
work would be undertaken in parallel to the wider governance 
arrangements required for Olympic and Paralympic 
accreditation, establishing Scottish Olympic and Paralympic 
Committees and transferring functions currently undertaken  
at UK level. 
It is only through independence that Scotland can have its own 
teams for the next Olympics and Paralympics. 
219. Will	independence	affect	who	can	play	for	the	Scottish	
rugby	and	football	teams?
No. The criteria to play for Scotland at a sport are set by each 
world governing body (FIFA for football, IRB for rugby etc) and 
not by the Scottish or Westminster Governments.
220. Will	Scottish	football	teams	still	be	able	to	compete	in	FIFA	
and	UEFA	competitions?
Yes. The Scottish Football Association (SFA) is already a 
member of FIFA, the world governing body for football. 
Likewise, the SFA is also an affiliate member of UEFA (Union  
of European Football Associations).
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221. Will an independent Scotland still be able to host the Open 
Golf Tournament?
Yes. The Royal and Ancient are responsible for determining the 
venue of the Open. Scotland is the home of golf and Scottish 
golf clubs will continue to be part of the rota to host the Open 
championships. Both the 2015 and 2016 events are planned  
for Scotland.
222. How will an independent Scotland ensure that elite sport 
continues to secure appropriate levels of funding and 
facilities?
Scotland already has a number of world class competition and 
training facilities. Our national agency for sport (sportscotland) 
has responsibility for all aspects of community and performance 
sport up to Commonwealth Games level. 
It will be for the Parliament of an independent Scotland to 
decide how best to generate and deploy this resource to the 
benefit of Scottish sport in future.
223. Would all Scottish athletes have to compete for Scotland  
or would they be free to represent the likes of “Team GB”?
Athletes are currently free to choose which country they 
represent providing they meet that country’s relevant qualifying 
criteria. Whilst the Scottish Government hopes that all athletes 
who are qualified to represent Scotland will do so, this is a 
personal decision.
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Early	Learning	and	Childcare
224. Could	an	independent	Scotland	provide	childcare	 
at	a	reasonable	cost?
Yes. The current Scottish Government proposes a 
transformation in early years learning and childcare provision. 
Independence will give us the opportunity to invest more in the 
supply of services, rather than subsidising demand. This is the 
approach adopted in the most successful countries and will 
ensure resources are spent most effectively, and make 
childcare more affordable for all.
225. What	would	independence	mean	for	early	learning	 
and	childcare?
Independence gives us the opportunity to do more to deliver 
world-class early learning and childcare. As a first step in 
realising this transformational vision, this Government plans to 
extend the current provision of 600 hours a year to around half 
of two year olds in the first budget of an independent Scotland. 
Those whose parents are currently on working tax credit or child 
tax credit will benefit. 
We aim, by the end of the first term of an independent Scottish 
Parliament, to increase this entitlement to 1,140 hours for all 
three and four year olds, and vulnerable two year olds. Our 
long-term objective is that by the end of the second Parliament 
all children from age one to when they enter school will have an 
entitlement to 1,140 hours a year of high quality early learning 
and childcare, giving young children the same number of hours 
as primary school children.
226. What	will	maternity	and	paternity	rights,	and	flexible	
parental	leave	look	like	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Powers over these issues will transfer to the Scottish 
Parliament on independence. On independence, parents will 
continue to have the same maternity and paternity rights as 
now, with future Scottish governments then able to decide how 
the system of parental support should be improved.
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Schools	
227. What	would	independence	mean	for	education	in	Scotland?	
Education is already almost fully devolved to Scotland. Our 
system is performing well. Scottish pupils outperform the OECD 
average in reading and science, and are similar to it in maths, 
and the latest results show that we have halted a period of 
relative international decline since 2000. These improvements, 
achieved under devolution, show that when decisions are made 
in Scotland better results are achieved for Scotland. 
Our detailed proposals for education in an independent 
Scotland are set out in Chapter 5.
228. What	will	independence	mean	for	schools?
The management of the school system in Scotland is already 
fully devolved.
229. What	educational	rights	would	people	expect	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
This Government believes that Scotland’s permanent written 
constitution should include the right to education and the right 
for every young person to be offered a job or training. 
230. What	will	independence	mean	for	denominational	schools?	
The present system will continue. Faith-based education makes 
an important and valued contribution to Scottish society and the 
right of parents to make that choice for their children will remain. 
231. What	will	independence	mean	for	skills	and	training	in	
Scotland?
Independence offers Scotland an opportunity fully to mobilise its 
resources to build a skilled workforce ready to meet demand. At 
the moment, the financial benefits of successful employment 
initiatives by the Scottish Government – such as Modern 
Apprenticeships, higher and further education funding and other 
training programmes – go to Westminster in the form of reduced 
welfare payments and increased taxation. With independence 
we will be able to retain these benefits in Scotland and will be 
able to re-invest them in our people.
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232. What	will	independence	mean	for	Gaelic?	
Gaelic has been a continuing element in Scottish heritage, 
identity and history for many centuries. Gaelic has official 
recognition and it is an increasingly visible part of Scottish 
public life reaching into education, the arts, media and 
broadcasting. In an independent Scotland, Gaelic will have  
a central place in Scottish public life. 
233. What	would	the	priorities	be	for	Gaelic	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Our aim as a government would be to continue to reverse the 
decline of Gaelic in Scotland. The most recent Census has 
demonstrated that initiatives in support of Gaelic have 
significantly slowed down the decline of the language. Policy 
and resources would continue to be directed to the priority of 
increasing the numbers speaking, learning and using the 
language.
234. Will	Gaelic	be	recognised	as	an	official	language	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
In Scotland, Gaelic has a significant level of official support from 
the Scottish Government. Official recognition for Gaelic is also 
provided by the 2005 Gaelic Act. In an independent Scotland 
this official recognition would be confirmed and maintained. 
235. Will	there	be	more	support	for	the	Scots	Language	in	an	
independent	Scotland?	
The 2011 Census, for the first time, provided information on the 
numbers of Scots speakers. This information, in an independent 
Scotland, will assist in developing policy and promoting the use 
and status of the Scots language and supporting communities 
that speak Scots. 
University	Access,	Tuition	Fees	and	Cross-border	Flow	
236. Will	students	resident	in	Scotland	be	able	to	go	to	
university	in	Scotland	without	paying	fees?	
Yes. The current Scottish Government remains committed  
to access to higher education for eligible Scots based on the 
ability to learn, not the ability to pay. This means eligible 
undergraduate students attending university in an independent 
Scotland will not have to pay tuition fees. 
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237. Would	Scotland	still	charge	students	from	the	rest	of	the	
UK	tuition	fees?
Yes. The divergence in funding policy between Scotland and 
England and the resulting disparity in the cost of a university 
education creates a huge financial incentive for students from 
England to study in Scotland. In that context, and to ensure 
Scottish students remain able to study at Scottish Higher 
Education Institutions, we propose maintaining the status quo 
by continuing our policy of allowing Scottish Higher Education 
Institutions to set their own annual tuition fees for students from 
the rest of the UK at a rate no higher than the maximum annual 
tuition fee rate chargeable to such students by universities in 
the rest of the UK.
238. Would	charging	students	from	the	rest	of	the	UK	tuition	
fees	in	an	independent	Scotland	be	compatible	with	EU	
law?
We believe that the unique and unprecedented position of a 
post-independent Scotland will enable us to continue our 
current policy in a way which is consistent with the principles  
of free movement across the EU as a whole and which is 
compatible with EU requirements.
239. Are	you	confident	that	the	Court	of	Justice	of	the	EU	will	
support	this	position?
Each member state is free to adopt its own domestic policies, 
consistent with the objectives of the EU. We believe that our 
fees policies contribute to student mobility across the wider EU, 
while addressing the consequences of the unique situation of 
Scottish independence. In these circumstances we believe that 
it will be possible to deliver our policy in a way which is 
compatible with EU requirements. 
240. Will	students	from	parts	of	the	EU	other	than	the	rest	 
of	the	UK	pay	tuition	fees?
Students from other parts of the EU have the same right  
of access to education as home students. This means EU 
applicants are considered for entry on the same academic basis 
as home students and pay the same. This will remain the case 
with independence. 
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241. Will	other	international	(non-EU)	students	be	attracted	 
to	study	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Scottish Universities are amongst the best in the world and 
highly attractive to overseas students. In January 2013, 21 per 
cent of students studying in Scotland were from outwith the UK, 
including 28,500 international students from outwith the EU. 
This world beating quality will ensure an independent Scotland 
continues to attract the brightest and best students from around 
the world to study here.
Independence will allow Scotland to develop its own 
immigration policies addressing the negative impact of changes 
to student visas implemented by the current Westminster 
Government. This will ensure that we benefit from the skills and 
enthusiasm of those highly educated young people who wish to 
study here and make Scotland their home. 
242. Will	non-EU/international	students	be	charged	tuition	fees?
Charges for international students are at the discretion of each 
individual higher education institution and this will continue to be 
the case in an independent Scotland. 
243. Will	the	Westminster	Government’s	policy	on	visas	for	
international	students	continue	to	apply	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Westminster Government decisions on student visas have 
deterred some international students, posing a direct threat to 
Scotland’s universities and colleges. Independence will allow  
Scotland to develop its own immigration system ensuring that 
we benefit from the skills and enthusiasm of those highly 
educated young people who wish to make Scotland their home. 
Our proposals on visa arrangement for international students 
are set out in Chapter 7.
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244. Will	there	still	be	four-year	degrees	in	an	independent	
Scotland?	
The current Scottish Government believes the flexibility of the 
four-year degree and potential for progression through the 
currently available direct entry routes is a strength of the sector. 
The Government intends that an independent Scotland will 
continue with this and will support any moves to increase 
choices and flexibility for our students.
245. Will	UCAS	continue	to	administer	applications	to	Scottish	
universities	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Scotland’s universities are autonomous institutions and currently 
choose to provide this service through UCAS. Independence will 
not affect universities’ ability to make this choice.
Research	Funding	in	an	Independent	Scotland
246. How	will	research	be	supported	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The excellence of Scottish universities is recognised 
internationally and they are highly successful in winning 
competitive funding grants. Building on their reputation our 
universities will continue to compete for substantial funding  
for their research on the same competitive basis as they do 
currently. 
Our proposals to support research and innovation in Scotland 
are set out in Chapter 3.
247. Will	an	independent	Scotland	set	up	its	own	research	
councils?
There are a number of options for research funding in an 
independent Scotland including establishing a Scottish 
Research Council for the allocation of research monies or as a 
mechanism for directing funding into existing pan-UK research 
councils. We recognise the benefits – for the academic 
community, business and research charities across the UK – of 
maintaining long-term stability in research funding and systems 
that support initiatives of scale and researchers working 
together across boundaries. With independence we will seek  
to maintain a common research area with the rest of the UK 
including existing shared Research Councils. 
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248. Why	would	UK	research	councils	continue	to	fund	research	
in	an	independent	Scotland?
Scotland already contributes to funding of the UK Research 
Councils through the tax base and this Government intends 
that it should continue to contribute as an independent country. 
The excellence of Scottish universities’ research is reflected  
in their success in winning competitive UK Research Council 
grant funding. 
The rest of the UK benefits from Scotland’s high quality 
research and our centres of excellence and shared 
infrastructure are used by researchers from across the UK 
including: five Medical Research Council research centres; five 
Isotope facilities; the All-Waters Combined Current and Wave 
Test Facility; and the Roslin Institute.
Successful research depends on collaboration across 
boundaries, whether disciplinary, institutional or national. 
Research collaboration contributes directly to the 
competitiveness of the Scottish and UK economies through 
knowledge creation and exchange and direct collaboration  
with business, as well as supporting intellectual life and the 
academic aspirations of institutions and researchers.
It is in both Scotland’s and the UK’s interests to minimise any 
barriers to research collaboration and to maintain a common 
research area.
249. How	would	the	research	councils	be	funded?
Scotland already contributes to the funding of the Research 
Councils through the tax base. Following independence, 
Scotland would contribute directly from the Scottish 
Government budget giving us a clearer role in setting the 
strategic objectives of these bodies. With independence, we 
would intend to negotiate with Westminster a fair funding 
formula for Scotland’s contribution based on population share 
but taking reasonable account of the fact that the amount of 
research funding received by Scottish institutions from the 
Research Councils may reflect higher or lower levels of funding. 
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250. Will	independence	weaken	university	research	in	Scotland?
No. We will seek to continue the current common research area 
arrangements and funding through the existing research 
councils. And while the UK will remain an important research 
partner, Scotland can also build on the significant successes 
achieved in working across European boundaries by hosting 
international research centres who are increasingly attracted  
to Scotland by the quality of our research base. The current 
Scottish Government supports the European Commission in its 
ambition for “a reinforced European research area partnership 
for excellence and growth” with researchers, research 
institutions and businesses moving, competing and  
co-operating across borders more intensively. 
Levels of public investment in university research will be 
sufficient to enable our researchers and universities to remain 
internationally competitive with current levels of public 
investment in university research, through the Scottish Funding 
Council and Research Councils, at least maintained as part of 
wider and longer term plans to enhance levels of investment in 
research and development in Scotland from the private sector 
and other sources.
The present Scottish Government also intends to use the 
powers of independence to address one of the biggest threats 
to research in Scotland as a result of the policies of the current 
Westminster Government. We plan to reintroduce the post-
study work visa, which was abolished by Westminster in April 
2012. This visa will encourage more talented people from 
around the world to further their education in Scotland, 
providing income for Scotland’s institutions and contributing  
to a growing economy.
251. How	will	Scottish	research	continue	to	benefit	from	UK	
charities’	research	funding?	
Charities, like businesses, will make decisions to fund research 
in an independent Scotland based upon reputation, excellence 
and value for money – just as they do now. 
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For example, for as long as our universities and NHS research 
base continue to be seen as world leaders in the research and 
treatment of diseases – from cancer to Parkinson’s – then 
Scotland will continue to attract funding accordingly. 
UK charities, such as Cancer Research, provided competitively 
funded research in Scotland of £121 million in 2011/12. Scots 
are also generous contributors to UK charities, both financially 
and by way of fundraising and volunteering activities. 
252. How	will	independence	affect	jobs	of	academics	and	those	
in	related	areas?
The current Scottish Government’s investment in our 
universities has allowed them to attract an increasing number  
of talented researchers and academics from around the world. 
This has contributed to our success and independence would 
put our universities in an even stronger position as it would 
allow Scotland to remove the barriers caused by the current 
Westminster Government’s visa regulations.
253. How	will	postgraduate	study	be	supported	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Education is already fully devolved to the Scottish Parliament. 
The current Scottish Government has demonstrated its 
commitment to supporting postgraduate study and would 
maintain this commitment following independence.
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International	Relations	and	External	Affairs
Our	relationship	with	the	rest	of	the	UK
254. What	will	the	relationship	be	between	an	independent	
Scotland	and	the	rest	of	the	United	Kingdom?
Independence will enable Scotland to create a new and equal 
relationship with the other nations of these Isles. We will be able 
to update our partnership so that it meets the needs of the 
people of Scotland.
Under our proposals, we will keep our close links of family and 
friendship through an ongoing social union and will continue to 
share the Queen as head of state, as 16 Commonwealth 
countries already do, and we will share the pound as our 
currency.
Independence will end the parliamentary union so we will no 
longer send MPs to Westminster. Decisions about Scotland’s 
future and about our economy and society will be taken in 
Scotland. We will be equal partners within the European Union 
and the common defence partnership in NATO. To find out more 
about our important ongoing relationship with England, Wales 
and Northern Ireland, see Chapter 6.
255. Will	independence	mean	that	Scottish	people	require	 
a	passport	to	travel	to	England?	
No. Just as no one from the UK needs a passport to travel to 
Ireland now, there will be free movement across the border 
between Scotland and England. 
The Common Travel Area has existed since the 1920s and 
currently allows freedom of movement for nationals of the UK, 
the Republic of Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel 
Islands. It will be in the interests of all partners for an 
independent Scotland to remain in the Common Travel Area.
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Our	Relationship	with	Europe	
256. How	will	Scotland	become	an	independent	member	 
of	the	European	Union?
Following a vote for independence, the Scottish Government 
will immediately enter into negotiations with Westminster and 
EU member states to ensure that an independent Scotland 
achieves a smooth and timely transition to independent 
membership of the EU. Scotland will negotiate the terms  
of membership of the EU during the period we are still part  
of the UK and, therefore, part of the EU.
There is, within the EU Treaties, a legal framework by which 
Scotland, a country that has been an integral part of the EU  
for 40 years, may make the transition to independent EU 
membership in the period between the referendum and the  
date on which Scotland becomes an independent state. Article 
48 provides a suitable legal route to facilitate the transition 
process, by allowing the EU Treaties to be amended through 
ordinary revision procedure before Scotland becomes 
independent, to enable it to become a member state at the  
point of independence.
There is no Treaty provision that would require Scotland to 
leave the EU on independence. It would also be against the 
self-interest of the EU collectively, and of the Member States 
individually, to seek to deprive Scotland of EU membership 
given that Scotland is an integral and highly valued part of the 
single market. Throughout its history the guiding principle of the 
EU has been enlargement of its membership, not contraction.
257. Why	will	an	independent	Scotland	wish	to	be	part	 
of	Europe?
Scotland has been a constituent part of the EU since the 
accession of the UK in 1973 and benefits greatly from the 
peace, security and economic opportunities provided by 
membership of the European Union. Over these 40 years 
Scotland’s economy and society have become an integral  
and fully integrated part of the EU single market. 
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The best way for Scotland to be represented in the EU is as an 
independent nation, with our own seat at the top table. This will 
allow Scottish Governments to represent Scotland’s interests in 
areas like fisheries, which have not been given sufficient priority 
by Westminster.
Scotland’s citizens enjoy freedom of movement and the right  
to work and study in other member states. The ability to trade 
within a single market of 500 million citizens is of central 
importance to our strategy to stimulate growth by increasing 
international trade. Around 158,000 EU citizens have also 
chosen to live and work or study in Scotland.
The European Union continues to be Scotland’s top overseas 
export destination – the value of exports destined for countries 
within the EU is estimated at £11 billion in 2011.
258. Is	the	proposed	transition	period	between	the	referendum	
and	becoming	independent	in	March	2016	enough	time	for	
Scotland	to	become	a	recognised	independent	member	
state	of	the	European	Union?	
Yes. Scotland already complies with EU laws, people in 
Scotland are already EU citizens and Scotland is already  
a member of the EU.
259. Would	an	independent	Scotland’s	voice	in	Europe	 
be	weaker	or	stronger?
Stronger. Scotland currently has a limited voice in Europe.  
The Scottish Government is permitted to make an input to 
Westminster discussions about EU proposals that impact on 
devolved matters, but Westminster is under no obligation to 
take account of the views of the Scottish Government when 
determining its position at EU-level negotiations.
Independence will give Scotland our own voice in Europe, 
participating at every level in the EU policy process and 
ensuring that Scottish governments are able to promote  
and protect Scotland’s national interests in EU affairs. 
As an independent member state the Scottish Government will 
be able directly to promote our economic and social interests 
and protect our citizens by participating on equal terms with all 
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other member states in EU affairs. Scottish Ministers would 
participate fully in meetings of the Council of the European 
Union and Scotland would have increased representation in  
the European Parliament, thereby increasing Scotland’s voice  
in the two legislative bodies of the EU. 
Where Scotland’s interests coincide with the interests of the  
rest of the UK, together we will form a more powerful voice for 
action. When Scotland has a distinct view, we will have a new 
ability to build alliances and make our case, ensuring that what 
is right for the people of Scotland is heard. 
The current Scottish Government firmly believes the only 
government capable of properly representing Scotland’s 
interests in the EU decision-making process is a government 
elected by, and directly accountable to, the people of Scotland. 
260. Will	Scotland	be	forced	to	join	the	Euro?
No. In order to be considered for membership of the Eurozone, 
countries need to choose to include their currency in the 
Exchange Rate Mechanism II and there are no plans for 
Scotland to do this. No country can be forced to join the Euro 
against its will.
261. When	will	Scotland	begin	negotiations	to	join	the	EU?
Following a vote for independence in the 2014 referendum, the 
Scottish Government will immediately enter into negotiations 
with Westminster and EU member states to ensure that an 
independent Scotland achieves a smooth and timely transition 
to independent membership of the European Union. 
262. How	long	would	the	process	of	EU	membership	take?	
The negotiations to secure the transition to independent EU 
membership will be conducted between the date of the vote  
on 18 September 2014 and 24 March 2016 when Scotland 
becomes an independent state. During this period Scotland  
will remain part of the UK. 
These negotiations will include discussions to determine  
the specific terms, and where necessary any transitional 
arrangements, under which an independent Scotland will  
take its place as a full EU member state.
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Scotland has been a member of the EU for 40 years and 
already complies with its body of law. The 18 month period 
between the referendum and the planned date of formal 
independence provides sufficient time for discussions settling 
an independent Scotland’s terms of EU membership. In the 
current context of devolution the Scottish Government has 
already demonstrated its capacity to transpose and implement 
the provisions of EU legislation.
263. How	does	this	predicted	timescale	compare	to	the	process	
for	previous	accession	states?
Scotland will not be an accession state. We will negotiate 
the transition from being an EU member as part of the UK 
to becoming an independent member of the EU from within 
the EU. The predicted timescale compares well with the 
most similar sets of previous circumstances. For example, 
the transition to EU membership for East Germany during its 
reunification with West Germany took 11 months from the fall  
of the Berlin Wall.
264. Will	Scotland’s	membership	of	the	EU	require	the	
agreement	of	all	member	states?
Yes. The terms of Scotland’s membership will be agreed with 
the EU and the necessary Treaty amendments will be taken 
forward with the agreement of member states.
265. Will	an	independent	Scotland	continue	to	qualify	 
for	a	European	rebate?
The EU budget has been agreed until 2020 and the Scottish 
Government will not seek to re-open budget discussions until 
the next funding cycle, at which point we will be negotiating as a 
full member state. Prior to 2020, the division of the share of the 
UK rebate will be a matter for agreement between the Scottish 
and Westminster Governments and the Scottish Government 
will argue for an equitable share. 
266. What	impact	will	the	Conservative	Party	proposal	to	have	 
a	UK	referendum	on	EU	membership	have?	
It is the view of the current Scottish Government that the only 
real risk to Scotland’s membership of the EU is the referendum 
proposed by the Prime Minister.
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The Scottish Government does not wish Scotland to leave the 
EU and does not support the Prime Minister’s plans to hold an 
in-out referendum on EU membership. 
Following a vote for independence, Scotland will become an 
independent EU member state before the planned in-out 
referendum on the EU in 2017. However, if we do not become 
independent, we risk being taken out of the EU against our will.
Customs
267. Will	independence	have	a	negative	effect	on	trade	between	
Scotland	and	the	rest	of	the	UK	and	Europe?	
No. As part of the EU, Scotland will remain part of the EU single 
market. 
Membership	of	International	Organisations	and	
International	Obligations
268. Would	an	independent	Scotland	become	a	member	 
of	NATO,	the	United	Nations	and	other	international	
organisations?
Following a vote for independence the Scottish Government will 
formally declare Scotland’s intention to become a member of 
NATO following normal procedures. Similarly we will also signal 
our intention to be a member of the United Nations at that time. 
Given that Scotland, as part of the UK, already meets 
membership requirements, we do not expect any barriers to 
Scotland’s timely membership of international organisations. 
269. How	much	would	an	independent	Scotland	contribute	to	
the	budgets	of	international	organisations	such	as	the	
United	Nations?
Scotland’s contribution to the budgets of the United Nations and 
other international organisations would be agreed as part of the 
membership process for each organisation. It is important to 
remember that Scotland already contributes to the budgets of 
these organisations, through our taxes, as part of the UK’s 
contribution. 
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270. How	would	Scotland	afford	international	organisation	
memberships?
Scotland already pays a share of the UK’s membership fees  
for international organisations. Other states of a similar size to – 
and smaller than – Scotland are members of international 
organisations. Our membership costs would be appropriate  
to our size and would be determined by the funding protocol  
for each organisation. 
271. Would	Scotland	have	a	seat	on	the	UN	Security	Council?
An independent Scotland would not expect to have a 
permanent seat on the Security Council. Like other nations, 
Scotland would from time to time be a non-permanent member 
of the UN Security Council according to the existing system of 
election for non-permanent members by the General Assembly. 
The current Scottish Government would intend to support the 
rest of the UK remaining a permanent member of the UN 
Security Council.
272. Will	independence	make	Scotland’s	voice	weaker	 
or	stronger	internationally?
Stronger. Today, Scotland’s Government and Parliament do not 
have an automatic right to speak directly on the international 
stage. The fundamental advantage of independence in foreign 
affairs is the ability always to put Scotland’s interests first. Our 
overseas network of embassies and consulates will be working 
to promote Scotland’s interests, in particular to develop 
opportunities for trade and investment.
273. What	principles	would	an	independent	Scotland	follow	 
in	regard	to	foreign	policy?
The current Scottish Government’s foreign, security and 
defence policies would be grounded in a clear framework of 
promoting sustainable economic growth, participating in rules-
based international co-operation to secure shared interests and 
protecting Scotland’s people and resources.
274. What	international	legal	obligations	that	currently	apply	to	
the	UK	would	an	independent	Scotland	have	to	adhere	to?
As an independent nation Scotland will continue to meet all 
legal obligations that flow from our membership of international 
organisations and treaties.
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275. What	will	the	status	of	the	UN	Convention	on	the	Rights	 
of	the	Child	(UNCRC)	be	in	an	independent	Scotland?	
An independent Scotland will continue as a party to the UNCRC 
and would reflect the Convention’s principles in domestic 
legislation and policy. 
Membership	of	NATO
276. Will	Scotland	be	a	member	of	NATO?
It is the intention of the current Scottish Government that 
Scotland will be a non-nuclear member of NATO. Following a 
vote for independence the Scottish Government will formally 
declare its intention to become a member of NATO. Given 
Scotland’s key strategic position in Europe, we expect Scotland 
to be welcomed as a valued partner.
277. Why	would	NATO	want	Scotland	as	a	member?
Scotland is situated in a position of strategic importance, close 
to the Arctic channels of the High North and with the Atlantic 
Ocean to its west. An independent Scotland will therefore be a 
key partner in NATO’s air and naval policing arrangements for 
northern Europe, and it is in both Scotland’s and NATO’s 
interests for an independent Scotland to work closely with, and 
to be a member of, the alliance.
Comparable non-nuclear nations can and do make significant 
contributions to NATO operations and deploy capabilities that 
are proportionate but effective – for example Denmark has had 
a leading role in the delivery of anti-piracy operations off the 
Horn of Africa and both Norway and Denmark made significant 
contributions of air power to the operation in Libya.
278. Would	Scotland	look	to	participate	fully	in	NATO	activities	
with	the	exception	of	being	a	nuclear	power?	
An independent Scotland will take its NATO membership 
seriously. The present Scottish Government’s policy is that this 
will involve committing resources and contributing to NATO’s 
collective defence activities and humanitarian relief missions. At 
all times, Scotland will work within the UN and NATO charters.
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279. Is	membership	of	NATO	consistent	with	removing	nuclear	
weapons	from	Scotland?
Yes. The Scottish Government’s opposition to the possession of 
nuclear weapons is entirely consistent with the position of most 
NATO member states. Only three NATO members are nuclear-
weapon states and 20 out of the 28 current member states 
neither possess nor host nuclear weapons.
280. Would	membership	of	the	alliance	result	in	NATO	bases	 
or	activity	being	located	in	Scotland?
Scotland will seek to play a constructive role as a member of 
NATO and we intend that Scotland will participate in NATO 
exercises and training operations, as all members of the 
alliance do. There are no NATO bases in Scotland as part  
of the UK, so it is unlikely that there will be in an independent 
Scotland. 
281. Why	would	an	anti-nuclear	Scotland	wish	to	become	 
a	member	of	NATO	as	a	nuclear	alliance?
An independent Scotland working within NATO will be a positive 
contributor to international peace and security. This position 
would be similar to the majority of NATO member countries  
who neither possess nor host nuclear weapons.
NATO’s Strategic Concept states that the alliance is “resolved  
to seek a safer world and to create the conditions for a world 
without nuclear weapons” – an aim that the current Scottish 
Government shares. 
Scotland’s membership of the alliance will bring significant 
benefits for defence and security co-operation within our region, 
and will demonstrate a clear commitment towards working in 
close, responsible and peaceful co-operation with Scotland’s 
neighbours and allies.
282. Will	NATO	members	with	nuclear-armed	vessels	be	allowed	
to	enter	Scottish	waters	or	dock	at	Scottish	ports?
It is our firm position that an independent Scotland should not 
host nuclear weapons and we would only join NATO on that 
basis.
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While the presence of nuclear weapons on a particular vessel is 
never confirmed by any country, we would expect any visiting 
vessel to respect the rules that are laid down by the government 
of an independent Scotland. 
While they are both strong advocates for nuclear disarmament, 
both Norway and Denmark allow NATO vessels to visit their 
ports without confirming or denying whether they carry nuclear 
weapons. We intend that Scotland will adopt a similar approach 
as Denmark and Norway in this respect.
283. Would	Scotland	provide	forces	to	NATO	as	part	 
of	a	collective	defence	(Article	5)	operation?
Yes, subject to our domestic approval arrangements. As  
a NATO member, Scotland will support collective defence 
operations (Article 5 operations), in accordance with the UN 
Charter, where a member of the alliance is the subject of an 
armed attack. 
In order for NATO to invoke Article 5, each member state must 
be in agreement. It is for each member state to decide and 
agree what role they take in any military response. No member 
state is compelled to take part in such operations.
284. Could	NATO	membership	commit	Scotland	to	taking	part	 
in	military	operations	that	it	did	not	agree	with?
No. It is for each member state to decide and agree what role 
they take in any military operation.
285. Will	NATO	membership	make	it	more	difficult	to	secure	 
the	removal	of	Trident?
The removal of Trident nuclear weapons from Scotland will 
require negotiation with Westminster and liaison with NATO. But 
the aim of the current Scottish Government is clear – to secure 
the speediest safe removal of Trident from Scotland and to join 
the 20 (of 28) countries who are members of NATO without 
either possessing or hosting nuclear weapons.
We believe that a non-nuclear independent Scotland operating 
within NATO will be preferable, to the UK, NATO, and our other 
neighbours and allies, to a non-nuclear Scotland outside of the 
alliance.
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286. How	long	will	it	take	to	join	NATO?
Following a vote for independence in 2014, Scotland will notify 
NATO of its intention to become a member of the alliance in 
order to begin negotiations for Scotland’s transition to becoming 
an independent member of the alliance.
It will be for NATO to confirm the detailed arrangements and 
timetable for Scotland’s transition towards membership as an 
independent country. 
287. Have	there	been	discussions	with	NATO	about	Scotland’s	
membership?	
Yes. The Scottish Government has opened contact with NATO 
regarding an independent Scotland’s membership of the 
organisation.
Foreign	Policy	and	Representation
288. How	would	an	independent	Scotland	represent	itself	
internationally	through	embassies	and	consulates?
An independent Scotland’s overseas network will be 
comparable to that of other nations of a similar size. The current 
Scottish Government’s proposed overseas representation for an 
independent Scotland is set out in Chapter 6. A crucial part of 
the role of our overseas offices will be to look for opportunities 
to promote Scottish goods and services directly. The Team 
Scotland approach will be built on and with independence our 
government departments, the private sector and our diplomatic 
missions will work together to promote Scotland.
289. Will	diplomatic	missions	be	shared	between	an	
independent	Scotland	and	the	rest	of	the	UK?
An independent Scotland will be represented overseas by a 
network which works in the national interests of Scotland. The 
current Scottish Government is open to the sharing of services 
and facilities with the rest of the UK or with other countries 
where this is of mutual benefit. Such arrangements already 
exist between the UK and other nations, such as Canada.
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290. Would	an	independent	Scotland	recruit	staff	from	the	
Foreign	and	Commonwealth	Office	to	the	Scottish	foreign	
and	diplomatic	service?
The Scottish Government will ensure that all its services are 
provided by qualified staff, who may have a range of 
backgrounds and experience. Recruitment opportunities may 
arise from existing open recruitment policies and the possibility 
of inward transfers, where that is appropriate.
291. What	size	would	the	foreign	and	diplomatic	service	be	 
in	an	independent	Scotland?
The current Scottish Government estimates the running costs 
of its initial proposed network of 70 to 90 overseas offices at  
£90-120 million. This is expected to be below Scotland’s 
population share of the UK’s total expenditure on overseas 
representation in 2016/17. Scotland would also be entitled  
to a fair share of the value of assets.
292. How	would	an	independent	Scotland’s	diplomatic	interests	
be	represented	in	the	period	before	it	established	its	own	
diplomatic	missions?
The existing Scottish Development International (SDI) network 
of 27 overseas offices provides a firm foundation for 
independent Scottish international representation. Over the past 
five years SDI has increased Scotland’s presence in emerging 
markets in the Middle East and Asia. The current Scottish 
Government proposes that the existing SDI network remains 
following independence, co-locating with the new diplomatic 
and consular services. Where SDI is currently located in a 
country but not in its capital city, a Scottish embassy or political 
mission would be established to supplement and complement 
the work of the trade offices.
293. When	will	an	independent	Scotland	have	its	own	diplomatic	
missions	up	and	running?
The Scottish Government intends that Scotland will have an 
overseas network in place from day one of independence, 
building on our existing overseas offices and an appropriate 
share of existing UK assets.
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294. How	will	I	get	help	abroad	if	I	am	Scottish?	If	I	get	stuck	 
in	Spain,	will	you	rescue	me?
An independent Scotland will establish a network of overseas 
offices which will provide the same range of support and 
assistance to Scots abroad as currently provided by the UK. In 
addition, as EU citizens, Scots will have the right to request 
consular assistance from all other EU member states, including 
the UK.
295. Under	Scottish	Government	proposals	to	allow	dual	
nationality,	would	people	living	in	Scotland	claiming	dual	
Scottish/British	nationality	be	allowed	to	call	on	the	
support	of	British	embassies	and	consulates	abroad?
As EU citizens, Scots would have the right to request consular 
assistance from all other member states, including the UK. If 
travelling on their British passport, people with dual nationality 
would be entitled to call on the support of the British embassy  
or consulate, just as a person with dual Scottish and Irish 
citizenship could choose to travel on their Irish passport and 
request assistance from the Irish embassy or consulate.
International	Development	
296. How	much	will	an	independent	Scotland	spend	on	
international	development?
This is currently decided at Westminster and Scotland 
contributes to this spending through taxation. In an independent 
Scotland it will be decided by governments elected by the 
people of Scotland.
The current Scottish Government is committed to spending 0.7 
per cent Gross National Income (GNI) on Official Development 
Assistance. The current Scottish Government also proposes to 
bring forward legislation to enshrine this as a binding target. 
Over the longer-term, we would work towards spending 1 per 
cent of GNI on aid. 
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297. How	could	an	independent	Scotland	afford	that	level	of	
funding	for	international	development?	Is	this	an	affordable	
commitment?
This is one of the immediate priorities of the current Scottish 
Government for the first budget of an independent Scotland – 
the budget priorities of the current Government, and the 
proposed actions to raise revenue and reduce spending to 
support these priorities, are set out in Part 2 of this document.  
To put it in context, meeting our international aid obligation of  
0.7 per cent of GNI will amount to just 70p out of every £100  
of GNI. As well as the existing £9 million Scottish Government 
aid budget, Scottish taxes currently contribute to the UK 
international aid budget. The Westminster Government has 
committed to meet the target of 0.7 per cent of GNI within this 
financial year.
The 0.7 per cent target is calculated as a percentage of a 
country’s GNI, therefore the size of the country is not relevant 
– the target is to spend an appropriate share of that GNI. As a 
country’s economy becomes richer or poorer, so its contribution 
rises or falls. 
298. What	impact	will	independence	have	on	existing	
Department	for	International	Development	programmes?
The Scottish Government intends to work with the UK’s 
Department for International Development (DFID) to ensure that 
there is a smooth transition phase for programmes on the 
ground in developing countries. There will be continued funding 
support, where appropriate, to those DFID programmes which 
span the independence period to avoid any disruption to those 
programmes and their recipients. International Development is 
just one of the areas where future Scottish and Westminster 
governments can choose to work together to complement each 
other’s activity. Scotland is likely to also be a significant donor to 
multilateral organisations reflecting similar priorities as the UK in 
this area.
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299. How	can	the	Scottish	Government	justify	spending	money	
on	international	development	–	why	aren’t	we	spending	
this	money	at	home?
In 2012, an estimated 6.6 million children under the age of five 
– 18,000 a day – died from mostly preventable diseases. This 
huge preventable loss of life remains an urgent global problem 
which must be taken seriously. 
Scotland is one of the wealthiest nations in the world and one  
of the purposes of independence is to make sure that wealth 
works better for the people who live here. However, we also 
recognise our wider international responsibilities and believe 
that investment in development internationally is the right thing 
to do. 
300. At	the	moment,	the	Scottish	Government’s	international	
development	funding	goes	directly	to	Scottish-based	
organisations	and	not	directly	to	governments.	Will	this	
change	if	Scotland	becomes	independent?
It is the view of the current Scottish Government that funding 
through civil society should remain a dominant feature of future 
Scottish development programmes. 
301. To	which	countries	would	an	independent	Scotland	provide	
international	development	funding?
These would be decisions for governments elected by the 
people of Scotland.
The current Scottish Government would consider this as we 
approach independence, with the Human Development Index 
as a central criterion in that decision-making process. We 
expect a geographically focussed aid policy in line with 
developing best practice and will develop open and objective 
criteria for the selection of partner countries. Ultimately, these 
decisions will be for the government of the day, but we hope to 
secure a degree of consensus regarding the criteria used to 
select partner countries to ensure stable and effective long-term 
partnerships with a small number of countries.
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302. Will	an	independent	Scotland	focus	on	gender	equality	 
as	part	of	international	development?
Women and girls make up the majority of the world’s poor and 
bear a disproportionate share of the burden of poverty and 
responsibility for caring for others. This Government is doing 
everything we can to promote equality in Scotland and we 
would want an independent Scotland’s international policies  
to do the same. 
303. How	will	the	focus	on	gender	equality	work	in	practice?
Gender equality and the empowerment of women are United 
Nations Millennium Development Goals in their own right. They 
are also critical to the delivery of other key development goals 
including in education and health. It would therefore be right for 
an independent Scotland to put gender equality at the heart of 
its development work. 
The present Scottish Government would ensure that policies 
put in place will be in line with international commitments and 
recognised good practice on gender equality. 
304. How	will	Scottish	people	know	that	money	being	spent	
overseas	by	the	Scottish	Government	is	making	an	
impact?
Scottish Governments will report to the Scottish Parliament 
regularly on Scotland’s development impact. 
305. How	will	we	know	that	the	‘Do	No	Harm’	approach	is	being	
implemented?
To provide policy coherence and as an expression of the values 
driving our foreign policy, we propose that Scottish Government 
policies, on all issues, will do no harm to developing countries, 
will not undermine our international development aims and will 
ideally contribute to international development success.
This Government is committed to reporting to the Scottish 
Parliament on a regular basis on Scotland’s development 
impact, including on our commitment to deliver a ‘Do No Harm’ 
approach.
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Defence	and	Security
306. What	opportunities	will	independence	bring	to	Scotland	 
in	terms	of	defence	and	security?
Independence will enable Scotland to:
■ set its own defence and security budget and maintain strong 
conventional defence forces to protect its people, territory, 
seas, airspace and national interests
■ decide, with appropriate democratic oversight and respect 
for international law, the circumstances in which its forces 
are deployed overseas 
■ work closely with its partners – including the rest of the UK 
– to address global issues and contribute to international 
peace-keeping
■ build a security and intelligence agency that is fit for 
purpose in the 21st century and is proportionate to, and 
reflects a full strategic assessment of, Scotland’s needs
■ legislate for, control, and oversee national security 
arrangements in Scotland, ensuring the constitutional rights 
of the Scottish people 
The Scottish Government is committed to working closely with 
our neighbours – especially our partners across the British 
Isles, our trading partners, through bilateral relations with other 
nations and in key international institutions such as the 
European Union, NATO and the United Nations.
307. What	security	risks	would	an	independent	Scotland	face?
Threats that countries face in the modern world tend to be 
international in nature. In common with other countries, an 
independent Scotland will require to work with partners to 
protect itself against international terrorism, cyber-crime and 
cyber-terrorism, threats that come from global instability and 
failed states, and international serious organised crime. 
Scotland will be able to build on the strong relationships we 
already have to promote security at home and abroad.
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308. What	will	Scotland’s	overall	defence	and	security	 
policy	be?
The Scottish Government’s policy is for an independent 
Scotland to have defence and security capabilities that will, 
firstly, secure our territory, seas and airspace, our people and 
our national interests. 
In light of Scotland’s geography and interests, we will also have 
the opportunity to develop niche capabilities to support 
humanitarian operations, search and rescue, and other 
specialist land or maritime functions. These niche capabilities 
will support Scotland’s own defence needs and also contribute 
to international partnerships and wider global efforts to secure 
peace and security. 
The Scottish Government proposes to create Scotland’s own 
domestic security and intelligence machinery sitting alongside 
our police service. This will see Scotland’s national security 
arrangements being legislated for, controlled, and overseen  
in Scotland for the first time.
309. Can	an	independent	Scotland	afford	appropriate	defence	
and	security	capabilities?	
These capabilities can be delivered from our planned annual 
defence and security budget of £2.5 billion. Comparable 
countries in Europe generally spend around 1.5 per cent of 
GDP on defence. In 2011/12, 1.5 per cent of Scotland’s GDP 
was around £2.3 billion. An independent Scotland will have the 
right forces to defend the country properly and secure us 
against any threat we meet, working with our partners and 
allies. 
With independence, Scotland will actually save on defence 
spending. Current UK defence policy – including spending on 
Trident – will cost the Scottish taxpayer £3 billion a year by 
2016/17, although considerably less than this is actually spent 
in Scotland by Westminster.
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310. What	do	you	expect	the	implications	will	be	for	the	rest	 
of	the	UK	in	terms	of	defence	and	security?
It will be in the interests of Scotland and the rest of the UK to 
continue to work closely together to ensure the security of both 
countries. The UK will have a serious security partner in 
Scotland with effective capabilities meeting Scotland’s needs 
and playing its part within NATO.
311. What	defence	and	security	assets	would	an	independent	
Scotland	look	to	inherit	during	independence	negotiations?
Scotland and the rest of the UK will negotiate to ensure the 
proper defence and security of both countries from the date  
of independence. It will be in both countries’ interests that this 
should be the basis of a constructive and enduring partnership 
in the months and years that follow. 
The priority will be for Scotland to secure the land, air and 
maritime capabilities – personnel and assets – that are required 
to protect our territory, people and national interests. This will 
include negotiations on a number of assets that are currently 
based in Scotland, as well as negotiation on capabilities that  
are located elsewhere, such as surface ships, air transport and 
other land, air and maritime equipment and expertise. The 
assets that the Scottish Government proposes an independent 
Scotland’s army, navy, air and special forces will have are set 
out in Chapter 6.
Scotland has invested, as part of the UK, in significant 
intelligence-gathering capabilities and would expect that 
investment to be recognised in the arrangements that will  
be developed. 
Nuclear	weapons	and	disarmament
312. Will	an	independent	Scotland	sign	the	Treaty	on	the	 
Non-proliferation	of	Nuclear	Weapons	(NPT)?
Yes. It is the present Scottish Government’s priority, as a good 
global citizen, to support and promote nuclear disarmament. 
That is the right thing for any responsible government to do.
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We look forward to the opportunity for Scotland to add our 
name to those states that have ratified the Treaty, and to take 
forward our obligations in creating the conditions for a world 
without nuclear weapons.
313. Would	you	sign/ratify	the	NPT	if/while	Trident	nuclear	
weapons	were	still	based	at	Faslane?
Yes. We have made a clear commitment to secure the 
speediest safe withdrawal of Trident from Scotland following 
independence.
Scotland’s ratification of the NPT will not rely on the detailed 
arrangements for the withdrawal of Trident.
314. Would	the	removal	of	Trident	from	Scotland	result	 
in	its	decommissioning?
It is the Scottish Government’s preference to see Trident 
decommissioned, but that will be a matter for the government  
of the rest of the UK.
315. How	long	will	it	take	to	remove	Trident	from	Scotland	and	
who	will	bear	the	cost?
Nuclear weapons have been based in Scotland for almost half  
a century, despite the long-standing majority opposition of the 
people of Scotland. In addition, Scottish taxpayer contributions 
to Trident spending could support many more public sector jobs 
in Scotland than the weapons system currently brings to the 
Clyde, and every year therefore Scotland loses out because  
of the continuance of Trident nuclear weapons.
The detailed process and timetable for removal would be a 
priority for negotiation between the Scottish Government and 
the government of the rest of the UK. However, following a vote 
for independence, we would make early agreement on removal 
of nuclear weapons a priority. This would be with a view to the 
removal of Trident within the first term of the Scottish Parliament 
following independence. 
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Defence	Forces	in	an	Independent	Scotland
316. Will	Scotland	have	its	own	army,	navy	and	air	force?
Yes. Scotland will have its own military forces – army, navy and 
air force. We are committed to an independent Scotland also 
sharing capability with other countries through membership of 
NATO and other defence co-operation agreements.
317. What	size	would	defence	forces	be	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Decisions on the size of the armed forces in an independent 
Scotland will be made by the Parliament and Government of  
an independent Scotland. The current Scottish Government 
believes that armed forces should build to a total of 15,000 
service personnel with a reserve of 5,000 over the first 10 years 
of independence. The details of our proposals are set out in 
Chapter 6.
318. What	tasks	will	Scottish	defence	forces	be	expected	 
to	undertake?
Under the Scottish Government’s proposals, the main tasks for 
Scottish defence forces, working with other parts of government 
and its international partners, will be:
■ securing Scotland’s borders, land, airspace and sea, 
deterring attacks and protecting our citizens and assets 
from threat
■ protecting Scotland’s national interests and economic well 
being, alongside the key values and underlying principles 
that support Scottish society and our way of life. This task 
would include supporting other parts of government when 
necessary, for example in case of natural disasters or other 
national emergencies
■ contributing to the protection and promotion of human 
rights, the rule of law, democratic values, international 
peace and security and Scotland’s national interests as  
a good global citizen
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319. Wouldn’t	an	independent	Scotland’s	defence	forces	be	less	
sophisticated	than	at	present?	
No. Independence will give Scotland the opportunity to develop 
specific defence capabilities that better meet Scotland’s needs 
and circumstances. In some areas that could mean developing 
capabilities that the UK currently does not have, such as 
maritime patrol aircraft. In other instances there are capabilities 
that the UK has now that Scotland would neither need nor want 
– such as nuclear weapons.
320. What	army	will	an	independent	Scotland	have?
The Scottish Government proposes that Scotland will have land 
forces incorporating infantry, light-armoured reconnaissance, 
and marine units, together with an army HQ function and 
supporting engineering, aviation, logistics and medical units.  
A special forces unit will also be established. Over time further 
capacity will be developed which can contribute to international 
operations. Full details are set out in Chapter 6.
321. What	air	force	will	an	independent	Scotland	have?
Under the Scottish Government’s proposals, Scotland will have 
an air force that can monitor and protect Scotland’s airspace 
and provide transport and other support to its other armed 
services. Over time, capabilities will be developed that can 
contribute to international operations in partnership with its 
allies. Full details are set out in Chapter 6.
322. Would	an	independent	Scotland	be	able	to	maintain	
sophisticated	air	defence	capabilities,	as	expected	by	
NATO	partners?
Yes. Other countries of a similar size to Scotland support 
capable fast jets for air defence. For example, all of the Nordic 
countries, plus others countries such as Belgium, maintain fast 
jets for air defence.
Scotland has fully contributed to the development of the UK’s 
air defence capability, which is embedded in wider NATO 
arrangements. Scotland will therefore inherit aspects of this 
resource as part of the post-referendum negotiation process. It 
will continue to be in the interests of the rest of the UK and an 
independent Scotland to work closely together on air defence, 
within NATO. 
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323. Where	will	Scotland’s	air	force	be	based?
Given that the transfer of Typhoons from Leuchars will have 
been largely completed before the referendum, Lossiemouth 
will continue to be a main operating base for fast jet aircraft and 
Scotland’s air policing capability. The Scottish Government will 
negotiate with Westminster to establish the joint facilities it 
would be in the interests of both countries to maintain there.
324. What	navy	will	an	independent	Scotland	have?	
Scotland is a nation with strong interests in its maritime 
environment and will need capabilities to monitor and protect 
our maritime interests. Over time, Scotland will also be able to 
develop additional capabilities that will enable us to contribute 
to international operations in partnership with allies, as other 
small nations do.
We plan that initial capabilities, which we will negotiate from 
within Scotland’s share of defence assets, will include two Type 
23 frigates. We will also seek to secure smaller offshore patrol 
vessels and a number of inshore fast patrol boats. Full details 
are set out in Chapter 6.
This Scottish Government will prioritise the procurement of four 
new frigates, preferably through joint procurement with the rest 
of the UK. Two of these will be ordered in the first parliamentary 
term of independence and when built will bring the number of 
frigates in the Scottish Navy to four (the two new frigates as well 
as the inherited Type 23s). The Scottish Government believes 
that is the appropriate number of frigates in the longer term, and 
will order the further two frigates in time to replace the Type 23s 
when they are retired from service.
325. What	special	forces	will	an	independent	Scotland	have?
An independent Scotland could have special forces able to 
contribute fully to the maintenance of security. We aim to work 
closely with allies to maintain relevant capabilities. Scotland has 
a long tradition of contribution to the UK’s special forces on 
which to build and we can also see from the very capable forces 
developed by other small countries that it is entirely possible for 
countries of Scotland’s size to maintain the special forces that it 
requires. Norway is particularly notable for the high reputation of 
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its special forces. It is our intention to have in place, as a priority 
and from the point of independence, a core special forces unit 
which will be built upon over time.
326. Where	will	Scottish	defence	forces	be	based?
This Government’s intention is that all of the main defence 
bases inherited at the point of independence will be retained  
as they will, following a transitional period, be needed by 
Scotland’s defence forces.
The current Scottish Government will also be open to 
discussion with the Westminster Government about continued 
arrangements for shared basing where that is in the joint 
interests of both countries.
327. What	naval	vessels	will	be	based	at	Faslane	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
We plan that Faslane will be an independent Scotland’s main 
conventional navy base, and will also be home to the HQ for the 
navy and the Joint Forces HQ for all of Scotland’s armed forces.
As a navy base, Faslane will be the main base for Scotland’s 
major naval vessels. This will be an improvement as no major 
surface ships are currently stationed in Scotland. Full details  
of our proposal for Scotland’s naval capabilities are set out in 
Chapter 6.
328. Will	the	armament	depot	at	Coulport	remain?
Our commitment is to securing the earliest safe withdrawal  
of Trident from an independent Scotland. This includes the 
removal of all elements of the current system, including the 
missiles and warheads which are stored for the Vanguard 
submarine fleet at Coulport. 
329. Would	an	independent	Scotland	continue	to	allow	Faslane	
to	host	non-nuclear	armed	Royal	Navy	submarines,	such	
as	the	Astute	and	Trafalgar,	which	are	nuclear-powered?
Our priority for Faslane will be to ensure the speediest and 
safest possible transition to its future as a conventional naval 
base serving the defence needs of an independent Scotland. 
This transition will require detailed discussion with the 
Government of the rest of the UK on a range of issues.
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The Scottish Government strongly favours a conventional 
approach to Scotland’s defence, with Faslane being Scotland’s 
main conventional naval base. We do not see the continued 
basing of the Astute or Trafalgar fleets at Faslane, beyond the 
necessary transition period, to be in Scotland’s interests.
The Westminster Government has signalled its intention to 
locate all of the Royal Navy’s submarine fleet at a single base. 
The current proposal is for this to be HMNB Clyde. In the event 
of independence, it would be for the rest of the UK to decide 
whether to relocate its submarine fleet to the Royal Navy 
submarine base at HMNB Devonport or to another location.
330. What	will	happen	if	the	Westminster	Government	does	not	
allow	for	the	transfer	of	any	of	its	armed	forces	personnel?
The detailed arrangements for the transfer of military posts and 
personnel to Scottish control will be subject to agreement 
between the Scottish and Westminster Governments. The 
Westminster Government has pledged to respect the result of 
the referendum and to work constructively with the Scottish 
Government, in the interests of the people of Scotland and the 
rest of the UK. That will include working constructively in the 
interests of armed forces personnel and their families.
It is in the interests of both Scotland and the rest of the UK that 
the development and transition of both the rest of the UK armed 
forces and the Scottish armed forces happens smoothly.
331. Would	Scots	personnel	currently	serving	in	UK	forces	be	
forced	to	join	the	Scottish	armed	forces?
No. The Scottish Government respects the service of current 
personnel and will take a responsible approach to the transfer 
of personnel to Scottish defence forces.
In the event of a vote for independence, the detailed 
arrangements for the transfer of military posts and personnel to 
Scottish control will be subject to agreement with the rest of the 
UK. In relation to the army, the Scottish Government’s starting 
point in those negotiations will be the transfer of those units 
mainly recruited in Scotland. We also believe that current 
personnel affected by these changes should be given a choice 
on the armed forces in which they wish to serve.
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332. What	about	non-Scots	currently	serving	in	‘Scottish	units’?
We believe that serving personnel should have a choice over 
the armed forces in which they serve.
The Scottish Government greatly respects all of those who 
serve in the armed forces and we demonstrate that commitment 
through the way we work to support armed forces communities 
in Scotland – work recognised as second to none in the UK. 
Just as individuals from many different nationalities serve in UK 
armed forces, so too would this Scottish Government welcome 
current UK service personnel into the future defence forces of 
an independent Scotland.
333. Will	a	Scottish	defence	force	be	attractive	to	both	current	
and	potential	future	personnel?	
Scotland has a fine and longstanding tradition of providing more 
than its proportionate share of personnel to the UK armed 
forces.
Given the uncertainty that Westminster is currently creating for 
its armed forces personnel, it is likely that many may choose the 
new opportunities that Scottish defence forces will bring. 
Indeed, smaller armed forces – with a range of niche 
capabilities such as those that an independent Scotland could 
offer – will provide better career opportunities than those 
available in a larger military that is in a process of contraction. 
That will be enhanced by the commitment that this Scottish 
Government has already made that service personnel should 
not face compulsory redundancy during the term of their service 
contract.
334. What	will	the	terms	and	conditions	of	Scotland’s	armed	
forces	be?
This Scottish Government intends to offer terms and conditions 
at least as good as those offered by the UK currently. In 
addition, the current Scottish Government, unlike Westminster, 
has made the commitment that no service personnel should be 
faced with compulsory redundancy during the term of their 
service contract. 
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335. Will	being	independent	protect	Scottish	defence	jobs?
Currently just 7.5 per cent of UK-based MoD personnel – both 
military and civilian – are based in Scotland, which is less than 
Scotland’s 8.4 per cent share of the UK population. Over the 
first ten years of independence this Scottish Government 
proposes that numbers will rise from around 11,310 regular 
service personnel currently based in Scotland to 15,000.
In recent history, there has been a disproportionate reduction of 
defence jobs in Scotland – for example, the number of military 
and civilian MoD personnel in Scotland has dropped by around 
38 per cent since 2000, compared with a fall of just 24 per cent 
across the UK. 
While the fundamental basis for defence and security policy 
must be defence and security requirements, it is legitimate  
to maximise the economic impact of defence spending. With 
regard to defence procurement, recent figures confirm that,  
for procurement exempt from EU competition laws, Scotland 
benefits by considerably less than its population share. 
Between 2007/08 and 2011/12, Scotland received £3.17 billion 
out of £60 billion of these UK defence contracts. Had Scotland 
benefitted in line with its population share, it would have 
received approximately. £5.04 billion over the period. As a 
result, Scotland received approximately £1.9 billion less than  
its estimated population share.
The Scottish Government expects that the proportion of  
the budget allocated for procurement of single use military 
equipment will be at least equivalent to that currently allocated 
by the Westminster Government (14 per cent in 2012/13).
336. Will	current	MoD	jobs	be	secure	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Yes. The MoD employs 15,340 people in Scotland (around 
11,310 service and 4,020 civilian personnel). However, between 
2000 and 2013 numbers employed by the MoD in Scotland 
have fallen disproportionately – by around 38 per cent, 
compared to just 24 per cent across the UK.
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The MoD is currently failing to meet the commitment it made  
in 2011 to increase the military footprint in Scotland and 
successive Westminster governments have reduced the 
number of defence jobs in Scotland.
An independent Scotland will be better able to prioritise its 
defence capabilities, to secure jobs in Scotland and to ensure 
sustainable and appropriate defence spending levels.
337. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	support	employment	
levels	similar	to	those	currently	available	at	Faslane?
There are currently 6,700 military and civilian personnel at Her 
Majesty’s Naval Base Clyde, Faslane and Coulport. Retaining 
Faslane as a fully operational naval base, with the addition  
of a Joint Forces HQ, will sustain existing military personnel 
numbers at the base. Significant civilian posts will also be 
needed to support these operations and, there will be 
construction work required to reshape Faslane to the needs  
of conventional Scottish defence forces.
338. Will	there	be	Ministry	of	Defence	civilian	job	losses	in	
Scotland	as	a	result	of	Scotland	becoming	independent?
No. The current Scottish Government proposes to work with the 
Westminster Government to preserve continuity of employment 
for all staff either by way of transfer to the Scottish Government 
or through continued employment with the Westminster 
Government. 
The current Scottish Government has a strong record of  
valuing public services in Scotland and is operating a policy  
of no compulsory redundancies within the public sector for 
which it currently has devolved responsibility. The Westminster 
Government has not made any similar commitment within its 
own areas of responsibility.
Between 2000 and 2013 Scotland saw a disproportionate decline 
in the number of MoD civilian staff based here – down from 9,600 
to 4,020. That represents a loss of just under 60 per cent.
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Impact	of	Defence	and	Security	Policies	on	Defence	Industry
339. How	will	defence	policies	be	used	to	help	economic	growth	
in	an	independent	Scotland?
The priority for defence procurement will be to ensure 
Scotland’s security. However, like all countries, Scotland will  
get the best deal on any defence requirements by competing  
for contracts in both domestic and export markets.
Scotland does not currently get value for money in defence 
procurement as part of the UK. For example, for defence  
work awarded within the UK for reasons of national security, 
Westminster Government statistics show that the MoD has 
committed just £3.17 billion to Scotland of a total UK spend of 
£60 billion over the five years to 2011/12 – a shortfall of about 
£1.9 billion on what would have been an appropriate share.
340. Will	Scottish	Governments	in	an	independent	Scotland	 
be	able	to	protect	defence	industry	jobs?
Yes. Following a vote for independence, the Scottish 
Government and its agencies Scottish Enterprise, Highlands 
and Islands Enterprise and Scottish Development International 
will continue to support Scotland’s indigenous defence 
industries in existing, new and emerging markets. 
We plan to make sure we have all of the defence capabilities 
we need. Our policy is for Scotland to work in partnership, build 
the necessary alliances and work with international agencies 
– such as the NATO ‘Smart Defence Initiative’ – which will allow 
Scotland to align our defence requirements with the collective 
needs and priorities of NATO allies.
The Scottish Government expects that the proportion of the 
budget allocated for procurement of single use military 
equipment will be at least equivalent to that currently allocated 
by the Westminster Government (14 per cent in 2012/13).
In addition, many of our defence sector companies are already 
successfully competing in international markets and will continue 
to grow their business in their traditional areas of expertise and 
in developing areas of business. For example, whilst refit and 
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ship repair is still core work for Babcock Rosyth, the company is 
currently enhancing its position within the offshore energy and 
marine services markets, such as the £30 million order that BP 
placed for 70 subsea structures in January 2013. 
The Scotland Institute’s paper on ‘Defence and Security in an 
Independent Scotland’ outlines key areas in which the Scottish 
Government can help the diverse defence industries in Scotland 
to grow, including through investment in R&D, support for our 
niche strengths in high technology areas such as defence 
electronics, and science and innovation funding to maintain  
our global reputation. 
341. Will	Scottish	shipyards	and	other	defence	sectors	have	
Scottish	defence	contracts	to	bid	for?
Yes. If in government in an independent Scotland, we will 
prioritise the procurement of four new frigates, preferably 
through joint procurement with the rest of the UK. Two of these 
will be ordered in the first parliamentary term of independence 
and when built will bring the number of frigates in the Scottish 
Navy to four (the two new frigates as well as the inherited Type 
23s). The Scottish Government believes that is the appropriate 
number of frigates in the longer term, and will order the further 
two frigates in time to replace the Type 23s when they are 
retired from service.
Scotland’s shipyards are amongst the most competitive and 
technologically advanced in the world. The MoD recognised this 
by awarding BAE Systems in Glasgow the £127 million contract 
to work on the initial design for the Type 26.
Defence companies are used to working within changing 
international parameters, and will continue to do so within  
an independent Scotland. The Scottish Government’s plans  
for a transition to independence aim to ensure the minimum  
of disruption, however, while new departments, regulatory 
frameworks and systems are put in place.
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342. What	would	be	the	impact	of	independence	on	existing	
MoD	contracts	awarded	to	Scottish	based	companies?
Independence will not impact on existing contracts, as contracts 
are offered to companies, not countries. Companies have been 
awarded contracts on the basis of their ability to deliver quality 
products within required timescales and budgets. The MoD 
places contracts with companies in Korea – there is no reason 
that it would not do so with companies in Scotland.
343. Could	Scottish	companies	bid	for	MoD	contracts	after	
independence?
Scottish companies will be able to bid for any MoD contracts 
that are put out to competitive tender so UK military orders 
could, and should, still come to Scotland. Scotland’s indigenous 
and global companies have the expertise to win UK and 
worldwide orders. There is also nothing in article 346 that would 
prevent the Westminster Government placing contracts exempt 
from EU Procurement rules in Scotland.
344. What	would	an	independent	Scottish	Government	do	to	
support	Scottish	companies	to	win	contracts	in	export	
markets?
Scottish shipyards have proved time and again that they have 
the skills, expertise and flexibility to build and maintain complex 
warships for the international market. We aim to increase 
Scottish opportunities and jobs through independence. There is 
no reason that Scotland would not attract a healthy order book.
Defence companies are strongly supported in Scotland: 
Scottish Enterprise provides funding for a great number of 
development programmes, and Scottish Development 
International provides targeted product support into new and 
emerging markets. Independence would not change this.
Many partners use manufacturing and design from other 
countries. For example, shipbuilders across Europe often 
receive orders from foreign countries – French companies make 
ships for Russia; a UK company has made frigates for 
Malaysia; Westminster has recently given a contract for MoD 
vessels to a Korean company. This Government’s priority is to 
make sure that any company based in Scotland can compete in 
global defence markets.
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345. How	will	Scotland	develop	its	own	national	security	
regulations?
Defence is among the most regulated of all industrial sectors, 
with security an important element. The Scottish Government is 
committed to working with NATO, the EU and the United States 
on key issues relating to intelligence, technologies and military/
industry relations through a period of transition. We will negotiate 
on behalf of the interests of Scotland’s companies to ensure 
arrangements are in place which support them in winning 
defence contracts.
346. Will	Scottish-based	companies	still	be	able	to	work	on	
secure	defence	contracts	(the	X	List)?
There are many Scottish-owned or based companies that have 
a long track record of working with the MoD on sensitive 
contracts and are already designated as ‘List X’ sites. This 
means that they have the necessary security clearance to hold 
information with a security marking of confidential or above. 
The Scottish Government will negotiate with the Westminster 
Government to ensure that these arrangements continue and 
enable work to continue on contracts vital to the security of the 
Scotland and the rest of the UK.
347. What	other	departments	would	Scotland	require	to	support	
defence	industries?
Scotland’s defence companies spend a great deal on research 
and development (R&D), as would be expected in a country 
known for its innovation and engineering excellence. To support 
this work we intend that the government of an independent 
Scotland will take forward work currently undertaken at a UK 
level to maximise the impact of science and technology for the 
defence and security of Scotland, including independent advice 
on our R&D programmes.
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348. Will	Scotland	replicate	the	three	UK	Security	and	
Intelligence	Agencies	(MI5,	MI6	and	GCHQ)?
No. Scotland will need significant independent security and 
intelligence capacity to ensure its security. Independence offers 
an opportunity to build a new model for such work, that is fit for 
the 21st century and provides a proportionate means of 
ensuring Scotland’s national security. 
On independence, the Scottish Government will set up a single 
security and intelligence agency for Scotland. The purpose of 
the agency will be set out in legislation, and will include the 
requirement to work with partners to ensure Scotland’s national 
security. Setting up the new body will allow us to do things 
differently, unconstrained by historical structures and precedent. 
We do not propose to replicate the current UK security and 
intelligence agencies (the Security Service, or MI5; the Secret 
Intelligence Service, or MI6; and GCHQ), although Scotland will 
continue to work very closely with them to ensure the security of 
Scotland and the rest of the UK.
349. Will	Scotland	be	able	to	protect	itself	against	terrorist	
attacks?
Yes. Scotland will have the ability to protect our citizens as other 
independent countries do. 
The primary responsibility of government is to ensure the 
security of its citizens and to protect them, their property and 
way of life against threats. An independent Scotland will have 
national security arrangements that reflect Scotland’s specific 
needs and values, recognising the risks and threats we face.  
It will be based on a full review of security requirements and  
on a regular assessment of threats. 
350. Would	an	independent	Scotland	present	an	access	route	 
to	the	rest	of	the	UK	for	crime	and	terrorism?
No. Scotland already plays an active part in the UK Counter 
Terrorism Strategy and, given that responsibility for policing and 
justice is already devolved to the Scottish Parliament, extensive 
cross-border co-operation on security is already a reality. The 
effectiveness of these arrangements was seen in the  
co-operation between Scottish police forces, the Security 
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Service and the Metropolitan Police Service after the Glasgow 
Airport bombing. It will be in the mutual interests of Scotland 
and the rest of the UK to ensure that this cross-border  
co-operation continues following independence, supported by 
Police Scotland and a Scottish security and intelligence agency.
Under our proposals, an independent Scotland will remain part 
of the Common Travel Area with the rest of the UK and Ireland. 
As part of this, Scotland will maintain robust visa and 
immigration controls which will contribute to securing the 
external border against serious organised crime and terrorism. 
The arrangements to combat those seeking to exploit 
Scotland’s ports are already delivered by Police Scotland.
351. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	ensure	it	has	the	
capacity	and	technology	required	to	comprehensively	
protect	Scottish	interests	at	home	and	abroad?
An independent Scotland will have security arrangements that 
are proportionate, fit for purpose, and reflect a full strategic 
assessment of Scotland’s needs and the threats Scotland may 
face, in the same way as comparable nations. Scotland will 
have an independent security and intelligence agency which will 
work closely with Police Scotland and with the rest of the UK to 
share intelligence and co-ordinate responses to threats.
352. Will	an	independent	Scotland	benefit	from	shared	
intelligence	from	allies	such	as	the	rest	of	the	UK	or	the	
USA?
It will be in the interests of the rest of UK and other partners to 
work closely with Scotland on security matters, including the 
sharing of intelligence.
Membership	of	Schengen,	the	Common	Travel	Area	and	
Port	Controls
353. Will	an	independent	Scotland	remain	in	the	Common	Travel	
Area	with	the	rest	of	the	UK,	Ireland,	the	Isle	of	Man	and	the	
Channel	Islands?
Yes, that is the intention of the Scottish Government. The 
Common Travel Area has existed since the 1920s and allows 
freedom of movement for nationals of the UK, Ireland, the Isle 
of Man and the Channel Islands. It will be in the interests of all 
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partners for an independent Scotland to remain in the Common 
Travel Area.
354. Will	the	rest	of	the	UK	and	Ireland	want	to	remain	in	the	
Common	Travel	Area	with	Scotland?	
It will be in their overriding interests to do so. Erecting border 
controls with Scotland would be inconvenient for all Common 
Travel Area partners, including Scotland and the rest of the UK, 
and would not be in the interests of any party. Our shared 
history, culture and borders make the Common Travel Area of 
benefit to all of the territories within it.
355. Could	an	independent	Scotland	be	in	the	Common	Travel	
Area	and	have	different	immigration	policies?
Yes. Ireland currently operates a different immigration system  
to the UK and this has not affected the Common Travel Area 
agreement. For example, Ireland grants “green cards”, which 
the UK does not, and the UK has a points based system which 
Ireland does not. Far from hindering the Common Travel Area, 
the UK and Ireland issued a joint statement earlier this year 
committing to the development of a Common Travel Area visa.
356. Would	an	independent	Scotland	be	forced	to	join	the	
Schengen	Agreement?
No. The arguments for Scotland being out of Schengen and 
remaining in the Common Travel Area with the rest of the UK, 
Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands are based on 
valid practical considerations of geography and working 
arrangements that predate the EU and Schengen. 
357. How	would	Common	Travel	Area	policy	be	agreed	with	the	
rest	of	the	UK?
Maintaining the Common Travel Area is in the interests of all 
current members and agreement would be reached as part of 
negotiations with the rest of the UK.
Immigration
358. What	will	independence	mean	for	immigration	in	Scotland?
Independence will enable Scotland to build a fair, robust and 
secure immigration system that meets our own social, economic 
and demographic needs.
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359. What	will	an	independent	Scotland’s	policy	be	on	
immigration?	How	will	it	be	different	from	the	rest	of	the	
UK?
Scotland’s differing demographic and migration needs mean 
that the current UK immigration system has not supported 
Scotland’s migration priorities. The current Westminster 
approach is strongly focused on reducing the overall numbers 
of migrants and introducing number caps for certain categories 
of skilled individuals. 
With independence, each of these decisions would, in future, be 
for Scottish governments, with policy choices taken on the basis 
of Scotland’s needs and priorities. 
For non-EU nationals, independence will enable us to develop 
and operate a controlled, transparent and efficient immigration 
system that best meets Scotland’s needs and supports our 
future growth. The current Scottish Government will take 
forward a points-based approach targeted at particular Scottish 
needs. 
A particular issue for Scotland is the post-study work visa. 
There are more than 45,000 international students from every 
corner of the world studying in Scotland, bringing important 
investment, diversity and welcome expertise to Scotland. The 
current Scottish Government plans to reintroduce the post-study 
work visa. 
We plan also to lower the current financial maintenance 
thresholds and minimum salary levels for entry to better align 
them with Scottish average wages and cost of living. This will 
open up greater opportunities for key skilled individuals from 
overseas who could play important roles in our society and 
economy, filling vital vacancies in individual businesses.
Our detailed proposals on immigration are set out in Chapter 7.
360. I	am	living	in	Scotland	on	a	UK	visa,	what	would	happen	to	
me	at	day	one	of	independence?	Would	I	need	to	get	a	
Scottish	visa	straight	away?
All those legally in Scotland at independence will be able to 
remain in Scotland under the terms of their existing visa or 
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entry. When their visa expires they will be expected to leave 
Scotland (and the rest of the UK) or apply for a new visa or 
extension under Scottish immigration rules.
361. Do	you	know	how	many	immigrants	would	come	to	
Scotland	after	independence	and	how	would	Scotland	
control	this?	Would	there	be	a	cap	on	the	number	of	
migrants	who	can	come	to	Scotland?
We plan that an independent Scotland will introduce a 
controlled immigration system to meet our own economic, social 
and demographic priorities and needs. Each individual who 
wishes to come to Scotland to work, study or live will have to 
meet a set of reasonable and fair requirements to gain entry or 
approval to remain in Scotland. If there are higher than required 
numbers of non-European Economic Area/Swiss migrants 
entering Scotland, then this can be addressed through the 
points-based system using targeted changes, rather than a cap.
362. Is	there	a	danger	that	those	who	have	been	denied	
permission	to	stay	in	the	rest	of	the	UK	because	of	their	
stricter	policies	would	move	to	Scotland?
Under our proposals for independence, Scotland will operate  
its own visa system. Therefore anyone who is subject to 
immigration controls and denied permission to stay in the rest  
of the UK will have to apply for a visa to enter Scotland and 
their application would be assessed under Scottish immigration 
rules. They would have no automatic right to move to Scotland. 
363. Do	immigrants	put	a	strain	on	public	services?
Evidence suggests that migrants overwhelmingly pay their  
way in terms of public services and make a positive financial 
contribution. 
The Scottish Government’s policies are designed to ensure  
an appropriate level of immigration based on economic needs.
364. How	will	an	independent	Scotland’s	policy	on	immigration	
impact	on	the	diversity	of	Scotland	as	a	nation?
Scotland values our diverse ethnic minority communities, the 
contribution they make and the important role they play in 
enriching Scotland socially, culturally and economically. 
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Healthy population growth is essential for Scotland’s economy. 
The main contributor to our population growth is from migrants 
who choose to make Scotland their home. 
365. Will	increased	immigration	break	down	community	
cohesion?
No. Scotland is already a welcoming society that is stronger  
for being a culturally rich and diverse nation and will continue  
to be so.
366. How	will	immigration	rules	at	ports	be	enforced	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Under our proposals, criminal activity at ports of entry to 
Scotland, whether it is related to immigration, customs offences 
or organised crime will be dealt with in a timely and appropriate 
fashion by a Scottish Borders and Migration Service. Due 
process will be followed to detect, investigate and deal with  
all criminal and immigration matters at ports of entry. 
Asylum
367. What	will	independence	mean	for	asylum	policy	in	
Scotland?
As a nation playing a socially responsible role in the world, an 
independent Scotland will continue to provide a place of safety 
for those seeking asylum. Asylum is granted to those fleeing 
persecution or serious harm in their own country and in need  
of international protection. 
Asylum is a separate issue from immigration. The current 
Scottish Government proposes that an independent Scotland 
will put in place an independent asylum agency. It will handle 
asylum applications from the initial submission, throughout the 
assessment process and make the decision on whether to grant 
refugee status to an individual. 
The opportunity of independence will also allow Scotland to 
adopt a new humane approach to asylum seekers and refugees 
in line with our values and commitment to upholding 
internationally recognised human rights. 
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The new powers Scotland will gain at independence around 
equal opportunities, including race equality and  
anti-discrimination will be important in supporting Scotland’s 
ambition to be a progressive, welcoming and inclusive state.
368. What	makes	asylum	seekers	different	from	other	migrants	
that	come	to	Scotland?
Migrants apply for visas to come to Scotland to work, study or  
to join family members here. They make a decision to move to 
Scotland and have to show that they have sufficient resources 
to support themselves and their family while they are here.
Asylum seekers are fleeing persecution or serious harm in their 
own country. They often arrive in the country in which they claim 
asylum by chance and with very little forethought or preparation. 
Scotland will play a responsible role as a good global citizen, 
supporting vulnerable people fleeing persecution.
369. Will	an	independent	Scotland	attract	more	asylum	seekers	
than	the	rest	of	the	UK?
There is no reason why this would be the case. Scotland will 
play a responsible role as a good global citizen, supporting 
vulnerable people fleeing persecution.
There is no empirical evidence to suggest that the reception 
conditions provided for asylum seekers constitute a “pull factor” 
or an incentive to seek protection in a particular country.
370. Will	failed	asylum	seekers	be	detained?
Some people will fail any asylum process and there need to be 
arrangements in place to deal with those people with fairness 
and compassion. There is therefore no need to detain people 
just because their claim has been unsuccessful and they are 
awaiting removal. Detention by default, along with the practice 
of dawn raids, would not form part of the current Scottish 
Government’s proposed approach to asylum.
Failed asylum seekers who represent a danger to the public 
need to be accommodated securely whilst steps are taken to 
remove them, but this should be addressed in other ways. Prison 
will be a legitimate alternative in some, though very few, cases 
– for example where a criminal offence has been committed. 
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371. Will	failed	asylum	seekers	be	forcibly	removed?
Our intention is to encourage voluntary return for failed asylum 
seekers wherever possible. However, we accept that there will 
be a need for some forced removal. Such operations will be 
undertaken in a sensitive and compassionate manner. There 
will be an end to dawn raids and a commitment not to forcibly 
remove vulnerable asylum seekers, such as young children or 
heavily pregnant women.
Citizenship
372. What	will	independence	mean	for	citizenship	in	Scotland?
Our proposal is that on day one of independence, all British 
citizens who live in Scotland and all British citizens born in 
Scotland but residing elsewhere would automatically be 
considered Scottish citizens. Others may be able to apply for 
citizenship following independence through routes such as 
citizenship by descent or by naturalisation.
Under these proposals Scotland would not create a barrier to 
individuals holding Scottish citizenship alongside British or any 
other citizenship. 
373. What	would	being	a	Scottish	citizen	mean	and	how	would	 
I	prove	that	I	am	a	Scottish	citizen?	Would	there	be	a	
registration	process?
As outlined above, all British citizens who are habitually resident 
in Scotland at the date of independence and all British citizens 
born in Scotland but resident elsewhere would automatically be 
considered a Scottish citizen. There would be no registration 
required and there are no plans to have a Scottish ID card.
We intend that the rights and responsibilities which accompany 
Scottish citizenship will be broadly in line with those currently 
aligned with British citizenship. However, there is no written 
record of what rights and responsibilities are associated with 
British citizenship. We would support the inclusion of the rights 
and responsibilities of Scottish citizens in the permanent written 
constitution of an independent Scotland. Those rights and 
responsibilities will reflect the European Convention of Human 
Rights. 
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374. What	different	routes	to	citizenship	will	exist	under	the	
Scottish	Government’s	proposals	and	who	will	qualify	 
for	these?
Current	Status Scottish	Citizenship?
At	the	date	of	independence
British citizen habitually resident  
in Scotland on day one of 
independence
Yes,	automatically a Scottish 
citizen
British citizens born in Scotland but 
living outside of Scotland on day 
one of independence
Yes,	automatically a Scottish 
citizen
After	the	date	of	independence
Child born in Scotland to at least 
one parent who has Scottish 
citizenship or indefinite leave to 
remain at the time of their birth
Yes.	Automatically a Scottish 
citizen
Child born outside Scotland to at 
least one parent who has Scottish 
citizenship
Yes.	Automatically a Scottish 
citizen (the birth must be registered 
in Scotland to take effect)
British national living outside 
Scotland with at least one parent 
who qualifies for Scottish citizenship
Can register as a Scottish citizen 
(will need to provide evidence to 
substantiate)
Citizens of any country, who have a 
parent or grandparent who qualifies 
for Scottish citizenship
Can register as a Scottish citizen 
(will need to provide evidence to 
substantiate)
Migrants in Scotland legally May apply for naturalisation as a 
Scottish citizen (subject to meeting 
good character, residency and any 
other requirements set out under 
Scottish immigration law)
Citizens of any country who have 
spent at least 10 years living in 
Scotland at any time and have an 
ongoing connection with Scotland
May apply for naturalisation as a 
Scottish citizen (subject to meeting 
good character and other 
requirements set out under Scottish 
immigration law)
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375. Must	I	be	a	Scottish	citizen?	Can	I	opt	out	of	Scottish	
citizenship	and	retain	my	British	citizenship?
Our proposals will allow people to opt out of Scottish 
citizenship. However, under international law, when setting 
nationality rules a country has a duty to avoid making people 
stateless. Therefore, those people who would automatically be 
considered a Scottish citizen will only be able to opt out if they 
already hold citizenship of another nation. 
British nationality rules will be a matter for the rest of the UK. 
Should you qualify for British citizenship under the rest of the 
UK’s rules post-independence then you will be able to opt out of 
Scottish citizenship or hold dual citizenship. Information on how 
to opt out will be made available before independence. We aim 
to keep the process simple yet robust.
376. Can	I	have	both	Scottish	and	British	citizenship?
Our proposals for citizenship in an independent Scotland are 
based upon an inclusive model and will include dual citizenship, 
recognising our shared history with the UK. We will not place 
obstacles in the way of individuals holding Scottish citizenship 
alongside British or any other citizenship.
The UK allows dual or multiple citizenship for British citizens. If 
a British citizen acquires citizenship and a passport of another 
country, this does not affect their British citizenship, right to hold 
a British passport or right to live in the UK. It will be for the rest 
of the UK to decide whether it allows dual UK/Scottish 
citizenship, but if Westminster decided that Scottish citizens 
could not also be UK citizens it would be inconsistent with its 
approach to every other country.
377. As	a	Scottish	citizen	could	I	still	visit	or	live	in	the	rest	 
of	the	UK	easily?
Yes. Scottish citizens will be EU citizens and as such would 
have the right to live and work anywhere in the EU, including 
the rest of the UK. 
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378. Would	Scotland’s	rules	be	different	from	British	citizenship	
rules?	
The Scottish Government’s proposed rules on who is 
automatically a Scottish citizen are set out in Chapter 7. They 
will be broadly similar to existing British rules and will be based 
on residence and parentage. 
379. Who	would	qualify	for	citizenship	by	descent?	
Citizenship by descent will be open to those whose parent or 
grandparent was born in Scotland and qualifies, or would have 
qualified if living, for Scottish citizenship.
There will be a registration process for citizenship by descent 
and those who wish to register would have to prove their family 
connection with relevant documentation. Those who 
successfully claim citizenship by descent will have the same 
rights and responsibilities as other Scottish citizens, including 
the right to live and work in Scotland.
Passports
380. What	will	the	rules	be	on	passports	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
We intend that Scottish citizens will be able to apply for a 
Scottish passport from the date of independence. Passport 
eligibility will be aligned with citizenship. If you qualify for 
Scottish citizenship then you will be entitled to carry a Scottish 
passport. Scottish passports will meet the standard 
requirements for EU passports. 
381. When	can	I	get	my	Scottish	passport?
We plan that Scottish citizens will be able to apply for Scottish 
passports from the date of independence. 
382. Who	will	issue	my	Scottish	passport?
The current Scottish Government proposes a shared service 
agreement with HM Passport Office for a transitional period, 
with responsibility transferring to a new Scottish passport 
agency over the course of the first parliament of an independent 
Scotland. 
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383. How	much	would	a	Scottish	passport	cost	and	how	long	
would	it	last?
Fee scales will be published prior to independence. It is the 
current Scottish Government’s intention that passports in a 
newly independent Scotland will cost no more than the 
respective UK passport at that time.
Adult passports will last for 10 years and child passports  
for five years.
384. Who	can	have	a	Scottish	passport?
Under our plans, anyone who is a Scottish citizen will be eligible 
for a Scottish passport.
385. Will	I	need	to	have	a	Scottish	passport?
No. You will require a valid passport if you want to travel outside 
the Common Travel Area (Scotland, the rest of the UK, the 
Republic of Ireland, the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands), 
but we will not impose a requirement for Scottish citizens to 
have a Scottish passport – just as there is no requirement now 
to have a UK passport.
386. What	would	a	Scottish	passport	look	like	and	would	it	be	
valid	for	travel	around	the	world?
Scottish passports will comply with EU standards for passports. 
They will look much the same as current UK passports in 
colour, size, and layout but will be identified as a Scottish 
passport on the front cover. Scottish passports will be 
recognised worldwide. 
387. I	still	have	a	number	of	years	left	of	my	UK	passport,	can	 
I	keep	it?	Would	I	be	able	to	renew	my	UK	passport?
The Scottish Government plans to recognise valid UK passports 
until they expire. As set out above, the Scottish Government 
intends to allow dual nationality and would not place any 
obstacles in the way of individuals holding a Scottish passport 
alongside a UK passport.
Entitlement to UK passports will be a matter for the rest of  
the UK. 
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Borders
388. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	protect	its	borders	from	
terrorist	threats?
The present Scottish Government plans that an independent 
Scotland will have a Scottish Borders and Migration Service 
which will be responsible for border control at airports and ports. 
Our overseas work through the consulate network, such as 
issuing visas, will help ensure that only those entitled to enter 
Scotland can do so.
As is currently the case, individuals known to be a threat to 
Scotland will not be allowed to enter the country. They will either 
be stopped at the point of application, or on attempting to enter 
the country. In certain cases the involvement of the police will 
be necessary, and there will be a key role for the Border 
Policing Command of Police Scotland in cases of criminality  
or persons wanted for criminal offences.
The Scottish Government will work with international partners  
to ensure that those deemed a threat to the security of Scotland 
are deported following proper investigation and processes. This 
will be consistent with relevant human rights legislation. 
As a member of the EU, Scotland will uphold data and 
information sharing arrangements in place to contribute to, and 
benefit from, terrorism prevention processes such as watch lists 
of persons of interest.
389. Will	Scotland	have	security	posts	at	the	land	border	with	
England?
No. Erecting border controls with Scotland would be 
inconvenient for all Common Travel Area partners, including 
Scotland and the rest of the UK, and will not be in the interests 
of any party. Our shared history, culture and borders make the 
Common Travel Area of benefit to all of the territories within it.
As is the case with Ireland in the Common Travel Area currently, 
Scotland will work with the rest of the UK to establish joint 
processes to manage the Common Travel Area.
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390. How	will	Scotland	police	its	international	border	controls	 
at	ports	and	airports?	
Following independence, the Scottish Government’s proposed 
Scottish Borders and Migration Service will have responsibility 
for ensuring that visas are issued appropriately and that only 
those with a right to enter Scotland can do so. In cases 
involving criminality there will also be a key role for the Border 
Policing Command of Police Scotland.
Law	and	Order
391. What	benefits	will	independence	bring	for	law	and	order	 
in	Scotland?
Scotland already has its own distinct legal system. Our justice 
system and institutions have a long and proud history. 
Scotland’s justice agencies have demonstrated the benefits of 
having decisions taken in Scotland relevant to circumstances 
here.
However, powers over some key justice matters are held  
by Westminster, including decisions over drug classification, 
firearms, gambling and road traffic offences. The Westminster 
also controls how much of the income collected from criminals 
in Scotland, through fines and proceeds of crime legislation,  
can be retained to invest in Scottish communities.
Decisions about currently reserved issues like welfare, 
employment and public services also have a significant impact 
on the factors that lead people towards crime and make our 
communities vulnerable to criminals.
With independence, Scotland will have the full range of powers 
to tackle crime and the causes of crime in a more joined-up 
way, to make our communities safer.
392. Will	existing	UK	laws	passed	by	Westminster	still	apply	
after	independence?
Yes. Following independence, existing laws, whether passed by 
Westminster or the Scottish Parliament, will continue to apply 
until they are amended by the independent Scottish Parliament. 
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393. Will	the	independence	of	Scotland’s	judges	and	
prosecutors	be	protected	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. The roles, functions and independence of Scotland’s 
judges and prosecutors will be safeguarded following 
independence. As at present, Scottish Ministers and the 
Scottish Parliament will have no powers to intervene in 
independent judicial decisions. Prosecution decisions will 
continue to be taken by the Lord Advocate.
394. Does	Scotland	have	the	necessary	skills	and	facilities	 
to	ensure	law	and	order	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. Scotland has its own legal profession, judiciary, police, 
prosecutors and other trained justice staff working in our courts, 
prisons and local criminal justice services. 
Crime in Scotland is at a 39 year low and violent crime has 
almost halved since 2006/07. There are fewer victims of crime 
and more people feel that their communities are safer places to 
live. The effectiveness of Scotland’s justice system demonstrates 
the benefits of decisions being taken in Scotland.
Crime	and	Policing
395. Will	the	police	still	operate	in	the	same	way	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Yes. Scotland already has its own police service, Police 
Scotland, which is supervised by the Scottish Police Authority. 
Scotland’s police service safeguards strong local policing in our 
communities and ensures that specialist national expertise and 
equipment – like firearms units or major investigation teams – 
are available whenever and wherever they are needed.
Scotland has over 1,000 additional police officers in our 
communities compared with 2006/07 and crime clear-up rates 
by the police are at their highest level for 35 years.
396. On	independence,	what	will	happen	to	UK	police	forces	
that	currently	operate	in	Scotland?	
Following independence, the functions of UK forces currently 
operating in Scotland – the British Transport Police, Ministry  
of Defence Police and Civil Nuclear Constabulary – will come 
under Scottish control.
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The Scottish Government is already seeking agreement with 
Westminster to integrate the functions of the British Transport 
Police into Police Scotland. The Scottish Government intends 
that, with independence, the functions of the Civil Nuclear 
Constabulary in Scotland will also be integrated into Police 
Scotland. 
Just as now, policing functions in relation to defence interests 
will be required in an independent Scotland and posts will be 
needed to undertake those functions. An independent Scottish 
government will be able to determine the most effective and 
efficient way of managing those functions. 
397. Will	the	police	in	Scotland	still	work	with	forces	in	England,	
Wales	and	Northern	Ireland	after	independence?
Yes. There are existing well-established arrangements to 
ensure effective cross-border co-operation between Police 
Scotland and forces in the rest of the UK. It will be in the shared 
interests of Scotland and the rest of the UK to ensure that these 
practical arrangements continue following independence.
398. Will	I	still	call	‘999’	for	emergency	services?
Yes. 999 will remain the number to call for police, fire, 
ambulance and coastguard services in an independent 
Scotland.
Scotland also has its own national police non-emergency phone 
number – 101. People can call 101 to get advice about crime 
prevention or to report a crime that doesn’t need an emergency 
response.
399. How	will	Scotland’s	police	and	prosecutors	deal	with	
serious	and	organised	crime?
Scotland’s Serious and Organised Crime Taskforce ensures 
that relevant agencies work together to tackle serious and 
organised criminals in our communities.
The new Scottish Crime Campus at Gartcosh will provide 
purpose-built, specialist accommodation for 1,100 staff from the 
police and other agencies to work together even more closely to 
protect Scotland from the threat of serious and organised crime. 
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400. What	relationship	will	an	independent	Scotland	have	with	
the	UK’s	new	National	Crime	Agency?
There are existing well-established arrangements to ensure 
effective co-operation between Scotland’s Serious and 
Organised Crime Taskforce and the National Crime Agency.  
It will be in the interests of all agencies involved in combatting 
serious and organised crime to continue this practical  
co-operation following independence. 
Fire	and	Rescue	Services
401. Will	fire	and	rescue	services	still	operate	in	the	same	way	
in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. Scotland already has its own Scottish Fire and Rescue 
Service. The unified service safeguards strong local fire and 
rescue services in our communities and ensures specialist 
national expertise and equipment are available whenever  
and wherever they are needed.
EU	and	International	Co-operation
402. How	will	independence	improve	Scotland’s	justice	
agencies’	work	with	their	counterparts	in	the	EU	and	
internationally?
Scotland’s police and prosecutors already work effectively with 
their counterparts in other European countries and through EU 
bodies, such as Europol.
The Scottish Government opposes Westminster’s plans to 
opt-out of EU agreements that put at risk access to the 
European Arrest Warrant and other practical cross-border 
measures for Scottish justice agencies.
Following independence, Scotland will no longer have to rely  
on representation on international bodies via Westminster. As 
an independent EU member state, Scotland will have its own 
voice in the development of EU justice and home affairs policy 
and legislation. 
403. Will	Scotland	be	able	to	extradite	cross-border	criminals	 
to	face	justice?
Yes. The Scottish Government intends to maintain current 
arrangements for extradition to ensure that criminals can be 
pursued and brought to justice across international borders.
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404. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	deal	with	cross-border	
crimes	like	human	trafficking?
Scotland’s devolved justice agencies already work effectively 
with their counterparts in other countries to tackle human 
trafficking and other cross-border crimes.
An independent Scotland will have its own voice and will be 
able to participate positively and directly in EU and wider 
international co-operative arrangements that protect our 
security and help tackle cross-border crime.
Courts	and	Tribunals
405. What	impact	will	independence	have	on	Scotland’s	courts?
The civil and criminal courts in Scotland will continue to operate 
after independence.
Following recommendations from the Lord President, Scotland’s 
most senior judge, the Scottish Government is already taking 
forward a programme of reforms to modernise and improve 
Scotland’s courts to ensure that they are fit for the 21st century.
406. What	will	happen	to	Scottish	cases	currently	referred	 
to	the	UK	Supreme	Court?
Arrangements will be made to finalise Scottish cases already 
referred to the UK Supreme Court. The highest courts in an 
independent Scotland will be the Inner House of the Court of 
Session and the High Court of Justiciary (sitting as Court of 
Criminal Appeal), which will be known jointly as the Supreme 
Court of Scotland.
The UK Supreme Court will no longer have jurisdiction in 
Scotland. The European Court of Justice in Luxembourg and 
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg will continue  
to have the same jurisdiction in Scotland.
407. Will	independence	mean	Scotland	needs	new	courts	 
or	new	judges?
No. Independence will not result in a need for Scotland to add 
to its existing courts and judiciary. As at present, following 
independence the total number of judges will be agreed through 
dialogue between Scottish Ministers and the Lord President, 
Scotland’s most senior judge.
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408. How	will	tribunals	change	following	independence?
Scotland has its own Scottish Tribunals Service and tribunal 
judiciary responsible for tribunals on devolved matters, such as 
mental health. The Scottish Government intends that following 
independence, tribunals for reserved matters, such as welfare 
benefits and employment, will become part of the tribunal 
structure in Scotland.
409. What	will	happen	to	the	income	from	criminal	justice	fines?
The majority of income from fines applied in Scotland is 
currently transferred to Westminster under UK Treasury rules.
In an independent Scotland, this fine income will be retained  
by the Scottish Government and has the potential to deliver 
additional net income of more than £7 million per year to 
Scotland.
410. What	will	happen	to	the	money	recovered	from	criminals	
through	proceeds	of	crime	legislation	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Westminster currently places a cap of £30 million per year on 
the amount of money recovered from criminals that can be 
retained by the Scottish Government and used to reinvest in 
communities in Scotland. Westminster has refused requests  
to remove that cap.
In an independent Scotland there will be no cap. This means 
that all money recovered from criminals will be available to be 
reinvested in communities across Scotland. 
Prisons
411. What	impact	will	independence	have	on	prisons	and	
prisoners?
Scotland already has its own Prison Service and prison officers. 
As at present, criminals sentenced to prison by a Scottish court 
will be sent to a Scottish prison.
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412. Will	prisoner	transfers	continue	between	prisons	in	
Scotland	and	England,	Wales	and	Northern	Ireland?
Yes. There are existing arrangements in place for prisoner 
transfers between Scotland and the rest of the UK to enable 
prisoners to maintain family contact during their sentence. The 
Scottish Government plans to maintain these arrangements on 
independence. Arrangements for international prisoner transfers 
will also continue on the same basis as now.
Justice	Workforce
413. How	will	police,	fire	and	prison	officer	pay	be	set	 
in	an	independent	Scotland?
Westminster has decided to end collective bargaining for police 
pay and conditions in England and Wales. The current Scottish 
Government rejects this approach, and has introduced 
legislation to establish a Scottish Police Negotiating Body, 
ensuring that decisions about police pay and conditions are 
taken here in Scotland.
With independence, decisions on the pay and terms and 
conditions of prison officers and firefighters will be taken in 
Scotland, building on the strong record of partnership working 
with staff bodies. 
414. Will	police,	fire	and	prison	officer	pensions	still	be	paid?
Yes. The Scottish Government paper Pensions in an 
Independent Scotland  made clear that in an independent 
Scotland all public service pension rights and entitlements 
which have been accrued for fully or executively devolved or 
reserved schemes will be fully protected and accessible. There 
will be no difference to how much people pay for their pensions 
or the level of benefits they receive as a result of the move to 
independence.
Independence will make it possible for a future Scottish 
government to consider positively the pension terms of all 
“uniformed” services, including the age at which they should  
be able to access their occupational pension.
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Road	Traffic	Law
415. How	will	the	approach	to	drink	driving	limits	change	 
in	an	independent	Scotland?
The Scotland Act 2012 provided the Scottish Parliament with 
limited powers to introduce a distinct drink driving limit and a 
Scottish Government consultation confirmed strong public 
support in Scotland for a lower limit. The Scottish Government 
will bring forward legislation to lower the drink driving limit once 
technical changes to drink drive testing devices have been 
made. 
Independence will allow all decisions on drink driving policy  
to be taken in Scotland. 
416. What	other	benefits	can	independence	deliver	for	road	
traffic	law?
Independence will give Scotland full control over road traffic 
criminal law, and the ability to develop policies to reduce the 
number of deaths and injuries on Scotland’s roads. This will 
include opportunities to empower our police to conduct random 
breath tests of drivers, create different drink drive limits for 
different types of driver, and to consider whether existing UK 
law on dangerous driving, careless driving and speeding offers 
a sufficient deterrent to drivers who put at risk other road users 
and pedestrians.
417. How	will	people	driving	across	the	border	know	what	
different	traffic	laws	apply?
It is the responsibility of every driver to know the rules and laws 
of the roads on which they are driving.
Drugs
418. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	deal	with	illegal	drug	
use?
Policy on drug misuse is already devolved to the Scottish 
Government. Scotland’s drug strategy, The Road to Recovery, 
has led the way in tackling drug problems and has received 
international acclaim for its positive focus on care, treatment 
and recovery. Drug taking in the general population is falling 
and drug taking among young people is at the lowest level in  
a decade.
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With independence, responsibility for legislation on the 
classification of illegal drugs will also become the responsibility 
of the Scottish Parliament.
Gambling
419. What	will	the	approach	to	gambling	be	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
With independence, responsibility for the regulation of gambling 
will transfer to the Scottish Parliament. An independent 
Scotland will have the powers to introduce additional measures 
to tackle problem gambling, through more effective regulation of 
the industry, in contrast to Westminster’s approach of greater 
deregulation. 
Firearms
420. How	will	access	to	firearms	be	controlled	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The Scotland Act 2012 provided the Scottish Parliament with 
limited additional powers to introduce licensing for airguns. 
Work is underway by the Scottish Government to introduce  
a licensing regime for airguns in Scotland. However, 
Westminster has refused requests to devolve powers fully to 
allow decisions on the licensing and control of firearms to be 
taken in Scotland.
Independence will give Scotland full powers to control firearms 
in Scotland. Firearms legislation and licensing in an independent 
Scotland will be simplified, made easier for the public to 
understand and for the authorities to enforce.
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Energy
Scotland’s	Offshore	Oil	and	Gas
421. How	extensive	are	Scotland’s	oil	and	gas	reserves?	
Up to 24 billion barrels of oil and gas reserves remain under  
the North Sea. Recent research by Professor Alex Kemp of the 
University of Aberdeen has suggested that around 98.8 per cent 
of North Sea oil production and around 60 per cent of gas 
production in the 30 years from 2011 will come from Scotland’s 
geographical share of the current UK Continental Shelf.
422. Is	it	Scotland’s	oil	and	gas?
The vast majority of oil and gas in the UK comes from the 
Scottish Continental Shelf and will be in Scotland after 
independence. Analysis by academics at Aberdeen University 
tells us that in excess of 90 per cent of the oil and gas revenues 
are from fields in Scottish waters (based on well-established 
principles of international law). Full details of the current 
Scottish Government’s position are set out in Chapter 8.
423. How	valuable	are	the	expected	tax	revenues	from	our	oil	
and	gas	production?
The latest Government Expenditure and Revenue Scotland 
report estimates that oil and gas production in the Scottish 
portion of the UK continental shelf generated £10.6 billion in tax 
revenues during 2011/12. This is equal to 94 per cent of the 
UK’s total tax revenues from oil and gas production. Production 
in Scottish waters could generate approximately £48 billion in 
tax revenue between 2012/13 and 2017/18 based on industry 
estimates of production and an average cash price of 
approximately 113 dollars per barrel.
Oil and gas production is expected to rise to two million boe 
(barrels of oil equivalent) per day towards the end of the decade 
as a result of the current record levels of capital investment. 
This will see the industry continue to make a substantial 
contribution to tax revenues for decades to come.
424. Are	oil	companies	still	investing	in	the	North	Sea?	
North Sea operators have £100 billion of capital investment 
within their current business plans. 
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425. What	about	the	impacts	of	global	recession?	
The market for oil and gas is not immune to global recessionary 
factors. Between 2008/09 and 2009/10, for example, North Sea 
tax revenues fell from £12.9 billion to £6.5 billion. However, 
despite this fall, Scotland continued to have a smaller fiscal 
deficit, as a share of GDP, than the UK as a whole. Even in 
years when oil revenues fell to as low as £1 billion, Scotland  
still generated more tax revenue per head than the average for 
the UK.
426. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	maximise	the	benefits	 
of	our	oil	and	gas	reserves?
Careful management of Scotland’s oil and gas reserves will be 
a key priority for an independent Scotland. Unlike successive 
Westminster governments, the Scottish Government recognises 
that an independent Scotland should provide industry with the 
necessary fiscal and regulatory stability and predictability for it 
to innovate and thrive in a globally competitive environment. We 
will consider how the existing fiscal regime can be enhanced to 
maximise oil and gas recovery, and to encourage development 
in the most technically challenging oil and gas fields. 
427. Will	an	independent	Scotland	establish	an	oil	fund	to	
safeguard	the	benefits	of	our	oil	and	gas	production?
Yes, that is the intention of the current Scottish Government. 
Since the 1970s, approximately £300 billion in tax receipts (in 
today’s prices) has gone directly to the Westminster Exchequer, 
with none of it being saved for the future. We cannot repeat this 
mistake in the future. 
The Scottish Government proposes that an independent 
Scotland will establish a Scottish Energy Fund which will be 
both a stabilisation fund and long-term investment fund into 
which a portion of tax revenues will be invested when fiscal 
conditions allow. Stabilisation funds and sovereign wealth funds 
are common among oil and gas producing countries, with the 
UK being a notable exception. To find out more about our 
proposals for a Scottish Energy Fund, see Chapter 8.
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Norway provides a good example of how a country can 
effectively manage its oil and gas revenues. It established its oil 
fund in 1990, although the first net investment was modest and 
was not made until 1996. The fund is now the largest sovereign 
wealth fund in the world, worth around £470 billion. It currently 
owns, on average, 2.5 per cent of every listed company in 
Europe, and 1.2 per cent of the world’s listed companies. These 
investments have achieved average annual returns of 5.9 per 
cent over the last five years.
428. Is	continued	oil	and	gas	production	consistent	with	
Scotland’s	commitments	on	climate	change?
Yes. In Scotland, we will need a mixed energy portfolio, 
including hydrocarbons, to provide secure and affordable heat 
and electricity for decades to come. Scotland has a target of 
delivering the equivalent of 100 per cent of electricity demand 
and 11 per cent of non-electrical heat demand from renewables 
by 2020. As we increase our use of renewable energy sources, 
we also have a duty to minimise carbon emissions in line with 
our world-leading climate change targets. 
429. Will	the	recommendations	from	the	Wood	Review	be	taken	
forward	in	an	independent	Scotland?
The Scottish Government welcomes the interim report produced 
by Sir Ian Wood in his review, Maximisation of Recovery in the 
UKCS. The report estimates that the prize from increased and 
effective collaboration could be an additional three to four billion 
barrels of oil equivalent over 20 years, which could be worth  
£200 billion. By addressing the challenges facing the industry 
and harnessing the opportunities, enormous benefits can be 
reaped by the industry and in tax revenues. This was 
recognised by the Scottish Government in our Oil and Gas 
Strategy published in May 2012, and in our paper Maximising 
the return from Oil and Gas in an Independent Scotland 
published in July 2013.
We particularly welcome the proposal to create a new regulator. 
This will provide the necessary skills, knowledge and authority 
to ensure that we maximise the potential of the wealth of 
resources remaining. The Expert Commission appointed by the 
Scottish Government will consider Sir Ian’s recommendations 
as part of its work and will report in spring 2014. 
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Decommissioning
430. How	will	the	decommissioning	costs	of	oil	and	gas	
platforms	and	other	infrastructure	in	the	North	Sea	 
be	met	in	an	independent	Scotland?	
Providing a stable environment for companies to plan 
decommissioning is critical to delivering a dynamic and forward-
looking offshore oil and gas industry. At present, North Sea 
operators are able to claim tax relief against the cost of 
decommissioning offshore facilities at the point when the 
decommissioning occurs. 
The Scottish Government plans that decommissioning tax relief 
in an independent Scotland will be provided in the manner and  
at the rate currently provided through the current North Sea fiscal 
regime. This will provide long-term certainty for the industry. 
Successive Westminster governments have accrued  
£300 billion in tax receipts (in today’s prices) from North Sea oil 
and gas production. This Scottish Government intends that an 
independent Scotland will seek a commensurate contribution to 
the cost of decommissioning relief from the rest of the UK. This 
will be the subject of negotiation between the two governments, 
but the outcome of the negotiations will have no impact on the 
value of relief received by operators.
Alternative	Fuels
431. Will	an	independent	Scotland	pursue	alternative	fuel	
sources	and	supply,	such	as	‘fracking’	and	shale	gas	
exploration?
The development of unconventional hydrocarbon resources  
is at an early stage in Scotland. Decisions on alternative fuel 
sources, or the appropriate energy mix, will be for future 
Scottish governments. 
Proposals would be considered through the normal planning 
process and the appropriate regulatory regimes, including 
SEPA’s updated guidance on the regulation of shale gas and 
coalbed methane published in December 2012. 
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Scottish Ministers have also recently announced a 
strengthening of Scottish Planning Policy in regard to 
unconventional gas.
432. Will	there	be	nuclear	power	generation	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The current Scottish Government is opposed to the building of 
any new nuclear power stations in Scotland and will phase out 
existing stations in Scotland over time. 
Offshore	Health	and	Safety
433. What	will	the	offshore	health	and	safety	regime	be	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The offshore health and safety issues relating to the UK 
Continental Shelf are currently the responsibility of the UK 
Health and Safety Executive. This Scottish Government plans 
that a comparable new body will be established to perform this 
function in an independent Scotland. This body will maintain 
world-leading offshore health and safety standards as currently 
administered.
Oil	and	Gas	Emissions
434. Will	an	independent	Scotland	be	able	to	meet	statutory	
climate	change	targets?
This Government recognises that, as an independent nation, 
Scotland will take responsibility for emissions from the offshore 
oil and gas sector within its waters. This will require primary 
legislation to allow the present climate change targets to reflect 
these additional emissions. 
435. Will	carbon	capture	and	storage	be	developed	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Decisions on carbon capture and storage (CCS) will be for 
future governments in an independent Scotland. However,  
it is the current Scottish Government’s view that, alongside a 
substantial further growth in renewable energy, it is likely there 
will be a need to maintain and build new power stations run on 
traditional fossil fuels. The scheduled closure of existing power 
plants, and the construction of a minimum of 2.5 GW of new or 
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replacement efficient fossil fuel electricity generation plants 
progressively fitted with CCS, will satisfy security of supply 
concerns and, together with renewable energy, deliver large 
amounts of electricity exports.
Our aim is for thermal generation in the future to be decarbonised 
over time through increased application of carbon capture and 
storage. Carbon capture and storage has the potential to 
substantially reduce emissions from fossil fuel power stations and 
will be a vital element of a decarbonised power sector.
Energy	Market	
436. Will	there	continue	to	be	a	single	GB	market	for	energy	 
and	gas?
Achieving security of supply for Scottish consumers will be the 
central priority for this Government in an independent Scotland. 
Provided this is not jeopardised, Scotland will continue to 
participate in the GB-wide market for electricity and gas, 
reflecting the integrated transmission networks between 
Scotland and the rest of the UK.
It will be in the interests of both countries for there to be an 
integrated market across Scotland and the rest of the UK. 
Scotland’s transmission network is deeply interconnected with 
the rest of Great Britain, and Scotland will continue to export its 
energy to the rest of the UK. Retaining the GB energy market 
after independence brings the benefits of energy security to 
customers and businesses north and south of the border. 
A single transmission operator, National Grid, can continue to 
balance supply and demand throughout Scotland and the rest 
of the UK.
This Government proposes that an independent Scotland will 
seek a new energy partnership with Westminster to steer 
energy policy jointly and to ensure proper governance of the 
integrated market.
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Energy	Prices	for	Consumers
437. What	effect	will	independence	have	on	energy	prices?
The powers of independence will allow energy policy to be 
designed to protect the interests of consumers and make sure 
people are treated transparently and fairly. Appropriate 
information on energy tariffs will help customers decide which 
company to go with, and help make prices competitive. 
Different parties will put forward proposals on energy prices and 
other issues and it will be for the people of Scotland to decide 
the approach they want in future elections. The current Scottish 
Government proposes the transfer of responsibility for the 
Energy Company Obligation and the Warm Homes Discount 
from energy companies to the Scottish Government, meeting 
the costs from central government budgets. By passing on 
these cost reductions to their consumers, energy companies 
would reduce customer bills by around five per cent or 
approximately £70 per year. 
The current Scottish Government will task the combined 
economic regulator with ensuring an open and competitive 
energy market, which protects the interests of Scottish 
consumers while ensuring a fair return on investment for energy 
companies. The energy arm of the Scottish Regulator could, in 
principle, be based at the Scottish offices of Ofgem. 
438. Will	independence	help	to	address	fuel	poverty?	
Yes. The current UK regulatory model has done little to increase 
households’ ability to access low cost ‘dual fuel’ tariffs, where 
gas and electricity are provided by the same supplier. Around 
nine per cent of households in Scotland are without mains gas 
and 43 per cent of these households live in fuel poverty.
Under the limited powers currently available to it, the current 
Scottish Government is doing everything possible to meet the 
statutory target to eradicate fuel poverty as far as is reasonably 
practicable by 2016. With independence, and if in power 
following the 2016 election, we will transfer responsibility for the 
Energy Company Obligation and the Warm Homes Discount 
from energy companies to the Scottish Government, meeting 
the costs from central government budgets. By passing on 
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these cost reductions to their consumers, energy companies 
would be required to reduce bills by around five per cent or 
approximately £70 per year. 
We are also committed to retaining the statutory target. Our 
approach is that, following independence, there should be a 
commitment to continue the overall levels of funding available  
to tackle fuel poverty – currently at least £200 million a year. 
Low	Carbon	Energy
439. Will	an	independent	Scotland	maintain	current	levels	 
of	support	for	renewable	energy?
The current Scottish Government’s policy is that it should. 
Spare generating capacity throughout the UK is now at its 
lowest level for a generation and Ofgem forecasts it will  
contract even further. Without Scottish renewable energy 
supplies, there would already be a shortage in capacity. 
Retention of the single GB-wide energy market will bring 
benefits of energy security to customers and businesses both 
north and south of the border. While detailed discussions 
between all parties will be necessary, we believe that it is in the 
interests of all that the central aspects of support for low carbon 
generation, as established and planned under Electricity Market 
Reform, should remain.
An integrated and single energy market involves customers 
throughout GB paying on an equitable basis for a wide range of 
benefits, including stable prices, security of supply and access 
to renewable generation. Scottish renewable production is 
among the most cost-effective in the UK and offers clear 
advantages to the rest of the UK in meeting its EU obligations, 
as is reflected by National Grid’s decision to invest to upgrade 
transmission connections between Scotland and England.
440. What	will	the	transmission	charging	regime	be	in	an	
independent	Scotland?	
Through the Scottish regulator, an independent Scotland would 
seek improvements to the transmission charging methodology. 
The Scottish Government has long argued for an approach to 
transmission charging which delivers a level playing field for 
Scottish renewable and thermal generators, and which supports 
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development in areas of the highest renewables resource and 
on Scotland’s islands. In addition to enhancing Scotland’s 
security of supply, a fairer charging regime will support the 
growth of renewable generation, recognising that such capacity 
needs to be developed where the resource is located.
In an independent Scotland, this Government will seek to 
ensure that future charging regimes take our energy resources 
and security fully into account in a way which meets the needs 
of our island regions and connections.
441. The	Energy	Bill	is	currently	making	its	way	through	the	UK	
Parliament.	Will	an	independent	Scotland	continue	with	
this	regime?
The current Scottish Government proposes that Scotland 
should continue to participate in an integrated market for 
electricity, under the terms of the Energy Bill – provided that 
Scottish security of supply is safeguarded.
However, as a substantial supplier to the rest of the UK, an 
independent Scotland will require a far greater degree of 
oversight of the market arrangements. Hence, the specifics of  
a continued GB-wide market will require detailed discussion 
between all parties. Through the planned Energy Partnership 
with Westminster, this Scottish Government will ensure that 
Scottish interests are protected.
442. How	will	independence	impact	on	Scotland’s	targets	for	
decarbonised	electricity	generation	in	Scotland?
These targets will remain in place on independence, and 
independence will give Scotland the full range of powers  
to develop renewable energy.
The current Scottish Government has set a target for the 
equivalent of 100 per cent of electricity demand to be met by 
renewables by 2020, and a 2030 electricity decarbonisation 
target to achieve a carbon intensity of 50g CO2/kWh of 
electricity generation in Scotland. 
Good progress is being made towards this, with renewable 
generation in Scotland hitting a record high of 36.3 per cent of 
gross consumption in 2011, well above our 31 per cent interim 
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target for that year. Provisional figures for 2012 show a further 
increase to almost 39 per cent of gross consumption. Our 2030 
electricity decarbonisation target could actually be hit a little 
earlier, perhaps closer to 2027. 
443. How	will	the	EU’s	renewable	energy	targets	be	apportioned	
when	Scotland	becomes	an	independent	member	state?	
It will be for the EU to determine how the targets are split, but 
Scotland has a target of delivering the equivalent of 100 per 
cent of electricity demand and 11 per cent of non-electrical heat 
demand from renewables by 2020 – significantly more 
ambitious than the EU target. 
The current Scottish Government has also committed to working 
with Westminster to ensure that the rest of the UK also meets its 
target obligations at the least cost. That will involve deploying 
Scottish renewable energy into the GB grid. Indeed the EU 
Renewable Energy Directive highlights the value of ‘co-operation 
mechanisms’ between member states.
444. Will	the	Renewable	Heat	Incentive	(RHI)	operate	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The current Scottish Government intends to continue operating 
the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) following independence. 
The RHI was introduced by Westminster in 2011 to incentivise 
the use of heat produced from renewable non-fossil fuel 
sources, such as wood fuel or heat pumps. 
The RHI is key to an independent Scotland meeting the Scottish 
target of 11 per cent of heat demand from renewables by 2020, 
and will play a significant role in decarbonising the heat sector 
by 2050, with significant progress being made by 2030. The 
Scottish Government has developed a range of supporting 
actions to increase deployment of renewable heat technologies 
in Scotland. 
445. Will	the	Green	Deal	continue	in	an	independent	Scotland?	
The current Scottish Government proposes that schemes that 
are in place immediately before independence, such as this, will 
be inherited by an independent Scotland. 
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Environment	and	Climate	Change
446. What	priority	will	be	given	to	protecting	the	environment	 
in	an	independent	Scotland?
Scotland’s natural environment is important in many ways – 
from supporting the economy to helping to improve our health. 
World-leading climate change legislation passed by the Scottish 
Parliament in 2009 shows that, when we have the powers, we 
take a more progressive approach to the protection of the 
environment. Scotland has had a bigger cumulative fall in 
emissions (29.6 per cent) than any of the EU-15 since 1990; 
higher than the average emissions reduction across the EU-27, 
and the highest of the nations in the UK. 
With experience of addressing global concerns like climate 
change, restoring natural habitats, and managing fragile marine 
areas, we have an important contribution to make 
internationally. The current Scottish Government is committed 
to ensuring that an independent Scotland will deliver on its 
European and international obligations, while continuing to  
build on its reputation for positive leadership, for example by 
supporting inclusion of protection of the environment in the 
proposed written constitution. 
447. Who	will	pay	for	the	cost	of	decommissioning	civil	nuclear	
sites	in	an	independent	Scotland?
This Government’s policy is that in an independent Scotland the 
decommissioning costs of Scotland’s three non-operational 
sites (Dounreay, Hunterston A and Chapelcross) will continue  
to be met from the public purse. The costs of decommissioning 
Scotland’s other two operational sites (Hunterston B and 
Torness) will be met by the private operators of those sites.
Following independence, the precise division of assets and 
liabilities will be subject to detailed negotiation between the 
Scottish and Westminster Governments, working together 
constructively in the best interests of the people of Scotland  
and the rest of the United Kingdom, as set out in the Edinburgh 
Agreement. 
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448. How	will	an	independent	Scotland	manage	its	nuclear	
waste?
An independent Scotland will ensure that the nuclear legacy 
inherited from the UK is managed safely and effectively. This 
Scottish Government is committed to achieving that through a 
robust regulatory regime and effective long-term management 
of the decommissioning sites.
Met	Office	
449. What	will	happen	to	Met	Office	services	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The Met Office is Scotland’s weather forecasting service. 
Scotland benefits from these weather and climate services, 
which improve the resilience and effectiveness of public 
services and communities, helping to save lives, protect 
property and support the national economy. The Scottish 
Government will seek agreement with Westminster to maintain 
the provision of these services on independence. The Scottish 
Government will make an appropriate financial contribution for 
the use of these services.
Agriculture,	Food	and	Rural	Communities
450. What	will	happen	to	the	Crown	Estate	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The Crown Estate is currently administered by a UK body, the 
Crown Estate Commissioners, and the revenues flow to the UK 
Treasury. In an independent Scotland, the current Scottish 
Government plans that the assets of the Crown Estate better 
support local economic development and provide wider 
community benefit in Scotland. The current Scottish 
Government proposes to review the management of the Crown 
Estate and will consult on arrangements to enhance local 
control of assets including greater autonomy for the islands and 
ownership of the foreshore and local harbours. We plan to 
introduce community benefit associated with Scotland’s offshore 
renewable resource. This will deliver a direct benefit for 
communities across Scotland of at least half of the seabed 
leasing revenues and more in the islands.
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451. How	will	independence	affect	the	support	that	Scottish	
farmers	receive	under	Europe’s	Common	Agriculture	
Policy	(CAP)?
As part of the UK, Scotland’s farmers receive the third lowest 
direct payment per hectare in the European Union. Independent 
member states have benefitted from the European Union’s 
principle that no member state should receive less than the 
minimum EU average payment rate of €196 per hectare. Had 
Scotland been an independent member state when the latest 
CAP round was agreed, this principle would have meant gaining 
an additional €1 billion of support between 2014 and 2020. 
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The following table shows how Scotland compares with EU 
member states before and after the recent CAP negotiations.
Table 1: Annual CAP Pillar 1 – Direct Payments per hectare – existing 
legislation and allocation for 2019.
Member	State	
Direct	Payments	 
(Existing	Legislation)	
Per	Hectare
2019	Direct	Payments
Per	Hectare
Malta €696 €640
Netherlands €457 €403
Belgium €435 €386
Italy €404 €363
Greece €384 €350
Cyprus €372 €338
Denmark €363 €332
Slovenia €325 €302
Germany €319 €298
France €296 €281
Luxembourg €275 €269
Ireland €271 €261
Austria €262 €253
Hungary €260 €251
Czech Republic €257 €249
Spain €229 €233
Finland €237 €230
Sweden €235 €229
Bulgaria €233 €228
United Kingdom €229 €225
Poland €215 €216
Slovakia €206 €210
Portugal €194 €205
Estonia €117 €196
Latvia €95 €196
Lithuania €144 €196
Romania €183 €196
Scotland €130 €128
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452. How	will	independence	affect	support	for	rural	
development	that	businesses	and	communities	receive	
through	the	CAP?
As part of the UK, Scotland currently receives the lowest level 
of rural development funding in Europe. This is because the 
Westminster Government does not prioritise this support in its 
negotiations with Europe. 
With independence, Scotland will be able to negotiate for fairer 
allocations for rural development – similar to that achieved by 
many other member states. For example, despite Ireland having 
around 25 per cent of the agricultural land of the UK, it has 
successfully managed to negotiate an allocation of almost  
€2 billion for rural development – almost 85 per cent of the total 
allocation for the UK. Finland offers another example, having 
negotiated a €600 million uplift. This demonstrates what 
sovereign countries, similar in size to Scotland, can achieve 
within EU negotiations when they are able to reflect their own 
needs and priorities. 
Independence will ensure that Scotland enters into the next set 
of CAP negotiations on an even footing with the rest of the 
members of the EU.
The following table shows how Scotland compares with EU 
member states on rural development (CAP Pillar 2) payments 
before and after the recent CAP negotiations.
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Table 2: Annual CAP Pillar 2 payments for 2007/2013 and for 2014/2020
Member	State
Average	2007/13	Rural	 
Development	Funding	 
Per	Hectare	of	Utilised	 
Agricultural	Area	Per	 
Annum
Average	2014/20	Rural	
Development	Funding	 
Per	Hectare	of	Utilised	 
Agricultural	Area	Per	 
Annum
Malta € 969 € 1,236
Croatia  € 249
Slovenia € 271 € 248
Austria € 182 € 178
Cyprus € 205 € 165
Greece € 151 € 163
Portugal € 160 € 160
Finland € 134 € 148
Slovakia € 148 € 141
Italy € 100 € 116
Luxembourg € 103 € 109
Estonia € 109 € 109
Poland € 131 € 107
Hungary € 103 € 92
Czech Republic € 116 € 88
Lithuania € 91 € 83
Sweden € 91 € 81
Romania € 82 € 81
Latvia € 83 € 77
EU 27/28 Average € 76 € 76
Germany € 78 € 70
Ireland € 78 € 69
Bulgaria € 75 € 66
Belgium € 51 € 58
Spain € 48 € 49
France € 37 € 48
Netherlands € 45 € 46
Denmark € 31 € 34
United Kingdom € 20 € 21
Scotland € 11 € 12
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453. What	will	happen	to	CAP	payments	to	farmers	in	an	
independent	Scotland?	
With independence, farmers and crofters will continue to 
receive CAP payments – the budget is already set until 2020. 
But, crucially, with independence we will also have a direct 
voice in the negotiations on the post-2020 Common Agricultural 
Policy.
454. Will	the	transition	to	independence	disrupt	CAP	payments	
to	farmers?
No. The administration of payments for the CAP is already 
conducted by the Scottish Government. As the European 
Commission pays CAP payments in arrears, the Scottish 
Government plans that an independent Scotland will underwrite 
payments to farmers, as Westminster does today, ensuring a 
smooth transition for Scottish farmers. 
455. How	will	an	independent	Scotland’s	interests	be	prioritised	
at	the	Council	of	Ministers	for	Agriculture	and	Fisheries?
Independence will give Scotland its own voice in Europe, 
participating at every level in the EU policy process and 
ensuring the Scottish Government is able to promote and 
protect Scotland’s national interests in EU affairs. Fishing and 
agriculture are important sectors of the Scottish economy and 
will be priority areas for negotiation in the EU.
456. How	will	Scotland’s	fishing	quotas	be	determined	following	
independence?
Following a vote for independence, the Scottish Government 
will enter into negotiations with the rest of the UK and with the 
EU institutions to fully define our fishing rights and other key 
issues. At present, Scotland’s fishing opportunities are provided 
for in a concordat among the UK nations, which gives Scotland 
a share of UK quotas. It will be in the interests of both Scotland 
and the rest of the UK to agree an appropriate and fair set of 
final allocations so that the normal fishing practices of each 
nation can continue unaffected.
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457. Will	the	management	of	Scotland’s	quotas	be	any	different	
in	an	independent	Scotland?
Independence will stop Scottish-held quotas being permanently 
transferred out of Scotland to other parts of the UK. This is 
because EU rules do not allow permanent transfers of this 
nature from one member state to another. An independent 
Scotland will therefore be able to retain its quotas for the benefit 
of its own fishermen. 
458. Will	Scottish	fishing	fleets	still	be	able	to	declare	their	
catch	in	England?	
Yes. Fishing vessels often land their catch in different countries 
and independence will make no difference to this.
459. Will	vessels	from	other	EU	Member	States,	including	the	
rest	of	the	UK,	still	be	able	to	fish	in	Scottish	waters	and	
vice	versa?
Beyond 12 nautical miles, the EU’s Common Fisheries Policy 
provides any member state’s vessels with access to all member 
states’ waters. However they can only fish in waters where they 
have fishing opportunities. 
Within 12 nautical miles, we would expect to agree with other 
member states that vessels from other member states 
(including the rest of the UK) with historic fishing rights should 
be able to continue fishing in Scottish waters, and vice versa. 
460. How	will	independence	affect	Scotland’s	relationship	with	
the	European	Common	Fisheries	Policy	(CFP)?
As an independent member state, Scotland will be negotiating 
as one of the foremost and most respected fishing nations in 
Europe. This status will give Scotland the opportunity to take a 
leadership role in driving reforms to the CFP and in negotiating 
annual fishing opportunities within the framework of the CFP. 
The government of an independent Scotland will be able to 
negotiate unequivocally for Scottish priorities without having to 
dilute these in order to suit wider UK objectives. 
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461. What	impact	will	independence	have	on	the	ability	of	
Scottish	food	and	drink	producers	to	sell	their	produce	 
to	a	UK	market?
The same opportunities will exist before and after 
independence. Consumers elsewhere in the UK will continue to 
be attracted by the world-class quality of Scottish produce. By 
sharing Sterling with the rest of the UK, trade will continue to be 
underpinned by a common currency. Scotland’s status as an 
independent member of the European Union will ensure free 
movement of goods, people and services and avoid any 
barriers to trade with the rest of the UK or European markets.
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Culture	and	Broadcasting
462. What	will	happen	to	the	BBC	following	independence?	
The current Scottish Government proposes that BBC Scotland 
will become the foundation for the establishment of a publicly-
funded, public service broadcaster – the Scottish Broadcasting 
Service (SBS). The existing BBC charter expires on  
31 December 2016, and the SBS will begin broadcasting  
on TV, radio and online on 1 January 2017.
The SBS would replace the BBC in Scotland in joint ventures, 
including those related to Freeview and Freesat. The SBS 
would also take on the BBC’s role in the operation of relevant 
digital terrestrial television multiplexes in Scotland.
The SBS would also inherit a proportionate share of the BBC’s 
commercial ventures, including BBC Worldwide Ltd, and their 
associated ongoing profits.
463. Would	the	Scottish	Broadcasting	Service	work	with	the	
BBC?
In addition to its own TV, radio, and online services, the SBS 
would seek to co-operate, co-produce and co-commission with 
the remaining BBC network where appropriate. Currently, BBC 
Scotland delivers a range of programming for the BBC network: 
the BBC aims for 8.6 per cent of its eligible original 
programming to come from BBC Scotland. We propose that the 
SBS enter into a new formal relationship with the BBC as a joint 
venture, where the SBS would continue to supply the BBC 
network with the same level of original programming, in return 
for ongoing access to BBC services in Scotland. 
The new joint venture relationship with the BBC would allow the 
SBS to continue to have the right to opt out of BBC 1 and BBC 2, 
as BBC Scotland can currently. The maintenance of access to 
the BBC will ensure that the people of Scotland will still have 
access to current programming such as EastEnders, Doctor 
Who, and Strictly Come Dancing, and to channels like CBeebies.
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464. Will	I	still	get	access	to	BBC	channels	following	
independence?
Yes. Under our proposals, a joint venture agreement between 
the SBS and the BBC would see all current BBC services 
available in Scotland continue, in addition to the TV, radio and 
online services provided by the SBS.
If it became clear in future that Westminster did not share our 
commitment to publicly-funded public service broadcasting, the 
Scottish Government would establish a contractual arrangement 
with BBC Worldwide Ltd to secure continued availability of BBC 
services in Scotland. 
BBC channels that are available in the UK currently are also 
already available through different live transmission agreements 
in the Republic of Ireland, the Netherlands, and Switzerland.
465. Can	Scotland	afford	a	quality	publicly-financed	public	
service	broadcaster	after	independence?	Would	
advertising	be	necessary	as	in	Ireland?
£320 million is raised annually in Scotland from licence fees 
alone, but, following the implementation of the BBC’s ‘Delivering 
Quality First’ initiative, the level of spend by the BBC in Scotland 
could be as low as £175 million in 2016/17. As a comparison 
the total annual cost of Ireland’s RTÉ is around £286 million.
In addition to the £320 million raised in licence fees in Scotland, 
around £12 million per year is made available by the Scottish 
Government for Gaelic broadcasting, and the Scottish 
proportionate share of profits of ongoing BBC commercial 
ventures is around £13 million to £19 million – approximately 
£345 million per year in total.
On this basis, SBS would be in a position to provide a  
high-quality publicly-funded public service broadcaster  
within the resources available, without seeking revenue  
from advertising. 
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466. Would	the	TV	licence	fee	have	to	rise	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
No. The existing licence fee would be inherited on 
independence and is sufficient to allow a high-quality SBS 
service on TV, radio and online. 
In future, the funding of the SBS will be determined by the 
government of an independent Scotland in negotiation with  
the broadcaster.
467. What	would	happen	to	STV	in	an	independent	Scotland?
STV’s licence has been extended to 2025, and the current 
Scottish Government has been clear that existing licences will 
be honoured at the point of independence. Viewers in the south 
of Scotland will continue to be served by ITV’s Borders 
franchise, but as part of the conditions of the renewal of that 
licence, ITV will now be obliged to transmit different 
programming to the south of Scotland and the north of England 
so that viewers in the south of Scotland have the same access 
to news and current affairs coverage about Scotland as the rest 
of Scotland. 
These arrangements will ensure that Scottish audiences can 
continue to access programming such as Coronation Street  
and X-Factor.
468. What	would	happen	to	Channel	4	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
At the point of independence, it is expected that Channel 4’s 
licence will have been extended to the end of 2024, and the 
established licence will be honoured. The current Scottish 
Government proposes to establish ownership arrangements of 
this public corporation which ensure that a Scottish population 
share of Channel 4 network original productions, by hours and 
by value, comes from Scotland.
469. What	would	happen	to	Channel	5	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
By the time Scotland becomes independent in March 2016, 
Channel 5’s licence will have been extended to 2025. The 
Scottish Government intends that following independence  
the existing licence will be honoured.
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470. What	would	happen	to	BSkyB	and	other	private	sector	
cable	and	satellite	broadcasters	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Our intention is that existing licences will be honoured until 
expiry. Because of the nature of satellite technology, 
broadcasting over that platform will remain identical in Scotland 
to that in the rest of the UK, just as is the case today across the 
UK and Ireland. 
471. What	would	happen	to	Gaelic	broadcasting	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The Scottish Government is committed to the continuation  
of the BBC Alba channel and Radio nan Gáidheal, under the 
auspices of the Scottish Broadcasting Service.
472. What	would	happen	to	radio	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Our intention is that existing licences for radio stations would  
be honoured until expiry.
473. Would	the	Scottish	Broadcasting	Service	participate	in	
charity	fundraising	drives	such	as	Comic	Relief	and	
Children	in	Need?
Yes. The SBS will seek to co-operate with the BBC and the 
relevant charities to continue to involve the people of Scotland 
in these, and similar, established telethons.
474. Would	the	Scottish	Broadcasting	Service	join	the	European	
Broadcasting	Union	(EBU)?
Yes. The SBS would seek membership of the EBU and would 
be an active and constructive partner in the organisation. As 
part of this participation, we would envisage the SBS engaging 
with some of the EBU competitions, including Scottish entries  
in the Eurovision Song Contest.
475. What	will	happen	to	cultural	items	related	to	Scotland	and	
held	in	UK	national	collections	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Scotland currently owns a share of all UK national collections. 
The national museums and galleries in both London and 
Scotland all hold items from different parts of the UK and 
collections assembled from across the world. They have long-
established arrangements for loans, exchanges and 
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partnerships, which will be able to continue when Scotland 
becomes independent.
476. What	will	happen	to	Historic	Scotland	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The Scottish Government intends that, following independence, 
Historic Scotland, or its successor body, will continue to provide 
the skills, services and visitor operations that it does at present. 
The merger between Historic Scotland and the Royal 
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 
Scotland is intended to ensure the sustainability of the functions 
of both organisations.
477. Will	the	historic	environment	be	managed	differently	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Management of the historic environment is already within the 
control of the Scottish Parliament. 
478. What	will	happen	to	World	Heritage	Sites	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
World Heritage Sites are recognised by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) as 
places of internationally significant cultural or natural heritage. 
There are currently five World Heritage Sites in Scotland – the 
Antonine Wall, Heart of Neolithic Orkney, New Lanark, the Old 
and New Towns of Edinburgh, and St Kilda, with a nomination 
for the Forth Bridge currently being developed. Their status will 
not change as a result of independence.
Future Scottish governments will continue to be able to 
nominate Scottish sites for world heritage status in an 
independent Scotland, and Historic Scotland, or its successor 
body, will continue to monitor the management of existing sites.
479. Will	tax	incentives	for	cultural	donations	continue	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
The tax system in place immediately before independence will 
be inherited at that time. After that, decisions on the tax system 
and all specific taxes – including tax rates, allowances and 
credits – will be made by the parliament and government of an 
independent Scotland. 
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480. What	will	happen	to	grants	awarded	under	the	Department	
of	Culture,	Media	and	Sport’s	Listed	Places	of	Worship	
Scheme	in	an	independent	Scotland?
The Listed Places of Worship Scheme, which is administered 
by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport, provides grants 
in respect of VAT costs incurred for eligible repairs, 
maintenance and alterations to places of worship across the 
UK. The current Scottish Government proposes that a similar 
scheme should operate in an independent Scotland, and will 
consider extending the scheme to benefit the repair and 
maintenance of all listed buildings.
481. Will	an	independent	Scotland	honour	existing	international	
treaties,	agreements	and	conventions	around	culture	and	
heritage?
Yes. The Scottish Government is committed to ensuring that, as 
an independent nation, Scotland will continue to meet all legal 
obligations that flow from its membership of international 
organisations and that it will continue with treaty rights and 
obligations. Where the UK has not signed or ratified 
international treaties, there will be opportunities to explore 
whether an independent Scotland would ratify these. The 
current Scottish Government is in favour, for example, of 
ratifying the UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of 
Intangible Cultural Heritage, as Scotland’s songs, dance and 
stories are as important as our castles, palaces and 
monuments.
482. What	role	will	culture	and	heritage	play	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Culture and heritage will continue to be valued in and of itself as 
the heart, soul and essence of a flourishing Scotland, as well as 
for the wider social and economic benefits that it brings to 
individuals, communities and the nation. 
An independent Scotland will continue to nurture and promote 
our culture and heritage sector, so that it can inspire and enrich 
lives both here and internationally. 
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483. Will	we	have	the	power	to	reduce	VAT	on	repair	and	
maintenance	work	to	dwellings	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Independence will enable the Scottish Parliament to explore a 
reduction in VAT on repairs and maintenance work to homes as 
part of wider taxation priorities.
Powers over VAT, currently exercised by the Westminster 
Government, will transfer to the Scottish Parliament as a result 
of independence. The tax system in place immediately before 
independence will be inherited at that time. Thereafter decisions 
on the tax system and all specific taxes – including tax rates, 
allowances and credits for VAT and other taxes – will be made 
by the parliament and government of an independent Scotland. 
484. Will	we	need	to	give	up	specific	Scottish	cultural	and	
heritage	archival	documents	or	acquire	them	from	the	UK	
National	Archives?	
Archives across the world hold all sorts of material relating to 
other countries. Cross-UK advisory bodies on archives – such 
as the National Archives – have in practice only a limited role in 
Scottish terms.
National	Lottery	
485. Will	the	National	Lottery	continue	to	operate	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
Yes, that is the current Scottish Government’s intention. People 
will still be able to play National Lottery games, and the 
infrastructure enabling them to do so will remain in place. 
Scotland will continue to receive a fair share of ticket sales to 
support good causes. Following independence, all decisions 
about the allocation of Scotland’s share of funds will be taken in 
Scotland, ensuring that money raised from lottery ticket sales is 
used to respond to the needs of Scotland’s local communities.
486. Will	I	still	be	able	to	play	the	National	Lottery?
Yes. This Government proposes that people will still be able to 
play National Lottery games, and the infrastructure enabling 
them to do so will remain in place. 
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487. Who	will	operate	the	National	Lottery	in	Scotland?
At present, the licence to run the National Lottery is held by 
Camelot Group plc, and is in place until 2023. The Scottish 
Government does not intend to change this arrangement.
488. Will	there	be	a	Scottish	Lottery?	If	so	how	will	it	operate?
There are no current plans to establish a distinct Scottish 
Lottery. Any decisions to do so will be the responsibility of a 
future Scottish government, and will be subject to the usual 
processes of consultation and consideration. Future Scottish 
governments would have the powers to establish a Scottish 
Lottery if there was a demand for it or in support of specific 
events.
489. In	an	independent	Scotland,	what	arrangements	will	be	 
in	place	to	distribute	funds	to	Scottish	good	causes?
The present Scottish Government’s approach would be to 
ensure that Scotland receives its fair share of lottery funding 
and to ensure that all decisions about how good cause funds 
are distributed and allocated will be taken in Scotland. 
490. Will	being	independent	enable	the	same	amount	of	money	
to	be	generated	for	good	causes?
There is no reason to anticipate that this would differ because  
of independence. The level of available funds depends on a 
number of factors, including the number of ticket sales and the 
price of those tickets. 
However, there are currently no rules in place guaranteeing 
Scotland any fixed proportion of National Lottery funds and  
the lottery operator does not publish information on ticket sales 
in Scotland. Independence would mean that future Scottish 
governments will be in a position to work with the lottery 
operator to ensure Scotland continues to receive a fair share  
of funding.
491. What	will	happen	to	the	Big	Lottery	Fund	in	Scotland?
The Big Lottery Fund is the largest distributor of Lottery good 
cause money in Scotland and we propose that it will continue 
this role after independence. 
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492. How will Lottery funding for heritage be distributed? 
The Scottish Government’s proposal is to build upon the good 
work of the Heritage Lottery Fund team based in Scotland and 
to give them full responsibility for the allocation and distribution 
of the Scottish share of lottery funding for heritage good causes. 
They will initially operate under a suitable shared governance 
system, building on the work of the current Scottish Regional 
Committee.
493. What will happen to Scotland’s share of Lottery funding for 
the arts and film and for sport in Scotland?
Under the arrangements we propose, Scotland’s share of Lottery 
funding for the arts and film will be distributed by Creative 
Scotland and for sport by sportscotland, as they are now.
Communications and IT Infrastructure
Postal Services
494. What is the plan for the newly privatised Royal Mail in an 
independent Scotland?
The current Scottish Government disagrees with the recent 
privatisation of Royal Mail. Independence will enable Scotland 
to restore the Royal Mail to public ownership in Scotland and 
the current Scottish Government intends to do so.
495. Will universal postal services be maintained in an 
independent Scotland?
Yes. This Scottish Government recognises the importance of 
postal services to sustaining communities across Scotland, and 
will maintain at least the level of service provision inherited from 
the United Kingdom on independence. 
496. Will the price for stamps be higher in an independent 
Scotland than in the rest of the UK?
On independence, stamp prices will be the same as they are at 
the time in the rest of the UK. A Scottish postal service in public 
ownership would not need to generate profits for shareholders 
and so should be in a better position to ensure that postal prices 
and deliveries meet Scotland’s needs. This applies to sending 
post and parcels within Scotland, to the rest of the UK and to 
other countries. 
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We know that many people and businesses will continue to 
send post and parcels outside Scotland and it is our intention 
that postal charges to the rest of the UK will not be more 
expensive than charges to send post within Scotland.
Communications
497. Will	I	have	to	pay	roaming	charges	on	my	mobile	phone	 
in	other	parts	of	the	UK?
No. There will be no international roaming charges across 
Scotland and the rest of the UK. There is no reason why 
companies would wish to frustrate customers on either side  
of the border by introducing charges.
The EU has cut charges for international voice calls, texts and 
internet access by 75 per cent since 2007, and the European 
Commission has recently published proposals to ban incoming 
call charges while travelling in the EU from 1 July 2014, and to 
abolish all other mobile roaming charges by 2016. 
498. Will	I	have	to	pay	international	rates	to	phone	the	rest	of	
the	UK	on	a	landline?
No. People in Scotland and the rest of the UK will not be subject 
to international rates on a fixed landline.
The European Commission has recently published proposals 
that would mean companies cannot charge more for a fixed call 
within Europe than they do for a long distance domestic call. 
499. Will	my	home	phone	number	change	as	a	result	of	Scotland	
becoming	an	independent	country?
No. Independence will not result in any change to local phone 
numbers and dialling codes for areas across Scotland (such as 
01224 for Aberdeen and 01698 for Motherwell).
500. What	will	the	international	dialling	code	be	for	an	
independent	Scotland?
When Scotland becomes independent, we will seek to ensure 
that Scotland continues to use the 0044 international dialling 
code, through the International Telecommunication Union. This 
would be similar to the current use of the 001 international 
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dialling code which is shared by a number of North American 
countries including Canada and the USA.
501. Will	3G	and	4G	internet	still	be	available	on	my	mobile	
phone	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. Powers over this issue, currently exercised by 
Westminster, will transfer to Scotland as a result of 
independence. This Scottish Government would prioritise 
enhancements to mobile phone coverage in an independent 
Scotland. 
502. What	impact	will	independence	have	on	investment	in	
broadband	infrastructure	and	in	satellite	broadband	
technologies?
Public investment in broadband infrastructure at a UK level is 
fragmented. For example, Westminster is delivering a number 
of programmes – a rural broadband fund, a super-connected 
cities fund, and a mobile infrastructure fund.
These projects are being administered separately. They have 
different aims and objectives and are not fully aligned with each 
other. The overall investment made by Westminster is not being 
utilised to maximum impact. With independence, the Scottish 
Government will have the opportunity to direct these resources 
more effectively within Scotland. 
503. What	will	happen	to	the	UK	internet	domain	name	
registration	process?
There will be no impact on the UK internet domain name 
registration processes or the cost to businesses as anyone  
in the world can apply to use dotUK. 
Prior to independence, a new dotSCOT top level domain will 
have been established and will be open to registrations from 
businesses, organisations and individuals from Scotland and  
to those with a clear Scottish connection. 
An independent Scotland would also be entitled to a new two-
letter country code top-level domain once new codes are in 
place with the International Standardization Organisation.
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IT	Infrastructure	and	Data
504. What	arrangements	will	be	made	to	“share”	or	migrate	
systems	with	existing	Westminster	Government	
departments	which	currently	hold	data	on	individuals,	 
such	as	on	social	security	and	tax	systems?
On independence, the short-term delivery of central government 
IT services would remain as it currently stands. We would work 
closely with Westminster departments, as envisaged in the 
Edinburgh Agreement, to support the best interests of the 
people of Scotland and the rest of the UK through continuity of 
service and to identify and scope any transition to new systems. 
This would also look at the potential for sharing existing 
systems, both short-term and longer-term.
The Scottish Government would look to put in place a 
memorandum of agreement with each of the UK departments to 
ensure there would be a clear understanding that data relating 
to Scottish citizens is entirely the responsibility of an 
independent Scotland, and to set out the standards required 
from UK departments for as long as they continue to act as 
processors of the data.
505. Will	independence	mean	there	will	be	extra	costs	in	terms	
of	IT	systems	for	public	services?
There will be transitional costs, the level of which will depend  
on arrangements reached with Westminster on sharing. 
Independence provides an opportunity to develop better 
integrated IT systems for public services.
506. Will	Scotland	continue	to	have	all	internet	traffic	routed	via	
London,	or	will	it	be	necessary	to	create	a	Scottish	internet	
hub,	with	direct	connectivity	to	mainland	Europe?
This is not affected by independence and will depend on 
whether current connectors, mainly through London, have the 
bandwidth to meet the needs of Scottish businesses as they do 
currently. The Scottish Government has worked with industry to 
help create an internet exchange in Scotland, which launched in 
October 2013. The internet exchange point allows internet 
traffic to be routed through Scotland more efficiently and cost 
effectively, allowing Scottish businesses to connect directly to 
the internet more cheaply and easily, and increasing the 
resilience of internet infrastructure in Scotland.
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The	Referendum
How	the	Referendum	will	take	Place
507. Why	is	Scotland	having	a	referendum	on	independence?
Scotland should be independent because the best people to 
take decisions about Scotland’s future are those of us who live 
and work here.
We believe the people of Scotland should have the opportunity 
to choose a new path for our nation. We believe that 
independence is the necessary next step for Scotland if our 
nation is to become a fairer and more prosperous place.
In May 2011, the Scottish National Party won a majority of seats 
in the Scottish Parliament and formed the Scottish Government. 
The SNP manifesto included a commitment to a referendum. 
The referendum on 18 September 2014 is the delivery of that 
commitment.
508. What	question	is	being	asked?
The question is “Should Scotland be an independent country?” 
Voters can answer Yes or No.
509. How	was	the	referendum	question	decided?
The independent Electoral Commission tested the Scottish 
Government’s proposed question with members of the public  
to ensure that people will easily understand it. It suggested a 
minor amendment, which we accepted. This was then agreed 
by the Scottish Parliament.
510. When	is	the	referendum	going	to	be?
The referendum will be held on Thursday 18 September 2014. 
Polls will be open from 7am until 10pm.
511. Who	can	vote	in	the	referendum?	
People who can vote in Scottish Parliamentary and local 
government elections will be able to vote in the referendum. 
The following groups are entitled to be on the electoral register 
for the referendum:
■ British citizens resident in Scotland.
■ Commonwealth citizens resident in Scotland who have 
leave to remain in the UK or do not require such leave.
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■ Citizens of the Republic of Ireland and other EU countries 
resident in Scotland.
■ Members of the House of Lords resident in Scotland.
■ Service personnel serving in the UK or overseas with the 
armed forces who are registered to vote in Scotland.
■ Crown personnel serving outside the UK with HM 
Government who are registered to vote in Scotland.
The key difference from normal voting arrangements is that the 
minimum age for voting in the referendum will be 16 instead of 
18. This means that people who will be 16 years old by  
18 September 2014, and are otherwise eligible, can register  
to vote.
512. How	do	I	register	to	vote?
The annual household canvass has been taking place in 
Scotland from 1 October 2013. Each household will receive a 
standard annual canvass form, and a young voter registration 
form, which will collect details of those eligible to vote in the 
referendum.
People can also register to vote until 11 days before the 
referendum through ‘rolling registration’. Further information on 
how to register to vote is available at http://www.aboutmyvote.
co.uk/
513. How	will	people	know	their	voting	rights?
The Electoral Commission has a statutory responsibility to 
undertake public awareness campaigns in respect of the 
referendum. These campaigns will cover registration and voting. 
Education Scotland has a role in making sure that young people 
and adult learners know about the referendum and how to take 
part. 
The electoral registration form for members of the armed forces, 
which is available on the Electoral Commission’s website, makes 
clear the options available to service personnel. The Ministry of 
Defence also provides advice and information to service 
personnel on voting rights and registration options available. 
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514. How	and	where	can	I	cast	my	vote?
The Electoral Commission will provide factual, impartial 
guidance to voters on how to register and how to cast their vote. 
In general, votes will be cast in the same way and at the same 
places that people vote in elections. 
515. Do	a	certain	number	of	people	have	to	vote	for	the	result	to	
count?
Whatever the turnout in the referendum, if more than half of 
those voting vote Yes, Scotland will become independent. If 
more than half vote No, Scotland will not become independent. 
516. How	will	the	referendum	be	run?
The referendum will be run to the highest international 
standards. There will be a Chief Counting Officer who will be 
responsible for ensuring that the referendum is run properly and 
effectively. The Chief Counting Officer will be the convener of 
the Electoral Management Board for Scotland. 
The Chief Counting Officer will appoint Counting Officers to run 
the poll at a local level.
517. How	much	will	the	referendum	cost	to	run?
The referendum will cost around £13.7 million. 
Informing	My	Vote
518. What	is	the	Scottish	Government’s	position	on	the	
referendum?
We believe that the future prosperity and wellbeing of Scotland 
is best served by the people of Scotland voting Yes in the 
referendum so that Scotland becomes an independent country. 
519. What	is	the	Westminster	Government’s	position	on	the	
referendum?
The Westminster Government’s position is to oppose 
independence for Scotland.
520. What	if	I	don’t	normally	vote	for	the	SNP?
You do not need to support the Scottish National Party to vote 
Yes. Individuals who support all the major parties – or none of 
them – support independence and will vote Yes in the 
referendum.
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The decision in the referendum is not about voting for any 
particular political party. It is about whether decisions about 
Scotland should be made in Scotland or by Westminster.
The Scottish Government supports independence because we 
believe it will be better for us all if decisions about Scotland are 
taken by the people who care most about Scotland – the people 
who live and work here. 
521. What	is	the	position	of	overseas	governments	and	
international	organisations	on	the	referendum?
Governments of other countries, as well as international 
organisations, recognise that the decision about becoming an 
independent country is one for people in Scotland alone to 
make. The international community respects that the 
referendum is consensual and democratic.
522. What	information	is	available	to	me	to	help	me	decide	how	
to	vote?
There is a lot of information available to help you decide how to 
vote:
■ the independent Electoral Commission will provide 
information for voters about how to register and cast votes 
in the referendum. It also has information on its website 
(http://www.electoralcommission.org.uk/scotland)
■ the main campaigns have dedicated websites:
■	 Yes Scotland – http://www.yesscotland.net/
■	 Better Together – http://www.bettertogether.net/
■ the Scottish Government has a dedicated referendum 
website – http://www.scotreferendum.com – and has 
published this paper as a comprehensive guide to an 
independent Scotland
■ the Westminster Government’s Scotland Office has a 
dedicated website – https://www.gov.uk/government/topics/
scotland
■ the broadcast media must be neutral in the debate and 
provide information on television and online
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■ the print media do not have to be neutral in the debate and 
will be providing information and commentary in their papers 
and on their websites
■ there are also a number of academic books available and  
a range of online blogs commenting on the referendum
■ the main Twitter hashtag for the referendum is #indyref
523. Who	will	regulate	the	campaign?
The independent Electoral Commission will be responsible for 
regulating campaign activity. 
During the 16 weeks prior to the referendum (the ‘referendum 
period’), campaigners will have to follow certain rules to ensure 
that the referendum is fair and that it commands the confidence 
of both sides of the debate, including rules on how much money 
can be spent by different types of campaigner and where that 
money comes from. 
524. Are	there	restrictions	on	how	much	can	be	spent	on	
campaigning?
Yes, the Electoral Commission has recommended spending 
limits that will ensure a level playing field between campaigners 
on each side of the debate. During the 16 weeks prior to the 
referendum (from 29 May to 18 September 2014):
■ the designated lead campaigners will be allowed to spend 
£1.5 million each
■ other registered campaigners will be allowed to spend 
£150,000 each
■ political parties will be entitled to spend amounts based  
on their level of representation in the Scottish Parliament
525. What	legal	advice	has	the	Scottish	Government	received	
relating	to	the	issues	raised	by	independence?	How	has	
this	been	used	to	develop	this	guide?
This guide is consistent with, and informed by, legal advice the 
Government has received. The content of any legal advice is 
confidential. By long-standing convention, successive Scottish 
and Westminster governments have not disclosed the source or 
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content of legal advice other than in the most exceptional 
circumstances.
526. What	are	Scotland’s	Constitutional	Arrangements	now?
At the moment, Scotland is part of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland. Decisions on most rates of taxes, 
changes to the welfare system and policies in areas such as 
energy and nuclear weapons are taken by Westminster, which 
has only 59 Scottish MPs out of 650. 
Below is a brief summary of Scotland’s constitutional journey  
so far:
■ King James VI of Scotland also became King James I 
of England in 1603. This is known as the ‘Union of the 
Crowns’. However, both Scotland and England remained 
independent countries at this time
■ in 1707 Scotland and England agreed to form a United 
Kingdom known as “Great Britain”. This agreement is known 
as the ‘Union of the Parliaments’. At this point most of 
Scotland’s government moved from Edinburgh to London 
■ in 1801 Great Britain and Ireland were united into the 
“United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland”
■ in 1885 the Scottish Office was created as a department of 
government whose minister, the Secretary for Scotland, was 
responsible for law and education. From 1892 the Secretary 
was in the cabinet and in 1926 the post was raised to that 
of Secretary of State. In 1939 the main base of the Scottish 
Office moved from London to Edinburgh 
■ in 1922, the Irish Free State (which later became the 
Republic of Ireland) was formed. The remaining State 
became the “United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland”
■ in 1979, the people of Scotland voted in a referendum 
for a national assembly for Scotland. Although a majority 
voted for the assembly, it was not created as a result of a 
technicality requiring 40 per cent of all registered voters to 
vote in favour
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■ in 1989 a Constitutional Convention was convened. The 
convention affirmed the sovereign right of the people of 
Scotland to determine the form of government best suited  
to their needs
■ in 1997, the people of Scotland voted in a referendum for  
a Scottish Parliament with tax-varying powers
■ in 1999, the Scottish Parliament was re-established as a 
devolved parliament within the United Kingdom
■ in 2012, the UK Parliament passed the Scotland Act 2012 
to transfer limited new powers to the devolved Scottish 
Parliament
More detailed information on Scotland’s constitutional journey  
is available at Annex A.
527. In	what	sense	would	Scotland	be	independent	if	the	result	
of	the	referendum	is	yes?
If the people of Scotland vote for independence then Scotland 
will become an independent state, like the other 193 states 
around the world. All the powers currently exercised by 
Westminster in Scotland, or on behalf of Scotland will be 
transferred to the Scottish Parliament. It will then be for the 
people of Scotland, through their elected representatives, to 
decide how these powers are exercised.
Part 1 of this guide explains this more fully.
528. How	is	this	different	from	the	current	position?
At the moment Scotland sends 59 Members of Parliament to 
Westminster. The rest of the UK sends 591. Even if all Scottish 
MPs vote one way on an issue, they can be voted down by 
more than 10 to one. If Scotland was independent, our elected 
representatives could never be outvoted.
Since 2010, a large majority of Scottish MPs have voted against 
increasing VAT, austerity cuts, the privatisation of the Royal 
Mail, cutting child benefit, capping benefits and welfare and the 
introduction of the “bedroom tax”. On each of these issues, 
Scotland’s representatives at Westminster have been outvoted 
by a government led by a party (the Conservatives) which won 
only one of Scotland’s 59 constituencies.
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529. What	does	“sovereignty	of	the	people	of	Scotland”	mean?
It means that the people of Scotland have the right to choose 
freely their form of governance. In an independent Scotland, 
sovereignty would mean that the people of Scotland were the 
final authority and all state power and authority would be 
accountable to them.
530. How	is	this	different	from	the	existing	position	in	the	UK?
Under current arrangements sovereignty – supreme authority 
– in the UK lies with “the Crown in Parliament”, rather than the 
people. In practice this means that the Westminster Parliament 
has ultimate power to do anything that it decides, including to 
overrule the Scottish Parliament on any matter. 
531. How	would	the	position	on	sovereignty	change	after	
independence?
With independence, sovereignty would be formally vested in the 
people of Scotland. Our proposal is that this would be enshrined 
in a written constitution. 
532. Is	independence	about	democracy?
Yes – and one of the arguments for independence is that the 
Westminster system is not democratic enough. It can be argued 
that it fails Scottish democracy on five counts: 
■ for 34 of the 68 years since 1945, Scotland has been ruled 
by governments that were elected by fewer than half of 
Scottish constituencies
■ in only two of the 18 elections since 1945 (October 1964 
and February 1974) – would the largest party in the UK 
Parliament have been different if Scotland had been 
independent and not returned MPs to Westminster
■ the Westminster system includes the House of Lords, 
whose members are not elected by, or representative of, 
the people. Members of the House of Lords hold significant 
power over the people of Scotland. A single Member of 
the House of Lords has more say over the welfare system 
in Scotland, for example, than the whole of the Scottish 
Parliament
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■ the first-past-the-post electoral system, used to elect 
members of the Westminster Parliament, does not fully 
reflect the voting intentions of the people and effectively 
disenfranchises voters who live in constituencies where one 
party has a large majority
■ the Westminster system is based on the principle of 
unlimited power, usually referred to as Parliamentary 
sovereignty. The Westminster Government and Parliament 
continue to have power to do anything – even to repeal the 
Human Rights Act or abolish the Scottish Parliament 
533. What	are	the	current	powers	of	the	Scottish	Parliament?
The Scottish Parliament currently makes the key policy 
decisions in many areas, for example:
■ health
■ education 
■ justice, including the police and courts
■ local government
■ housing 
■ rural affairs and the environment
534. What	powers	are	currently	reserved	to	the	Westminster	
Parliament?
Despite many decisions being made by the Scottish Parliament 
and Government, many key decisions are still taken by the 
Westminster Parliament and Government, such as:
■ public finances – for example, how much tax we all pay, 
how much of the national debt we are paying off and how 
much we spend overall on public services
■ welfare – for example, the level at which state benefits are 
paid
■ pensions – for example, how much the State Pension is and 
at what age you are entitled to it
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■ defence – for example, keeping Trident nuclear weapons 
and going to war in countries like Iraq and Afghanistan
■ foreign affairs – for example, being in the European Union 
and other international organisations
■ energy – for example, oil and gas and the price of petrol
■ most utilities – for example, decisions to privatise Royal Mail
535. Have	other	countries	become	independent	in	recent	years?
Yes. Many countries have taken the opportunity to become 
independent. It is, increasingly, the natural state of affairs for 
nations across the world. 
The number of independent states has risen dramatically in the 
modern era. Since the establishment of the United Nations in 
1945, its membership has increased from 51 to 193 in 2011. 
Of new states that have become UN members since 1945, 
30 have done so following a referendum, taking an average 
transition period from referendum to independence of 18 
months. The most recent country in Europe to become 
independent is Montenegro in 2006. Seven of the 28 member 
states of the EU have become independent countries in the last 
25 years.
Following	a	Vote	for	Independence
Transition	to	Independence
536. What	will	happen	if	a	majority	vote	for	independence?
We propose that, if more than 50 per cent of the people who 
vote in the referendum vote Yes, Scotland should become an 
independent country in March 2016. Scotland’s future will then 
be in Scotland’s hands.
537. When	will	Scotland	become	independent?
The Scottish Government’s intention is that Scotland will 
become independent on 24 March 2016. 
538. Why	should	independence	happen	in	March	2016?
Independence is about being able to make better decisions for 
Scotland and ensuring that our enormous wealth is put to work 
to make life better for the people living here. 
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Independence on 24 March 2016 would mean the transition 
process would be complete before the May 2016 Holyrood 
elections. This allows those elections to focus on the future  
and the newly elected Government and Parliament of an 
independent Scotland to immediately start delivering the 
priorities of the people of Scotland.
539. Is	18	months	enough	time	to	get	everything	in	place?
Yes. Eighteen months is a realistic timetable for the necessary 
preparations. International examples show that countries can 
make significant constitutional changes happen quickly once a 
democratic decision is taken. Eighteen months is comparable  
to the time taken by other countries making the transition to 
independence.
540. What	will	happen	between	the	referendum	and	
independence?
There are a number of key actions for the transitional period 
between the referendum and Scotland becoming independent:
■ agreements with the rest of the UK will be concluded, 
setting out the process for Scotland’s independence and  
the terms on which Scotland will become independent
■ agreements with the European Union will be concluded 
to change Scotland’s status within the EU to that of an 
independent member state, the same as the existing 28 
member states
■ laws will be passed at both Holyrood and Westminster 
giving powers for Scotland to become independent and 
making legal changes in preparation for independence
■ administrative changes will be made to enable an 
independent Scottish Government and Parliament to carry 
forward key decisions immediately after the May 2016 
Scottish elections
Further detail of this transition is set out in Chapter 10.
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541. Who	will	be	the	first	Government	of	an	independent	
Scotland?
The current Scottish Government will be in power until the next 
Scottish Parliament elections on 5 May 2016. It will be for the 
Scottish Government and Parliament elected in May 2016 to 
decide how to take an independent Scotland forward.
542. If	Scotland	votes	for	independence,	would	Scots	be	eligible	
to	vote	in	the	2015	UK	General	Elections?	
Yes. Sovereignty will be fully exercised by the people of 
Scotland from the point Scotland becomes independent on 24 
March 2016. Until that point, the people of Scotland must be 
represented politically at the UK level. Scotland will therefore 
elect MPs to Westminster to represent Scotland up until the 
date of independence. 
Negotiations	with	the	rest	of	the	UK
543. Who	will	negotiate	for	Scotland	in	discussions	with	the	 
rest	of	the	UK?
The Scottish Government will lead the independence 
negotiations. We will invite representatives from other parties  
in the Scottish Parliament, prominent Scottish Westminster 
politicians and representatives of Scottish civic society, to join 
the Government in negotiating the independence settlement 
and in ensuring the continuity of those public services currently 
managed at UK level.
544. Who	will	negotiate	for	the	rest	of	the	UK?
It will be for Westminster to decide who negotiates on behalf  
of the rest of the UK.
545. Is	there	any	precedent	for	negotiations	between	the	
Scottish	and	Westminster	Governments?
Yes. The Edinburgh Agreement, signed by the First Minister  
and the Prime Minister in October 2012, and the legislative 
changes that followed are recent, and very clear, examples  
of discussions between the Scottish and Westminster 
governments resulting in democratic and co-operative 
agreements. This agreement paved the way for the referendum.
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546. Will	the	UK	General	Election	in	May	2015	prolong	the	
timetable	for	negotiations?
There is no reason that it should do so. It will be in the interests 
of both countries to conclude the process in good time.
547. What	needs	to	be	agreed	before	Scotland	can	become	
independent?
Following a vote for independence in 2014, agreements will be 
needed between the Scottish and Westminster Governments,  
in the spirit of the Edinburgh Agreement, setting the parameters 
for Scotland’s transition to independence. They will cover: 
■ the precise timetable towards independence day
■ the constitutional platform for an independent Scotland – the 
laws and administrative arrangements to establish Scotland 
as an independent state 
■ the process and timetable for the negotiation and conclusion 
of the agreements which will form the final independence 
settlement
548. What	say	will	the	people	have	in	the	independence	
settlement?
A vote for independence in the referendum will give the Scottish 
Government and those participating on the Scottish side of the 
negotiations a mandate to negotiate the best possible 
independence settlement for Scotland.
The peoples’ representatives in the Scottish Parliament will 
scrutinise the Government’s work during the negotiations and 
transitional period and hold the Government to account.
549. Are	you	confident	that	the	independence	negotiations	will	
go	smoothly?
Yes. After a democratic vote for independence, it will be in the 
interests of both Scotland and the rest of the UK to come to a 
swift and co-operative settlement. 
In the Edinburgh Agreement, the UK and Scottish Governments 
agreed that they will continue to work together constructively in 
the light of the outcome, whatever it is, in the best interests of 
the people of Scotland and of the rest of the United Kingdom. 
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Key to the negotiations will be issues about dividing assets and 
liabilities, on which the Scottish Government is committed to 
achieving a fair settlement.
550. Should	discussions	on	independence	between	the	Scottish	
and	Westminster	Governments	take	place	ahead	of	the	
referendum?
The Scottish Government accepts that detailed negotiations  
on the independence settlement cannot begin ahead of the 
referendum. However, we believe that sensible discussions 
about the practical consequences of independence should take 
place to help the people of Scotland to make an informed 
choice and prepare the way for detailed negotiation following  
a vote for independence. 
551. Will	an	independent	Scotland	pay	its	fair	share	of	shared	
liabilities?
Yes. Scotland and the rest of the UK will agree a share of  
the national debt. This could be on the basis of our historical 
contribution to UK revenues or on the basis of our population 
share. Either way, our projected share of the UK debt will be 
smaller as a proportion of our economic output (GDP) than  
for the UK as a whole, which means Scotland is well placed  
for the future.
However, we will also be entitled to a fair share of the UK’s 
assets, which are estimated to be worth £1,267 billion. These 
could be taken as physical assets, cash payments or offset 
against inherited National Debt.
552. Will	Holyrood	or	Westminster	make	the	laws	that	provide	
for	independence?
We propose that the key legislative steps towards 
independence should be taken by the Scottish Parliament, 
following an initial transfer of powers after the referendum. 
553. Will	laws	need	to	be	passed	at	Westminster	as	well	as	
Holyrood?
Yes, Westminster will have a role in passing legislation 
concerning independence. 
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This will not be problematic because Westminster has 
considerable experience of legislating for the independence  
of former UK territories. 
Successful independent states such as Malta and Malaysia, 
and scores of others, had their independence legislation passed 
at Westminster. Scotland’s situation – as part of the UK rather 
than an overseas territory – is different, and that is why it is 
appropriate that the key legislative steps are taken in the 
Scottish Parliament. 
554. Will	it	cost	too	much	to	become	independent?
No. Scotland already pays its share of the cost of UK-wide 
services, like the benefits system and the tax system. We pay 
our share of the UK’s armed forces and overseas embassies. 
After independence we will no longer be paying for these UK 
services and bodies, but will use the money to pay for our own 
Scottish equivalent. We will save money on some things like 
defence as we will not be paying towards the UK’s nuclear 
weapons. So money that we currently send to Westminster that 
is spent in other parts of the UK – or on things we in Scotland 
do not want – will stay in Scotland to be invested in a modern 
and efficient system of government for our newly independent 
country, and to pay for things that we do want. We might decide 
to continue to share some services with the rest of the UK, for  
a while anyway. We will pay for these as we do now.
Following	a	No	Vote
555. What	happens	if	there	is	a	majority	in	favour	of	No?
If a majority of the votes cast in the referendum are No then 
Scotland will continue to be governed as it is now, with devolved 
powers exercised at Holyrood and reserved powers exercised 
at Westminster.
That means Scotland will lose the opportunity to, for example, 
remove the “bedroom tax” and to invest our offshore energy 
wealth. Scotland will continue to pay billions of pounds for 
nuclear weapons when the majority of people in Scotland wish 
to invest this money in things like better pensions or improved 
childcare.
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556. Isn’t	the	Scottish	Parliament	going	to	get	more	powers	
anyway	if	Scotland	votes	No?
The last time political parties opposed to Scottish independence 
proposed new powers for the Scottish Parliament was in 2009 
when the Calman Commission reported. In 2011 the people of 
Scotland re-elected the current Scottish Government on a 
platform which proposed significant improvements to the 
Commission’s proposals. Westminster rejected the Scottish 
Government’s proposals, however, and the result was the 
Scotland Act 2012, which falls a long way short of full devolved 
powers in Scotland. 
There has been consistent support in Scotland for the Scottish 
Parliament to have responsibility for taxation and the welfare 
system. However, none of the parties opposed to independence 
seem willing to offer this degree of devolution. Whatever offers 
of more devolution might emerge during the referendum 
campaign, they are likely to fall short of full powers in these vital 
areas of Scottish life. Nor is it clear that even limited offers of 
more powers would be in place by the time of the next UK 
General Election in May 2015 or taken forward after that. 
The only way for Scotland to get all the powers needed to make 
Scotland a better place is through independence. 
557. If	Scotland	votes	No,	will	there	be	another	referendum	on	
independence	at	a	later	date?
The Edinburgh Agreement states that a referendum must be 
held by the end of 2014. There is no arrangement in place for 
another referendum on independence. 
It is the view of the current Scottish Government that a 
referendum is a once-in-a-generation opportunity. This means 
that only a majority vote for Yes in 2014 would give certainty 
that Scotland will be independent.
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Scotland	as	an	Independent	Country
Scotland	on	independence	day
558. What	will	be	the	territory	of	Scotland?
Scotland’s territory will remain as it is now. The borders of 
Scotland are well understood, extending to the areas governed 
by the Scottish Government and Parliament and Scottish local 
authorities.
559. On	what	basis	will	an	independent	Scotland’s	maritime	
boundaries	be	defined?
The setting of maritime boundaries for an independent Scotland 
will be guided by international law. 
This matters because an independent Scotland will own oil and 
gas reserves within these boundaries. The vast bulk of oil and 
gas in the UK comes from the Scottish Continental Shelf and 
will be in Scotland after independence. Analysis by academics 
at Aberdeen University tells us that in excess of 90 per cent of 
the oil and gas revenues are from fields in Scottish waters, 
based on well-established principles of international law.
560. What	will	happen	on	the	day	of	independence?	
On the day Scotland becomes independent, the Scottish 
Parliament and Government will assume responsibility for 
matters, like the economy and welfare, that are currently 
decided at Westminster. The Scottish Government and 
Parliament will be able to use these powers to do more to 
improve the quality of life for people across Scotland.
Scotland already has many of the institutions that a modern 
independent democratic state needs: a modern parliament 
elected by proportional representation, a government 
accountable to parliament, a civil service appointed on merit 
and supporting the elected government and an independent 
judiciary and legal system. 
The difference brought by independence is that powers 
currently exercised in Scotland by the Westminster Parliament 
will be transferred to the Scottish Parliament.
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561. What	will	Scotland’s	laws	be	on	the	first	day	of	
independence?
Scotland already has an independent legal system supported 
by a fully functioning court system and a legislative parliament. 
On independence, the laws of Scotland will continue in all 
areas, except where they have been changed in preparation for 
independence. After that, it will be for the elected Parliament of 
Scotland to decide on changes to the law.
562. Won’t	existing	UK	laws	on	reserved	matters	such	as	tax	 
or	welfare	need	to	be	re-written	entirely?
No. All laws that are in force in Scotland immediately before the 
date of independence will continue after independence until 
they are changed by the Scottish Parliament. This would cover 
all existing laws including Holyrood and Westminster legislation 
and other common laws. 
After	Independence
563. What	will	happen	after	Scotland	becomes	independent?
The Scottish Government propose that Scotland will become 
independent on 24 March 2016. Following that, the first 
elections to the Scottish Parliament of an independent Scotland 
would be held on 5 May 2016. It will be for the democratically 
elected Scottish Government and Parliament to make decisions 
about the direction of an independent Scotland. 
564. What	will	happen	to	Scottish	MPs	and	members	of	the	
House	of	Lords	in	Westminster	after	independence?
With independence, Scotland will no longer send MPs to 
Westminster. Arrangements for the House of Lords will be  
for the rest of the UK to decide but the House of Lords will  
no longer be involved in legislating for Scotland.
565. What	will	happen	in	Scotland	after	the	2016	elections?	
The Government and Parliament elected in May 2016 will 
govern an independent Scotland, in accordance with the wishes 
of the people. That means that the people of Scotland will 
decide what happens – that is why the Scottish Government 
supports independence. The reason we are seeking to make 
the transition before the May 2016 elections is so that the 
government elected on 5 May 2016 will be able to immediately 
use the new powers of independence.
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Scotland’s	Written	Constitution
566. What	is	a	constitution	and	why	does	it	matter?
A constitution is the collection of principles and rules that 
regulates the institutions of the state, how powers are 
distributed amongst those institutions, and the relationship 
between the citizens of the country and their state, including  
the protection of human rights. 
567. What	is	the	UK	constitution	now?
In the UK at present, the constitution consists of various pieces 
of legislation, and constitutional rules and principles that have 
evolved over centuries. There is no agreement on exactly which 
laws, rules and principles make up the constitution. The UK  
is the only member of the European Union and of the 
Commonwealth that does not have a written constitution  
or a Constitution Act.
At the heart of Scotland’s constitutional tradition is the 
fundamental principle that the people of Scotland are sovereign 
and have the right to determine the form of government best 
suited to their needs. 
However, as part of the UK, the dominant constitutional rule is 
that Westminster can do anything it chooses, except bind its 
successors. Sovereignty in the UK is vested in ‘the Crown in 
Parliament’ and not in the people. 
568. Are	we	supposed	to	know	all	this?
The UK’s constitutional position is particularly complex and one 
of the advantages of moving to a written constitution is to make 
information about government structures more accessible to the 
people of Scotland. 
569. What	do	other	countries	do?
Almost every other country in the world has a written 
constitution including all the other 27 European Union member 
states. Similarly, all the other 52 Commonwealth States have a 
written constitution or Constitution Act. 
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570. Why	is	a	written	constitution	a	good	thing?
Having a written constitution means that people have clear 
information about how their country works and what their rights 
are and it protects these rights from being changed or removed.
571. Should	an	independent	Scotland	have	a	written	
constitution?
Yes. Our proposal is that an independent Scotland would have 
a written constitution which expresses Scotland’s values, 
embeds the rights of our citizens and sets out clearly how 
institutions of state interact with each other and serve the 
people.
572. Will	Scotland	have	a	written	constitution	on	day	one	 
of	independence?
A permanent written constitution will be drawn up post-
independence, and everyone will have the chance to be 
involved. 
Before independence, a constitutional platform for Scotland will 
be prepared. It will have effect from the date of independence 
and will continue until the permanent written constitution has 
been agreed and has come into effect. Scotland’s written 
constitution could only then be amended according to the 
provisions of the constitution itself, therefore protecting people’s 
rights and liberties.
The Scottish Government set out its proposition for the 
development of a permanent written constitution in Scotland’s 
Future: from the Referendum to Independence and a Written 
Constitution.
573. What	should	be	in	the	written	constitution?
Scotland’s written constitution should reflect our identity as  
a nation and what is important to us. The present Scottish 
Government will be just one of many voices contributing to  
the debate to shape the content of the written constitution. 
However, there are certain things that we believe should be 
included, such as:
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■ constitutional guarantees on access to health and 
education, equalities and human rights, the environment, 
natural resources and the status of local government
■ rules on war powers, providing a proper process that 
involves the Scottish Parliament in authorising the use  
of military force
■ a constitutional ban on nuclear weapons being based in 
Scotland.
574. When	should	a	written	constitution	be	prepared?
The right time for a written constitution to be drafted is after 
independence, not before. At that point all of the people of 
Scotland, whatever their views in the referendum, will be able  
to engage fully in the process of planning for Scotland’s future.
575. How	would	Scotland	prepare	a	written	constitution?
The process by which Scotland adopts a written constitution  
is as important as its content. In developing a new written 
constitution, Scotland will be able to learn from the innovative 
and participative approaches of other countries.
The process of agreeing and enacting the constitution should 
ensure that it reflects the fundamental constitutional principle 
that the people, rather than politicians or state institutions, are 
the sovereign authority in Scotland. The Scottish Government 
proposes that the newly elected independent Scottish 
Parliament in May 2016 should convene a Constitutional 
Convention to draft the written constitution.
576. Have	other	places	had	Constitutional	Conventions?
In the last decade, citizen-led assemblies and Constitutional 
Conventions have been convened in British Columbia (2004), 
the Netherlands (2006), Ontario (2007) and Iceland (2010). 
Since December 2012, Ireland has held a citizen-based 
Convention on the Constitution to review various constitutional 
issues and it has met throughout 2013.
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577. Will	individual	people	be	directly	involved	in	shaping	the	
constitution?
Yes. We believe the process should ensure that the people of 
Scotland can be directly involved in designing and determining 
a written constitution as the blueprint for our country’s future.
A participative and inclusive process would be one where the 
people of Scotland, as well as politicians, civic society 
organisations, business interests, trade unions, local government 
and others, have a direct role in shaping the constitution. 
Best practice for Constitutional Conventions includes live 
streaming and the publishing of materials (including video) 
online for all citizens to follow (see for example materials for 
Ireland’s convention at www.constitution.ie).
578. When	will	the	Constitutional	Convention	process	start?
The constitutional platform we propose for independence  
will place a duty on the Scottish Parliament to establish the 
Convention soon after the Scottish Parliament elections in 
May 2016.
579. How	long	would	the	Constitutional	Convention	take?
It would be for the Scottish Parliament to decide whether to set a 
timetable for the Constitutional Convention. The Irish Convention 
has been asked to complete its process in 12 months.
580. What	would	be	the	process	for	the	permanent	written	
constitution	to	become	law?
That would be for the Constitutional Convention to consider  
and for the Scottish Parliament then to decide.
The	Monarchy
581. Will	the	Queen	be	head	of	state	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Yes. Scotland will remain a constitutional monarchy with Her 
Majesty The Queen as head of state. Her Majesty will be 
succeeded by Her heirs and successors according to law. 
As is the case in the UK, if a party in favour of changing this 
position was to gain enough support to form a government, it 
would be open to it to propose a change. The current Scottish 
Government does not support such a change. 
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582. How	can	Her	Majesty	The	Queen	remain	Head	of	State	 
of	Scotland,	as	well	as	of	the	rest	of	the	UK?
The Queen is head of state of 16 Commonwealth States, 
including the UK. An independent Scotland would join this 
family of countries that share the same monarch. 
583. Will	an	independent	Scotland	pay	for	the	Queen?
Yes. It will be right for an independent Scotland to continue to 
contribute to the expenses of the Monarchy as we do already 
through taxes. After a vote for independence in the referendum, 
negotiations will take place to agree arrangements.
584. Will	the	Queen	grant	honours	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. An honours system would continue in an independent 
Scotland. The current Scottish Government advocate that, as  
at present, nominations would be processed through the civil 
service and independently of politicians. We will agree with the 
Royal Household any amendments to the Honours system to 
reflect Scotland’s independence.
State	Institutions	and	Symbols
585. What	will	the	official	name	of	the	country	be	after	
independence?
Scotland. On independence, the country would need a formal 
name by which it would be known in international bodies and by 
which it would join international treaties, and that name would 
be Scotland. 
586. What	will	Scotland’s	flag	be	and	what	will	happen	to	the	
Union	Flag?
Scotland’s national flag will remain the Saltire or Cross of  
St. Andrew. It will be for the rest of the UK to decide what its flag 
will be. It is possible for the rest of the UK to retain the Union 
Flag if that is what it wants. 
The Union Flag, the first version of which dates from 1606 – 
before the political union of 1707 – could be used in Scotland as 
people think fit. For example, the Union Flag is flown in some 
Commonwealth countries along with the country’s own national 
flag. 
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587. What	about	Royal	Standards,	will	those	flags	still	fly	 
on	public	buildings?
As the monarchy will continue in an independent Scotland,  
the protocols for flying Royal Standards, for example the Lion 
Rampant, will continue unaffected.
588. What	will	Scotland’s	national	anthem	be?
A decision on Scotland’s official national anthem will be for the 
first Scottish Parliament of an independent Scotland following 
consultation with the people of Scotland.
Songs such as “Flower of Scotland” and “Scots Wha Hae” will 
continue to be sung as unofficial national anthems in the 
meantime.
589. What	will	our	national	languages	be?
We propose no change on independence to the status of 
Scotland’s languages such as English, Gaelic, Scots and British 
Sign Language.
The Constitutional Convention appointed after independence 
could consider the position of Scotland’s languages within the 
permanent written constitution.
590. What	will	be	the	position	of	churches	and	religion	in	an	
independent	Scotland?
We propose no change to the legal status of any religion or  
of Scotland’s churches.
Government	in	an	Independent	Scotland
Current	UK	Functions	and	Services	–	Continuity	of	Public	
Services
591. Will	public	services	continue	to	be	delivered	after	
independence?
Yes. Public services will continue to be delivered in an 
independent Scotland. The current Scottish Government 
strongly believes that public services should remain in public 
hands rather than being privatised, as Westminster has done 
with Royal Mail.
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592. Who	owns	the	public	services	that	the	UK	runs	now?
UK public services are assets belonging to both Scotland and 
the rest of the UK. This is because tax payers in both Scotland 
and the rest of the UK have paid to build and maintain these 
services.
593. What	does	Westminster	run	now?
There are many services currently delivered to people in 
Scotland by UK (or GB) wide organisations. These include tax 
collection (through HM Revenue & Customs), benefits, 
employment services, passports and vehicle and driver 
licensing. The Post Office network also covers the UK, as do 
specialist services provided by bodies such as HM Coastguard 
and the air, rail and maritime investigations branches.
594. What	will	happen	to	services	that	are	run	from	elsewhere	 
in	the	UK?
The Scottish Government’s priority will be the seamless delivery 
of public services on independence to citizens of both countries. 
This applies both to those services currently delivered to 
Scotland from locations elsewhere in the UK and to those 
services currently delivered from Scotland to people elsewhere 
in the UK.
For public services that are currently reserved, the Scottish 
Government proposes to negotiate arrangements for the 
continued delivery of services to the public across GB and the 
UK where this is in the interests of those who use the services. 
In most cases, this will be for a transitional period, but in some it 
may be for the longer term. The underlying principle in all cases 
will be that policy decisions will be made in Scotland by the 
Scottish Government and Scottish Parliament, accountable 
solely to the people of Scotland. 
595. Are	there	UK	services	that	are	run	from	Scotland?
Yes. Important services such as tax credits and the welfare 
system, HM Revenue & Customs, and the Department of Work  
& Pensions all have assets or networks in Scotland. Other 
Westminster Government Departments have systems and 
capabilities largely outwith Scotland and the future of these  
will be considered in negotiations between the governments.
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596. Is	it	possible	to	‘share’	public	services?
Yes. In fact Scotland and the UK already share around 60 public 
bodies in devolved areas now. Under the Scotland Act 1998, 
these bodies are known as ‘cross-border public authorities’. 
The UK and Ireland also share several public bodies on an 
all-Ireland basis (e.g. InterTradeIreland and Waterways Ireland). 
597. Will	the	Scottish	Government	take	on	responsibility	for	
delivering	services	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. Where a service is provided by a shared body which is 
currently the responsibility of Westminster, that body would in 
future also be accountable to the Scottish Government. 
598. How	long	will	these	sharing	arrangements	last?
Many sharing arrangements will be in place for a matter of 
months or years while systems specific to Scotland are set up. 
An example of this approach is the administration of state 
benefits which we would intend to operate on a shared basis 
until 2018, though Scotland would take full control of policy 
decisions on benefits at the point of independence.
599. Will	there	be	institutions	we	will	share	with	the	rest	of	the	
UK	on	a	long-term	basis?
Yes, we propose that there will be some. An example would  
be the Bank of England.
600. How	would	sharing	arrangements	work?
Agreements to share services would be formalised by either  
a change in the law in Scotland and the rest of the UK, or a 
contract or treaty between Scotland and the rest of the UK. 
601. Can	two	governments	have	a	contract	for	services?
Yes. The Scottish Government has several contracts now with 
the Westminster Government. 
602. Where	there	is	an	agreement	to	share	a	public	service	after	
independence,	will	the	Scottish	Government	be	able	to	
have	different	policies	from	the	rest	of	the	UK?	
Yes. This already happens now in some instances where 
devolved Scotland and the rest of the UK share services. For 
example, the university admissions body UCAS operates across 
the UK but has a distinct admissions process for Scotland.
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603. Will	an	independent	Scotland	have	to	have	the	agreement	
of	the	rest	of	the	UK	before	changing	the	way	shared	
services	are	provided?
The rules for changing shared services in Scotland only or in 
the rest of the UK only will be part of the post-referendum 
negotiations between Scotland and the rest of the UK.
604. What	will	happen	to	services	that	are	currently	free	such	 
as	museums	and	libraries?
The National Museums, Galleries and Library are funded directly 
by the Scottish Government and entry is free to core sites. Local 
public libraries are provided by local authorities. These services 
are statutory and their provision is underpinned in legislation. 
Independence will not make any change to this situation.
605. How	many	public	bodies	are	there	currently	in	Scotland?
There are currently 113 public bodies that operate across 
Scotland in areas controlled by the Scottish Government and 
Parliament. There are also around 300 public bodies that act 
within Scotland which are controlled by Westminster.
606. How	has	the	number	of	public	bodies	changed	in	recent	
years?	
The Scottish Government has successfully simplified and 
streamlined the public sector landscape by reducing the number 
of Scottish public bodies under its control from a baseline of 199 
in 2007 to 113 now. 
607. How	will	independence	affect	public	bodies?
Independence provides an opportunity to build on the Scottish 
Government’s record of simplification. Scotland will certainly not 
recreate each of the UK’s public bodies acting within Scotland 
which number around 300. Depending on the outcome of 
negotiations with the UK, the Scottish Government will further 
simplify the public sector landscape by transferring functions  
of some UK bodies to existing bodies in Scotland. Further 
information on this issue is available in Chapter 10.
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Equality	and	Human	Rights
608. Will	I	still	have	the	same	rights,	including	protection	
against	discrimination,	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes. Indeed, they will be strengthened. Existing equality rights 
and human rights will continue on the date of independence. 
The constitutional platform we will put in place for independence 
will give the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) 
the same legal force for formerly reserved matters as it already 
has in Scotland for devolved matters. The Convention covers 
important human rights such as liberty, the right to a fair trial 
and freedom of speech, association, conscience and religion. 
609. How	will	the	rights	and	protection	guaranteed	by	existing	
equality	legislation	be	maintained?
Existing equality legislation will continue to apply in Scotland 
post-independence. The Equality Act 2010 will remain in force 
ensuring protection against discrimination on the same basis  
as at present.
Our intention is that, from the date of independence, the 
functions of the Equality and Human Rights Commission 
(EHRC) in Scotland in relation to equality will transfer to a new 
Scottish public body. The EHRC’s human rights functions will 
transfer to the Scottish Human Rights Commission which will 
continue to act as Scotland’s national human rights institution. 
An Equality Advisory Support Service, providing information  
and advice to the general public, will also continue to operate.
610. How	will	human	rights	be	protected	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The Scottish Government propose that Scotland’s written 
constitution will protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of 
everyone living in Scotland. At its heart will be the ECHR which 
contains important safeguards, covering not only rights to life 
and liberty but also areas as diverse as privacy, family life or 
freedom of speech. 
ECHR protections are already central to the law of Scotland. 
We propose that existing arrangements under the Human 
Rights Act 1998 and the Scotland Act 1998 will be carried 
forward into the constitutional platform, which will apply from  
the date of independence.
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It will remain possible for cases from Scotland to be heard by 
the European Court of Human Rights, in the normal way, and 
Scotland will abide by the final judgments of the Court. 
An independent Scotland will accede, in its own name, to all 
other relevant international human rights treaties. It will fulfil its 
reporting obligations as a member of the United Nations and 
other international bodies.
611. Will	there	be	a	closer	alignment	between	equality	and	
human	rights	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Following independence, the current Scottish Government will 
explore the potential for closer alignment of the equality and 
human rights functions in Scotland, including the option of 
creating a single body in line with internationally recognised 
principles. However, any changes would require extensive 
consultation. They should also form part of a broader review of 
options for strengthening Scotland’s equality and human rights 
approach. That work is likely to be closely linked to the 
development of Scotland’s permanent written constitution.
612. What	about	future	developments?	Are	there	plans	to	
extend	existing	legislation	or	establish	new	rights?
An independent Scotland will be able to pass laws in areas that 
are currently reserved to Westminster. We will be able to further 
develop existing policies and legislation in ways that better meet 
Scotland’s needs.
For example, areas such as employment and equal 
opportunities are substantially reserved to Westminster. 
Following independence, it will be open to the Scottish 
Parliament to pass new legislation in such areas. The Scottish 
Parliament could decide to extend existing rights. 
It would also be open to an independent Scotland to develop 
new ways of recognising human rights, for example in the areas 
of education, health or housing, or in relation to the rights of 
disabled people. These issues could be considered by a future 
Constitutional Convention established to develop Scotland’s 
permanent written constitution. 
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613. Will	the	rights	of	people	in	Scotland	differ	from	the	rest	of	
the	UK	after	independence?	And	what	will	happen	if	current	
human	rights	or	equality	legislation	changes	before	the	
date	of	independence?
The Scottish Government proposes that fundamental rights be 
enshrined and protected in a written constitution. We know that 
senior ministers in the current Westminster Government favour 
abolition of the current Human Rights Act, and even complete 
withdrawal from the European Convention on Human Rights. 
The Scottish Government does not share these views and 
considers them to be of significant concern.
The Scottish Government is committed to maintaining at least 
the equality and human rights safeguards available under 
existing UK and Scottish legislation. If Westminster made 
changes before independence which reduced such safeguards 
and protections, the current Government would take early 
action to reinstate them.
614. Will	becoming	independent	mean	more	equality	across	
public	appointments	in	Scotland?
The current Scottish Government has already set itself an 
ambition that the appointments for which it is responsible should 
broadly reflect the wider community. As part of that we will 
maintain our focus on improving the gender balance of public 
boards which is limited by the constraints of current 
Westminster legislation. 
In an independent Scotland we will ensure that Scotland’s 
institutions have equality and diversity at the heart of their 
governance. We will expect to see public and private institutions 
working to improve the diversity and gender balance of their 
governance. We will also consult on a target for women’s 
representation on company and public boards and, if necessary, 
we will legislate as appropriate. 
Parliament	and	Elections
615. What	will	the	parliamentary	system	be	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The existing Scottish Parliament will become the parliament of 
an independent Scotland, responsible for all matters currently 
dealt with at Westminster.
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616. What	will	the	electoral	system	be	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
On independence, the Scottish Parliament will be elected using 
proportional representation, as it is now. 
The Constitutional Convention established by the Scottish 
Parliament, after independence could consider whether the 
electoral system should be changed as part of Scotland’s 
permanent written constitution.
617. Who	would	have	voting	rights	after	independence?
The Scottish Government’s only proposed change to voting 
rights is that they should be extended to 16 and 17 year olds  
in future Scottish Parliament elections. 
The Constitutional Convention appointed by the Scottish 
Parliament, after independence could consider whether the 
rules on who can vote should be changed as part of Scotland’s 
permanent written constitution.
618. Who	can	stand	for	election	after	independence?
The current Government proposes that the rules on standing  
for election will stay the same as they are now.
The Constitutional Convention appointed by the Scottish 
Parliament after independence could consider whether the rules 
on who can stand for election should be changed as part of 
Scotland’s written constitution. 
619. Will	the	number	of	Members	of	the	Scottish	Parliament	
increase?
On independence, the number of MSPs (129) will stay the 
same. This is broadly comparable with other independent 
states. For example, New Zealand with 4.5 million people has 
121 MPs. 
The Constitutional Convention appointed by the Scottish 
Parliament after independence could consider if the number of 
members of the Parliament should change. The current Scottish 
Government proposes no change.
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620. Will	MSPs’	salaries	and	expenses	be	changed	for	
independence?
No. The system of MSPs’ salaries and expenses will remain  
the same.
621. Will	the	Scottish	Parliament	need	a	bigger	budget	after	
independence?
After independence, the Scottish Parliament will deal with the 
things it does now, as well as with issues currently dealt with at 
Westminster for Scotland. Any resulting increase in the Scottish 
Parliament’s running costs will be more than offset by the 
saving Scotland will make as a result of no longer paying our 
share of the cost of running the Westminster parliamentary 
system, which currently costs the Scottish taxpayer around 
£50 million per year. 
The Scottish Government would have a bigger budget after 
independence as powers and funding transfer from the 
Westminster Government.
622. Will	the	Scottish	Parliament	have	a	second	chamber?
No. The current Scottish Government proposes that, from the 
date of independence, the Scottish Parliament will keep its 
current single chamber structure. This is similar to other 
comparable states which also have single chamber parliaments, 
such as New Zealand, Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
623. Will	Scotland	have	a	Scottish	Electoral	Commission	on	
independence?
Yes. A stand-alone Scottish Electoral Commission will be 
established for the date of independence, based on the existing 
arrangements. That Commission will oversee the Scottish 
Parliamentary Elections in May 2016. 
From the date of independence, the Boundary Commission  
for Scotland, which reviews and advises on parliamentary 
constituency boundaries in Scotland, will report to Scottish 
Ministers instead of the Secretary of State for Scotland.
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Structure	and	Capacity	of	Government
624. How	many	Ministers	would	there	be	in	an	independent	
Scottish	Government?	
The structure of government will be a matter for future Scottish 
governments to decide.
The current Scottish Government’s plan is to structure 
government into nine portfolios, each of which will comprise  
at least one Cabinet Secretary and supporting ministers.  
This structure is designed to continue the current Scottish 
Government’s approach of more flexible and more efficient 
government, and will include:
■ Office of the First Minister
■ Finance and Economy
■ Health, Wellbeing and Social Protection
■ Education, Skills and Employment 
■ International Relations and Defence
■ Justice, Security and Home Affairs 
■ Environment, Rural Scotland, Energy and Resources 
■ Culture, Communications and Digital 
■ Law Officers
The current system of appointing Ministers would continue.  
The First Minister will be appointed by Her Majesty, following 
nomination by a vote in the Scottish Parliament. Other Ministers 
will be appointed by the First Minister, with the approval of Her 
Majesty, but only after the Scottish Parliament has agreed.
625. Will	Ministers’	salaries	and	expenses	be	changed	for	
independence?
No. The system of Ministers’ salaries and expenses will remain 
the same.
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626. Will	there	be	a	bigger	Scottish	Government	after	
independence?
On independence, the Scottish Government would take 
responsibility for all of the things that are dealt with at 
Westminster and so would expand to make sure that this can 
be delivered.
With independence, responsibility for a wide range of currently 
reserved services and functions will be transferred to the 
Scottish Government. The Westminster Government employs 
nearly 30,000 civil servants in Scotland at present. By way of 
context NHS Scotland employs around 150,000 people; 
Scottish local government employs around 250,000; and the 
Scottish police and fire and rescue services employ 30,000.
The government of an independent Scotland will also employ 
additional staff to deliver its new functions on matters such as 
taxation, defence and employment. Some services will continue 
to be delivered jointly with the rest of the UK, for either a time-
limited period of transition or on an ongoing basis. 
627. Will	an	independent	Scotland	replicate	all	the	different	
departments	operated	by	the	Westminster	Government?
No. The functions of all Westminster Departments will transfer to 
the Scottish Government. The structure of government in an 
independent Scottish Government would not replicate the 
fragmented departmental structure of government at Westminster.
628. How	many	people	currently	work	for	the	Scottish	
Government	and	the	agencies?
There are around 16,700 public servants within the Scottish 
Government and its agencies, and around 14,000 staff in 
devolved public bodies (excluding NHS Scotland and public 
corporations).
629. How	many	people	in	Scotland	work	for	the	Westminster	
Government?
There are around 30,000 civil servants employed by 
Westminster and 6,500 UK public bodies staff working in around 
30 locations in Scotland (excluding public corporations, the 
armed forces and financial institutions), with some providing 
services on a UK or GB basis.
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630. Will	becoming	independent	create	more	jobs	in	the	
Scottish	public	sector?
Independence will provide opportunities for employment in 
Scotland in government functions where jobs are currently 
located elsewhere in the UK. Given that the Scottish Government 
will be taking on a range of new responsibilities, there will be new 
job opportunities in the public sector in Scotland. 
The current Scottish Government has a strong record of valuing 
public services in Scotland and is operating a policy of no 
compulsory redundancies within the devolved public sector.
631. What	will	happen	to	the	people	working	in	Scotland	for	the	
Westminster	Government	on	independence?
Having people with the skills to deliver government priorities in 
Scotland is an asset. The Scottish Government will work with 
Westminster to preserve continuity of employment for all staff 
either by way of transfer to the Scottish Government or through 
continued employment with the Westminster Government 
where it continues to require their skills. 
632. How	many	civil	servants	will	an	independent	Scotland	
employ?
The final number of civil servants working in Scotland will depend 
on a number of factors, including agreements reached on shared 
services between the Scottish and Westminster Governments 
and decisions to be taken by the Scottish Government on the 
design and delivery of Scottish policies and services. 
633. How	much	will	it	cost	to	set	up	the	new	public	services	that	
an	independent	Scotland	will	require?	
Scotland already pays for the services we receive from 
Westminster and UK public bodies through our taxes. The size 
of the one-off investment in systems and processes that 
Scotland will make as a result of independence will be a small 
proportion of an independent Scotland’s total budget, and will 
be offset by the opportunities that independence will provide to 
deliver improved government and services in the future. It will 
depend partly on the negotiations on apportioning assets and 
liabilities that will take place following a vote for independence 
and partly by future decisions about whether and how quickly  
to introduce new systems. 
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634. Will	the	Transfer	of	Undertakings	(Protection	of	
Employment)	Regulations	2006	(the	TUPE	Regulations)	
apply	to	transfers	of	staff	from	the	Westminster	
Government	to	the	Scottish	Government	on	independence?
The TUPE Regulations themselves do not cover transfers of 
staff between government departments, but equivalent 
measures are in place to protect the terms and conditions of 
civil service staff when their functions transfer. We will work with 
Westminster on the transfer of staff between the Scottish and 
Westminster Governments to ensure that this protection applies 
on independence.
Scottish	Local	Government	
635. What	will	happen	to	local	government	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
Local government will continue to be an integral and essential 
element of the overall good governance of Scotland.
The current Scottish Government will guarantee the position  
of local government in the constitutional platform which will take 
effect on independence and also argue for Scotland’s permanent 
written constitution to set out the status and rights of elected 
local government.
636. Will	there	be	any	change	to	local	authority	boundaries?
Any future proposed changes to boundaries would be for the 
parliament and government of an independent Scotland to 
consider and decide.
637. Will	local	authorities	be	autonomous	and	independent	 
of	central	government	in	an	independent	Scotland?
Local authorities are democratically accountable to their local 
electorates, not to the Scottish Government. We expect this 
important principle to continue with independence, and to be 
reflected in the permanent written constitution of an 
independent Scotland.
638. Will	local	authorities	continue	to	deliver	the	services	they	
do	now?
Yes. Independence itself will not change the services local 
government delivers. It would be for future parliaments in an 
independent Scotland – in consultation with local government 
– to decide whether there should be any subsequent changes.
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639. Will	there	be	any	change	to	scrutiny	arrangements	for	local	
authorities?
The process of becoming independent will not change scrutiny 
arrangements for local government. Since the Crerar Review in 
2007, the Scottish Government has simplified arrangements, 
improving the way in which scrutiny is delivered and making it 
more proportionate and risk-based. This is still evolving as part 
of public service reform, and local government is directly 
involved with scrutiny bodies in shaping the direction of these 
arrangements. We expect this to continue in an independent 
Scotland.
640. What	will	the	impact	of	independence	be	on	local	taxation,	
such	as	business	rates	and	council	tax?
Local taxation policy will continue to be determined by the 
Scottish Parliament and Government in partnership with local 
government. Council tax and business rates systems are 
already devolved to the Scottish Parliament. There will be no 
change to their operation as a result of becoming independent.
The current council tax system is unfair, which is why the 
current Scottish Government has fully funded the council tax 
freeze for the last six years and frozen the tax at 2007/08 levels. 
We are committed to continuing the freeze for the lifetime of this 
Parliament and will consult with others to develop options for a 
fairer and more progressive local tax, based on the ability to pay 
and would take this forward after Scotland becomes 
independent.
This Scottish Government acted swiftly to establish 
arrangements when Westminster abolished Council Tax Benefit 
in April 2013. Together with our local government partners, we 
committed a total of £40 million in 2013/14 to ensure that 
around 560,000 people in Scotland previously in receipt of 
Council Tax Benefit were protected from Westminster’s 10 per 
cent cut in funding for successor arrangements.
The Scottish Government remains committed to Scotland 
continuing to be the most attractive place to do business in 
Europe, as demonstrated by the changes we have made to 
business rates arrangements. 
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641. Will	local	government	have	more	say	on	how	money	is	
spent	in	an	independent	Scotland?
The current Scottish Government believes that local 
government should have the power to decide what is best for 
local people. Local authorities currently have the power to raise 
over £4 billion a year in taxes, borrow money and, since 2007, 
spend that money how they see fit because of reduced central 
‘ring fencing’. 
642. Will	there	be	opportunities	for	greater	local	autonomy	and	
decision-making	responsibility	in	an	independent	
Scotland?	
The current Scottish Government is clear that the people who live 
and work in Scotland are best-placed to make decisions about 
our future. This is the essence of self-determination, and 
accordingly we are committed to subsidiarity and local decision-
making in public life. Our commitment to local autonomy and 
self-determination is central to our approach to local government.
For example, our island communities have challenges and 
opportunities that are different from those in other parts of the 
country. That is why the Scottish Government has established the 
Island Areas Ministerial Working Group, to engage in discussions 
with Orkney, Shetland and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar about the 
opportunities that are important for our island communities in the 
context of the referendum and independence. 
The Group is covering issues such as energy, the Crown Estate 
and transport. With independence we plan to bring forward an 
Islands Bill to implement conclusions of this work. For any issues 
of interest to mainland Councils with islands, the Government 
has committed to separate discussions with the Councils in 
question. 
Similarly we are working as part of the Scottish Cities Alliance 
– comprising the seven local authorities with cities within their 
boundaries – to consider how issues specific to Scotland’s cities 
can be best tackled in the future.
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643. What	will	independence	mean	for	cross-border	relations	
with	the	North	of	England?
An economically stronger Scotland would be a major boost for 
our close neighbours in the North of England and provide a 
counter balance to the economic draw of London. Recognising 
that the emergence of a successful independent Scotland could 
have a number of effects, North of England councils have 
instigated an initiative, known as “Borderlands”, and are 
committed to working together with Scottish Borders and 
Dumfries and Galloway to explore synergies in tourism, 
transport and business links.
Scotland already has strong ties with the North of England,  
and it is in both our interests that these be developed and 
strengthened further with greater practical co-operation, for 
example, on transport and business links. The “Borderlands” 
initiative shows the co-operation possible in that context: 
independence and interdependence.
Charities	and	the	Third	Sector
644. Will	the	third	sector	be	supported	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The current Scottish Government is committed to supporting the 
development of a capable, sustainable and enterprising Third 
Sector. The sector plays a key role in achieving the Government’s 
purpose by supporting Scotland’s communities and in the 
delivery of public services. It has specialist expertise, the ability to 
engage with vulnerable groups and individuals, and a flexible and 
innovative approach. With independence, the current Scottish 
Government’s vision for the ector will not change – we want to 
continue to work with our Third Sector partners, ensuring that 
everyone in Scotland has a successful and fairer future.
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645. Will	UK-wide/cross-border	charities	still	be	able	to	operate	
in	an	independent	Scotland?
Yes, just as charities currently operate cross-border between  
the UK and Ireland. Responsibility for the legal framework 
surrounding charities operating in and/or registered in Scotland is 
already devolved to the Scottish Government. However, income 
tax and corporation tax exemptions and reliefs for charities are 
reserved, along with legislation covering tax relief on Gift Aid, 
investment income, trading profits and Capital Gains tax. 
The Scottish Parliament in an independent Scotland will control 
both charity law and tax matters. This will enable Scottish 
governments and the Parliament to consider taxation policy that 
would enhance opportunities for charitable giving.
646. How	will	charities	be	regulated	in	an	independent	
Scotland?
The regulation of charities operating and/or registered in 
Scotland is already devolved. There are arrangements in place 
between the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) 
and the Charity Commission to regulate and monitor charities 
registered in England and Wales but operating in Scotland. 
There is a memorandum of understanding that sets out the 
current operational arrangements for OSCR and the Charity 
Commission to work together to provide better regulation and 
guidance for charities that operate across England, Scotland 
and Wales. It will be in everyone’s interests for this process to 
continue following independence.
647. For	cross-border	charities,	how	will	an	independent	
Scotland	ensure	that	a	fair	share	of	charity	income	is	
deployed	in	Scotland?
Decisions on funding are for charities themselves and there are 
no legal provisions in place currently that require funds to be 
distributed in a particular way between the nations of the UK.
648. Will	UK-based	charitable	trusts	still	fund	and	support	the	
work	of	charities	operating	in	an	independent	Scotland?
There is no reason why they will not. Trustees themselves are, 
and will remain, responsible for deciding which charities they 
fund and support. 
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649. Will	charities	continue	to	benefit	from	relief	on	charitable	
donations	after	independence?
Yes. The current Scottish Government will ensure that charities 
continue to benefit from tax relief on charitable donations.
650. Can	charities	get	involved	in	the	referendum	process?
Charities play an important part in our society. Campaigning is a 
legitimate way for many charities to achieve what they were set 
up for, which is to further their charitable purposes. The Office 
of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) has published 
practical guidance for charity trustees to help them to decide 
how they may participate in the referendum process. In general, 
a charity may take part in the process if it can show:
■ it is advancing its charitable purposes
■ the charity’s governing document does not prohibit such 
activity
■ it is not advancing a political party
■ Charity trustees are acting in the interests of the charity, 
and with due care and diligence
	 	 How	can	I	ask	more	questions?
We expect you to find the answers to your questions here. 
However, if there is a question not covered, please visit  
www.scotreferendum.com/contact/ for details of how to submit 
your question. We will add further questions and answers to the 
Question and Answer section on the scotreferendum.com 
website.
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 1.  Scotland has a long history, both as an independent nation 
before the Treaty of Union, then within the United Kingdom as  
a recognised nation with our own institutions and legal system.
 2.  The history of Scotland stretches back to the eighth century, 
but our independence was secured through the military and 
diplomatic achievements of Robert the Bruce 700 years 
ago. Thereafter, apart from a period of incorporation into 
the Commonwealth of Oliver Cromwell, Scotland was an 
independent country until the Union of 1707.
 3.  The Treaty of Union between the independent kingdoms of 
Scotland and England came into force on 1 May 1707. The 
Treaty created a unified Crown and a single Parliament for the 
new kingdom of Great Britain. Other main provisions covered 
representation in the new parliament and reciprocal measures 
about taxation and trade, and it preserved various Scottish 
institutions, notably our legal system. Separate legislation 
guaranteed the position of the Church of Scotland.
 4.   Following the failure of the 1745 Jacobite rising, the issue 
of Scotland’s place within the Union, and the stability of the 
succession to the throne, seemed settled. New imperatives of 
industrial revolution and Empire moved to the fore. Scotland 
played a full part in these British developments, but our 
nationhood was preserved by the Scottish institutions protected 
by the Treaty of Union.
 5.  In 1853, the National Association for the Vindication of Scottish 
Rights was formed. Although short-lived, this indicated growing 
interest in Scotland’s position as a distinct political entity within 
the United Kingdom, motivated in part by the pressure for 
Home Rule in Ireland and by the challenges of governing the 
expanding British Empire.
 6.  The emergence of political interest in Home Rule for Scotland 
was accompanied by changes in the arrangements for Scotland’s 
government, starting with the creation of the Scottish Office in 
1885 and the appointment of the first Secretary for Scotland 
to represent Scottish interests in the Cabinet. This recognised 
that Scotland’s distinctive culture and, institutional and political 
identity required specific and full-time representation. However, 
no national democratic assembly was developed.
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 7.  1886 saw the formation of a Scottish Home Rule Association. 
In 1888 Keir Hardie adopted a Home Rule platform at the 
Mid Lanark by-election, and Scotland’s constitutional position 
has remained a central political issue since then. Home Rule 
for Scotland was debated on many occasions in the United 
Kingdom Parliament, and a number of Bills were introduced. In 
1913 a Home Rule Bill passed its Second Reading, but the First 
World War prevented further legislative steps.
 8.  Following the First World War, the political relevance of Scottish 
Home Rule was maintained by various political parties and 
movements, and the Scottish National Party (SNP) was formed 
in 1934 from the National Party of Scotland (formed in 1928) 
and the Scottish Party (formed in 1932). The SNP won its first 
parliamentary seat at the Motherwell by-election in 1945, but 
held it for only three months.
 9.  Unionism dominated in Scotland following the Second World 
War, and in 1950 the Labour Party abandoned its support for 
Scottish Home Rule, although this remained an important issue 
in Scotland. The Scottish Covenant Association helped sustain 
popular interest in a Scottish assembly, attracting two million 
signatures between 1949 and 1950. However, the Association 
was not linked to any political party and failed to secure its 
objectives directly.
 10.  Scottish Home Rule returned as a key issue with the SNP’s 
victory in the Hamilton by-election of 1967. Winnie Ewing won 
the seat with 46 per cent of the vote, marking the emergence of 
the SNP as an electoral force and mainstream political party.
 11.  Since the Hamilton by-election, each of the main political parties 
has, at different times, committed itself to new constitutional 
arrangements for Scotland. In 1968 the declaration of Perth 
committed the Conservatives to Scottish devolution in some 
form, and in 1970 the Conservative government published 
Scotland’s Government, which recommended the creation 
of a Scottish assembly. However, Conservative support for 
Scottish devolution declined, and the party opposed legislative 
devolution for Scotland through the 1980s and 1990s. Although 
the party campaigned for a No vote in the referendum of 
1997, the Conservatives at both Scottish and United Kingdom 
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level have supported the Scottish Parliament since it was 
established.
 12.  In 1969, the Labour government commissioned a report into 
constitutional options for the United Kingdom. The Kilbrandon 
Commission did not report until 1973 by which time a 
Conservative government was in power. The Kilbrandon Report 
recommended devolved assemblies for Scotland and Wales, 
which led eventually to devolution being put to the electorate 
in a referendum in 1979. The legislation required 40 per cent 
of the total electorate to support devolution in the Scottish 
referendum; in the event 32.9 per cent supported the assembly, 
although this represented 51.6 per cent of those who voted – a 
majority of more than 77,000.
 13.  Following the election of the Conservative government in 1979, 
devolution, and the concept of the sovereignty of the Scottish 
people, was taken forward first by the Campaign for a Scottish 
Assembly, and then, from 1989, the Scottish Constitutional 
Convention. In 1988 the Campaign for a Scottish Assembly 
published A Claim of Right for Scotland which asserted 
Scotland’s cultural and historical legacy in putting forward 
its argument for a Scottish assembly. This was followed in 
1995 by Scotland’s Parliament, Scotland’s Right, the Scottish 
Constitutional Convention’s blueprint for a Scottish assembly, 
which became the basis for the devolution settlement that was 
enacted in 1988.
 14.  The Labour Party won the 1997 general election on a platform 
that included a commitment to a referendum on Scottish 
devolution. The white paper Scotland’s Parliament was 
published in July 1997, and its proposals were the basis for 
the referendum which was held on 11 September 1997. Over 
74 per cent of those participating supported the creation of 
the Scottish Parliament, and over 63 per cent supported tax-
varying powers for the Parliament. The Scottish Parliament that 
reconvened in 1999 was based on the constitutional settlement 
in the subsequent Scotland Act 1998.
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 15.  Following the Scottish general elections of 1999 and 2003 
Scottish administrations were formed by coalitions of the 
Labour and Liberal Democrat parties. These administrations 
introduced important reforms, such as free personal care for 
the elderly, the smoking ban and proportional representation 
for local authority elections. These measures attracted support 
across the Scottish Parliament. In the 2007 Scottish general 
election, the SNP formed the single largest party and became 
the first minority administration in the Scottish Parliament. That 
Government restored free education for Scotland’s students 
and introduced free prescription charges and the council tax 
freeze. In the 2011 general election the SNP Government was 
returned with an absolute majority, a rare achievement in a 
proportional voting system.
 16.  The Scotland Act 1998 allowed for the powers of both 
the Government and Parliament to be adjusted with the 
consent of both the Scottish Parliament and Westminster. 
A number of changes have been made since 1999, most 
significantly devolving major responsibilities for rail in 2002. 
The responsibilities of the Scottish Parliament were examined 
following the election of the SNP Government in 2007. The 
Scottish Government’s National Conversation considered 
the advantages of further devolution and independence. The 
Commission on Scottish Devolution (also known as the Calman 
Commission) established by the Labour, Liberal Democrat 
and Conservative parties and the Westminster Government 
examined further devolution only.
 17.  The Calman Commission’s recommendations, notably to 
increase the taxation powers of the Scottish Parliament, led 
to the Westminster Scotland Act 2012, which received the 
Scottish Parliament’s consent in April 2012 and is now being 
implemented.
 18.  In the 2011 Scottish general election, the SNP was elected on a 
platform of a referendum on independence. In October 2012 the 
Westminster and Scottish Governments signed the Edinburgh 
Agreement to confirm that the Scottish Parliament could 
legislate for the referendum, and committed to continue to work 
together constructively in the light of the outcome, whatever it 
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might be, in the best interests of the people of Scotland and 
the rest of the United Kingdom. The Scottish Independence 
Referendum (Franchise) Act 2013, which received Royal Assent 
in August 2013, enables 16 and 17 year olds to vote in the 
referendum and the legislation for the referendum itself was 
passed by the Scottish Parliament on 14 November 2013. 
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ANNEX B 
 Responsibilities devolved to the Scottish Parliament and 
Government 
 The Scotland Act 1988 does not set out devolved subjects, but 
instead lists ‘reserved matters’ for which the UK Parliament 
retains responsibility. Devolved matters on which the Scottish 
Parliament can make laws are all those that are not specifically 
reserved (with certain provisos set out in the Act).
 Devolved matters
■■ Health
■■ Education and training
■■ Local government
■■ Social work
■■ Housing
■■ Planning
■■  Tourism, economic development and financial assistance  
to industry
■■  Some aspects of transport, including the Scottish road 
network, bus policy and ports and harbours
■■  Law and home affairs, including most aspects of criminal  
and civil law, the prosecution system and the courts
■■ The police and fire services
■■ The environment
■■ Natural and built heritage
■■ Agriculture, forestry and fishing
■■ Sport and the arts
■■ Statistics, public registers and records
■■ Air guns unless classified as “specially dangerous”
Main Devolved and 
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■■ Certain forms of taxation (local taxes, such as council 
tax and non-domestic rates; taxes on land and building 
transactions; taxes on waste disposal to landfill)
 The Scottish Parliament also has powers to vary the standard 
rate of Income Tax by up to three pence in the pound, and 
under the Scotland Act 2012 will have a responsibility for setting 
a Scottish Rate of Income Tax at a rate up to ten pence in the 
pound different from that elsewhere in the UK.
 Scottish Government Ministers also have a range of 
“executively devolved” powers to make secondary legislation, 
such as regulations, about some of the reserved matters listed 
below. Otherwise the powers of the Westminster Government 
match those of the Westminster Parliament.
 Responsibilities reserved to the Westminster Parliament
 Constitutional and general reservations
  The Crown, including succession to the Crown and a regency
  The Union of the Kingdoms of Scotland and England
   The Parliament of the United Kingdom, elections for 
membership of the House of Commons, the European 
Parliament and the Scottish Parliament
  The higher courts
   The Security Service, the Secret Intelligence Service and  
the Government Communications Headquarters
  The registration and funding of political parties
  Foreign affairs, international relations, and representation
  The civil service
  Defence
  Treason
 Economic and fiscal
   Fiscal, economic and monetary policy, including the issue 
and circulation of money, taxes and excise duties (with the 
exceptions mentioned above), government borrowing and 
lending, control over United Kingdom public expenditure, the 
exchange rate and the Bank of England
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  The currency: coinage, legal tender and bank notes
  Financial services
   Financial markets, including listing and public offers of 
securities and investments, transfer of securities and insider 
dealing
 Home affairs
  Misuse of drugs
  Data protection
  Firearms
  Classification of films and videos
   Immigration and nationality, including asylum and issue  
of travel documents
  Scientific procedures on live animals
   National security, interception of communications, official 
secrets and terrorism
  Betting, gaming and lotteries
  Emergency powers
  Extradition
 Trade and industry
   The creation, operation, regulation and dissolution of types  
of business association
  Insolvency in relation to business associations
   Regulation of anti-competitive practices and agreements; 
abuse of dominant position monopolies and mergers
  Intellectual property
  Import and export control
   Regulation of sea fishing outside the Scottish zone  
(except in relation to Scottish fishing boats)
  Consumer protection
  Product standards, safety and liability
  Weights and measures
   Telecommunications and wireless telegraphy, including 
internet services
  Post Office, posts and postal services
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 Trade and industry (contd)
  Research Councils
  Designation of assisted areas
  Protection of trading and economic interests
 Energy
   Generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity
   Oil and gas, including the ownership of, exploration for 
and exploitation of deposits of oil and natural gas, offshore 
installations and pipelines
   Coal, including its ownership and exploitation, deep and 
opencast coal mining and coal mining subsidence
   Nuclear energy and nuclear installations, including nuclear 
safety, security and safeguards, and liability for nuclear 
occurrences
 Transport
  Road transport
  Rail transport, provision and regulation of railway services
  Marine transport, including navigational rights and freedoms
  Air transport
  Transport of radioactive material
 Social security
  Social security schemes
  Child support
   The regulation of occupational pension schemes and 
personal pension schemes, including the obligations of the 
trustees or managers of such schemes
 Regulation of the professions
  Architects, health professions, auditors
 Employment
  Employment rights and duties and industrial relations
  Health and safety at work
  Job search and support
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 Health and medicines
  Regulation of medical professions
  Abortion
  Xenotransplantation
  Embryology, surrogacy and genetics
  Medicines, medical supplies and poisons
 Media and culture
  Broadcasting, including the BBC
  Public lending right
   Government Indemnity Scheme for objects on loan  
to museums, art galleries, etc
  Property accepted in satisfaction of tax
 Miscellaneous
  Judicial remuneration
  Equal opportunities
   Control of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons  
and other weapons of mass destruction
  The Ordnance Survey
   Timescales, time zones and the subject-matter of the 
Summer Time Act 1972
  The calendar, units of time, the date of Easter
  Outer space
  Regulation of activities in Antarctica
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Scotland’s 
Public FinancesANNEX C 
 This annex provides detailed analysis of Scotland’s public 
finances under the current constitutional framework. The 
analysis encompasses total public spending, public sector 
receipts, the overall budget balance and an implied share of  
UK public sector net debt.
 It is clear that Scotland currently pays its way within the UK. 
 As we move to independence, our strong public finances will 
provide the foundations for policy decisions on taxation, growth 
and welfare. 
 This annex also therefore sets out forecasts for public sector 
expenditure and revenue for Scotland in 2016/17 based on 
a series of projections and plans for future expenditures and 
revenues. 
 Background 
 The National Statistics publication Government Expenditure 
and Revenue Scotland (GERS) published annually provides 
estimates of total public sector expenditure undertaken 
for Scotland, and total public sector revenue generated by 
economic activity in Scotland. 
 The analysis in GERS is based on the current constitutional 
framework. However, it provides a useful indication of the 
relative strength of Scotland’s public finances as part of the UK 
and a starting point for discussions of Scotland’s fiscal position 
following independence. The most recent year figures are 
available for is 2011/12. 
 The analysis in this annex assigns Scotland an illustrative 
geographical share of both offshore oil and gas tax receipts  
and GDP. 
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 Scotland’s track record
 Public sector spending
 Public spending for Scotland was estimated to be £64.5 billion  
in 2011/12 – the most recent year for which figures are available. 
 This reflects spending undertaken for Scotland by every tier 
of government, including the UK Government, the Scottish 
Government and Scottish local authorities. It includes a share 
of UK wide public spending which cannot be easily identified 
as benefiting any one specific part of the country. For example, 
Scotland is assigned a per capita share of both UK defence and 
debt interest spending.
 Responsibility for approximately 60 per cent of the public 
spending undertaken for Scotland is devolved to the Scottish 
Government and Scottish local authorities. 
 Whilst responsibility for such spending is devolved, responsibility 
for setting the overall budget for the Scottish Government 
is largely reserved to the Westminster Government and is 
determined by the Barnett Formula. 
 When comparing the level of aggregate public spending across 
countries or over time, the standard approach is to compare 
the ratio of public spending to GDP. This allows the size of the 
public sector to be compared whilst controlling for the size of the 
economy. 
 In 2011/12, estimated public spending was equivalent to  
42.7 per cent of GDP in Scotland. This is estimated to be lower 
than in both the UK as a whole (45.5 per cent), and the majority 
of EU-15 countries.
 Over the period 2007/08 to 2011/12 as a whole, the ratio of 
public spending to GDP was estimated to be 43.0 per cent in 
Scotland, compared to 45.0 per cent in the UK. 
Public Spending as a share of GDP: Scotland and UK (2007/08 to 2011/12) 
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12
Scotland 40.1% 41.7% 46.0% 44.5% 42.7%
UK 40.7% 44.4% 47.4% 46.8% 45.5%
Source: GERS 2011/12 
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Scottish tax receipts 
 Total tax revenue in Scotland was estimated to be £56.9 billion 
in 2011/12. This includes a geographical share of North Sea tax 
revenue, equivalent to £10.6 billion. 
 Income tax is estimated to be the largest onshore source  
of tax revenue in Scotland, raising £10.8 billion in 2011/12, 
19 per cent of the Scottish total. VAT and National Insurance 
contributions were the second and third largest sources of 
onshore revenue, generating 17 per cent and 15 per cent of 
total estimated Scottish receipts respectively.
 Total Scottish tax receipts in 2011/12 were estimated to be 
equivalent to £10,700 per head. This compares to a figure of 
£9,000 per head in the UK as a whole. 
 On a per head basis, total tax receipts in Scotland are 
estimated to have been higher than in the UK in every year 
since 1980/81. Over this period, total tax revenue per head in 
Scotland has been on average £800 a year higher than in the 
UK as a whole. Adjusted for inflation, the gap has averaged 
£1,350 over this period. 
Total Tax Receipts Per Head: Scotland and UK (2007/08 to 2011/12) 
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12
Scotland £10,000 £10,600 £9,100 £9,900 £10,700
UK  £8,900  £8,600 £8,200 £8,800  £9,000
Source: GERS 2011/12 & Scottish Government Analysis
 Whilst oil and gas receipts represent an important source of 
Scottish tax revenue, they account for a smaller proportion 
of revenue than in some other major oil and gas producing 
countries. The table below shows the proportion of total public 
sector revenue attributable to oil and gas production in Scotland 
and Norway, the largest oil and gas producer in Europe. As the 
table highlights oil and gas production accounts for a higher 
proportion of public sector receipts in Norway compared to 
Scotland.
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Oil and Gas Receipts as a Share of Total Public Sector Revenue 
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12
Scotland 14% 21% 12% 15% 19%
Norway 36% 27% 26% 27% 31%
Source: Scottish Parliament Information Centre – Share of total tax revenue 
derived from oil and gas: Scotland and Norway, and Scottish Government analysis
 Scotland’s overall budget balance 
 The budget balance measures the difference between 
public spending and tax revenue in a given year. It therefore 
determines the government’s annual borrowing requirement. 
 The primary estimate of Scotland’s overall annual budget 
balance is the net fiscal balance. The net fiscal balance 
measures the difference between total public sector expenditure 
and revenue. It is comparable to the estimates of UK public 
sector net borrowing published by the Office for National 
Statistics (ONS). 
 The table below provides estimates of Scotland’s net fiscal 
balance between 2007/08 and 2011/12. The corresponding  
UK figures are also provided. 
 Over the five years to 2011/12 as a whole, whilst in deficit, 
Scotland was estimated to be in a relatively stronger fiscal 
position than the UK. Since 2007/08, Scotland has run an 
average net fiscal deficit of £8.3 billion (5.9 per cent of GDP). 
During the same period, the UK ran an average annual deficit  
of £111 billion, equivalent to 7.6 per cent of GDP.
 Scotland’s deficit has declined since its peak to 2009/10. In 
2011/12, the latest year for which data is available, Scotland is 
estimated have run a net fiscal deficit equivalent to 5.0 per cent 
of GDP. In the same year the UK is estimated to have had a 
deficit of 7.9 per cent of GDP. 
 To put the above projections into context, the IMF report that  
the (weighted) average deficit across the G7 economies was  
7.6 per cent of GDP in 2011, whilst the average deficit among 
the 35 advanced economies monitored by the IMF was 6.4 per 
cent of GDP.
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Net Fiscal Balance: Scotland and UK (2007/08 to 2011/12) per cent 
GDP 
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12
Scotland -2.9% -2.6% -10.7% -8.1% -5.0%
UK -2.6% -6.9% -11.2% -9.5% -7.9%
Source: GERS 2011/12
 Over the past five years Scotland and the UK have both run 
a fiscal deficit (a shortfall between government revenue and 
expenditure). This is not unusual. Between 1980 and 2014 there 
has been only one year when the 35 countries in the OECD as 
a whole have run an overall fiscal surplus. It is possible for a 
government to run an annual budget deficit (a shortfall between 
income and expenditure) in a manner which is sustainable. This 
is because if the economy is growing quicker than the rate of 
debt accumulation, the debt to GDP ratio will still fall. As such, 
the burden of the debt will be reduced, relative to the country’s 
ability to service it. 
 An alternative measure of Scotland’s fiscal position is the 
current budget balance, which is also published by the ONS for 
the UK. It measures the difference between current expenditure 
and current receipts. 
 The current budget balance excludes capital investment. It 
therefore captures the degree to which current taxpayers meet 
the cost of paying for the public services they consume today 
and a contribution to debt interest payments. 
 If a country is running a current budget balance or surplus it 
may still have to borrow to fund capital expenditure. However, 
such borrowing will be for long-term investment which can be 
expected to increase the economy’s productive capacity in 
future years. In effect, no borrowing is being used to fund  
day-to-day government services. 
 The table opposite provides estimates of the current budget 
balance for Scotland and the UK between 2007/08 and 
2011/12. In each year Scotland is estimated to have a relatively 
stronger current budget balance than the UK.
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 In 2007/08 and 2008/09 Scotland was either running a current 
budget surplus or a small deficit. In comparison, the UK was 
in deficit in both years. Looking at earlier years shows that 
Scotland also ran a current budget surplus in 2005/06 and 
2006/07. In comparison, the UK has not run a current budget 
surplus since 2001/02.
Current Budget Balance: Scotland and UK (2007/08 to 2011/12)  
per cent GDP 
2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12
Scotland -0.3%  0.7% -7.2% -5.3% -2.3%
UK -0.5% -3.6% -7.8% -6.9% -6.0%
Source: GERS 2011/12
 From 2009/10 onwards, the size of the current budget deficit in 
both Scotland and the UK increased. This reflects, in part, the 
impact of the financial crises and subsequent global recession 
which has had a significant impact on the public finances 
of many western economies. Scotland’s public finances are 
expected to strengthen in the coming years as the economic 
recovery gathers momentum. 
 Scotland’s national accounts on independence
 To enable an informed assessment of the financial position 
of an independent Scotland, the Scottish Government has 
prepared projections of Scotland’s public finances under the 
current constitutional framework in 2016/17, the year when 
Scotland will become independent. Such projections reflect  
the decisions and priorities of the Westminster Government. 
 In contrast, the strength of Scotland’s public finances in the 
years after 2016/17 will depend on the economic and fiscal 
decisions of future Scottish governments and our ability to grow 
the economy. 
 The financial position that Scotland will inherit upon 
independence will depend in part on negotiations between the 
Scottish and Westminster Governments following a Yes vote. 
For example, the proportion of UK public sector debt which an 
independent Scotland will assume responsibility for. 
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 To reflect the range of possible outcomes, the analysis here 
uses two scenarios for Scotland’s share of UK public sector 
debt and annual interest payments. 
■■ Scotland’s share of UK public sector net debt could be 
apportioned by reference to the historic balance of public 
spending and taxation since 1980/81. This provides a 
measure of our contribution to the UK’s finances over the 
years. 
■■ Alternatively, Scotland could take responsibility for  
a population share of UK public sector net debt. 
 In addition, the following core projections are used:
■■ Indicative total public receipts in Scotland 2016/17 of 
between £64 billion and £65 billion are projected. This  
is split £57 billion onshore and £7 to 8 billion offshore.
■■ Onshore tax revenues in Scotland are projected to follow 
the path forecast for the UK as a whole and grow by 
approximately £5 billion (10 per cent) in real terms between 
2011/12 and 2016/17. For each of the onshore revenue 
streams in GERS, the average ratio of Scottish to UK 
receipts in the three years to 2011/12 has been calculated 
and applied to the forecasts by the Office for Budget 
Responsibility (OBR) for the individual UK tax receipts  
in future years.
■■ Forecasts for North Sea revenues are based on scenarios 
published in the Scottish Government Oil and Gas Analytical 
Bulletin. 
■■ Indicative non-debt interest total managed expenditure 
(TME – all public spending on behalf of Scotland based 
on the existing constitutional framework) is estimated at 
approximately £64 billion. This is based on the Westminster 
Government’s current spending plans, which will see 
such spending fall by 4 per cent in real terms between 
2011/12 and 2016/17. Scottish TME in future years has 
been estimated by applying the average share of UK TME 
undertaken for Scotland over the three years to 2011/12 
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to the totals for future UK TME. Spending on individual 
spending lines for Scotland have been estimated based  
on the projected growth in the corresponding UK totals.
■■ Current devolved expenditure is estimated to be £37 billion, 
based on known expenditure plans. Estimates of reserved 
social protection (including welfare and pensions) are 
projected at £19 billion in 2016/17 based on existing OBR 
forecasts.
■■ Of reserved expenditures, defence is estimated at £3 billion 
(a per person share of assumed UK spend of £36 billion in 
2016/17).
■■ The cash value of Scottish onshore GDP is assumed to 
grow in line with the OBR forecasts for UK GDP. Scottish 
offshore GDP has been estimated by projecting forward 
outturn data using the assumptions about future production 
and prices underpinning the forecasts for North Sea tax 
receipts.
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 Summary of Scotland’s projected fiscal position
Table - Estimates of Scotland’s financial position (2016/17)  
£ Billions – under current constitutional arrangements
Total Expenditure (Non-Debt Interest) £63.7
Currently Devolved £37.3
Defence £3.0
Reserved Social Protection £18.8
Other Reserved Spending £4.6
Public Sector Debt Interest1 £3.9 to £5.5
Total Public Sector Receipts £63.7 to £64.8
Onshore Receipts £56.9
Offshore Receipts £6.8 to £7.9
Net Fiscal Balance2
Including historical share of debt interest payments -£2.7 to -£4.0
As percentage of GDP -1.6 per cent to -2.4 per cent
Including population share of debt interest 
payments -£4.3 to -£5.5
As percentage of GDP -2.5 per cent to -3.2 per cent
UK Public Sector Net Borrowing3 -£61
As percentage of GDP -3.4 per cent
Figures are rounded to the nearest hundred million and therefore may not sum
1 Range based upon historical or population share
2 Scottish Government projections
3 Office for Budget Responsibility – March 2013 Economic and Fiscal Outlook
 Scotland’s deficit is forecast to fall to between 1.6 per cent and 
2.4 per cent of GDP in 2016/17 with a historical share of UK 
debt and to be between 2.5 per cent and 3.2 per cent of GDP 
if we take on a population share of UK public sector debt. The 
OBR forecasts that the UK will run a deficit of 3.4 per cent of 
GDP in the same year. The IMF estimates that the average 
deficit across the G7 economies will be 3.2 per cent in 2016. 
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 Scotland’s current budget balance is also projected to improve 
in the coming years. Assuming a share of debt interest 
payments based upon Scotland’s historical contribution to 
the UK public finances, Scotland’s current budget balance is 
estimated to be between 0.1 per cent (i.e. a surplus) and -0.7 
per cent of GDP in 2016/17. Assuming a per capita share of 
debt interest payments, Scotland’s current budget balance in 
2016/17 is projected to be between -0.8 per cent and -1.5 per 
cent of GDP. This compares to the OBR’s forecast for the UK  
as a whole of -1.9 per cent.
 These forecasts outline Scotland’s potential fiscal position under 
the current constitutional framework. However, independence 
would provide the opportunity to implement a range of policies 
to reflect the preferences and needs of Scottish households 
and businesses. Such policy changes could have an impact 
on the public finances of an independent Scotland. Although in 
some cases their initial impact on 2016/17 would be limited with 
the full change not being observed on the public finances for a 
number of years. 
 Public sector net debt
 When considering the sustainability of a country’s public 
finances, it is important to consider the overall stock of debt,  
as well as the level of borrowing in a specific period. 
 Under the current fiscal framework, UK public sector net debt is 
incurred for the country as a whole, and not directly for Scotland 
or any other part of the UK. 
 As such, there are no outturn figures for the share of UK debt 
incurred on behalf of Scotland. Two approaches which can be 
used to allocate a notional share of UK net debt to Scotland are 
presented below.
 Population share 
 GERS allocates Scotland a per head share of UK debt interest 
payments. The same approach could therefore be used to 
allocate Scotland a share of the corresponding debt. 
 UK public sector net debt at the end of 2016/17 is forecast 
to stand at £1.6 trillion. Scotland’s per head share would be 
equivalent to approximately £130 billion (76 per cent of GDP). 
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This would represent a lower debt to GDP ratio than for the UK as 
a whole (86 per cent), reflecting the fact that Scotland has a higher 
level of GDP per capita (including North Sea oil) than the UK. 
 Historical share 
 A country’s public sector net debt can be viewed as the sum 
of its historic annual borrowing, minus any debt repayment. 
Therefore, an alternative way to calculate Scotland’s notional 
share of UK public sector debt is to base it on Scotland’s 
historical fiscal position. 
 During the early 1980s, Scotland ran a substantial net fiscal 
surplus, driven by the significant growth in North Sea revenues. 
Scotland’s fiscal position weakened through the 1990s but since 
2001/02 has been broadly in line with that of the UK. 
 As approximately 90 per cent of UK public sector net debt has 
been incurred since 1980, assessing Scotland’s fiscal position 
over this period gives an indication of the amount of UK net debt 
which has been incurred on behalf of Scotland. 
 Between 1980/81 and 2016/17, Scotland is estimated to run  
a cumulative net fiscal deficit equivalent to approximately  
£85 billion. This means that over this period as a whole, total 
public spending for Scotland will exceed tax revenue by  
£85 billion. This equates to around 6 per cent of the cumulative 
UK deficit over the same period (£1,400 billion). 
 Applying this ratio to UK public sector net debt in 2016/17 would 
result in a notional share for Scotland of approximately  
£100 billion, this is equivalent to 55 per cent of Scottish GDP.
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 Scotland’s strong commitment to equality is reflected in this 
guide to an independent Scotland. It is an integral part of our 
vision for a modern, democratic Scotland. It underpins our 
aspirations for a society which is fair and just and informs our 
ambitions for a dynamic successful nation, caring for its people 
and resources and occupying its place in the world.
 As an independent nation, Scotland can choose a more modern 
approach to government, including a written constitution. This 
will put issues such as wage equality and protection against 
discrimination at the very heart of our legal system, and in the 
very foundations of our new nation. We will have in Scotland 
all the powers we need to ensure equality of opportunity in the 
workplace including, for example, improved representation for 
women in leadership roles at board level in companies.
 The Scottish Government is proposing that equality and human 
rights should be embedded in Scotland’s written constitution. 
Existing legislation, protection and rights will be maintained on 
independence. Changes will be subject, as now, to consultation 
and democratic decision-making, including equality impact 
assessment.
 The specific policies set out in this guide indicate what will be 
possible in an independent Scotland. The importance we attach 
to equality is reflected in the approach we propose, for example, 
to welfare and to pensions.
 Being independent will mean we can deliver important 
advantages for people across Scottish society, with women 
seeing some of the clearest gains. For older women, a Scottish 
pension will have a guaranteed triple lock increase protecting its 
value beyond 2015 (when the triple lock comes to an end in the 
UK). Entitlement based on a spouse’s contribution will also be 
maintained.
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 With independence the Scottish Parliament will also be 
able to reduce energy bills, and this Scottish Government’s 
proposals will save an average household £70. For parents 
with young families, independence will allow us to deliver a 
transformational change in early years education and childcare. 
This will cut childcare costs and make it easier for mothers to 
enter the labour market.
 Following independence, decisions about what policies or 
proposals should be adopted in Scotland will be a matter for 
the Scottish Parliament. They will be subject to the appropriate 
consultation and scrutiny and to assessment of their impact on 
equality.
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Other Scottish Government 
Publications on Constitutional ReformANNEX E 
 Scotland’s Future is the Scottish Government’s comprehensive 
guide to an independent Scotland and what it means for you. 
It builds on the Scottish Government’s previous publications 
Choosing Scotland’s Future (2007) and Your Scotland, Your 
Voice (2009). In addition to this guide, the Scottish Government 
has published a series of other documents focussing on 
particular areas. These are all available to view on the Scottish 
Government’s dedicated referendum website  
www.scotreferendum.com. They are:
■■ Scotland's Future: from the Referendum to Independence 
and a Written Constitution, February 2013
■■ Fiscal Commission Working Group Report – 
Macroeconomic Framework, February 2013
■■ Economic and Competition Regulation in an Independent 
Scotland, February 2013
■■ Scotland’s Balance Sheet, April 2013
■■ Currency Choices for an Independent Scotland, April 2013
■■ Scotland's Economy: the case for independence, May 2013
■■ Expert Working Group on Welfare Report, June 2013
■■ Maximising the Return from Oil and Gas in an Independent 
Scotland, July 2013
■■ Consumer Protection and Representation in an Independent 
Scotland: Options, August 2013
■■ Pensions in an Independent Scotland, September 2013
■■ Fiscal Commission Working Group Report – Stabilisation 
and Savings Funds For Scotland, October 2013
■■ Fiscal Commission Working Group Report – Principles 
for a Modern and Efficient Tax System in an Independent 
Scotland, November 2013
■■ Fiscal Commission Working Group Report – Fiscal Rules 
and Fiscal Commissions, November 2013
■■ Building Security and Creating Opportunity: Economic 
Policy Choices in an Independent Scotland, November 2013
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5 The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development: 
www.oecd.org
 The mission of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) is to promote policies that will improve 
the economic and social well-being of people around the world.
 There are currently 34 members: Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, 
Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and 
United States.
 The OECD provides a forum in which governments can work 
together to share experiences and seek solutions to common 
problems. It works with governments to understand what drives 
economic, social and environmental change, and, drawing on 
facts and real-life experience, it recommends policies designed 
to make the lives of ordinary people better.
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